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Suffolk Academic Catalogs
Undergraduate Academic Catalog
View the academic catalogs for all Suffolk undergraduate programs or look for specific
courses that are offered in the College of Arts & Sciences or Sawyer Business School.
Undergraduate Academic Catalog (https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academiccatalogs/undergraduate-course-catalog)
Undergraduate Academic Policies (https://www.suffolk.edu/Academics/AcademicCatalogs/Undergraduate-Academic-Policies)
College of Arts & Sciences (https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academiccatalogs/undergraduate-course-catalog?school=b4e5ec70-6573-4680-80dc66cdb26c624b)
Sawyer Business School (https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academiccatalogs/undergraduate-course-catalog?school=442f85d2-f43d-40fe-85c27ed56cbf77fe)

Graduate Academic Catalog
View the academic catalogs for all Suffolk graduate programs or look up specific
classes that are offered in the College of Arts & Sciences or Sawyer Business School.
Graduate Academic Catalog (https://www.suffolk.edu/Academics/AcademicCatalogs/Graduate-Academic-Catalog)
Graduate Academic Policies (https://www.suffolk.edu/Academics/Academic
Catalogs/Graduate-Academic-Policies)
College of Arts & Sciences (https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-

catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog?
school=b4e5ec70-6573-4680-80dc-66cdb26c624b)
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Sawyer Business School (https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academiccatalogs/graduate-academic-catalog?school=442f85d2f43d-40fe-85c2-7ed56cbf77fe)

University Calendars
View the University Academic Calendars at Suffolk to determine specific dates and
plan your schedule.
Academic Calendar: CAS & SBS (https://www.suffolk.edu/Academics/AcademicResources/Academic-Calendar/College-of-Arts-and-Sciences-and-Sawyer-BusinessSchool)
Academic Calendar: Law (https://www.suffolk.edu/law/academics-clinics/
academic-resources/academic-calendar---law)
College & Schools
College of Arts & Sciences (/cas)
Sawyer Business School (/business)
Suffolk University Law School (/law)
Madrid Campus (/madrid-campus)

Contact Us
1-617-573-8000 (tel:6175738000)
73 Tremont Street
(https://goo.gl/maps/2FDom7g5xqp)
Boston, MA 02108
(https://goo.gl/maps/2FDom7g5xqp)

Copyright © 2019 Suffolk University.
All rights reserved.
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December 23, 2019

Grades Due to Registrar by 2pm

View Full Academic Calendar (http://calendar.suffolk.edu/default.aspx?type=&view=Grid&
category=25-0)

Spring 2020
January 13, 2020

Spring Classes Convene

January 20, 2020

Martin Luther King Day Holiday- University
Closed

February 17, 2020

Presidents Day Holiday- University Closed

February 18, 2020

Suffolk Monday- Tuesday Classes Cancelled

March 9, 2020

Spring Break- All Classes Cancelled

April 20, 2020

Patriot's Day Holiday- University Closed

April 21, 2020

Last Day of Tuesday Evening Classes

April 27, 2020

Last Day of Spring Classes (Except for Tuesday
evening classes)

April 28, 2020

Reading Day for Day Classes

April 28, 2020

Tuesday Evening Final Exams

April 29, 2020

Final Exams and Art & Design Portfolio Week

May 7, 2020

Grades Due to Registrar by 2pm

View Full Academic Calendar (http://calendar.suffolk.edu/default.aspx?type=&view=Grid&
category=25-0)
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Major Honors and Awards
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In the spring of each year, both the College of Arts & Sciences and the Sawyer Business
School present students awards of achievement in their major. Each award is defined and
determined by the individual academic departments upon review of their junior and senior
majors each spring semester.
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financial aid eligibility, all students who seek financial aid and find themselves in academic
difficulty should meet with their financial aid advisor to understand their personal situation.
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If accepted, a candidate would be required to successfully complete a minimum of 45 credit
hours of new coursework and satisfy any outstanding general Core Requirements.
Candidates deemed under-prepared to begin a second baccalaureate degree by the
department chair could be required to complete prerequisite studies as a condition of
admission to the program.

- Associate Degrees

An associate degree is designed as a two-year program. Credits earned toward the
associate degree may be transferred to a four-year program at another institution; may be
used to allow the student to re-enter college after an absence; or may be converted to a
four-year degree program at Suffolk University if the student's educational objectives
change. The College of Arts & Sciences offers an Associate of Arts (AA) degree, an
Associate of Science (AS) degree, and an Associate of Science in Paralegal Studies (ASPS)
degree.
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the student's Suffolk University transcript and Credit Evaluation. The Credit Evaluation is
the student's original document of transfer credit provided by the Undergraduate
Admission Office when the student was first admitted to the University. If a student has
taken a junior/senior level course that is not required at Suffolk University, it cannot be
validated.
Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students
through the completion of this program. These transferable skills prepare Suffolk students
for success in the workplace, in graduate school, and in their local and global communities.

Students May Validate:

By Successful Completion (minimum grade of "C") of:

ACCT 321

ACCT 322

FIN 315

FIN 413

ISOM 310

ISOM 313

ISOM 313

ISOM 423

ISOM 423

ISOM 424

When validating, no more than two transfer courses may be applied toward your major
requirements.
Questions regarding transfer credit and validation procedures should be referred to the
Undergraduate Academic Advising Center, 617-573-8345.
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VETERANS BENEFITS AND TRANSITION
ACT
In this Section



Suffolk University is compliant with the Veterans Benefits and Transition Act of 2018,
section 3679 of title 38.
NOTE: A Covered Individual is any individual who is entitled to educational assistance
under chapter 31, Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment, or chapter 33, Post-9/11
GI Bill® benefits.
Suffolk University must permit any covered individual to attend or participate in the
course of education during the period beginning on the date on which the individual
provides to Suffolk University a certificate of eligibility for entitlement to educational
assistance under chapter 31 or 33 (or a VAF 28-1905 form for chapter 31 authorization
purposes) and ending on the earlier of the following dates:
1. The date on which payment from VA is made to the institution.
2. 90 days after the date the institution certified tuition and fees following the
receipt of the certificate of eligibility.
Suffolk University will not impose any penalty, including the assessment of late fees,
the denial of access to classes, libraries, or other institutional facilities, or the
requirement that a covered individual borrow additional funds, on any covered
individual because of the individual’s inability to meet his or her financial obligations
to the institution due to the delayed disbursement funding from VA under chapter 31
or 33.

Suffolk University requires the following of their Ch. 31 or 33 students wishing to utilize
their educational benefits:
- Submit a COE or Statement of Benefits by the first day of classes

- Submit a written request to be certified

58

- Provide any additional information needed for certification
Please note: Suffolk University will hold a student responsible for any portion of tuition
and other fees not covered by the VA (ex: room & board charges).

‘‘GI Bill® is a registered trademark of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). More information about
education benefits offered by VA is available at the official U.S. government Web site at https://www.benefits.va.gov/
gibill."
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timely review and closure of cases of academic misconduct. In some cases, however, it may
not be possible to reach a determination or impose a sanction prior to the deadline for
submitting course grades. In this case, the faculty member will not submit a grade for the
student, but will leave the grade field blank. Once a determination has been made, the
faculty member will complete a change of grade form, with an explanation of the grade
change that includes a brief statement of how the sanction impacted the final course
grade.

Membership of the Academic Misconduct Committee
The AMC hears cases of alleged academic misconduct involving students in the College of
Arts and Sciences (CAS) and the Sawyer Business School (SBS). The committee consists of
two CAS faculty members, appointed by the CAS dean; two SBS faculty members,
appointed by the SBS dean; the CAS and SBS assistant deans who convene the Academic
Standing Committees in their respective schools; and a non-voting dean from Student
Affairs. At the start of the academic year, AMC members elect a committee chair; the chair
casts the deciding vote in the case of a tie.
All full-time CAS and SBS faculty are eligible to serve on the committee with the exception
of non-tenured, tenure-track faculty. Associate deans from the two schools may be asked
to attend as ex officio members when particular background or expertise is requested by
the committee.
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reviewed by the Registrar and the respective dean for approval.
5. It is critical that students have the required 3.0 GPA (/academics/academic-catalogs

/graduate-academic-policies-archive-2018-2019/academic-standing-archive2018-2019) (see specific programs for degree requirements) at the time of
commencement in order to participate in the ceremony.

-

Diplomas

Suffolk University diplomas include the degree awarded. A diploma does not include
concentrations. Suffolk University transcripts include information related to the student's
identity and academic history at the university including any concentrations.
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VETERANS BENEFITS AND TRANSITION
ACT
In this Section



Suffolk University is compliant with the Veterans Benefits and Transition Act of 2018,
section 3679 of title 38.
NOTE: A Covered Individual is any individual who is entitled to educational assistance
under chapter 31, Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment, or chapter 33, Post-9/11
GI Bill® benefits.
Suffolk University must permit any covered individual to attend or participate in the
course of education during the period beginning on the date on which the individual
provides to Suffolk University a certificate of eligibility for entitlement to educational
assistance under chapter 31 or 33 (or a VAF 28-1905 form for chapter 31 authorization
purposes) and ending on the earlier of the following dates:
1. The date on which payment from VA is made to the institution.
2. 90 days after the date the institution certified tuition and fees following the
receipt of the certificate of eligibility.
Suffolk University will not impose any penalty, including the assessment of late fees,
the denial of access to classes, libraries, or other institutional facilities, or the
requirement that a covered individual borrow additional funds, on any covered
individual because of the individual’s inability to meet his or her financial obligations
to the institution due to the delayed disbursement funding from VA under chapter 31
or 33.

Suffolk University requires the following of their Ch. 31 or 33 students wishing to utilize
their educational benefits:
- Submit a COE or Statement of Benefits by the first day of classes

- Submit a written request to be certified
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- Provide any additional information needed for certification
Please note: Suffolk University will hold a student responsible for any portion of tuition
and other fees not covered by the VA (ex: room & board charges).
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REFUNDS
In this Section



Student Account Credit Refunds
Any student with an actual credit balance/overpayment on their student account is
eligible to request a refund. First, check your current account balance on SU Pay. If you
are showing a credit balance on your student account, you may then choose "Request
a Refund" under My Finances when you login to MySuffolk.
If you have an eRefund account set up in SU Pay, your refund will be deposited
directly into your account.
If your refund is a paper check, it will be available for pick-up only at the Ram
Registration and Financial Services Center. You will be notified via email about its
availability.
Refund requests received by mid night of Sunday will be available the following
Friday. All requests received after the Sunday cutoff will be processed on the
second Friday.
If the credit on your account is due to a Parent Plus loan, we need permission
from the borrower of the loan to refund the credit to you.
Students who have pending aid that is eligible to post to the account but have to
wait till it disburses in order to request a refund, may request an advance of their
aid up to $2000, providing they have this amount available to them.
Federal Title IV Aid Recipients: Any Title IV refund that is required to be made to
you will be directed to the bank account submitted with your request. If you do
not have direct deposit set up, a check will be issued for pick up at the Ram
Registration and Financial Services Center.
Please note: Students have the ability to request refunds without the consent of the
primary bill payer.

Federal Title IV Refunds to Students
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If you have a credit balance from the disbursement of Title IV funds to your student
account at any time during the school year, Suffolk University is required by law to
obtain your permission to apply the credit balance to prior year or future term
charges. Learn more about the Title IV authorization (/about/directory/bursarsoffice/payments-refunds/refunds/title-iv-authorization) and using Title IV funds
toward books and supplies.

Refunds will not be available until the start of the semester for which the credit
applies. To learn when your refund or advance will be available, please contact the
Ram Registration and Financial Services Center (/about/directory/ram-registrationand-financial-center).
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WITHDRAWAL


In this Section

Withdrawal from programs at Suffolk University are subject to
certain deadlines and regulations.
During the ADD/DROP period, students in the College of Arts and Sciences & Sawyer
Business School may adjust their schedule without any additional charges incurred. In
the Law School and Dual Degree Programs, drop or withdrawal must be completed
prior to the first day of classes to avoid any tuition charges.

After the ADD/DROP period, dropping (or withdrawing) from a course or all courses
will result in a pro-rated tuition charges based on the time of the withdrawal.

Tuition refund percentages are listed below for the different terms and schools.

Fall & Spring
Law School & Dual Degrees

College & SBS

Day of Withdrawal

Tuition Refund
Percentage

Day of
Withdrawal

Tuition Refund
Percentage

1st 8 days

75%

1st 8 days

100%

Day 9 - Day 15

50%

Day 9 - Day 15

50%

Day 16 - Day 22

25%

Day 16 - Day 22

25%

Day 23 and after

0%

Day 23 and after

0%

Summer
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Law School & Dual Degrees

College & SBS

Day of Withdrawal

Tuition Refund
Percentage

Day of
Withdrawal

Tuition Refund
Percentage

1st 7 days

75%

1st 7 days

100%

Day 8 - Day 14

50%

Day 8 - Day 14

50%

Day 15 and after

0%

Day 15 and after

0%

Short Term Tuition Refund
1 week or less

2-4 weeks

5-8 weeks

Day of
Withdrawal

Tuition
Refund
Percentage

Day of
Withdrawal

Tuition
Refund
Percentage

Day of
Withdrawal

Tuition
Refund
Percentage

1st day

100%

1st 2 days

100%

1st 6 days

100%

Day 2 and
after

0%

Day 3 and
after

0%

Day 7 and
after

0%

Important Notes
Financial aid awards may be reduced or cancelled due to course withdrawal or
taking a leave of absence. Any outstanding balance would then become the
responsibility of the student to pay. For more information on determining
potential financial liability, please contact the Financial Aid Office.
Students are responsible for notifying the University if they plan to withdraw.
Non-attendance or non-payment does not constitute official withdrawal or
dropping a course.
If you are a returning student and need to withdraw or take a leave of absence
from the University, you need to complete an official withdrawal or leave of
absence form [PDF] (/-/media/suffolk/documents/admission/tuition-andfinancial-aid/withdrawal_form_pdffrm.pdf?
la=en&hash=DFFA6B9E2E7861E7C6454CB170661DCB6F9645AF) from the
Office of Student Affairs. Calculation of tuition charges will be based upon the
date that the form is received.
Law students need to contact the Office of the Registrar
(/law/admission/tuition-aid/policies/enrollment-change-withdrawal-leave-ofabsence) to file a withdrawal or leave of absence.
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If you are an incoming student and wish to withdraw, contact the appropriate
admissions office.
Remember to check your account summary for your remaining tuition balance
and adjustments to your financial aid award, if any, after your leave of absence or
withdrawal form has been processed.
Please note: Collection and billing servicer fees will be added to delinquent accounts.
Learn more about our collections policy (/about/directory/bursars-office/paymentsrefunds/collections-policy).

Residence Hall Refund Policy
Room and meal plan charges are not subject to the Suffolk University refund policy.
Once the student signs the housing license agreement, the student is responsible for
paying all room and board charges for the term of this agreement. Students should
review the housing license agreement for exceptions to this policy.

Tuition Insurance
Protect your Higher Education Investment with the GradGuard Tuition Protection Plan
(/about/directory/bursars-office/tuition-fees/tuition-protection-insurance). This
coverage expands the scope of the school's existing refund policy by ensuring
reimbursement for tuition, room and board and other fees for covered withdrawals at
any time during the semester.

See also:
Withdrawal policy in the College of Arts and Science or Sawyer's Business
School (/student-life/student-services/student-handbook/university-policiesfor-students-cas-sbs/withdrawing)
Withdrawal policy in the Law School (/law/academics-clinics/studentlife/policies-rules/academic-rules-regulations)
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TITLE IV AUTHORIZATION
In this Section



Funds received under the Title IV programs
include:
Federal Pell Grant (PELL)
Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG)
Federal Stafford Loan
Federal Perkins Loan
Federal PLUS Loan
If you have a Title IV credit balance from the disbursement of these funds to your
student account at any time during the school year, the University is required by law
to obtain your permission to apply the credit balance to prior year or future term
charges.

If you do not grant authorization, your federal financial aid and loans cannot be used
to pay for charges other than tuition, mandatory fees, and University housing and meal
plans. Health insurance and other miscellaneous charges cannot be paid by federal
financial aid. This may negatively affect any financial plan you have in place.

The authorization form can be found under the My Finances tab in MySuffolk
(https://my.suffolk.edu) and needs to be completed by anyone who receives federal
financial aid. You have to do this only once during your time here at Suffolk University.
Failure to complete this form will result in us giving you a refund and not paying the
entire balance on your bill.

If at any time during your enrollment here at Suffolk University, you want to rescind
this authorization, you may do so by emailing us at bursar@suffolk.edu
(mailto:bursar@suffolk.edu).

Using Title IV Aid for Books & Supplies
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In accordance with the US Department of Education policy, Pell Grant eligible students
who have a pending credit balance due to Title IV funds are eligible to receive a refund
for the amount of the credit up to $600 in order to purchase books and supplies.

If you meet this criteria, a refund will be mailed to your permanent address on the first
day of classes. You may opt out of this refund and use your credit balance toward
associated costs of attendance such as health insurance by notifying the Bursar’s
Office at bursar@suffolk.edu (mailto:bursar@suffolk.edu).

Please be aware - the use of the pending credit for books and supplies rather than.
associated costs may result in a balance due to the University.
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 ϭϰ'ĞŶĞƌĂůWƵƌƉŽƐĞĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵƐĂŶĚϮĐŽŵƉƵƚĞƌͬŵĞĚŝĂůĂďĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵƐ
 ,ĞĂůƚŚĂŶĚtĞůůŶĞƐƐĞŶƚĞƌ
 WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ͛ƐΘWƌŽǀŽƐƚ͛ƐKĨĨŝĐĞ
 ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝǀĞKĨĨŝĐĞƐ
 ĐĂĚĞŵŝĐKĨĨŝĐĞƐĂŶĚ>ĂďƐ
 DĂŝůZŽŽŵ
 ^ƚƌĞĞƚůĞǀĞůůĞĂƐĞĚƐƉĂĐĞƚŽŝƚŝǌĞŶ͛ƐĂŶŬ
Ϯ͘ ^ĂƌŐĞŶƚ,ĂůůʹϭϮϬdƌĞŵŽŶƚ^ƚ͕ŽƐƚŽŶʹƵŝůƚďǇ^ƵĨĨŽůŬŝŶϭϵϵϵ
 ϮϬ'ĞŶĞƌĂůWƵƌƉŽƐĞůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵƐ͕ϭŽŵƉƵƚĞƌůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵ
 ϯŽƵƌƚZŽŽŵƐ
 Ϯ>ĂƌŐĞĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶƐƉĂĐĞƐ
 >Ăǁ>ŝďƌĂƌǇ
 /d^,ĞůƉĚĞƐŬ^ƵƉƉŽƌƚ
 hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇŽŽŬƐƚŽƌĞ
 &Ƶůů^ĞƌǀŝĐĞĂĨĞƚĞƌŝĂ
 ĐĂĚĞŵŝĐͬĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝǀĞKĨĨŝĐĞƐ
 ĞŶƚĞƌƐŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͖ĞŶƚĞƌĨŽƌǆĞĐƵƚŝǀĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ͕/ŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞĨŽƌWƵďůŝĐ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞ
 WĂƌŬŝŶŐŐĂƌĂŐĞĨĂĐŝůŝƚǇƵŶĚĞƌŐƌŽƵŶĚ
 WŽůŝĐĞĚŝƐƉĂƚĐŚĐĞŶƚĞƌ
ϯ͘ ^ĂǁǇĞƌƵŝůĚŝŶŐʹϴƐŚďƵƌƚŽŶ^ƚʹKǁŶĞĚďǇ^ƵĨĨŽůŬ
 ϭϴ'ĞŶĞƌĂůWƵƌƉŽƐĞĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵƐ͕ϭϱĐůĂƐƐůĂďƐ;ĐŽŵƉƵƚĞƌ͕ĚĞƐŝŐŶ͕ĂŶĚŵĞĚŝĂͿ͕ϭϮ
ŽƉĞŶůĂďƐ;ŶŽƚďŽŽŬĞĚĨŽƌĐůĂƐƐĞƐĨŽƌĚĞƐŝŐŶͿ
 ^ƵĨĨŽůŬZĂĚŝŽƐƚƵĚŝŽ
 /ŶƚĞƌĨĂŝƚŚĞŶƚĞƌ
 ƌƚΘĞƐŝŐŶǆŚŝďŝƚŝŽŶĂŶĚŵĂŬĞƌƐƐƉĂĐĞƐ;ǁŽŽĚƐŚŽƉ͕ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐůĂď͕sZůĂď͕
ƉƌŝŶƚƐŚŽƉ͕ĞƚĐͿ
 ůĂĐŬďŽǆdŚĞĂƚĞƌ
 ĂĨĠ
 ^ĞƌǀĞƌZŽŽŵ;ǁŝƚŚĂƵǆŝůŝĂƌǇďƵŝůĚŝŶŐƐǇƐƚĞŵƐͿ
 ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝǀĞŽĨĨŝĐĞƐĨŽƌ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚůŝĨĞĂŶĚŽƌŐĂŶŝǌĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕ŽƌŝĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ͕ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵŝŶŐ
ĂƌƚƐ͕ĚŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ͕ĂŶĚŝŶƚĞƌĨĂŝƚŚĐĞŶƚĞƌ
 ĞŶƚĞƌƐŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͖ĞŶƚĞƌĨŽƌŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ
 ĐĂĚĞŵŝĐŽĨĨŝĐĞƐDĂŝůZŽŽŵ
ϰ͘ ^ĂŵŝĂĐĂĚĞŵŝĐĞŶƚĞƌʹϮϬ^ŽŵĞƌƐĞƚ^ƚʹƵŝůƚďǇ^ƵĨĨŽůŬŝŶϮϬϭϱ
 ĂĨĞƚĞƌŝĂ
 ϮϬ'ĞŶĞƌĂůWƵƌƉŽƐĞůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵƐ
 >ĂďĨĂĐŝůŝƚŝĞƐĨŽƌĐůĂƐƐǁŽƌŬĂŶĚƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚŝŶŚĞŵĞƐƚƌǇ͕ŝŽůŽŐǇ͕ĂŶĚWŚǇƐŝĐƐ
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ϱ͘

ϲ͘

ϳ͘

ϴ͘

ϵ͘

ϭϬ͘

ϭϭ͘

ϭϮ͘

ϭϯ͘



 DĞĚŝĂůĂďĨĂĐŝůŝƚŝĞƐ
 ĞŶƚĞƌƐŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐƚŚĞĞŶƚĞƌĨŽƌhƌďĂŶĐŽůŽŐǇĂŶĚ^ƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďŝůŝƚǇ
KŶĞĞĂĐŽŶ^ƚƌĞĞƚʹϭƐƚĨůŽŽƌůĞĂƐĞƐƉĂĐĞ
 ϯĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵƐ
 >ŽƵŶŐĞĂŶĚKĨĨŝĐĞƐƉĂĐĞĨŽƌ^ĂǁǇĞƌƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ^ĐŚŽŽůĞŶƚĞƌĨŽƌ
ŶƚƌĞƉƌĞŶĞƵƌƐŚŝƉ
^ŵŝƚŚ,ĂůůͲϭϱϬdƌĞŵŽŶƚ^ƚƌĞĞƚʹKǁŶĞĚďǇ^ƵĨĨŽůŬhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ
 ϰϱϱͲďĞĚƌĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞŚĂůůĨĞĂƚƵƌŝŶŐϰͲϭϬƉĞƌƐŽŶƐƵŝƚĞƐ͕ĂƐǁĞůůĂƐ͕ƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂů
ĐŽƌƌŝĚŽƌĨĂĐŝŶŐƌŽŽŵƐǁŝƚŚĐĞŶƚƌĂůƌĞƐƚƌŽŽŵĨĂĐŝůŝƚŝĞƐ
 ^ŚĂƌĞĚ>ŽƵŶŐĞĂŶĚ>ĂƵŶĚƌǇ^ƉĂĐĞ
 ZĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞ>ŝĨĞKĨĨŝĐĞƐ
 ĂĨĞƚĞƌŝĂ
 ^ƚƌĞĞƚůĞǀĞůůĞĂƐĞĚƐƉĂĐĞƚŽ^Ăů͛ƐWŝǌǌĂ
EĂƚŚĂŶZ͘DŝůůĞƌ,ĂůůͲϭϬ^ŽŵĞƌƐĞƚ^ƚƌĞĞƚʹƵŝůƚďǇ^ƵĨĨŽůŬhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ
 ϯϰϱͲďĞĚƌĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞŚĂůůĐŽŵƉŽƐĞĚŽĨƚǁŽďĞĚƌŽŽŵƐƵŝƚĞƐǁŝƚŚĂƐŚĂƌĞĚ
ďĂƚŚƌŽŽŵ
 ^ŚĂƌĞĚ>ŽƵŶŐĞĂŶĚ>ĂƵŶĚƌǇ^ƉĂĐĞ
 ZĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞ>ŝĨĞKĨĨŝĐĞƐ
 ĂĨĞƚĞƌŝĂ
ϭϬtĞƐƚ^ƚƌĞĞƚʹKǁŶĞĚďǇ^ƵĨĨŽůŬhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ
 ϮϴϭͲďĞĚƌĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞŚĂůůƐŝƚƵĂƚĞĚŝŶƐƵŝƚĞĂŶĚĂƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚƐƚǇůĞůŝǀŝŶŐ͕ƐŽŵĞƵŶŝƚƐ
ŝŶĐůƵĚĞŬŝƚĐŚĞŶƐĂŶĚďĂƚŚƌŽŽŵƐ
 ^ŚĂƌĞĚ>ŽƵŶŐĞĂŶĚ>ĂƵŶĚƌǇ^ƉĂĐĞ
 ZĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞ>ŝĨĞKĨĨŝĐĞƐ
 ^ƚƌĞĞƚůĞǀĞůůĞĂƐĞĚƐƉĂĐĞƚŽĂĐŬĞĐŬZĞƐƚĂƵƌĂŶƚ
DŽĚĞƌŶdŚĞĂƚƌĞZĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞ,ĂůůĂƚtĞƐƚĂŶĚtĂƐŚŝŶŐƚŽŶƐƚƌĞĞƚƐʹKǁŶĞĚďǇ^ƵĨĨŽůŬ
hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ
 ϮϬϱͲďĞĚƌĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞŚĂůůĐŽŵƉŽƐĞĚŽĨƚǁŽďĞĚƌŽŽŵƐƵŝƚĞƐǁŝƚŚĂƐŚĂƌĞĚ
ďĂƚŚƌŽŽŵ
 ^ŚĂƌĞĚ>ŽƵŶŐĞĂŶĚ>ĂƵŶĚƌǇ^ƉĂĐĞ
 ZĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞ>ŝĨĞKĨĨŝĐĞƐ
 DŽĚĞƌŶdŚĞĂƚƌĞϭϴϱƐĞĂƚƚŚĞĂƚƌĞ
 ^ƚƌĞĞƚůĞǀĞůƌĞƚĂŝůƐƉĂĐĞ
ZŝĚŐĞǁĂǇƵŝůĚŝŶŐʹϭϰϴĂŵďƌŝĚŐĞ^ƚƌĞĞƚʹKǁŶĞĚďǇ^ƵĨĨŽůŬhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ
 ĂƐŬĞƚďĂůůŐǇŵŶĂƐŝƵŵĂŶĚůŽĐŬĞƌĨĂĐŝůŝƚŝĞƐ
 tŽƌŬͲŽƵƚĨĂĐŝůŝƚŝĞƐ
 ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝǀĞ
ϭϬϰϳŽŵŵŽŶǁĞĂůƚŚǀĞʹ>ĞĂƐĞĚďǇ^ƵĨĨŽůŬ
 ϯϲϳͲďĞĚƌĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞŚĂůůĐŽŵƉŽƐĞĚŽĨƐƚƵĚŝŽĂƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚƐǁŝƚŚĨƵůůŬŝƚĐŚĞŶƐĂŶĚ
ďĂƚŚƌŽŽŵƐŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐŝŶͲƌŽŽŵůĂƵŶĚƌǇ
 ^ŚĂƌĞĚ>ŽƵŶŐĞĂŶĚŝŬĞ^ƚŽƌĂŐĞ
 ZĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞ>ŝĨĞKĨĨŝĐĞƐ
ĂƐƚŽƐƚŽŶDĞŵŽƌŝĂůWĂƌŬʹϭϰϯWŽƌƚĞƌ^ƚƌĞĞƚ
 ĂƐĞďĂůů͕ƐŽĨƚďĂůů͕ĂŶĚŵĞŶ͛ƐĂŶĚǁŽŵĞŶ͛ƐƐŽĐĐĞƌƚĞĂŵƐƚƌĂŝŶĂŶĚƉůĂǇŚŽŵĞ
ŐĂŵĞƐŽŶƚŚĞĨŝĞůĚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚĂƉĂƌƚŶĞƌƐŚŝƉǁŝƚŚƚŚĞĐŝƚǇŽĨŽƐƚŽŶ
DĂĚƌŝĚĂŵƉƵƐ
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BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION (BSBA)
BSBA Degree Requirements

Freshman Year General Education
Requirements

Freshman Year Business Core
Requirements

Sophomore Year Business Core
Requirements

Junior Year Business Core
Requirements

Senior Year Business Core
Requirements

Requirements Taken Anytime

Additional Requirements

BSBA Degree Requirements
The completion of the Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (BSBA) degree
includes:
A minimum of 124 semester hours of coursework and satisfaction of all degree
requirements;
2.0 overall cumulative average;
2.0 average in major and minor fields of study;
A minimum of 30 semester hours of business coursework must be completed at
Suffolk University; and,
An overall minimum of 45 semester hours of coursework must be completed at
Suffolk University to be eligible to be considered for degree.
Students are responsible for knowing and complying with specific degree
requirements. Any exception to the Program of Study requires written approval from
the Sawyer Business School Dean's Office.
Full-time students normally complete their degree requirements in four years. A
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student may shorten the time required by attending summer sessions. Part-time

students normally take five to seven years to complete the requirements, depending
on the course load carried.

Freshman Year General Education Requirements
Globalization Requirement (1 course, 3-4 credits)
Choose one of the three (3) courses offered to meet this requirement. However, Global
Business majors must take SIB 101. All other students may choose from the following:

 SIB-101 Globalization
 HST-149 Empires & Globalization in World History I
 HST-150 Empires & Globalization in World History II
Writing Requirement: (2 courses, 8 credits)

 WRI-101 First Year Writing I
 WRI-102 First Year Writing II
Creativity and Innovation Requirement: (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose one (1) course designated as “CI” in the Undergraduate Course Listing.

Math Requirement: (1 course, 4 credits)
Choose one (1) based on your Math placement score:

MATH-128 Math for the Modern World
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 MATH-130 Topics in Finite Mathematics
 MATH-134 Calculus for Management & Social Sciences

 MATH-165 Calculus I

Stats Requirement: (1 course, 4 credits)
Choose one (1) of the following:

 STATS-240 Introduction to Statistics
 STATS-250 Applied Statistics
Freshman Year Business Core Requirements

 ENT-101 Business Foundations
 SBS-100 careerSTART
 MKT-210 Principles of Marketing

 SBS-200 careerEXPLORE
Sophomore Year Business Core Requirements

 ACCT-201 Accounting for Decision Making I
 ACCT-202 Accounting for Decision Making II

 FIN-200 Business Finance
 SBS-220 Business Writing

 SBS-300 careerBUILD
 MGT-217 Organizational Behavior

 MKT-220 Business Research Methods
Junior Year Business Core Requirements

 EC-101 Applied Microeconomics

 EC-102 Global Macroeconomics
 ISOM-319 Operations Management
 ISOM-201 Data and Decisions Analysis
 ISOM-210 Management Information Systems
 MGT-360 Leadership 360 Practicum
Senior Year Business Core Requirements

 SBS-400 careerLAUNCH
 SIB-429 Strategic Management
Requirements Taken Anytime
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Social, Cultural, and Global Perspectives: (1 course, 3-4 credits)
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Choose one course from the Humanities/History, Language, Literature, Quantitative
Reasoning areas. Search for course options by using the course type, "PERSP."

Science, Technology, and Engineering (2 courses, 4 credits, plus labs)
Choose two courses from the Science, Technology and Engineering areas. Student
must complete both course and lab to earn the STE credit. Courses are offered in
Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Engineering Science,
Environmental Science, Forensic Science, Neuroscience, Physics, and Science areas.

Business Law and Ethics Requirement (2 courses, 6 credits)

 BLE-214 Principles of Business Law

 BLE-215 Business Ethics and Law
Global Engagement Requirement
(See Additional Requirements section.)

Local Engagement Requirement
(See Additional Requirements section.)

Major Requirements (6-8 courses, 18-24 credits)
Student complete 6-8 courses in a specific area of study. The number of required
courses is determined by the following areas of study: Accounting, Big Data and
Business Analytics, Business Economics, Corporate Accounting and Entrepreneurship,
Finance, Financial Wealth Management, Global Business (requires second major),
Information Systems, Management, and Marketing,

Free Electives
The number of free electives a student can take varies by major, number of transfer
credits, and other factors. BSBA students must complete a total of 124 credits to
graduate. Students may use their free electives to minor in a business or liberal arts,

take honors challenge courses, earn a second major or take courses in areas of
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personal interest. Many transfer students bring in credits that are applied as free
electives when there is no program equivalent. Students should refer to their program
evaluation for credit counts, and discuss free elective options with advisors.

Internship/Practicum Requirement
All Accounting, Big Data and Business Analytics, Corporate Accounting and Finance,
Finance, Financial Wealth Management and Information Systems majors complete a
required non-credit practicum. Business Economics, Entrepreneurship, Management,
Marketing and Global Business majors have no required internship, however, we
encourage these students to take advantage of the major elective option if they wish
to receive academic credit for an internship experience. Refer to your specific major's
web pages or catalog page for details. Students who wish to receive credit for a
subsequent internship should ask an advisor for details.

Additional Requirements
Global Engagement Experience
The Global Engagement Experience is designed to provide students with a meaningful
learning experiential interaction with community members on a global scale, who may
have diverse perspectives on a particular situation or need. This requirement can be
fulfilled anytime and students have two options to fulfill this requirement:

Option 1: Register for SBS 180 - Global Engagement

This zero credit course is designed for students who will fulfill their Global
Engagement requirement through a variety of options. Students may choose to
complete a volunteers or service project with a not-for-profit organization, an
internship with a not-for-profit organization, a course that is designated as "GLOBL" or
another global experiential that meets the learning goals of Global Engagement. Not
all experiences will count, so students should review the learning goals related to this
requirement. This noncredit course carries no academic credit, does not require any
tuition, and is graded as pass/fail.

Option 2: Register for a course designated as "GLOBL"
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Courses for credit that have already been approved for the Global Engagement can be
located by using the course search system. Enter the course type "GLOBL" and then
review the course details and prerequisites as well as the location of the course
(Boston or Madrid campus). Some courses involve travel and fee, off-campus activities,
or other requirements. Global Travel Seminars are available to junior and seniors in the
Sawyer Business School and require a course fee, separate from airfare. These can also
be located using the search above or by looking for SIB 550 courses directly.

Credit-Bearing Options

Courses for credit that have already been approved for the Global Engagement can be
located by using the course search system. Enter course type "GLOBL" and then
review the course details and prerequisites as well as the location of the course
(Boston or Madrid campus). Some courses involve travel and fee, off-campus activities,
or other requirements.

Global Travel Seminars are available to juniors and seniors in SBS and require a course
fee, separate from airfare. These can also be located using the search above or by
looking for SIB 550 courses directly.

Alternative Winter Break: Students participating in the Alternative Winter Break also
register for GVT 387: Reconciliation and Conflict. This four-credit course is a corequisite for both the study trip to El Salvador or the study trip to Vietnam and
provides a historical and social context. The Center for Community Engagement hosts
this program, and more information can be found on the Alternative Winter Break
Webpage.

Exceptions: The following courses may NOT count towards the Global Engagement
requirement: SIB 101: Globalization, MKT 220: Business Research Methods, and MGT
360: Leadership Practicum. Some courses that meet the Creativity & Innovation
requirement or the Diverse Perspectives requirement may double count for Global
Engagement. These will be found by following the search procedure outlined above.

Local Engagement Experience
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The Local Engagement Experience is designed to provide students with a learning
experience in the Boston area that provides students with a meaningful interaction
with community members, who may have diverse perspectives on a particular
situation or need. Students can be fulfilled anytime and students have two options to
complete this requirement:
Option 1: Register for SBS 130 Local Engagement
This zero credit course is designed for students who will fulfill their Local Engagement
requirement through a variety of options. Students may choose to complete a
volunteer or service project with a not-for-profit organization, an internship with a notfor-profit-organization, or a course that is not designed as "LOCAL", but still meets the
learning goals of Local Engagement. Not all experiences will count, so students should
review the learning goals related to this requirement. This noncredit course carries no
academic credit, does not require any tuition, and is graded pass/fail.

Option 2: Courses designated as "LOCAL"

Courses for credit that have already been approved for the Local Engagement can be
located by using the course search system. Enter the course type "LOCAL" and then
review the course details and prerequisites as well as the location of the course
(Boston or Madrid campus). Some courses involve off-campus activities or other
requirements.
Some courses that meet the Creativity and Innovation requirement or the Diverse
Perspectives requirement may double count for Local Engagement. These will be
found by following search procedure outlined above.
Non-Credit Course Options

Courses for credit that have already been approved for the Local Engagement can be
located by using the course search system. Enter the course type "LOCAL" and then
review the course details and prerequisites as well as the location of the course
(Boston or Madrid campus). Some courses involve off-campus activities or other
requirements.

Exceptions: The following courses may NOT count towards the Local Engagement
requirement: MKT 220: Business Research Methods, MGT 360: Leadership Practicum,
MGT 419: Capstone Project, MGT 200: Leadership and Social Responsibility, nor any
courses required for the BSBA business core. Some courses that meet the Creativity &
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Innovation requirement or the Diverse Perspectives requirement may double count for
Local Engagement. These will be found by following the search procedure outlined
above.
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BIG DATA & BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Big Data and Business Analytics (BDBA)
Major Requirements

Big Data and Business Analytics Minor
Requirements

Big Data and Business Analytics
Undergraduate Courses

Big Data and Business Analytics (BDBA) Major
Requirements
Learn more about this major.



The Big Data and Business Analytics (BDBA) major is designed to teach the theoretical and
practical aspects of big data and business analytics through a curriculum focused on a
mathematical (statistical), technical (including architecture and analytics), and
communication components required in the business analytics field. The goal of the BDBA
major is to educate students who can successfully fulfill the roles and responsibilities of the
rapidly growing field related to business analytics. Through the BDBA curriculum, graduates
will be equipped with the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSA's) to obtain employment in a
position such as a business analyst.

The BSBA in Big Data and Business Analytics requires completion of a minimum of 21 credit
hours (7 classes) in Big Data and Business Analytics. A cumulative grade point average of at
least 2.0 in the Big Data and Business Analytics major and a cumulative grade point average
of 2.0 overall must be maintained to graduate.

Required Courses (5 courses, 15 credits)

 ISOM-130 Data Science and Analytics
ISOM-230 Big Data, Business Intelligence and Analytics
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 ISOM-330 Applied Predictive Analytics
 EC-450 Applied Econometrics
Choose one of the following:

 ISOM-231 Automatic for the People: Turn Data Into Insight/W R~python
 ISOM-323 Database Management
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credit minimum)
Choose two (2) courses from the following list. You may also take a 300-level or higher, 3credit course with your advisor's approval.

 ISOM-231 Automatic for the People: Turn Data Into Insight/W R~python
 ISOM-240 Data Privacy and Compliance
 ISOM-314 Object Oriented Programming
 ISOM-323 Database Management
 ISOM-340 Global Cyber Security Principles
 ISOM-440 ERP System & Process Reengineering
 CMPSC-310 Introduction to Data Science
 MKT-322 Marketing Analytics
Information Systems/Big Data and Business Analytics Practicum
Practical information systems and data analytics experience prepares students for real-world
challenges in the workplace. All IS and BDBA majors much complete 150 hours of approved
professional information systems and big data business analytics experience before
graduation. The 150 hours of work experience may be obtained in one or more positions as
an intern, part- or full-time employee or volunteer. Prior approval of your position by the IS
Practical Experience Coordinator is required. This is accomplished by completing the IS
Practicum Approval Form.
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Most students satisfy this graduation requirement by completing ISOM 560: IS Practicum, a
non-credit, tuition-free, pass/fail course. Student should enroll in ISOM 560 the semester
when they expect to complete their 150 hours or the subsequent semester. Students may also
satisfy this practicum requirement by enrolling in ISOM 520: IS Internship (1 to 3 credits
based on the number of hours worked). ISOM 520 requires junior standing and is a graded
course that can only be used as a free elective (cannot be used as a major elective).

 ISOM-560 Information Systems Practicum
Download the ISOM Practicum Application Form [PDF]

(/-/media/suffolk/documents/sbs/isom/is_practicum_approval_form_april_2018_pdffrm.pdf?
la=en&hash=EDF4AF20ACF4068D7BE766663A7E8052A871A2D6).

Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students through
the completion of this program. These transferable skills prepare Suffolk students for success
in the workplace, in graduate school, and in their local and global communities.
Learning Goals
Students will…

Learning Objectives
Upon completion of the program, each student
should be able to...
Identify the main theories and concepts of big
data and analytics.

Demonstrate understanding of theories
and concepts of big data and analytics.
(Knowledge)

Understand the architecture and technical
infrastructure of business intelligence and big
data analytics.
Understand analytical techniques used to
generate descriptive and predictive models.
Utilize many of the most popular business
intelligence tools in industry.

Demonstrate skills in utilizing business
analytics technology and techniques.
(Skill)

Utilize the architectural technologies used in
generating business intelligence and big data
analytics.
Manage, extract, transform and load data as
well as provide data visualizations.

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives
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Access data and develop business intelligence
solutions.
Develop analytical models using data mining
tools and be able to communicate the results
to decision makers.
Demonstrate the ability to generate,
evaluate and communicate business
analytics solutions.
(Ability)

Analyze, develop and critically assess data
mining and predictive analysis models and
projects.
Evaluate analytical models from various
industries and business functions.
Communicate models developed using big
data and analytical tools.
Have a multidisciplinary perspective of the
mathematical, technical and communication
knowledge, and skill set.

Big Data and Business Analytics Minor Requirements
Learn more about this minor



Big Data and Business Analytics Minor for Business Students (3 courses, 9
credits)
Students are required to take the following:

 ISOM-130 Data Science and Analytics
 ISOM-230 Big Data, Business Intelligence and Analytics
 ISOM-330 Applied Predictive Analytics
Big Data and Business Analytics Minor for College of Arts & Sciences Students
(5 courses, 16 credits)
After ENT 101 Business Foundations, CAS students are required to take an approved statistics
course and the following three (3) courses:

 ENT-101 Business Foundations

 ISOM-130 Data Science and Analytics
 ISOM-230 Big Data, Business Intelligence and Analytics
 ISOM-330 Applied Predictive Analytics
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*In addition to the courses listed above, students are required to take an approved statistics
course before taking ISOM 230 and ISOM 330. For more information, please email the

Information Systems and Operations Management Department
(mailto:ISOM@suffolk.edu) or call 617-573-8331.

Accelerated Degrees
If you’re earning an undergraduate business degree at Suffolk or another U.S. institution, you
may qualify to earn both your Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in just 5 years.

Big Data and Business Analytics Undergraduate
Courses

 CI-108 Designing the Next Best Thing
 ISOM-130 Data Science and Analytics
 ISOM-H130 Honors Data Science and Analytics
 ISOM-201 Data and Decisions Analysis
 ISOM-H201 Honors Data & Decisions Analysis
 ISOM-210 Management Information Systems
 ISOM-H210 Honors Management Info System
 ISOM-212 Web Design
 ISOM-215 Mobile App Development
 ISOM-230 Big Data, Business Intelligence and Analytics
 ISOM-231 Automatic for the People: Turn Data Into Insight/W R~python


 ISOM-244 Web Application Development
 ISOM-313 Systems Analysis & Design
 ISOM-314 Object Oriented Programming
 ISOM-319 Operations Management
 ISOM-H319 Honors Operations Management
 ISOM-323 Database Management
 ISOM-330 Applied Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-331 Global Electronic Commerce
 ISOM-340 Global Cyber Security Principles
 ISOM-341 Project Management
 ISOM-423 Database Management
 ISOM-424 IS Strategy, Management and Acquisition
 ISOM-440 ERP System & Process Reengineering
 ISOM-510 Independent Study in IS & OM
 ISOM-520 Information Systems Internship
 ISOM-560 Information Systems Practicum
 SBS-HC280 Sports Data Analysis
ISOM-240 Data Privacy and Compliance
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GRADUATE ACADEMIC CATALOG
This catalog is not an agreement or contract between the student and Suffolk University or any
other party or parties and should not be regarded as such. The offerings and requirements
contained herein are those in effect at the time of publication. The University reserves the right
to change, discontinue, or add academic requirements, courses or programs of study at any
time. Such changes may be made without notice, although every effort will be made to provide
timely notice to students.

All students are expected to abide by all policies included in the Suffolk University Academic
Catalog.

The Catalog begins here
te
(/academics/academic(https://www.suffolk.edu/Academics/AcademicAcademic
mic
resources/academicCatalogs/Graduate-Academic-Policies) Calendar
es
calendar)
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Accounting
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademiccatalog/accounting)

Administration of Higher
Education
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademiccatalog/administration-ofhigher-education)

Applied Developmental
Psychology
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/applieddevelopmental-psychology)

Applied Politics
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/appliedpolitics)

Business Analytics
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/businessanalytics)

Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study in
Professional Politics
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademiccatalog/professionalpolitics)

Clinical Psychology
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/clinicalpsychology)

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog

Communication
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademiccatalog/communication)
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Crime & Justice Studies
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/crimeand-justice-studies)

Executive MBA
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademiccatalog/executive-mba)

Finance
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/finance)

Financial Services and
Banking
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/financialservices-and-banking)

Global Public Policy
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/globalpublic-policy)

Graduate Certificate in
Disability Services Program
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/disabilityservices-in-highereducation-graduatecertificate-program)

Graphic Design
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/graphicdesign)

Healthcare Administration
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademiccatalog/healthcareadministration)

Interior Architecture
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduate-

Management Studies
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduate-

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog
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Marketing
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademiccatalog/marketing)

MBA
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/mba)

Medical Dosimetry
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/medicaldosimetry)

Mental Health Counseling
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/mentalhealth-counseling)

Public Administration
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduate-

SBS Non-Degree Options
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/sbs-nondegree-options)

academic-catalog/publicadministration)

SBS Travel Seminars
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/sbstravel-seminars)

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog

Taxation
(/academics/academiccatalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/taxation)
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ACCOUNTING
Master of Science in Accounting (MSA)

Master of Science in Accounting (MSA)
Online

Graduate Certificate in Accounting (GCA)

Dual Degree with MBA

Dual Degree with MSF

Dual Degree with MST

Dual Degree with MSBA

Master of Science in Accounting (MSA)
Learn more about this degree



MSA Curriculum
11-17 Courses
31-49 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 21 months

Required Introductory Course (1 credit)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
Management Preparation Courses (9 credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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May be waived.
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 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
MSA Preparation Courses (9 credits)
May be waived.

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 BLLS-800 Business Law
MSA Core Courses (18 credits)
If a course is marked “must substitute,” select an elective following the rules outlined in the
Elective Courses section.

 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-865 Accounting Information Systems
 ACIB-872 International Accounting
 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 ACCT-861 Leadership in the Financial Professions
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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Elective Courses (9 credits)
The first elective must be an ACCT or TAX course. The second and third electives can be any
courses from the Approved MSA Electives List. If a student received any "must substitute"
under the MSA Core Courses section of this document, the fourth elective must be an ACCT
course, the fifth elective must be a TAX course, and the sixth elective can be any course from
the Approved MSA Electives List.

Approved MSA Electives

 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 ACCT-910 Directed Individual Study in Accounting
 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-861 Tax Research
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
 TAX-864 Tax Practice and Procedures
 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
 TAX-866 State & Local Taxation
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 TAX-868 Estate Planning
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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 TAX-874 International Taxation Inbound
 TAX-876 Tax Policy

TAX-871 Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts

816

 TAX-879 Personal Financial Planning
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 BLLS-830 Managing in the International Legal Environment
 BLLS-871 Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud
 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-837 Data Mining and Business Insights
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
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 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 MGES-800 Business Startups
 MGES-802 Corporate Entrepreneurship
 MGES-803 Think Like a Leader
 MGOB-810 Emotional Intelligence
 MGOB-820 Career Strategy
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGOB-855 Conflict & Negotiation
 MGOB-860 Leadership and Team Building
 MGOB-866 Managing Failure for Success
 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
 P.AD-822 Public Management Information Systems
 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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 P.AD-840 Comparative Public Policy
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 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
 MGSM-834 Mergers and Acquisitions
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 MGIB-835 International Strategy
Approved Electives for the CPA Exam

Financial Accounting & Reporting (FAR) CPA Exam Section

 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
Auditing and Attestation (AUD) CPA Exam Section

 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
Regulation (REG) CPA Exam Section

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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Business Environment and Concepts (BEC) CPA Exam Section
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 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
Approved Electives for CMA Exam Preparation

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
MSA Concentrations
The MSA program requires three (3) electives as part of the degree program. Students may
declare a concentration in Corporate Finance & Accounting, Business Intelligence, Forensic
Accounting, or Governmental & Not-for-Profit Accounting if they received enough MSA core
course waivers for substitution. If a concentration is declared, three electives must be in one
concentration area. The schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by
semester.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Business Intelligence Concentration
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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Required Courses (6 credits)
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 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
Elective course (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose 1 course from the following list:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Corporate Accounting and Finance Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 electives from the following list:

 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
Forensic Accounting Concentration
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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Required Course (3 credits)
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 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
Elective courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 courses from the following list:

 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
 BLLS-871 Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 CJ-704 Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
Government and Not-for-Profit Accounting Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 course from the following list:

 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
Waiver Policy
Management Preparation Courses may be waived. MSA Preparation Courses may be waived.
MSA Core Courses may need to be substituted with approved electives. To waive a Management
Preparation Course, a student must have successfully completed equivalent academic
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSA
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matriculation, with a "B" or better. To waive an MSA Preparation Course, a student must have
successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in
the five (5) years prior to MSA matriculation, with a "B" or better. Exception: ACCT 800 will only
be waived if a student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university. To substitute an
approved elective for an MSA Core Course, a student must have successfully completed
equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5) years prior
to MSA matriculation, with a "B" or better. Exception ACIB 872 and TAX 801 will only be waived
if a student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.

Students must provide official transcripts (with English translation, if applicable). All waiver
requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MSA Program. Students may also
elect to take a proficiency exam for a fee, to gain a waiver for management preparation courses.
Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are administered on the Boston
campus.

All MSA students must complete a minimum of 31 graduate credits (10 courses and SBS 700) in
the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
MBA, MSA, MSF, or MST program, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may
be considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

Transfer credits must have an earned grade of with a "B" or better and have been taken within
five (5) years prior to entering the Suffolk MSA program. However, at the discretion of the
program director, MSA Core Courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed
significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits of Elective or MSA Core Courses
may be considered for transfer.

Transfer Credits from the Moakley Center for Public Management’s Certificate
Programs
Students who have completed a certificate program through the Suffolk University Moakley
Center for Public Management may have an opportunity to reduce credit requirements to an
SBS graduate degree program (MBA, MMS, MSA, MST, MHA, MSBA, or MSM). All course waivers
and/or transfers vary by program and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the respective
SBS Graduate Programs Office.
In order for a course to be considered it must meet the following criteria: must have an SBS
graduate program course equivalent; received a grade of "B" or better; and successfully
completed the certificate prior to enrolling in the SBS graduate degree program.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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Applicants must also meet the admission standards for the SBS Graduate degree program to
which they are applying.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MSA students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed their
degree. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective courses from an AACSBaccredited MSA close to your new place of residence. Courses must be pre-approved by
Suffolk’s assistant dean of graduate programs and have a grade of "B" or better.

Students who leave the area may also complete their Suffolk MSA online.

Accounting Learning Goals and Obejectives
Learning Goals
Demonstrate ability to apply
analytical reasoning skills to
accounting problems, including
financial statement analysis.
(Analytical Reasoning)

Learning Objectives
1. Identify the problem and related issues.
2. Identify key assumptions.
3. Generate salient alternatives.
4. Examine the evidence and source of evidence.
5. Identify conclusions, implications, and
consequences.

Discipline Knowledge

1. Students demonstrate that they are knowledgeable
about current theory, concepts, methodology,
terminology, and practices in financial accounting,
managerial accounting, federal taxation, auditing,
and accounting information systems.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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Learning Goals
Effectively articulate the role of
ethics in management. (Ethics)

Learning Objectives
1. Identify conflicts of interests and pressures that
could lead to unethical conduct.
2. Understand what kinds of questions are helpful to
ask oneself when confronting an ethical dilemma.
3. Demonstrate the ability to identify and take into
account the interests of different stakeholders.
4. Understand how business strategies that facilitate
“doing good” can be made consistent with
profitability.
5. Understand that what is legal may not always be
ethical and that what is ethical may sometimes not
be legal.
6. Appreciate that ethical norms vary across different
countries and cultures.

Indicate an understanding of
how culture, economic and
political issues affect accounting
and business decisions. (Global
Awareness)

1. Articulate fundamental challenges of global
business.
2. Analyze financial impacts of operating a global
business.
3. Demonstrate awareness of the existence and
applicability of alternate (non US GAAP) accounting
standards, such as IFRS, for financial reporting for
global (non-US) businesses.
4. Apply alternate accounting standards.
5. Identify the sources of IFRS.
6. Recognize the importance of IFRS in the future for
US companies.

Demonstrate effective oral
communication skills. (Oral
Communication)

1. Organize the presentation effectively.
2. Deliver the presentation with attention to volume,
clarity, grammatical correctness and precision.
3. Develop the topic.
4. Communicate with the audience.
5. Use communication aids effectively.
6. Summarize the presentation.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Demonstrate effective written
communication skills. (Written
Communication):

1. Organize the presentation effectively.
2. Deliver the presentation with attention to volume,
clarity, grammatical correctness and precision.
3. Develop the topic.
4. Communicate with the audience.
5. Use communication aids effectively.
6. Summarize the presentation.

Master of Science in Accounting (MSA) Online
Learn more about this degree



MSA Curriculum
11-17 Courses
31-49 Credits

Program Length:
Part-time in as few as 20 months

Required Introductory Course (1 credit)
Must be taken as early in the program as possible.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
Management Preparation Courses (9 credits)
May be waived.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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 SBS-603 Managerial Economics

826

 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
MSA Preparation Courses (9 credits)
May be waived.

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 BLLS-800 Business Law
MSA Core Courses (18 credits)
If a course is marked “must substitute,” select an elective following the rules outlined in the
Elective Courses section.

 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-865 Accounting Information Systems
 ACIB-872 International Accounting
 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 ACCT-861 Leadership in the Financial Professions
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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Elective Courses (9 credits)
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The first elective must be an ACCT or TAX course. The second and third electives can be any
courses from the Approved MSA Electives List. If a student received any "must substitute"
under the MSA Core Courses section of this document, the fourth elective must be an ACCT
course, the fifth elective must be a TAX course, and the sixth elective can be any course from
the Approved MSA Electives List.

Approved MSA Electives

 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 ACCT-910 Directed Individual Study in Accounting
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-837 Data Mining and Business Insights
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis

FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation

828

 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 MGIB-835 International Strategy
MSA Concentrations
The MSA program requires three (3) electives as part of the degree program. If a concentration
is declared, three electives must be in one concentration area. The schedule of when courses
within a concentration are offered vary by semester. Concentrations include: Business
Intelligence, Corporate Accounting & Finance, or Forensic Accounting.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Business Intelligence Concentration
Required Courses (6 credits)

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling

829

Elective course (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose 1 course from the following list:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Corporate Accounting and Finance Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 electives from the following list:

 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
Forensic Accounting Concentration
Required Courses (9 credits)

 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
Waiver Policy
Management Preparation Courses may be waived. MSA Preparation Courses may be waived.
MSA Core Courses may need to be substituted with approved electives. To waive a Management
Preparation Course, a student must have successfully completed equivalent academic
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSA
matriculation, with a “B” or better. To waive an MSA Preparation Course, a student must have
successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in
the five (5) years prior to MSA matriculation, with a “B” or better. Exception: ACCT 800 will only
be waived if a student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university. To substitute an
approved elective for an MSA Core Course, a student must have successfully completed
equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5) years prior
to MSA matriculation, with a “B” or better. Exception: ACIB 872 and TAX 801 will only be waived
if a student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.
Students must provide official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable). All waiver
requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MSA Program. Students may also
elect to take a proficiency exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver for management preparation
courses. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are administered on the
Boston Campus.

All MSA students must complete a minimum of 31 graduate credits (10 courses and SBS 700) in
the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
MBA, MSA, MSF, or MST program, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may
be considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.
Transfer credits must have an earned grade of a "B" or better and have been taken within five
(5) years prior to entering the Suffolk MSA program. However, at the discretion of the program
director, MSA Core Courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed
significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits of Elective or MSA Core Courses
may be considered for transfer.

Graduate Certificate in Accounting (GCA)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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Learn more about this certificate
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Learn more about this certificate.

Curriculum:
5 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (15 credits)
If a course is marked "must substitute", work with your advisor to select an appropriate
substitution.

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
Course Substitution Policy
To substitute an accounting certificate course with an approved elective, a student must have
successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in
the five (5) years prior to GCA matriculation, "B" or better. Exception: ACCT 800 and TAX 801
will only be waived if a student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university. Official
transcripts must be provided (with English translation, if applicable).

Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree programs in the
same discipline as the certificate as long a grade of "B" or better was earned in that course.

Candidates who apply to a degree program different from their certificate program's discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting
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Gainful Employment Disclosure

832

View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Accounting (https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/act/)

Dual Degree with MBA
The MSA is available as a Dual Degree with the MBA.
View the MBA/MSA Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dualdegrees/mba-msa-dual-degree).

Dual Degree with MSF
The MSA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Science in Finance.
View the MSA/MSF Dual Degree Curriculum. (/academics/academic-catalogs/dualdegrees/msa-msf-dual-degree)

Dual Degree with MST
The MSA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Science in Taxation.
View the MSA/MST Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/msa-mst-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Dual Degree with MSBA
The MSA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Science in Business Analytics.
View the MBSA/MSA Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/msba-msa-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

About (/about)
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Student Life (/student-life)
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APPLIED DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
Program Requirements

Applied Developmental
Psychology Courses

Program Requirements
Learn more about this program



Required Courses: 24 courses, 72 credits
Core Requirements (4 courses, 12 credits)

 PSYCH-710 Socioemotional Developmental Psychology
 PSYCH-749 Lifespan Development
 PSYCH-764 Cognitive and Experimental Approaches to Emotion
 PSYCH-792 Introduction to Neuropsychology and the Clinical Neurosciences
Methodology Requirements (6 courses, 18 credits)

 PSYCH-718 Research Methods and Ethics
 PSYCH-722 Graduate Statistics in Psychology I
 PSYCH-723 Graduate Statistics in Psychology II
 PSYCH-724 Developmental Methods
 PSYCH-727 Qualitative Research Methods
 PSYCH-742 Advanced Statistics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/applied-developmental-psychology
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Writing Requirements (2 courses, 6 credits)
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 PSYCH-771 Writing Seminar I
 PSYCH-773 Writing Seminar II
Cultural and Social Context Requirements (3 courses, 9 credits)
Choose three of the following:

 PSYCH-784 Seminar: Children in Poverty Psychology
 PSYCH-785 Migration, Acculturation and Development
 PSYCH-787 Human Sexuality and Gender Development
 PSYCH-788 Advanced Topics in Applied Developmental Psychology
Internships Requirement (2 courses, 6 credits)

 PSYCH-798 Applied Developmental Psychology Internship I
 PSYCH-799 Applied Developmental Psychology Internship II
Public Policy Requirement (1 course, 3 credits)

 PSYCH-789 Public Policy, Systems and Development Psychology
Histories and Theories of Human Development Requirement

 PSYCH-719 History & Systems of Psychology
Electives (5 Courses, 15 credits)
Electives may include any doctoral-level course offered by the ADP program that is not already
counted towards a requirement. Electives may also be taken in the Clinical program from the
following list:

PSYCH-705 Assessment I
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/applied-developmental-psychology
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 PSYCH-706 Assessment II
 PSYCH-712 Multicultural Psychology
 PSYCH-716 Adult Psychopathology
 PSYCH-721 Evidence-Based Practice in Psychology
 PSYCH-729 Social Justice in Psychology
 PSYCH-748 Developmental Psychopathology
Applied Developmental Psychology Courses

 PSYCH-710 Socioemotional Developmental Psychology
 PSYCH-718 Research Methods and Ethics
 PSYCH-719 History & Systems of Psychology
 PSYCH-722 Graduate Statistics in Psychology I
 PSYCH-723 Graduate Statistics in Psychology II
 PSYCH-724 Developmental Methods
 PSYCH-727 Qualitative Research Methods
 PSYCH-742 Advanced Statistics
 PSYCH-749 Lifespan Development
 PSYCH-764 Cognitive and Experimental Approaches to Emotion
 PSYCH-771 Writing Seminar I
 PSYCH-772 The Teaching of Psychology
 PSYCH-773 Writing Seminar II
 PSYCH-782 Dissertation Proposal Preparation
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/applied-developmental-psychology
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PSYCH-784 Seminar: Children in Poverty Psychology


 PSYCH-785 Migration, Acculturation and Development
 PSYCH-787 Human Sexuality and Gender Development

836

 PSYCH-788 Advanced Topics in Applied Developmental Psychology
 PSYCH-789 Public Policy, Systems and Development Psychology
 PSYCH-792 Introduction to Neuropsychology and the Clinical Neurosciences
 PSYCH-798 Applied Developmental Psychology Internship I
 PSYCH-799 Applied Developmental Psychology Internship II
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APPLIED POLITICS
Master of Arts in Applied Politics

Dual Degree with MPA

Applied Politics Courses

Master of Arts in Applied Politics
Learn more about this degree



Degree Requirements: 10 courses, 30 credits
Core Requirements (6 courses, 18 credits)

 GVT-723 Graduate Internship
 GVT-724 Politics of Public Policy
 GVT-747 Seminar in Legislation & Lobbying
 GVT-755 Seminar Campaigns & Elections
 GVT-777 Writing for the Policy Professional
 GVT-778 Global Policy & Data Analysis
Electives (4 courses, 12 credits)
Electives may include any graduate course offered by the Government Department. Other
Suffolk University graduate courses may be taken as electives with the approval of the program
director.

Electives will be chosen to support your field of concentration and choice of internship area.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/applied-politics
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Applied Politics Learning Goals and Objectives
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Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students through
the completion of this program.
Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Students will…

Students will be able to…

Demonstrate broad-based knowledge of their area
of concentration and be able to review and
synthesize relevant political science literature and
theories

Analyze and critically evaluate
competing political science
theories developed in the
academic literature
Write effectively in a variety of
formats, including formulating
essential questions
Organize evidence and construct
complex written arguments

Demonstrate the ability to connect theory to
practice and apply what they learn in the
classroom to professional work experiences in the
field

Recognize the importance of
academic and theoretical research
in the electoral, governing and
policy making process

Demonstrate proficiency in interpreting social
science data

Gather and critically evaluate
quantitative and qualitative social
science research
Organize evidence and social
science data to construct complex
political science arguments
Identify and gain access to
appropriate information and
sources

Demonstrate proficiency in writing skills including
academic and policy professional writing

Organize and write a compelling
research paper
Write effectively in a variety of
formats, including formulating
essential questions

Demonstrate a proficiency in oral communication
skills

Orally articulate complex ideas in
an organized, persuasive, and
rigorous manner

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/applied-politics
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Dual Degree with MPA
The MAAP is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Public Administration:
View the MPA/MAAP Dual Degree Curriculum. (/academics/academic-catalogs/dualdegrees/mpa-maap-dual-degree)

Applied Politics Courses

 GVT-010 Summer Campaign Lab
 GVT-609 Transitional Justice
 GVT-623 Political Survey Research
 GVT-638 Environmental Policy & Politics
 GVT-641 Ready, Set, Run!
 GVT-642 Candidate Definition
 GVT-643 Candidate Media Strategy 101
 GVT-660 United Nations Seminar
 GVT-663 International Legal Systems
 GVT-665 International and Transnational Organizations
 GVT-666 Governance & Regional Political Economy
 GVT-667 Comparative Social Movements
 GVT-671 Topics in Democracy
 GVT-682 Crisis and Integration in Europe
 GVT-685 Politics of the Middle East
 GVT-687 Conflict & Reconciliation: Community Service Abroad
GVT-693 Politics and Economics of Latin America
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/applied-politics
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 GVT-723 Graduate Internship
 GVT-724 Politics of Public Policy
 GVT-741 Drug Policy: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
 GVT-747 Seminar in Legislation & Lobbying
 GVT-755 Seminar Campaigns & Elections
 GVT-761 Seminar: International Relations Theory
 GVT-763 International Political Economy
 GVT-765 Global Public Policy
 GVT-777 Writing for the Policy Professional
 GVT-778 Global Policy & Data Analysis
 GVT-803 Washington Academic Seminar I
 GVT-804 International Political Marketing
 GVT-805 Washington Seminar on National Security
 GVT-834 Global Migration Politics
 GVT-906 Summer Party Convention Program
 GVT-910 Independent Study
 GVT-920 International Internship - Brussels
 GVT-938 Summer Campaign Lab
 GVT-957 Thesis Research & Writing

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/applied-politics
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BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Master of Science in Business Analytics
(MSBA)

Master of Science in Business Analytics
(MSBA) Online

Graduate Certificate in Business Analytics

Master of Science in Business Analytics (MSBA)
Learn more about this degree



STEM Classification
The MSBA is a graduate degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

MSBA Curriculum
11 Courses
31 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 21 months

The MSBA program features a 1-credit course, six (6) core courses, three (3) electives, and a
capstone course.

Students must take courses on campus unless permission to take courses online is granted by
the Academic Program Director.C
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Required Course (1 credit)

843

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
Business Analytics Core Courses (18 credits)
SBS 604 may be waived with an ISOM course substitution

 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 ISOM-837 Data Mining and Business Insights
Required Electives and Concentration Descriptions (9 credits)
Students must complete three (3) courses, nine (9) credits of electives, 800-level or higher
(exception 600- and 700-level MBA courses and 700-level HLTH courses), within the Sawyer
Business School and from the approved MSBA electives lists.

If a concentration is declared, three electives must be in one concentration area. The schedule
of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by semester. Concentrations include:
accounting, finance, fintech, healthcare management or marketing.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
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with their advisor before they declare a concentration.

844

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Approved MSBA Electives

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 ACCT-865 Accounting Information Systems
 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
 FIN-820 Financial Policy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
FIN-825 International Finance

845

 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
 HLTH-720 Health Systems II: Economics, Law and Policy
Healthcare Operations Management and Performance
 HLTH-730
Improvement
 HLTH-805 Big Data & Analytics for Health and Healthcare
 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
 HLTH-810 Quality, Patient Safety and Patient Experience
 HLTH-840 Innovative and Strategic Management in Healthcare
Global Travel Seminar: Comparative Analysis of the Healthcare
 HLTHIB-870
Systems in England and United States

 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
ISOM-861 Project Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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 ISOM-910 Directed Individual Study


846

 ISOM-920 ISOM Internship
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies
 MGT-860 Leading Teams
 MKT-810 Marketing Research for Managers
 MKT-814 Strategic Marketing
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
 MKT-860 Qualitative Methods and Customer Insights
 MKT-870 Advanced Marketing Analytics
 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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Accounting Concentration (9 credits)

847

Required Course:

 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
Select two of the following (if MBA 640 is waived, must select three):

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 ACCT-865 Accounting Information Systems
 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
Finance Concentration (9 credits)
Required Course:

 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
Select two of the following electives (if MBA 650 is waived, must select three):

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets

848

 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
 FIN-820 Financial Policy
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
FinTech Concentration

Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)

 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
Finance Elective Course (3 credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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Take one from the following list of electives:

849

 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
Healthcare Management Concentration (9 credits)
Required Courses:

 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
 HLTH-805 Big Data & Analytics for Health and Healthcare
Select one of the following electives:

 HLTH-720 Health Systems II: Economics, Law and Policy
Healthcare Operations Management and Performance
 HLTH-730
Improvement
 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
 HLTH-810 Quality, Patient Safety and Patient Experience
 HLTH-840 Innovative and Strategic Management in Healthcare
Marketing Concentration (9 credits)
Required Course:

 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Select two of the following electives (if MBA 660 is waived, must select three):
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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MKT-810 Marketing Research for Managers

 MKT-814 Strategic Marketing
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
 MKT-860 Qualitative Methods and Customer Insights
 MKT-870 Advanced Marketing Analytics
Business Analytics Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning Goals
Demonstrate ability to apply analytical reasoning
skills in applying business analytics to solve business
challenges (Analytical Reasoning)

Learning Objectives
1. Identify the problem and related
issues
2. Identify key assumptions
3. Generate salient alternatives
4. Examine the evidence and
source of evidence
5. Identify conclusions,
implications, and consequences

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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Learning Goals
Demonstrate application of business analytics
knowledge even in new and unfamiliar circumstances
through conceptual understanding (Knowledge
Integration)

Learning Objectives
1. Acknowledge that the project
covers different key functional
areas in business
2. Display understanding across
different key functional areas in
business
3. Identify the methodologies
appropriate to solve the
problem
4. Apply and coordinate the
methodologies to get the best
solution for the problem
5. Display understanding of the
implications of the solution for
each functional area
6. Demonstrate overall ability to
integrate knowledge from the
different functional areas

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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Learning Goals
Apply ethical principles to business analytics decision
making.(Ethics)

Learning Objectives
1. Identify conflicts of interests
and pressures that could lead to
unethical conduct
2. Understand what kinds of
questions are helpful to ask
oneself when confronting an
ethical dilemma
3. Demonstrate the ability to
identify and take into account
the interests of different
stakeholders
4. Understand how business
strategies that facilitate "doing
good" can be made consistent
with profitability
5. Understand that what is legal
may not always be ethical and
that what is ethical may
sometimes not be legal
6. Appreciate that ethical norms
vary across different countries
and cultures

Demonstrate effective oral communication about the
entire business analytics cycle (Oral Communication)

1. Organize the presentation
effectively
2. Deliver the presentation with
attention to volume, clarity,
grammatical correctness and
precision
3. Develop the topic
4. Communicate with the audience
5. Use communication aids
effectively
6. Summarize the presentation

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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Learning Goals
Demonstrate effective written communication about
the entire business analytics cycle (Written
Communication)

Learning Objectives
1. Develop a topic with supporting
details
2. Organize written
communication effectively and
logically
3. Use correct word choice and
effective sentence structure
4. Employ normal conventions of
spelling and grammar
5. Provide examples and
supporting evidence
6. Communicate accurate
quantitative results

Waiver Policy
SBS 604, if waived, needs to be substituted with an approved ISOM elective.To substitute an
approved elective for SBS 604, a student must successfully complete equivalent academic
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSBA
matriculation, “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with English translations, if
applicable).

All waivers with substitution are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MSBA Program.

All MSBA students must complete a minimum of 31 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business
School (10 courses and SBS 700)

Transfer Policy
Review of any coursework taken previously from an AACSB-accredited MSBA program will be
completed on a case-by-case basis. The credits cannot apply to a previously completed degree
and must be substituted with an approved elective. Only courses for which an earned grade of
"B" or better and taken within seven (7) years prior to enter the MSBA program will be
considered.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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Occasionally, Suffolk MSBA students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed their
degree. You may be able to transfer in six credits of elective courses from an AACSB-accredited
MSBA close to your new place of residence. Courses must be pre-approved by Suffolk’s
assistant dean of graduate programs and have a grade of "B" or better.

Students who leave the area may also complete their Suffolk MSBA online.

Transfer Credits from the Moakley Center for Public Management's
Certificate Program
Students who have completed a certificate program through the Suffolk University Moakley
Center for Public Management may have an opportunity to reduce credit requirements to an
SBS graduate degree program (MBA, MMS, MSA, MST, MHA, MSBA, or MSM). All course waivers
and/or transfers vary by program and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the respective
SBS Graduate Programs Office.

In order for a course to be considered, the following criteria must be met: must have an SBS
graduate program course equivalent; received a grade of "B" or better; and successfully
completed the certificate prior to enrolling in the SBS graduate degree program.

Applicants must also meet the admission standards for the SBS graduate degree program to
which they are applying.

Master of Science in Business Analytics (MSBA) Online
Learn more about this degree



MSBA Curriculum
11 Courses
31 Credits
Program Length:
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Part-time in as few as 20 months

855

The MSBA program features a 1-credit course, six (6) core courses, 3 electives, and a capstone
course.

Required Course (1 credit)

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
Business Analytics Core Courses (18 credits)
SBS 604 may be waived with an ISOM course substitution.

 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 ISOM-837 Data Mining and Business Insights
Required Electives and Concentration Descriptions (9 credits)
Students must complete three (3) courses, nine (9) credits of electives, 800-level or higher
(exception 600- and 700-level MBA courses and 700-level HLTH courses), within the Sawyer
Business School and from the approved MSBA electives lists.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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If a concentration is declared, three electives must be in one concentration area. The schedule
of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by semester. Concentrations include:
accounting, finance, fintech, healthcare management or marketing.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.
The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Approved MSBA Electives

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics

857

 FIN-820 Financial Policy
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
 HLTH-720 Health Systems II: Economics, Law and Policy
Healthcare Operations Management and Performance
 HLTH-730
Improvement

 HLTH-805 Big Data & Analytics for Health and Healthcare
 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
 HLTH-810 Quality, Patient Safety and Patient Experience
 HLTH-840 Innovative and Strategic Management in Healthcare
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar

858

 MBA-760 World Class Strategies
 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
Accounting Concentration (9 credits)
Required Course:

 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
Select two of the following (if MBA 640 is waived, must select three):

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 ACCT-865 Accounting Information Systems
 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
Finance Concentration (9 credits)
Required Course:
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management

859

Select two of the following electives (if MBA 650 is waived, must select three):

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
 FIN-820 Financial Policy
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
Healthcare Management Concentration (9 credits)
Required Courses:

 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
 HLTH-805 Big Data & Analytics for Health and Healthcare
Select one of the following electives:

 HLTH-720 Health Systems II: Economics, Law and Policy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/business-analytics
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Healthcare Operations Management and Performance
 HLTH-730
Improvement

860

 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
 HLTH-810 Quality, Patient Safety and Patient Experience
 HLTH-840 Innovative and Strategic Management in Healthcare
Waiver Policy
SBS 604, if waived, needs to be substituted with an approved ISOM elective. To substitute an
approved elective for SBS 604, a student must successfully complete equivalent academic
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSBA
matriculation, “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with English translations, if
applicable).

All waivers with substitution are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MSBA
Program.

All MSBA students must complete a minimum of 31 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business
School (10 courses and SBS 700)

Transfer Credit Policy
Review of any coursework taken previously from an AACSB-accredited MSBA program will be
completed on a case-by-case basis. The credits cannot apply to a previously completed degree
and must be substituted with an approved elective. Only courses for which an earned grade of
"B" or better and taken within seven (7) years prior to enter the MSBA program will be
considered.

Graduate Certificate in Business Analytics
Learn more about this certificate



Curriculum
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5 Courses
15 Credits

861

Program Length
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (15 credits)

 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
Course Substitution Policy
To substitute SBS 604 with an approved elective, a student must have successfully completed
equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven years prior to
matriculation, "B" or better. To substitute any other business analytics certificate course with an
approved elective, a student must have successfully completed equivalent academic
coursework at the graduate level in the seven years prior to matriculation, "B" or better. Official
transcripts must be provided (with English translation, if applicable). A maximum of 3 credits of
coursework can be substituted.

Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree programs in the
same discipline as the certificate as long a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.

Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Business Analytics (https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcba/).
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CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED GRADUATE
STUDY IN PROFESSIONAL POLITICS
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study
in Professional Politics

Government Courses

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in
Professional Politics
Learn more about this degree



The Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS) in Professional Politics is an 18-credit
program designed for students who already have a post-graduate degree and want to either
prepare for a career in professional politics or to supplement their current career with
specialized knowledge of professional politics.

Certificate Requirements: 6 courses, 18 credits

Core Requirements (4 courses, 12 credits)

 GVT-724 Politics of Public Policy
 GVT-747 Seminar in Legislation & Lobbying
 GVT-755 Seminar Campaigns & Elections
 GVT-777 Writing for the Policy Professional
Electives (2 courses, 6 credits)
Electives can include any graduate course offered by the Government Department. Other
Suffolk University graduate courses may be taken as electives with the approval of the program
director.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/professional-politics
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Gainful Employment Disclosure

863

View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Professional Politics. (https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcpp/)

Government Courses

 GVT-010 Summer Campaign Lab
 GVT-609 Transitional Justice
 GVT-623 Political Survey Research
 GVT-638 Environmental Policy & Politics
 GVT-641 Ready, Set, Run!
 GVT-642 Candidate Definition
 GVT-643 Candidate Media Strategy 101
 GVT-660 United Nations Seminar
 GVT-663 International Legal Systems
 GVT-665 International and Transnational Organizations
 GVT-666 Governance & Regional Political Economy
 GVT-667 Comparative Social Movements
 GVT-671 Topics in Democracy
 GVT-682 Crisis and Integration in Europe
 GVT-685 Politics of the Middle East
 GVT-687 Conflict & Reconciliation: Community Service Abroad
 GVT-693 Politics and Economics of Latin America
 GVT-723 Graduate Internship
 GVT-724 Politics of Public Policy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/professional-politics
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 GVT-741 Drug Policy: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

864

 GVT-747 Seminar in Legislation & Lobbying
 GVT-755 Seminar Campaigns & Elections
 GVT-761 Seminar: International Relations Theory
 GVT-763 International Political Economy
 GVT-765 Global Public Policy
 GVT-777 Writing for the Policy Professional
 GVT-778 Global Policy & Data Analysis
 GVT-803 Washington Academic Seminar I
 GVT-804 International Political Marketing
 GVT-805 Washington Seminar on National Security
 GVT-834 Global Migration Politics
 GVT-906 Summer Party Convention Program
 GVT-910 Independent Study
 GVT-920 International Internship - Brussels
 GVT-938 Summer Campaign Lab
 GVT-957 Thesis Research & Writing

About (/about)
Academics (/academics)
Admission (/admission)
Student Life (/student-life)
Alumni (/alumni)
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CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Suffolk University’s doctoral program in Clinical Psychology provides training in both
psychological research and practice. The goal is to prepare students to be competent
professionals in clinical psychology who may function in a variety of professional settings
including academic, research, clinical, and community.

Students may opt to pursue additional learning and mentoring outside the classroom in a
variety of areas such as acceptance and mindfulness, clinical child psychology, community
psychology, cultural diversity, health psychology, life span development, neuropsychology, or
teaching through research mentoring and clinical placements (when available).

Program Requirements

Degree Requirements

Program Aims

Psychology Graduate Courses

Program Requirements
Learn more about this program



For research and professional training in the area of clinical psychology, the PhD in Clinical
Psychology offers the following courses and requires students to complete 72 credit hours in
order to participate in an internship. The Master’s degree is earned en route to the doctoral
degree after a student has completed their presentation and manuscript for their Early
Research Project manuscript. Students must maintain a 3.0 (B) average. All courses are
consistent with the requirements of the American Psychological Association and the
Massachusetts Licensing Board.

Required Courses:

 PSYCH-706 Assessment II
 PSYCH-711 Scientific Writing for the Psychological Sciences
 PSYCH-716 Adult Psychopathology
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/clinical-psychology
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PSYCH-721 Evidence-Based Practice in Psychology

 PSYCH-738 Clinical Practicum & Ethics IA
 PSYCH-739 Clinical Practicum & Ethics IB
 PSYCH-740 Clinical Practicum IIA
 PSYCH-741 Clinical Practicum IIB
 PSYCH-743 Clinical Supervision and Consultation in Psychology
 PSYCH-L718 Clinical Psychology Lab I
 PSYCH-L720 Clinical Psychology Lab II
The following courses should be completed to ensure acquisition of
graduate-level knowledge in APA's discipline-specific knowledge (DSK)
domains.
Take the following course to fulfill the History and Systems of Psychology content area:

 PSYCH-719 History & Systems of Psychology
Take the following course to fulfill the Affective and Cognitive Aspects of Behavior content
area as well as the Advanced Integrative Knowledge of Basic Discipline-Specific content area:

 PSYCH-764 Cognitive and Experimental Approaches to Emotion
Take the following course to fulfill the Biological Bases of Behavior content area:

 PSYCH-792 Introduction to Neuropsychology and the Clinical Neurosciences
Take the following course to fulfill the Developmental Aspects of Behavior content area:

 PSYCH-749 Lifespan Development
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/clinical-psychology
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Take the following course to fulfill the Social Aspects of Behavior content area:

867

 PSYCH-732 Social Bases of Behavior and Experience
Take the following course to fulfill the Research Methods content area:

 PSYCH-718 Research Methods and Ethics
Take the following courses to fulfill the Statistical Analysis content area:

 PSYCH-722 Graduate Statistics in Psychology I
 PSYCH-723 Graduate Statistics in Psychology II
Take the following course to fulfill the Psychometrics content area:

 PSYCH-705 Assessment I
Choose one of the following courses to fulfill the Individual and Cultural Diversity content area:

 PSYCH-712 Multicultural Psychology
 PSYCH-729 Social Justice in Psychology
Choose one of the following courses to fulfill the second Intervention requirement:

 PSYCH-703 Etiology and Treatment of Anxiety and Related Disorders
 PSYCH-714 Dialectical Behavior Therapy
 PSYCH-779 Acceptance-Based Behavioral Therapy Psychotherapy
Choose four additional electives from the following list:

PSYCH-710 Socioemotional Developmental Psychology
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/clinical-psychology
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 PSYCH-724 Developmental Methods
 PSYCH-727 Qualitative Research Methods
 PSYCH-742 Advanced Statistics
 PSYCH-748 Developmental Psychopathology
 PSYCH-772 The Teaching of Psychology
 PSYCH-780 Early Research Project Preparation
 PSYCH-782 Dissertation Proposal Preparation
 PSYCH-783 Dissertation Research
 PSYCH-784 Seminar: Children in Poverty Psychology
 PSYCH-785 Migration, Acculturation and Development
 PSYCH-787 Human Sexuality and Gender Development
 PSYCH-788 Advanced Topics in Applied Developmental Psychology
 PSYCH-789 Public Policy, Systems and Development Psychology
 PSYCH-910 Independent Study
Degree Requirements
The program in Clinical Psychology consists of a minimum of five years of full-time study. Please
consult the Program Manual for more detailed information on all of these points. The
requirements are as follows:
1. Completion of 72 credits
There are 24 (3-credit) courses and two required labs to be completed within the first
three years of the program for full-time students. A full-time course load is 12 credits, and
students must maintain an overall GPA of 3.0 (B). To successfully complete required
classes a minimum grade of B- or a pass for pass/fail is required. Students who transfer
credit for previous coursework may need to complete up to 78 credits of coursework to
maintain full-time status throughout the first three years of study.
2. Completion of practicum experiences
Two years of practicum experience are required of our doctoral students beginning in
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/clinical-psychology
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their second academic year; a third year is optional, but recommended. Students receive
weekly supervision by professionals at their practicum sites and attend a weekly
practicum seminar at Suffolk where they are able to integrate their practical experiences
and educational training within the program. Students receive extensive individual
supervision that is consistent with the student’s level of training, contact hours, and case
load.
3. Completion of teaching apprenticeships
The curriculum requires all students to participate as Teaching Apprentices (TAPS) for the
first two semesters of their graduate study with an option to continue on in their second
year. TAPS are paired with advanced graduate student lecturers and professors to receive
mentorship and experience in a broad-range of teaching-related skills. Students are not
paid to serve as TAPS; the responsibilities associated with the position are designed to
prepare students for potential careers as instructors/professors or other forms of
scholarship. In addition, there are orientation and teacher training seminars offered during
the first semester of graduate studies which all TAPS must attend. The seminars are
designed to provide instrumental and interpersonal support for students as they build
teaching, public speaking, and presentation skills.
4. Early Research Project
Students are not admitted into the Clinical Psychology Program for a terminal master’s
degree. A master’s degree is granted, however, usually after the second year, once the
student has completed 48 credits of course work and the Early Research Project. This
project provides students with an opportunity to apply the knowledge gained in their
research and statistics courses by pursuing research under the supervision of a faculty
member who serves as the research mentor; on the recommendation of this mentor,
students will deliver an oral presentation to the department in the Spring and submit a
written manuscript on their research project.
5. Clinical Experiences Portfolio
Students’ attainment of clinical competencies are systematically evaluated through
coursework and a Clinical Portfolio. The systematic evaluation of clinical competencies and
resulting clinical competencies portfolio are intended to ensure that students clinical work
is based on a sound foundation of 1) ethical reasoning, 2) judgment and understanding,
and 3) skills, in relation to diagnostics, case conceptualization, therapy, and assessment.
This evaluation involves students completing a minimum number of assessment reports,
case conceptualizations, treatment plans, oral case presentations, therapy write-ups, and
peer consultations through planned, developmentally appropriate course assignments in
their first three years of graduate training. The systematic evaluation also includes
activities related to applying for the Pre-Doctoral Clinical Internship (i.e., submitting a
mentor-approved draft of the Theoretical Orientation essay when submitting the Intent to
Apply for Internship form and completing a mock-interview with a member of the Clinical
Program Doctoral Faculty).
6. Doctoral dissertation
The dissertation is conceptualized as an original empirical project that makes a
substantive contribution to the knowledge base of clinical psychology. Dissertation
committees, which must include at least three members, supervise the dissertation. Two
committee members must be members of the Doctoral Program faculty, with one serving
as the chair and primary mentor of the student. The third member of the dissertation
committee will be either a member of the Doctoral Program faculty, a tenured or tenuretrack member of the Psychology Department faculty who is not affiliated with the
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/clinical-psychology
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Doctoral Program, or someone external to the Psychology Department with demonstrated
expertise in domains relevant to the proposed research. The committee is responsible for
approving the proposal, overseeing data collection and analysis, and reviewing the final
written draft. The doctoral committee must approve the formal dissertation and a
departmental oral defense must also be completed. The oral proposal meeting must be
successfully completed and the proposal document must be approved by the doctoral
committee for students to receive permission to apply for internship.
7. Pre-doctoral clinical internship
Doctoral students shall complete an APA or CPA accredited pre-doctoral internship. These
are typically one year of full time training (at least 1600 hours). In order to apply for a predoctoral internship, students must have successfully completed the Early Research Project,
submitted the dissertation literature review, completed the Clinical Experiences Portfolio,
and successfully completed the dissertation proposal. Additionally, a minimum of 72
credits must have been completed before the student may apply for a pre-doctoral
internship.

Program Aims
The overarching aim of our program is to prepare students for entry-level practice in clinical
psychology. We draw from a scientist-practitioner model that emphasizes the reciprocal
relationship between science and practice and underscores the value of holding a scientific
orientation toward psychological knowledge and methods.

In pursuit of this aim, we have developed measurable goals that students in our program must
meet in order to successfully complete the program. The required coursework, training, and
experiential activities we offer to help students meet these learning goals as well as their
relationship to The American Psychological Association’s Profession Wide Competencies
[PDF] (/-/media/suffolk/documents/cas/degreesprograms/psychology/suffolk_clinical_psychology_phd_pwc_program_aims_pdftxt.pdf?
la=en&hash=49FE8360B6F9E03BDE54DA64AE63F51E3D11E83A).

Our aims/goals are that students will:

Aim (Learning Goal) 1: Acquire and demonstrate substantial understanding of, and
competence in, the provision of clinical service.

Graduates from our program will be able to meet the following learning objectives:
1. Evaluate, select, administer, interpret, and communicate psychological assessments in a
manner that is informed by knowledge of the psychometric and empirical underpinnings
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/clinical-psychology
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2. Establish and maintain effective relationships with the recipients of psychological services.
3. Develop, evaluate, and implement treatment plans that reflect both knowledge of
empirically-based principles and an appreciation for individual client characteristics and
contextual factors
4. Evaluate intervention effectiveness and adapt intervention goals and methods consistent
with ongoing evaluation.
5. Demonstrate knowledge of models and methods of clinical supervision and consultation.
Aim (Learning Goal) 2: Acquire and demonstrate substantial understanding of, and
competence in, research.

Graduates from our program will be able to meet the following learning objectives:
1. Demonstrate the substantially independent ability to formulate research or other scholarly
activities (e.g., critical literature reviews, dissertation, efficacy studies, clinical case studies,
theoretical papers, program evaluation projects, program development projects) that are
of sufficient quality and rigor to have the potential to contribute to the scientific,
psychological, or professional knowledge base.
2. Conduct research or other scholarly activities.
3. Critically evaluate and disseminate research or other scholarly activity via professional
publication and presentation at the local, regional, or national level.
Aim (Learning Goal) 3: Acquire and demonstrate substantial understanding, knowledge,
awareness, sensitivity, and skill when working with diverse individuals and communities who
embody a variety of cultural and personal backgrounds and characteristics across all
professional roles and activities.

Graduates from our program will have developed the skills needed to meet the following
learning objectives:
1. Understand how their own personal/cultural history, attitudes, and biases may affect how
they understand and interact with people different from themselves.
2. Demonstrate knowledge of the current theoretical and empirical knowledge base as it
relates to addressing diversity in all professional activities including research, training,
supervision/consultation, and service.
3. Demonstrate the ability to integrate awareness and knowledge of individual and cultural
differences in the conduct of professional roles (e.g., research, services, and other
professional activities), including the ability to apply a framework for working effectively
with areas of individual and cultural diversity not previously encountered over the course
of their careers. Also included is the ability to work effectively with individuals whose
group membership, demographic characteristics, or worldviews create conflict with their
own.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/clinical-psychology
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Aim (Learning Goal) 4: Acquire and demonstrate substantial understanding of, and
competence in, ethical and legal standards applicable to the science and practice of clinical
psychology

Graduates from our program will have developed the skills needed to meet the following
learning objectives:
1. Be knowledgeable of, and act in accordance with, the current version of the APA Ethical
Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct; relevant laws, regulations, rules, and
policies governing health service psychology at the organizational, local, state, regional,
and federal levels; and relevant professional standards and guidelines.
2. Recognize ethical dilemmas as they arise and apply ethical decision-making processes in
order to resolve the dilemmas.
3. Conduct themselves in an ethical manner in all professional activities.
Aim (Learning Goal) 5: Acquire and demonstrate substantial understanding of, and
competence in, the professional values, attitudes and skills required of clinical psychologists.

Graduates from our program will have developed the skills needed to meet the following
learning objectives:
1. Behave in ways that reflect the values and attitudes of psychology, including integrity,
deportment, professional identity, accountability, lifelong learning, and concern for the
welfare of others.
2. Engage in self-reflection regarding one’s personal and professional functioning and
activities aimed at maintaining and improving performance, well-being, and professional
effectiveness.
3. Actively seek and demonstrate openness and responsiveness to feedback and supervision.
4. Develop and maintain effective relationships with a wide range of individuals, including
colleagues, communities, organizations, supervisors, supervisees, and those receiving
professional services.
5. Demonstrate knowledge and respect for the roles and perspectives of other professions
6. Produce and comprehend oral, nonverbal, and written communications that are
informative and well-integrated; demonstrate a thorough grasp of professional language
and concepts.
7. Demonstrate effective interpersonal skills and the ability to manage difficult
communication well.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/clinical-psychology
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Psychology Graduate Courses

 PSYCH-000 Advanced Dissertation Residency
 PSYCH-001 Early Research Project Continuation
 PSYCH-703 Etiology and Treatment of Anxiety and Related Disorders
 PSYCH-705 Assessment I
 PSYCH-706 Assessment II
 PSYCH-711 Scientific Writing for the Psychological Sciences
 PSYCH-712 Multicultural Psychology
 PSYCH-714 Dialectical Behavior Therapy
 PSYCH-716 Adult Psychopathology
 PSYCH-718 Research Methods and Ethics
 PSYCH-L718 Clinical Psychology Lab I
 PSYCH-719 History & Systems of Psychology
 PSYCH-L720 Clinical Psychology Lab II
 PSYCH-721 Evidence-Based Practice in Psychology
 PSYCH-722 Graduate Statistics in Psychology I
 PSYCH-723 Graduate Statistics in Psychology II
 PSYCH-729 Social Justice in Psychology
 PSYCH-732 Social Bases of Behavior and Experience
 PSYCH-738 Clinical Practicum & Ethics IA
 PSYCH-739 Clinical Practicum & Ethics IB
 PSYCH-740 Clinical Practicum IIA
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/clinical-psychology
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 PSYCH-743 Clinical Supervision and Consultation in Psychology
 PSYCH-748 Developmental Psychopathology
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 PSYCH-749 Lifespan Development
 PSYCH-751 Psychopharmacology
 PSYCH-764 Cognitive and Experimental Approaches to Emotion
 PSYCH-772 The Teaching of Psychology
 PSYCH-777 Advanced Clinical Practicum
 PSYCH-779 Acceptance-Based Behavioral Therapy Psychotherapy
 PSYCH-780 Early Research Project Preparation
 PSYCH-781 Comprehensive Exam Preparation
 PSYCH-782 Dissertation Proposal Preparation
 PSYCH-783 Dissertation Research
 PSYCH-792 Introduction to Neuropsychology and the Clinical Neurosciences
 PSYCH-795 Human Neuropsychology I
 PSYCH-796 Human Neuropsychology II
 PSYCH-797 Functional Neuroanatomy
 PSYCH-801 Internship
 PSYCH-900 Advanced Respecialization Practicum
 PSYCH-910 Independent Study
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CRIME & JUSTICE STUDIES
Master of Science in Crime & Justice
Studies

Dual Degree with JD

Dual Degree with MSMHC

Accelerated Bachelor's/Master's Degree in
Crime and Justice Studies

Dual Degree with MPA

Crime & Justice Studies Courses

Master of Science in Crime & Justice Studies
Learn more about this degree



Degree Requirements: 10 courses, 30 credits

Core Requirements (4 courses, 12 credits)

 CJ-681 Crime and Communities
 CJ-701 Seminar in Crime & Justice
 CJ-702 Research Methods
 CJ-709 Quantitative Analysis
Crime & Justice Studies Electives (4 courses, 12 credits)
Choose four of the following:

 CJ-685 Seminar in Corrections
 CJ-686 Seminar in Juvenile Justice
CJ-687 Justice & the Community Courts
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/crime-and-justice-studies
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 CJ-688 Restorative Justice
 CJ-691 Intimate Violence & Sexual Assault
 CJ-692 Criminal Justice Policy
 CJ-694 Critical Victimology
 CJ-695 Special Topics
 CJ-698 Community-Based Responses to Violence Against Women
 CJ-704 Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System
 CJ-705 Class, Race, Gender & Justice
 CJ-730 Bad Girls?
 CJ-731 Youth Programming
 CJ-734 Youth Gangs
 CJ-783 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-784 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-786 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-787 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-910 Independent Study
 GVT-741 Drug Policy: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
Free Electives (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose two additional electives from the above list or from other course offerings as approved
by the program director.

Concentration Options
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/crime-and-justice-studies
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Students can choose one of the following two concentration options to fulfill four of the six
electives. The remaining two courses can be chosen from the Crime & Justice Studies Electives
and the Free Electives lists.

Victim Advocacy Concentration (4 courses, 12 credits)
Choose four of the following:

 CJ-688 Restorative Justice
 CJ-691 Intimate Violence & Sexual Assault
 CJ-694 Critical Victimology
 CJ-695 Special Topics
 CJ-698 Community-Based Responses to Violence Against Women
 CJ-705 Class, Race, Gender & Justice
 CJ-783 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-784 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-786 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-787 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-910 Independent Study
Youth, Crime, & Justice Concentration (4 courses, 12 credits)
Choose four of the following:

 CJ-686 Seminar in Juvenile Justice
 CJ-688 Restorative Justice
 CJ-695 Special Topics
 CJ-730 Bad Girls?
 CJ-731 Youth Programming
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/crime-and-justice-studies
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 CJ-734 Youth Gangs
 CJ-783 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-784 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-786 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-787 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-910 Independent Study
Crime & Justice Learning Goals & Objectives

Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students through
the completion of this program.

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Students will...

Students will be able to...

Integrate key crime and justice principles
using intersectional perspectives

Demonstrate ability to speak knowledgeably
on CJ topics
Critically assess crime and justice policies
and practices from intersectional
perspectives
Understand the influence of various
institutional and political forces on the
creation and adaptation of crime and justice
policies

Utilize crime and justice research
methods to provide analysis, critique,
and evaluation

Demonstrate an understanding of research
designs as consumers of professionally
published studies
Demonstrate basic statistical literacy
Design a basic program, policy evaluation, or
research proposal

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/crime-and-justice-studies
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Understand the connection between
criminological theory and applied
problem-solving approaches to address
issues in crime and justice

Critique key concepts of criminological
theories
Articulate linkages, and lack thereof, in
policies and programs
Create innovative policy or practice
grounded in theory that has benefits to
those involved in the justice system as
victims, offenders, and/or community
members

Comprehend community models and
strategies that address prevention and
intervention

Identify successful prevention and
intervention models and strategies
Evaluate strengths and limitations of
prevention and intervention models and
strategies
Incorporate intersectionality into knowledge
base of models and strategies

Dual Degree with JD
The MSCJS is available as a Dual Degree with the Juris Doctor:
View the JD/MSCJS Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dualdegrees/jd-mscjs-dual-degree).

Dual Degree with MPA
The MSCJS is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Public Administration:
View the MPA/MSCJS Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/mpa-mscjs-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Dual Degree with MSMHC
The MSCJS is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Science in Mental Health
Counseling:
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/crime-and-justice-studies
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View the MSCJS/MSMHC Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dualdegrees-archive-2018-2019/mscjs-msmhc-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Accelerated Bachelor's/Master's Degree in Crime and
Justice Studies
Degree Requirements
1. Students admitted to this dual degree program must meet all the requirements of an
undergraduate Sociology, Crime & Justice concentration program.
2. Students must also meet all requirements for the Master of Science in Crime & Justice
Studies.
3. The two graduate courses taken during the senior year will count toward BOTH the
undergraduate and graduate degree requirements. Credit hours will be awarded based
on the graduate course description.
4. Before enrolling in any Master's level courses, students must obtain approval for classes
through the MSCJS graduate program director.
5. Students are subject to the usual standards for academic standing, i.e., undergraduate
standards for undergraduate courses and graduate standards for graduate courses.

Upon successful completion of all of the degree requirements, a student will receive a dual
Bachelor’s and Master’s degree. The exact degree will be awarded based on the specific
undergraduate program the student completes. A student may permanently exit the dual
degree program and opt to graduate with a Bachelor’s degree if all the requirements for a
Bachelor’s degree have been met. In this case, the graduate courses taken in the senior year will
be counted as 4-credit courses applied toward the undergraduate degree requirements.

Crime & Justice Studies Courses

 CJ-681 Crime and Communities
 CJ-685 Seminar in Corrections
 CJ-686 Seminar in Juvenile Justice
 CJ-687 Justice & the Community Courts
 CJ-688 Restorative Justice
 CJ-691 Intimate Violence & Sexual Assault
 CJ-692 Criminal Justice Policy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/crime-and-justice-studies
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 CJ-694 Critical Victimology
 CJ-695 Special Topics
 CJ-698 Community-Based Responses to Violence Against Women
 CJ-701 Seminar in Crime & Justice
 CJ-702 Research Methods
 CJ-704 Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System
 CJ-705 Class, Race, Gender & Justice
 CJ-709 Quantitative Analysis
 CJ-730 Bad Girls?
 CJ-731 Youth Programming
 CJ-732 Adolescent Risks and Resilience
 CJ-734 Youth Gangs
 CJ-783 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-784 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-786 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-787 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-910 Independent Study

About (/about)
Academics (/academics)
Admission (/admission)
Student Life (/student-life)
Alumni (/alumni)
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COMMUNICATION
The Advertising, Public Relations, & Social Media Department offers the Master of Arts in
Communication, with a required concentration in either Integrated Marketing Communication or
Public Relations and Advertising. Students must choose one concentration.

Master of Arts in Communication with a
Concentration in Integrated Marketing

Master of Arts in Communication with a
Concentration in Public Relations

Accelerated Bachelor's/Master's Degree in
Communication

Communication Graduate Courses

Master of Arts in Communication with a Concentration
in Integrated Marketing
Learn more about this degree



Degree Requirements: 12 courses, 36 credits
Core Requirement (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose one of the following:

 ADPR-701 Applied Communication Research
 ADPR-702 Marketing Communication Research
Concentration Requirements (6 courses, 18 credits)

 ADPR-770 Seminar in Advertising
ADPR-772 Social Media
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/communication
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 ADPR-777 Public Relations
 ADPR-779 Integrated Marketing Communication
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Choose one of the following:

 MKT-814 Strategic Marketing
 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
Concentration Electives (4 courses, 12 credits)
Choose four of the following:

 ADPR-691 Special Topics
 ADPR-700 Introduction to Communication
 ADPR-771 Web Design
 ADPR-775 Crisis Campaign Management
 ADPR-903 Graduate Internship
 MGIB-850 Global Travel Seminar
 MKT-810 Marketing Research for Managers
 MKIB-817 International Marketing
Elective (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose one Advertising, Public Relations, & Social Media graduate course.

Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students through
the completion of this program.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/communication
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Students will...

Students will be able to...

Be prepared for advanced professional careers
in Public Relations, Advertising and Integrated
Marketing Communication, as well as for
advanced graduate study

Develop an understanding of the
theory and research that forms the
basis of Public Relations, Advertising,
and Integrated Marketing
Communication
Develop an understanding of the
theory and practice of advanced
messaging strategies and tactics and
their impacts on the audience
Examine the interactions among
Marketing Communication and broader
social, political, and cultural contexts
Develop the specific skills of marketing
communication

Master of Arts in Communication with a Concentration
in Public Relations
Learn more about this degree



Degree Requirements: 12 courses, 36 credits
Core Requirement (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose one of the following:

 ADPR-701 Applied Communication Research
 ADPR-702 Marketing Communication Research
Concentration Requirements (7 courses, 21 credits)

 ADPR-700 Introduction to Communication
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/communication
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 ADPR-709 Content Management
 ADPR-770 Seminar in Advertising
 ADPR-771 Web Design
 ADPR-772 Social Media
 ADPR-775 Crisis Campaign Management
 ADPR-777 Public Relations
Electives (4 courses, 12 credits)
Choose four Advertising, Public Relations, & Social Media graduate courses.

Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students through
the completion of this program.

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Students will...

Students will be able to...

Be prepared for advanced professional careers
in Public Relations, Advertising and Integrated
Marketing Communication, as well as for
advanced graduate study

Develop an understanding of the
theory and research that forms the
basis of Public Relations, Advertising,
and Integrated Marketing
Communication
Develop an understanding of the
theory and practice of advanced
messaging strategies and tactics and
their impacts on the audience
Examine the interactions among
Marketing Communication and broader
social, political, and cultural contexts
Develop the specific skills of marketing
communication

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/communication
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Communication
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Degree Requirements
1. Students admitted to this dual degree program must meet all the requirements of an
undergraduate major offered by the department of Communication & Journalism or the
department of Advertising, Public Relations, & Social Media.
2. Students must also meet all requirements for the Master’s degree in Communication.
3. Students will take two Communication graduate courses during their senior year; one
during the fall semester and one during the spring semester. The two graduate courses
taken during the senior year will count toward BOTH the undergraduate and graduate
degree requirements. Credit hours will be awarded based on the graduate course
description.
4. The graduate courses taken during the senior year will be determined by the
Communication graduate program director.
5. Students are subject to the usual standards for academic standing, i.e., undergraduate
standards for undergraduate courses and graduate standards for graduate courses.
Upon successful completion of all of the degree requirements, a student will receive a dual
Bachelor’s and Master’s degree. The exact degree will be awarded based on the specific
undergraduate program the student completes. A student may permanently exit the dual
degree program and opt to graduate with a Bachelor’s degree if all the requirements for a
Bachelor’s degree have been met. In this case, the graduate courses taken in the senior year will
be counted as 4-credit courses applied toward the undergraduate degree requirements.

Communication Graduate Courses

 ADPR-691 Special Topics
 ADPR-700 Introduction to Communication
 ADPR-701 Applied Communication Research
 ADPR-702 Marketing Communication Research
 ADPR-704 Issues in Communication
 ADPR-709 Content Management
 ADPR-715 Negotiation
 ADPR-717 Principles of Branding and Visual Identity
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/communication
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 ADPR-736 Advocacy and Public Policy
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 ADPR-737 Intercultural Communication
 ADPR-740 Political Communication
 ADPR-751 Health Communication
 ADPR-752 Native Advertising
 ADPR-769 Introduction to Marketing Communication
 ADPR-770 Seminar in Advertising
 ADPR-771 Web Design
 ADPR-772 Social Media
 ADPR-775 Crisis Campaign Management
 ADPR-777 Public Relations
 ADPR-779 Integrated Marketing Communication
 ADPR-780 Social Media
 ADPR-782 Social Media Campaigns
 ADPR-785 Video Production for Advertising
 ADPR-903 Graduate Internship
 ADPR-910 Independent Study
 CJN-691 Special Topics
 CJN-700 Introduction to Communication
 CJN-702 Marketing Communication Research
 CJN-735 Persuasion Theory
 CJN-740 Political Communication
 CJN-751 Health Communication
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/communication
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 CJN-769 Introduction to Marketing Communication
 CJN-770 Seminar in Advertising
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 CJN-771 Web Design
 CJN-777 Public Relations
 CJN-778 Event Planning
 CJN-779 Integrated Marketing Communication
 CJN-903 Graduate Internship
 CJN-910 Independent Study

About (/about)
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About Us

Admission (/admission)
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Alumni (/alumni)
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Staff Directory
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GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN DISABILITY
SERVICES PROGRAM
Graduate Certificate in Disability Services
in Higher Education (DSHE)

Disability Services Certificate Courses

Graduate Certificate in Disability Services in Higher
Education (DSHE)
Learn more about this certificate



Certificate Requirements: 4 courses, 12 credits
Core Requirements (2 courses, 6 credits)

 DSHE-710 Introduction to Disability Services in Higher Education
 DSHE-720 Disability, Documentation, and Reasonable Accommodations
Elective (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose one of the following:

 DSHE-730 Assistive Tech, Emerging Tech, and Web Access for Disability
High School and Career Transition Planning for Students With
 DSHE-740
Disabilities

Practicum (1 course, 3 credits)
Students enrolled in the Disability Services in Higher Education certificate program must
complete a practicum experience that will connect course work with practical experience. The
practicum experience consists of one 3-credit course with 150 total work hours in the field.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/disability-services-in-higher-education-graduate-certificate-program
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Students typically spend 10 hours per week working at a local college or university in their

disability services office. Students formally apply for the practicum experience and consult with
their advisor regarding field placement. The supervision component of the course will be taught
online.

 DSHE-745 Practicum in Disability Services Administration
Disability Services Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students through
the completion of this program.

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Students will...

Students will be able to...

Gain a historical perspective and understand the legal
framework for working with students with disabilities in
higher education

Understand the
emergence of Disability
Services as a distinct field
in Higher Education
Educate the campus
community on the role,
responsibility, and ethics
of disability services

Gain working knowledge of accessibility, accommodations,
and the provision of auxiliary aids and services as well as
the identification of resources and the development of
policy and implementation protocol

Understand best practices
for the development of
disability services policies
Be able to research and
benchmark in the
development of policy
Incorporate important
compliance issues in
policies and procedures

Be able to determine and assign rights and responsibilities
of students family members and university faculty staff

Understand and assign

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/disability-services-in-higher-education-graduate-certificate-program
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of students, family members, and university faculty, staff,
Learning
Goals
and
administration

891
rights and responsibilities
Learning Objectives
to students, faculty, and
staff

Educate students with
disabilities on rights and
responsibilities
Educate faculty, staff, and
students on rights and
responsibilities
Address discrepancies in
the application of rights
and responsibilities

Acquire case management skills relevant to developing and
implementing intake practices, advising and advocacy, and
the provision of management of accommodation services

Develop intake interview
procedures
Practice formulating and
implementing interview
questions that effectively
capture a student’s selfreport
Be able to identify and
isolate major life impacts
and match appropriate
accommodations

Understand disability as diversity with respect to student
identity development

Understand transience
and intersectionality of an
individual’s disability
Develop advising skills for
interacting with students
at various points of the
identity development
spectrum

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Disability Services (https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcds).

Disability Services Certificate Courses
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/disability-services-in-higher-education-graduate-certificate-program
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 DSHE-710 Introduction to Disability Services in Higher Education
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 DSHE-720 Disability, Documentation, and Reasonable Accommodations
 DSHE-730 Assistive Tech, Emerging Tech, and Web Access for Disability
High School and Career Transition Planning for Students With
 DSHE-740
Disabilities

 DSHE-745 Practicum in Disability Services Administration

About (/about)
Academics (/academics)

About Us

Admission (/admission)

News (/news-features)

Student Life (/student-life)

Events (/about/events)

Alumni (/alumni)

Suffolk A-Z (/about/directory)
Staff Directory
(https://portalpro.suffolk.edu/dir/faculty-staff/)
Work at Suffolk (/about/directory/human-resourcesoffice)

College & Schools
College of Arts & Sciences (/cas)
Sawyer Business School (/business)
Suffolk University Law School (/law)
Madrid Campus (/madrid-campus)

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/disability-services-in-higher-education-graduate-certificate-program
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EXECUTIVE MBA
Executive
MBA

Executive MBA
Learn more about this program



Self-Aware Leader Seminar-Boston- Fall 1 Semester- Two Days
An off-campus team-building business simulation with your cohort to develop your personal
leadership style and increase self-awareness.

Leadership and Team Building Seminar - Fort Myers, Florida - One Week
This seminar develops and refines your team leadership skills. It combines classroom activities
with the experiential, competitive challenge of team sailboat racing creating an intense team
experience that integrates theory and practice.
Global Business Seminar- London and Paris- Spring Semester- One Week
Develop and present strategic recommendations to international organizations through multiple
flash consulting engagements to gain critical economic, political and cultural perspectives on
doing business globally.

Public Policy Seminar- Washington, D.C.- Summer Semester- One Week
This one-week immersion provides first-hand exposure to the link between public policy
development and organizational strategy. Meet with lobbyists and leaders at think tanks,
regulatory agencies, national associations, and other organizations that influence public policy
development.

Executive MBA Program Degree Requirements
Suffolk’s Executive MBA course content and subject areas are described below.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/executive-mba
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EMBA Curriculum
13 Courses
45 Credits

Program Length: 16 months

Fall I Semester (12 Credits)

 EMBA-600 Self Aware Leader Seminar
 EMBA-610 Organizational Behavior
 EMBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 EMGOB-860 Leadership & Team Building Seminar
Spring Semester (12 Credits)

 EMBA-622 Operations & Data Analysis
 EMBA-630 Economic Analysis for Managers
 EMBA-780 Managing in the Global Environment
 EMGES-801 Business Opportunities
Summer Semester (12 Credits)

 EMBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 EMBA-660 Marketing: Challenge of Managing Value
 EMBA-770 The Washington Policy Seminar
 EMGOB-855 Conflict and Negotiation
Fall II Semester (9 Credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/executive-mba
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 EMBA-680 Managing in the Ethical & Legal Environment
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 EMBA-800 Strategic Management
 EMBA-899 Program Capstone
EMBA Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Be able to effectively apply analytical and critical

1. Identify the problem and related
issues.
2. Identify key assumptions.
3. Generate salient alternatives.
4. Examine the evidence and
source of evidence.
5. Identify conclusions,
implications, and consequences.

reasoning skills to solve organizational challenges.
(Analytical Reasoning)

Effectively articulate the role of ethics in management.
(Ethics)

1. Identify conflicts of interests and
pressures that could lead to
unethical conduct.
2. Understand what kinds of
questions are helpful to ask
oneself when confronting an
ethical dilemma.
3. Demonstrate the ability to
identify and take into account
the interests of different
stakeholders.
4. Understand how business
strategies that facilitate “doing
good” can be made consistent
with profitability.
5. Understand that what is legal
may not always be ethical and
that what is ethical may
sometimes not be legal.
6. Appreciate that ethical norms
vary across different countries
and cultures.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/executive-mba
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Indicate an understanding of how culture, economic

1. Articulate fundamental
challenges of global business.
2. Analyze financial impacts of
operating a global business.
3. Apply the analysis to global
management situation.
4. Identify challenges of an
international workforce.
5. Demonstrate cultural awareness
of external constituents.

and political issues differ across countries.
(Global Awareness)

Be able to effectively communicate in oral form.
(Oral Communication)

Be able to effectively communicate in written form.
(Written Communication)

1. Organize the presentation
effectively.
2. Deliver the presentation with
attention to volume, clarity,
grammatical correctness and
precision.
3. Develop the topic.
4. Communicate with the audience.
5. Use communication aids
effectively.
6. Summarize the presentation.

1. Develop a topic with supporting
details.
2. Organize written communication
effectively and logically.
3. Use correct word choice and
effective sentence structure.
4. Employ normal conventions of
spelling and grammar.
5. Provide examples and
supporting evidence.
6. Communicate accurate
quantitative information.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/executive-mba
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Assess their personal leadership style, qualities and

1. Describe leadership and
fellowship theories and use them
to analyze a variety of situations.
2. Demonstrate the ability to
conceptualize why and how the
theories function through the
analysis of human behavior.

abilities while at the same time indicating a plan for
moving forward in their professional development to
enhance their career paths.
(Leadership)

Advising
If you have questions regarding the Executive MBA Program, please contact Michaele Morrow,
PhD, CPA, Director of the Center for Executive Education, at 617-973-5387 or by email
(mailto:mlmorrow@suffolk.edu).

About (/about)
Academics (/academics)

About Us

Admission (/admission)

News (/news-features)

Student Life (/student-life)

Events (/about/events)

Alumni (/alumni)

Suffolk A-Z (/about/directory)
Staff Directory
(https://portalpro.suffolk.edu/dir/faculty-staff/)
Work at Suffolk (/about/directory/human-resourcesoffice)

College & Schools
College of Arts & Sciences (/cas)
Sawyer Business School (/business)
Suffolk University Law School (/law)
Madrid Campus (/madrid-campus)

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/executive-mba
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Find It Fast

Other

Email (/about/directory/information-technologyLegal Disclaimer (/about/mission-history/policiesservices/support/accounts-and-access/outlook-web-access)
procedures/legal-disclaimer)
MySuffolk (https://my.suffolk.edu)
WebAdvisor
(https://waprod.suffolk.edu/WebAdvisor/WebAdvisor)
Blackboard (https://suffolku.blackboard.com/)

Notice of Non-Discrimination (/about/missionhistory/diversity-inclusion/non-discriminationpolicy)
Privacy Policy (/about/mission-history/policiesprocedures/internet-privacy-policy)

Search for Classes
Title IX (/about/mission-history/policies(https://waprod.suffolk.edu/WebAdvisor/WebAdvisor? procedures/title-ix-at-suffolk)
TOKENIDX=4151215250&type=M&constituency=WBAP&pid=COREWBAP)
Cookie Policy (/about/mission-history/policiesprocedures/internet-privacy-policy/cookie-policy)
Libraries & Archives (/academics/libraries)

Contact Us
1-617-573-8000 (tel:6175738000)
73 Tremont Street
(https://goo.gl/maps/2FDom7g5xqp)
Boston, MA 02108
(https://goo.gl/maps/2FDom7g5xqp)

Follow Suffolk

 (https://www.facebook.com/suffolkuniversity)
 (https://twitter.com/Suffolk_U)

(http://www.youtube.com/user/suffolkuniversity)
 (https://www.instagram.com/suffolk_U/)

Copyright © 2019 Suffolk University.
All rights reserved.
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FINANCE
Master of Science in Finance (MSF)

Master of Science in Finance (MSF) Online

Accelerated MSF for Attorneys

Graduate Certificate in Corporate Finance

Graduate Certificate in Finance

Graduate Certificate in Investments

Graduate Certificate in Risk Management

Master of Science in Finance (MSF)
Learn more about this degree



STEM Classification
The MSF is a graduate degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

MSF Curriculum
12-16 Courses
32-44 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 21 months

Required Introductory Courses (2 credits)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 FIN-601 Introduction to Statistics, Accounting, & Finance Intensive
Required Prerequisite Courses (12 credits)
Must be taken or waived prior to enrolling in Finance Core Courses.

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
Finance Core Courses (15 credits)
Must be taken on campus unless permission to take online granted by the Academic Program
Director.

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible. Must be taken on campus, unless permission
to take online is granted by the Academic Program Director.

 FIN-820 Financial Policy
Concentration Descriptions and Applicable Elective Courses (12 credits)

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Choose four (4) elective courses from the approved MSF electives list. Courses must be taken
on campus, within Sawyer Business School, 800-level or above (exception MBA 740), unless
permission to take online is granted by the Academic Director.
Students may declare a concentration in Corporate Finance, FinTech, Investments or Risk
Management. If a concentration in Corporate Finance, Investments or Risk Management is
declared, three electives must be in one concentration area. If a concentration in FinTech is
declared students must complete ISOM 730, FIN 830, one approved FIN elective and one
approved ISOM elective. The schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered vary
by semester.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration
The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Corporate Finance Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship

902

FInTech Concentration

Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)

 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
Finance Elective Course (3 credits)
Take one from the following list of electives:

 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
ISOM Elective (3 credits)
Take one from the following list of electives:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Investments Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Risk Management Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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*Note: Students who choose the Risk Management Elective Concentration must take FIN 816
and FIN 882 as part of their program.

 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Approved Finance Electives
Note: Students wishing to take SBS 920 for an elective in the MSF Program must consult with
the MSF Advisor for guidance on how to be considered for this option.

London Financial Services Travel Seminar is the only seminar approved as an MSF elective. Any
other travel seminar requires MSF Academic Program Director approval.

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-825 International Finance
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 SBS-920 Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Finance Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning Goals

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance

Learning Objectives
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Learning Goals
Demonstrate ability to apply analytical reasoning
skills to Finance problems (Analytical Reasoning)

Learning Objectives
1. Identify the problem and related
issues.
2. Identify key assumptions.
3. Generate salient alternatives.
4. Examine the evidence and source
of evidence.
5. Identify conclusions, implications,
and consequences.

Demonstrate application of finance knowledge even
in new and unfamiliar circumstances through
conceptual understanding (Knowledge Integration)

1. Acknowledge that the project
covers different key functional
areas in finance.
2. Display understanding across
different key functional areas in
finance.
3. Identify the methodologies
appropriate to solve the problem.
4. Apply and coordinate the
methodologies to get the best
solution for the problem.
5. Display understanding of the
implications of the solution for
each functional area.
6. Demonstrate overall ability to
integrate knowledge from the
different functional areas.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Learning Goals
Apply ethical principles to financial decision making
(Ethics)

Learning Objectives
1. Identify conflicts of interests and
pressures that could lead to
unethical conduct.
2. Understand what kinds of
questions are helpful to ask
oneself when confronting an
ethical dilemma.
3. Demonstrate the ability to
identify and take into account the
interests of different stakeholders.
4. Understand how business
strategies that facilitate “doing
good” can be made consistent
with profitability.
5. Understand that what is legal may
not always be ethical and that
what is ethical may sometimes
not be legal.
6. Appreciate that ethical norms
vary across different countries
and cultures.

Demonstrate effective oral communication about
financial information (Oral Communication)

1. Organize the presentation
effectively.
2. Deliver the presentation with
attention to volume, clarity,
grammatical correctness and
precision.
3. Develop the topic.
4. Communicate with the audience.
5. Use communication aids
effectively.
6. Summarize the presentation.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Learning Goals
Demonstrate effective written communication
about financial information (Written
Communication):

Learning Objectives
1. Develop a topic with supporting
details.
2. Organize written communication
effectively and logically.
3. Use correct word choice and
effective sentence structure.
4. Employ normal conventions of
spelling and grammar.
5. Provide examples and supporting
evidence.
6. Communicate accurate
quantitative information.

Waiver Policy
To waive an MSF prerequisite course, a student must successfully complete equivalent
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSF
matriculation, with a grade of “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable).

To substitute an approved elective for an MSF Core Course, a student must have successfully
completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven
(7) years prior to MSF matriculation, with a “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with
English translations, if applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MSF program. Students
may also elect to take a proficiency exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver for prerequisite
coursework. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are administered on the
Boston Campus.

All MSF students must complete a minimum of 32 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business
School.

Transfer Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Transfer credits must have earned a grade of “B” or better and be taken within seven (7) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MSF program. However, at the discretion of the MSF program
director, MSF required core courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed
significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits may be considered for transfer.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MSF students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed their
degree. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective courses from an AACSBaccredited MSF Program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be pre-approved
by Suffolk's Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of "B" or better.

Students who leave the area may also complete their Suffolk MSF online.

Master of Science in Finance (MSF) Online
Learn more about this degree



STEM Classification
The MSF is a graduate degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

MSF Curriculum
12-16 Courses
32-44 Credits

Program Length:
Part-time in as few as 20 months

Required Introductory Courses (2 credits)

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making


 FIN-601 Introduction to Statistics, Accounting, & Finance Intensive
Required Prerequisite Courses (12 credits)
Must be taken or waived prior to enrolling in Finance Core Courses.

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
Finance Core Courses (15 credits)

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 FIN-820 Financial Policy
Concentration Descriptions and Applicable Elective Courses (12 credits)
Choose four (4) elective courses from the approved MSF electives list. Courses must be taken
within the Sawyer Business School, 800-level or above (exception MBA 740).

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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If a concentration is declared, three electives must be in one concentration area. Concentrations
include: Corporate Finance, Investments or Risk Management. The schedule of when courses
within a concentration are offered vary by semester.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Corporate Finance Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
Investments Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Risk Management Concentration
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Choose three courses from the following list:

*Note: Students who choose the Risk Management Elective Concentration must take FIN 816
and FIN 882 as part of their program.

 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Approved Finance Electives

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
Waiver Policy
To waive an MSF prerequisite course, a student must successfully complete equivalent
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSF
matriculation, with a grade of “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable).
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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To substitute an approved elective for an MSF Core Course, a student must have successfully
completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven
(7) years prior to MSF matriculation, with a “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with
English translations, if applicable).
All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MSF program. Students
may also elect to take a proficiency exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver for prerequisite
coursework. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are administered on the
Boston Campus.
All MSF students must complete a minimum of 32 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business
School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.
Transfer credits must have earned a grade of “B” or better and be taken within seven (7) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MSF program. However, at the discretion of the MSF program
director, MSF required core courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed
significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits may be considered for transfer.

Accelerated MSF for Attorneys
STEM Classification
The MSF is a graduate degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

Curriculum

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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12-15 Courses
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32-41 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 21 months

Required Introductory Courses (2 credits)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 FIN-601 Introduction to Statistics, Accounting, & Finance Intensive
Required Prerequisite Courses (12 credits)
Must be taken or waived prior to enrolling in Finance Core Courses.

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
Finance Core Courses (15 credits)
Must be taken on campus unless permission to take online granted by Academic Program
Director.

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible. Must be taken on campus, unless permission
to take online is granted by the Academic Program Director.

 FIN-820 Financial Policy
Concentration Descriptions and Applicable Elective Courses (9-12
credits)
Choose four (4) elective courses from the approved MSF electives list. Choose three (3) elective
courses if some or none of the prerequisite requirements are waived. Courses must be taken on
campus, within Sawyer Business School, 800-level or above (exception MBA 740), unless
permission to take online is granted by the Academic Director.

If a concentration is declared, three or four electives must be in one concentration area.
Concentrations include: Corporate Finance, FinTech, Investments or Risk Management. The
schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by semester.
Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.
The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Corporate Finance Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
FIN-880 Investment Banking

916

 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
FinTech Concentration
Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)

 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
Finance Elective Course (3 credits)
Take one from the following list of electives:

 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
ISOM Elective (3 credits)
Take one from the following list of electives:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
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 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Investments Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
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 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Risk Management Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

*Note: Students who choose the Risk Management Elective Concentration must take FIN 816
and FIN 882 as part of their program.

 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Approved Finance Electives
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Note: Students wishing to take SBS 920 for an elective in the MSF Program must consult with
the MSF Advisor for guidance on how to be considered for this option.

London Financial Services Travel Seminar is the only seminar approved as an MSF elective. Any
other travel seminar requires MSF Academic Program Director approval.

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship

920

 SBS-920 Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Waiver Policy
To waive an MSF prerequisite course, a student must successfully complete equivalent
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSF
matriculation, with a grade of “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable).

To substitute an approved elective for an MSF Core Course, a student must have successfully
completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven
(7) years prior to MSF matriculation, with a “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with
English translations, if applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MSF program. Students
may also elect to take a proficiency exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver for prerequisite
coursework. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are administered on the
Boston Campus.

All MSF students must complete a minimum of 32 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business
School.

Transfer Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

Transfer credits must have earned a grade of “B” or better and be taken within seven (7) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MSF program. However, at the discretion of the MSF program
director, MSF required core courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed
significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits may be considered for transfer.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MSF students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed their
degree. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective courses from an AACSBaccredited MSF Program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be pre-approved
by Suffolk's Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of "B" or better.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Students who leave the area may also complete their Suffolk MSF online.
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Graduate Certificate in Corporate Finance
Learn more about this certificate



Curriculum
5 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length

Full-time in as few as 4 months
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Course (3 credits)

 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
Electives (12 credits)
Four (4) courses are electives. Three (3) of the electives must be from the approved elective list
for Corporate Finance. One (1) elective can be any course from the approved MSF electives
list. If your choice of elective has a prerequisite, then the prerequisite must be met prior to
enrolling in the elective.

Approved Corporate Finance Elective List

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets

922

 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
Approved Finance Electives
Note: Students wishing to take SBS 920 for an elective in the MSF Program must consult with
the MSF Advisor for guidance on how to be considered for this option.

London Financial Services Travel Seminar is the only seminar approved as an MSF elective. Any
other travel seminar requires MSF Academic Program Director approval.

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
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 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 SBS-920 Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Course Substitution Policy
To substitute a corporate finance certificate course with an approved elective, a student must
have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate
level in the seven years prior to matriculation ("B" or better). Official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable) must be provided. A maximum of 3 credits of coursework can be
substituted.
Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree program, in the
same discipline as the certificate, as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.
Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Certificate Program in
Corporate Finance (https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gccf/)

Graduate Certificate in Finance
Learn more about this certificate



Curriculum
5 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (15 credits)

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
Course Substitution Policy
To substitute a corporate finance certificate course with an approved elective, a student must
have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate
level in the seven years prior to matriculation ("B" or better). Official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable) must be provided. A maximum of 3 credits of coursework can be
substituted.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have

925

applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree program, in the
same discipline as the certificate, as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.
Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Certificate Program in
Finance (https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcf/).

Graduate Certificate in Investments
Learn more about this certificate



Curriculum
5 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length
Full-time in as few as 4 months
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (6 credits)

 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Electives (9 credits)
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Three (3) courses are electives and must be selected from the approved elective list for
Investments.
.

Approved Investments Elective List
Note: London Financial Services Travel Seminar is the only seminar approved as an MSF
elective. Any other travel seminar requires MSF Academic Program Director approval

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Course Substitution Policy
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To substitute a corporate finance certificate course with an approved elective, a student must
have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate
level in the seven years prior to matriculation ("B" or better). Official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable) must be provided. A maximum of 3 credits of coursework can be
substituted.
Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree program, in the
same discipline as the certificate, as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.
Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Investments (https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gci/).

Graduate Certificate in Risk Management
Learn more about this certificate



Curriculum
5 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length:

Full time in as few as 4 months
Part time in as few as 9 months

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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Required Courses (6 credits)
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 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
Electives (9 credits)
Three (3) course are electives which must be selected from the approved elective list for Risk
Management.

Approved Risk Management Elective List
Note: London Financial Services Travel Seminar is the only seminar approved as an MSF
elective. Any other travel seminar requires MSF Academic Program Director approval

 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Course Substitution Policy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/finance
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To substitute a corporate finance certificate course with an approved elective, a student must
have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate
level in the seven years prior to matriculation ("B" or better). Official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable) must be provided. A maximum of 3 credits of coursework can be
substituted.
Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree program, in the
same discipline as the certificate, as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.
Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Risk Management (http://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcrm/).
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FINANCIAL SERVICES AND BANKING
Master of Science in Financial Services and
Banking (MSFSB)

Master of Science in Financial Services and
Banking (MSFSB) Online

Graduate Certificate in Financial Services
and Banking

Master of Science in Financial Services and Banking
(MSFSB)
Learn more about this degree



STEM Classification
The MSFSB is a graduate degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

MSFSB Curriculum
12-16 Courses
32-44 Credits
Program Length
Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 21 months

Required Introductory Courses (2 credits)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/financial-services-and-banking
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 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 FIN-601 Introduction to Statistics, Accounting, & Finance Intensive
Required Prerequisite Courses (12 credits)
Must be taken or waived prior to enrolling in Finance Core Courses.

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
Finance Core Courses (18 credits)
Must be taken on campus unless permission to take online granted by the Academic Program
Director.

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible. Must be taken on campus, unless permission
to take online is granted by the Academic Program Director.

 FIN-820 Financial Policy
Elective Courses (9 credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/financial-services-and-banking
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Choose three (3) elective courses from the approved MSFSB elective list. Must be taken on
campus, within Sawyer Business School, 800-level or above (exception: MBA 740), unless
permission to take online is granted by the Academic Program Director.

* Students wishing to take SBS 920 for an elective in the MSFSB program must consult with the
MSFSB advisor on how to be considered for this option.

* London Financial Services Travel Seminar is the only seminar approved as an MSFSB elective.
Any other travel seminar requires Academic Program Director approval.

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/financial-services-and-banking
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 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship

 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 SBS-920 Graduate Internship

MSFSB Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning Goals
Demonstrate ability to apply analytical reasoning
skills to Finance problems (Analytical Reasoning)

Learning Objectives
1. Identify the problem and related
issues.
2. Identify key assumptions.
3. Generate salient alternatives.
4. Examine the evidence and source
of evidence.
5. Identify conclusions, implications,
and consequences.

Demonstrate application of finance knowledge even
in new and unfamiliar circumstances through
conceptual understanding (Knowledge Integration)

1. Acknowledge that the project
covers different key functional
areas in finance.
2. Display understanding across
different key functional areas in
finance.
3. Identify the methodologies
appropriate to solve the problem.
4. Apply and coordinate the
methodologies to get the best
solution for the problem.
5. Display understanding of the
implications of the solution for
each functional area.
6. Demonstrate overall ability to
integrate knowledge from the
different functional areas.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/financial-services-and-banking
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Learning Goals
Apply ethical principles to financial decision making
(Ethics)

Learning Objectives
1. Identify conflicts of interests and
pressures that could lead to
unethical conduct.
2. Understand what kinds of
questions are helpful to ask
oneself when confronting an
ethical dilemma.
3. Demonstrate the ability to identify
and take into account the interests
of different stakeholders.
4. Understand how business
strategies that facilitate “doing
good” can be made consistent
with profitability.
5. Understand that what is legal may
not always be ethical and that
what is ethical may sometimes not
be legal.
6. Appreciate that ethical norms vary
across different countries and
cultures.

Demonstrate effective oral communication about
financial information (Oral Communication)

1. Organize the presentation
effectively.
2. Deliver the presentation with
attention to volume, clarity,
grammatical correctness and
precision.
3. Develop the topic.
4. Communicate with the audience.
5. Use communication aids
effectively.
6. Summarize the presentation.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/financial-services-and-banking
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Learning Goals
Demonstrate effective written communication about
financial information (Written Communication)

Learning Objectives
1. Develop a topic with supporting
details.
2. Organize written communication
effectively and logically.
3. Use correct word choice and
effective sentence structure.
4. Employ normal conventions of
spelling and grammar.
5. Provide examples and supporting
evidence.
6. Communicate accurate
quantitative information.

Waiver Policy
To waive an MSFSB prerequisite course, a student must successfully complete equivalent
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSFSB
matriculation, with a grade of “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MSFSB program and are
waived during the student’s first semester. Students may also elect to take a proficiency exam,
for a fee, to gain a waiver. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are
administered on the Boston Campus.

All MSFSB students must complete a minimum of 32 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business
School.

Transfer Credit Policy
For any candidate seeking transfer credits, courses taken at the graduate level from an AACSBaccredited graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits
may be considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken within seven (7) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MSFSB program. However, at the discretion of the program director,
finance core courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed significantly
since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits of elective or finance core courses may be
considered for transfer.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/financial-services-and-banking
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Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
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Occasionally, Suffolk MSFSB students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed their
degree. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective courses from an AACSBaccredited MSF Program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be pre-approved by
Suffolk’s Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of “B” or better.

Students who leave the area may also complete their Suffolk MSFSB online.

Master of Science in Financial Services and Banking
(MSFSB) Online
Learn more about this degree



STEM Classification
The MSFSB is a graduate degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

MSFSB Curriculum
12-16 Courses
32-44 Credits
Program Length:
Part-time in as few as 20 months

Required Introductory Courses (2 credits)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 FIN-601 Introduction to Statistics, Accounting, & Finance Intensive
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/financial-services-and-banking
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Must be taken or waived prior to enrolling in Finance Core Courses.

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
Finance Core Courses (18 credits)

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 FIN-820 Financial Policy
Elective Courses (9 credits)
Choose three (3) elective courses from the approved MSFSB elective list.

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/financial-services-and-banking
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 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
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 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
Waiver Policy
To waive an MSFSB prerequisite course, a student must successfully complete equivalent
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSFSB
matriculation, with a grade of “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MSFSB program and are
waived during the student’s first semester. Students may also elect to take a proficiency exam,
for a fee, to gain a waiver. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are
administered on the Boston Campus.

All MSFSB students must complete a minimum of 32 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business
School.

Transfer Credit Policy
For any candidate seeking transfer credits, courses taken at the graduate level from an AACSBaccredited graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits
may be considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken within seven (7) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MSFSB program. However, at the discretion of the program director,
finance core courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed significantly
since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits of elective or finance core courses may be
considered for transfer.

Graduate Certificate in Financial Services and Banking
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/financial-services-and-banking
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Curriculum
5 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length
Full-time in as few at 4 months
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Course (3 credits)

 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
Electives (12 credits)
Choose any four (4) electives from the approved Financial Services and Banking Elective list. If
your choice of elective has a prerequisite, then the prerequisite must be met prior to enrolling in
the elective.

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/financial-services-and-banking
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 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
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 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
*London Financial Services Travel Seminar is the only seminar approved as an MSFSB elective.
Any other travel seminar requires Academic Program Director approval.

Course Substitution Policy
To substitute a financial services and banking certificate course with an approved elective, a
student must have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the
undergraduate/graduate level in the seven years prior to matriculation ("B" or better). Official
transcripts (with English translations, if applicable) must be provided. A maximum of 3 credits of
coursework can be substituted.
Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree program, in the
same discipline as the certificate, as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.
Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Financial Services and Banking. (https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcfsb/)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/financial-services-and-banking
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GLOBAL PUBLIC POLICY
Master of Arts in Global Public
Policy

Dual Degree with MPA
Courses

Master of Arts in Global Public Policy
Learn more about this degree



Degree Requirements: 10 courses, 30 credits

Core Requirements (6 courses, 18 credits)

 GVT-723 Graduate Internship
 GVT-761 Seminar: International Relations Theory
 GVT-763 International Political Economy
 GVT-765 Global Public Policy
 GVT-777 Writing for the Policy Professional
 GVT-778 Global Policy & Data Analysis
Electives (4 courses, 12 credits)
Electives may include any graduate course offered by the Government Department. Other
Suffolk University graduate courses may be taken as electives with the approval of the program
director.

Electives will be chosen to support your field of concentration and choice of internship area.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/global-public-policy
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In addition to their coursework, all students concentrating in Global Public Policy must
demonstrate written proficiency in a language other than English. Students may enroll in
language courses for the purpose of mastering the chosen language, but credits in those
courses will not be applied toward the degree. Language proficiency should be demonstrated
either prior to admission or by the end of the first year in the program.
Students can satisfy this requirement in one of the following ways:
1. Two years of study in a particular language at the undergraduate level, as demonstrated
on an official or unofficial undergraduate transcript submitted to the graduate program
director.
2. Native speakers of a language other than English, as demonstrated by at least two years
of attendance at an undergraduate institution in which instruction was taught in a nonEnglish language.
3. Completing/Passing ACTFL’s Reading Test for Professionals (RPT) at least a “novicehigh” level. If you choose this option, please contact ACTFL to schedule an exam.

Global Public Policy Learning Goals and Objectives
Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students through
the completion of this program.
Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Students will…

Students will be able to…

Demonstrate broad-based knowledge of their area
of concentration and be able to review and
synthesize relevant political science literature and
theories

Analyze and critically evaluate
competing political science
theories developed in the
academic literature
Write effectively in a variety of
formats, including formulating
essential questions
Organize evidence and construct
complex written arguments

Demonstrate the ability to connect theory to
practice and apply what they learn in the
classroom to professional work experiences in the
field

Recognize the importance of
academic and theoretical research
in the electoral, governing and
policy making process

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/global-public-policy
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Demonstrate proficiency in interpreting social
science data

Gather and critically evaluate
quantitative and qualitative social
science research
Organize evidence and social
science data to construct complex
political science arguments
Identify and gain access to
appropriate information and
sources

Demonstrate proficiency in writing skills including
academic and policy professional writing

Organize and write a compelling
research paper
Write effectively in a variety of
formats, including formulating
essential questions

Demonstrate a proficiency in oral communication
skills

Orally articulate complex ideas in
an organized, persuasive, and
rigorous manner

Dual Degree with MPA
The MAGPP is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Public Administration:
View the MPA/MAGGP Dual Degree Curriculum. (/academics/academic-catalogs/dualdegrees/mpa-magpp-dual-degree)

Courses

 GVT-010 Summer Campaign Lab
 GVT-609 Transitional Justice
 GVT-623 Political Survey Research
 GVT-638 Environmental Policy & Politics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/global-public-policy
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 GVT-641 Ready, Set, Run!
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 GVT-642 Candidate Definition
 GVT-643 Candidate Media Strategy 101
 GVT-660 United Nations Seminar
 GVT-663 International Legal Systems
 GVT-665 International and Transnational Organizations
 GVT-666 Governance & Regional Political Economy
 GVT-667 Comparative Social Movements
 GVT-671 Topics in Democracy
 GVT-682 Crisis and Integration in Europe
 GVT-685 Politics of the Middle East
 GVT-687 Conflict & Reconciliation: Community Service Abroad
 GVT-693 Politics and Economics of Latin America
 GVT-723 Graduate Internship
 GVT-724 Politics of Public Policy
 GVT-741 Drug Policy: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
 GVT-747 Seminar in Legislation & Lobbying
 GVT-755 Seminar Campaigns & Elections
 GVT-761 Seminar: International Relations Theory
 GVT-763 International Political Economy
 GVT-765 Global Public Policy
 GVT-777 Writing for the Policy Professional
 GVT-778 Global Policy & Data Analysis
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/global-public-policy
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 GVT-803 Washington Academic Seminar I
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 GVT-804 International Political Marketing
 GVT-805 Washington Seminar on National Security
 GVT-834 Global Migration Politics
 GVT-906 Summer Party Convention Program
 GVT-910 Independent Study
 GVT-920 International Internship - Brussels
 GVT-938 Summer Campaign Lab
 GVT-957 Thesis Research & Writing
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GRAPHIC DESIGN
Master of Arts in Graphic Design

Graphic Design Graduate
Courses

Master of Arts in Graphic Design
Learn more about this degree



Degree Requirements: 12-24 courses, 36-73 credits maximum
Candidates for the master’s degree must complete a course of study consisting of 36-73 credits.
Applicants possessing a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design can typically complete their
master's degree with 36 credits of graduate study (700-level or higher).

Leveling Courses
Candidates who have not completed an undergraduate program of study substantially
equivalent to the BFA in Graphic Design are required to complete leveling courses. The
graduate program director evaluates the unique background of each student at the time of
acceptance into the graduate program to determine the number and type of leveling courses
that are required. Students may be required to complete up to 37 credits of leveling courses;
most applicants will be able to waive some number of these based on professional background
and prior academic experience. An additional 36 credits of graduate-level coursework is then
required to earn the MAGD degree. Graduate students completing the leveling courses must
maintain a 3.0 GPA in order to remain in good standing in the program.

Graphic Design Leveling Courses (12 courses, 37 credits)
Students complete or waive the following courses:

 ADG-224 History of Graphic Design
 ADG-S201 Typography I
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/graphic-design
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ADG-S202 Typography II
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 ADG-S206 Graphic Design I
 ADG-S207 Graphic Design II
 ADG-S213 Design for Digital Communication
 ADG-S214 Illustration for Designers
 ADG-S219 Computer Applications in Design
 ADG-S340 Online Mobile Design
 ADG-S344 Graphic Design III
 ADG-S360 Branding & Identity Design
 ADG-S366 Environmental Graphic Design
Graphic Design Core Requirements (8 courses, 24 credits)

 ADG-810 Graphic Design Graduate Seminar
 ADG-S820 Graphic Design Graduate Studio I
 ADG-S822 Graphic Design Graduate Studio II
 ADG-S839 Masters Foundation I
 ADG-S840 Thesis Research
 ADG-S842 Graphic Design Thesis Studio
 ADG-S844 Graphic Design Thesis Documentation Studio
 ADG-S849 Masters Foundation II
Graphic Design Electives (4 courses, 12 credits)
Choose four courses from those listed below or, with approval from the MAGD Program
Director, select graduate electives in other disciplines:

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/graphic-design
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 ADG-850 Visual Communication Design Seminar
 ADG-S740 Web Design II
ADG-700 Graphic Design Graduate Internship
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 ADG-S773 UX/UI Design
 ADG-S807 The Now and Future of Graphic Design
 ADG-S910 Graphic Design Directed Studio
Note: The letter "S" preceding a course number indicates a studio course, for which studio fee is
assessed.

Thesis
The master’s program culminates in a f nal thesis project, an independent inquiry based on an
original idea associated with a student’s chosen area of concentration. Graphic Design Thesis
Research (ADG-S840), Thesis Studio (ADG-S842), and Thesis Documentation (ADG-S844) are
the core courses in the master’s program curriculum sequence. Successful completion of Thesis
Research is a prerequisite for enrollment in Thesis Studio and successful completion of Thesis
Studio is likewise a prerequisite for enrollment in Thesis Documentation.

Portfolio Review and Thesis Exhibition
End-of-semester Portfolio Reviews are required of all master’s and pre-master’s students, as is
participation in the Graduate Student Thesis Exhibition. Please note that degrees will not be
awarded until all of these requirements have been successfully completed.

Graphic Design Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students through
the completion of this program.

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Students will...

Students will be able to...

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/graphic-design
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Students will...

Students will be able to...

Learn to use a process that
engages the thinking eye,
the measuring mind, and the
making hand

Display competencies in the most current technical skills,
which will be needed as professional designers
Use the Design Process, taught in every degree class, to
govern their educated eye, fertile minds, and competent
hands

Learn to develop the habit
of curiosity, the process of
collaboration, and learning
to learn

Incorporate these skills to exercise fundamental design skills
applied to a variety of projects in studios, agencies, forprofit and non-profit organizations, institutions, and in-house
businesses
Be proficient in knowing and be curious to know more about
topics such as online and mobile design, environmental
graphic design, video and animation, packaging and
emerging media, and social media
Thrive in a highly competitive workplace and proliferate in
innovative thinking and world changing concepts

Develop an understanding
of workplace decorum and
communication skills

Demonstrate professional practices such as team
collaboration, idea and concept iteration, research and
presentation skills, and the discipline to bring ideas to life

Graphic Design Graduate Courses

 ADG-224 History of Graphic Design
 ADG-337 Professional Practice
 ADG-400 Graphic Design Internship
 ADG-500 Graphic Design Directed Study
 ADG-510 Graphic Design Undergraduate Independent Study
 ADG-624 History of Graphic Design
 ADG-637 Professional Practice
 ADG-700 Graphic Design Graduate Internship
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/graphic-design
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 ADG-810 Graphic Design Graduate Seminar
 ADG-850 Visual Communication Design Seminar

ADG-704 Art and Architecture of the Italian Renaissance
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 ADG-910 Graphic Design Independent Study
 ADG-S201 Typography I
 ADG-S202 Typography II
 ADG-S204 Design Beyond Design
 ADG-S206 Graphic Design I
 ADG-S207 Graphic Design II
 ADG-S213 Design for Digital Communication
 ADG-S214 Illustration for Designers
 ADG-S219 Computer Applications in Design
 ADG-S302 Italian Journal: Painting and Drawing On Paper
 ADG-S305 Conceptual Typography
 ADG-S312 Packaging Design
 ADG-S326 Informing Design
 ADG-S328 Designing for the Greater Good
 ADG-S330 Motion Graphics
 ADG-S334 Publication Design
 ADG-S340 Online Mobile Design
 ADG-S344 Graphic Design III
 ADG-S345 Graphic Design IV
 ADG-S354 SL-Advanced Computer Applications
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/graphic-design
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 ADG-S366 Environmental Graphic Design
 ADG-S373 UX/UI Design
 ADG-S410 Thesis Studio
 ADG-S500 Graphic Design Directed Studio
 ADG-S510 Graphic Design Independent Study
 ADG-S601 Basic Typography
 ADG-S602 Computer Typography
 ADG-S606 Graphic Design I
 ADG-S607 Graphic Design II
 ADG-S613 Web Design I
 ADG-S619 Computer Applications in Design
 ADG-S639 Master's Prep I
 ADG-S644 Graphic Design III
 ADG-S645 Graphic Design IV
 ADG-S649 Master's Prep II
 ADG-S654 Advanced Computer Applications
 ADG-S705 Conceptual Typography
 ADG-S712 Packaging Design
 ADG-S728 Designing for the Greater Good
 ADG-S730 Motion Graphics
 ADG-S734 Publication Design
 ADG-S740 Web Design II
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/graphic-design
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 ADG-S760 Corporate Design
 ADG-S766 Environmental Graphic Design
 ADG-S773 UX/UI Design
 ADG-S807 The Now and Future of Graphic Design
 ADG-S820 Graphic Design Graduate Studio I
 ADG-S822 Graphic Design Graduate Studio II
 ADG-S839 Masters Foundation I
 ADG-S840 Thesis Research
 ADG-S842 Graphic Design Thesis Studio
 ADG-S843 Thesis Studio Continuation
 ADG-S844 Graphic Design Thesis Documentation Studio
 ADG-S849 Masters Foundation II
 ADG-S900 Graphic Design Directed Studio
 ADG-S910 Graphic Design Directed Studio
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ADMINISTRATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Master of Education in Administration of
Higher Education

Administration of Higher Education
Courses

Master of Education in Administration of Higher
Education
Learn more about this degree



Degree Requirements: 12 courses, 36 credits
Core Requirements (7 courses, 21 credits)

 AHE-625 Organization & Administration of Higher Education
 AHE-626 Legal Aspects Higher Education
 AHE-628 Financial Aspects Higher Education
 AHE-648 Research in Higher Education
Choose three of the following:

 AHE-632 Diversity Issues in Higher Education
 AHE-634 Student Development: Theory and Practice
 AHE-635 The American College/University Student
 AHE-643 Leadership in Higher Education
 AHE-647 Critical Issues in Higher Education
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/administration-of-higher-education
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Electives (3 courses, 9 credit)
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Choose three of the following:

 AHE-642 College and University Culture
 AHE-649 History of Higher Education
 CJN-769 Introduction to Marketing Communication
 COUNS-727 Substance Abuse & Treatment
 COUNS-729 Human Sexuality Seminar
 COUNS-733 Counseling Diverse Populations
 COUNS-735 Group Counseling
 DSHE-710 Introduction to Disability Services in Higher Education
 DSHE-720 Disability, Documentation, and Reasonable Accommodations
 DSHE-730 Assistive Tech, Emerging Tech, and Web Access for Disability
High School and Career Transition Planning for Students With
 DSHE-740
Disabilities
 GVT-724 Politics of Public Policy
 GVT-777 Writing for the Policy Professional
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
Notes:
AHE core course options not used to fulfill requirements may be completed as electives.
Students completing the MEd in Administration of Higher Education and the Disability
Services in Higher Education Graduate Certificate may double count no more than one
DSHE course.

Supervised Field Experience: 2 courses, 6 credits
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/administration-of-higher-education
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Students enrolled in the Administration of Higher Education program are required to complete
a practicum experience, which is designed to link theoretical issues in practice and in the
classroom to problems and concerns encountered by students in a field setting. Students will
select a field setting and gain practical, hands-on work experience under the guidance of a
master's level or higher site supervisor. The practicum experience consists of two 3-credit
Practicum courses taken over an academic year (one course per semester) combined with 300
total work hours in the field (150 per semester). Students typically spend 10 hours per week
working at a local college or university in an academic or student affairs setting. Students
formally apply for the practicum experience and consult with their advisor regarding field
placement.

 AHE-645 Practicum in Administration
Learning Goals and Objectives
Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students through
the completion of this program.

Learning Goals
Students will...

Learning Objectives
Students will be able to...

Learn broad-based knowledge of
administrative, leadership, and
management practices and structures
found in institutions of higher education

Demonstrate a proficiency in oral
communication skills, which are vital to their
success as future leaders in the profession

Demonstrate the ability to connect
theory to practice and apply what they
learn in the classroom to professional
work experiences in the field

Formulate and pursue their own questions

Conduct independent research and
projects relevant to higher education
administration issues

Implement self-directed research and
independent projects

Gain proficiency in writing skills related
to constructing scholarly papers, critical
essays, issue papers, and other
classroom-based projects

Master a variety of different writing styles.
Write well developed arguments for and
against issues in higher education

Engage intellectual thought leaders to
develop a response

Integrate refereed and peer-reviewed
sources

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/administration-of-higher-education
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Develop a proficiency in oral
communication skills, which are vital to
their success as future leaders in the
profession

Engage in all dimension of classroom
citizenship (class preparation, group work, Q
& A, class preparation, debates, etc.). Give
effective formal and informal presentations

Administration of Higher Education Courses

 AHE-625 Organization & Administration of Higher Education
 AHE-626 Legal Aspects Higher Education
 AHE-628 Financial Aspects Higher Education
 AHE-632 Diversity Issues in Higher Education
 AHE-634 Student Development: Theory and Practice
 AHE-635 The American College/University Student
 AHE-642 College and University Culture
 AHE-643 Leadership in Higher Education
 AHE-645 Practicum in Administration
 AHE-647 Critical Issues in Higher Education
 AHE-648 Research in Higher Education
 AHE-649 History of Higher Education

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/administration-of-higher-education
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HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Graduate Programs in Healthcare Administration
Master of Healthcare Administration

Master of Healthcare Administration Online

MHA Program Competencies

MPA Healthcare Concentration

MBA/Health

Graduate Certificate in Healthcare
Management and Leadership

Graduate Certificate in Healthcare
Management: Performance Improvement
and Data Analytics

Master of Healthcare Administration
Curriculum
14-15 Courses
42 - 45 Credits

Program Length
Full-time 16-24 months
Part-time 20-32 months

Foundation Courses (6 Credits)

 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
 HLTH-707 Evidence-Based Healthcare Management
MHA Core Level 1 (12 credits)

 HLTH-710 Healthcare Accounting and Financial Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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 HLTH-720 Health Systems II: Economics, Law and Policy
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Healthcare Operations Management and Performance
 HLTH-730
Improvement

 HLTH-740 Healthcare Management and Human Resources
MHA Core Level 2 (12 credits)

 HLTH-805 Big Data & Analytics for Health and Healthcare
 HLTH-810 Quality, Patient Safety and Patient Experience
 HLTH-820 Ethics, Leadership and Organizational Change in Healthcare
 HLTH-840 Innovative and Strategic Management in Healthcare
Required MHA Capstone Course (3 credits)
Must be taken in the last or next to last semester.

 HLTH-892 MHA Capstone
Internship
Required for Students without Professional Experience in the U.S. Healthcare System

 HLTH-885 Healthcare Internship
Electives ( 9 credits)
MHA students must take a total of nine (9) credits in electives. This requirement may be fulfilled
by either taking all nine (9) credits from the following list of Healthcare Administration Electives
or by taking one or two graduate-level courses, up to six (6) credits, from other programs in the
Sawyer Business School, with the remaining credits from the Healthcare Administration
Electives. Permission to take courses outside of the Healthcare Administration Electives must be
obtained from the chairperson of the Healthcare Administration Department.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
 HLTH-815 Ambulatory and Primary Care
 HLTH-842 Global Health
 HLTH-855 Advanced Quality, Patient Safety and Performance Improvement
Global Travel Seminar: Comparative Analysis of the Healthcare
 HLTHIB-870
Systems in England and United States
 HLTH-875 Community and Public Health
 HLTH-880 Directed Individual Study
Waiver Policy
The chairperson of the Healthcare Administration Department evaluates each request for a
course waiver and transfer credits. Such a request must be made in writing to the chairperson
following an individual’s acceptance into, and decision to attend, the MHA Program and before
the start of the student's first semester of courses. Waivers are limited to a total of 6 credits.

Any required course in the MHA Program is eligible to be waived, except for HLTH 705, HLTH
720, HLTH 840, HLTH 892, and HLTH 885 (for students who are required to do an internship.

To be eligible for a course waiver, a course must have been completed in a recognized
undergraduate or graduate program in healthcare administration in an accredited U.S. college
or university; been completed within the three years prior to the student being enrolled in
Suffolk’s MHA Program; and be assessed as equivalent to the Suffolk course for which the
waiver is sought, based on a review of the syllabus by the chairperson of the Healthcare
Administration Department. The grade for a completed course must be a "B" or better.

Transfer Policy
A student can transfer courses in lieu of elective courses, thereby reducing the number of
credits required to earn an MHA degree. The MHA Program limits the number of transferred
courses to two 3-credit courses (or 6 credits).

To be eligible for transfer credits, a course must have been completed at the graduate level in a
recognized graduate program in healthcare administration in an accredited U.S. college or
university; been completed within the three years prior to the student being enrolled in Suffolk’s
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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MHA Program; and be assessed as equivalent to the Suffolk course for which the transfer

credits are sought, based on a review of the syllabus by the chairperson of the Healthcare
Administration Department. The grade for a completed course must be a "B" or better. In
addition, the credits for a course for which a transfer is sought must not have been applied
toward a previously completed degree.

If 6 credits are granted through transfers, an MHA student will need 36 credits to earn an MHA
degree (or 39 credits if an internship is required). Otherwise, all MHA students must complete
42 graduate credits (or 45 credits if an internship is required) in the Sawyer Business School.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, a Suffolk MHA student must leave the Boston area before completing their
degree. The Sawyer Business School has several options available to enable completion of the
Suffolk MHA Program. A student may be able to transfer in six credits of elective courses from a
recognized AACSB-accredited MHA Program close to the new place of residence. Courses must
be pre-approved by Suffolk’s Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of “B” or
better.

A student who leaves the area may also complete their Suffolk MHA portion of their degree
online.

Transfer Credits from the Moakley Center for Public Management's
Certificate Program
Students who have completed a certificate program through the Suffolk University Moakley
Center for Public Management may have an opportunity to reduce credit requirements to an
SBS graduate degree program (MBA, MMS, MSA, MST, MHA, MSBA, or MSM). All course waivers
and/or transfers vary by program and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the respective
SBS Graduate Programs Office.

In order for a course to be considered, the following criteria must be met: must have an SBS
graduate program course equivalent; received a grade of "B" or better; and successfully
completed the certificate prior to enrolling in the SBS graduate degree program.

Applicants must also meet the admission standards for the SBS graduate degree program to
which they are applying.

Master of Healthcare Administration Online
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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14-15 Courses

42 - 45 Credits

Program Length
Full-time 16-24 months

Part-time 20-32 months

Foundation Courses (6 Credits)

 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
 HLTH-707 Evidence-Based Healthcare Management
MHA Core Level 1 (12 credits)

 HLTH-710 Healthcare Accounting and Financial Management
 HLTH-720 Health Systems II: Economics, Law and Policy
Healthcare Operations Management and Performance
 HLTH-730
Improvement
 HLTH-740 Healthcare Management and Human Resources
MHA Core Level 2 (12 credits)

 HLTH-805 Big Data & Analytics for Health and Healthcare
 HLTH-810 Quality, Patient Safety and Patient Experience
 HLTH-820 Ethics, Leadership and Organizational Change in Healthcare
 HLTH-840 Innovative and Strategic Management in Healthcare
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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Must be taken in the last or next to last semester.

 HLTH-892 MHA Capstone
Internship
Required for Students without Professional Experience in the U.S. Healthcare System

 HLTH-885 Healthcare Internship
Electives ( 9 credits)
MHA students must take a total of nine (9) credits in electives. This requirement may be fulfilled
by either taking all nine (9) credits from the following list of Healthcare Administration Electives
or by taking one or two graduate-level courses, up to six (6) credits, from other programs in the
Sawyer Business School, with the remaining credits from the Healthcare Administration
Electives. Permission to take courses outside of the Healthcare Administration Electives must be
obtained from the chairperson of the Healthcare Administration Department.

Healthcare Administration Electives

 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
 HLTH-815 Ambulatory and Primary Care
 HLTH-842 Global Health
 HLTH-855 Advanced Quality, Patient Safety and Performance Improvement
Global Travel Seminar: Comparative Analysis of the Healthcare
 HLTHIB-870
Systems in England and United States
 HLTH-875 Community and Public Health
 HLTH-880 Directed Individual Study
Waiver Policy

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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The chairperson of the Healthcare Administration Department evaluates each request for a
course waiver and transfer credits. Such a request must be made in writing to the chairperson
following an individual’s acceptance into, and decision to attend, the MHA Program and before
the start of the student's first semester of courses. Waivers are limited to a total of 6 credits.

Any required course in the MHA Program is eligible to be waived, except for HLTH 705, HLTH
720, HLTH 840, HLTH 892, and HLTH 885 (for students who are required to do an internship.

To be eligible for a course waiver, a course must have been completed in a recognized
undergraduate or graduate program in healthcare administration in an accredited U.S. college
or university; been completed within the three years prior to the student being enrolled in
Suffolk’s MHA Program; and be assessed as equivalent to the Suffolk course for which the
waiver is sought, based on a review of the syllabus by the chairperson of the Healthcare
Administration Department. The grade for a completed course must be a "B" or better.

Transfer Policy
A student can transfer courses in lieu of elective courses, thereby reducing the number of
credits required to earn an MHA degree. The MHA Program limits the number of transferred
courses to two 3-credit courses (or 6 credits).

To be eligible for transfer credits, a course must have been completed at the graduate level in a
recognized graduate program in healthcare administration in an accredited U.S. college or
university; been completed within the three years prior to the student being enrolled in Suffolk’s
MHA Program; and be assessed as equivalent to the Suffolk course for which the transfer
credits are sought, based on a review of the syllabus by the chairperson of the Healthcare
Administration Department. The grade for a completed course must be a "B" or better. In
addition, the credits for a course for which a transfer is sought must not have been applied
toward a previously completed degree.

If 6 credits are granted through transfers, an MHA student will need 36 credits to earn an MHA
degree (or 39 credits if an internship is required). Otherwise, all MHA students must complete
42 graduate credits (or 45 credits if an internship is required) in the Sawyer Business School.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, a Suffolk MHA student must leave the Boston area before completing their
degree. The Sawyer Business School has several options available to enable completion of the
Suffolk MHA Program. A student may be able to transfer in six credits of elective courses from a
recognized AACSB-accredited MHA Program close to the new place of residence. Courses must
be pre-approved by Suffolk’s Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of “B” or
better.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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A student who leaves the area may also complete their Suffolk MHA portion of their degree
online.

Transfer Credits from the Moakley Center for Public Management's
Certificate Program
Students who have completed a certificate program through the Suffolk University Moakley
Center for Public Management may have an opportunity to reduce credit requirements to an
SBS graduate degree program (MBA, MMS, MSA, MST, MHA, MSBA, or MSM). All course waivers
and/or transfers vary by program and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the respective
SBS Graduate Programs Office.

In order for a course to be considered, the following criteria must be met: must have an SBS
graduate program course equivalent; received a grade of "B" or better; and successfully
completed the certificate prior to enrolling in the SBS graduate degree program.

Applicants must also meet the admission standards for the SBS graduate degree program to
which they are applying.

MHA Program Competencies
Competency 1: Healthcare Environment
Knowledge and understanding of the healthcare environment, including the healthcare
delivery system and the organizations and professions that comprise it, policy, economics, the
legal foundation, innovations, community health status and determinants of health, and
current issues and trends and anticipated future dynamics.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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Competency 1: Healthcare Environment

Knowledge and understanding of the healthcare environment, including the healthcare
delivery system and the organizations and professions that comprise it, policy, economics, the
legal foundation, innovations, community health status and determinants of health, and
current issues and trends and anticipated future dynamics.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

Develop and demonstrate broad-based understanding of the
U.S. healthcare system, including its key components and
their functions, as well as the forces and dynamics at play
throughout the system.

1. Understand the various
players and their roles
and goals in the U.S.
healthcare system,
including consumers,
providers of care,
biotechnology and
pharmaceutical
companies, insurers,
policy makers, and
government agencies.
2. Understand the many
forces and dynamics at
play, including key
stakeholders and their
agendas, as well as
innovation, social
determinants of health,
the insurance and
payment system, and the
availability and
accessibility of
healthcare services.

Competency 2: Strategic Orientation
Knowledge and skills for internal and external assessment and for developing short- and longrange strategies and actions to guide organizations and respond to, and shape, the healthcare
environment.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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Competency 1: Healthcare Environment

Knowledge and understanding of the healthcare environment, including the healthcare
delivery system and the organizations and professions that comprise it, policy, economics, the
legal foundation, innovations, community health status and determinants of health, and
current issues and trends and anticipated future dynamics.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

Develop and demonstrate understanding of and the ability
to conduct internal and external assessments, identify key
strategic and operational issues in a healthcare organization,
and understand and develop strategies and actions to
address the issues. More specifically:

1. Understand and apply
the Trends, Assumptions,
and Implications (TAI)
methodology to the
healthcare field.

Diagnosis: What is happening in a given situation –
internally and/or externally – and why (in other words,
what are the causal factors)?What are the strengths
and weaknesses of our organization and those with
whom we compete?What is the environment in which
we operate?What are the key strategic and operational
issues that we face?What is the basis for those issues,
such as the organization’s attributes and/or specific
conditions in the external environment?What do we
think will happen in the environment in the future?

2. Understand how to
assess and present key
attributes of a healthcare
organization’s internal
and external
environments –
specifically, strengths,
weaknesses,
opportunities and
threats/challenges.

Assessment of Options: What are the alternative
strategies and actions that might be available to
address the key issues, now and in the future?What
might be the consequences of a chosen strategy and
actions? What are the relative advantages and
disadvantages of each alternative?

3. Understand how to
identify and present key
strategic and operational
issues facing a
healthcare organization
and how to develop,
evaluate, and select
strategies (goals,
objectives, and
implementation steps) to
address those issues.

Prescription: What strategies and actions should we
select to address the issues?
Implementation: How do we effectively and efficiently
implement the chosen strategies and actions?
Organizational Adaptation and Capacity Development:
What capabilities are needed in the organization to
effectively and efficiently implement the strategies and
actions?
Evaluation: How do we assess the effectiveness and
outcomes of the strategies and actions?

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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Competency 1: Healthcare Environment

Knowledge and understanding of the healthcare environment, including the healthcare
delivery system and the organizations and professions that comprise it, policy, economics, the
legal foundation, innovations, community health status and determinants of health, and
current issues and trends and anticipated future dynamics.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

Competency 3: Leadership
Knowledge and skills to help individuals, teams and organizations to more effectively and
ethically achieve their missions. This includes leadership-related self-awareness and selfdevelopment, critical and strategic thinking, change leadership, building and sustaining group
and organizational culture, constructive engagement with organizational politics, conflict
management and negotiation, and stewardship of resources.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

Develop and demonstrate understanding of the principles,
theories, and practice of business leadership in healthcare
administration.

1. Understand the
principles and theories
of business leadership
and various leadership
styles.
2. Apply business
leadership principles and
styles to personal
experiences and specific
healthcare contexts and
leadership challenges.
3. Assess one’s own
leadership competencies
and style, engage in
reflective practice
related to this, and
incorporate this selfassessment and
reflection into one’s own
leadership development.
4. Prepare and begin
implementing a personal
leadership development
plan for professional
growth, including the
integration of ethics into
practice.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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Competency 1: Healthcare Environment

Knowledge and understanding of the healthcare environment, including the healthcare
delivery system and the organizations and professions that comprise it, policy, economics, the
legal foundation, innovations, community health status and determinants of health, and
current issues and trends and anticipated future dynamics.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

Competency 4: Management
Knowledge and skills for managing people, projects, situations, systems and organizations.
With a focus on patients, this includes strategic and operational planning, analytical and
critical thinking, problem solving and decision making, project management, and
management of human and material resources. These apply across the major operational
functions of healthcare organizations, including human resources, finance, service delivery,
performance improvement and patient safety, marketing, and information collection and
dissemination.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

Develop and demonstrate broad-based understanding of the
operations and dynamics of healthcare organizations, along
with the skills to be effective managers.

1. Understand the core
business areas of
healthcare organizations,
including care delivery,
organizational behavior,
planning, accounting and
finance, legal, quality
and patient safety,
information systems,
human resources,
marketing, data analytics
and project
management.
2. Understand key aspects
of organizational design
and function, including
organizational structure,
climate and culture,
communication, and
teamwork.
3. Identify, and suggest
useful approaches to
address leadership
opportunities and
challenges in healthcare
organizations.
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Competency 1: Healthcare Environment

Knowledge and understanding of the healthcare environment, including the healthcare
delivery system and the organizations and professions that comprise it, policy, economics, the
legal foundation, innovations, community health status and determinants of health, and
current issues and trends and anticipated future dynamics.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

Competency 5: Communication and Relationship Management
Knowledge and skills to effectively communicate and engage with people inside and outside
of healthcare organizations – one-on-one and in teams – in writing, verbally and in
presentations.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

Written Communication: Demonstrate the ability to
communicate effectively in various forms of writing,
including short memos and longer thematic papers.

1. Develop a topic with
appropriate supporting
information.
2. Organize written
communication logically
and effectively.
3. Use correct word choice
and effective sentence
structure.
4. Employ normal
conventions of spelling,
grammar and
punctuation.
5. Provide examples and
supporting evidence.
6. Communicate accurate
quantitative information.
7. Provide clear summary
and conclusions.
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Competency 1: Healthcare Environment

Knowledge and understanding of the healthcare environment, including the healthcare
delivery system and the organizations and professions that comprise it, policy, economics, the
legal foundation, innovations, community health status and determinants of health, and
current issues and trends and anticipated future dynamics.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

Verbal Communication: Demonstrate the ability to
communicate effectively one on one, in small groups and in
large groups, including delivering effective presentations.

1. Be able to use both
inquiry and advocacy in
conversations.
2. Develop a presentation
with an appealing
storyline and appropriate
examples and supporting
information.
3. Organize a presentation
effectively, with a clearly
defined beginning,
middle and ending.
4. Deliver a presentation
with attention to volume,
clarity, grammatical
correctness and eye
contact with the
audience.
5. Use communication aids
effectively, such as slides
and videos.
6. Summarize the
presentation.

Competency 6: Professionalism
Knowledge and skills to behave professionally and ethically, to develop and advance one’s
career, and to be active participants and contributors in the healthcare and general
communities.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

Demonstrate the ability to identify the range of professional
behaviors and behave in a professional manner in all
situations, including one-on-one interactions and in small
and large groups, as well as demonstrate the ability to
identify career goals and pursue suitable professional

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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Competency 1: Healthcare Environment

Knowledge and understanding of the healthcare environment, including the healthcare
delivery system and the organizations and professions that comprise it, policy, economics, the
legal foundation, innovations, community health status and determinants of health, and
current issues and trends and anticipated future dynamics.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective

development activities, including networking, to achieve the
goals.

Appearance: Maintain a
professional appearance
by selecting the
appropriate attire for a
given situation.
Demeanor: Exude
confidence, but not
arrogance. Be polite and
well spoken, whether
interacting with
customers, co-workers
or superiors. Maintain
composure in all
situations.
Reliability: As a
professional, find a way
to get every job done.
Respond to people
promptly and follow
through on promises in a
timely manner.
Competence: Strive to
be an expert in your
chosen field by gaining
the requisite knowledge
and skills by taking
educational courses,
attending seminars,
participating in
professional
organizations, and
working with mentors.
Accountability: Always
be accountable for your
actions. If you make a
mistake, take
responsibility and work
to resolve the issue.
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Competency 1: Healthcare Environment

Knowledge and understanding of the healthcare environment, including the healthcare
delivery system and the organizations and professions that comprise it, policy, economics, the
legal foundation, innovations, community health status and determinants of health, and
current issues and trends and anticipated future dynamics.
Learning Goal

Learning Objective
Don't try to place the
blame on someone else.
Ethics: Always behave in
an ethical manner, such
as:
Identify conflicts of
interests and
pressures that
could lead to
unethical conduct.
Understand what
kinds of questions
are helpful to ask
oneself when
confronting an
ethical dilemma.
Demonstrate the
ability to identify
and take into
account the
interests of
different
stakeholders.
Understand how
business strategies
that facilitate
“doing good” can
be made consistent
with profitability.
Understand that
what is legal may
not always be
ethical and that
what is ethical may
sometimes not be
legal.
Appreciate that
ethical norms vary
across different

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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Competency 1: Healthcare Environment

Knowledge and understanding of the healthcare environment, including the healthcare
delivery system and the organizations and professions that comprise it, policy, economics, the
legal foundation, innovations, community health status and determinants of health, and
current issues and trends and anticipated future dynamics.
Learning Objective

Learning Goal

countries and
cultures.
2. Develop regularly updated
plans for career goals and
development that include
both knowledge and skills
enhancement as well as
professional networking.
Source for some information: 10 Characteristics of Professionalism
(sourchttp://smallbusiness.chron.com/10-characteristics-professionalism-708.html) by Chris
Joseph, updated January 30, 2018.

MPA Healthcare Concentration
This Concentration focuses on preparing nonprofit and public service managers for positions in
community healthcare, community advocacy organizations, and government health agencies to
manage and lead in a dynamic and changing healthcare environment.

Required Course (3 credits)

 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
Choose nine (9) credits worth of courses from this list:

 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
 HLTH-810 Quality, Patient Safety and Patient Experience
 HLTH-815 Ambulatory and Primary Care
HLTH-842 Global Health
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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MBA/Health
MBA Health Specialized Degree



MBA/Health Curriculum

MBA Curriculum
17 -23 Courses

54- 60 Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 12 months
Part-time in as few as 24 months

Contextualize: From Boston to the World (5 credits)
Must be taken as early in the program as possible.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-701 Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
Core Courses (15 credits)
May be waived.

 MBA-615 Economics
 MBA-625 Managerial Statistics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis

975

 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Understand Business Fundamentals (9 credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar

Healthcare Specialized Courses (15 credits)

 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
 HLTH-720 Health Systems II: Economics, Law and Policy
 HLTH-740 Healthcare Management and Human Resources
 HLTH-805 Big Data & Analytics for Health and Healthcare
 HLTH-810 Quality, Patient Safety and Patient Experience

Healthcare Specialized Electives (6 credits)
Choose two (2) courses (6 credits) from the following approved electives.

 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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 HLTH-815 Ambulatory and Primary Care

976

 HLTH-842 Global Health
 HLTH-855 Advanced Quality, Patient Safety and Performance Improvement
 HLTH-880 Directed Individual Study

Construct the Big Picture (7 credits)

 MBA-745 Contextualizing Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies

Lead and Implement Change (3 credits)
Must be taken as late in the program as possible.

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change

Waiver Policy
MBA Core courses (MBA 615, MBA 625, MBA 635, MBA 640, MBA 650 and MBA 660) may be
waived. Required MBA Courses (SBS 700, MBA 701, MBA 710, MBA 721, MBA 730, MBA 740,
MBA 745, MBA 750, MBA 760 and MBA 770) cannot be waived.

To waive a core course, a student must successfully complete equivalent academic coursework
at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MBA/Health matriculation.To
waive a healthcare specialized course, a student must successfully complete equivalent courses
at the undergraduate/graduate level in the three (3) years prior to MBA/Health matriculation.
Courses for consideration must be a grade of "B" or better and official transcripts provided
(with English Translation, if applicable).
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MBA/Health Program
and are waived during the student’s f rst semester. Students may also elect to take a proficiency
exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver. Proficiency exams must be taken in the f rst semester and are
administered on the Boston campus. All MBA/Health students must complete a minimum of 45
graduate credits in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Courses may be considered for transfer to the Healthcare specialized courses at the graduate
level in the three (3) years prior to MBA/Health matriculation. Courses for consideration must
be a grade of "B" or better and official transcripts provided (with English translation, if
applicable).

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MBA/Health students must leave the Boston area having not yet
completed their degree. The Sawyer Business School has several options available to insure
completion of the Suffolk MBA/Health. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective
courses from an AACSB-accredited MBA close to your new place of residence. Courses must be
pre-approved by Suffolk’s Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of "B" or
better.

A student who leaves the area may also complete their Suffolk MBA/Health degree online.

Graduate Certificate in Healthcare Management and
Leadership
Learn more about this certificate



Course Substitution Policy
To substitute a healthcare certificate course with an approved elective, a student must have
successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in
the three years prior to matriculation ("B" or better) and provide official transcripts (with
English translations, if applicable). A student may substitute only one course. A maximum of 3
credits of coursework can be substituted.
Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree programs in the
same discipline as the certificate, as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.
Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Curriculum
5 Courses
15 Credits

Program Length

Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (15 credits)

 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
 HLTH-710 Healthcare Accounting and Financial Management
 HLTH-720 Health Systems II: Economics, Law and Policy
 HLTH-740 Healthcare Management and Human Resources
 HLTH-820 Ethics, Leadership and Organizational Change in Healthcare
Course Substitution Policy
To substitute a healthcare certificate course with an approved elective, a student must have
successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in
the three years prior to matriculation ("B" or better) and provide official transcripts (with
English translations, if applicable). A student may substitute only one course. A maximum of 3
credits of coursework can be substituted.

Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree programs in the
same discipline as the certificate, as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.
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Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Healthcare Management and Leadership. (http://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gchml/)

Graduate Certificate in Healthcare Management:
Performance Improvement and Data Analytics
Learn more about this certificate



5 Courses
15 Credits

Program Length

Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (12 credits)

 HLTH-707 Evidence-Based Healthcare Management
Healthcare Operations Management and Performance
 HLTH-730
Improvement

 HLTH-805 Big Data & Analytics for Health and Healthcare
 HLTH-810 Quality, Patient Safety and Patient Experience
Elective (3 credits)
Choose one from the following:

 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration
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 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-861 Project Management
Course Substitution Policy

To substitute a healthcare certificate course with an approved elective, a student must have
successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in
the three years prior to matriculation ("B" or better) and provide official transcripts (with
English translations, if applicable). A student may substitute only one course. A maximum of 3
credits of coursework can be substituted.

Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree programs in the
same discipline as the certificate, as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.

Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in Healthcare
Management: Performance Improvement and Data Analytics
(http://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gchm/).
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Admission (/admission)

News (/news-features)

Student Life (/student-life)

Events (/about/events)

Alumni (/alumni)

Suffolk A-Z (/about/directory)
Staff Directory
(https://portalpro.suffolk.edu/dir/faculty-staff/)
Work at Suffolk (/about/directory/human-resourcesoffice)
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INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
Master of Arts in Interior Architecture

Interior Architecture Graduate Courses

Foundation Courses

Master of Arts in Interior Architecture
Learn more about this program



The Master’s in Interior Architecture is a CIDA-accredited first professional degree
program. Candidates for the Master's degree must complete a course of study
consisting of a maximum of 85 credits; up to 55 credits may be waived based on
professional background and prior academic experience.

Degree Requirements: 12-30 courses, 30-85 credits maximum

Leveling Courses
Candidates who have not completed an undergraduate program of study substantially
equivalent to a BFA in Interior Design are required to complete leveling courses. The graduate
program director evaluates the unique background of each student at the time of acceptance
into the graduate program to determine the number and type of leveling courses that are
required. Some students may be required to complete up to 55 credits of leveling courses;
others will be able to waive some number of these leveling courses based on prior
undergraduate experience and professional background. An additional 30 credits of graduatelevel coursework is then required to earn the MAIA degree.

Foundation Studies Leveling Courses (4 courses, 12 credits maximum)
Students complete or waive the following courses:

 ADF-S101 Foundation Drawing I
ADF-S102 Foundation Drawing II
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/interior-architecture
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 ADF-S152 3-Dimensional Design
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 ADF-S166 2D/Color
Interior Design Leveling Courses (14 courses, 43 credits maximum)
Students complete or waive the following courses:

 ADI-S106 Interior Design Communications
 ADI-S107 Spatial Graphics
 ADI-S110 Digital Orthographics
 ADI-S201 Interior Design Studio I
 ADI-S202 Residential Design Studio
 ADI-S215 Human Factors & Universal Design
 ADI-223 History of Furniture & Architecture
 ADI-234 History & Theory of Interior Architecture
 ADI-242 Interior Codes & Construction
 ADI-244 Interior Materials & Finishes
 ADI-254 Lighting
 ADI-S264 Advanced Interior Design Communication
 ADI-S304 Furniture and Detailing Studio
 ADI-352 Environmental Systems
Interior Architecture Requirements (12 courses, 30 credits)

 ADI-706 Graduate Portfolio
 ADI-808 3-Dimensional Color Theory
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/interior-architecture
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ADI-840 Thesis Research


 ADI-S842 Interior Design Thesis Studio
 ADI-844 Thesis Documentation
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 ADI-S847 Digital Visualization
 ADI-849 Entrepreneurship With Internship
 ADI-851 Style, Culture, & Theory
 ADI-S852 Urban Ecology Studio: The Workplace
 ADI-S853 Advanced Lighting Studies
 ADI-S854 Design Documentation
 ADI-S855 Urban Ecology Studio: Living Systems
Note: The letter "S" preceding a course number indicates a studio course, for which a studio fee
is assessed.

Thesis
The Master’s program culminates with the completion of the master’s thesis, an original interior
architecture project that focuses on selected aspects of design theory and aesthetics. Thesis
Research (ADI-840), Thesis Design (ADI-S842), and Thesis Documentation (ADI-844) are
intended as the f nal three courses in the Master’s program curriculum sequence. Successful
completion of Thesis Research is a prerequisite for enrollment in Thesis Design, and successful
completion of this course is a prerequisite for Thesis Documentation.

Portfolio Review and Thesis Exhibition
Master's candidates who need to complete leveling coursework will be subject to the same
policies regarding regularly scheduled portfolio reviews as undergraduate students. Master's
students are required to complete an exit portfolio review and participate in the Graduate
Student Exhibition.

Interior Architecture Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students through
the completion of this program.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/interior-architecture
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Students will...

Students will be able to...

Gain comprehensive knowledge of design
theory, history, communication and design
skills, sustainable and socially responsible
design

Have a foundation in the fundamentals of
art and design; theories of design,
sustainable design and human behavior
and discipline related history
Understand and apply the knowledge,
skills, processes, and theories of interior
design

Gain career oriented education

Demonstrate the ability to communicate
design ideas effectively
Develop the attitudes, traits, and values of
professional responsibility, accountability,
and effectiveness

Demonstrate problem solving

Design within the context of the building
systems
Use appropriate materials and products

Demonstrate critical reflection,
independent inquiry, and imaginative
interdisciplinary design solutions

Foster creativity and innovation in their
work
Apply the laws, codes, regulations,
standards and practices that protect the
health, safety and welfare of the public

Interior Architecture Graduate Courses

 ADI-01 Introduction to Interior Design & Decoration
 ADI-221 History of Furniture & Architecture I
 ADI-222 History of Furniture & Architecture II
 ADI-223 History of Furniture & Architecture
ADI-234 History & Theory of Interior Architecture
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/interior-architecture
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 ADI-242 Interior Codes & Construction
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 ADI-244 Interior Materials & Finishes
 ADI-254 Lighting
 ADI-306 Portfolio
 ADI-352 Environmental Systems
 ADI-384 Interiors Marketing & Contracts
 ADI-390 Marketing, Contracts, & Internship
 ADI-398 Senior Programming & Pre-Design
 ADI-400 Interior Design Internship
 ADI-500 Interior Design Directed Study
 ADI-510 Undergraduate Independent Study
 ADI-621 History of Furniture & Architecture I
 ADI-622 History of Furniture & Architecture II
 ADI-642 Interior Codes & Construction
 ADI-644 Interior Materials & Finishes
 ADI-652 Environmental Systems
 ADI-654 Lighting
 ADI-700 Interior Design Graduate Internship
 ADI-702 Professional Practicum
 ADI-706 Graduate Portfolio
 ADI-713 Advanced 3-Dimensional Color
 ADI-784 Interiors Marketing & Contracts
 ADI-808 3-Dimensional Color Theory
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/interior-architecture
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ADI-835 History & Theory of Interior Architecture
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 ADI-840 Thesis Research
 ADI-841 Thesis Research Continuation
 ADI-844 Thesis Documentation
 ADI-845 Thesis Documentation Continuation
 ADI-849 Entrepreneurship With Internship
 ADI-851 Style, Culture, & Theory
 ADI-900 Interior Design Graduate Directed Study
 ADI-910 Interior Design Independent St
 ADI-S106 Interior Design Communications
 ADI-S107 Spatial Graphics
 ADI-S108 Perspective Principles
 ADI-S110 Digital Orthographics
 ADI-S201 Interior Design Studio I
 ADI-S202 Residential Design Studio
 ADI-S215 Human Factors & Universal Design
 ADI-S264 Advanced Interior Design Communication
 ADI-S303 Contract Design Studio I
 ADI-S304 Furniture and Detailing Studio
 ADI-S305 Contract Design Studio II
 ADI-S372 Construction Documents
 ADI-S401 Senior Studio
 ADI-S500 Interior Design Directed Studio
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/interior-architecture
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 ADI-S506 Interior Design Communications
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 ADI-S508 Perspective Principles
 ADI-S510 Digital Orthographics
 ADI-S601 Interior Design Studio I
 ADI-S602 Residential Design Studio
 ADI-S603 Contract Design I
 ADI-S604 Furniture & Detailing Studio
 ADI-S605 Contract Design Studio II
 ADI-S664 Advanced Interior Design Communications
 ADI-S772 Construction Documents
 ADI-S805 Form Study & Model Making
 ADI-S810 Advanced Lighting Design Studio
 ADI-S815 Human Factors & Universal Design
 ADI-S820 Advanced Materials & Methods Studio
 ADI-S830 3-D Visualization Studio
 ADI-S837 Sustainable Design
 ADI-S842 Interior Design Thesis Studio
 ADI-S843 Thesis Studio Continuation
 ADI-S847 Digital Visualization
 ADI-S852 Urban Ecology Studio: The Workplace
 ADI-S853 Advanced Lighting Studies
 ADI-S854 Design Documentation
 ADI-S855 Urban Ecology Studio: Living Systems
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/interior-architecture
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 ADI-S900 Interior Design Directed Studio
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 ADI-S910 Interior Design Ind Study
Foundation Courses

 ADF-S101 Foundation Drawing I
 ADF-S102 Foundation Drawing II
 ADF-S152 3-Dimensional Design
 ADF-S166 2D/Color
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MANAGEMENT STUDIES
Master of Management Studies

Graduate Certificate in Leading Teams and
Projects

Graduate Certificate in Managerial Skills

Graduate Certificate in Managing Talent

Master of Management Studies
Master of Management Studies



Curriculum
11 Courses
31 Credits

Program Length

Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 21 months

Required Introductory Course (1 credit)
Must be taken in first semester of program.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
Prerequisite Courses (6 credits)
Must be taken prior to capstone.

 MGT-610 Organizational Behavior
 MGES-803 Think Like a Leader
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/management-studies
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Core Courses (18 credits)

991

 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGOB-841 Bldg Inclusive Organizations
 MGOB-855 Conflict & Negotiation
 MGT-860 Leading Teams
 ISOM-861 Project Management
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 MGT-780 Client Consulting Capstone
Elective Courses (3 credits)
Select one (1) elective from the following list:

 MGOB-810 Emotional Intelligence
 MGOB-866 Managing Failure for Success
 MGOB-867 Develop High-Impact Learning In Organizations
 MGES-802 Corporate Entrepreneurship
 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
 MGES-843 Business Opportunities Using Design Thinking and Biomimicry
 MGT-920 Management Internship
 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
 P.AD-828 Public Service Communication
 P.AD-842 Workplace and Labor Law
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/management-studies
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Learning Goals & Objectives

Learning Goals
Understand, practice, and develop
effective management skills
(Knowledge Integration)

992

Learning Objectives
1. Demonstrate comprehension of organizational,
interpersonal, and intra-personal processes
and dynamics relevant in workplaces and
teams.
2. Recognize and employ influence strategies.
3. Apply conflict management strategies.
4. Engage in effective negotiation practices and
strategies.
5. Identify and improve upon team dynamics.
6. Identify and develop leadership behaviors and
skills.
7. Develop and use project management
strategies and tools
8. Create personal management goals and
development plans from self-assessment data.

Demonstrate ability to apply analytical
reasoning skills to organizational
situations and problems (Analytical
Reasoning)

1. Analyze organizational situations using various
theoretical and conceptual lenses.
2. Identify key assumptions and stakeholder
views.
3. Examine evidence and its sources.
4. Generate salient alternatives and identify
potential outcomes and consequences.
5. Integrate and apply knowledge of
organizational, team, and interpersonal
processes to propose management solutions
to real organizational challenges.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/management-studies
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Learning Goals
Apply ethical principles and reasoning
to leadership, team, and organizational
situations (Ethical Reasoning)

Learning Objectives

1. Identify conflicts of interest and pressures that
could lead to unethical conduct.
2. Identify the interests and motivations of
stakeholders.
3. Identify their own individual values.
4. Give voice to their own values in the face of
opposition.
5. Appreciate how ethical norms vary across
countries and cultures.
6. Negotiate ethically.
7. Understand that what is legal may not always
be ethical and that what is ethical may
sometimes not be legal.

Waiver Policy
All MMS coursework will be evaluated for course waiver with substitution if it was taken no
more than 7 years prior to matriculation; grade of “B” or better; undergraduate or graduate
coursework. MGT 610 can be waived with substitution only with prior graduate coursework that
meets this criteria.

All MMS students must complete a minimum of 31 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business
School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Review of any coursework taken previously from an AACSB-accredited graduate program will
be completed on a case-by-case basis. The credits cannot apply to a previously completed
degree and must be substituted with an approved elective. Only courses for which an earned
grade of "B" or better and taken within seven (7) years prior to entering the MMS program will
be considered.

Transfer Credits from the Moakley Center for
Public Management's Certificate Programs
Students who have completed a certificate program through the Suffolk University Moakley
Center for Public Management may have an opportunity to reduce credit requirements to an
SBS graduate degree program (MBA, MMS, MSA, MST, MHA, MSBA, or MSM). All course waivers
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/management-studies
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and/or transfers vary by program and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the respective
SBS Graduate Programs Office.
In order for a course to be considered it must meet the following criteria: must have an SBS
graduate program course equivalent; received a grade of "B" or better; and successfully
completed the certificate prior to enrolling in the SBS graduate degree program.
Applicants must also meet the admission standards for the SBS Graduate degree program to
which they are applying.

Graduate Certificate in Leading Teams and Projects
Learn more about this certificate



Curriculum:
5 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length:
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (15 credits)

 MGT-610 Organizational Behavior
 MGOB-855 Conflict & Negotiation
 MGOB-860 Leadership and Team Building
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 MGT-780 Client Consulting Capstone
Course Substitution Policy

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/management-studies
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To substitute a managerial skills graduate certificate course with an approved elective, a student
must have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the
undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to matriculation, "B" or better. To
substitute MGT 610 with an approved elective, a student must have successfully completed
equivalent academic coursework at the graduate level in the seven years prior to matriculation
(“B” or better). Official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable) must be provided. A
maximum of 3 credits of coursework can be substituted.

Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree programs in the
same discipline as the certificate as long a grade of "B" or better was earned in that course.

Candidates who apply to a degree program different from their certificate program's discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Certificate in Leading
Teams and Projects.

Graduate Certificate in Managerial Skills
Learn more about this Certificate



Learn more about this certificate.

Curriculum:
5 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (12 credits)
If a course is "must substitute" student should work with an advisor to select an appropriate
substitution.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/management-studies
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 MGOB-810 Emotional Intelligence
 MGOB-855 Conflict & Negotiation
MGT-610 Organizational Behavior

996

 MGT-860 Leading Teams
Elective Course (3 credits)
Choose one (1) course from the approved GCMS elective list.

 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGOB-841 Bldg Inclusive Organizations
 MGOB-867 Develop High-Impact Learning In Organizations
Course Substitution Policy
To substitute a managerial skills graduate certificate course with an approved elective, a student
must have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the
undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to matriculation, "B" or better. To
substitute MGT 610 with an approved elective, a student must have successfully completed
equivalent academic coursework at the graduate level in the seven years prior to matriculation
(“B” or better). Official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable) must be provided. A
maximum of 3 credits of coursework can be substituted.

Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree programs in the
same discipline as the certificate as long a grade of "B" or better was earned in that course.

Candidates who apply to a degree program different from their certificate program's discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Certificate Program in
Managerial Skills.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/management-studies
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Graduate Certificate in Managing Talent
Learn more about this certificate

997



Curriculum:
5 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (15 credits)
If a course is "must substitute" student should work with an advisor to select an appropriate
substitution.

 MGT-610 Organizational Behavior
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGOB-841 Bldg Inclusive Organizations
 MGOB-867 Develop High-Impact Learning In Organizations
 MGT-860 Leading Teams
Course Substitution Policy
To substitute a managerial talent certificate course with an approved elective, a student must
have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate
level in the seven (7) years prior to matriculation, "B" or better. To substitute MGT 610 with an
approved elective, a student must have successfully completed equivalent academic
coursework at the graduate level in the seven years prior to matriculation (“B” or better).
Official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable) must be provided. A maximum of 3
credits of coursework can be substituted.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/management-studies
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Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
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applicable courses applied to Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree programs in the
same discipline as the certificate as long a grade of "B" or better was earned in that course.

Candidates who apply to a degree program different from their certificate program's discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Certificate Program in
Managing Talent.
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MARKETING
Master of Science in Marketing

Graduate Certificate in Marketing

Graduate Certificate in Marketing Research

Master of Science in Marketing
Learn more about this degree



STEM Classification
The MSM is a graduate degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

MSM Curriculum
11-13 Courses
31-37 Credits

Program Length
Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 16 months

Required Introductory Course (1 credit)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/marketing
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Prerequisite Courses (6 credits)
May be waived and substituted with MSM elective.
(/)
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 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value

Marketing Core Courses (9 credits)
MKT 810 may be waived with MSM elective substitution.

 MKT-810 Marketing Research for Managers
 MKT-814 Strategic Marketing
 MKIB-819 Global Perspectives in Consumer Marketing
Advanced Marketing Core Courses (6 credits)

 MKT-860 Qualitative Methods and Customer Insights
 MKT-870 Advanced Marketing Analytics
Marketing Internship (3 credits)
This course is required for students with no prior relevant work experience, and may be used as
an elective for all other students.

May be waived.

 MKT-920 Marketing Internship
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/marketing
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Choose one:
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 MKT-898 Consulting Project
 MKT-899 Masters Thesis

Approved Electives by Discipline (9 Credits)
Students must complete nine (9) credits of electives, 800-level or higher (exception MBA 740),
within the Sawyer Business School and from the approved MSM electives list. All courses listed
within each of the concentrations, in addition to select electives, will meet the electives
requirement.

Marketing

 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
 MKIB-817 International Marketing
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKIB-833 Global Business Horizons
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
 MKT-920 Marketing Internship
Accounting

 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
Information Systems and Operations Management

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/marketing
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 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
(/)



ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling

1002



 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
International Business

 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Entrepreneurship

 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
Organizational Behavior

 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
Strategy

 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
MSM Concentrations
Three electives must be taken within the Sawyer Business School and be 800 level or above
(exception MBA 740). If a concentration is declared, three electives must be completed in one
concentration area. Concentrations include: Global Marketing, Market Research and Customer
Insights, or Product Management. The schedule of when courses within a concentration are
offered vary by semester.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/marketing
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Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resources(/)
forms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet



with their advisor before they declare a concentration.

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Market Research & Customer Insights Concentration
Demand for market research and analytic skills is high in most industries today. You will develop
knowledge and skills to design and implement qualitative and/or quantitative research studies,
analyze data, and extract insights to inform high-quality strategic marketing decision-making.

Electives for Market Research & Customer Insights (3 courses, 9 credits)
Choose three (3) from the following:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
Product Management Concentration
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/marketing
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Gain broad understanding about marketing management in terms of product/service

1004

development and delivery, brand strategy, pricing decisions, sales forecasting, and innovative
(/) in which to communicate and engage with customers.
ways



Electives for Product Management (3 courses, 9 credits)
Choose three (3) from the following:

 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
Global Marketing Concentration
Learn how to assess foreign market attractiveness, formulate marketing plans for global market
entry and expansion, and devise marketing strategies in multiple areas of the world. Experience
global marketing first-hand through an international travel course to cap off your MSM program.

Electives for Global Marketing (3 courses, 9 credits)
Choose three (3) from the following:

 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/marketing
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MKIB-817 International Marketing



(/)

 MKIB-833 Global Business Horizons
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-920 Marketing Internship
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work

Marketing Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Demonstrate ability to apply analytical reasoning
skills to marketing problems. (Analytical Reasoning)

1. Identify the problem and related
issues.
2. Identify key assumptions.
3. Generate salient alternatives.
4. Examine the evidence and source
of evidence.
5. Identify conclusions, implications,
and consequences.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/marketing
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

(/)
Demonstrate in-depth knowledge of marketing
principles, concepts, theories and frameworks and
the role of marketing in business and society.
(Depth of Knowledge)



1. Understand and apply the
marketing concept to evaluate
marketing projects/programs.

2. Understand the social science
research process and utilize
research
methods/skills/technologies to
solve marketing problems.
3. Gain a holistic view of strategy and
tactics in major areas including
global marketing and product
management.
4. Gain an understanding of ethical
issues in marketing.

Demonstrate effective oral communication skills.
(Oral Communication)

1. Organize the presentation
effectively.
2. Deliver the presentation with
attention to volume, clarity,
grammatical correctness and
precision.
3. Communicate with the audience.
4. Use appropriate
technology/communication aids
effectively.

Demonstrate effective written communication
about marketing information. (Written
Communication)

1. Develop a topic with supporting
details.
2. Organize written communication
effectively and logically.
3. Use correct word choice and
effective sentence structure.
4. Employ normal conventions of
spelling and grammar.
5. Provide examples and supporting
evidence.
6. Communicate quantitative
information in narrative form and
with visual displays.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/marketing
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Waiver & Transfer Policy



MBA 660 and MKT 920 may be waived. MKT 810 and SBS 604 if waived, need to be substituted
with an approved MSM elective. All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance
into the MSM Program and are waived during the student's first semester.

To waive a course, a student must have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework
at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSM matriculation, and
earned a grade of "B" or better. To substitute an approved elective for SBS 604 or MKT 810, a
student must have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the
undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) year prior to MSM matriculation, and earned a
grade of "B" or better. Official transcripts must be provided (with English translation, if
applicable).

All MSM students must complete a minimum of 31 graduate credits (10 courses and SBS 700) in
the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACB accredited
graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

Transfer credits must have earned a grade of "B" or better and be taken within seven (7) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MSM program. However, at the discretion of the MSM program
director, MSM required core courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed
significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits of prerequisite, marketing core
courses, electives may be considered for transfer.

Transfer Credits from the Moakley Center for
Public Management's Certificate Programs
Students who have completed a certificate program through the Suffolk University Moakley
Center for Public Management may have an opportunity to reduce credit requirements to an SBS
graduate degree program (MBA, MMS, MSA, MST, MHA, MSBA, or MSM). All course waivers
and/or transfers vary by program and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the respective
SBS Graduate Programs Office.
In order for a course to be considered it must meet the following criteria: must have an SBS
graduate program course equivalent; received a grade of "B" or better; and successfully
completed the certificate prior to enrolling in the SBS graduate degree program.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/marketing
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Applicants must also meet the admission standards for the SBS Graduate degree program to
which they are applying.
(/)



Students Who Leave Boston Before their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MSM students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed their
degree. You may be able to transfer in six credits of elective courses from an AACSB-accredited
MSM close to your new place of residence. Courses must be pre-approved by Suffolk’s assistant
dean of graduate programs and have a grade of "B" or better.

Graduate Certificate in Marketing
Graduate Certificate in Marketing



Curriculum
5 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length
Part-time in as few at 9 months

Required Courses (15 credits)

 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
 MKIB-819 Global Perspectives in Consumer Marketing
 MKT-810 Marketing Research for Managers
 MKT-814 Strategic Marketing

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/marketing
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To substitute a marketing certificate course with an approved elective, a student must have
(/)
successfully
completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in



the seven (7) years prior to matriculation ("B" or better) and provide official transcripts (with
English translation, if applicable). A maximum of 3 credits of coursework can be substituted.

Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree programs in the
same discipline as the certificate as long a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.

Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Marketing (https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcm).

Graduate Certificate in Marketing Research
Graduate Certificate in Marketing Research



Curriculum
5 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (15 credits)

 SBS-604 Data Analytics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/marketing
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 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
(/)
 MKT-810 Marketing Research for Managers

1010



 MKT-860 Qualitative Methods and Customer Insights
 MKT-870 Advanced Marketing Analytics

Course Substitution Policy
To substitute a marketing research certificate course with an approved elective, a student must
have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate
level in the seven (7) years prior to matriculation ("B" or better) and provide official transcripts
(with English translation, if applicable). A maximum of 3 credits of coursework can be
substituted.

Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree programs in the
same discipline as the certificate as long a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.

Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Marketing Research (https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcmr/).

About (/about)
Academics (/academics)

About Us

Admission (/admission)

News (/news-features)

Student Life (/student-life)

Events (/about/events)

Alumni (/alumni)

Suffolk A-Z (/about/directory)
Staff Directory
(https://portalpro.suffolk.edu/dir/faculty-staff/)
Work at Suffolk (/about/directory/human-resourcesoffice)
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(/)

MBA
MBA

MBA Concentrations

MBA Online

MBA Online Concentrations

Accelerated MBA for Attorneys

Accelerated MBA for Attorneys Online

MBA Nonprofit

Graduate Certificate in Business
Fundamentals

Graduate Certificate in Business
Fundamentals Online

Dual Degree with JD

Dual Degree with MSBA

Dual Degree with MSF

Dual Degree with MSM

Dual Degree with MST

Dual Degree with MSA

MBA
Learn more about this degree



MBA Curriculum
14 -20 Courses
36-51 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 11 months
Part-time in as few as 16 months

Contextualize: From Boston to the World (5 credits)
Must be taken as early in the program as possible.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-701 Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
Core Courses (15 credits)
May be waived.

 MBA-615 Economics
 MBA-625 Managerial Statistics
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Understand Business Fundamentals (9 credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar

Construct the Big Picture (7 credits)

 MBA-745 Contextualizing Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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MBA-760 World Class Strategies

1013

Lead and Implement Change (3 credits)
Must be taken as late in the program as possible.

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change
MBA Electives (12 credits)
The curriculum requires (4) courses (12) credits of MBA electives, or optional (3) courses (9)
credit concentration and open 3 credit MBA elective. The courses must be taken within the
Sawyer Business School and be 800 level or above. A select number of 700 level Healthcare
and Nonprofit electives are acceptable.

Electives
Approved MBA Electives
SBS 920 SBS Graduate Internship is designed for students interested in completing an
internship, not for credit. Students must consult with the MBA Advisor for guidance on how to
be considered for this option.

Accounting

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
ACCT-861 Leadership in the Financial Professions
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 ACCT-865 Accounting Information Systems


1014

 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 ACIB-872 International Accounting
 ACCT-910 Directed Individual Study in Accounting
 ACCT-920 MBA Graduate Internship
Business Law and Ethics

 BLLS-800 Business Law
 BLLS-830 Managing in the International Legal Environment
 BLLS-871 Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud
Entrepreneurship
*Full-time MBA student should take MGES 803 in their first semester only.

 MGES-890 Special Topics: Crowdfunding
 MGES-800 Business Startups
 MGES-802 Corporate Entrepreneurship
 MGES-803 Think Like a Leader
 MGES-810 Social Entrepreneurship
 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
 MGES-843 Business Opportunities Using Design Thinking and Biomimicry
Finance and Managerial Economics

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets

1015

 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
 FIN-820 Financial Policy
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship

1016

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 FNEC-810 The Manager in the Global Economy: Trade Issues and Policy
Healthcare Administration

 HLTH-702 Health Economics
 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
 HLTH-707 Evidence-Based Healthcare Management
 HLTH-710 Healthcare Accounting and Financial Management
 HLTH-720 Health Systems II: Economics, Law and Policy
Healthcare Operations Management and Performance
 HLTH-730
Improvement

 HLTH-740 Healthcare Management and Human Resources
 HLTH-805 Big Data & Analytics for Health and Healthcare
 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
 HLTH-808 Managing Healthcare Organizations
 HLTH-810 Quality, Patient Safety and Patient Experience
 HLTH-812 Applied Research Methods for Healthcare Management
 HLTH-815 Ambulatory and Primary Care
 HLTH-816 Healthcare Human Resources Management
 HLTH-820 Ethics, Leadership and Organizational Change in Healthcare
 HLTH-824 Healthcare Accounting
 HLTH-825 Legal Environment of Healthcare
 HLTH-826 Healthcare Financial Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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HLTH-827 Advanced Healthcare Financial Management

 HLTH-828 Population Health
 HLTH-830 Healthcare Operations Management
 HLTH-831 Performance Improvement and Patient Safety
 HLTH-832 Health Policy
Rebuilding Public Trust: Quality And Safety in Healthcare
 HLTH-833
Organizations
 HLTH-835 Healthcare Marketing and Communication
 HLTH-838 Organizational Change in Healthcare
 HLTH-842 Global Health
 HLTH-845 Big Data Analytics for Health and Healthcare
 HLTH-850 Health Information Systems
 HLTH-855 Advanced Quality, Patient Safety and Performance Improvement
 HLTH-860 Leadership and Ethics in Healthcare Organizations
 HLTH-875 Community and Public Health
 HLTH-880 Directed Individual Study
 HLTH-885 Healthcare Internship
 HLTH-890 Healthcare Strategic Management
 HLTH-892 MHA Capstone
 HLTH-840 Innovative and Strategic Management in Healthcare
 HLTH-910 Directed Individual Study
Information Systems and Operations Management

 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel

1018

 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-813 Business Systems Analysis
 ISOM-815 Data Management and Big Data
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 ISOM-910 Directed Individual Study
 ISOM-920 ISOM Internship
 SBS-604 Data Analytics
International Business

 ACIB-872 International Accounting
 BLLS-830 Managing in the International Legal Environment
 MGIB-835 International Strategy
 MGIB-837 Strategic Context of International Business
 MGIB-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
 MKIB-817 International Marketing
 MKIB-819 Global Perspectives in Consumer Marketing
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
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 MGIB-850 Global Travel Seminar
 MKIB-833 Global Business Horizons
Marketing

 MKT-810 Marketing Research for Managers
 MKT-814 Strategic Marketing
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
 MKT-910 Directed Study in Marketing
 MKT-920 Marketing Internship
 MKIB-817 International Marketing
 MKT-898 Consulting Project
 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-870 Advanced Marketing Analytics
Organizational Behavior

 MGOB-810 Emotional Intelligence
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGOB-841 Bldg Inclusive Organizations
 MGOB-855 Conflict & Negotiation
 MGOB-866 Managing Failure for Success
Public Administration including Nonprofit Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration

1020

 P.AD-712 Information Based Management
 P.AD-715 Quantitative Analysis
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
 P.AD-718 Leadership Strategies for an Interconnected World
 P.AD-810 Public Sector Admin Law
 P.AD-811 Politics of Federal Bureaucracy
 P.AD-814 Collaborative Public Management
 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
 P.AD-816 Seminar in Public Policy
 P.AD-817 Administrative Strategies of State and Local Government
 P.AD-819 Grant Writing and Management
 P.AD-822 Public Management Information Systems
 P.AD-823 The U.S. Health System
 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-828 Public Service Communication
 P.AD-831 Civic Innovation and Citizen Engagement
 P.AD-832 Health Policy
 P.AD-838 Ethics in Public Service
 P.AD-839 Leadership and Decision Making in Action
 P.AD-840 Comparative Public Policy
 P.AD-842 Workplace and Labor Law
 P.AD-848 Nonprofit Law and Ethics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits

1021

 P.AD-900 Special Topics
 P.AD-910 Individual Study in Public Service
Strategic Management

 MGES-848 Green and Sustainable Business
 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
 MGSM-834 Mergers and Acquisitions
 MGT-910 Directed Study in Management
 MGT-920 Management Internship
Taxation

 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-861 Tax Research
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
 TAX-864 Tax Practice and Procedures
 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
 TAX-866 State & Local Taxation
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 TAX-868 Estate Planning
 TAX-871 Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 TAX-874 International Taxation Inbound

1022

 TAX-876 Tax Policy
 TAX-879 Personal Financial Planning
 TAX-910 Individual Study in Taxation
 TAX-920 MBA Graduate Internship
Waiver Policy
Core courses may be waived. Required MBA Courses (SBS 700, MBA 701, MBA 721, MBA 730,
MBA 740, MBA 745, MBA 750, MBA 760 and MBA 770) cannot be waived.

To waive a core course, a student must successfully complete equivalent academic coursework
at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MBA matriculation, with a
grade of “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MBA Program and are
waived during the student’s f rst semester. Students may also elect to take a proficiency exam,
for a fee, to gain a waiver. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are
administered on the Boston campus only, with prior arrangements. All MBA students must
complete a minimum of 36 credits graduate credits in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Six (6) credits of elective courses, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB accredited
graduate program in business, may be transferred if the credits do not apply to a previously
completed degree. Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken
within seven (7) years prior to entering the Suffolk MBA Programs. Transfer credits apply only
to electives.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MBA students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed their
degree. You may be able to transfer in six credits of elective courses from an AACSB-accredited
MBA close to your new place of residence. Courses must be pre-approved by Suffolk’s assistant
dean of graduate programs and have a grade of "B" or better.

Students who leave the area may also complete their Suffolk MBA online.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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Transfer Credits from the Moakley Center for Public Management's1023
Certificate Program
Students who have completed a certificate program through the Suffolk University Moakley
Center for Public Management may have an opportunity to reduce credit requirements to an
SBS graduate degree program (MBA, MMS, MSA, MST, MHA, MSBA, or MSM). All course waivers
and/or transfers vary by program and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the respective
SBS Graduate Programs Office.

In order for a course to be considered, the following criteria must be met: must have an SBS
graduate program course equivalent; received a grade of "B" or better; and successfully
completed the certificate prior to enrolling in the SBS graduate degree program.

Applicants must also meet the admission standards for the SBS graduate degree program to
which they are applying.

Learning Goals & Objectives
1. Identifies the problem and related issues.
2. Identify key assumptions.
3. Generates salient alternatives.
4. Examine the evidence and source of evidence.
5. Identify conclusions, implications, and consequences.

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Be able to effectively apply analytical and
critical reasoning skills to solve organizational
challenges. (Analytical Reasoning)

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Effectively articulate the role of ethics in
management. (Ethics)

1. Identify conflicts of interests and
pressures that could lead to unethical
conduct.
2. Understand what kinds of questions
are helpful to ask oneself when
confronting an ethical dilemma.
3. Demonstrate the ability to identify and
take into account the interests of
different stakeholders.
4. Understand how business strategies
that facilitate “doing good” can be
made consistent with profitability.
5. Understand that what is legal may not
always be ethical and that what is
ethical may sometimes not be legal.
6. Appreciate that ethical norms vary
across different countries and
cultures.

Indicate an understanding of how culture,
economic and political issues differ across
countries. (Global Awareness)

1. Articulate fundamental challenges of
global business.
2. Analyze financial impacts of operating
a global business.
3. Apply the analysis to global
management situation.
4. Identify challenges of an international
workforce.
5. Demonstrate cultural awareness of
external constituents.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Be able to effectively communicate in oral
form. (Oral Communication)

1. Organize the presentation effectively.
2. Deliver the presentation with attention
to volume, clarity, grammatical
correctness and precision.
3. Develop the topic.
4. Communicate with the audience.
5. Use communication aids effectively.
6. Summarize the presentation.

Be able to effectively communicate in written
form. (Written Communication)

1. Develop a topic with supporting
details.
2. Organize written communication
effectively and logically.
3. Use correct word choice and effective
sentence structure.
4. Employ normal conventions of spelling
and grammar.
5. Provide examples and supporting
evidence.
6. Communicate accurate quantitative
information.

MBA Concentrations
Boston campus concentrations include: Accounting Business Intelligence, Corporate Accounting
and Finance, Forensic Accounting, Government and Not-for-Profit Accounting,Business
Intelligence, Creative Disruption: Entrepreneurship for New and Existing Businesses, FinTech,
Investments, Risk Management, Health Sector Management, Market Research and Customer
Insights, Product Management, Global Marketing, Strategic Management, and Supply Chain
Management. The schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by
semester.

MBA/JD students can declare a concentration only if they are approved to substitute at least
three (3) electives due to MBA core course waivers.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

View the requirements for MBA Concentrations
(https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mbaconcentrations).

MBA Online
Learn more about this degree



MBA Curriculum
14 - 20 Courses
36 -51 Credits

Program Length:
Part-time in as few as 20 months

Contextualize: from Boston to the World (5 credits)
Must be taken as early in the program as possible.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-701 Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
Core Courses (15 credits)
May be waived.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 MBA-615 Economics

1027

 MBA-625 Managerial Statistics
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Understand Business Fundamentals (9 credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-741 Experiential Intensive
*Online MBA students take MBA 741 but have the option of taking MBA 740 for an additional
fee.

Construct the Big Picture (7 credits)

 MBA-745 Contextualizing Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies

Lead and Implement Change (3 credits)
Must be taken as late in the program as possible.

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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MBA Electives (12 credits)
The curriculum requires (4) courses (12) credits of MBA electives, or optional (3) courses (9)
credit concentration and open 3 credit MBA elective. The courses must be taken within the
Sawyer Business School and be 800 level or above. A select number of 700 level Healthcare
electives (HLTH 705, HLTH 707 and HLTH 740) are acceptable.

Approved Electives

Accounting

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 ACCT-861 Leadership in the Financial Professions
 ACCT-865 Accounting Information Systems
 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 ACIB-872 International Accounting
 ACCT-910 Directed Individual Study in Accounting

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 BLLS-800 Business Law
Entrepreneurship

 MGES-843 Business Opportunities Using Design Thinking and Biomimicry
Finance and Managerial Economics

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
 FIN-820 Financial Policy
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
Healthcare Administration
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 HLTH-707 Evidence-Based Healthcare Management
 HLTH-740 Healthcare Management and Human Resources
 HLTH-840 Innovative and Strategic Management in Healthcare
 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
 HLTH-842 Global Health
Global Travel Seminar: Comparative Analysis of the Healthcare
 HLTHIB-870
Systems in England and United States

 HLTH-880 Directed Individual Study
Information Systems and Operation Management

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 ISOM-910 Directed Individual Study
 SBS-604 Data Analytics
International Business

 ACIB-872 International Accounting
 MGIB-835 International Strategy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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Marketing

 MKIB-819 Global Perspectives in Consumer Marketing
Public Administration including Nonprofit Management

 P.AD-819 Grant Writing and Management
 P.AD-715 Quantitative Analysis
Strategic Management

 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
 MGT-910 Directed Study in Management
Taxation

 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
Waiver Policy
Core courses may be waived. Required MBA Courses (SBS 700, MBA 701, MBA 721, MBA 730,
MBA 740, MBA 745, MBA 750, MBA 760 and MBA 770) cannot be waived.

To waive a core course, a student must successfully complete equivalent academic coursework
at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MBA matriculation, “B” or
better, and provide official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MBA Program and are
waived during the student’s f rst semester. Students may also elect to take a proficiency exam,
for a fee, to gain a waiver. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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administered on the Boston campus only, with prior arrangements. All MBA students must
complete a minimum of 36 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Six (6) credits of elective courses, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business, may be transferred if the credits do not apply to a previously
completed degree. Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken
within seven (7) years prior to entering the Suffolk MBA programs. Transfer credits apply only
to electives.

Transfer Credits from the Moakley Center for Public Management's Certificate
Programs
Students who have completed a certificate program through the Suffolk University Moakley
Center for Public Management may have an opportunity to reduce credit requirements to an
SBS graduate degree program (MBA, MMS, MSA, MST, MHA, MSBA, or MSM). All course waivers
and/or transfers vary by program and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the respective
SBS Graduate Programs Office.

In order for a course to be considered, the following criteria must be met: must have an SBS
graduate program course equivalent; received a grade of "B" or better, and successfully
completed the certificate prior to enrolling in the SBS graduate degree program.

Applicants must also meet the admission standards for the SBS graduate degree program to
which they are applying.

MBA Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Be able to effectively communicate in oral

1. Organize the presentation effectively

form.

2. Deliver the presentation with attention to
volume, clarity, grammatical correctness
and precision

(Oral Communication)

3. Develop the topic
4. Communicate with the audience
5. Use communication aids effectively
6. Summarize the presentation

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Be able to effectively communicate in

1. Develop a topic with supporting details

written form.

2. Organize written communication
effectively and logically

(Written Communication)

3. Use correct word choice and effective
sentence structure
4. Employ normal conventions of spelling and
grammar
5. Provide examples and supporting evidence
6. Communicate accurate quantitative
information

Be able to effectively apply analytical and

1. Identifies the problem and related issues

critical reasoning skills to solve

2. Identify key assumptions

organizational challenges.
(Analytical Reasoning)

3. Generates salient alternatives
4. Examine the evidence and source of
evidence
5. Identify conclusions, implications, and
consequences

Effectively articulate the role of ethics in
management.
(Ethics)

1. Identify conflicts of interests and pressures
that could lead to unethical conduct
2. Understand what kinds of questions are
helpful to ask oneself when confronting an
ethical dilemma
3. Demonstrate the ability to identify and take
into account the interests of different
stakeholders
4. Understand how business strategies that
facilitate “doing good” can be made
consistent with profitability
5. Understand that what is legal may not
always be ethical and that what is ethical
may sometimes not be legal
6. Appreciate that ethical norms vary across
different countries and cultures

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Indicate an understanding of how culture,
economic and political issues differ across
countries.

1. Articulate fundamental challenges of global
business
2. Analyze financial impacts of operating a
global business

Global Awareness)

3. Apply the analysis to global management
situation
4. Identify challenges of an international
workforce
5. Demonstrate cultural awareness of external
constituents

MBA Online Concentrations
Online MBA concentrations include: Accounting Principles, Business Intelligence, Health Sector
Management or General Finance. The schedule of when courses within a concentration are
offered vary by semester.
Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.
The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Accounting Principles Concentration
Note: If a student has not taken or waived MBA 640 they can count either ACCT 800 or ACCT
804 in place of MBA 640 and chose an additional course from the elective list.

Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
Elective Course (1 course, 3 credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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Choose one elective from the following list:
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 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
Business Intelligence Concentration

Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)

 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Elective Course (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose one elective from the following list:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
General Finance Concentration
Required Course (1 course, 3 credits)

 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose two (2) electives from the following list:

FIN-810 Investment Analysis
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
Health Sector Management Concentration

Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 courses from the following list:

 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
 HLTH-805 Big Data & Analytics for Health and Healthcare
 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
 HLTH-855 Advanced Quality, Patient Safety and Performance Improvement
Required Elective (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose 1 elective of the following courses:

 HLTH-815 Ambulatory and Primary Care
 HLTH-842 Global Health
 HLTH-875 Community and Public Health
Accelerated MBA for Attorneys
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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Total Required Credits: 37
14 Courses

37 Credits

Program Length
Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 16 months

Contextualize: from Boston to the World (4 Credits)

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
Core Courses* (15 Credits)
If a core course is waived, students must substitute with an MBA elective(s).

 MBA-615 Economics
 MBA-625 Managerial Statistics
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Understand Business Fundamentals (9 Credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law

 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Construct the Big Picture (6 Credits)

 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies
Lead and Implement Change (3 Credits)

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change
Concentrations
Accelerated MBA for Attorney students who waive MBA core courses must substitute with a
graduate elective from within the Sawyer Business School. If at least 9 credits of core courses
are waived, students may declare a concentration with 3 electives from the same functional
area. The schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by semester.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Programs Concentration
Request Form. Students are encouraged to meet with their advisor before declaring a
concentration.

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

View the requirements for MBA Concentrations.

Waiver Policy
If core courses (MBA 615, MBA 625, MBA 635, MBA 640, MBA 650, and MBA 660) are waived,
student must substitute with an MBA elective.

If a 1.5 credit core course is waived, student may complete an independent study for 1.5 credits.

Students in the Accelerated MBA for Attorneys must complete a minimum of 37 graduate
credits in the Sawyer Business School.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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Accelerated MBA for Attorneys Online
Learn more about this degree



Total Required Credits: 37
14 Courses

37 Credits

Program Length
Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 16 months

Contextualize: from Boston to the World (4 Credits)

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
Core Courses* (15 Credits)
If a core course is waived, students must substitute with an MBA elective(s).

 MBA-615 Economics
 MBA-625 Managerial Statistics
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
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Understand Business Fundamentals (9 Credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-741 Experiential Intensive
Construct the Big Picture (6 Credits)

 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies
Lead and Implement Change (3 Credits)

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change
Concentrations
Accelerated MBA for Attorney students who waive MBA core courses must substitute with a
graduate elective from within the Sawyer Business School. If at least 9 credits of core courses
are waived, students may declare a concentration with 3 electives from the same functional
area. The schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by semester.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Programs Concentration
Request Form. Students are encouraged to meet with their advisor before declaring a
concentration.

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

View the requirements for MBA Concentrations.

Waiver Policy

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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If core courses (MBA 615, MBA 625, MBA 635, MBA 640, MBA 650, and MBA 660) are waived,
student must substitute with an MBA elective.

If a 1.5 credit core course is waived, student may complete an independent study for 1.5 credits.

Students in the Accelerated MBA for Attorneys must complete a minimum of 37 graduate
credits in the Sawyer Business School.

MBA Nonprofit
MBA Nonprofit Specialized Degree



This specialized MBA degree prepares business leaders with focused skills in finance,
accounting, strategic management, marketing, and information systems for the nonprofit sector.

MBA/Nonprofit Curriculum
18 - 24 Courses

45-60 Credits

Program length:
Full-time in as few as 12 months
Part-time in as few as 24 months

Contextualize: From Boston to the World (5 credits)
Must be taken as early in the program as possible.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-701 Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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May be waived.

 MBA-615 Economics
 MBA-625 Managerial Statistics
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Understand Business Fundamentals (9 credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar

Nonprofit Specialized Courses (21 credits)
Choose 7 courses from the following 8 courses.

 P.AD-814 Collaborative Public Management
 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
 P.AD-819 Grant Writing and Management
 P.AD-828 Public Service Communication
 P.AD-839 Leadership and Decision Making in Action
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
P.AD-848 Nonprofit Law and Ethics

1043

Construct the Big Picture (7 credits)

 MBA-745 Contextualizing Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies

Lead and Implement Change (3 credits)
Must be taken as late in the program as possible.

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change

Waiver Policy
Core courses may be waived. Required MBA courses (SBS 700, MBA 701, MBA 721, MBA 730,
MBA 740, MBA 745, MBA 750, MBA 760 and MBA 770) cannot be waived.

To waive a core course, a student must successfully complete equivalent academic coursework
at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MBA/Nonprofit
matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better, and provide official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MBA/Nonprofit program
and are waived during the student's first semester. A student receives credit for each course
waived, thereby reducing the total number of courses for the MBA/Nonprofit degree. Students
may also elect to take a proficiency exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver. Proficiency exams must be
taken in the first semester and are administered on the Boston campus. All MBA/Nonprofit
students must complete a minimum of 45 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business School.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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Six (6) credits of MBA elective courses, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business, may be transferred if the credits do not apply to a previously
completed degree. Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken
within seven (7) years prior to entering the Suffolk MBA/Nonprofit programs. Transfer credits
apply only to electives.Official transcripts must be provided (with English translations, if
applicable).

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MBA students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed their
degree. The Business School has several options available to insure completion of the Suffolk
MBA. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective courses from an AACSBaccredited MBA close to your new place of residence. Courses must be pre-approved by
Suffolk’s assistant dean of graduate programs and have a grade of "B" or better.

Students who leave the area may also complete their Suffolk MBA online. Nonprofit courses are
only offered on the Boston campus.

Transfer Credits from the Moakley Center for Public Management's Certificate
Programs to the MBA
Students who have completed a certificate program through the Suffolk University Moakley
Center for Public Management may have an opportunity to reduce credit requirements to an
SBS graduate degree program (MBA, MMS, MSA, MST, MHA, MSBA, or MSM). All course waivers
and/or transfers vary by program and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the respective
SBS Graduate Programs Office.

In order for a course to be considered it must meet the following criteria: must have an SBS
graduate program course equivalent; received a grade of "B" or better; and successfully
completed the certificate prior to enrolling in the SBS graduate degree program.

Graduate Certificate in Business Fundamentals
Learn more about this certificate
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6 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (15 credits)

 MBA-615 Economics
 MBA-625 Managerial Statistics
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value

Course Substitution Policy
To substitute a graduate business fundamentals certificate course with an approved elective, a
student must have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the
undergraduate/graduate level in the seven years prior to GCBF matriculation, with a grade of
"B" or better, and provide official transcripts (with English translation, if applicable). A
maximum of 3 credits of coursework can be substituted.

Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree program in the
same discipline as the certificate as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in that course.

Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program's discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Business Fundamentals (https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcbf/).

Graduate Certificate in Business Fundamentals Online
Learn more about this certificate



Curriculum
6 Courses
15 Credits
Program Length
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (15 credits)

 MBA-615 Economics
 MBA-625 Managerial Statistics
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value

Course Substitution Policy

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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To substitute a graduate business fundamentals certificate course with an approved elective, a
student must have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the
undergraduate/graduate level in the seven years prior to GCBF matriculation, with a grade of
"B" or better, and provide official transcripts (with English translation, if applicable). A
maximum of 3 credits of coursework can be substituted.

Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree program in the
same discipline as the certificate as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in that course.

Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program's discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Business Fundamentals (http://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcbf/).

Dual Degree with JD
The MBA is available as a Dual Degree with the Juris Doctor.
View the MBA/JD Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dualdegrees/mba-jd-dual-degree).

Dual Degree with MSA
The MBA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Accounting.
View the MBA/MSA Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/mba-msa-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Dual Degree with MSBA
The MBA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Science in Business Analytics.
View the MSBA/MBA Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/msba-mba-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Dual Degree with MSF
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba
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The MBA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Science in Finance.
View the (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees-archive-2018-2019/msa-msf-dualdegree---archive-2018-2019)MBA/MSF Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academiccatalogs/dual-degrees-archive-2018-2019/mba-msf-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Dual Degree with MSM
The MBA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Marketing.
View the MBA/MSM Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/mba-msm-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Dual Degree with MST
The MBA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Taxation.
View the MBA/MST Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/mba-mst-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).
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MBA CONCENTRATIONS
MBA Concentration Requirements

Accounting Concentrations

Business Intelligence

Creative Disruption: Entrepreneurship for
New and Existing Businesses
Health Sector Management

Marketing Concentrations

Strategic Management

Supply Chain Management

MBA Concentration Requirements
Boston campus concentrations include: Accounting Business Intelligence, Corporate Accounting
and Finance, Forensic Accounting, Government and Not-for-Profit Accounting,Business
Intelligence, Creative Disruption: Entrepreneurship for New and Existing Businesses, FinTech,
Investments, Risk Management, Health Sector Management, Market Research and Customer
Insights, Product Management, Global Marketing, Strategic Management, and Supply Chain
Management. The schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by
semester.

MBA/JD students can declare a concentration only if they are approved to substitute at least
three (3) electives due to MBA core course waivers.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

View the requirements for MBA Concentrations
(https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mbaconcentrations).
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Accounting Concentrations
Accounting Business Intelligence Concentration
Required Courses (6 credits)

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
Elective course (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose 1 course from the following list:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Corporate Accounting and Finance Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 electives from the following list:

 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-825 International Finance
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba-concentrations
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 FIN-880 Investment Banking
Forensic Accounting Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
Elective courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 courses from the following list:

 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
 BLLS-871 Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
Government and Not-for-Profit Accounting Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 course from the following list:

 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba-concentrations
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Business Intelligence
An MBA with a concentration in Business Intelligence is a graduate degree program with a
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of
graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) permits
international students graduating from STEM programs to apply for a 24-month extension of
their initial year of Optional Practical Training (OPT). Please be advised that DHS is the ultimate
and deciding authority on all OPT applications and STEM extensions. For more detailed
information, please visit the ISSO webpage. (http://https://www.suffolk.edu/studentlife/student-services/international-student-services)

This concentration provides fundamental concepts and practical tools on data management,
analysis and presentation, which can help companies make complex business decisions related
to operations, sales, marketing, and research and development.

Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)

 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Elective Course (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose one elective from the following list:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
Creative Disruption: Entrepreneurship for New and
Existing Businesses
This concentration provides actionable knowledge about creativity, innovation, and
organizational change all in an entrepreneurial context of creating something new and valuable.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba-concentrations
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Take the 3 courses from the following list:

 MGES-802 Corporate Entrepreneurship
 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
 MGES-843 Business Opportunities Using Design Thinking and Biomimicry

Corporate Finance Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
FInTech Concentration
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba-concentrations
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 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
Finance Elective Course (3 credits)
Take one from the following list of electives:

 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
ISOM Elective (3 credits)
Take one from the following list of electives:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Investments Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba-concentrations
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 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Risk Management Concentration

Required Course (6 credits, 2 courses)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba-concentrations
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 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
Elective Course (3 credits, 1 course)
Choose one course from the following list.

 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
Health Sector Management
The Health Sector Management concentration provides MBA students an introduction to the
healthcare system, and to selected health sector trends and business practices in technology
and big data.

Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 courses from the following list:

 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S
 HLTH-805 Big Data & Analytics for Health and Healthcare
HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba-concentrations
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 HLTH-855 Advanced Quality, Patient Safety and Performance Improvement
Required Elective (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose 1 elective of the following courses:

 HLTH-815 Ambulatory and Primary Care
 HLTH-842 Global Health
 HLTH-875 Community and Public Health
Marketing Concentrations
Market Research & Customer Insights Concentration
Choose three (3) from the following:

*At least two courses must be marketing courses.

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MKT-810 Marketing Research for Managers
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba-concentrations
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 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
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 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
 MKT-860 Qualitative Methods and Customer Insights
 MKT-870 Advanced Marketing Analytics
Product Management Concentration
Choose three (3) from the following:
*At least two courses must be marketing courses.

 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
 MKT-814 Strategic Marketing
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
 MKT-870 Advanced Marketing Analytics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba-concentrations
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Choose three (3) from the following:

 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
 MKIB-817 International Marketing
 MKIB-819 Global Perspectives in Consumer Marketing
 MKIB-833 Global Business Horizons
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-920 Marketing Internship
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
Strategic Management
This concentration gives you the tools to understand and analyze business organizations in a
holistic way as they relate to their competitive and institutional contexts. You will understand
how firms mobilize and reinvent their resources, outperform competition, and deliver superior
performance to shareholders and other key stakeholders.

Required Courses (3 courses, 9 credits)
Choose 3 courses from the following list:

 MGSM-800 Business Consulting
MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba-concentrations
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 MGSM-834 Mergers and Acquisitions
 MGIB-835 International Strategy
Supply Chain Management
This concentration offers the fundamental principles, best practices, and practical skills
necessary to implement integrated solutions to improve overall supply chain performance.
The three essential courses will cover all relevant topics with a hand-on approach. Together with
the current MBA curriculum, nearly all relevant skills will be addressed.

Required Courses (3 courses, 9 credits)
Note: These courses are not offered every semester. Please see your advisor to plan
accordingly.

 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
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MEDICAL DOSIMETRY
Master of Science in Medical
Dosimetry

Medical Dosimetry Graduate Courses

Master of Science in Medical Dosimetry
Learn more about this degree



Degree Requirements: 14-18 courses with corresponding laboratories, 39-55
credits
Candidates for the master’s degree must complete a course of study consisting of 39-55 credits.
Applicants possessing a Bachelor of Science in Radiation Therapy can typically complete their
master's degree with 39 credits of graduate study.

Leveling Courses
Candidates who have not completed an undergraduate program of study in Radiation Therapy
are required to complete up to 16 credits of leveling courses. The graduate program director
evaluates the unique background of each student at the time of acceptance into the graduate
program to determine the number and type of leveling courses that are required. An additional
39 credits of graduate-level coursework are then required to earn the MSMD degree.

Medical Dosimetry Leveling Courses (4 courses with corresponding laboratories,
16 credits)
Students complete or waive the following courses:

 RAD-206 Introduction to Radiation Oncology
 RAD-315 Radiation Physics I
 RAD-L315 Radiation Physics I Lab
 RAD-420 Radiation Oncology & Pathology
RAD-422 Radiology
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/medical-dosimetry
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Medical Dosimetry Core Requirements (14 courses with corresponding
laboratories, 39 credits)

 MDO-615 Treatment Planning I
 MDO-L615 Treatment Planning I Lab
 MDO-710 Medical Dosimetry Practicum I
 MDO-711 Radiobiology for the Medical Dosimetrist
 MDO-712 Computing & Networking
 MDO-713 Protocols & Operational Issues
 MDO-714 Medical Dosimetry Internship
 MDO-720 Medical Dosimetry Practicum II
 MDO-721 Treatment Planning II
 MDO-722 Dosimetry Research Methods I
 MDO-723 Brachytherapy for the Medical Dosimetrist
 MDO-730 Medical Dosimetry Practicum III
 MDO-731 Quality Assurance in Radiation Oncology
 MDO-732 Medical Dosimetry Research Methods II
 MDO-733 Medical Dosimetry Seminar
Practicum & Internship
It is during Medical Dosimetry Practicum I, II & III and Medical Dosimetry Internship that a
student demonstrates the ability to apply didactic knowledge in the clinical setting. Students
receive hands-on instruction in creation of treatment plans under supervision of board-certified
clinical preceptors and complete treatment planning competencies according to the guidelines
of the American Association of Medical Dosimetrists (AAMD). At the end of Medical Dosimetry
Internship, students deliver an oral presentation of a case study for a patient they planned to
program faculty, clinical instructors, and peers.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/medical-dosimetry
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Medical Dosimetry Learning Goals and Objectives
Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Students will...

Students will be able to…

Know critical thinking and problem-solving
skills

1063

Explain an adequate rationale for
treatment plan design
Explore different beam arrangements to
suit specific patient geometries
Analyze and correct discrepancies
accurately

Know principles that demonstrate clinical
competence

Apply standard treatment techniques
Produce treatable plans
Respect patient privacy and
confidentiality

Understand how to communicate in a
clinical setting

Demonstrate effective verbal and written
communication skills
Utilize information acquired to problem
solve

Understand the importance of
professionalism, growth, and development

Demonstrate professional behavior by
appearance and punctuality
Present at a professional conference or
submit for publication
Exhibit personal growth by continuously
demonstrating interest to learn

Medical Dosimetry Graduate Courses

 MDO-615 Treatment Planning I
 MDO-L615 Treatment Planning I Lab
 MDO-710 Medical Dosimetry Practicum I
MDO-711 Radiobiology for the Medical Dosimetrist
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/medical-dosimetry
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 MDO-712 Computing & Networking

 MDO-713 Protocols & Operational Issues
 MDO-714 Medical Dosimetry Internship
 MDO-720 Medical Dosimetry Practicum II
 MDO-721 Treatment Planning II
 MDO-722 Dosimetry Research Methods I
 MDO-723 Brachytherapy for the Medical Dosimetrist
 MDO-730 Medical Dosimetry Practicum III
 MDO-731 Quality Assurance in Radiation Oncology
 MDO-732 Medical Dosimetry Research Methods II
 MDO-733 Medical Dosimetry Seminar
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MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
MS in Mental Health Counseling (MSMHC)

Dual Degree with MPA

Dual Degree with MSCJS

Accelerated Bachelor's/Master's in Mental
Health Counseling

Counseling Courses

MS in Mental Health Counseling (MSMHC)
Learn more about this degree



Degree requirements: 18 courses, 60 credits.
A minimum program involves sixty credits of coursework depending on undergraduate
preparation

Core Requirements (5 courses, 15 credits)

 COUNS-712 Life Span Development
 COUNS-715 Methods of Research
 COUNS-728 Professional Orientation: Ethical/ Legal Issues
 COUNS-733 Counseling Diverse Populations
 COUNS-735 Group Counseling
Counseling Requirements (8 courses, 30 credits)

 COUNS-713 Counseling: Theory & Practice
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mental-health-counseling
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 COUNS-716 Psychological Diagnosis
 COUNS-717 Introduction to Psychological Testing
 COUNS-737 Counseling Skills Lab
 COUNS-738 Mental Health Counseling Practicum I
 COUNS-739 Mental Health Counseling Practicum II
 COUNS-740 Counseling Internship I
 COUNS-741 Counseling Internship II
Note: COUNS-740 and COUNS-741 are each taken for 6 credits.

Special Treatment Issue Requirement (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose one of the following:

 COUNS-727 Substance Abuse & Treatment
 COUNS-729 Human Sexuality Seminar
Note: other option may be taken as an elective.

Electives (4 courses, 12 credits)
Choose four of the following:

 COUNS-725 Forensic Psychological Assessment
 COUNS-726 Family Therapy
 COUNS-732 Psychological Disorders of Childhood & Adolescence
 COUNS-751 Domestic Violence, Abuse & Neglect
 COUNS-910 Independent Study
Practicum & Internship
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mental-health-counseling
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It is during the Counseling Skills Lab (COUNS-737) and the Mental Health Counseling Practica
(COUNS-738 and COUNS-739) that a student demonstrates the ability to translate training into
professional judgments and techniques. Students are required to apply formally for the
Counseling Internship and to consult with their faculty advisors regarding their f eld placements.
The Counseling Skills Laboratory and the Practicum must be completed with a grade of “B”
(3.0) or higher. After two failed attempts to satisfactorily complete the clinical practicum and/or
internship, students will be subject to dismissal from the program at the discretion of faculty.
Student engagement in unethical behavior as defined by the American Counseling Association
(ACA) will be subject to discipline, including potential dismissal from the program, at the time
the indiscretion occurs.

MSMHC Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning goals and objectives reflect the educational outcomes achieved by students through
the completion of this program

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Students will...

Students will be able to...

Be provided with
foundational training in the
field of mental health
counseling

Gain theoretical and applied knowledge pertinent to
counseling in the areas of assessment, diagnosis,
treatment, consultation, and multicultural considerations
Gain knowledge about the professional role including
self-care, case management, consultation skills, and
maintaining clinical practice
Learn ethical decision-making models to resolve ethical
dilemmas

Be trained to become
competent practitioners

Develop core counseling skills
Develop theoretical orientation and can speak in an
informed manner about empirically validated treatments
Adopt evidence based practice approach to
psychodiagnostic assessment

Be trained to promote social
justice in their professional
capacities as counselors

Learn theoretical foundations of social justice oriented
counseling
Promote social justice in their clinical practice

Dual Degree with MPA
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mental-health-counseling
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View the MPA/MSMHC Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dualdegrees/mpa-msmhc-dual-degree).

Dual Degree with MSCJS
The MSMHC is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Science in Criminal Justice Studies:
View the MSCJS/MSMHC Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dualdegrees-archive-2018-2019/mscjs-msmhc-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Accelerated Bachelor's/Master's in Mental Health
Counseling
Degree Requirements
1. Students admitted to this dual degree program must complete all the requirements of the
undergraduate Psychology degree program.
2. Students must also meet all requirements for the Master’s degree in Mental Health
Counseling.
3. The two graduate courses taken during the senior year will count toward BOTH the
undergraduate and graduate degree requirements. Credit hours will be awarded based on
the graduate course description.
4. Before enrolling in a particular graduate course during the senior year, a student must
obtain permission from the MHC graduate program director.
5. Students are subject to the usual standards for academic standing, i.e., undergraduate
standards for undergraduate courses and graduate standards for graduate courses.
Upon successful completion of all of the degree requirements, a student will receive a dual
Bachelor’s and Master’s degree. The exact degree (BA/BS and Master’s) will be awarded based
on the specific undergraduate program the student completes. A student may permanently exit
the dual degree program and opt to graduate with a Bachelor’s degree if all the requirements
for a Bachelor’s degree have been met. In this case, the graduate courses taken in the senior
year will be counted as 4-credit courses applied toward the undergraduate degree
requirements.

Counseling Courses

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mental-health-counseling
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 COUNS-713 Counseling: Theory & Practice
 COUNS-715 Methods of Research
 COUNS-716 Psychological Diagnosis
 COUNS-717 Introduction to Psychological Testing
 COUNS-725 Forensic Psychological Assessment
 COUNS-726 Family Therapy
 COUNS-727 Substance Abuse & Treatment
 COUNS-728 Professional Orientation: Ethical/ Legal Issues
 COUNS-729 Human Sexuality Seminar
 COUNS-732 Psychological Disorders of Childhood & Adolescence
 COUNS-733 Counseling Diverse Populations
 COUNS-735 Group Counseling
 COUNS-737 Counseling Skills Lab
 COUNS-738 Mental Health Counseling Practicum I
 COUNS-739 Mental Health Counseling Practicum II
 COUNS-740 Counseling Internship I
 COUNS-741 Counseling Internship II
 COUNS-751 Domestic Violence, Abuse & Neglect
 COUNS-910 Independent Study

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mental-health-counseling
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration

Graduate Certificate in Nonprofit
Management

Graduate Certificate in State and Local
Government

Dual Degree with JD

Dual Degree with MAGPP

Dual Degree with MSCJS

Dual Degree with MSMHC

Dual Degree with MSPS

Dual Degree with MAAP

Fellowships

Master of Public Administration
Learn more about this degree



The MPA Degree, offered by the Institute for Public Service, provides a pragmatic approach to
education in public service management. The program consists of eight (8) required courses
and six (6) electives. It emphasizes the development of knowledge and expertise, enabling
students to perform managerial and administrative work at all levels of government. nonprofit
and public service institutions.

Accreditation
Established in 1974, the Suffolk MPA is one of only five MPA programs in New England to be
fully accredited by the NASPAA Commission on Peer Review and Accreditation. For more
information, visit NASPAA's website (http://www.naspaa.org).

Concentrations
MPA students have the option to concentrate in four (4) public service areas: State and Local
Government: Community Health; Nonprofit Management: or Performance Management. Working
with faculty advisors, students can tailor their elective choices to focus in areas of career
choice.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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Established in 1974, the Suffolk MPA is one of only five MPA programs in New England to be
(/)
fully accredited by the NASPAA Commission on Peer Review and Accreditation. For more



information, visit NASPAA's website (http://www.naspaa.org).

MPA Curriculum
10 -14 Courses
30-42 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 3 semesters
Part-time in as few as 6 semesters

The curriculum consists of seven (7) required courses, one (1) capstone course, and six (6)
electives.

Required Courses (24 credits, 8 courses)
Foundation in Public Service Courses (9 credits)

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-712 Information Based Management
 P.AD-715 Quantitative Analysis
Managing Public Service Organizations Courses (12 credits)

 P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
 P.AD-717 Organizational Change
 P.AD-718 Leadership Strategies for an Interconnected World
Capstone Course (3 credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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MPA Electives (18 credits)
Choose 6 PAD electives. Students are allowed to take 2 electives outside of the MPA program
after consultation with MPA Faculty Advisor.

PAD core courses are 700-level courses and electives are 800 or 900 level courses. Some
electives are only offered every 1.5 - 2 years.

Students with no professional public service management experience are required to take PAD
859 - Internship. This 3-credit course will count as one of your 6 electives.

Students must complete all prerequisites prior to registering for healthcare courses. More
information is available at (/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academiccatalog/healthcare-administration)suffolk.edu/mha (/academics/academiccatalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/healthcare-administration). MPA students may not enroll
in HLTH 890.

MPA Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Demonstrate ability to apply analytical

1.
2.
3.
4.

reasoning skills to enhance the efficiency,
effectiveness and responsiveness of public
service delivery systems.
(Analytical Reasoning)

Identify the problem and related issues.
Identify key assumptions.
Generate salient alternatives.
Examine the evidence and source of
evidence.
5. Identify conclusions, implications, and
consequences.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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Learning Goals
(/)
Have been exposed to a variety of leadership
styles and theories, as well as limitations on
leadership imposed by the political environment
and the responsibilities inherent in the
democratic process.
(Public Service Leadership)

Understand and respond to the social, political,
legal, and ethical factors vital in a democratic
process.
(Ethics)

Demonstrate oral communication skills to
effectively communicate with co-workers,
citizens, clients, and all organizational
stakeholders.
(Oral Communication)

Learning Objectives



1. Demonstrate the ability to identify the
environmental factors that determine
effective leadership in specific
situations.
2. Demonstrate the capacity to adopt
appropriate leadership styles.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of basic
leadership competencies.
4. Demonstrate an ability to work
effectively in groups and teams.
5. Demonstrate the capacity to interact
positively with diverse citizens and a
changing workforce.
1. Understand the inherent conflicts
between professional bureaucracy and
democracy, as well as the ethical
dilemmas they may entail.
2. Identify the ethical issues associated
with policy leadership by professional
managers.
3. Communicate a clear and coherent
philosophy of engaging the diverse
constituencies that comprise the
political environment as a professional
manager.
4. Demonstrate the ability to think
critically about the public interest and
to commit to the pursuit of public value
while remaining open to diverse views
of the public interest.
1. Organize the presentation effectively.
2. Deliver the presentation with attention
to volume, clarity, grammatical
correctness and precision.
3. Develop the topic.
4. Communicate with the audience.
5. Use communication aids effectively.
6. Summarize the presentation.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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Learning Goals
(/)
Demonstrate written communication skills to
effectively communicate with co-workers,
citizens, clients, and all organizational
stakeholders
(Written Communication)

Learning Objectives



1. Develop a topic with supporting details.
2. Organize written communication
effectively and logically.
3. Use correct word choice and effective
sentence structure.
4. Employ normal conventions of spelling
and grammar.
5. Provide examples and supporting
evidence.
6. Communicate accurate quantitative
information.

Waiver Policy
To waive course, a student must successfully complete equivalent coursework at the
undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MPA matriculation, with a grade of
"B" or better, and provide official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MPA program.

All MPA students must complete a minimum of 30 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business
School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an accredited graduate
program, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be considered for transfer
if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.
Transfer credits must have earned a grade of “B” or better and be taken within seven (7) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MPA program. However, at the discretion of the MPA program
director, MPA courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed significantly
since completion. A maximum of twelve (12) credits may be considered for transfer.

Transfer Credits from the Moakley Center for Public Management's
Certificate Program
Students who have completed a certificate program through the Suffolk University Moakley
Center for Public Management may have an opportunity to reduce credit requirements to an
SBS graduate degree program (MBA, MMS, MSA, MST, MHA, MSBA, or MSM). All course waivers
and/or transfers vary by program and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the respective
SBS Graduate Programs Office.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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In order for a course to be considered, the following criteria must be met: must have an SBS
graduate program course equivalent; received a grade of "B" or better; and successfully
(/)
completed the certificate prior to enrolling in the SBS graduate degree program.



Applicants must also meet the admission standards for the SBS graduate degree program to
which they are applying.

Course Substitutions
Course substitutions may be made at the discretion of the MPA program director based on
student needs and current skill sets.

MPA Concentrations
Students must complete the 7 core MPA courses to earn their MPA degree. They may use 12
credits of their elective course options to complete one of the following concentrations.

Performance Management Concentration (formerly Information System,
Performance Management, and Big Data Analytics Concentration)
This concentration focuses on how public sector and non-profit organizations are moving
toward new management and performance systems. This concentration will focus on the
rationale for performance management and how to apply these various methods of
performance management.

Required Courses (12 credits):

 P.AD-863 Introduction to Performance Improvement Strategies
 P.AD-865 Relating Performance to Stakeholders
 P.AD-866 Connecting Measurement to Performance Improvement
Healthcare Concentration
This concentration focuses on preparing nonprofit and public service managers for positions in
community healthcare, community advocacy organizations, and government health agencies to
manage and lead in a dynamic and changing healthcare environment.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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 HLTH-705 Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S

Choose 3 courses from the list below: (9 credits):

 HLTH-807 Innovation: The Future of Healthcare
 HLTH-810 Quality, Patient Safety and Patient Experience
 HLTH-815 Ambulatory and Primary Care
 HLTH-842 Global Health
State and Local Government Concentration
This concentration prepares states and local government managers and officials to function as
effective leaders able to respond to the changing climates of government.

Required Course (3 Credits)

 P.AD-817 Administrative Strategies of State and Local Government
Choose 3 courses from the list below (9 credits):

 P.AD-810 Public Sector Admin Law
 P.AD-814 Collaborative Public Management
 P.AD-819 Grant Writing and Management
 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-828 Public Service Communication
 P.AD-831 Civic Innovation and Citizen Engagement
 P.AD-838 Ethics in Public Service
 P.AD-839 Leadership and Decision Making in Action
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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Nonprofit Management Concentration
This concentration covers the field of public service with special attention given to the
additional intricacies of nonprofit management.

Required Course (3 credits):

 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
Choose 3 courses from the list below (9 credits):

 P.AD-819 Grant Writing and Management
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-848 Nonprofit Law and Ethics
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
Graduate Certificate in Nonprofit Management
Learn more about this certificate



Curriculum
Curriculum
5 Courses
15 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 1 semester
Part-time in as few as 2 semesters

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management

Curriculum
5 Courses
15 Credits

Program Length
Full-time in as few as 1 semester
Part-time in as few as 2 semesters

Required Courses (9 credits)

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
Electives ( 6 credits)
Select two (2) courses from the Nonprofit Management concentration course list

Residency Requirement
To be awarded a graduate certificate from the Sawyer Business School, students must
successfully complete a minimum of 15 credits, within the Sawyer Business School, as well as
meet the individual requirements of a particular program.

Course Substitution Policy
To substitute a nonprofit management certificate course with an approved elective, a student
must have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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undergraduate/graduate level in the seven years prior to matriculation ("B" or better). Official
transcripts (with English translations, if applicable) must be provided. A maximum of 3 credits
of
(/)coursework can be substituted.



Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree program, in the
same discipline as the certificate, as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.
Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in Nonprofit Management
(https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcnpm/).

Graduate Certificate in State and Local Government
Learn more about this certificate



Curriculum
5 Courses
15 Credits

Program Length
Full-time in as few as 1 semester

Part-time in as few as 2 semesters

Required Courses (15 credits)

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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Electives (6 credits)
Select two (2) courses from current State and Local Government concentration course list.

Residency Requirement
To be awarded a graduate certificate from the Sawyer Business School, students must
successfully complete a minimum of 15 credits, withing the Sawyer Business School, as well as
meet the individual requirements of a particular program.

Course Substitution Policy
To substitute a state and local government certificate course with an approved elective, a
student must have successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the
undergraduate/graduate level in the seven years prior to matriculation ("B" or better). Official
transcripts (with English translations, if applicable) must be provided. A maximum of 3 credits
of coursework can be substituted.
Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree program, in the
same discipline as the certificate, as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in the course.
Candidates who apply to a degree program, different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.

Gainful Employment Disclosure
View the Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in State and Local
Government (http://www.suffolk.edu/gedt/gcslg/).

Dual Degree with JD
The MPA is available as a Dual Degree with the Juris Doctor.
View the MPA/JD Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/mpa-jd-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Dual Degree with MAAP
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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The MPA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Arts in Applied Politics:
View the (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mscjs-msmhc-dualdegree)MPA/MAAP
Dual Degree Curriculum. (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees(/)
archive-2018-2019/mpa-maap-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019)



Dual Degree with MAGPP
The MPA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Arts in Global Public Policy.
View the MPA/MAGPP Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/mpa-magpp-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Dual Degree with MSCJS
The MPA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Science in Criminal Justice Studies.
View the MPA/MSCJS Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/mpa-mscjs-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Dual Degree with MSMHC
The MPA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Science in Mental Health Counseling.
View the MPA/MSMHC Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/mpa-msmhc-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Dual Degree with MSPS
The MPA is available as a Dual Degree with the Master of Science in Political Science.
View the MPA/MSPS Dual Degree Curriculum (/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degreesarchive-2018-2019/mpa-msps-dual-degree---archive-2018-2019).

Fellowships
Moakley Fellowship
Moakley Fellows' Public Policy and Public Management Internships in Washington, D.C. are in
the fine public service tradition of former Massachusetts Congressman and Suffolk alumnus,
John Joseph Moakley.
The Moakley Fellowship program, jointly cosponsored by the Moakley Center for Public
Management and the Institute for Public Service, is open to graduate students
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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A graduate student awarded a Moakley Fellow receives a paid 10-week summer internship
totaling $5,000 in salary and expenses in a key Washington public policy-making office,
beginning in June and ending in August (dates may vary according to placement office).



Moakley Fellows participating in the program have worked: in the office of Congressman
Stephen Lynch; on Senator Edward Kennedy’s Health Education and Labor (HELP)
Committee; at Capitol Associates, a bipartisan health, nonprofit and education
government relations firm; and with WolfBlock, a large national lobbying firm.
For more information contact Linda Melconian lmelconi@suffolk.edu
(mailto:lmelconi@suffolk.edu) or Sandy Matava mmatava@suffolk.edu
(mailto:mmatava@suffolk.edu).

The Suffolk University/Commonwealth of Massachusetts Fellowship
The Suffolk University/Commonwealth of Massachusetts Fellowship provides the means for high
performing employees of the Commonwealth to pursue an MPA. In addition to full tuition, the
fellowship recipient will receive 100% salary while attending the MPA program and will maintain
his or her job on a half-time basis.

An applicant for the fellowship must:
Occupy a full-time Executive Branch position in an active status, be paid from the AA
subsidiary, be classified in a management or professional position or be a Massachusetts
State Police Department employee classified as Sergeant or above, and be recommended
by the supervisor, appointing authority, and cabinet secretary or division director;
Be admitted into the MPA Program;
Possess at least four years of professional work experience in federal, state, municipal or
county government in a professional position;
Possess a strong commitment to continue serving the public interest upon completion of
the program;
Be willing to sign an agreement to continue serving in Massachusetts State Government in
the same or higher position for a minimum of two years following graduation or to repay
the salary received while attending the program if one defaults on the agreement.
For more information on the Commonwealth Fellowship contact Deidre Travis Brown (617) 8789896.

Rapport Institute Summer Fellowship – Public Service Fellowship Program
The Rappaport Public Service Fellowship program, open to graduate students in policy-related
fields at Harvard, Suffolk, BU, and MIT, places 12 students in policy research and management
summer positions at state and local offices and agencies in Greater Boston. A $7,000 stipend

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/public-administration
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enables students to give the public sector a try, and our seminar series and mentoring program
place fellows’ experiences in a broader context. This also provides another source of advice and
(/)
support during the fellowship and beyond.



The program is made possible through the generosity of the Jerome Lyle Rappaport Charitable
Foundation and is administered at the Rappaport Institute for Greater Boston at Harvard’s
Kennedy School of Government.

To be eligible, a student must be studying in programs with public policy implications for the
Greater Boston metropolitan area or the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The student also
must be continuing their study in the following academic year. The application process consists
of a cover letter, resume, statement of interests and writing sample. The application deadline is
mid-to-late January.

For more information, visit the Rappaport website: http://www.ksg.harvard.edu/rappaport.
(http://www.ksg.harvard.edu/rappaport)
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SBS NON-DEGREE OPTIONS
Management Advancement Professional
(MAPS) Studies

CPA Educational Requirements
Continuing and Professional Studies (CAPS)
Program

Visiting Students

Management Advancement Professional (MAPS)
Studies
If you have at least one year of full-time work experience and a 2.8 or higher GPA, you may be
eligible to enroll in up to two approved courses for the MBA, MMS, MSA, MSBA, MSF, MSFSB,
MSM or MST before formally applying.

Courses taken in MAPS will subsequently apply toward the Suffolk MBA
(/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/mba), MMS
(http://https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academiccatalog/management-studies), MSA (https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academiccatalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/accounting), MSBA
(https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academiccatalog/business-analytics), MSF (/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academiccatalog-archive-2018-2019/finance---archive-2018-2019), MSFSB (/academics/academiccatalogs/graduate-academic-catalog-archive-2018-2019/financial-services-and-banking--archive-2018-2019), MSM (https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduateacademic-catalog/marketing) or MST (https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academiccatalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/taxation) degree if, after formal application, you meet
standard admission criteria.

MAPS is available at our Boston campus.

Create an account and apply online (https://grad.suffolk.edu/apply/?pk=ND).

CPA Educational Requirements
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/sbs-non-degree-options
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If you only need one or two more courses to sit for the CPA exam in Massachusetts, you can
apply for the Management Advancement Professional Studies (MAPS) CPA Educational
Requirements option. You can take up to two classes of accounting, taxation, or business law
courses at our Boston campus.

Eligible applicants must have a minimum cumulative GPA of a 3.0 and at least one year of work
experience or a master's degree. You also need to undergo Pre-Evaluation Eligibility
Determination notification from NASBA, outlining the classes you need to sit for the CPA exam.

Courses taken in the CPA MAPS program could subsequently apply toward the Suffolk MSA or
MST degree if, after formal application, you meet standard admission criteria.

You may register as early as one month before classes begin, but students enrolled in degree
programs are granted priority registration. Contact Caitlin DeStefano
(mailto:cdestefano@suffolk.edu) for advising.

Create an account and apply online (https://grad.suffolk.edu/apply/?pk=ND).

Continuing and Professional Studies (CAPS) Program
If you are pursuing a graduate MPA (/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academiccatalog-archive-2018-2019/public-administration---archive-2018-2019) or MHA
(/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog-archive-2018-2019/healthcareadministration---archive-2018-2019) degree, you may be eligible to enroll in up to two graduate
courses before formally applying, as part of our CAPS program. Courses must be selected with
the advisor's consent and will be offered on a space available basis.

Create an account and apply online (https://grad.suffolk.edu/apply/?pk=ND).

Visiting Students
If you're a graduate business student in good academic standing at another AACSB-accredited
institution, you can take a course in the Sawyer Business School and transfer the credit to your
university.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/sbs-non-degree-options
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If the Suffolk course you select indicates a prerequisite, you must demonstrate via transcripts
that you meet the prerequisite. You can take courses at our main campus in Boston. To
determine if your current university or school is AACSB-accredited, please visit the Global
Listing page on the AACSB website (https://www.aacsb.edu/accreditation/accreditedschools).

Visiting students must provide the following:
A letter (on official university letterhead) from your business school Dean indicating:
That you’re in good academic standing
The specific Suffolk Business School course(s) you will enroll in
That the indicated course(s) will transfer to your home program
Copies of your graduate transcripts. Unofficial transcripts are acceptable, but official
transcripts are highly recommended.
Visiting student's instructions:
You should create an account and apply online (https://grad.suffolk.edu/apply/?pk=ND).
When prompted, please mark “YES” next to Visiting Student at the start of your
application process in order to access the Visiting Student Application.
Fill out the online application and upload your transcripts and the letter from your Dean.
Once your application has been approved, you will be contacted by a member of the
Office of Graduate Admission, and issued a student identification number.
After the identification number has been issued, you will be instructed to contact the
Office of the Bursar at 617-573-8430 to make a payment. Payment is required in full at the
time of registration.
Once payment has been submitted, please contact the Office of the Registrar to complete
the course registration process at 617-573-8430, or by email
(mailto:registrar@suffolk.edu).
Contact the Office of Graduate Admission at 617-573-8302 with questions about graduate
programs or admission policies, the Registrar's Office at 617-573-8430 with questions
about registration procedures or course availability, and the Office of the Bursar at 617573-8407 with questions about tuition fees and payment policies.
If you have any questions or concerns please email (mailto:epytka@suffolk.edu)Kasey Huntress
(mailto:khuntress@suffolk.edu), Assistant to the Dean of Sawyer Business Graduate Programs.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/sbs-non-degree-options
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SBS TRAVEL SEMINARS
Travel
Seminars

Travel Seminars
Learn more about travel seminars



Are you ready to travel the globe and work alongside senior-level executives?

Suffolk University
Suffolk
University G
Global
lobal T
Travel
ravel S
Seminars
eminars

Travel Seminars are an opportunity to work on real-life case studies at major global businesses.
Our students have visited and pitched proposals to major companies, such as Adidas, Embraer,
BMW, Volkswagen, Goodrich and Pepsi.

The experience will stand out on your resume, letting potential employers know that you’re
ready to take on global opportunities and challenges in a business setting. The Travel Seminar is
a required course for MBA students but can be taken as an elective in many other programs.

How to Register
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/sbs-travel-seminars
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1. Complete your online registration form by selecting your preferred destination below. Login
to the application portal using your Suffolk credentials (similar to logging into your email). Once
the page opens, click on "Apply Now" to begin your registration. (Note: Links to registration
forms will be available every semester on the first day of the priority registration period).
China (https://suffolk-sa.terradotta.com/index.cfm?
FuseAction=Programs.ViewProgram&Program_ID=21011)
Germany (https://suffolk-sa.terradotta.com/index.cfm?
FuseAction=Programs.ViewProgram&Program_ID=21012)
London Healthcare (https://suffolk-sa.terradotta.com/index.cfm?
FuseAction=Programs.ViewProgram&Program_ID=21014)
London Finance (https://suffolk-sa.terradotta.com/index.cfm?
FuseAction=Programs.ViewProgram&Program_ID=21013)
California (https://suffolk-sa.terradotta.com/index.cfm?
FuseAction=Programs.ViewProgram&Program_ID=33208)
Brazil (https://suffolk-sa.terradotta.com/index.cfm?
FuseAction=Programs.ViewProgram&Program_ID=20996)
Ireland
2. Meet with your advisor, if necessary.
3. During the registration period, pay your $500.00 deposit online through your Suffolk Portal
(/about/directory/bursars-office/payments-refunds/payment-methods/su-pay). The deposit
will be applied toward your course tuition.

4. If traveling internationally, submit a copy of your passport to Hillary Sabbagh
(mailto:hsabbagh@suffolk.edu), located on the 9th floor of 73 Tremont St.

Important Notes
Your application will not be accepted until all materials have been submitted.
Registration will remain open until class is full.
Limited seats are available and are on a first-come, first-served basis

Contact
Hillary Sabbagh
Faculty Led Program and International Internship Manager
Phone: 617-573-8034
Email: hsabbagh@suffolk.edu (mailto:hsabbagh@suffolk.edu)

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/sbs-travel-seminars
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TAXATION
Master of Science in Taxation (MST)

Accelerated MST for Attorneys

Accelerated MST for CPAs

Graduate Certificate in Taxation

Master of Science in Taxation (MST)
Learn more about this degree



MST Curriculum
11-13 Courses
31-37 Credits

Program Length
Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 21 months

Required Introductory Course (1 credit)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
Accounting Preparation Courses (6 credits)
May be waived.

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/taxation
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MST Core Courses (15 credits)
If a course is marked "must substitute," select an elective following the rules outlined in the
Elective Courses section.

 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
 TAX-861 Tax Research
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
 TAX-864 Tax Practice and Procedures
Capstone Course (3 credits)

 TAX-876 Tax Policy
Elective Courses (12 credits)
At least one of the four (4) electives must be TAX. The other electives may be TAX but they can
also be any 800-level or higher courses, or select MBA 700-level courses, offered in the Sawyer
Business School. If a student received any "must substitute" under the MST Core Courses
section of this document, the additional electives must be TAX.The MS in Taxation Program
offers a large firm or a small firm "track" to help a student customize their degree. View course
offerings by track below.

MST Elective Tracks
The MS in Taxation Program suggests two different elective "tracks" to help you customize your
degree to meet your career goals. You can follow one of the tracks listed below or create your
own.

Large Firm Track
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/taxation
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Students planning to work in large multinational or multi-state firms should consider these
electives.

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
 TAX-866 State & Local Taxation
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 TAX-874 International Taxation Inbound
Small Firm Track
Students planning to work in local firms, who cater to smaller businesses and individuals, should
consider these electives.

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-868 Estate Planning
 TAX-871 Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts
 TAX-879 Personal Financial Planning
MST Learning Goals & Objectives
Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Demonstrate ability to apply analytical

1. Identify the problem and related issues

reasoning skills to effectively engage in

2. Identify key assumptions

tax research.

3. Generates salient alternatives
4. Quality of evidence

(Analytical Reasoning)

5. Identify conclusions, implications, and
consequences

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/taxation
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Learning Goals
Demonstrate ability to effectively
identify and communicate ethical issues
related to taxation.

(Ethical Issues Related to Taxation)

Learning Objectives
1. Identify conflicts of interests and pressures
that could lead to unethical conduct
2. Understand what kinds of questions are
helpful to ask oneself when confronting an
ethical dilemma
3. Demonstrate the ability to identify and take
into account the interests of different
stakeholders
4. Understand how business strategies that
facilitate “doing good” can be made
consistent with profitability
5. Understand that what is legal may not
always be ethical and that what is ethical
may sometimes not be legal
6. Appreciate that ethical norms vary across
different countries and cultures

Demonstrate effective oral

1. Organize the presentation effectively

communication about tax information.

2. Deliver the presentation with attention to
volume, clarity, grammatical correctness and
precision

(Oral Communication)

3. Develop the topic
4. Communicate with the audience
5. Use communication aids effectively
6. Summarize the presentation

Demonstrate effective written

1. Develop a topic with supporting details

communication about tax information.

2. Organize written communication effectively
and logically

(Written Communication)

3. Use correct word choice and effective
sentence structure
4. Employ normal conventions of spelling and
grammar
5. Provide examples and supporting evidence
6. Communicate accurate quantitative
information

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/taxation
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Accounting Preparation Courses may be waived. MST Core Courses may need to be substituted
with an approved elective.

To waive an accounting preparation course, a student must successfully complete equivalent
academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level at a U.S. university in the seven (7)
years prior to MST matriculation, with a grade of “B” or better. To substitute an approved
elective for an MST Core Course, a student must have successfully completed equivalent
academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5) years prior to MST
matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better. Exception: TAX 801 will only be waived if a student
has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.

Students must provide official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable). All waiver
requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MST Program.

All MST students must complete a minimum of 31 graduate credits (10 courses and SBS 700) in
the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
MBA, MSA, MSF, or MST program, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may
be considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken within five (5) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MST program. However, at the discretion of the program director,
taxation core courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed significantly
since completion. Elective or taxation core courses may be considered for transfer.

Transfer Credits from the Moakley Center for Public Management’s Certificate
Programs
Students who have completed a certificate program through the Suffolk University Moakley
Center for Public Management may have an opportunity to reduce credit requirements to an
SBS graduate degree program (MBA, MMS, MSA, MST, MHA, MSBA, or MSM). All course waivers
and/or transfers vary by program and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the respective
SBS Graduate Programs Office.

In order for a course to be considered it must meet the following criteria: must have an SBS
graduate program course equivalent; received a grade of "B" or better; and successfully
completed the certificate prior to enrolling in the SBS graduate degree program.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/taxation
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Applicants must also meet the admission standards for the SBS Graduate degree program to
which they are applying.

Accelerated MST for Attorneys
Learn more about this degree



Accelerated MST for Attorneys Curriculum
9-12 Courses
25-34 Credits
Program Length
Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 16 months

Required Introductory Course (1 credit)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
Accounting Preparation Courses (6 credits)
May be waived.

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
MST Core Courses (12 credits)
May be waived. Total course waivers/transfers cannot exceed three (3) and a minimum of
twenty-five credits must be earned at the Sawyer Business School.
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 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
 TAX-864 Tax Practice and Procedures
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 TAX-876 Tax Policy
Elective Courses (12 credits)
At least one of the four (4) electives must be TAX. The other electives may be TAX but they can
also be any 800-level or higher courses, or select MBA 700-level courses, offered in the Sawyer
Business School. If a student received any "must substitute" under the MST Core Courses
section of this document, the additional electives must be TAX.

The MS in Taxation Program offers a large firm or a small firm "track" to help a student
customize their degree to meet your career goals. View course offerings by track below.

MST Elective Tracks
The MS in Taxation Program suggests two different elective "tracks" to help you customize your
degree to meet your career goals. You can follow one of the tracks listed below or create your
own.

Large Firm Track
Students planning to work in large multinational or multi-state firms should consider these
electives.

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/taxation
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 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 TAX-874 International Taxation Inbound
Small Firm Track
Students planning to work in local firms, who cater to smaller businesses and individuals, should
consider these electives.

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-868 Estate Planning
 TAX-871 Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts
 TAX-879 Personal Financial Planning
Waiver Policy
Accounting Preparation Courses may be waived. MST Core Courses may be waived or
substituted with an approved elective. Total course waivers/transfer with credit cannot exceed
three (3). All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MST Program
and are waived during the student's first semester.
To waive an accounting preparation course, a student must successfully complete equivalent
academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level at a U.S. university in the seven (7)
years prior to MST matriculation, with a grade of “B” or better. To waive or substitute an
approved elective for an MST Core Course, a student must have successfully completed
equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5) years prior
to MST matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better. Exception: TAX 801 will only be waived if a
student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.
Students must provide official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable).
All Accelerated MST for Attorneys students must complete a minimum of 25 graduate credits (8
courses and SBS 700) in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/taxation
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Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
MBA, MSA, MSF, or MST program, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may
be considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken within five (5) years
prior to entering the Suffolk Accelerated MST for Attorneys program. However, at the discretion
of the program director, MST Core Courses may not be transferred if the subject material has
changed significantly since completion. Elective or MST Core Courses may be considered for
transfer.

Accelerated MST for CPAs
Learn more about this degree



Curriculum

11 Courses
31 Credits
Program Length
Full-time in as few as 9 months
Part-time in as few as 21 months

Required Introductory Courses (1 credit)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
MST Core Courses (15 credits)
If a course is marked "must substitute," select an elective following the rules outlined in the
Elective Courses section.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/taxation
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 TAX-861 Tax Research
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
 TAX-864 Tax Practice and Procedures
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 TAX-876 Tax Policy
Elective Courses (12 credits)
At least one of your four (4) electives must be TAX. Your other electives may be TAX but they
can also be any 800-level or higher courses, or select MBA 700-level courses, offered in the
Sawyer Business School. If you received any "must substitute" under the MST Core Courses
section of this document, your additional electives must be TAX.

MST Elective Tracks
The MS in Taxation Program suggests two different elective "tracks" to help you customize your
degree to meet your career goals. You can follow one of the tracks listed below or create your
own.

Large Firm Track
Students planning to work in large multinational or multi-state firms should consider these
electives.

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
 TAX-866 State & Local Taxation
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/taxation
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Small Firm Track
Students planning to work in local firms, who cater to smaller businesses and individuals, should
consider these electives.

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-868 Estate Planning
 TAX-871 Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts
 TAX-879 Personal Financial Planning
Waiver Policy
MST Core Courses may need to be substituted with an approved elective. All waiver requests
are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MST Program and are waived during the
student's first semester.
To substitute an approved elective for an MST Core Course, a student must have successfully
completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5)
years prior to MST matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better, and provide official transcripts
(with English translations, if applicable). Exception: TAX 801 will only be waived if a student has
completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.
All Accelerated MST for CPAs students must complete a minimum of 31 graduate credits (10
courses and SBS 700) in the Sawyer Business School.

Graduate Certificate in Taxation
Learn more about this certificate



Curriculum
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15 Credits

Program Length
Part-time in as few as 9 months

Required Courses (15 credits)
If a course is marked "must substitute" choose another TAX course. Four (4) of the five
(5) courses must be TAX courses. Work with the MST Program Director when choosing courses
other than TAX.

 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
 TAX-861 Tax Research

Elective Courses (9 credits)
Work with MST Program Director when choosing courses other than TAX.

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
 TAX-864 Tax Practice and Procedures
 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
 TAX-866 State & Local Taxation
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 TAX-868 Estate Planning
 TAX-871 Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts
 TAX-874 International Taxation Inbound
 TAX-876 Tax Policy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/graduate-academic-catalog/taxation
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 TAX-879 Personal Financial Planning
 TAX-910 Individual Study in Taxation
Gainful Employment Disclosure

View the Federally Mandated Gainful Employment Disclosure for the Graduate Certificate in
Taxation (http://https://boston.suffolk.edu/gedt/gct/index.html).

Course Substitution Policy
To substitute waive a taxation graduate certificate course, a student must have successfully
completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5)
years prior to GCT matriculation, with a “B” or better. Graduate certificate courses, if waived,
will need to be substituted with an approved elective. Official transcripts must be provided
(with English translation, if applicable).
Candidates who apply within one year of completing their graduate certificate will have
applicable courses applied to a Sawyer Business School (SBS) graduate degree program in the
same discipline as the certificate as long as a grade of "B" or better was earned in that course.
Candidates who apply to a degree program different from their certificate program’s discipline
area or beyond one year, will have coursework evaluated on a case by case basis for relevancy,
current degree requirements and current Sawyer Business School waiver and transfer policies.
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MBA/JD DUAL DEGREE
Suffolk University Law School and the Sawyer Business School offer a dual program in law and
business management that results in combined MBA/JD degrees after four years of full-time
study or five years of part-time study.

Alternatively, students can complete the MBA/JD in three years at an accelerated pace, instead
of four. In the three year program students enroll in courses during the summers between their
first and second year of study and between their second and third year of study in order to
complete the requisite number of credits for both degrees.

MBA/Juris
Doctor

MBA/Juris Doctor
Learn more about this dual degree



Curriculum
The curriculum requirements of the MBA/JD program are determined by the respective schools.

109 total credits are required; 72 credits must be taken in required/elective law school courses
and 37 graduate credits must be taken in the Sawyer Business School.

Final programs are approved by the associate deans of each school. Degrees will be awarded
when all degree requirements for both programs are fulfilled.

Required Introductory Courses (4 credit)

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-jd-dual-degree
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 MBA-615 Economics
 MBA-625 Managerial Statistics
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Note: If a core course is waived, students must substitute with an MBA elective(s).

Understand Business Fundamentals (9 credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Construct the Big Picture (6 credits)

 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies
Lead and Implement Change (3 credits)

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change
Concentrations
MBA/JD students that waive MBA core courses must substitute with graduate elective from
within the Sawyer Business School. If at least nine (9) credits of core courses are waived,
students may declare a concentration with three (3) electives from the same functional area.
The schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by semester. Students
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-jd-dual-degree
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who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration Request
Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resources-forms/sbsgraduate-programs-concentration-request-form).

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Waiver Policy
If core courses (MBA 615, MBA 625, MBA 635, MBA 640, MBA 650, and MBA 660) are waived,
student must substitute with an MBA elective.

If a 1.5 credit core course is waived, student may complete an independent study for 1.5 credits.

MBA/JD students must complete a minimum of 37 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business
School to be awarded the MBA portion of their dual degree.
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MPA/JD DUAL DEGREE
The Suffolk MPA/JD dual degree is a chance for you to get a top-level legal education while also
securing an MPA at a highly-ranked policy institute. This expedited program allows you to follow
one of two academic tracks so you can choose the order in which you want to complete the MPA
and JD courses.

The MPA/JD combines two complementary fields and readies you for a career in law and/or
public policy. Previous graduates have gone on to serve as legal counselors in all levels of
government, elected and appointed law and policy-makers, and labor-management and
alternative dispute negotiators.

Master of Public
Administration/Juris
Doctor Dual Degree

Master of Public Administration/Juris Doctor Dual
Degree
Learn more about this dual degree



MPA/JD Curriculum
The MPA/JD is designed for students interested in integrating professional education in law with
public administration. Students have a choice of two (2) curriculum tracks to follow and should
contact the Institute for Public Service, mpa@suffolk.edu (mailto:mpa@suffolk.edu), for
assistance selecting the right track to fit their schedule. Full-time students may register for a
maximum of fifteen (15) combined credits per semester.

Students applying to this program must meet the admission requirements for both the MPA and
the JD programs.

The requirements for the MPA/JD program are determined by the respective schools. The
MPA/JD degree will be granted upon completion of 110-credit semester hours of work: 80-credit
hours are completed in the Law School and a minimum of 30- graduate credit hours are
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-jd-dual-degree
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completed in the Sawyer Business School’s MPA curriculum. Degrees will be awarded when all
degree requirements for both programs are fulfilled.
All summer credits applied to the f nal semester of the dual degree program have been
determined based on the semester credits of each individual program so as to require students
to enroll in a minimum of two (2) credits in the f nal semester.
All dual degree candidates are subject to II (G) of the Rules and Regulations limiting credit for
ungraded activities to two credits per semester. Any student who is not in good academic
standing is disqualif ed from the dual degree programs. Law School Regulation VII (E) states that
a dual degree candidate, who is academically def cient (as def ned in the Law School regulations)
within the Law School curriculum, shall be disqualif ed from the dual degree program.

MPA Curriculum (For Full-Time Students)
Students may follow one of two academic tracks, either completing their MPA requirements or
their JD requirements first. Below are the MPA requirements for this program. Please contact the
Suffolk Law School for more information on the required Law courses.

Fall Semester (15 credits)

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-712 Information Based Management
 P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
 P.AD-717 Organizational Change
Spring Semester (15 credits)

 P.AD-715 Quantitative Analysis
 P.AD-718 Leadership Strategies for an Interconnected World
 P.AD-890 Strategic Management
And two (2) Public Administration electives.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-jd-dual-degree
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Students with no professional experience are required to take PAD 859 Internship, which will
count as one of your two (2) electives.

It is important that dual degree students work with advisors in both academic programs to
ensure successful completion of both programs.
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JD/MSCJS DUAL DEGREE
The Juris Doctor/Master of Science in Crime & Justice Studies degree program is designed to
serve the needs of professionals who must be conversant with legal principles and techniques as
they work both within and beyond the boundaries of the crime and justice system.

Juris Doctor/Master of
Science in Crime & Justice
Studies

Juris Doctor/Master of Science in Crime & Justice
Studies
Learn more about this dual degree



Degree Requirements: 104 credits (80 Law School credits, 24 College of Arts &
Sciences credits)
The JD/MSCJS degree will be granted upon completion of 104 credits earned. Of this number, 80
credits must be completed in the Law School and 24 credits in the College of Arts & Sciences
MSCJS curriculum. Specif c course selections are arranged through the Associate Dean’s off ce in
the Law School and the MSCJS program director.
All summer credits applied to the f nal semester of the dual degree program have been
determined based on the semester credits of each individual program so as not to permit
students to enroll in fewer than two credits in the f nal semester.
All dual degree candidates are subject to Section II (G) of the Rules and Regulations limiting
credit for ungraded activities to two credits per semester. Any student who is not in good
academic standing is disqualif ed from the dual degree programs. Law School Regulation VII (E)
states that a dual degree candidate, who is academically def cient (as def ned in the Law School
regulations) within the Law School curriculum, shall be disqualif ed from the dual degree.

Application to the dual degree program may be made before entering Suffolk University, during
the f rst year of full-time study in the MSCJS program, or during the f rst or second year of study
in the Law School. The following tracks correspond to the three possible points of entry: f rst
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/jd-mscjs-dual-degree
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Track I
This track is for students in full-time MSCJS study.

First Year
Fall Semester

 CJ-701 Seminar in Crime & Justice
 CJ-702 Research Methods
Choose two courses from an approved list of courses in a specialized area of Crime & Justice
Studies.

Spring Semester

 CJ-681 Crime and Communities
 CJ-709 Quantitative Analysis
Choose two courses from an approved list of courses in a specialized area of Crime & Justice
Studies.

Second Year
Fall Semester
2040 AD Contracts
2060 AD Property
2070 AD Civil Procedure
2080 AD Criminal Law
1000 AD Legal Practice Skills

Spring Semester
2040 AD Contracts
2050 AD Torts
2060 AD Property
2090 AD Constitutional Law
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/jd-mscjs-dual-degree
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1000 AD Legal Practice Skills

1114

Third Year
2140 AD Professional Responsibility
This course may be taken at any time during the second or third year of Law School.

At the end of the first year of Law School, students must complete at least three courses chosen
from a Base Menu (6 credits of Experiential Learning, 2 non-credit CLE Programs, 50 non-credit
hours of practical training, and the Legal Writing Requirement) as specified by the Law School.

Fourth Year
Fall Semester
Electives in Law

Students are encouraged to specific areas relevant to their interest in crime and justice by
selecting classes and clinics/internships from available offerings. Evening students who have not
completed their MSCJS requirements may elect to enroll in one of the Internships or Practica in
Crime and Justice Studies (CJ-783, CJ-784, CJ-785) to obtain direct experience in the field.

Spring Semester
Electives in Law

Track II
Track II of the JD/MSCJS program is substantially the same as Track I except that the first- and
second-year curricula are reversed. This track is for first-year law students entering the dual
degree program.

Track III
This track is for second-year law students entering the dual degree program. During years three
and four, these students will take both law and MSCJS courses.

The Law School Curriculum and Requirements (/law/academics-clinics/juris-doctor/curriculumrequirements) are available on the Law School website.

Crime & Justice Studies Courses
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/jd-mscjs-dual-degree
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 CJ-685 Seminar in Corrections

CJ-681 Crime and Communities
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 CJ-686 Seminar in Juvenile Justice
 CJ-687 Justice & the Community Courts
 CJ-688 Restorative Justice
 CJ-691 Intimate Violence & Sexual Assault
 CJ-692 Criminal Justice Policy
 CJ-694 Critical Victimology
 CJ-695 Special Topics
 CJ-698 Community-Based Responses to Violence Against Women
 CJ-701 Seminar in Crime & Justice
 CJ-702 Research Methods
 CJ-704 Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System
 CJ-705 Class, Race, Gender & Justice
 CJ-709 Quantitative Analysis
 CJ-730 Bad Girls?
 CJ-731 Youth Programming
 CJ-732 Adolescent Risks and Resilience
 CJ-734 Youth Gangs
 CJ-783 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-784 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-786 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-787 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies II
CJ-910 Independent Study
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/jd-mscjs-dual-degree
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MBA/MSA DUAL DEGREE
MBA/Master of
Science in
Accounting

MBA/Master of Science in Accounting
Learn more about this dual degree



Curriculum
18-26 Courses
48-72 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 16 months
Part-time in as few as 33 months

Contextualize: From Boston to the World (5 credits)
Must be taken in the first semester.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-701 Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
Core Credits (15 credits)
May be waived.

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msa-dual-degree
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 SBS-604 Data Analytics
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 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Understanding Business Fundamentals (9 credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
MSA Preparation Courses (9 credits)
May be waived.

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 BLLS-800 Business Law
MSA Core Courses (18 credits)
If a course is marked "must substitute" follow the rules outlined in the Elective Course section.

 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-865 Accounting Information Systems
 ACIB-872 International Accounting
 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msa-dual-degree
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Construct the Big Picture (7 credits)
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 MBA-745 Contextualizing Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies
Lead and Implement Change and Capstone Course (6 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change
 ACCT-861 Leadership in the Financial Professions
MSA Elective Course (3 credits)
The required MSA Elective Course must be an ACCT or TAX course. If a student received any
courses marked “must substitute” the first substitution must be an ACCT course, the second
substitution must be a TAX course, and the third substitution and beyond can be any course from
the approved MSA Elective list.

MBA/MSA Concentrations
Students may declare a concentration in Business Intelligence, Corporate Finance & Accounting,
Forensic Accounting, or Governmental & Not-for-Profit Accounting if they received enough MSA
Core Course waivers for substitution. If a concentration is declared, three electives must be in
one concentration area. The schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by
semester.
Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.
The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Business Intelligence Concentration
Required Courses (6 credits)

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msa-dual-degree
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 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
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 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
Elective course (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose 1 course from the following list:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Corporate Accounting and Finance Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 electives from the following list:

 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
Forensic Accounting Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msa-dual-degree
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ACCT-806 Fraud Examination

1120

Elective courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 courses from the following list:

 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
 BLLS-871 Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 CJ-704 Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
Governmental and Not-for-Profit Accounting Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 course from the following list:

 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
Approved MSA Electives

 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msa-dual-degree
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 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
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 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 ACCT-910 Directed Individual Study in Accounting
 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-861 Tax Research
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
 TAX-864 Tax Practice and Procedures
 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
 TAX-866 State & Local Taxation
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 TAX-868 Estate Planning
 TAX-871 Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts
 TAX-874 International Taxation Inbound
 TAX-876 Tax Policy
 TAX-879 Personal Financial Planning
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 BLLS-830 Managing in the International Legal Environment
 BLLS-871 Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud
 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msa-dual-degree
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 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
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 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-837 Data Mining and Business Insights
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msa-dual-degree
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 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management

1123

 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 MGES-800 Business Startups
 MGES-802 Corporate Entrepreneurship
 MGES-803 Think Like a Leader
 MGOB-810 Emotional Intelligence
 MGOB-820 Career Strategy
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGOB-855 Conflict & Negotiation
 MGOB-860 Leadership and Team Building
 MGOB-866 Managing Failure for Success
 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
 P.AD-822 Public Management Information Systems
 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-840 Comparative Public Policy
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
 MGSM-834 Mergers and Acquisitions
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 MGIB-835 International Strategy
Waiver Policy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msa-dual-degree
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MBA Core and MSA Preparation Courses may be waived. MSA Core Courses may need to be
substituted with an elective.

To waive an MBA Core Course, a student must successfully complete equivalent academic
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MBA/MSA
matriculation, with a grade of “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable). To waive an MSA Preparation Course a student must successfully
complete equivalent coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5) years prior
to the MBA/MSA matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better, and provide official transcripts
(with English translations, if applicable). Exception: ACCT 800 will only be waived if a student
has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.

To waive or substitute an MSA Core Course, a student must have successfully completed
equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5) years
prior to MBA/MSA matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better, and provide official transcripts
(with English translations, if applicable). Exception: ACIB 872 and TAX 801 will only be waived if a
student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MBA/MSA Program and
are waived during the student's first semester. Students may also elect to take a proficiency
exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are
administered on the Boston Campus.

All MBA/MSA students must complete a minimum of 48 credits in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
For any candidate seeking transfer credits, courses taken at the graduate level from an AACSBaccredited graduate program in business will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits
may be considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and have been taken within five (5)
years prior to entering the Suffolk MBA/MSA program. However, at the discretion of the MSA
program director, accounting core courses may not be transferred if the subject material has
changed significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits may be considered for
transfer.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MBA/MSA students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed
their degree. The Business School has several options available to ensure completion of the
Suffolk MBA/MSA. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective courses from an
AACSB-accredited MBA or MSA Program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be
pre-approved by Suffolk's assistant dean of graduate programs and have a grade of "B" or
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msa-dual-degree
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better.
Students who leave the area may also complete their Suffolk MBA/MSA online.
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MBA/MSF DUAL DEGREE
STEM Classification
The MBA/MSF is a dual degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

MBA/Master of
Science in
Finance

MBA/Master of Science in Finance
Learn more about this dual degree



MBA/MSF Curriculum
20-26 courses
52-68.5 credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 16 months
Part time in as few as 24 months

Contextualize: from Boston to the World (6 credits)
Must be taken in first semester:

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msf-dual-degree
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 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-701 Values Based Decision Making
 FIN-601 Introduction to Statistics, Accounting, & Finance Intensive
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
MBA Core Courses (16.5 credits)
May be waived.

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 MBA-625 Managerial Statistics
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Understand Business Fundamentals (9 credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
MSF Required Core Courses (15 credits)
Must be taken on campus unless given permission to take online by Academic Program Director.

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msf-dual-degree
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 FIN-814 Options and Futures
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 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
Construct the Big Picture (7 credits)

 MBA-745 Contextualizing Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies
Lead and Implement Change and Capstone Course (6 credits)
Must be taken as late in the program as possible.

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change
 FIN-820 Financial Policy
Concentration Descriptions and Applicable Elective Courses (9 credits)
Choose three (3) elective courses from the approved MSF electives list. Courses must be taken
on campus, within Sawyer Business School, 800-level or above (exception MBA 740), unless
permission to take online is granted by the Academic Director.

If a concentration is declared, at least three (3) electives must be in one concentration area.
Concentrations include: Corporate Finance, Investments or Risk Management. The schedule of
when courses within a concentration are offered vary by semester.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msf-dual-degree
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Corporate Finance Concentration
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Choose 3 courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
Investments Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msf-dual-degree
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 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
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 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Risk Management Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

*Note: Students who choose the Risk Management Elective Concentration must take FIN 816
and FIN 882 as part of their program.

 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msf-dual-degree
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 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Approved Finance Electives

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msf-dual-degree
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 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
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 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 SBS-920 Graduate Internship
Waiver Policy
MBA core courses may be waived. To waive an MBA core course, a student must successfully
complete equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7)
years prior to MBA/MSF matriculation, with a grade of “B” or better, and provide official
transcripts (with English translations, if applicable).
All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MBA/MSF Program and
are waived during the student's first semester. Students may also elect to take a proficiency
exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are
administered on the Boston Campus.

All MBA/MSF students must complete a minimum of 58 credits in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken within seven (7) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MBA/MSF program. However, at the discretion of the MSF program
director, MSF required core courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed
significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits may be considered for transfer.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MBA/MSF students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed
their degree. The Business School has several options available to insure completion of the
Suffolk MBA/MSF. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective courses from an
AACSB-accredited MBA or MSF Program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be
pre-approved by Suffolk’s Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of “B” or
better.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msf-dual-degree
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Students may also complete the MBA/MSF online.
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MBA/MSM DUAL DEGREE
STEM Classification
The MBA/MSM is a dual degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

MBA/Master of Science in
Marketing

MBA/MSM Concentrations

MBA/Master of Science in Marketing
Learn more about this dual degree



MBA/MSM Curriculum
19-25 Courses
51-67.5 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 16 months
Part-time in as few as 24 months

Contextualize: From Boston to the World (5 credits)
Must be taken in the first semester.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-701 Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msm-dual-degree
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MBA Core Courses (13.5 credits)
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May be waived.

 MBA-615 Economics
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Understand Business Fundamentals (9 credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
MSM Core Courses (12 credits)
SBS 604 and MKT 810 may be waived with substitution from approved MKT/MKIB elective list.

 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MKT-810 Marketing Research for Managers
 MKT-814 Strategic Marketing
 MKIB-819 Global Perspectives in Consumer Marketing
Marketing Internship (3 credits)
May be waived. Required for students with no prior relevant work experience, may be used as an
elective for all other students.

 MKT-920 Marketing Internship
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msm-dual-degree
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 MKT-860 Qualitative Methods and Customer Insights
 MKT-870 Advanced Marketing Analytics
Construct the Big Picture (7 credits)

 MBA-745 Contextualizing Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies
Capstone Courses (6 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.
Take one of the following two (2) courses;

 MKT-898 Consulting Project
 MKT-899 Masters Thesis
and

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change
Marketing Elective Courses (6 credits)
Select two (2) courses from the approved MSM electives list. If SBS 604 and/or MKT 810 is
waived, these courses must be substituted with an approved MKT/MKIB elective.

Approved Electives by Discipline

Marketing

 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msm-dual-degree
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 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
MKIB-817 International Marketing

 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKIB-833 Global Business Horizons
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
 MKT-920 Marketing Internship
Accounting

 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
Information Systems and Operations Management

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
International Business

 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msm-dual-degree
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 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
Organizational Behavior

 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
Strategy

 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
Waiver Policy
MBA core courses may be waived. Among MSM core courses, SBS 604 and MKT 810 may be
waived. If waived, SBS 604 and MKT 810 must be substituted with an MKT/MKIB elective.

To waive an MBA core course, a student must successfully complete equivalent academic
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MBA/MSM
matriculation, earning a grade of “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable).

To waive SBS 604 and/or MKT 810 a student must successfully complete equivalent coursework
at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to the MBA/MSM matriculation,
earning a grade of "B" or better, and provide official transcripts (with English translations, if
applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MBA/MSM Program and
are waived during the student’s f rst semester. A student may also elect to take a proficiency
exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver for an MBA core course. Proficiency exams must be taken in the
first semester and are administered on the Boston campus with prior arrangements.

All MBA/MSM students must complete a minimum of 51 credits in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msm-dual-degree
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Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and have been taken within seven (7)
years prior to entering the Suffolk MBA/MSM program. However, at the discretion of the MSM
program director, marketing core courses may not be transferred if the subject material has
changed significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits may be considered for
transfer.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MBA/MSM students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed
their degree. The Business School has several options available to ensure completion of the
Suffolk MBA/MSM. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective courses from an
AACSB-accredited MBA or MSM Program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be
pre-approved by Suffolk’s assistant dean of graduate programs and have a grade of “B” or
better.

The MBA program may be completed online.

MBA/MSM Concentrations
Concentrations may be an option to students who waive SBS 604 or MKT 810. Students that
waive courses must substitute with a MKT/MKIB elective. This elective, combined with the 2 other
MSM electives required in the dual degree, could be used towards a concentration in Global
Marketing, Product Management, or Market Research and Customer Insights. Students may
declare a concentration with three (3) electives from the same functional area. The schedule of
when courses within a concentration are offered vary by semester.
Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.
The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

MBA/MSM Concentrations

Global Marketing Concentration
Learn how to assess foreign market attractiveness, formulate marketing plans for global market
entry and expansion, and devise marketing strategies in multiple areas of the world. Experience
global marketing first-hand through an international travel course to cap off your MSM program.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msm-dual-degree
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Choose three (3) from the following:

 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
 MKIB-817 International Marketing
 MKIB-833 Global Business Horizons
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-920 Marketing Internship
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
Market Research & Customer Insights Concentration
Demand for market research and analytic skills is high in most industries today. You will develop
knowledge and skills to design and implement qualitative and/or quantitative research studies,
analyze data, and extract insights to inform high-quality strategic marketing decision-making.

Electives for Market Research & Customer Insights (3 courses, 9 credits)
Choose three (3) from the following:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msm-dual-degree
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 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy

 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
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 ISOM-861 Project Management
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
Product Management Concentration
Gain broad understanding about marketing management in terms of product/service
development and delivery, brand strategy, pricing decisions, sales forecasting, and innovative
ways in which to communicate and engage with customers.

Electives for Product Management (3 courses, 9 credits)
Choose three (3) from the following:

 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-msm-dual-degree
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 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
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MPA/MAAP DUAL DEGREE
The Institute for Public Service, in conjunction with the Government Department in the College
of Arts & Sciences, offers a dual degree program in Public Administration and Applied Politics.

Master of Public Administration
(MPA)/Master of Arts in Applied
Politics (MAAP)

Master of Public Administration (MPA)/Master of Arts
in Applied Politics (MAAP)
Learn more about this dual degree



Degree Requirements: 18 courses, 54 credits
This 18-course (54 credits) program consists of:
Eight required MPA courses (24 credits)
Two MPA electives (6 credits)
Five required Government courses (15 credits)
Three Government electives (9 credits)
Upon completion of all MPA and MAAP requirements, students receive two degrees.

MPA Requirements: 10 courses, 30 credits

MPA Core (8 courses, 24 credits)

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources
 P.AD-715 Quantitative Analysis
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-maap-dual-degree
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 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
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 P.AD-717 Organizational Change
 P.AD-718 Leadership Strategies for an Interconnected World
 P.AD-810 Public Sector Admin Law
 P.AD-890 Strategic Management

MPA Electives (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose any two (2) PAD 800- or 900-level elective courses.

Students must complete 30 credit hours in the Institute for Public Service; PAD and GVT
electives are not interchangeable.

Notes:
Students must take GVT-777 prior to taking P.AD-715.
Students with no professional public management experience must take PAD 859 Public
Service Internship (this will count as an elective). Students who take GVT-723 do not need
to take P.AD-859 and can take an additional MPA elective.
Students should meet with their faculty advisor in both programs when determining their
program.

MAAP Requirements: 8 courses, 24 credits

MAAP Core (5 courses, 15 credits)

 GVT-723 Graduate Internship
 GVT-724 Politics of Public Policy
 GVT-747 Seminar in Legislation & Lobbying
 GVT-755 Seminar Campaigns & Elections
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-maap-dual-degree
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 GVT-777 Writing for the Policy Professional
MAAP Electives (3 courses, 9 credits)
Electives can include any graduate course offered by the Government Department. Other
Suffolk University graduate courses may be taken as electives with the approval of the program
director.
Electives will be chosen to support your field of concentration and choice of internship area.

Public Administration Courses

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-712 Information Based Management
 P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources
 P.AD-715 Quantitative Analysis
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
 P.AD-717 Organizational Change
 P.AD-718 Leadership Strategies for an Interconnected World
 P.AD-810 Public Sector Admin Law
 P.AD-811 Politics of Federal Bureaucracy
 P.AD-814 Collaborative Public Management
 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
 P.AD-816 Seminar in Public Policy
 P.AD-817 Administrative Strategies of State and Local Government
 P.AD-819 Grant Writing and Management
 P.AD-822 Public Management Information Systems
 P.AD-823 The U.S. Health System
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-maap-dual-degree
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 P.AD-828 Public Service Communication
 P.AD-831 Civic Innovation and Citizen Engagement
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 P.AD-832 Health Policy
 P.AD-838 Ethics in Public Service
 P.AD-839 Leadership and Decision Making in Action
 P.AD-840 Comparative Public Policy
 P.AD-842 Workplace and Labor Law
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-848 Nonprofit Law and Ethics
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
 P.AD-859 Public Service Internship
 P.AD-861 Data to Policy
 P.AD-862 Leading Change: State Policy
 P.AD-890 Strategic Management
 P.AD-900 Special Topics
 P.AD-910 Individual Study in Public Service
Government Courses

 GVT-010 Summer Campaign Lab
 GVT-609 Transitional Justice
 GVT-623 Political Survey Research
 GVT-638 Environmental Policy & Politics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-maap-dual-degree
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 GVT-641 Ready, Set, Run!
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 GVT-642 Candidate Definition
 GVT-643 Candidate Media Strategy 101
 GVT-660 United Nations Seminar
 GVT-663 International Legal Systems
 GVT-665 International and Transnational Organizations
 GVT-666 Governance & Regional Political Economy
 GVT-667 Comparative Social Movements
 GVT-671 Topics in Democracy
 GVT-682 Crisis and Integration in Europe
 GVT-685 Politics of the Middle East
 GVT-687 Conflict & Reconciliation: Community Service Abroad
 GVT-723 Graduate Internship
 GVT-724 Politics of Public Policy
 GVT-741 Drug Policy: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
 GVT-747 Seminar in Legislation & Lobbying
 GVT-755 Seminar Campaigns & Elections
 GVT-761 Seminar: International Relations Theory
 GVT-763 International Political Economy
 GVT-765 Global Public Policy
 GVT-777 Writing for the Policy Professional
 GVT-778 Global Policy & Data Analysis
 GVT-803 Washington Academic Seminar I
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-maap-dual-degree
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 GVT-804 International Political Marketing
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 GVT-805 Washington Seminar on National Security
 GVT-834 Global Migration Politics
 GVT-906 Summer Party Convention Program
 GVT-910 Independent Study
 GVT-920 International Internship - Brussels
 GVT-938 Summer Campaign Lab
 GVT-957 Thesis Research & Writing
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MBA/MST DUAL DEGREE
MBA/Master of
Science in
Taxation

MBA/Master of Science in Taxation
Learn more about this dual degree



MBA/MST Curriculum
17-24 courses
45-63 credits
Program Length
Full-time in as few as 16 months
Part time in as few as 33 months

Contextualize: From Boston to the World (5 credits)
Must be taken in first semester.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-701 Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
Core Courses (12 credits)
May be waived.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-mst-dual-degree
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 MBA-625 Managerial Statistics
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 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Understanding Business Fundamentals (9 credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Accounting Preparation Courses (6 credits)
May be waived.

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
MST Core Courses (15 credits)
If a course is marked "must substitute" follow the rules outlined in the Elective Course section.

 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
 TAX-861 Tax Research
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
 TAX-864 Tax Practice and Procedures

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-mst-dual-degree
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 MBA-745 Contextualizing Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies
Lead and Implement Change and Capstone Course (6 credits)
Should be taken as late in program as possible.

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change
 TAX-876 Tax Policy
Electives (3 credits)
The required MST Elective Course must be a TAX course. If a student received any courses
marked “must substitute” the substitutions must be TAX course(s).

Choose one of the following Tax Electives.

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
 TAX-866 State & Local Taxation
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 TAX-868 Estate Planning
 TAX-871 Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts
 TAX-874 International Taxation Inbound
 TAX-879 Personal Financial Planning
Waiver Policy

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-mst-dual-degree
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MBA Core Courses and Accounting Preparation Courses may be waived. MST core courses may
need to be substituted with an elective.
To waive an MBA Core or Accounting Preparation Courses, a student must successfully complete
equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior
to MBA/MST matriculation, with a grade of “B” or better. Exception: ACCT 800 will only be
waived if a student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.

To waive or substitute an MST Core Course, a student must have successfully completed
equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5) years prior
to MBA/MST matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better. Exception: TAX 801 will only be waived
if a student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.

Students must provide official transcripts (with English translation, if applicable). All waiver
requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MBA/MST Program. Student may
also elect to take a proficiency exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver. Proficiency exams must be taken
in the first semester and are administered on the Boston Campus.

All MBA/MST student must complete a minimum of 45 credits in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

For the MBA portion of the dual degree transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or
better and have been taken within seven (7) years prior to entering the Suffolk MBA/MST
program. For the MST portion of the dual degree transfer credits must have an earned grade of
"B" or better and have been taken within five (5) years prior to entering the Suffolk MBA/MST
program.

However, at the discretion of the MST program director, tax required courses may not be
transferred if the subject material has changed significantly since completion. A maximum of six
(6) credits may be considered for transfer.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MBA/MST students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed
their degree. The Business School has several options available to insure completion of the
Suffolk MBA/MST. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective courses from an
AACSB-accredited MBA or MST Program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be
pre-approved by Suffolk's Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of B or better.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mba-mst-dual-degree
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MPA/MAGPP DUAL DEGREE
The Institute for Public Service, in conjunction with the Government Department in the College
of Arts & Sciences, offers a dual degree program in Public Administration and Global Public
Policy.

Master of Public Administration
(MPA)/Master of Arts in Global Public
Policy (MAGPP)

Master of Public Administration (MPA)/Master of Arts
in Global Public Policy (MAGPP)
Learn more about this dual degree



Degree Requirements: 18 courses, 54 credits
This 18-course (54 credits) program consists of:
Eight required MPA courses (24 credits)
Two MPA electives (6 credits)
Five required Government courses (15 credits)
Three Government electives (9 credits)
Upon completion of all MPA and MAGPP requirements, students receive two degrees.

MPA Requirements: 10 courses, 30 credits

MPA Core (8 courses, 24 credits)

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-magpp-dual-degree
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 P.AD-715 Quantitative Analysis
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
 P.AD-717 Organizational Change
 P.AD-718 Leadership Strategies for an Interconnected World
 P.AD-810 Public Sector Admin Law
 P.AD-890 Strategic Management
MPA Electives (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose any two P.AD 800- or 900-level elective courses.

Students must complete 30 credit hours in the Institute for Public Service; P.AD and GVT
electives are not interchangeable.

Notes:
Students must take GVT-777 prior to taking P.AD-715.
Students with no professional public management experience must take PAD-859 Public
Service Internship (this will count as an elective). Students who take GVT-723 do not need
to take P.AD-859 and can take an additional MPA elective.
Students should meet with their faculty advisor in both programs when determining their
program.

MAGPP Requirements: 8 courses, 24 credits

MAGPP Core (5 courses, 15 credits)

 GVT-723 Graduate Internship
 GVT-761 Seminar: International Relations Theory
 GVT-763 International Political Economy
 GVT-765 Global Public Policy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-magpp-dual-degree
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GVT-777 Writing for the Policy Professional
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MAGPP Electives (3 courses, 9 credits)
Electives can include any graduate course offered by the Government Department. Other
Suffolk University graduate courses may be taken as electives with the approval of the program
director.

Electives will be chosen to support your field of concentration and choice of internship area.

Public Administration Courses

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-712 Information Based Management
 P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources
 P.AD-715 Quantitative Analysis
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
 P.AD-717 Organizational Change
 P.AD-718 Leadership Strategies for an Interconnected World
 P.AD-810 Public Sector Admin Law
 P.AD-811 Politics of Federal Bureaucracy
 P.AD-814 Collaborative Public Management
 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
 P.AD-816 Seminar in Public Policy
 P.AD-817 Administrative Strategies of State and Local Government
 P.AD-819 Grant Writing and Management
 P.AD-822 Public Management Information Systems
 P.AD-823 The U.S. Health System
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-magpp-dual-degree
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P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government

 P.AD-828 Public Service Communication
 P.AD-831 Civic Innovation and Citizen Engagement
 P.AD-832 Health Policy
 P.AD-838 Ethics in Public Service
 P.AD-839 Leadership and Decision Making in Action
 P.AD-840 Comparative Public Policy
 P.AD-842 Workplace and Labor Law
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-848 Nonprofit Law and Ethics
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
 P.AD-859 Public Service Internship
 P.AD-861 Data to Policy
 P.AD-862 Leading Change: State Policy
 P.AD-890 Strategic Management
 P.AD-900 Special Topics
 P.AD-910 Individual Study in Public Service
Government Courses

 GVT-010 Summer Campaign Lab
 GVT-609 Transitional Justice
 GVT-623 Political Survey Research
 GVT-638 Environmental Policy & Politics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-magpp-dual-degree
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 GVT-641 Ready, Set, Run!
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 GVT-642 Candidate Definition
 GVT-643 Candidate Media Strategy 101
 GVT-660 United Nations Seminar
 GVT-663 International Legal Systems
 GVT-665 International and Transnational Organizations
 GVT-666 Governance & Regional Political Economy
 GVT-667 Comparative Social Movements
 GVT-671 Topics in Democracy
 GVT-682 Crisis and Integration in Europe
 GVT-685 Politics of the Middle East
 GVT-687 Conflict & Reconciliation: Community Service Abroad
 GVT-723 Graduate Internship
 GVT-724 Politics of Public Policy
 GVT-741 Drug Policy: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
 GVT-747 Seminar in Legislation & Lobbying
 GVT-755 Seminar Campaigns & Elections
 GVT-761 Seminar: International Relations Theory
 GVT-763 International Political Economy
 GVT-765 Global Public Policy
 GVT-777 Writing for the Policy Professional
 GVT-778 Global Policy & Data Analysis
 GVT-803 Washington Academic Seminar I
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-magpp-dual-degree
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 GVT-804 International Political Marketing
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 GVT-805 Washington Seminar on National Security
 GVT-834 Global Migration Politics
 GVT-906 Summer Party Convention Program
 GVT-910 Independent Study
 GVT-920 International Internship - Brussels
 GVT-938 Summer Campaign Lab
 GVT-957 Thesis Research & Writing
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MPA/MSCJS DUAL DEGREE
Master of Public
Administration/Master of Science in
Crime & Justice Studies

Master of Public Administration/Master of Science in
Crime & Justice Studies
Learn more about this dual degree



Degree Requirements: 18 courses, 54 credits
Upon completion of all MPA and MSCJS requirements, students receive two degrees.

MPA Requirements: 10 courses, 30 credits
MPA Core (6 courses, 18 credits)

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
 P.AD-717 Organizational Change
 P.AD-718 Leadership Strategies for an Interconnected World
 P.AD-890 Strategic Management
MPA Electives (4 courses, 12 credits)
Choose any four PAD courses at the 800- or 900-level elective courses.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-mscjs-dual-degree
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Students must complete 30 credit hours in the Institute for Public Service; PAD and CJS
electives are not interchangeable.

Students with no professional public management experience must take:

 P.AD-859 Public Service Internship
PAD-859 will count as an elective.

Students who take CJ-786 or CJ-787 do not need to take PAD-859 and can take an additional
MPA elective.

MSCJS Requirements: 8 courses, 24 credits
Crime & Justice Studies Core (4 courses, 12 credits)

 CJ-681 Crime and Communities
 CJ-701 Seminar in Crime & Justice
 CJ-702 Research Methods
 CJ-709 Quantitative Analysis
Dual degree students may take either CJ-709 Quantitative Analysis or the equivalent PAD-715
Quantitative Analysis; students who opt to take PAD-715 must take another Crime & Justice
Studies elective in order to fulfill MSCJS credit hours.

Crime & Justice Studies Electives (4 courses, 12 credits)
Choose four of the following:

 CJ-685 Seminar in Corrections
 CJ-686 Seminar in Juvenile Justice
 CJ-687 Justice & the Community Courts
 CJ-688 Restorative Justice
 CJ-691 Intimate Violence & Sexual Assault
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-mscjs-dual-degree
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 CJ-692 Criminal Justice Policy
 CJ-694 Critical Victimology
 CJ-695 Special Topics
 CJ-698 Community-Based Responses to Violence Against Women
 CJ-704 Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System
 CJ-705 Class, Race, Gender & Justice
 CJ-730 Bad Girls?
 CJ-731 Youth Programming
 CJ-734 Youth Gangs
 CJ-783 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-784 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-786 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-787 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-910 Independent Study
 GVT-471 Topics in Democracy
Public Administration Graduate Courses

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-712 Information Based Management
 P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources
 P.AD-715 Quantitative Analysis
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
 P.AD-717 Organizational Change
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-mscjs-dual-degree
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 P.AD-718 Leadership Strategies for an Interconnected World
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 P.AD-810 Public Sector Admin Law
 P.AD-811 Politics of Federal Bureaucracy
 P.AD-814 Collaborative Public Management
 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
 P.AD-816 Seminar in Public Policy
 P.AD-817 Administrative Strategies of State and Local Government
 P.AD-819 Grant Writing and Management
 P.AD-822 Public Management Information Systems
 P.AD-823 The U.S. Health System
 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-828 Public Service Communication
 P.AD-831 Civic Innovation and Citizen Engagement
 P.AD-832 Health Policy
 P.AD-838 Ethics in Public Service
 P.AD-839 Leadership and Decision Making in Action
 P.AD-842 Workplace and Labor Law
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-848 Nonprofit Law and Ethics
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
 P.AD-859 Public Service Internship
 P.AD-861 Data to Policy
 P.AD-862 Leading Change: State Policy
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 P.AD-890 Strategic Management
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 P.AD-900 Special Topics
 P.AD-910 Individual Study in Public Service
Crime & Justice Studies Courses

 CJ-681 Crime and Communities
 CJ-685 Seminar in Corrections
 CJ-686 Seminar in Juvenile Justice
 CJ-687 Justice & the Community Courts
 CJ-688 Restorative Justice
 CJ-691 Intimate Violence & Sexual Assault
 CJ-692 Criminal Justice Policy
 CJ-694 Critical Victimology
 CJ-695 Special Topics
 CJ-698 Community-Based Responses to Violence Against Women
 CJ-701 Seminar in Crime & Justice
 CJ-702 Research Methods
 CJ-704 Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System
 CJ-705 Class, Race, Gender & Justice
 CJ-709 Quantitative Analysis
 CJ-730 Bad Girls?
 CJ-731 Youth Programming
 CJ-732 Adolescent Risks and Resilience
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 CJ-734 Youth Gangs
 CJ-783 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-784 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-786 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-787 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-910 Independent Study
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MPA/MSMHC DUAL DEGREE
Master of Public
Administration/Master of Science in
Mental Health Counseling

Master of Public Administration/Master of Science in
Mental Health Counseling
Learn more about this dual degree



This 28-course program consists of:
Eight required MPA courses (24 credits)
Two MPA electives (6 credits)
Fourteen required Counseling courses (48 credits)
Four Counseling electives (12 credits)
The Mental Health Counseling degree requirements must be completed during the first two
years of full-time program matriculation, beginning in the fall semester.

Upon completion of all MPA and MSMHC requirements, students receive two degrees.

Degree Requirements: 28 courses, 90 credits
MPA Requirements: 10 courses, 30 credits

MPA Core (8 courses, 24 credits)

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-712 Information Based Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-msmhc-dual-degree
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P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources


 P.AD-715 Quantitative Analysis
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
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 P.AD-717 Organizational Change
 P.AD-718 Leadership Strategies for an Interconnected World
 P.AD-890 Strategic Management
MPA Electives (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose from any PAD 800- or 900-level courses

Students must complete 30 credit hours in the Institute for Public Service; PAD and COUNS
electives are not interchangeable.

Mental Health Counseling (MHC) Requirements: 18 courses, 60 credits

MHC Core (5 courses, 15 credits)

 COUNS-712 Life Span Development
 COUNS-715 Methods of Research
 COUNS-728 Professional Orientation: Ethical/ Legal Issues
 COUNS-733 Counseling Diverse Populations
 COUNS-735 Group Counseling
Counseling Requirements (8 courses, 30 credits)

 COUNS-713 Counseling: Theory & Practice
 COUNS-716 Psychological Diagnosis
 COUNS-717 Introduction to Psychological Testing
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-msmhc-dual-degree
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 COUNS-737 Counseling Skills Lab
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 COUNS-738 Mental Health Counseling Practicum I
 COUNS-739 Mental Health Counseling Practicum II
 COUNS-740 Counseling Internship I
 COUNS-741 Counseling Internship II
Note: COUNS-740 and COUNS-741 are each taken for 6 credits.

Special Treatment Issue Requirement (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose one of the following:

 COUNS-727 Substance Abuse & Treatment
 COUNS-729 Human Sexuality Seminar
Note: Other option may be taken as an elective.

MHC Electives (4 courses, 12 credits)
Choose four of the following:

 COUNS-725 Forensic Psychological Assessment
 COUNS-726 Family Therapy
 COUNS-732 Psychological Disorders of Childhood & Adolescence
 COUNS-751 Domestic Violence, Abuse & Neglect
 COUNS-910 Independent Study
Note: Coursework in related disciplines may be elected, subject to approval.

MHC Practicum and Internship

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-msmhc-dual-degree
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It is during the Counseling Skills Lab (COUNS-737) and the Counseling Practica (COUNS-738
and COUNS-739) that a student demonstrates the ability to translate training into professional
judgments and techniques. Students are required to apply formally for the Counseling
Internship and to consult with their faculty advisors regarding their field placements. The
Counseling Skills Laboratory and the Practicum must be completed with a grade of “B” (3.0) or
higher. After two failed attempts to satisfactorily complete the clinical practicum and/or
internship, students will be subject to dismissal from the program at the discretion of faculty.
Student engagement in unethical behavior as defined by the American Counseling Association
(ACA) will be subject to discipline, including potential dismissal from the program, at the time
the indiscretion occurs.

Public Administration Courses

 P.AD-711 Foundations of Public Service and Administration
 P.AD-712 Information Based Management
 P.AD-713 Managing Financial Resources
 P.AD-715 Quantitative Analysis
 P.AD-716 Public Service Human Resource Management
 P.AD-717 Organizational Change
 P.AD-718 Leadership Strategies for an Interconnected World
 P.AD-810 Public Sector Admin Law
 P.AD-811 Politics of Federal Bureaucracy
 P.AD-814 Collaborative Public Management
 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
 P.AD-816 Seminar in Public Policy
 P.AD-817 Administrative Strategies of State and Local Government
 P.AD-819 Grant Writing and Management
 P.AD-822 Public Management Information Systems
 P.AD-823 The U.S. Health System
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-msmhc-dual-degree
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 P.AD-828 Public Service Communication
 P.AD-831 Civic Innovation and Citizen Engagement
P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
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 P.AD-832 Health Policy
 P.AD-838 Ethics in Public Service
 P.AD-839 Leadership and Decision Making in Action
 P.AD-840 Comparative Public Policy
 P.AD-842 Workplace and Labor Law
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-848 Nonprofit Law and Ethics
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
 P.AD-859 Public Service Internship
 P.AD-861 Data to Policy
 P.AD-862 Leading Change: State Policy
 P.AD-890 Strategic Management
 P.AD-900 Special Topics
 P.AD-910 Individual Study in Public Service
Counseling Courses

 COUNS-712 Life Span Development
 COUNS-713 Counseling: Theory & Practice
 COUNS-715 Methods of Research
 COUNS-716 Psychological Diagnosis
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mpa-msmhc-dual-degree
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 COUNS-717 Introduction to Psychological Testing
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 COUNS-725 Forensic Psychological Assessment
 COUNS-726 Family Therapy
 COUNS-727 Substance Abuse & Treatment
 COUNS-728 Professional Orientation: Ethical/ Legal Issues
 COUNS-729 Human Sexuality Seminar
 COUNS-732 Psychological Disorders of Childhood & Adolescence
 COUNS-733 Counseling Diverse Populations
 COUNS-735 Group Counseling
 COUNS-737 Counseling Skills Lab
 COUNS-738 Mental Health Counseling Practicum I
 COUNS-739 Mental Health Counseling Practicum II
 COUNS-740 Counseling Internship I
 COUNS-741 Counseling Internship II
 COUNS-751 Domestic Violence, Abuse & Neglect
 COUNS-910 Independent Study
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MSA/MSF DUAL DEGREE
Master of Science in
Accounting/Master of
Science in Finance

Master of Science in Accounting/Master of Science in
Finance
Learn more about this dual degree



STEM Classification
The MSA/MSF is a dual degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

Curriculum
20-26 Courses
56-74 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 16 months
Part-time in as few as 33 months

Required Introductory Courses (2 credits)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 FIN-601 Introduction to Statistics, Accounting, & Finance Intensive
Management Preparation Courses (9 credits)
May be waived. Must be taken or waived prior to enrolling in Finance core courses.

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
MSA Preparation Courses (9 credits)
May be waived.

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 BLLS-800 Business Law
MSA Core Courses (18 credits)
If a course is marked "must substitute," select an elective following the rules outlined in the
Elective Course section.

 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-865 Accounting Information Systems
 ACIB-872 International Accounting
 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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ACCT 824 may be substituted for FIN 800 with MSF Program Director Approval. MSF core
courses must be taken on campus unless permission to take online granted by Academic
Program Director.

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
Capstone Courses (6 credits)
Courses should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 ACCT-861 Leadership in the Financial Professions
 FIN-820 Financial Policy
Elective Requirements (15 Credits)
The first required elective must be an ACCT or TAX course. The next four required electives
must be approved MSF electives, taken on campus unless permission to take online granted by
Academic Program Director. If a student received any courses marked “must substitute” the
first substitution must be an ACCT course, the second substitution must be a TAX course, and
the third substitution and beyond can be any course from the approved MSA Electives List.

Concentrations & Electives
Concentrations
Students may declare a concentration in Business Intelligence, Corporate Finance & Accounting,
Forensic Accounting, or Governmental & Not-for-Profit Accounting if they received enough MSA
Core Course waivers for substitution.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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Students may also declare a concentration in Corporate Finance, FinTech, Investments or Risk
Management. If a concentration in Corporate Finance, Investments or Risk Management is
declared, three or four electives must be in one concentration area. If a concentration in FinTech
is declared students must complete ISOM 730, FIN 830, one approved FIN elective and one
approved ISOM elective.

Students should consult with their advisor if interested. Students who declare a concentration
must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration Request Form (/business/degreesprograms/graduate-services-resources/resources-forms/sbs-graduate-programsconcentration-request-form).

The schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by semester.
The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

MSA Concentrations
Business Intelligence Concentration
Required Courses (6 credits)

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
Elective course (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose 1 course from the following list:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Corporate Accounting and Finance Concentration
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
Elective Courses (6 credits)
Choose two electives from the following list.

 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
Forensic Accounting Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
Governmental and Not-for-Profit Accounting Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 course from the following list:

 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits

1177

Approved MSA Electives

 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 ACCT-910 Directed Individual Study in Accounting
 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-861 Tax Research
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
 TAX-864 Tax Practice and Procedures
 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
 TAX-866 State & Local Taxation
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 TAX-868 Estate Planning
 TAX-871 Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts
 TAX-874 International Taxation Inbound
 TAX-876 Tax Policy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 BLLS-830 Managing in the International Legal Environment
 BLLS-871 Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud
 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-837 Data Mining and Business Insights
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 MGES-800 Business Startups
 MGES-802 Corporate Entrepreneurship
 MGES-803 Think Like a Leader
 MGOB-810 Emotional Intelligence
 MGOB-820 Career Strategy
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGOB-855 Conflict & Negotiation
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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 MGOB-866 Managing Failure for Success
 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
 P.AD-822 Public Management Information Systems
 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-840 Comparative Public Policy
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
 MGSM-834 Mergers and Acquisitions
 MGIB-835 International Strategy
Approved Electives for the CPA Exam
Financial Accounting & Reporting (FAR) CPA Exam Section

 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
Auditing and Attestation (AUD) CPA Exam Section

 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
Regulation (REG) CPA Exam Section

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
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Business Environment and Concepts (BEC) CPA Exam Section

 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
Approved Electives for CMA Exam Preparation

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
MSF Concentrations
Corporate Finance Concentration
Choose 3 courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
FinTech Concentration
Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)

 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
Finance Elective Course (3 credits)
Take one from the following list of electives:

 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
ISOM Elective (3 credits)
Take one from the following list of electives:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Investments Concentration
Choose 3 courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
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 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Risk Management Concentration
Choose 3 courses from the following list:

*Note: Students who choose the Risk Management Elective Concentration must take FIN 816
and FIN 882 as part of their program.

 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Approved Finance Electives
Note: Students wishing to take SBS 920 for an elective in the MSF Program must consult with
the MSF Advisor for guidance on how to be considered for this option.

London Financial Services Travel Seminar is the only seminar approved as an MSF elective. Any
other travel seminar requires MSF Academic Program Director approval.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
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 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 SBS-920 Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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To waive a management preparation course, a student must successfully complete equivalent
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSA/MSF
matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better.
To waive an MSA preparation course, a student must have successfully completed equivalent
academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5) years prior to MSA
matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better. Exception: ACCT 800 will only be waived if a
student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.

To substitute an approved elective for an MSA Core Course, a student must have successfully
completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5)
years prior to MSA/MSF matriculation, with a “B” or better. Exception: ACIB 872 and TAX 801
will only be waived if a student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.

To substitute an approved elective for an MSF Core Course, a student must have successfully
completed equivalent academic coursework at the graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to
MSA/MSF matriculation, with a “B” or better.

Students must provide official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable). All waiver
requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MSA/MSF Program. Students may
also elect to take a proficiency exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver for management preparation
courses. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are administered on the
Boston Campus.

All MSA/MSF students must complete a minimum of 56 credits in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
For any candidate seeking transfer credits, courses taken at the graduate level from an AACSBaccredited graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These
credits may be considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed
degree.
MSA specific transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken within
five (5) years prior to entering the Suffolk MSA/MSF program. MSF specific transfer credits
must have earned a grade of “B” or better and be taken within seven (7) years prior to entering
the Suffolk MSA/MSF program. However, at the discretion of the program director, MSA Core
Courses or MSF Core Courses may not be transferred if the subject material has changed
significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits of Elective, MSA Core, or MSF Core
Courses may be considered for transfer.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-msf-dual-degree
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Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
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Occasionally, Suffolk MSA/MSF students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed
their degree. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective courses from an AACSBaccredited MSF Program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be pre-approved
by Suffolk's Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of "B" or better.

Students who leave the area may also complete their Suffolk MSA/MSF online.

About (/about)
Academics (/academics)

About Us

Admission (/admission)

News (/news-features)

Student Life (/student-life)

Events (/about/events)

Alumni (/alumni)

Suffolk A-Z (/about/directory)
Staff Directory
(https://portalpro.suffolk.edu/dir/faculty-staff/)
Work at Suffolk (/about/directory/human-resourcesoffice)

College & Schools
College of Arts & Sciences (/cas)
Sawyer Business School (/business)
Suffolk University Law School (/law)
Madrid Campus (/madrid-campus)
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MSA/MST DUAL DEGREE
Master of Science in
Accounting / Master of
Science in Taxation

Master of Science in Accounting / Master of Science in
Taxation
Learn more about this dual degree



MSA/MST Curriculum
16-20 Courses
46-58 Credits

Program Length
Full-time in as few as 16 months
Part-time in as few as 28 months

Required Introductory Course (1 credit)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
Management Preparation Courses (9 credits)
May be waived. If a course is marked "must substitute" follow the rules outlined in the Elective
Course section of this document.

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
SBS-604 Data Analytics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-mst-dual-degree
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 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
MSA Preparation Courses (9 credits)
May be waived. If course is marked “must substitute” follow the rules outlined in the Elective
Course section of this document.

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 BLLS-800 Business Law
MSA Core Courses (15 credits)
If a course is marked " must substitute" select an elective following the rules outlined in the
Elective Course Section.

 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-865 Accounting Information Systems
 ACIB-872 International Accounting
MST Core Courses (15 credits)
If a course is marked "must substitute" select an elective following the rules outlined in the
Elective Course section.

 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
 TAX-861 Tax Research
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-mst-dual-degree
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 TAX-864 Tax Practice and Procedures
Capstone Courses (6 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 ACCT-861 Leadership in the Financial Professions
 TAX-876 Tax Policy
Elective Courses (6 credits)
The required Elective Course must be a TAX course. If a student received any courses marked
“must substitute” under the MST Core Courses, substitution(s) must be TAX course(s). If a
student received any courses marked “must substitute” under the Management Preparation
Courses, MSA Preparation Courses, or the MSA Core Courses sections the first substitution must
be an ACCT course, the second substitution must be a TAX course, and the third substitution
and beyond can be any course from the approved MSA Electives List.

Other Approved MSA and MST Electives

 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 ACCT-910 Directed Individual Study in Accounting
 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-mst-dual-degree
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 TAX-866 State & Local Taxation
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 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 TAX-868 Estate Planning
 TAX-871 Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts
 TAX-874 International Taxation Inbound
 TAX-876 Tax Policy
 TAX-879 Personal Financial Planning
 TAX-910 Individual Study in Taxation
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 BLLS-830 Managing in the International Legal Environment
 BLLS-871 Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-837 Data Mining and Business Insights
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-mst-dual-degree
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 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
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 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 MGES-800 Business Startups
 MGES-802 Corporate Entrepreneurship
 MGES-803 Think Like a Leader
 MGOB-810 Emotional Intelligence
 MGOB-820 Career Strategy
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGOB-855 Conflict & Negotiation
 MGOB-860 Leadership and Team Building
 MGOB-866 Managing Failure for Success
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-mst-dual-degree
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 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
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 P.AD-822 Public Management Information Systems
 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-840 Comparative Public Policy
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
 MGSM-834 Mergers and Acquisitions
 MGIB-835 International Strategy
Approved Electives for the CPA Exam
Financial Accounting & Reporting (FAR) CPA Exam Section

 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
Auditing and Attestation (AUD) CPA Exam Section

 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
Regulation (REG) CPA Exam Section

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-mst-dual-degree
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Business Environment and Concepts (BEC) CPA Exam Section
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 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
Approved Electives for CMA Exam Preparation

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
MSA/MST Concentrations
Students may declare a concentration in Business Intelligence, Corporate Finance & Accounting,
Forensic Accounting, or Governmental & Not-for-Profit Accounting if they received enough MSA
Core Course waivers for substitution. Students may declare a concentration with three (3)
electives from the same functional area.

The schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered varies by semester.
Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.

The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Business Intelligence Concentration
Required Courses (6 credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-mst-dual-degree
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ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
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 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
Elective course (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose 1 course from the following list:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Corporate Accounting and Finance Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 electives from the following list:

 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
Forensic Accounting Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-mst-dual-degree
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Elective courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 courses from the following list:

 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
 BLLS-871 Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 CJ-704 Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
Government and Not-for-Profit Accounting Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 course from the following list:

 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
Waiver Policy
Management & MSA Preparation Courses may be waived or may need to be substituted with an
elective. MSA Core Courses may need to be substituted with an elective. MST Core Courses may
need to be substituted with an elective.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-mst-dual-degree
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To waive or substitute a Management Preparation Course, a student must have successfully
completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven
(7) years prior to MSA/MST matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better.
To waive or substitute an MSA Preparation Course, a student must have successfully completed
equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5) years prior
to MSA/MST matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better. Exception: ACCT 800 will only be
waived if a student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.
To waive an MSA or MST Core Course, with substitution of an elective, a student must have
successfully completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in
the five (5) years prior to MSA/MST matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better. Exception: ACIB
872 and TAX 801 will only be waived if a student has completed prior coursework at a U.S.
university.
Students must provide official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable). All waiver
requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MSA/MST Program. Students may
also elect to take a proficiency exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver for management preparation
courses. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are administered on the
Boston Campus.
All MSA/MST students must complete a minimum of 46 graduate credits (15 courses and SBS
700) in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate business program, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken within five (5) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MSA/MST program. However, at the discretion of the program
director, MSA Core Courses or MST Core Courses may not be transferred if the subject material
has changed significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits may be considered for
transfer.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msa-mst-dual-degree
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MSBA/MBA DUAL DEGREE
STEM Classification
The MSBA/MBA is a dual degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

Master of Science in
Business
Analytics/MBA

Master of Science in Business Analytics/MBA
Learn more about this dual degree



MSBA/MBA Curriculum
17-22 Courses
45-58.5 Credits
Program Length:

Full-time in as few as 16 months
Part time in as few as 24 months

Contextualize: From Boston to the World (5 credits)
Must be taken in the first semester.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-mba-dual-degree
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 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 MBA-701 Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-710 Understanding World Class Clusters
MBA Core Courses (13.5 credits)
May be waived.

 MBA-615 Economics
 MBA-635 Operations Management: Design and Analysis
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Understand Business Fundamentals (3 credits)

 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Data Management (9 credits)
Must be taken on campus unless permission to take online granted by Academic Program
Director.

 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
Business Analytics (9 credits)
Must be taken on campus unless permission to take online granted by Academic Program
Director. SBS 604 may be waived. If waived, must substitute with an approved ISOM elective.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-mba-dual-degree
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 SBS-604 Data Analytics
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 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
Business Analytics Capstone (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 ISOM-837 Data Mining and Business Insights
Leadership Fundamentals (6 credits)

 MBA-721 Collaborate-Teams and Project Management
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
Construct the Big Picture (7 credits)

 MBA-745 Contextualizing Values Based Decision Making
 MBA-750 Building Global Connections
 MBA-760 World Class Strategies
Lead and Implement Change (3 credits)

 MBA-770 Leading and Implementing Change
Waiver Policy
SBS 604, if waived, must be substituted with an approved elective. For SBS 604 to be
considered as waived with an approved elective for substitution, a student must successfully
complete equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7)
years prior to MSBA matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better, and provide official transcripts
(with English translations, if applicable).
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-mba-dual-degree
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MBA core courses may be waived. Required MBA courses (SBS 700, MBA 701,MBA 710, MBA
721, MBA 730, MBA 740, MBA 745, MBA 750, MBA 760, and MBA 770) cannot be waived. To
waive an MBA core course, a student must successfully complete equivalent academic
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to the MSBA/MBA
matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better, and provide official transcripts (with English
translation if applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MSBA/MBA Program
and are waived during the student's first semester. Students may also elect to take a proficiency
exam, for a fee, to gain an MBA core course waiver. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first
semester and are administered on the Boston Campus.
All MSBA/MBA students must complete a minimum of 45 credits (16 courses and SBS 700) in
the Sawyer Business School. Students previously enrolled in an SBS graduate program and who
successfully completed MBA 600, SBS 600, or SBS 700 with a "P" grade or grade of "B" or
better, are not required to retake the course; therefore are only required to complete a
minimum of 44 credits in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.

Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken within seven (7) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MSBA/MBA program. A maximum of six (6) credits may be
considered for transfer.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MSBA/MBA students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed
their degree. The Business School has several options available to insure completion of the
Suffolk MSBA/MBA. You may be able to transfer six (6) credits of elective courses form an
AACSB-accredited MBA Program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be preapproved by Suffolk's Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of "B" or better.

Students may also complete the MSBA/MBA online.
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MSBA/MSF DUAL DEGREE
STEM Classification
The MSBA/MSF is a dual degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

Master of Science in Business
Analytics/Master of Science in
Finance

Master of Science in Business Analytics/Master of
Science in Finance
MSBA MSF Dual Degree



MSBA/MSF Curriculum
19-22 Courses
53-62 Credits
Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 16 months
Part time in as few as 24 months

Required Introductory Courses (2 credits)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msf-dual-degree
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 FIN-601 Introduction to Statistics, Accounting, & Finance Intensive

1202

SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making



Prerequisite Courses (9 credits)
May be waived. Must be taken or waived prior to enrolling in Finance core courses.

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
Finance Core Courses (15 credits)
Must be taken on campus unless permission to take online granted by Academic Program
Director.

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
Business Analytics Core Courses (18 credits)
Must be taken on campus unless permission to take online granted by Academic Program
Director. SBS 604 may waived. If waived, must substitute with approved ISOM elective.

 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msf-dual-degree
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 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
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ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
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Finance/Business Analytics Capstone Courses (6 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible. Must be taken on campus unless permission
to take online granted by Academic Program Director.

 ISOM-837 Data Mining and Business Insights
 FIN-820 Financial Policy
Concentration Descriptions and Applicable Elective Courses (12 credits)
Choose four (4) elective courses from the approved MSF electives list. Courses must be taken
on campus, within Sawyer Business School, 800-level or above (exception MBA 740 and ISOM
730), unless permission to take online is granted by the academic Director.

MSBA/MSF Concentrations
Students may declare an MSF concentration in Corporate Finance, Fintech, Investments or Risk
Management. If a concentration in Corporate Finance, Investments or Risk Management is
declared, three electives must be in one concentration area. If a concentration in FinTech is
declared students must complete ISOM 730, FIN 830, one approved FIN elective and one
approved ISOM elective.

Students should consult with their advisor if interested. Students who declare a concentration
must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration Request Form (/business/degreesprograms/graduate-services-resources/resources-forms/sbs-graduate-programsconcentration-request-form).

The schedule of when courses within a concentration are offered vary by semester.
The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Corporate Finance Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msf-dual-degree
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 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
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 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
FIN-825 International Finance
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 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
FInTech Concentration

Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)

 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
Finance Electives
Take one from the following list of electives:

 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msf-dual-degree
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FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
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ISOM Electives
Take one from the following list of electives:

 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Investments Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msf-dual-degree
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 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
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 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Risk Management Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

*Note: Students who choose the Risk Management Elective Concentration must take FIN 816
and FIN 882 as part of their program.

 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Approved Finance Electives
Note: Students wishing to take SBS 920 for an elective in the MSF Program must consult with
the MSF Advisor for guidance on how to be considered for this option.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msf-dual-degree
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London Financial Services Travel Seminar is the only seminar approved as an MSF elective. Any
other travel seminar requires MSF Academic Program Director approval.
(/)



 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 SBS-920 Graduate Internship
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msf-dual-degree
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 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
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(/)



Approved ISOM Electives (substitute for SBS 604, if waived)

 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 ISOM-910 Directed Individual Study
Waiver Policy
To waive an MSF prerequisite course a student must successfully complete equivalent
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to the MSBA/MSF
matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better, and provide official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable).

SBS 604, if waived,must be substituted with an approved ISOM elective. For SBS 604 to be
considered as waived with an approved elective for substitution, a student must successfully
complete equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7)
years prior to the MSBA/MSF matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better, and provide official
transcripts (with English translations, if applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MSBA/MSF Program and
are waived during the student's first semester. Students may also elect to take a proficiency
exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver for the prerequisite courses. Proficiency exams must be taken
in the first semester and are administered on the Boston campus.
All MSBA/MSF students must complete a minimum of 53 graduate credits in the Sawyer
Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msf-dual-degree
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Any candidates seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered
for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.
(/)
Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and have been taken within the



seven (7) years prior to entering the Suffolk MSBA/MSF program. However, at the discretion of
the MSF program director, finance core courses may not be transferred if the subject material
has changed significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits may be considered for
a transfer.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MSBA/MSF students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed
their degree. The Business School has several options available to insure completion of the
Suffolk MSBA/MSF. You may be able to transfer six (6) credits of elective courses form an
AACSB-accredited program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be preapproved by Suffolk's Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of "B" or better.
Students may complete the dual MSBA/MSF degree online.
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Student Life (/student-life)
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MSBA/MSA DUAL DEGREE
STEM Classification
The MSBA/MSA is a dual degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

Master of Science in Business
Analytics/Master of Science in
Accounting

Master of Science in Business Analytics/Master of
Science in Accounting
Learn more about this dual degree



Curriculum
16-21 Courses
46-61 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 16 months
Part-time in as few as 33 months

Required Introductory Course (1 credit)
Must be taken in first semester of program.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msa-dual-degree
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Management Preparation Courses (6 credits)
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May be waived.

 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
MSA Preparation Courses (9 credits)
May be waived.

 ACCT-800 Graduate Financial Accounting I
 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 BLLS-800 Business Law
MSA Core Courses (18 credits)
If course is marked "must substitute" follow the rules outlined in the Elective Course section.

 ACCT-801 Graduate Financial Accounting II
 ACCT-802 Graduate Financial Accounting III
 ACCT-805 Auditing and Assurance Services
 ACCT-865 Accounting Information Systems
 ACIB-872 International Accounting
 TAX-801 Federal Taxation I
Business Analytics Core Courses (18 credits)
SBS 604 may be waived. If waived must substitute with an ISOM elective.

 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msa-dual-degree
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ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
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 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
Capstone Courses (6 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible.

 ACCT-861 Leadership in the Financial Professions
 ISOM-837 Data Mining and Business Insights
Elective Courses (3 credits)
The required MSA elective course must be an ACCT or TAX course. If a student received a "must
substitute" under the MSA Core Courses, the first substitution must be an ACCT course, the
second substitution must be a TAX course, and the third substitution and beyond can be any
course from the approved MSA electives lists.

MSBA/MSA Concentrations
Students may declare an MSA concentration in Corporate Finance & Accounting, Forensic
Accounting, or Governmental & Not-for-Profit Accounting if they received enough MSA Core
Course waivers for substitution. Students should consult with their advisor if interested.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form).

If a concentration is declared, three electives must be in one concentration area. The schedule of
when courses within a concentration are offered vary by semester.
The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Corporate Accounting and Finance Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msa-dual-degree
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Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 electives from the following list:

 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
Forensic Accounting Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
Elective courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
Choose 2 courses from the following list:

 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
 BLLS-871 Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 CJ-704 Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System
Governmental and Not-for-Profit Accounting Concentration
Required Course (3 credits)

 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msa-dual-degree
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Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
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Choose 2 course from the following list:

 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
Other Approved MSBA/MSA Electives

 ACCT-806 Fraud Examination
 ACCT-807 Forensic & Investigative Accounting
 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
 ACCT-910 Directed Individual Study in Accounting
 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-865 International Taxation Outbound
 TAX-866 State & Local Taxation
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 TAX-868 Estate Planning
 TAX-871 Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts
 TAX-874 International Taxation Inbound
 TAX-879 Personal Financial Planning
MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msa-dual-degree
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 BLLS-830 Managing in the International Legal Environment
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 BLLS-871 Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud
 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msa-dual-degree
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FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis


 MGES-800 Business Startups
 MGES-802 Corporate Entrepreneurship
 MGES-803 Think Like a Leader
 MGOB-810 Emotional Intelligence

1216

 MGOB-820 Career Strategy
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MGOB-855 Conflict & Negotiation
 MGOB-860 Leadership and Team Building
 MGOB-866 Managing Failure for Success
 P.AD-815 Nonprofit Management
 P.AD-822 Public Management Information Systems
 P.AD-827 Financing State & Local Government
 P.AD-840 Comparative Public Policy
 P.AD-847 Nonprofit Financial Management
 P.AD-849 Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits
 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
 MGSM-834 Mergers and Acquisitions
 MGIB-835 International Strategy
Approved Electives for the CPA Exam
Financial Accounting & Reporting (FAR) CPA Exam Section

 ACCT-871 Not-For-Profit and Governmental Accounting
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msa-dual-degree
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 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
Auditing and Attestation (AUD) CPA Exam Section

 ACCT-828 Special Topics in Accounting: Financial Accounting & Auditing
Regulation (REG) CPA Exam Section

 TAX-802 Federal Taxation II
 TAX-862 Taxation of Corporations
 TAX-863 Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
 TAX-867 Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax
 ACCT-827 Special Topics in Accounting: Business & Regulation
Business Environment and Concepts (BEC) CPA Exam Section

 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MBA-730 Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT, And Business Law
Approved Electives for CMA Exam Preparation

 ACCT-824 Big Data and Financial Statement Analytics
 ACCT-825 Management Decisions and Control
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
Waiver Policy
To waive a management preparation course, a student must successfully complete equivalent
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSBA/MSA
matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msa-dual-degree
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To waive an MSA preparation course, a student must have successfully completed equivalent
academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5) years prior to MSA
matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better. Exception: ACCT 800 will only be waived if a student
has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university.
To substitute an approved elective for an MSA Core Course, a student must have successfully
completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the five (5)
years prior to MSBA/MSA matriculation, with a “B” or better. Exception: ACIB 872 and TAX 801
will only be waived if a student has completed prior coursework at a U.S. university. To substitute
an approved elective for SBS 604, a student must have successfully completed equivalent
academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to
MSBA/MSA matriculation, with a “B” or better.
Students must provide official transcripts (with English translations, if applicable). All waiver
requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MSBA/MSA Program and are
waived during the student's first semester. Students may also elect to take a proficiency exam,
for a fee, to gain a waiver of a management preparation course. Proficiency exams must be taken
in the first semester and are administered on the Boston Campus.
All MSBA/MSA students must complete a minimum of 46 graduate credits (15 courses and SBS
700) in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
For any candidate seeking transfer credits, courses taken at the graduate level from an AACSBaccredited graduate program in business will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits
may be considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree.
MSA specific Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and have been taken
within five (5) years prior to entering the Suffolk MSBA/MSA program. However, at the discretion
of the MSA program director, accounting core courses may not be transferred if the subject
material has changed significantly since completion. MSBA transfer credits must have an earned
grade of "B" or better and have been taken within the seven (7) years prior to entering the
Suffolk MSBA/MSF program. If a course is approved it must be substituted with an ISOM elective.
A maximum of six (6) credits may be considered for transfer.

Students Who Leave Boston Before Their Degree is Complete
Occasionally, Suffolk MSBA/MSA students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed
their degree. The Business School has several options available to insure completion of the
Suffolk MSBA/MSA. You may be able to transfer six (6) credits of elective courses form an
AACSB-accredited program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be pre approved
by Suffolk's Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of "B" or better.
Students may also complete the MSBA/MSA degree online.

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msa-dual-degree
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MSBA/MSM DUAL DEGREE
MSBAMSM Dual
Degree

MSBA-MSM Dual Degree
STEM Classification
The MSBA/MSM is a dual degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO website (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

Curriculum
16 Courses
46 Credits

Program Length:
Full-time in as few as 16 months
Part-time in as few as 28 months

Required Introductory Course (1 credit)
Must be taken on campus in the first semester.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
Required Prerequisite Course (3 credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msm-dual-degree
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 MBA-660 Marketing: the Challenge of Managing Value
Business Analytics Core Courses (18 credits)
SBS-604 may be waived with substitution with approved ISOM elective course.

 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
Marketing Core Courses
MKT-810 may be waived with substitution with approved MKT/MKIB elective course.

 MKIB-819 Global Perspectives in Consumer Marketing
 MKT-810 Marketing Research for Managers
 MKT-814 Strategic Marketing
 MKT-860 Qualitative Methods and Customer Insights
 MKT-870 Advanced Marketing Analytics
Marketing Internship
May be waived with prior relevant experience. If waved, must substituted with an approved MSM
elective course.

 MKT-920 Marketing Internship
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msm-dual-degree
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Should be taken as late in the program as possible

 ISOM-837 Data Mining and Business Insights
Choose one of the following:

 MKT-898 Consulting Project
 MKT-899 Masters Thesis
Elective Courses
Elective courses are only taken if a student has courses waived. If waived, SBS 604 must be
substituted with an ISOM elective below. If waived, MBA 660 and MKT 920 must be substituted
with any MSM elective below. If waived, MKT 810 must be substituted with a MKT/MKIB elective
below.
Approved Electives by Discipline:

Marketing

 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
 MKIB-817 International Marketing
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKIB-833 Global Business Horizons
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
 MKT-920 Marketing Internship
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msm-dual-degree
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 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
Entrepreneurship

 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
Information Systems and Operations Management

 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
International Business

 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
Organizational Behavior

 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
Strategy

 MGSM-833 Corporate Innovation
MSBA/MSM Concentrations
Students that waive a combined 3 courses under the Marketing Internship, Required
Prerequisite, Business Analytics Core, or Marketing Core courses may be able to use substituted
courses towards a concentration in Global Marketing, Product Management, or Market Research
and Customer Insights or Product Management. Students may declare a concentration with
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msm-dual-degree
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three (3) electives from the same functional area. The schedule of when courses within a
concentration are offered varies by semester.

Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.
The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Global Marketing Concentration
Learn how to assess foreign market attractiveness, formulate marketing plans for global market
entry and expansion, and devise marketing strategies in multiple areas of the world. Experience
global marketing first-hand through an international travel course to cap off your MSM program.

Electives for Global Marketing (3 courses, 9 credits)
Choose three (3) from the following:

 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar
 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
 MKIB-817 International Marketing
 MKIB-833 Global Business Horizons
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-920 Marketing Internship
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
Market Research & Customer Insights Concentration

https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msm-dual-degree
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Demand for market research and analytic skills is high in most industries today. You will develop
knowledge and skills to design and implement qualitative and/or quantitative research studies,
analyze data, and extract insights to inform high-quality strategic marketing decision-making.

Electives for Market Research & Customer Insights (3 courses, 9 credits)
Choose three (3) from the following:

 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
 ISOM-851 Supply Chain Management: Design and Analysis
 ISOM-861 Project Management
 MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
Product Management Concentration
Gain broad understanding about marketing management in terms of product/service
development and delivery, brand strategy, pricing decisions, sales forecasting, and innovative
ways in which to communicate and engage with customers.

Electives for Product Management (3 courses, 9 credits)
Choose three (3) from the following:

 ACCT-804 Cost and Managerial Accounting
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 MGES-842 Global Innovation & New Product Development in Virtual Team
MGOB-835 Managing Difficult People at Work
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msm-dual-degree
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 MKIB-812 Global Branding and Communication Strategies
 MKT-818 Global Product Innovation: From Concept to Commercialization
 MKT-820 Sales Management
 MKT-845 Advanced Digital Analytics
 MKT-846 Marketing in the Age of Exponential Technology
 MKT-855 Digital Marketing Challenges
Waiver Policy
SBS 604, if waived, must be substituted with an approved ISOM elective. For SBS 604 to be
considered as waived with an approved elective for substitution, a student must successfully
complete equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7)
years prior to MSBA/MSM matriculation, with a grade of "B" or better, and provide official
transcripts (with English translations, if applicable).

MBA 660 and MKT 920, if waived, must be substituted with an approved MSM elective. MKT
810, if waived, must be substituted with an approved MKT/MKIB elective.To waive an MSM
course a student must successfully complete equivalent academic coursework at the
undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to the MSBA/MBA matriculation, with
a grade of "B" or better, and provide official transcripts (with English translation if applicable).

All waiver requests are evaluated upon a student's acceptance into the MSBA/MSM program
and are waived during the student's first semester.

All MSBA/MSM students must complete a minimum of 46 graduate credits (15 courses and SBS
700) in the Sawyer Business School.

Transfer Credit Policy
Any candidate seeking transfer credits taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered for transfer if the credits do not apply to a previously completed degree and must
be substituted with an approved elective.
Transfer credits must have an earned grade of "B" or better and be taken within seven (7) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MSBA/MSM program..
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msba-msm-dual-degree
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Occasionally, Suffolk MSBA/MSM students must leave the Boston area having not yet completed
their degree. The Business School has several options available to ensure completion of the
Suffolk MSBA/MSM. You may be able to transfer in six (6) credits of elective courses from an
AACSB-accredited program close to your new place of residence. Courses must be preapproved by Suffolk’s Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs and have a grade of “B” or better.

The MSBA may be able to be completed online.
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MSCJS/MSMHC DUAL DEGREE
Master of Science in Crime and Justice
Studies/Master of Science in Mental Health
Counseling

Master of Science in Crime and Justice Studies/Master
of Science in Mental Health Counseling
Learn more about this dual degree



MSCJS/MSMHC Dual Degree Requirements: 26 courses, 84 credits
The 84-credit dual Master of Science in Crime & Justice Studies/Master of Science in Mental
Health Counseling (MSCJS/MSMHC) program consists of 26 courses; eight in the Crime &
Justice Studies Program (MSCJS) and 18 in the Mental Health Counseling Program (MSMHC).
The dual degree must be declared during the first year of matriculation. Mental Health
Counseling degree requirements must be completed during the first two years of full-time
MSMHC program matriculation, beginning in the fall semester.
Upon completion of all MSCJS and MSMHC requirements, students receive two degrees.

Crime and Justice Studies Requirements: 8 courses, 24 credits

Core Requirements (3 courses, 9 credits)

 CJ-681 Crime and Communities
 CJ-701 Seminar in Crime & Justice
 CJ-709 Quantitative Analysis
Electives (5 courses, 15 credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mscjs-msmhc-dual-degree
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Choose five of the following:
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 CJ-685 Seminar in Corrections
 CJ-686 Seminar in Juvenile Justice
 CJ-687 Justice & the Community Courts
 CJ-688 Restorative Justice
 CJ-691 Intimate Violence & Sexual Assault
 CJ-692 Criminal Justice Policy
 CJ-694 Critical Victimology
 CJ-695 Special Topics
 CJ-698 Community-Based Responses to Violence Against Women
 CJ-704 Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System
 CJ-705 Class, Race, Gender & Justice
 CJ-730 Bad Girls?
 CJ-731 Youth Programming
 CJ-734 Youth Gangs
 CJ-783 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-784 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-786 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-787 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-910 Independent Study
 GVT-471 Topics in Democracy
Mental Health Counseling Requirements: 18 courses, 60 credits
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mscjs-msmhc-dual-degree
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Core Requirements (5 courses, 15 credits)
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 COUNS-712 Life Span Development
 COUNS-715 Methods of Research
 COUNS-728 Professional Orientation: Ethical/ Legal Issues
 COUNS-733 Counseling Diverse Populations
 COUNS-735 Group Counseling
Counseling Requirements (8 courses, 30 credits)

 COUNS-713 Counseling: Theory & Practice
 COUNS-716 Psychological Diagnosis
 COUNS-717 Introduction to Psychological Testing
 COUNS-737 Counseling Skills Lab
 COUNS-738 Mental Health Counseling Practicum I
 COUNS-739 Mental Health Counseling Practicum II
 COUNS-740 Counseling Internship I
 COUNS-741 Counseling Internship II
Note: COUNS-740 and COUNS-741 are each taken for 6 credits.

Special Treatment Issue Requirement (1 course, 3 credits)
Choose one of the following:

 COUNS-727 Substance Abuse & Treatment
 COUNS-729 Human Sexuality Seminar
Note: Other option may be taken as an elective.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mscjs-msmhc-dual-degree
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Electives (4 courses, 12 credits)
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Choose four of the following:

 COUNS-725 Forensic Psychological Assessment
 COUNS-726 Family Therapy
 COUNS-732 Psychological Disorders of Childhood & Adolescence
 COUNS-751 Domestic Violence, Abuse & Neglect
 COUNS-910 Independent Study
Note: Coursework in related disciplines may be elected, subject to approval.

Practicum & Internship
It is during the Counseling Skills Lab (COUNS-737) and the Mental Health Counseling Practica
(COUNS-738 and COUNS-739) that a student demonstrates the ability to translate training into
professional judgments and techniques. Students are required to apply formally for the
Counseling Internship and to consult with their faculty advisors regarding their f eld placements.
The Counseling Skills Laboratory and the Practicum must be completed with a grade of “B”
(3.0) or higher. After two failed attempts to satisfactorily complete the clinical practicum and/or
internship, students will be subject to dismissal from the program at the discretion of faculty.
Student engagement in unethical behavior as defined by the American Counseling Association
(ACA) will be subject to discipline, including potential dismissal from the program, at the time
the indiscretion occurs.

Crime & Justice Studies Courses

 CJ-681 Crime and Communities
 CJ-685 Seminar in Corrections
 CJ-686 Seminar in Juvenile Justice
 CJ-687 Justice & the Community Courts
 CJ-688 Restorative Justice
 CJ-691 Intimate Violence & Sexual Assault
 CJ-692 Criminal Justice Policy
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mscjs-msmhc-dual-degree
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 CJ-695 Special Topics
 CJ-698 Community-Based Responses to Violence Against Women
CJ-694 Critical Victimology

1232

 CJ-701 Seminar in Crime & Justice
 CJ-702 Research Methods
 CJ-704 Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System
 CJ-705 Class, Race, Gender & Justice
 CJ-709 Quantitative Analysis
 CJ-730 Bad Girls?
 CJ-731 Youth Programming
 CJ-732 Adolescent Risks and Resilience
 CJ-734 Youth Gangs
 CJ-783 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-784 Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-786 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies I
 CJ-787 Internship in Crime & Justice Studies II
 CJ-910 Independent Study
Counseling Courses

 COUNS-712 Life Span Development
 COUNS-713 Counseling: Theory & Practice
 COUNS-715 Methods of Research
 COUNS-716 Psychological Diagnosis
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/mscjs-msmhc-dual-degree
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 COUNS-717 Introduction to Psychological Testing
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 COUNS-725 Forensic Psychological Assessment
 COUNS-726 Family Therapy
 COUNS-727 Substance Abuse & Treatment
 COUNS-728 Professional Orientation: Ethical/ Legal Issues
 COUNS-729 Human Sexuality Seminar
 COUNS-732 Psychological Disorders of Childhood & Adolescence
 COUNS-733 Counseling Diverse Populations
 COUNS-735 Group Counseling
 COUNS-737 Counseling Skills Lab
 COUNS-738 Mental Health Counseling Practicum I
 COUNS-739 Mental Health Counseling Practicum II
 COUNS-740 Counseling Internship I
 COUNS-741 Counseling Internship II
 COUNS-751 Domestic Violence, Abuse & Neglect
 COUNS-910 Independent Study
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MSF/JD DUAL DEGREE
Master of Science
in Finance/Juris
Doctor

Master of Science in Finance/Juris Doctor
Learn more about this dual degree



STEM Classification
The MSF is a graduate degree program with a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) designation. Due to the demand of graduates with expertise in STEM fields, the
Department of Homeland Security permits international students graduating from STEM
programs to apply for a 24 month extension of their initial year of Optional Practical Training
(OPT). For more detailed information, please visit the ISSO webpage (/student-life/studentservices/international-student-services).

Curriculum
12-14 Courses (MSF Portion Only)
32-38 Credits
*Refer to the Law School for the Law School Portion of your degree.

Required Introductory Courses (2 credits)
Must be taken on campus in first semester of program.

 SBS-700 You As a Leader: Self-Awareness, Feedback, and Decision-Making
 FIN-601 Introduction to Statistics, Accounting, & Finance Intensive
Prerequisite Courses (12 credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msf-jd-dual-degree
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Must be taken or waived prior to enrolling in Finance Core Courses.
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 SBS-603 Managerial Economics
 SBS-604 Data Analytics
 MBA-640 Corporate Financial Reporting and Control
 MBA-650 Value Based Financial Management
Finance Core Courses (15 credits)
Note: Must be taken on campus unless permission to take online granted by Academic Program
Director.

 FIN-800 Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
 FIN-808 General Theory in Corporate Finance
 FIN-810 Investment Analysis
 FIN-814 Options and Futures
 FIN-818 Financial Econometrics
Capstone Course (3 credits)
Should be taken as late in the program as possible. Must be taken on campus unless permission
to take online granted by Academic Program Director.

 FIN-820 Financial Policy
Concentration Descriptions and Applicable Elective Courses (12 credits)
Choose between two (2) and four (4) elective courses (depending on waiver status) from the
approved MSF electives list. Courses must be taken on campus, within Sawyer Business School,
800- level or above (Exception MBA 740), unless permission to take online is granted by
Academic Program Director.
Depending on waiver status, you may declare a concentration. Concentrations include:
Corporate Finance, FinTech, Investments or Risk Management. The schedule of when courses
within a concentration are offered vary by semester.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msf-jd-dual-degree
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Students who declare a concentration must submit an SBS Graduate Program Concentration
Request Form (/business/degrees-programs/graduate-services-resources/resourcesforms/sbs-graduate-programs-concentration-request-form). Students are encouraged to meet
with their advisor before they declare a concentration.
The concentration appears on the transcript, not the diploma.

Note: Students wishing to take SBS 920 for as an elective in the MSF program must consult with
the MSF advisor on how to be considered for this option.
Note: London Financial Services Travel Seminar is the only travel seminar approved as an MSF
elective. Any other travel seminar requires MSF Academic Program Director approval.

Corporate Finance Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
 FIN-812 Capital Budgeting
 FIN-825 International Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
FinTech Concentration

Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msf-jd-dual-degree
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 ISOM-730 Python for Business Analytics
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 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
Finance Elective Course (3 credits)
Take one from the following list of electives:

 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
ISOM Elective (3 credits)
Take one from the following list of electives:

 ISOM-801 Solving Business Problems Using Advanced Excel
 ISOM-821 Data Management and Modeling
 ISOM-825 Enterprise Data Management
 ISOM-827 Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence
 ISOM-835 Predictive Analytics
 ISOM-840 Security and Privacy
 ISOM-845 Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Investments Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

 FIN-801 Money & Capital Markets
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msf-jd-dual-degree
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 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
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 FIN-831 Portfolio Management
 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-845 Private Capital Markets
 FIN-880 Investment Banking
 FIN-881 Real Estate Finance
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-887 Fundamental Equity Analysis
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
Risk Management Concentration
Choose three courses from the following list:

Note: Students who choose the Risk Management Elective Concentration must take FIN 816 and
FIN 882 as part of their program.

 FIN-816 Risk Management in Banking and Finance
 FIN-830 Introduction to FinTech
FIN-831 Portfolio Management
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msf-jd-dual-degree
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 FIN-835 Behavioral Finance
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 FIN-841 Financial Forecasting
 FIN-882 Applied Risk Management
 FIN-884 Fixed Income Securities
 FIN-885 Enterprise Risk Management
 FIN-890 Risk Assessment and Simulation
 FIN-895 MSF Thesis
 FIN-900 Special Topics in Finance
 FIN-910 Directed Individual Study
 FIN-920 MBA Graduate Internship
 MBA-740 Immerse- Travel Seminar

Waiver Policy
To waive an MSF prerequisite course, a student must successfully complete equivalent
coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven (7) years prior to MSF/JD
matriculation, with a grade of “B” or better, and provide official transcripts (with English
translations, if applicable).

To substitute an approved elective for an MSF Core Course, a student must have successfully
completed equivalent academic coursework at the undergraduate/graduate level in the seven
(7) years prior to MSF/JD matriculation, with a “B” or better, and provide official transcripts
(with English translations, if applicable).

All waiver and substitution requests are evaluated upon a student’s acceptance into the MSF/JD
program. Students may also elect to take a proficiency exam, for a fee, to gain a waiver for
prerequisite coursework. Proficiency exams must be taken in the first semester and are
administered on the Boston Campus.
All MSF/JD students must complete a minimum of 32 graduate credits in the Sawyer Business
School.
https://www.suffolk.edu/academics/academic-catalogs/dual-degrees/msf-jd-dual-degree
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Transfer Credit Policy
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Any candidate seeking transfer credits, taken at the graduate level from an AACSB-accredited
graduate program in business, will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. These credits may be
considered for elective course transfer only and if the credits do not apply to a previously
completed degree.
Transfer credits must have earned a grade of “B” or better and be taken within seven (7) years
prior to entering the Suffolk MSF/JD program. However, at the discretion of the MSF program
director, MSF required core courses or elective courses may not be transferred if the subject
material has changed significantly since completion. A maximum of six (6) credits may be
considered for transfer.
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SYLLABUS
Detailed Syllabus Information
&UHGLW+RXU5HTXLUHPHQWV

6XIIRON8QLYHUVLW\KDVHVWDEOLVKHGSURFHVVHVWRFRPSO\ZLWKWKH86'HSDUWPHQWRI(GXFDWLRQ¶V
FUHGLWKRXUGHILQLWLRQDFFRUGLQJWRZKLFKDFUHGLWKRXU³UHDVRQDEO\DSSUR[LPDWHVQROHVVWKDQ

 2QHKRXURIFODVVURRPRUGLUHFWIDFXOW\LQVWUXFWLRQDQGDPLQLPXPRIWZRKRXUVRIRXWRI
FODVVVWXGHQWZRUNHDFKZHHNIRUDSSUR[LPDWHO\ILIWHHQZHHNVIRURQHVHPHVWHURU
WULPHVWHUKRXURIFUHGLWRUWHQWRWZHOYHZHHNVIRURQHTXDUWHUKRXURIFUHGLWRUWKH
HTXLYDOHQWDPRXQWRIZRUNRYHUDGLIIHUHQWDPRXQWRIWLPHRU
 $WOHDVWDQHTXLYDOHQWDPRXQWRIZRUNDVUHTXLUHGLQSDUDJUDSK  RIWKLVGHILQLWLRQIRU
RWKHUDFDGHPLFDFWLYLWLHVDVHVWDEOLVKHGE\WKHLQVWLWXWLRQLQFOXGLQJODERUDWRU\ZRUN
LQWHUQVKLSVSUDFWLFDVWXGLRZRUNDQGRWKHUDFDGHPLFZRUNOHDGLQJWRWKHDZDUGRIFUHGLW
KRXUV´

,QRUGHUWRVXSSRUWIDFXOW\DQGVWXGHQWV6XIIRONKDVGHYHORSHGD8QLYHUVLW\V\OODEXVWHPSODWH
DQGZHHQFRXUDJHDOOIDFXOW\WRXVHLWIRUWKHLUFRXUVHV'RZQORDGWKH6\OODEXV7HPSODWH
>'2&@ PHGLDVXIIRONGRFXPHQWVDERXWGLUHFWRU\V\OODEXVV\OODEXVBWHPSODWHGRF"
OD HQ KDVK (&''&')(&'%)%$( 

$FDGHPLF*ULHYDQFHV

7KHUHLVDIRUPDOSURFHVV&$6DQG6%6VWXGHQWVPXVWIROORZIRUJULHYLQJDJUDGH)DFXOW\
WHDFKLQJ&$6DQG6%6FRXUVHVQHHGWRSURYLGHVWXGHQWVZLWKDOLQNWRWKH$FDGHPLF
*ULHYDQFH3ROLF\ VWXGHQWOLIHVWXGHQWVHUYLFHVVWXGHQWKDQGERRNXQLYHUVLW\SROLFLHVIRU
VWXGHQWVFDVVEVJULHYDQFHVDFDGHPLFV )DFXOW\WHDFKLQJ/DZ6FKRROFRXUVHVVKRXOGQRWH
/DZ6FKRRO5XOH,,,% ODZDFDGHPLFVFOLQLFVVWXGHQWOLIHSROLFLHVUXOHVDFDGHPLFUXOHV
UHJXODWLRQV ZKLFKLQFOXGHVLQIRUPDWLRQRQWKH/DZ6FKRROJUDGLQJV\VWHP
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1(&+(&UHGLW+RXU3ROLF\

,QDFFRUGDQFHZLWKWKH86'HSDUWPHQWRI(GXFDWLRQFUHGLWKRXUGHILQLWLRQWKH1HZ(QJODQG
&RPPLVVLRQRI+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQ KWWSZZZQHFKHRUJ  1(&+( SXEOLVKHVD3ROLF\RQ
&UHGLWVDQG'HJUHHV>3')@
KWWSVFLKHQHDVFRUJVLWHVFLKHQHDVFRUJILOHVGRZQORDGV32/,&,(63SB3ROLF\B2QB&UHG
$QG'HJUHHVSGI 

 )DFXOW\DQG6WDII$FDGHPLF5HVRXUFHV
 6WXGHQW6XSSRUW6HUYLFHV

College of Arts & Sciences and Sawyer Business School
Counseling, Health, and Wellness
Statement on Physical/Emotional Health
$UDQJHRILVVXHVFDQFDXVHEDUULHUVWROHDUQLQJVXFKDVVWUDLQHGUHODWLRQVKLSVLQFUHDVHG
DQ[LHW\KHDOWKLVVXHVDOFRKROGUXJSUREOHPVIHHOLQJGRZQGLIILFXOW\FRQFHQWUDWLQJODFNRI
PRWLYDWLRQRUIHHOLQJLOO7KHVHFRQFHUQVRURWKHUVWUHVVIXOHYHQWVPD\OHDGWRGLPLQLVKHG
DFDGHPLFSHUIRUPDQFHRUPD\UHGXFHDVWXGHQW VDELOLW\WRSDUWLFLSDWHLQGDLO\DFWLYLWLHV
8QLYHUVLW\&RXQVHOLQJ+HDOWK :HOOQHVVUHVRXUFHVDUHDYDLODEOHWRKHOSVWXGHQWVDGGUHVV
WKHVHDQGRWKHUFRQFHUQV6WXGHQWVFDQOHDUQPRUHDERXW6XIIRON¶VEURDGUDQJHRIFRQILGHQWLDO
FRXQVHOLQJDQGPHGLFDOVHUYLFHVRQRXUZHESDJH VWXGHQWOLIHKHDOWKZHOOQHVV 

Dean of Students¬
7KH6WXGHQW$IIDLUV2IILFH VWXGHQWOLIHVWXGHQWVHUYLFHVVWXGHQWDIIDLUV LVRSHQ0RQGD\
)ULGD\IURPDPSP6WXGHQWVPD\VFKHGXOHDFRQYHQLHQWDSSRLQWPHQWE\FDOOLQJWKH
RIILFHDW2UGHDQVDUHDYDLODEOHWRPHHWZLWKVWXGHQWVGXULQJRSHQRIILFHKRXUV
0RQGD\7XHVGD\7KXUVGD\DQG)ULGD\DPSP:HGQHVGD\DPSP7KH
6WXGHQW$IIDLUV2IILFHLVORFDWHGDW7UHPRQW6WUHHWWKIORRU

Interfaith/Religious Life
7KH,QWHUIDLWK&HQWHUXQLWHVWKH6XIIRONFRPPXQLW\YLDWKH8QLYHUVLW\&KDSODLQVHDVRQDO
FHOHEUDWLRQVDQGRQJRLQJSURJUDPVDQGHYHQWVLQWHUIDLWKURRPZKHUHLQGLYLGXDOVDQGVWXGHQW
JURXSVRIDQ\UHOLJLRXVWUDGLWLRQPD\JDWKHUDQGWZRDEOXWLRQDUHDV&RQWDFWWKH,QWHUIDLWK
&HQWHU VWXGHQWOLIHVWXGHQWLQYROYHPHQWLQWHUIDLWKUHOLJLRXVOLIH RUYLVLWWKHWKIORRURI
6DZ\HUIRUPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQ

Student Diversity and Inclusion

KWWSVZZZVXIIRONHGXDERXWGLUHFWRU\V\OODEXV
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&HQWHUIRU6WXGHQW'LYHUVLW\ ,QFOXVLRQLVFRPPLWWHGWRVHUYLQJVWXGHQWVZKRKROGKLVWRULFDOO\
PDUJLQDOL]HGLGHQWLWLHVDQGWKHLUDOOLHV:HSURYLGHDQDUUD\RISURJUDPVDQGHGXFDWLRQDO
RSSRUWXQLWLHVWRFHOHEUDWHGLYHUVLW\DQGVRFLDOMXVWLFH&RQWDFWWKH&HQWHU
PDLOWRGLYHUVLW\#VXIIRONHGX YLVLWWKIORRURI6DZ\HU5RRPRUYLVLWRXUZHESDJH
DERXWPLVVLRQKLVWRU\GLYHUVLW\LQFOXVLRQ IRUPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQ

Resource Wallet Cards
6XSSRUWUHVRXUFHVDUHDYDLODEOHIRUVWXGHQWVWRSURPRWHSHUVRQDODQGDFDGHPLF
VXFFHVV6WXGHQW$IIDLUV VWXGHQWOLIHVWXGHQWVHUYLFHVVWXGHQWDIIDLUV KDVGHYHORSHG
ZDOOHWFDUGVZLWKLQIRUPDWLRQIRUVWXGHQWVRQKRZWRDFFHVVWKH&RXQVHOLQJ+HDOWKDQG
:HOOQHVV VWXGHQWOLIHKHDOWKZHOOQHVV 7KHHDV\WRFDUU\FDUGVDOVRFRQWDLQLQIRUPDWLRQ
DERXWKRZWRVSHDNZLWKDFRXQVHORUKRXUVDGD\GD\VDZHHNLIVWXGHQWVDUHLQGLVWUHVV
&RXQVHOLQJ+HDOWKDQG:HOOQHVVZDOOHWFDUGVDUHDYDLODEOHDWWKH6WXGHQW$IIDLUV2IILFHIRU\RX
WRGLVWULEXWHLQ\RXUFODVVHV6WRSE\WKHRIILFHORFDWHGRQWKHWKIORRURI7UHPRQW6WUHHWRU
VHQGDQHPDLOWR6WXGHQW$IIDLUV PDLOWRVWXGHQWDIIDLUV#VXIIRONHGX 

Suffolk Cares
6WDIILQWKH6WXGHQW$IIDLUV2IILFH VWXGHQWOLIHVWXGHQWVHUYLFHVVWXGHQWDIIDLUVGHDQRI
VWXGHQWVVEVFDV DUHDYDLODEOHWRFRQVXOWZLWKIDFXOW\VWDIIDQGVWXGHQWVZKRPD\EH
FRQFHUQHGDERXWDVWXGHQWIRUDQ\UHDVRQ6WXGHQWGLIILFXOWLHVPD\DSSHDULQDYDULHW\RIZD\V
LQFOXGLQJVSRUDGLFFODVVRUZRUNVWXG\DWWHQGDQFHGLVWUHVVHGZULWLQJVLQKRPHZRUN
DVVLJQPHQWVRUFKDQJHVLQEHKDYLRUDSSHDUDQFHRUSHUVRQDOKDELWV,QIRUPDWLRQDERXWWKH
6XIIRON&DUHV3URJUDPDQGDQRQOLQHUHSRUWLQJIRUPDWRXUZHESDJH VWXGHQWOLIHVWXGHQW
VHUYLFHVVWXGHQWDIIDLUVVXIIRONFDUHV 6WXGHQW2XWUHDFK 6XSSRUWLVORFDWHGLQWKH6WXGHQW
$IIDLUV2IILFHORFDWHGRQWKHWKIORRURI7UHPRQW6WUHHW7KH\FDQEHUHDFKHGDW
RUE\HPDLO PDLOWRFDUH#VXIIRONHGX

Chosen Name Policy
&KRVHQ1DPH3ROLF\ VWXGHQWOLIHVWXGHQWVHUYLFHVVWXGHQWKDQGERRNXQLYHUVLW\SROLFLHV
IRUVWXGHQWVFDVVEVFKRVHQQDPH

Law School
Dean of Students
7KH'HDQRI6WXGHQWVLVUHVSRQVLEOHIRUDGYLVLQJFRXQVHOLQJDQGJHQHUDOO\PHHWLQJZLWK
VWXGHQWVRQLVVXHVUHODWLQJWRWKHLUHQUROOPHQWDWWKH/DZ6FKRRO&DOOHPDLOWKH
/DZ'HDQRI6WXGHQWVRIILFH PDLOWR/DZ'HDQ2I6WXGHQWV#VXIIRONHGX RUVXEPLW
DQDSSRLQWPHQWUHTXHVW ODZDFDGHPLFVFOLQLFVVWXGHQWOLIHDGYLVLQJ
FRXQVHOLQJDSSRLQWPHQWUHTXHVW 

KWWSVZZZVXIIRONHGXDERXWGLUHFWRU\V\OODEXV
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Mental Health, Stress, and Substance Abuse
6WXGHQWVPD\H[SHULHQFHDUDQJHRILVVXHVWKDWFDQFDXVHEDUULHUVWROHDUQLQJVXFKDVVWUDLQHG
UHODWLRQVKLSVLQFUHDVHGDQ[LHW\KHDOWKLVVXHVDOFRKROGUXJSUREOHPVIHHOLQJGRZQGLIILFXOW\
FRQFHQWUDWLQJODFNRIPRWLYDWLRQRUIHHOLQJLOO7KHVHFRQFHUQVRURWKHUVWUHVVIXOHYHQWVPD\
OHDGWRGLPLQLVKHGDFDGHPLFSHUIRUPDQFHRUPD\UHGXFH\RXUDELOLW\WRSDUWLFLSDWHLQGDLO\
DFWLYLWLHV6XIIRON8QLYHUVLW\VHUYLFHVDUHDYDLODEOHWRDVVLVW\RXLQDGGUHVVLQJWKHVHDQGRWKHU
FRQFHUQV\RXPD\EHH[SHULHQFLQJ6WXGHQWVFDQOHDUQPRUHDERXW6XIIRON¶VEURDGUDQJHRI
PHGLFDODQGFRQILGHQWLDOPHQWDOKHDOWKVHUYLFHVDWRXUZHESDJH VWXGHQWOLIHKHDOWK
ZHOOQHVV /DZ6WXGHQWVPD\DOVRZLVKWRDFFHVVWKHVHUYLFHVRI/DZ\HUV&RQFHUQHGIRU
/DZ\HUV KWWSZZZOFOPDRUJ 

Chosen Name Policy
&KRVHQ1DPH3ROLF\ VWXGHQWOLIHVWXGHQWVHUYLFHVVWXGHQWKDQGERRNXQLYHUVLW\SROLFLHV
IRUVWXGHQWVFDVVEVFKRVHQQDPH

 3ROLFLHV5HODWHGWR&RXUVHV
 $FDGHPLF$GYLVLQJ
 6\OODEXV'HVLJQ5HVRXUFHV

)ROORZ6XIIRON8QLYHUVLW\RQ

KWWSVZZZLQVWDJUDPFRPVXIIRONBX

KWWSVZZZLQVWDJUDPFRPS%]+(6$$N5.

KWWSVZZZVXIIRONHGXDERXWGLUHFWRU\V\OODEXV
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6XIIRON8QLYHUVLW\IDFXOW\DUHZHOFRPHWRDGDSWWKLVWHPSODWHIRUWKHLUFODVVHV7KHEOXHWH[W
SURYLGHVQRWHVWRJXLGH\RX ZKLFKVKRXOGEHGHOHWHGZKHQ\RXILQLVKXVLQJWKHWHPSODWH
including this noteto you! 7KHUHGWH[WLVODQJXDJHWKDW\RXZLOOILOOLQRUFKDQJHEDVHGRQ
\RXURZQLQIRUPDWLRQ7KHEODFNWH[WVKRXOGUHPDLQDVLVLQ\RXUILQDOV\OODEXV3OHDVHQRWH
\RXUGHSDUWPHQWRUFROOHJHPD\UHTXLUHDGGLWLRQDOHOHPHQWVLQ\RXUV\OODEXV,QVWUXFWLRQVWR
XVHWKLVWHPSODWHDUHRQWKHCenter for Teaching & Scholarly ExcellenceZHEVLWHXQGHU
³5HVRXUFHV´ KWWSZZZVXIIRONHGXDFDGHPLFVSKS 
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

Course Number – Course Title
Semester Year
,QVWUXFWRU,QIRUPDWLRQ
,QVWUXFWRUQDPH
(PDLOHPDLO
3KRQHRIILFHRUGHSDUWPHQWSKRQH
2IILFHRIILFHORFDWLRQ
2IILFH+RXUVRIILFHKRXUV
+RPHSDJH RSWLRQDO 


&RXUVH,QIRUPDWLRQ
0HHWLQJVWLPHGD\
/RFDWLRQEXLOGLQJURRP
&DWDORJ'HVFULSWLRQDGGFDWDORJGHVFULSWLRQKHUH
3UHUHTXLVLWHVDGGSUHUHTXLVLWHVKHUH
&UHGLW+RXUVHQWHUQXPEHURIFUHGLWKRXUVhere
This course follows the Federal Government’s Credit Hour definition. For more information
regarding the definition, please see the Suffolk University Syllabus webpage:
KWWSZZZVXIIRONHGXV\OODEXV

>)DFXOW\IRU\RXUUHIHUHQFH> KRXULQVWUXFWLRQ ZHHN  KRXUVVWXGHQWZRUN ZHHN@; 
ZHHNV  KRXUVSHUFUHGLW± KRXUVSHUFUHGLWFODVV RU KRXUVSHUFUHGLWFODVV SHU
VHPHVWHU$PLQLPXPRIKRXUVRIVWXGHQWZRUNLVUHTXLUHGSHUKRXURILQVWUXFWLRQFUHGLW
VRPHFODVVHVPD\UHTXLUHDGGLWLRQDOWLPH@

>)RU&$6XQGHUJUDGXDWHFRXUVHVRQO\ILOOLQWKHVWXGHQWHQJDJHPHQWKRXUMXVWLILFDWLRQJULGLQ
WKHER[EHORZDGGLQJDGGLWLRQDOOLQHVDVQHHGHG SOHDVHUHIHUWRWKH&UHGLW+RXU'HWHUPLQDWLRQ
KDQGRXWIRUIXWKHUJXLGHOLQHV @

7RFRPSOHWHWKLVFRXUVHVWXGHQWVZLOOQHHGWRGHGLFDWHDWDPLQLPXPWKHIROORZLQJDPRXQWRI
WLPHWRWKHOLVWHGDFWLYLWLHV

$VVLJQPHQW$FWLYLW\
(QJDJHPHQW(VWLPDWH

(QJDJHPHQW+RXUV
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7RWDO 

















HQJDJHPHQWKRXUV

,QVWUXFWRU¶V$GGLWLRQDO&RXUVH'HVFULSWLRQ

$GGDGGLWLRQDOGHVFULSWLRQKHUH


7H[WERRN&RXUVH0DWHULDOV

/LVWUHTXLUHGWH[WVDQGPDWHULDOVKHUHDQGQRWHZKHWKHUWKH\FDQEHREWDLQHGLQWKH
XQLYHUVLW\ERRNVWRUH HJWH[WERRNVFDOFXODWRUVUHDGLQJVFOLFNHUVHWF 


&RXUVH*RDOV /HDUQLQJ2EMHFWLYHV


*2$/6
8SRQVXFFHVVIXO
FRPSOHWLRQRIWKLVFRXUVH
VWXGHQWVVKRXOGEHDEOHWR
NQRZXQGHUVWDQG
Include broad course goals
in this column using the
verbs “know” and
“understand”

2%-(&7,9(6
8SRQVXFFHVVIXOFRPSOHWLRQ
RIWKLVFRXUVHVWXGHQWV
VKRXOGEHDEOHWR

$66(660(176
+RZWKHVWXGHQWZLOOEH
DVVHVVHGRQWKHVH
OHDUQLQJREMHFWLYHV

Include skills that students
will learn through the course
in this column

Include examples such as
assignments, group
presentations, discussions,
etc. in this column

Add more lines as needed

>)DFXOW\WKLVWDEOHDVVXUHVWKDW\RXUFRXUVHLV³LQVWUXFWLRQDOO\DOLJQHG´±WKDW\RXPHDVXUHZKDW
VWXGHQWVSUDFWLFHOHDUQDQG\RXKDYHVWXGHQWVSUDFWLFHOHDUQZKDW\RXGHILQHDVFRXUVHJRDOV
,QVWUXFWLRQDODOLJQPHQWLVWKHVLQJOHEHVWSUHGLFWRURIERWKVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJDQGVWXGHQWUDWLQJV,I
\RXFRPHXSZLWKDQHPSW\FHOORUOHIWRYHUFRXUVHFRPSRQHQWVWKHQWKHFRXUVHLVQRWDOLJQHG)RU
H[DPSOHVRIFRXUVHJRDOVDQGOHDUQLQJREMHFWLYHVDQGWLSVIRUKRZWRZULWHWKHPVHH
KWWSZZZVXIIRONHGXDFDGHPLFVSKSDQGFOLFNRQ³7LSVIRUZULWLQJFRXUVHJRDOVDQG
OHDUQLQJREMHFWLYHV´@


$VVLJQPHQWV([DPV3DSHUV3URMHFWV
6WXGHQWVZLOOEHHYDOXDWHGLQWKHIROORZLQJDUHDV

%ULHIO\GHVFULEHDVVLJQPHQWVDVVLJQPHQWZHLJKWVDQGGXHGDWHV

>)DFXOW\ZHSURSRVHLQFOXGLQJWKLVSKUDVHLI\RXUFRXUVHFROOHFWVDQ\DVVLJQPHQWVIRUAssurance
of LearningSXUSRVHVRUKDVWKHSRWHQWLDOWR HJVHQLRUZULWLQJVDPSOHV @6HOHFWDVVLJQPHQWVLQ
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WKLVFRXUVHPD\EHXVHGE\RXUDFFUHGLWDWLRQWHDPIRULQVWLWXWLRQDODVVHVVPHQWSXUSRVHVDQGZLOO
EHKDQGOHGFRQILGHQWLDOO\

*UDGLQJ(YDOXDWLRQ

>)DFXOW\\RXQHHGWRLQIRUPVWXGHQWVRIWKHIDFWRUVWREHFRQVLGHUHGLQGHWHUPLQLQJJUDGHVDQG
WKHVSHFLILFZHLJKWWREHDVVLJQHG,I\RXKDYHDSHQDOW\IRUODWHZRUNLQFOXGHLWKHUH3OHDVH
DOVRLQFOXGHDJUDGHVFDOHLIDSSOLFDEOHIRU\RXUFRXUVH $FRPPRQSROLF\LVDFHUWDLQ
SHUFHQWDJHRIWKHJUDGHWDNHQDZD\IRUHDFKGD\ODWH )RUH[DPSOHVRIJUDGLQJVFDOHVDQG
HYDOXDWLRQGHVFULSWLRQVVHHZZZVXIIRONHGXV\OODEXVRU
KWWSVZZZVXIIRONHGXDFDGHPLFVSKS@

'HVFULEHJUDGLQJ

>)DFXOW\,I\RXXVHWKH%ODFNERDUG*UDGHERRNPDNHVXUHWKDQDQ\JUDGHVFDOH\RXLQFOXGHLQ\RXU
V\OODEXVPDWFKHVWKHJUDGHVFDOHXVHGRQ%ODFNERDUG<RXPLJKWDOVRFRQVLGHUDFDXWLRQWRVWXGHQWV
VR\RXUHVHUYHWKHULJKWWRPDNHFRUUHFWLRQVVXFKDVWKHIROORZLQJ3OHDVHFRQVLGHUWKHRQOLQH
JUDGHERRNDVDFRXUWHV\WR\RXVXEMHFWWRHUURUVJLYHQYDULRXVXSJUDGHVDQGVKLIWVLQWKHVRIWZDUH,
UHVHUYHWKHULJKWWRPDNHJUDGHERRNFRUUHFWLRQVWRNHHSLWFRQVLVWHQWZLWKWKHV\OODEXVVRWKDW\RXU
JUDGHUHIOHFWVWUXHSHUIRUPDQFHQRWVRIWZDUHRUXVHUHUURU,I\RXVHHVRPHWKLQJWKDWGRHVQ¶WPDNH
VHQVHSOHDVHDOHUWPH7KDQNVVRPXFKIRU\RXUKHOS@


&RXUVH3ROLFLHV


>)DFXOW\2YHUWLPHDV\OODEXVFDQEHFRPHILOOHGZLWKUXOHVDQGRUGHUVDQGFDQGLVFRXUDJHD
SRVLWLYHFRXUVHHQYLURQPHQW%HVXUH\RXDVNIRUWKHEHKDYLRU\RXZDQWWRVHHQRWMXVWWKH
EHKDYLRU\RXGRQ¶WZDQW'RQ¶WFUHDWHDQ\SROLFLHV\RXDUHQ¶WZLOOLQJWRLPSOHPHQW
,QFRQVLVWHQFLHVLQIROORZLQJSROLFLHVOHDGWRVWXGHQWFRPSODLQWV7KHSROLFLHVGHVFULEHGEHORZ
DUHDPLQLPXPUHTXLUHPHQWIRU\RXUV\OODEXV@


7KLVFRXUVHDELGHVE\XQLYHUVLW\SROLFLHVWKDWFDQEHIRXQGKHUHZZZVXIIRONHGXV\OODEXV,Q
SDUWLFXODUSOHDVHQRWHWKHIROORZLQJ

&RPPRQ6XIIRON8QLYHUVLW\6\OODEXV3ROLFLHV
,QDGGLWLRQWRWKRVHGHVFULEHGRQWKLVV\OODEXVWKLVFRXUVHDGKHUHVWRSROLFLHVDQG
SURFHGXUHVWKDWDSSO\WRDOO6XIIRONFRXUVHVZLWKUHJDUGWRGLVDELOLW\DFFRPPRGDWLRQ
DFDGHPLFPLVFRQGXFWDFDGHPLFJULHYDQFHDWWHQGDQFHDQGFUHGLWKRXUFRPSOLDQFH$
GHVFULSWLRQRIWKHVHSROLFLHVFDQEHIRXQGDWWKHOLQN
KWWSZZZVXIIRONHGXDFDGHPLFVSKS


&RXUVH&DQFHOODWLRQV


,QWKHHYHQWWKDW\RX DVWKHSURIHVVRU QHHGWRFDQFHOFODVVVXFKDVIRUXQLYHUVLW\KROLGD\VRUIRU
DWWHQGLQJDFRQIHUHQFHVWXGHQWVDUHH[SHFWHGWRPDNHXSFODVVWLPHDQGDVVRFLDWHGHQJDJHPHQW
KRXUVDSSURSULDWHWRWKHFUHGLWYDOXHRIWKHFRXUVH HYHU\FODVVKRXUVKRXOGDOVRKDYHWZRKRXUV
RIHQJDJHPHQWRXWVLGHRIWKHFODVV &RQVLGHUDGDSWLQJWKHODQJXDJHEHORZIRU\RXUV\OODEXV,Q
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WKHHYHQWWKDW\RXUFRXUVHZLOOQRWKDYHDQH[SHFWHGFDQFHOODWLRQSOHDVHGHOHWHWKHUHGWH[W
EHORZ

&ODVVZLOOQRWPHHWRQWKHIROORZLQJGD\ V 

/LVWGDWHV

6WXGHQWVDUHH[SHFWHGWRPDNHXSWKHPLVVHGWLPHWRHQVXUHWKDWWKHFODVVPHHWVIHGHUDO
JRYHUQPHQWFUHGLWKRXUUHTXLUHPHQWV7RPDNHXSWKDWWLPH\RXZLOO>SURIHVVRUVKRXOGLQVHUW
GHWDLOVDERXWZKDWVWXGHQWVZLOOGRWRFRPSOHWHFUHGLWKRXUVVXFKDVDILHOGWULSDGGLWLRQDO
UHDGLQJVDOWHUQDWLYHFODVVWLPHGD\ZDWFKLQJDUHFRUGHGOHFWXUHHWF@3OHDVHVHHWKH&RXUVH
6FKHGXOHVHFWLRQEHORZZLWKGHWDLOVUHJDUGLQJDVVLJQPHQWVWKDWDUHVFKHGXOHGIRUGD\VRQZKLFK
FODVVZLOOEHFDQFHOOHG

,QWKHHYHQWWKDWWKHXQLYHUVLW\FDQFHOVFODVVHVVXFKDVIRUVHYHUHZHDWKHUVWXGHQWVDUHH[SHFWHG
WRFRQWLQXHZLWKUHDGLQJVDVRULJLQDOO\VFKHGXOHG$Q\DVVLJQPHQWVVFKHGXOHGGXULQJWKRVH
PLVVHGFODVVHVVXFKDVDQH[DPRUSDSHUDUHGXHDWWKHQH[WFODVVPHHWLQJXQOHVVRWKHU
LQVWUXFWLRQVDUHSRVWHGDWWKHFRXUVHZHEVLWHRUFRPPXQLFDWHGYLDHPDLO


6WXGHQW5HVRXUFHV

7KHXQLYHUVLW\SURYLGHVDUDQJHRIDFDGHPLFFRXQVHOLQJPHGLFDODQGDGPLQLVWUDWLYHVWXGHQW
VXSSRUWVHUYLFHV7ROHDUQPRUHH[SORUHWKLVZHESDJHZZZVXIIRONHGXV\OODEXV


&RXUVH6FKHGXOH


>)DFXOW\3URYLGHVWXGHQWVZLWKDOLVWRIGDWHVWKDWWKHFRXUVHLVPHHWLQJ7KHFKDUWEHORZLVDQ
H[DPSOHRIDFRXUVHVFKHGXOHLQJULGIRUP,QFOXGHKROLGD\VZKHQWKHFRXUVHZLOOQRWEHPHHWLQJ
DQGDQ\PDNHXSGD\V7KHFRXUVHVFKHGXOHVKRXOGDOVRLQFOXGHUHDGLQJDQGRWKHUDVVLJQPHQWV
WKDW\RXZRXOGOLNHVWXGHQWVWRFRPSOHWHEHIRUHFRPLQJWRFODVV7KHJHQHULFVWDWHPHQWLQUHG
UHPLQGVVWXGHQWVDERXWSRVVLEOHFKDQJHV@

7KHVFKHGXOHSROLFLHVSURFHGXUHVDQGDVVLJQPHQWVLQWKLVFRXUVHDUHVXEMHFWWRFKDQJHLQWKH
HYHQWRIH[WHQXDWLQJFLUFXPVWDQFHVE\PXWXDODJUHHPHQWDQGRUWRHQVXUHEHWWHUVWXGHQW
OHDUQLQJ

:HHN ZLWK'DWH  *HQHUDO7RSLF
5HDGLQJ$VVLJQPHQW2WKHU
$VVLJQPHQW
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

AE-031

English Preparation Listening and
Speaking Level 3

AE

0.00

AE-032

English Preparation Reading & Writing
Level 3

AE

0.00

AE-033

Vocabulary Enhancer Level 3

AE

0.00

AE-034

American Cultural Studies

AE

0.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1258

This course is designed to help students
establish an understanding and proficiency in the
areas of English language comprehension,
speech
and pronunciation skills, including delivering
academic presentations, notetaking, and active
participation in class discussions and small
group activities. Students will enhance their
fluency and develop confidence in speaking and
listening in English through a variety of
student-centered, interactive activities. This
course is designed for students at a
low-intermediate level. This is a non-credit
course.
This course is designed to help students
establish an understanding and proficiency in
reading and writing with a focus on correct verb
tense usage, sentence construction, basic
rhetoric, critical reading and writing techniques
necessary for university-level academic
discourse. This course is designed for students
at a low intermediate level. This is a non-credit
course.
In this course, students will develop to help the
vocabulary skills necessary to read and
critically engage at the university level.
Through student-centered activities and
interactive group exercises that emphasize
vocabulary building and relevant grammatical
skills, this course will connect vocabulary and
themes to the content taught in AE-032. This
course is designed for students at a lowintermediate level. This is a non-credit course.
This course is designed to explore the many
aspects of American culture by not only reading
about the history, but also by visiting history.
Historical sites include and are not limited to
the State House of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, the John F. Kennedy Library,
The
Old North Church, the Greenway and the
Freedom
Trail. The focus of the course may also include
discussions about businesses, current events,
and
popular culture in the United States. This course
is designed for students at a low intermediate
level. This is a non-credit course.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

AE-041

English Preparation Listening and
Speaking Level 4

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-042

English Preparation Reading and Writing
Level 4

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-043

Community Engagement for Academic
Success

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-044

American Culture Through Literature

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-051

Graduate Communication Across
Disciplines

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only
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DESCRIPTION

1259

The goal of this course is to increase fluency
and build student confidence in listening and
speaking through a variety of student-centered
activities. Specifically, students will advance
and practice their listening and speaking skills
in academic situations including group work,
note-taking exercises, oral presentations, and
class discussions. Vocabulary, pronunciation,
delivery, and active listening will be addressed,
among other skills. This course is designed for
students at an intermediate level. This is a
non-credit course.
The goal of this course is to increase accuracy
and build student confidence in reading and
writing through a variety of student-centered
activities. Specifically, students will advance
and practice their reading and writing skills on
a variety of topics through critical reading,
critical thinking, and essay writing. Sentence
level, paragraph level, and essay level writing
with a focus on grammar, punctuation, and
organization among other skills will be
addressed. This course is designed for students
at an intermediate level. This is a non-credit
course.
This course is designed to ensure a successful
transition to Suffolk University and our unique
urban community. Through class discussions,
readings, and assignments, students will discuss
a variety of topics, including academic success
strategies, personal goals and self-awareness.
Students will develop the skills and knowledge
necessary to become a successful university
student. This course is designed for students at
an intermediate level. This is a non-credit
course.
This course will focus on American literature,
culture and history. Course readings may include
short stories, poetry, plays, excerpts of novels,
and/or films that have impacted American history
and explore the many aspects of American
culture.
The course focuses on reading comprehension,
vocabulary development, presentation and
discussion skills. This is a non-credit course.
This course is designed for students pursuing the
graduate pathway program at Suffolk University.
Students will develop critical thinking,
analytical skills and communication abilities.
These skills are developed through
interdisciplinary, academic-related themes
tailored to students' specific fields of interest
and/or study. This is a non-credit course.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

AE-052

Graduate Student Success I

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-056

English Preparation Listening and
Speaking Level 5

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-057

English Preparation Reading & Writing
Level 5

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-058

Vocabulary Enhancer Level 5

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-059

Special Topics Level 5

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only
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DESCRIPTION

1260

This course is designed for students pursuing the
graduate pathway program at Suffolk University.
This course is designed for international
students who are studying abroad, emphasizing
development, readiness, and academic success
for
Graduate Programs. This course covers western
educational systems, university policies and
procedures, writing skills and research
resources, and graduate school study skills and
methods. This is a non-credit course.
This course is designed to focus on the oral
communication skills needed to be successful
students, as well as successful professionals.
Through lectures, texts and practical
applications, students will learn how to design
and present a variety of presentations. Students
will also learn to collaborate with a team of
colleagues, utilize visual aids, and critique
professional/rhetorical situations. Moreover,
students will improve their listening skills to
by taking notes on authentic, academic
conversations and lectures. This course is
designed for students at a low-advanced level.
This is a non-credit course.
This course is designed to familiarize students
with the academic reading and writing skills,
which may be applicable to their collegiate
course work. Students will develop the
analytical skills necessary to produce
well-organized and well-written essays. Students
will pay significant attention to the writing
process including prewriting, writing a strong
thesis statement, revising, editing and
proofreading. In this course, the proper use of
citing sources will be introduced. This course
is designed for students at a low-advanced level.
This is non-credit course.
In this course, students will increase thier
vocabulary skills necessary to read and
critically engage at the university-level.
Through student-centered activities and
interactive group exercises that emphasize
vocabulary building and relevant grammatical
skills, this course will involve vocabulary,
which connects to the content taught in AE-057.
This course is designed for students at a
low-advanced level. This is a non-credit course.
Explores current issues in students intended
area
of study. Specific topics are announced once the
course is scheduled.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

AE-066

English Preparation Listening and
Speaking Level 6

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-067

English Preparation Reading & Writing
Level 6

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-068

Vocabulary Enhancer Level 6

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-069

Special Topics Level 6

AE

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only
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DESCRIPTION

1261

This course is designed to focus on the oral
communication skills needed to be successful
students, as well as successful professionals.
Through lectures, texts and practical
applications, students will learn to create
visual presentations for academic or professional
purposes, and will have the opportunity to
practice their presentation skills. Students will
work collaboratively to learn to utilize visual
aids as well as critique professional/rhetorical
situations. Moreover, students will improve their
listening skills to by taking notes on authentic,
academic conversations and lectures. This
course
is designed for students at a low-advanced level.
This is a non-credit course.
This course is designed to strengthen academic
reading and writing skills applicable to
collegiate course work .Students will collaborate
with one another to continue to develop the
analytical skills necessary to produce
well-organized and well-written essays. This
course will emphasize how to develop an
effective
writing process including prewriting, writing a
strong thesis statement, revising, editing and
proofreading. Additionally, students will conduct
their own research and will learn how to properly
use and cite sources to avoid plagiarism. This is
a non-credit course
This course is designed to help students develop
the proficiency of the vocabulary skills
necessary to read and critically engage at the
university level. Through student-centered
activities and interactive group exercises that
emphasize vocabulary building and relevant
grammatical skills, this course will involve
vocabulary that correlates thematically to the
content taught in AE-067. This course is
designed for students at an advanced level. This
is a non-credit course.
Explores current issues in students intended
area
of study. Specific topics are announced once the
course is scheduled. This is a non-credit course.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

AE-080

Language Support for Accounting and
Finance Professionals

AE

0.00

ADF-S501

Foundation Drawing I

GR

3.00

ADF-S502

Foundation Drawing II

GR

3.00

ADF S101 or ADF S501.

ADF-S552

3- Dimensional Design

GR

3.00

ADF S151 or ADF S551

INTO Pathway Students Only
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DESCRIPTION

1262

This course provides students with the basic
vocabulary needed to succeed in a variety of
courses in accounting and finance. Students
would
be introduced to different terminology used in
financial accounting, managerial accounting and
corporate finance. After the successful
completion of this course, students would have a
fundamental knowledge of the terms and
concepts
used in accounting and finance courses bridging
a
potential gap for non-native English speakers,
setting them up for success in future studies and
career in the financial profession. This is a
non-credit course.
This course concentrates on the traditional
techniques of observational drawing.
Fundamental
principles and elements of drawing are
introduced
in structured lessons and exercises, which are
supplemented by additional outside assignments.
Foundation Drawing I stresses the development
of
visual skills as well as the broad use of drawing
concepts, vocabulary, techniques and variety of
materials. Normally offered each semester.
This course will refine the basic visual skills
developed in Foundation Drawing I (ADF S501).
The
elements of color and mixed media are
introduced
to expand technical possibilities, while more
intensive work with the nude human figure
provides
exposure to gesture, structure and complex form.
As students begin to develop a more
sophisticated
and personal approach, issues of expression and
interpretation will be investigated, focusing on
personal style and expression.
This course focuses on the fundamental
elements of
three-dimensional form. Line, plane and volume
will be explored as students develop visual
analysis and critical thinking skills in the
round. The role of scale, proportion, structure,
surface, light and display will be addressed, as
students create forms that activate space and
engage the viewer. The course will proceed from
work with simple forms and techniques to more
challenging and comprehensive problems
addressing
both additive and subtractive methods.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADF-S566

2D/COLOR

GR

3.00

ADFA-S745

Advanced Printmaking

GR

3.00

ADFA-S900

Fine Arts Directed Studio

GR

1.00

6.00

ADFA-S910

Fine Arts Independent Study

GR

1.00

3.00

ADFA S251 or Instructor permission
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Fine Art Program Director Approval needed

DESCRIPTION

1263

The goal of this course is proficiency in the
logic and structure of two-dimensional design
and
color. Students will take a dynamic approach to
effective visual communication, and to organizing
and activating the two-dimensional surface, with
emphasis on such essential visual elements as
line, shape and texture. The study of color will
be viewed in the context of, and as an essential
component of pictorial expression. Students also
will develop the ability to make informed choices
when communicating visual ideas. Digital and
traditional media will be addressed, as will past
and contemporary approaches to composition
and
color in art and design.
In Advanced Printmaking students will explore
issues of technique, scale and multiple press
runs
that are not possible within the context of the
beginning Printmaking course. In this advanced
course students will focus on a chosen area of
traditional or contemporary print media, ranging
from etching, digital imaging, lithography, paper
molding, and photocopying, to relief and screen
printing. Through the use of theory and
developed
skill, the course will allow students to create
print-based works of an increasingly professional
standard in both two and three dimensions.
Students will undertake projects both as separate
entities and as combined installed pieces, aimed
at encouraging an individual, creative and
professional approach to printmaking in the
context of contemporary art practice.
The student completes a directed studio project
under the supervision of a fine arts faculty
member. All Directed studios must be approved
by
the individual faculty member, the Fine Arts
Program Director, and the NESADSU Chairman.
A project, either studio or non-studio under the
supervision of a fine arts faculty member. Please
see Directed Study elsewhere in this catalog for
details. Independent study forms are available
from the Office of the Academic Dean and
Registrar. All independent study projects must be
approved by the individual faculty member, the
Fine Arts Program Director, and the NESADSU
Chairman.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADG-624

History of Graphic Design

GR

3.00

ADG-637

Professional Practice

GR

3.00

ADG-700

Graphic Design Graduate Internship

GR

3.00

ADG-810

Graphic Design Graduate Seminar

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Consent of Program Director required.
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DESCRIPTION

1264

The first part of this course will focus on the
history of graphic design from prehistoric times
to the Industrial Revolution, including the
origins of graphic communications in the ancient
world, the development of the alphabet and early
printing methods, and typography. The second
portion will concentrate on the period from the
mid 19th-century to the present, and will include
the Arts and Crafts Movement, the various 'isms'
and their influence on modern art, the Bauhaus
and
International Style, and contemporary visual
systems and image making.
This course is designed to provide final
preparation for employment in the field
of graphic design. In addition to helping each
student develop a professional portfolio,
the course will provide students with practical
knowledge of the business aspects of graphic
design, interviewing skills, resume preparation,
personal branding and help students target
internship opportunities for the following
semester.
The purpose of this course is to provide students
with an opportunity to explore areas within the
graphic design field that they have not
previously
experienced. Interns will observe and
participate
in all office procedures permitted by their place
of internship and will be required to maintain a
journal of their observations and submit sample
work. Required classroom seminars will reinforce
new skills, share learning experiences, and
answer
questions or concerns. Students with prior
extensive and documented work experience in
the
field may be exempt from the internship
requirement, with the approval of the Masters in
Graphic Design Program Director; however, such
students will be required to substitute a
3-credit studio elective for the internship.
Everyone has a voice - in addition to audible
voices, each designer has their own visual voice.
In this class we find and fine-tune students'
visual voices through exercises designed to
discover the viewable threads that form and
define what embodies a visual voice. The journey
will take students through creating and analyzing
their own work and the work of designers and
artists in various fields of communication. The
class will culminate in a personally designed and
crafted book recording the experience.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADG-850

Visual Communication Design Seminar

GR

3.00

ADG-910

Graphic Design Independent Study

GR

3.00

Instructor's consent required.

ADG-S601

Basic Typography

GR

3.00

ADF S151 or ADF S166

ADG-S602

Computer Typography

GR

3.00

ADG S201 OR ADG S601 AND ADG S219
OR ADG S619

ADG-S606

Graphic Design I

GR

3.00

ADF S551 OR ADF S151 OR ADF S166

ADG-S607

Graphic Design II

GR

3.00

ADG S206 OR ADG S606 AND ADG S219
OR ADGS 619
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DESCRIPTION

1265

Concept-driven seminar with a focus on
advertising. Instructor invites design
professionals to work directly with students in
class on unique assignments emphasizing
innovation. Develops students' individual voices
while introducing industry-standard techniques
for contemporary visual communication. In-class
Q&A between students and guests on
concepting,
self-promotion, and job-search. Establishes the
professional parameters for a marketable online
portfolio and updated design approaches for
digital & print.
An Independent Study provides the student with
the opportunity to examine an issue of interest
that falls outside the parameters of the existing
curricula. Students work one-on-one with a
full-time faculty member to realize a particular
and well-defined goal. Proposals for Independent
Studies must be approved by the College of Arts
&
Sciences Dean's Office in advance of the
semester
during which the work will be completed.
This course will introduce students to the
creative use of typography in the design process
and will provide them with the skills and
knowledge necessary to accurately specify and
render type.
This advanced course focuses on the translation
of the historical knowledge and hand skills
learned in Basic Typography into a digital
format. Students will learn how to produce
quality typography, as well as experiment with
and explore letterform design manipulation.
Emphasizing the creative process from thumbnail
to
comprehensive, this course will also introduce
the
student to the language, tools, and techniques of
the professional graphic designer. Attention will
be paid to conceptualization, production and
presentation in solving design problems. This
course will expose the student to a series of
assignments designed to show step-by-step
problem
solving from observation and research, to the
incorporation of these findings into the design of
communication vehicles.

A continuation of the skills learned in Graphic
Design I, involving projects that are broader in
scope, more in-depth, and address societal
issues.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADG-S613

Web Design I

GR

3.00

ADG-S619

Computer Applications in Design

GR

3.00

ADG-S639

Master's Prep I

GR

3.00

ADG-S644

Graphic Design III

GR

3.00

ADI S602 OR ADI S202; ADG S607 OR ADG
S207;
ADG S619 OR ADG S219

ADG-S645

Graphic Design IV

GR

3.00

ADG-S344 or ADG-S644

ADG S219 OR ADG S619
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DESCRIPTION

1266

This course will introduce basic web site design
and creation skills to students in order to
prepare them for more advanced study in Web
Design II. The class will use a variety of
industry standard software to design and create
basic working websites. Students will learn
HTML,
XHTML and CSS. JavaScript, Flash and Action
Scripting will be discussed and presented as
supplemental tools. Information architecture,
wire frames, interface design, user experience
and web page layouts will be explored in depth.
The history, societal context and future of new
media will be discussed throughout the
semester.
In this course students will learn the major
software applications used by graphic designers,
such as Adobe Creative Suite: InDesign,
Illustrator, and Photoshop. Through a series of
problems, students will learn how and when to
use
specific software to produce their solutions and
prepare portfolio-quality design.
Intended for majors only.
Normally offered Fall semester.
This course is designed for Master's candidates
selected by the program director. The focus of
Master's Prep I is for students to develop
comprehensive knowledge of the basic skills
required of graphic designers. In this class
students will complete a series of rapid-fire
exercises including, but not limited to, the
following: composition, color, understanding type
and its application and story communication.
Although conceptual thinking is not the primary
focus of the course, at the end of each exercise,
students will have the opportunity to reflect upon
the conceptual thought processes involved in
their
assignments. The goal of Master's Prep I is to
develop and ingrain these fundamental skills in
design craft, enabling students to apply them to
the projects throughout their graduation
coursework.
This continuation of Graphic Design I and II will
concentrate on increasing sophistication in
creative problem-solving abilities. The course
will also develop a solid understanding of
prepress terms and operations and the impact of
technology on those operations. It will also
provide the knowledge and skills necessary to
enable students to make appropriate prepress
decisions regarding more complex projects.
A continuation of the concepts and skills
developed in Graphic Design III and their
application to more complex, multi-pieced,
in-depth projects.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADG-S649

Master's Prep II

GR

3.00

ADG S639 or instructor's permission

ADG-S654

Advanced Computer Applications

GR

3.00

ADG S201 or ADG S601, ADG S202 or ADG
S606, ADG S2

ADG-S705

Conceptual Typography

GR

3.00

instructor's consent required
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DESCRIPTION

1267

This course is about discovering connections
where
one least expects them. It is about thinking as a
journey into the unforeseen possibilities of
sense
and meaning. Through a series of exercises and
assignments students will take on themes such
as
aesthetics, structure, context, deconstruction,
and critical thinking and turn them into their
own
methodologies: How things are relationships of
meaning, how form is the power of the surface,
how
context is the stage for sense, how sense is
revived by taking things apart, and finally how
critical thinking beheads the dragon of
ideological tyranny. To be able to play this
game,
students are expected to possess the craft
learned
in Master's Prep I and apply it intuitively. This
course will make a permanent mark on creative
minds that don't need a muse to be free.
Students
will walk away knowing how to depend on their
own
thinking as a practical routine to tackle complex
creative problems without the fear of being
wrong.
This course is designed to further explore
software applications for specific and
experimental effects. It aims to provide students
with the knowledge and skills necessary to
choose
the appropriate software application and to
execute the desired design, focusing on the
design itself rather than on the limitations of
the computer programs. The course also focuses
on
solving the technical and production problems
when preparing artwork electronically for
printing. Software applications include Adobe
Creative Suite: InDesign, Illustrator, and
Photoshop.
This course is designed to build on core
typography knowledge and further students'
understanding of the conceptual possibilities of
using type in design. Advanced typographic
problems requiring the implementation of both
traditional and alternative methods will
facilitate a deeper exploration of modern
communication issues including layered
hierarchies, type in motion, typographic voice
and
illustration.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADG-S712

Packaging Design

GR

3.00

ADG-S730

Motion Graphics

GR

3.00

ADG-S734

Publication Design

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
ADG S201 or ADG S601 AND ADG S206 or
ADG S606 AND
S619 OR Instructor Permission.

ADG S601, ADG S607, and ADG S619
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DESCRIPTION

1268

In this course, students will study the evolution
and history of packaging design, discuss
philosophies, learn industry terminology and
examine contemporary designs. Using case
studies,
students will analyze the package design
process
from concept to production and over the course
of
the semester. Brand extension and consistency,
packaging templates, professional procedures,
product photography and printing will also be
discussed.
This class will focus on learning and using
specific software to create moving graphics that
are geared toward being broadcast on television,
web or film. Students will create time-based
works
such as title sequences, ads, and videos that
they
art direct. In the very near future, motion
design
will be a necessary skill for designers to
compete
in the marketplace. Motion design can be applied
to many areas of graphic design from on-screen
presentation to environmental design. During the
class, students will build their motion design
portfolio that will give them an edge above
conventional print and web designers.
This course will focus on the skills necessary to
create publications such as books, magazines,
annual reports and catalogs. The goals of this
course are three-fold: to further enhance the
understanding of typography in regard to
publications, to provide the skills and knowledge
necessary to design publications for either a
print or digital environment, and to integrate
the students' own art and/or photography in their
work.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADG-S740

Web Design II

GR

3.00

ADG-S213 or ADG-S613;

ADG-S760

Corporate Design

GR

3.00

ADG-S202 or ADG-S602; ADG-S207 or
ADG-S607;

ADG-S766

Environmental Graphic Design

GR

3.00

ADG-S773

UX/UI Design

GR

3.00

Restricted to MA-Graphic Design students;
Instruct
required.
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DESCRIPTION

1269

This course is intended as a continuation of the
experience gained in Web Design I. The
objective
of the course is the development of advanced
conceptual skills such as prototyping, usability
testing, interactive philosophy, accessibility,
project and content management. Students will
further develop their professional multimedia
skills by working with HMTL, XHMTL, CSS and
other
industry-standard tools. JavaScript will be
discussed and we will use Flash for animation
and
video. Current techniques for distributions on
mobile devices will be explored. Software that
will be used during the class will include
Dreamweaver, Flash, and other professional
level
software tools.
This course explores the issues of contemporary
branding used to identify, establish and promote
the business community. Specific emphasis will
be
placed on the analysis and development of
corporate identity systems including the
development of logotypes, stationary, signage
systems, marketing collateral/advertising/direct
mail campaign development, environmental
graphics,
and websites . Normally offered fall semester.
A cross disciplinary course bringing together
interior design students and graphic design
students at the Masters level to collaborate on
problem solving in the visual and built
environments. In the studio, students will be
exposed to design issues and problems, both
experiential and graphic. Students will be
working
in teams bringing new insight to solutions for a
variety of client/project types. Field trips to
fabricators, professional firms and EGD sites will
be included. This is a survey class designed to
introduce students to ways of producing
three-dimensional graphic design projects within
the built environment.
UX, User Experience explores the process of
enhanced customer satisfaction and loyalty
through user-centered interactive design. Data
research, prototyping, testing and project
implementation are covered. Design-field best
practices are employed including typography,
composition, and color theory to prepare
students
for their professional futures.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADG-S807

The Now and Future of Graphic Design

GR

3.00

ADG-S820

Graphic Design Graduate Studio I

GR

3.00

ADG-S822

Graphic Design Graduate Studio II

GR

3.00

ADG-S839

Masters Foundation I

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Program Director Consent Required

ADG S820
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DESCRIPTION

1270

Comprehending the significance of the rapidly
changing field of graphic design will be
addressed through relationships, processes and
technologies as evidenced in the work of
contemporary visionaries from a broad array of
individuals using design as a part of their field
of interest. With the emergence of the
Digital/Information age, the opportunities for
being informed and the importance of engaging
collaborative relationships will be analyzed and
utilized with the goal of connecting with the
vast extended community we occupy.
In this graduate studio, students will explore
complex graphic design problems, particularly
those requiring a multi-disciplinary approach.
The goal of the course is to extend the student's
viewpoint beyond simple one-dimensional
solutions
and to encourage thoughtful and inventive
design,
and innovative problem-solving.
In this advanced-level studio, students will
continue their exploration of the more complex
graphic design projects begun in Graphic Design
Graduate Studio I (ADG S820), with the
emphasis
on design problems requiring a multi-disciplinary
approach. Students will be exposed to projects
that encompass a broad variety of design
circumstances, and they will be encouraged to
guide clients to more inventive and unique
solutions. Each project assigned has a
student-generated component in its selected
topic
and scope. The formation of project details
requires students to engage in considerable
research prior to starting the application of
design.
Developing and building an advanced
comprehensive
knowledge of fundamental skills in graphic
design
craft, enables students to apply them throughout
their graduation coursework. Students will
experience a series of rapid-fire exercises,
including but not limited to, composition, color,
understanding typography, and the application of
the conceptual thought processes.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADG-S840

Thesis Research

GR

3.00

ADG-S842

Graphic Design Thesis Studio

GR

3.00

ADG-S843

Thesis Studio Continuation

GR

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADG S840

3.00
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DESCRIPTION

1271

The Master's program in Graphic Design
culminates
in a thesis, an independent project based on an
original idea designed and developed by the
student in concert with a team of advisers.
Thesis
Research Studio requires the definition of a
graphic design problem, research of case studies
and visual works relevant to the thesis topic, and
the creation of an outline for the thesis studio
project. The class will culminate in the
preparation of printed documentation, as well as
an oral/visual presentation. All students are
required to attend meetings outside of the
scheduled class time for one on one instruction
with their professor/adviser.
The Graphic Design Thesis is a focused
independent
project on a single
original topic, developed by the student working
in conjunction with a team
of advisors. During this studio course students
will test various formats
for visualizing their thesis and will execute the
design work necessary to
realize their project. Emphasis will be placed on
creative inquiry and the
development of unique solutions that are
conceptually strong and content
rich. The final thesis will be comprised of the
design project along with
extensive written documentation. Students must
demonstrate independence in
relation to their own design process and the
ability to realize a complex
graphic design solution.

This course is a continuation of Graphic Design
Thesis Studio ADG S842. If a student is unable
to
complete any phase of the Thesis sequence
within a
single semester and subsequently registers for a
continuation of that phase, s/he may enroll for a
combined total of no more than 3 credits of such
continuations of that phase in order to complete
the required coursework (Research, Studio or
Documentation). These continuation courses
may be
taken for 1, 2, or 3 credits. The amount of in
class/contact time will be reflected in the credit
hours selected.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADG-S844

Graphic Design Thesis Documentation
Studio

GR

3.00

ADG-S849

Masters Foundation II

GR

3.00

ADG-S900

Graphic Design Directed Studio

GR

1.00

6.00

Program Directors consent required.

ADG-S910

Graphic Design Directed Studio

GR

1.00

3.00

Program Directors consent required

ADG S842
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DESCRIPTION

1272

This studio course represents the final phase of
the thesis process. Having defined the design
problem, completed the necessary research and
finalized the design solution, the students will
then document the process and project in written
and visual form. Thesis documentation will
consist
of the visual manifestation of the design solution
as well the professional level production of a
printed, bound volume or other appropriate
format
in which the thesis project, research, and
solution are presented in both text and images.
All students are required to attend meetings
outside of the scheduled class time for one on
one
instruction with their professor/adviser.
Discover connections where one least expects
them. Through a series of exercises and
assignments students will take on themes such
as
aesthetics, structure, context, deconstruction,
and critical thinking while turning them into
their own methodologies. Students will walk
away
knowing how to depend on their own thinking as
a
practical routine to tackle complex creative
problems without the fear of being wrong.
Students complete a Directed Studio project
under the supervision of a full-time faculty
member. All Directed Studio request forms must
be
accompanied by a written proposal and
schedule,
and must be approved by the faculty member,
the
Graduate Program Director and the Department
Chair.
An independent Studio provides the student with
the opportunity to examine an issue of interest
that falls outside the parameters of the existing
curricula. Students work one-on-one with a
full-time faculty member to realize a particular
and well defined goal. Proposals for Independent
Studios must be approved by the College of Arts
&
Sciences Dean's Office in advance of the
semester
during which the work will be completed.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-621

History of Furniture & Architecture I

GR

3.00

ADI-622

History of Furniture & Architecture II

GR

3.00

ADI 221 or ADI 621.

ADI-642

Interior Codes & Construction

GR

3.00

Prerequisite: ADI S110 or S510

ADI-644

Interior Materials & Finishes

GR

3.00

Intended for majors only
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DESCRIPTION

1273

The goal of this course is the enhancement of
the student's critical comprehension of
historic styles and the impact they have on
contemporary design solutions. The survey
begins
with the Egyptian period and provides an
overview of the history of furniture and
architecture through the mid-1700s, including
ancient Greece and Rome, the Gothic and
Renaissance, Baroque and Rococo periods.
Emphasis
will be placed on chronological periods, the
visual characteristics of each style including
regional idiosyncrasies, and the terminology
germane to a study of furniture and architecture.
A continuation of History of Furniture &
Architecture I, this course will extend the
investigation of furniture and architecture into
the 20th century, while addressing issues
concerning preservation, restoration,
rehabilitation, and adaptive re-use. Drawing on
the vast resources of the city of Boston and its
environs, students will become actively involved
in stylistic progression, local living history,
and the benefits of preserving our past for future
generations. Field trips will include visits to
restored Federal, Victorian and Contemporary
venues.
This course examines various interior
construction
assemblies of non-load-bearing walls, loadbearing
walls, floors, stairs, elevators, fireplaces,
ceilings, doors, interior windows, frames,
millwork and fire-related construction. Emphasis
will be placed on building codes including state,
BOCA, Underwriters Laboratory, ASTM, state
and
federal accessibility codes and construction
materials. Students will also be introduced to
basic structural concepts and characteristics of
structural materials.
Students will study the visual qualities,
technical characteristics and applications
of the common materials and finishes used in
interior installations. These materials include
floor coverings, wall coverings, textiles,
ceiling and sustainable materials. Related fire,
health and safety codes, as well as maintenance
and life cycle costs, will be discussed. Class
material will be presented in the form of
lectures, guest speakers and a tour of the Boston
Design Center. Students will learn to
analyze, select and specify materials and
finishes for the appropriate applications,
write specifications, and prepare a resource
notebook.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-652

Environmental Systems

GR

3.00

ADI 242 or ADI 642.

ADI-654

Lighting

GR

3.00

Prior drafting or CAD experience
recommended

ADI-700

Interior Design Graduate Internship

GR

3.00

ADI S202 OR S602 AND ADI S303 OR S603
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DESCRIPTION

1274

This course studies mechanical, electrical, and
plumbing technology and systems commonly
employed
in residential and commercial interiors. It will
introduce students to the vocabulary, concepts
and
basic components of these fields of engineering.
This will enable students to integrate these
building systems in their design work and
communicate ideas effectively with project
engineers and contractors. The course will
include
commonly used heating, ventilating, air
conditioning, plumbing piping and fixtures, fire
sprinklers, electrical supply and distribution,
smoke detection and fire alarm systems.
Related
mechanical, electrical and plumbing codes will
also be discussed.
This course introduces students to the art and
technology of lighting and explores the use
of lighting as a design element in the interior
environment. Class material will be presented
as a series of lectures, readings and
demonstrations. Students will learn to analyze
interior lighting installations, calculate
lighting levels for interiors, select
appropriate light fixtures and prepare a
lighting plan based on one of their
studio projects.

With the assistance of the faculty advisor, each
student will identify an appropriate internship
site with a local interior design firm. All
interns are required to complete 150 hours of
work/study within the semester, working a
minimum
of 8 hours per week under the direction of a
qualified Interior Designer. Interns are expected
to contribute to the host firm at a high level of
design interaction. All interns will meet
bi-weekly with the faculty advisor. The classroom
seminars will reinforce new skills, share
learning experiences, and answer questions or
concerns. A firm site visit, production of firm
profile, and participation in a professional
organization are required within the seminar.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-706

Graduate Portfolio

GR

3.00

ADI-713

Advanced 3-Dimensional Color

GR

3.00

ADF S143 or ADF S543

ADI-784

Interiors Marketing & Contracts

GR

3.00

ADI S201 or ADI S601
Intended for majors only

ADI-808

3-Dimensional Color Theory

GR

1.00

Take ADI-S847 concurrently (Required)
Take ADI-S202 (Recommended)
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DESCRIPTION

1275

This course provides students with the
opportunity to compose a professional folio as
well as prepare their Thesis process studies for
the final exit portfolio review. Students will
address key elements of portfolio content.
Through in-class demonstrations and hands-on
exercises, students explore mock up, layout and
compositional techniques. In addition to
composing their final Thesis studies, students
will employ more advanced concepts pertinent to
the composition and printing of multi-page
documents.
In this course the student will explore
three-dimensional aspects of color theory,
including psychology, depth perception, and
spatial context. Design elements of light, space,
unity, and balance will be covered through
lectures, in-class demonstrations, and class
exercises. Criteria for color use, including
contrast and harmony, will be explored for each
application, with emphasis on each student's
area
of specialization. Open to graduate students
only.
This course will cover the business aspects of
interior design, including management, client,
and
contractor relationships, project management,
proposal writing, and market resourcing. In
addition, students will be exposed to career
planning practices, such as portfolio
development,
resume preparation, and interviewing techniques.
Tour of architectural and interior design firms
will also be included.
The lecture component of this course will explore
color's influence on the physiological and
psychological disposition of human beings.
In-class discussions and short exercises will
provide students with hands-on exploration of
these concepts in relation to their Thesis Studio
project. In doing so elements of color theory
will be made relevant to each participants own
work. Terminologies pertinent to color theory
will be explored in context to their use in the
built environment.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-835

History & Theory of Interior
Architecture

GR

3.00

ADI 621 OR ADI 221 AND ADI 222 OR ADI
622

ADI-840

Thesis Research

GR

3.00

ADI-S372 OR ADI-S772; Open to graduate
students on

ADI-841

Thesis Research Continuation

GR

1.00

3.00
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Take ADI-S372 OR ADI-S772; Open to
graduate studen

DESCRIPTION

1276

Much like the history of art, the history of
interior design encompasses numerous styles,
movements, and individual artistic contributions.
It also reflects the influence of international,
political, and social developments. A basic
understanding of this history is important for
the
professional designer who often looks to the past
for inspiration. This class will involve a study
of historical interiors, styles and theory from
several different viewpoints, examining their
inherent qualities and contributions in order to
better understand what constitutes a sense of
place in the interior. Beginning with the Shaker
movement and proceeding through the 20th
century,
the class will look at specific buildings,
styles,
movements, products, and materials that came
to
influence the interior space.
Open to graduate students only.
Students are expected to identify a thesis topic,
conduct research, interpret it abstractly,
identify an appropriate design vehicle that will
prove the thesis, then program the project,
select a site, and begin pre-schematic design.
The course is conducted in seminar format and is
dedicated to self-directed independent research.
Students learn research techniques, fact finding,
scholarly writing conventions, and information
organization, and are exposed to philosophical
arguments that attempt to establish rules of
language regarding design and art. Aesthetic
theory, research, abstraction and programming
are
addressed as the basis of design. During class
discussions, close attention is given to the
construction of a thesis, preparation of its
argument, and justification. Graduate candidates
must earn a grade of B- or better in ADI 840,
inclusive of any continuation courses, in order
to proceed to ADI S842.
Continuation is intended for
students who the Thesis Research faculty has
determined are in need of additional research
work prior to enrollment in ADI S842. Credit
amounts can vary depending on research
progress
and will be determined by the Thesis faculty and
the Program Director. Students are limited to a
maximum of 3 credits of research continuation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADI-844

Thesis Documentation

GR

3.00

ADI-849

Entrepreneurship With Internship

GR

3.00

ADI-851

Style, Culture, & Theory

GR

1.00

ADI-900

Interior Design Graduate Directed Study

GR

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
ADI S842
Open to graduate students only

Take ADI-S853 concurrently (Required)
Take ADI-S202 (Recommended)

6.00
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Open to graduate students only. Consent of
Progra
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DESCRIPTION

1277

This course represents the final phase of the
thesis process and constitutes the conclusion of
the Master's program sequence. Having defined
the
design problem, and completed the research and
design portions, the student will then document
the project in written and visual form. The
components will include construction documents
and specifications, as well as a book in which the
thesis proposal and results are composed in both
text and images. The MAID thesis document
serves
as an exposition of the process and nature of the
thesis program and ultimately serves as a
resource
of interior design research for the greater design
community. Open to graduate students only.
This course will cover the business aspects of
interior design, including firm management,
client and contractor relationships, project
management, proposal writing, and market
resourcing. In addition, students will explore
career planning practices and consider the
importance of independent entrepreneurship.
Strategies for creating physical and online
portfolios will be covered along with resume
composition. Participants will gain exposure to a
variety of professional design and advocacy
groups. Students will also participate in network
and interviewing sessions with design
professionals. Although students may complete
the
required internship hours prior to taking this
course, every participant will systematically
analyze their experiences of practice,
characterizing the business models within which
they have worked.
Students will learn how style culture and theory
influence, or inform, the adaptation of
buildings. Students evaluate two sites and
establish criteria for determining the capacity
of each to accommodate a new program of use.
Students identify existing documentation for
these buildings and create a weighting system to
compare and contrast the two. Lectures,
readings
and research exercises enable students to
assess
geographic, environmental and technological
conditions of each site and depict these
conditions in a variety of maps and diagrams.
Directed study allows students to pursue an
in-depth research project in an area of particular
interest, directed by a qualified graduate faculty
member. Program Director and Chairman
consent
required. Open to graduate students only.
Normally offered each semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-910

Interior Design Independent St

GR

1.00

ADI-S506

Interior Design Communications

GR

3.00

ADF S101 or ADF S501; and ADI S108 or
ADI S508 or

ADI-S508

Perspective Principles

GR

3.00

Prior or concurrent drawing experience

ADI-S510

Digital Orthographics

GR

3.00

Take ADI-S108 or ADI-S508 OR ADI-S205;

6.00
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DESCRIPTION

1278

An Independent Study provides the student with
the
opportunity to examine an issue of interest that
falls outside the parameters of the existing
curricula. The student will work on a one-on-one
basis with a full time faculty member to realize
a particular and well defined goal. All
proposals
for Independent Study must be approved by the
Dean's Office in advance of the beginning of the
semester during which the work will be
completed.
Interior Design Communications teaches
students
how drawing media, observational drawing,
perspective theory, color and design graphics
can
be integrated into the designer's process. In
addition to exploring contrast, accent,
reflection, shade and shadow, the course
underscores the importance of freehand
sketching
as a tool to foster intellectual inquiry and
convey design concepts to a wider audience.
The
course introduces students to manual and digital
methods for composing work for presentation
and
portfolio purposes.
This course introduces students to the systems
of
perspective developed during the Renaissance
as a
means of creating the illusion of 3-dimensional
space on a 2-dimensional surface. Using 1-, 2-,
and 3-point perspective, students will learn to
effectively render the illusion of space. Students
will learn a variety of creative architectural
drawing techniques using various media, and
both
free-hand sketching and technical rendering
methods will be emphasized.
To make ideas become reality, designers must
create drawings that accurately communicate the
finished project. This course will enable the
student to produce 2-dimensional drawings that
accurately depict the length, width, breadth, and
height of the interior space, object, or project.
Students will acquire the skills necessary for
measured plans, elevations, and sections as well
as isometric and axonometric drawing types.
Both
hand drafting and digital drawing techniques
(CAD)
will be included. Projects will be organized in
increasing complexity as skills are mastered.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-S601

Interior Design Studio I

GR

3.00

Take ADF S552 and ADI S510; Take ADF
S543 or ADF S
S506 or ADI S205

ADI-S602

Residential Design Studio

GR

3.00

ADI S201 or ADI S601 AND ADF S102 OR
ADF S502

ADI-S603

Contract Design I

GR

3.00

ADF S102 or S502, ADI S201 or S601, ADI
242 or 642
or S664

ADI-S604

Furniture & Detailing Studio

GR

3.00

ADI S201 or S601 and ADI S264 or S664.
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DESCRIPTION

1279

This studio introduces students to basic design
principles, design theory and concept
development.
Emphasis will be placed on design process,
problem
solving, spatial organization, anthropometrics,
universal design awareness, and presentation
techniques. Students will be given a series of
projects of increasing complexity, utilizing and
building upon the skills developed in the
Foundation courses. Students will be expected
to
produce process diagrams, plans, elevations,
models, and finish boards.
This course addresses residential interior
environments on a large scale. Students will
develop client contact and programming skills.
Emphasis will be placed on residential
precedents,
design process, human factors, accessibility,
building codes, diagramming, spatial
organization,
detailing, presentation techniques, furnishings,
finishes and lighting.
This commercial design studio focuses on the
design of work environments. Students will
develop programming and space planning skills
unique to these environments through a series of
small- to medium-sized projects. Emphasis will
be
placed on commercial precedents, programming,
design process, human factors, building codes,
ADA, spatial organization, detailing, presentation
techniques, office furniture systems, equipment,
finishes and lighting.
This course introduces students to the design
process as it applies to furniture, addressing
furniture ergonomics, materials, construction
techniques, manufacturing and design. Students
will research selected topics, and design seating,
work/service pieces and cabinetry. Emphasis
will
be placed on furniture precedents, research, the
design process, human factors, accessibility,
detailing, documentation and presentation
techniques.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-S605

Contract Design Studio II

GR

3.00

ADI S202 or ADI S602 and ADI S303 or ADI
S603 and
621 and ADI 222 or ADI 622 AND ADI S110
OR ADI S51

ADI-S664

Advanced Interior Design Communications

GR

3.00

ADI S110 or ADI S510.

ADI-S772

Construction Documents

GR

3.00

ADI S110 or ADI S510, ADI S201 or ADI
S601

ADI-S805

Form Study & Model Making

GR

3.00

ADF S151 OR ADF S551

ADI-S810

Advanced Lighting Design Studio

GR

3.00

ADI S201 OR S601, ADI S202 OR S602, ADI
S303 OR S6
or ADI 654, Take ADI-S372 OR ADI-S772;
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DESCRIPTION

1280

This studio focuses on adaptive re-use and
renovation of commercial interiors with attention
given to historical buildings in the Boston area.
Emphasis on creative problem-solving methods
and a
philosophical approach to medium- and largescale
hospitality and retail design projects. Students
will be required to incorporate the skills and
knowledge gained throughout their studies to
create a comprehensive project, including
presentation drawings, models, material and
furniture boards, and a set of construction
documents and specifications.
This course is designed to advance and reinforce
presentation techniques and graphic technical
skills introduced in Interior Design
Communications. Students will continue to
develop
their proficiency in free hand sketching,
rendering and perspective, and will learn various
three-dimensional rendering software and other
digital imaging techniques.
Building on the curriculum of Orthogonal
Drawing,
this course will explore in more detail the
features of CAD and BIM software. Programs will
be
used as tools to draft, organize, and produce a
set of construction documents. Students will
complete a full set of contract documents.
This studio course is dedicated to the study of
form in the three dimensions: length, breadth,
and depth. Students will explore form at a
conceptual level that will translate in future
studios as it is applied to the built environment.
They will look at the role of scale, light,
texture, negative space, and proportion, as well
as thematic and structural relationships in the
creation of forms.

Advanced Lighting Design Studio
applies technical and creative theories about
lighting design. The class will look at natural
and artificial systems of light and the ways in
which they impact the experience of inner space.
Specifically, color, lamp source, measurement
methods, and control will be addressed. Lighting
will be explored as an extension of aesthetic
intent. Open to graduate students only.

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TITLE

LEVEL

ADI-S815

Human Factors & Universal Design

GR

3.00

ADI S202 or ADI S602 and ADI 242 or ADI
642 and
ADI S303 or ADI S603 and ADI S304 or ADI
S604 and
ADI S305 or ADI S605 and ADI 352 or ADI
652.
Take ADI-S372 OR ADI-S772;
Open to graduate students only

The physiology and psychology of the client/user
is one of the main factors influencing the design
of the environment. This studio will present
design problems that explore issues of
ergonomics
and proxemics as they apply to interior design.
Universal design, design that creates
accessibility, will be the context for the studio
design problem(s). Discussions will cover the
following: interaction of environment and the
user's culture, genre, stage of life cycle, and
physical capabilities.
Open to graduate students only.

ADI-S820

Advanced Materials & Methods Studio

GR

3.00

ADI 242/642, ADI 244/644, ADI S303/S603,
ADI S305/S605, and ADI 352/652.
Take ADI-S372 OR ADI-S772;
Open to graduate students only.

ADI-S830

3-D Visualization Studio

GR

3.00

ADI S372/S772. Open to graduate students
only.

ADI-S837

Sustainable Design

GR

3.00

TAKE ADI-S602, ADI-642, ADI-S603, ADIS604, ADI-S6
ADI-S772;

This studio provides students with a more
sophisticated understanding of structural and
constructional issues and their impact on the
design and planning of interior environments.
The
studio studies the influence of choices of
materials on methods of construction and
detailing, requiring students to identify and
resolve construction-related issues by putting
together a set of detailed construction drawings.
Students sketch and analyze the works of
prominent
designers, and conduct precedent and market
research to locate and specify materials,
products, and technical information. Open to
graduate students only.
This course will develop a student's ability to
visualize their designs through a digital medium.
Software such as AutoCAD, 3D Studio Viz R3,
and
Photoshop will be the vehicles used to produce a
series of images and animation sequences to
illustrate students' designs. This class is lab
intensive.
The design community, along with society as a
whole, has become aware that a new, more
"bio-friendly" approach to design must be taken
if
we are to stop polluting our earth, wasting
energy and resources, and jeopardizing our own
health and that of other species. Design firms
are
therefore being looked to for expertise in these
areas, and educated designers must be
conversant
with both the design strategies and building
technologies associated with environmentally
responsible structures and spaces. This studio
course is designed to acquaint students with the
implementation strategies for such design,
through
a series of lectures, case studies, and projects.
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DESCRIPTION

1281

COURSE

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-S842

Interior Design Thesis Studio

GR

3.00

ADI-S843

Thesis Studio Continuation

GR

1.00

ADI-S847

Digital Visualization

GR

2.00

Take ADI-808 concurrently (Required)
Take ADI-S264 (Recommended)

ADI-S852

Urban Ecology Studio: The Workplace

GR

3.00

Take ADI-S202 (Recommended)

Take ADI-S372 OR ADI-S772;ADI 840

3.00
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Take ADI-S372 OR ADI-S772;ADI 840

DESCRIPTION

1282

Comprised an independent project executed by
each
student working with a team of advisors.
Realization of the thesis project includes
schematic design, design development and a
final
thesis presentation. Students must demonstrate
an
understanding of the historical, technological
and aesthetic parameters of interior architecture
and design. Students must demonstrate
independence in relationship to their own design
process and ability to realize an interior design
project. Students unable to successfully
complete
the design development review will be required
to
enroll in the subsequent Thesis Studio
Continuation.
Open to graduate students only.
Continuation is intended for
students who the Thesis Studio faculty has
determined are in need of additional thesis
studio work prior to enrollment in ADI 844.
Credit amounts can vary depending on studio
progress and will be determined by the Thesis
faculty and Program Director. Students are
limited to a maximum of 3 credits of studio
continuation.
This course provides a platform for developing
computer generated rendering skills pertinent to
the Thesis Studio projects. Demonstrations and
assignments will enable students to build upon
familiar orthographic and perspective rendering
techniques. Participants will employ new
software
and examine add-ons to more familiar digital
tools. In doing so, students will enhance their
ability to represent materiality, reflectivity,
illumination, shade and shadow.
This studio focuses on the design of work
environments. The course will explore the history
of the workplace and the social, economic and
cultural factors that will shape our relationship
to work in the future. Students will develop
research, programming and planning skills
unique
to these environments. In doing so students will
consider how workplaces integrate human
factors,
building codes, accessibility and regulatory
requirements through spatial organization,
detailing, furnishing systems, equipment,
finishes, and lighting.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADI-S853

Advanced Lighting Studies

GR

2.00

ADI-S854

Design Documentation

GR

3.00

ADI-S855

Urban Ecology Studio: Living Systems

GR

3.00

ADI-S900

Interior Design Directed Studio

GR

1.00

ADPR-691
ADPR-700

Special Topics
Introduction to Communication

GR
GR

3.00
3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Take ADI-851 concurrently

Take ADI-S852

6.00

Approval of Program Director and NESADSU
Chairman

DESCRIPTION

1283

This course enables students to apply advanced
technical information, and creative approaches,
to lighting design. Students will study natural
and artificial lighting techniques and consider
the ways in which both impact the human
experience of space. Color, lamp source,
measurement methods, and lighting control
systems
will be addressed. Students will apply these
topics to a studio exercise in order to better
understand how site and planning constraints
inform the designers lighting strategy.
Building on the curriculum of Digital
Orthographics, students will gain a more in-depth
knowledge of computer aided design and
building
information modeling software. Students will
employ new and familiar computer programs to
draft, organize and compile a set of construction
drawings. The course requires students to
manage
more complex layers of information and develop
strategies for managing their work virtually.
This studio focuses on the design of
environments
for health and wellness. The course will conduct
research into existing precedents in order to
understand the social, economic and cultural
factors that shape the way we design for human
wellbeing. Students will develop research,
programming and planning for a multi-faceted
facility. In doing so students will consider how
health and wellness integrate human factors,
building codes, accessibility and regulatory
requirements through spatial organization,
detailing, furnishing systems, equipment,
finishes, and lighting. Students will explore
the physiology of the human being and consider
how complex systems can be addressed at a
human
and architectural scale. Using the city of Boston
as a platform for inquiry students will engage
with a variety of stakeholders to better
understand this evolving field of inquiry.
Directed study/studio allows students to pursue
an
in-depth research project in an area of particular
interest, directed by a qualified graduate faculty
member.
Open to graduate students only.
Normally offered each semester.
Current issues in communication.
Introduces academic and professional analysis
and
writing in the field of communication.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADPR-701

Applied Communication Research

GR

3.00

ADPR-702

Marketing Communication Research

GR

3.00

ADPR-704

Issues in Communication

GR

3.00

ADPR-709

Content Management

GR

3.00

ADPR-717

Principles of Branding and Visual
Identity

GR

3.00

ADPR-736

Advocacy and Public Policy

GR

3.00

ADPR-740

Political Communication

GR

3.00

ADPR-770

Seminar in Advertising

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1284

Introduces a number of qualitative and
quantitative research methods for both academic
and professional communication research.
Applies
research methods to study communication
problems.
Examines the tools and techniques used to gain
understanding of audiences for marketing
communication messages. Covers the
fundamentals
of account planning, including strategic planning
and research methods.
Examines current theory, practice, and debates
in
the communication field. Issues can include:
technology, privacy, social responsibility, and
ethics,
Examines best practices for web publishing,
including creating, editing and maintaining
content for online and social media platforms.
Students analyze the content of websites and
then
produce their own content in a variety of forms.
Covers content creation and maintenance
techniques, as well as customer and client
relationship skills, with an emphasis on
effective writing. Includes practical experience
creating, editing and maintaining content for
online and social media platforms.
Examines the success and failure of the visual
identities of brands as well developing a new
visual identity and launching a campaign for an
existing brand. Includes an analysis of the
strategically planned and purposeful presentation
of a brand's visual identity as well as a brand's
name, logo, tagline (slogan), color palette and
other sensory elements that make a brand
unique.
Examines persuasion strategies and tactics for
advancing public policy proposals and concerns.
Students will learn how to apply the principles
of Public Relations, Advertising, Negotiations
and Persuasion to influence the public and
government decision-makers.
Examines persuasive politics and political
campaigns. Case studies of famous politicians
and
political speeches are combined with discussion
of current political rhetorical trends.
Examines theories of advertising, including
market segmentation, media selection, message
creation, advertising evaluation and criticism.
Students produce brand reports, create ads and
justify their campaigns.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADPR-771

Web Design

GR

3.00

ADPR-772

Social Media

GR

3.00

ADPR-775

Crisis Campaign Management

GR

3.00

ADPR-777

Public Relations

GR

3.00

ADPR-779

Integrated Marketing Communication

GR

3.00

ADPR-782

Social Media Campaigns

GR

3.00

ADPR-785

Video Production for Advertising

GR

3.00

ADPR-903
ADPR-910

Graduate Internship
Independent Study

GR
GR

1.00
1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADPR-772

6.00
3.00
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12 credits of ADPR courses

DESCRIPTION

1285

Learn HTML, CSS, Java Scripts and Widgets for
the
construction, design and posting of web sites.
We
explore the use of websites, mobile sites and
other online applications for advertising, public
relations, SEO, and marketing.
Examines social media techniques,
measurement and
strategy. Discusses the latest trends in how
business, media, news, and politics use social
media for relationship development, brand
building and engagement.
Explores the process of management of
campaigns
to deal with crisis situations in organizations,
including creative, budgetary, research, and
audience needs.
Examines theories, case studies and campaigns
in
public relations. Areas of concentration include
research development, design and
implementation;
agenda setting; professional writing;
presentational skills/ techniques and crisis
management. Practical application of theoretical
concepts is stressed.
Examines the integration of advertising,
promotion, public relations, marketing
communications and internal communication.
Analyzes the impact IMC has on corporate
image,
objectives and brands, and the interrelations of
employees, customers, stakeholders and
different
publics.
Covers the development of a social media
campaign
for a target audience using a variety of
platforms. Students will use social media and
design tools to create a campaign for a client,
moving it from concept through execution.
Provides an introduction to the field of
commercial advertising. Students develop and
pitch ideas and learn all stages of video
preproduction, production and postproduction to
create commercials.
Internship in various communication industries.
Directed study allows students to pursue
an in-depth research project in an area of their
interest, directed by a qualified graduate
faculty member.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

AE-061

Graduate Communication for Professional
Purposes

GR

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-062

Graduate Student Success II

GR

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AE-065

Advanced Graduate Communication Across
Disciplines

GR

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

AHE-625

Organization & Administration of Higher
Education

GR

3.00
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DESCRIPTION

1286

This course is designed for students pursuing the
graduate pathway program at Suffolk University.
This course provides an in-depth review of a
variety of key academic writing skills as well as
professional communication.These skills are
developed through interdisciplinary,
academic-related themes tailored to students'
specific fields of interest and/or study This is
a non-credit course.
This course is designed for students pursuing the
graduate pathway program at Suffolk University.
This course extends and reinforces concepts
introduced in AE 052, including critical
thinking, cross-cultural communication, academic
and professional identity, advanced graduate
program development, university resources,
research methods, and presentation skills. This
is a non-credit course.
This course is designed for students pursuing the
graduate pathway program at Suffolk University
to
develop students' critical thinking and analysis
skills and knowledge for study at a US
University. These skills are developed through
cross disciplinary academic-related themes that
are tailored to students' specific fields of
interest/study. Course activities and
assessments
include critical reading, primary and secondary
research, report writing, oral presentations, and
career-focused networking. This is a non-credit
course.
This course provides a broad overview of the
American higher education landscape and
serves as
the primary vehicle for introducing students to
the complex nature of college and university
administration. The interplay between
organizational characteristics, structures, and
modes of governance will be explored as a
means
of elucidating the practical application of
administrative theories in higher education.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

AHE-626

Legal Aspects Higher Education

GR

3.00

AHE-628

Financial Aspects Higher Education

GR

3.00

AHE-632

Diversity Issues in Higher Education

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1287

This course provides students with a practical,
working understanding of the legal foundations
that govern institutions of higher educations.
Using the case study method, it examines legal
problems facing college and university
administrators including tort liability, rights
of teachers and students, free speech issues,
contracts, tenure, confidentiality of records,
and legal aspects of hiring and discrimination.
Students will learn the current state of the law
and acquire appropriate skills and resources
necessary to make sound decisions in their
professional practice, utilizing their knowledge
of student development theories and the practical
application of law and policy in higher
education. Some emphasis will be placed on
those
areas of significance to the student affairs
professional.
This course examines financial management and
fiduciary practices internal to institutions of
higher education. It provides an introduction to
the sources of higher education funding,
budgeting and disbursement, control
mechanisms,
and the role of finance in strategic planning.
It also provides students with information they
need to better understand and participate more
effectively in the funding, budgeting, and
revenue/expenditure processes in higher
education. Students examine the role of
strategic planning and resource allocation in
public and private colleges/universities. Various
topics, issues, and trends in the financial arena
of higher education are also explored.
This course provides students with the
opportunity to examine theoretical scholarship
and empirical research on race, class, and
gender
in American higher education. The overall goal of
this course is to assist future practitioners in
the field in developing an ability to critically
evaluate institutional and departmental
approaches to diversity in higher education.
Students will explore such issues as affirmative
action, sexual harassment, access and financial
aid practices, and the relationship of diversity
to learning outcomes.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

AHE-634

Student Development: Theory and Practice

GR

3.00

AHE-635

The American College/University Student

GR

3.00

AHE-642

College and University Culture

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1288

This course will explore theories, rationales,
and methods of student development in higher
education, as well as the organization and
administration of student personnel services.
Students will explore the history of student
affairs and develop an understanding of the
various functional areas and competencies
associated with student affairs work. In
addition, students will become familiar with a
variety of theorists who have shaped the
profession and incorporate relevant theories into
program planning and assessment.
The course is an in-depth examination of
post-secondary students at all levels utilizing
available statistics and other resources to
describe various campus cultures and explore
student attitudes toward society in general
and the post-secondary experience in particular.
Focus is given to exploring trends and changes
in
the enrollment characteristics of college
students and addressing the attitudes and values
of campus sub groups and cultures.
Consideration
is given to methods of locating resources on
students and to measuring the effect of
post-secondary education.
The purpose of this course is to provide students
with an overview of college and university
cultures in American higher education. Students
will gain an understanding of the properties of
campus culture, including norms of behavior,
values, stories, physical artifacts, sagas,
myths,symbols, and architecture, all of which
guide and shape institutional behavior. In
addition, students will examine the cultural
norms of behavior of various institutional
stakeholders - faculty, staff, students, and
administrators and develop an understanding of how campus
culture affects each of these groups. In order to
become more familiar with the ethos of
institutional functioning and behavior, students
will conduct a small-scale independent research
project, employing qualitative research
techniques, to investigate and analyze a
particular campus subculture.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

AHE-643

Leadership in Higher Education

GR

3.00

AHE-645

Practicum in Administration

GR

3.00

AHE-647

Critical Issues in Higher Education

GR

3.00

AHE-648

Research in Higher Education

GR

3.00

AHE-649

History of Higher Education

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Instructor consent required
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DESCRIPTION

1289

The purpose of this course is to introduce
students to leadership characteristics and
theories in higher education. The course
examines
various leadership styles endemic to the college
and university environment, focusing on those
relevant to the president, vice presidents,
department chairs, deans, faculty, and students.
Trait-factor, group, transformational,
situational, and other theories of leadership are
explored in the context of team-building,
participatory decision-making, staff development,
resource allocation, and future planning.
The practicum experience provides for the
practical application of administrative skills in
an appropriate field placement under the
guidance
of a site supervisor at an institution of higher
education. The experience helps students gain
exposure to various fields of work, and it
provides an opportunity for students to observe,
experience, and understand employer/employee
relationships within the higher education
environment. Students will apply theories
learned in the classroom to a wide array of
professional projects. Students enrolled in the
course will meet as a class to discuss
practicum-related issues.
In-depth research into and discussion of a range
of pressing issues and problems such as
affirmative action, executive compensation,
international higher education and globalization,
online/distance learning, for-profit higher
education, and Internet issues. The goal of this
course is to help students gain a general
knowledge of some of the most salient higher
education issues in the United States and
develop
skills to analyze and manage emerging issues
they
may encounter as professionals in the field.
This course provides the knowledge and skills
necessary for locating sources of information and
doing effective descriptive research in higher
education. Students will design and execute field
research on structures and problems of specific
post-secondary institutions.
This course examines the development of
institutions and practices of higher education
from their medieval origins to the present,
concentrating on the American experience and
identifying key trends in theory, organizations
curriculum, and sociology. Not offered on a
regular basis.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CAS-700

Introduction to Graduate Studies

GR

3.00

CJ-681

Crime and Communities

GR

3.00

CJ-685

Seminar in Corrections

GR

3.00

CJ-686

Seminar in Juvenile Justice

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Graduate Pathway Students Only
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DESCRIPTION

1290

This course is designed to foster the
development
of a range of skills necessary for success in
graduate school and professional practice. The
course provides students the opportunity to
master graduate-level competencies in areas
such
as information literacy; professional ethics;
time management and project completion; critical
thinking and analysis; and scholarly writing.
Students will focus on enhancement of
presentation skills and the development of voice
and perspective in their written work.
Core required course for Master of Science in
Crime and Justice Program. This course will
examine the relationship among
crime, criminal justice and the community as well
as the impact of crime on local neighborhoods
and
community institutions. The role of the
community
in the criminal justice system and processes of
social control are also examined. Topics covered
include: local measurement of crime statistics;
community policing; prevention and early
intervention strategies; community corrections
and
intermediate sanctions. Strategies for
empowering
local communities to address the quality of life
in the urban environment are also explored.
This course will examine the major issues in the
adult correctional system. Traditional
incarceration as well as pretrial and
post-conviction alternatives will be explored.
Covered topics may include: prison and jail
overcrowding; issues in classification; mental
health and incarceration; substance abuse
treatment within the prison setting; prison
security and disturbances; vocational and
educational programming within prisons; ethics
and
corrections.
This course examines the array of issues
concerned
with the administration and operation of the
juvenile justice system. The historical,
philosophical, and legal foundations of the
juvenile justice system will be examined along
with the legal and philosophical changes within
the system in contemporary period. Special
attention will be given to the Massachusetts
model
of juvenile corrections and treatment.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJ-687

Justice & the Community Courts

GR

3.00

CJ-688

Restorative Justice

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1291

This course examines the administration of
justice in the community courts. Topics include
the role of the judge; relationships between
prosecutors, defense lawyers, and the courts;
the relationship between the courts and the
police; the pros and cons of plea bargaining'
the goals of sentencing; and the clash between
victim's rights and defendant's rights.
Difficult
kinds of cases will be addressed, such as cases
of
domestic violence, child sexual abuse, and crime
relating to substance abuse. Questions
concerning judicial accountability and the role
of judges in the community will also be raised.
Restorative justice is a philosophical framework
which poses an alternative to our current way of
thinking about crime and justice. Through
restorative justice, all the stakeholders to
crime - victims, offenders, families, the wider
community and the state - are active in response
to crime. This course examines both the
theoretical foundation of restorative justice
rooted in a variety of legal and religious
traditions; and the array of practices associated
with restorative justice from around the world.
Restorative justice philosophy and practice has
impacted all areas of the criminal justice system
including policing, probation, courts and the
correctional programming for juvenile and adult
offenders. Students will be afforded a hands-on
experience through role-playing, guest speakers
and field trips in the application of restorative
values to contemporary justice system. Students
will examine the meaning of justice in their own
experiences, and be challenged to envision a
community-based restorative response to crime
and
violence.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJ-691

Intimate Violence & Sexual Assault

GR

3.00

CJ-692

Criminal Justice Policy

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1292

This seminar focuses on two interrelated types
of
violence, battering and sexual assault. Both of
these crimes have been the subject of intense
political organizing, cultural controversy, and
criminal justice reform over the past 25 years.
Together these issues currently account for a
significant portion of the work of the police and
courts. The research literature on these topics
has increased dramatically in recent years.
There
are now many studies of women victimized by
batterings and rape, and of men who commit
these
crimes. There is a growing body of research on
institutional responses to such violence,
particularly criminal justice responses. There is
new literature on the racial and class dimensions
of this violence, on trauma and recovery, and on
battering in lesbian and gay relationships. This
course examines these crimes from
psychological,
sociological, and criminal justice perspectives.
This course will focus on the policy
implications of various sociological
theories of crime and punishment. Focus will
be on the analysis of various alternative
policies within the criminal justice
system both within the U.S. and in Europe.
Attention will be given to the politics of crime
control and to the role of the media,
citizen groups and other interest groups
in shaping criminal justice policy.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

CJ-694

Critical Victimology

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1293

In recent years, public attention to victims of
crime has grown enormously. The reasons for
this
are complex. They include the effects of
political organizing by crime victims; increased
media attention to crime (often driven by crime
stories as entertainment and advertising
vehicles); the exploitation of crime victims by
politicians; and long-standing community
frustrations with the criminal legal system.
This course will examine the rise of
public attention to crime, the variety of social
movements addressing victims of crime, the
response of the criminal justice system to
victims, and the problems and possibilities
regarding new developments concerning crime
victims.

CJ-695

Special Topics

GR

3.00

CJ-698

Community-Based Responses to Violence
Against Women

GR

3.00

The course takes the perspective of a
critical victimology in that the course materials
question official definitions of crime, popular
definitions of victims and offenders, and
traditional beliefs about justice. Rather than
seeing victims and offenders as entirely separate
categories, a number of the books address
individuals who are both victims and offenders.
New developments in "restorative justice" will be
presented as an emerging alternative to current
problems that victims have reported with the
criminal legal system.
Thematic investigations of problems and topics in
criminal justice. Special topics include but are
not limited to the areas of domestic violence and
sexual assault; children and crime; crime; justice
and popular culture; restorative justice;
community policing; drugs and the law, drug
policy, crime mapping, counterterrorism policy,
female offenders and criminalistics.
There are many different ways that communities
have responded to violence against women.
Both
in the United States and around the world, the
most common methods have involved either
punishment for offenders, efforts to create
safety for victims, or attempts to reform
offenders. A new set of antiviolence approaches
are being developed that go beyond the goals of
punishment, safety, and reform. These new
approaches, which are loosely grouped together
as "community-based responses," seek to
mobilizing specific communities against violence;
organize women across communities of color;
and
challenge the theories, practices, and politics
of existing antiviolence efforts. These new
approaches are the focus of this course.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJ-701

Seminar in Crime & Justice

GR

3.00

CJ-702

Research Methods

GR

3.00

CJ-704

Legal Issues in Criminal Justice System

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1294

Core required course for Master of Science in
Crime and Justice Studies. A sociological
investigation of the relationship
between crime and justice in contemporary
American society. The possibilities and limits
of traditional approaches to crime control are
examined in the context of our search for
harmony, justice and social change. Problems
in evaluating the techniques, goals,
and effectiveness of criminal justice
agencies and organizations are considered
as well as models for rethinking the scope and
nature of our responses to crime.
Core required course for Master of Science in
Crime and Justice Studies. This course provides
students with the fundamental tools for
evaluating, designing and implementing basic
and
applied empirical research in criminal justice.
The association between theories and research
methods used in the study of criminal justice is
explored through a variety of related data
sources. Topics covered include: the principles
of research design; issues in measurement;
modes
of observation; basic methods of data analysis;
and ethical concerns. Students will obtain
hands-on experience in project design through
the
development of their own research proposal.
This course examines two subjects throughout
the
semester: substantive criminal law (e.g. what is
money laundering, the insanity defense,
conspiracy?); and criminal procedure: 4th
Amendment (search and seizure), 5th
Amendment (due
process, self-incrimination, double jeopardy,
etc.), 6th Amendment (right to a lawyer, public
trial, etc..), 8th Amendment (cruel and unusual
punishment), 14th Amendment (due process,
equal
protection of law), 1st Amendment (interaction of
criminal law with free expression and with
religious rights), and 2nd Amendment (firearms).
Unlike other similar undergraduate and graduate
courses, this one emphasizes principles and
case
summaries, de-emphasizes actual cases and
case
names, and does not entail teaching how to brief
(summarize) cases.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

CJ-705

Class, Race, Gender & Justice

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

CJ-709

Quantitative Analysis

GR

3.00

CJ-730

Bad Girls?

GR

3.00

CJ-731

Youth Programming

GR

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1295

This course examines crime and justice in the
context of the social inequalities of race,
class, and gender. Surprisingly, this is a
recent focus within criminology. And yet,
without attention to the intersections of race,
class, and gender, it is difficult to make sense
of victimization, crime, or punishment in the
United States today. The course readings
include
some of the most recent theoretical and empirical
studies of these issues.
The goals of the course are to develop an
understanding of what a race, class, and gender
analysis is, and why this is important for
individuals working in criminal justice, mental
health, and related fields.
Core required course for Master of Science in
Crime and Justice Studies. This course
introduces
students to the foundations of statistical
analysis. Topics include: measures of central
tendency; dispersion; probability; sampling
distributions; hypothesis testing; correlations;
and regression. Using SPSS software, students
will be required to apply statistical concepts to
existing data resulting in a completed research
project.
This class explores the images of the traditional
"bad" girl in films. The course examines the idea
of moving beyond merely the delinquent, many
images in film suggest that girls and women who
break with the socially condoned role of
femininity are somehow bad. Girls and women
who
have power or challenge authority are often
portrayed in films as deviant and therefore "bad."
Girls and women who are "frigid" are just as
"bad"
as their sexually promiscuous silver-screen
opposites. This course further focuses on the
impact of these images on real life social roles
for girls and women as well as the symbiotic
relationship between fact and fiction.
This course provides an overview of the best
practices in positive youth development and
juvenile programming for delinquency prevention;
intervention and treatment. This seminar will
explore the cutting edge of programming for
youth
in a wide range of community-based and
institutional settings including schools, social
services, and juvenile corrections.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJ-734

Youth Gangs

GR

3.00

CJ-783

Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies I

GR

3.00

Prerequisite: Permission of the director must
be
to arranging a practicum. 3 credits

CJ-784

Practicum in Crime & Justice Studies II

GR

3.00

Prerequisite: Permission of the director must
be
to arranging a practicum. 3 credits
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DESCRIPTION

1296

This course provides an overview of youth gangs
and their sociological underpinnings, which are
rooted in poverty and racism. Theories of gang
formation and individual gang membership will
be
examined closely. Study topics include the
history
of gangs, gangs and criminal behavior,
socio-cultural importance of gangs, and
strategies
to control gang behavior as well as community
responses more generally. The course will utilize
current gang issues in the US generally and in
Massachusetts in particular as a basis to better
understand the nuances of youth gangs.
This practicum is designed for the working
professional graduate student who does not
anticipate a career change but intends to seek
advancement in their profession. The purpose of
this practicum is to allow the student (1) to
integrate what they learned in the classroom with
their professional career, (2) to anticipate
future opportunities in their profession, and (3)
to develop a formal network of well-established
colleagues. Students register for one semester
and
must meet with the practicum advisor in the
semester prior to the practicum. Library research,
interviewing, and a presentation will be required.
Prerequisite: Permission of the director must be
obtained prior to arranging a practicum.
This practicum is designed for the working
professional graduate student who does not
anticipate a career change but intends to seek
advancement in their profession. The purpose of
this practicum is to allow the student (1) to
integrate what they learned in the classroom with
their professional career, (2) to anticipate
future opportunities in their profession, and (3)
to develop a formal network of well-established
colleagues. Students register for one semester
and
must meet with the practicum advisor in the
semester prior to the practicum. Library research,
interviewing, and a presentation will be required.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJ-786

Internship in Crime & Justice Studies I

GR

3.00

Permission of the director must be obtained
prior
an
internship. 3.0 GPA.

CJ-787

Internship in Crime & Justice Studies II

GR

3.00

Permission of the director must be obtained
prior
to arranging an internship. 3.0 GPA

CJ-910

Independent Study

GR

3.00

CJN-691
CJN-700

Special Topics
Introduction to Communication

GR
GR

3.00
3.00

CJN-702

Marketing Communication Research

GR

3.00

CJN-735

Persuasion Theory

GR

3.00
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DESCRIPTION

1297

Placements are designed for the student who
has no
previous experience in a criminal justice agency
or for the professional who wants to make a
career
change. The primary objective is to provide the
student with the opportunity to experience the
day-to-day functioning of a criminal justice
agency. The student may register for one or two
semesters and must meet with the internship
advisor in the semester prior to the placement. A
minimum commitment of working one day per
week per
semester (total minimum of 110 hours per
semester)
is required.
Placements are designed for the student who
has no
previous experience in criminal justice or for the
professional who wants to make a career
change.
The primary objective is to provide the student
with the opportunity to experience the day-to-day
functioning of a criminal justice agency. The
student may register for one or two semesters
and
must meet with the internship advisor in the
semester prior to the placement. A minimum
commitment of working one day per week per
semester (total minimum of 110 hours per
semester)
is required.
Students pursue an in-depth research project
under
the direction of a qualified member of the
graduate faculty.
Current issues in communication.
Introduces academic and professional analysis
and
writing in the field of communication.
Examines the tools and techniques used to gain
understanding of audiences for marketing
communication messages. Covers the
fundamentals
of account planning, including strategic planning
and research methods.
Examines a variety of theoretical approaches to
the persuasion process. Traditional
stimulus-response models, mechanistic/rules
approaches and suasion/coercion explanations
are
explored to determine how persuasion functions
in
society.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJN-740

Political Communication

GR

3.00

CJN-751

Health Communication

GR

3.00

CJN-763

Leadership

GR

3.00

CJN-769

Introduction to Marketing Communication

GR

3.00

CJN-770

Seminar in Advertising

GR

3.00

CJN-771

Web Design

GR

3.00

CJN-777

Public Relations

GR

3.00

CJN-778

Event Planning

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1298

Examines persuasive politics and political
campaigns. Case studies of famous politicians
and
political speeches are combined with discussion
of current political rhetorical trends.
Examines issues, theories and cases in health
communication. Analyzes communication efforts
within health care institutions and campaigns for
health care consumers designed to produce
changes
in public health.
Examines the theories and communication styles
of
leadership. Uses media, case studies, rhetorical
analysis and social science research, as well as
activity-based learning to explore leadership and
followership.
Examines various components of Marketing
Communication including marketing strategy,
advertising concepts and public relations
campaigns.
Examines theories of advertising, including
market segmentation, media selection, message
creation, advertising evaluation and criticism.
Students produce brand reports, create ads and
justify their campaigns.
Learn HTML, CSS, Java Scripts and Widgets for
the
construction, design and posting of web sites.
We
explore the use of websites, mobile sites and
other online applications for advertising, public
relations, SEO, and marketing.
Examines theories, case studies and campaigns
in
public relations. Areas of concentration include
research development, design and
implementation;
agenda setting; professional writing;
presentational skills/ techniques and crisis
management. Practical application of theoretical
concepts is stressed.
Examines how conferences are built, promoted,
managed, and assessed, with particular
emphasis
on non-profit conventions, trade shows, and
volunteer organizations. Specific issues analyzed
include facilities planning and contracts, legal
issues, volunteer management, budgeting,
marketing, and planner/staff communication.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJN-779

Integrated Marketing Communication

GR

3.00

CJN-903
CJN-910

Graduate Internship
Independent Study

GR
GR

1.00
1.00

COUNS-712

Life Span Development

GR

3.00

Restricted to Mental Health Counseling
students

COUNS-713

Counseling: Theory & Practice

GR

3.00

Restricted to Mental Health Counseling
students

COUNS-715

Methods of Research

GR

3.00

COUNS-716

Psychological Diagnosis

GR

3.00

TAKE COUNS-717

COUNS-717

Introduction to Psychological Testing

GR

3.00

COUNS-713(may be taken concurrently)

6.00
3.00
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DESCRIPTION

1299

Examines the integration of advertising,
promotion, public relations, marketing
communications and internal communication.
Analyzes the impact IMC has on corporate
image,
objectives and brands, and the interrelations of
employees, customers, stakeholders and
different
publics.
Internship in various communication industries.
Directed study allows students to pursue
an in-depth research project in an area of their
interest, directed by a qualified graduate
faculty member.
This course examines the process of human
development across the lifespan. While it will
focus primarily on psychological processes, the
intersection with biological and social processes
will be explored as well. The major psychological
theories of cognitive, social and emotional
development will be covered as will the
foundations for individual differences. Special
emphasis will be placed on topics of interest to
people entering the counseling professions.
Normally offered yearly.
Analysis of selected counseling theories
representative of the field of counseling
psychology. Theories will be selected from the
following areas: Psychoanalytic, Psychosocial,
Rational, Cognitive Behavioral/Learning Theory,
Person-Centered, and Existential Theory.
Treatment
goals and techniques will be explored.
Principles, concepts and methods of research
design and statistics associated with
psychological and educational research.
Practical
applications of research studies to a diverse
range of interests in education, psychology and
counseling.
Offered yearly.
The study of the nature of mental disorders;
central concepts and processes. Psychogenesis,
psychodynamics, role of anxiety, and clinical
assessment using the DSM-IV.
Evaluating, administering, scoring, interpreting,
and reporting results of standardized tests of
personality, academic performance, cognitive
functioning, aptitude, and achievement.
Self-study
development and assessment of testing
programs.
Critical issues in testing.
Normally offered yearly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

COUNS-725

Forensic Psychological Assessment

GR

3.00

COUNS-726

Family Therapy

GR

3.00

COUNS-727

Substance Abuse & Treatment

GR

3.00

COUNS-728

Professional Orientation: Ethical/ Legal
Issues

GR

3.00

COUNS-729

Human Sexuality Seminar

GR

3.00

COUNS-732

Psychological Disorders of Childhood &
Adolescence

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
COUNS-717;
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DESCRIPTION

1300

The interface of psychology and the law will be
examined in the context of forensic evaluations
performed for courts, attorneys and related
agencies or facilities. Topics ranging from
Competency to Stand Trial and Criminal
Responsibility to termination of parental rights
and custody and visitation evaluations will be
explored. Practical applications of the skills and
knowledge domains needed to perform forensic
evaluations will be emphasized, as will the study
of relevant laws and regulations as applied to
forensic assessment. Discussion will include
specialized forensic topics such as the evaluation
of juvenile sexual offenders and the forensic use
of psychological testing.
Selected models of family therapy will be
explored. Special emphasis will be placed on
assessment and the acquisition of treatment
strategies proven to be effective
for counselors in helping families cope with
developmental stresses.
Normally offered alternate years.
A study of the origin, contributing factors,
and implications of drug and alcohol misuse.
Various stages and manifestations of abuse/
dependence will be considered and
current treatment modalities will be explored.
An overview of the legal issues confronting
counselors, human services providers and
administrators. Study of regulatory and
licensing matters, standards of care,
confidentiality laws, mental health and disability
laws and family law, constitutional issues,
malpractice and legal/ethical
dilemmas in human services.
The anatomy, physiology and psychology of
human sexual functioning are reviewed.
Etiology, interpersonal dynamics,
and treatment of sexual dysfunctions are
reviewed.
This course explores the major psychological
disorders of childhood and adolescence from
biological, psychological, and sociocultural
perspectives. Attention-deficit and Disruptive
Behavior Disorders, Feeding and Eating
Disorders,
anxiety and depression are among the disorders
explored. Student interest determines other
topics. Assessment, treatment, and outcome
studies are also discussed. Completion of EHS
701
or EHS 712 is recommended before taking this
course. Normally offered alternate years.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

COUNS-733

Counseling Diverse Populations

GR

3.00

COUNS-735

Group Counseling

GR

3.00

COUNS-737

Counseling Skills Lab

GR

3.00

COUNS-738

Mental Health Counseling Practicum I

GR

3.00

COUNS-739

Mental Health Counseling Practicum II

GR

3.00

Take COUNS-738

COUNS-740

Counseling Internship I

GR

6.00

Take COUNS-738 COUNS-739;

COUNS-741

Counseling Internship II

GR

6.00

Take COUNS-740;
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DESCRIPTION

1301

A survey of problems and issues confronting
cultural diversity. The study of ethnicity
and sexual orientation as they influence
the development of identity. Implications for
counseling strategies.
Normally offered yearly.
A study of the practical and theoretical aspects
of counseling small groups. There will be
provision for a laboratory experience in which
students participate in a group and study the
dynamics of behavior as this group develops.
Group stages of development and leadership
skills
will also be examined.
Normally offered yearly.
An introduction to the fundamental techniques
and
methods of interpersonal relationships,
self-examination, and field visits in
relation to the role of the professional
counselor. The course will involve skill building
through role playing, video and/or audio taping.
Normally offered spring semester.
Application of skills in an assigned field
placement (school, agency or industry). Students
will spend fifteen hours per week in field work
and participate in weekly group sessions at the
University for the evaluation of progress. Open
only to degree candidates in Mental Health
Counseling. Offered fall semester.
Continuation of COUNS 738 with an opportunity
to
assume increased responsibility for clients under
supervision. Failure to successfully complete the
practicum field experience for any reason
following two attempts will result in termination
from the program. Offered spring semester.
Application of skills in an approved field
placement (school, clinic, hospital, agency,
industry) totaling 300 clock hours. The
opportunity to develop advanced skills and to
integrate professional knowledge appropriate to
the field experience. Failure to successfully
complete the practicum field experience for any
reason following two attempts will result in
termination from the program. Offered fall
semester.
Continuation of Counseling Internship I with
advanced responsibilities totaling 300 clock
hours. Exploration of an area of individual
specialization. Failure to successfully complete
the practicum field experience for any reason
following two attempts will result in termination
from the program. Offered spring semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

COUNS-751

Domestic Violence, Abuse & Neglect

GR

3.00

COUNS-910

Independent Study

GR

1.00

DSHE-710

Introduction to Disability Services in
Higher Education

GR

3.00

DSHE-720

Disability, Documentation, and
Reasonable Accommodations

GR

3.00

DSHE-730

Assistive Tech, Emerging Tech, and Web
Access for Disability

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00
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DESCRIPTION

1302

An opportunity to learn the history of domestic
violence including battering, child abuse and
child neglect, and the legal response to it.
Focus will be on Massachusetts Law and its
response, especially the Abuse Prevention Act,
its application and enforcement, and on laws
protecting children from abuse and neglect.
Filings, law office issues and special issues
in dealing with battered women and abused and
neglected children will be included with the
psychological issues, cultural issues, and
advocacy possibilities.
Normally offered yearly.
Members of the Department will meet with
students to direct their research in areas
of special interest to them. Projects will be
authorized upon the recommendations of the
Department Chairperson and with the
approval of the Dean.
Provides a historical perspective and legal
foundation of disability services as a functional
area within the field of administration of higher
education. Examines the various organizational
structures, scope of programs and services,
ethical responsibilities of institutions and
administrators, roles and responsibilities of key
stakeholders, legal guidelines and compliance
concerns, and best practices associated with the
provision of equal access to all academic and
non-academic opportunities for diversely-abled
students.
Explores disability profiles, documentation
standards, and accommodation protocol for
students with neurological, cognitive, physical,
sensory, mental health, and chronic health
related disabilities. Additional topics covered
include lifespan and identity development of
students with disabilities, social pragmatics
and case management skills, disability as
diversity, grievance procedures, and threat
assessment.
Covers the legal framework for providing
auxiliary aids and services as matters of access
and accommodation for students with disabilities,
as well as web accessibility standards, best
practices for accessibility testing, and the
administration of accessibility policy.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DSHE-745

Practicum in Disability Services
Administration

GR

3.00

Take DSHE-710; Instructor consent required

EAP-062

Scholarly Writing

GR

0.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

EC-730

International Trade Theory & Policy

GR

3.00

EC-790

Internship

GR

3.00

Permission of Graduate Director

EC-881

Ph.D. Research Workshop II

GR

3.00

Pre-requisites: EC 880

EC-901

Dissertation Research

GR

0.00

Permission of Graduate Program Director
required
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DESCRIPTION

1303

The practicum experience provides for the
practical application of administrative skills in
the field of disability services under the
guidance of a site supervisor at an institution
of higher education. The experience helps
students gain exposure to various fields of work,
and it provides an opportunity for students to
observe, experience, and understand
employer/employee relationships within the
disability services in higher education
environment.
This course has been designed for students
undertaking a Pre-Master's Program at Suffolk
University to develop students' critical thinking
and analysis skills and knowledge for study at a
US University. These skills are developed
through
cross-disciplinary academic related themes that
are tailored to students' specific fields of
interest/study through the choice of text
types/materials, extension activities, and
assessment tasks.
Analysis of the causes and consequences of
international trade and international factor
movements. Coverage of the neoclassical, the
Heckscher-Ohlin and alternative theories of
trade.
Other topics include the instruments of
trade policy, the impact of trade policies on
economic welfare and income distribution, the
political economy of protectionism, and the
economics of integration.
Field-related work in a government agency,
research organization, financial institution or
consulting company. Students will work under
the
supervision of the office where they are placed
and of a faculty member. The internship will
result in a written report on the outcome of the
work performed. Permission of Master's Program
Director required. Normally offered every
semester.
This course is a continuation of EC 880, and is
designed to help students make progress on
their
dissertation research. The workshop provides a
forum for presenting and discussing ongoing
research and enhancing scientific writing skills.
Students are required to submit a paper in the
area of their dissertation research by the end of
the course.
Research towards completion of doctoral
dissertation. Permission of Graduate Program
Director required.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

EC-999

Economics PhD Continuation

GR

0.00

Permission of Graduate Program Director
required

GVT-010

Summer Campaign Lab

GR

0.00

Instructor Consent Required

GVT-609

Transitional Justice

GR

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1304

Research towards completion of doctoral
dissertation. Permission of Graduate Program
Director required.
This intensive and fun class combines in-depth
training on creating and running winning
campaigns, including candidate campaigns and
issue-oriented campaigns. The class includes
site
visits to campaign offices and leading political
strategy firms. Students will broaden their
networks, meeting guest speakers from
government,
public policy, and nonprofits and participate in
hands-on activities that help students learn
fundraising, media and messaging, campaign
strategy, field operations, and technology. The
class fee includes food, transportation and
special materials.
This course introduces the concept and practices
of transitional justice, which addresses current
and past human rights violations. We review the
various mechanisms of transitional justice,
including: criminal prosecution; lustrations;
truth and reconciliation commissions;
reparations; and apologies. Our focus will be on
understanding the nature of the political and
moral dilemmas encountered by countries that
consider and apply these mechanisms. We will
consider broad theoretical questions as well as
specific examples (e.g., Germany after the
Holocaust; The South African Truth and
Reconciliation Commission; The International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia and
for Rwanda).
The course will also emphasize the practical
implications of transitional justice: how do we
empirically measure the effects of transitional
justice; what is the role of traditional
mechanisms of justice; how does one balance
between the global human rights regime and
local
realities; what is the relationship between
gender and religion and transitional justice;
and, what is the role of transitional justice
mechanisms in conflict resolution.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

GVT-623

Political Survey Research

GR

3.00

GVT-638

Environmental Policy & Politics

GR

3.00

GVT-641

Ready, Set, Run!

GR

1.00

GVT-642

Candidate Definition

GR

1.00

GVT-643

Candidate Media Strategy 101

GR

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1305

Everything needed to design, carry out, and
interpret a political survey. Topics covered
include questionnaire design, sampling,
interviewing, coding data, and univariate and
bivariate analysis of the results. Multivariate
analysis will be discussed but not studied in
depth. An actual survey will be conducted
as a class project.
Prerequisites: Open to graduate students,
seniors,
and juniors; previous course in political science
research methods, or comparable course in
another
discipline and consent of instructor.
From Rio to the Boston Harbor Project, this
course examines the polices and politics of
the environment. It examines the origins of
the environmental movement in the United
States
focusing on the development and present
function of government and non-government
organizations responsible for the development
and implementation of global, national, state
and local environmental policies.
Designed to introduce students to the nuts and
bolts of preparing to run for office or guiding a
candidate through the process. Students learn
how
to file nomination papers, develop a field team,
and create a general branding strategy.
Students learn the basics of how candidates
successfully introduce their candidacy to the
public. From announcing the campaign to
conducting meet and greets to producing
candidate
photos, this course guides you through the
process of effectively defining the candidate.
Students learn the fundamentals of how to
maximize positive media coverage with attention
paid to generating endorsements, developing
non-paid media, and persuading voters.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

GVT-660

United Nations Seminar

GR

3.00

GVT-663

International Legal Systems

GR

3.00

GVT-665

International and Transnational
Organizations

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1306

This course provides an introduction to the study
of the role of the United Nations System in the
globalization era. The course is divided in two
main sections. The first is based on a series of
readings, lectures and discussion on the rules,
principles and norms which govern the
relationship
among states and the UN system; it also covers
traditional topics such as the sources and
subjects of international law, the jurisdiction of
states, the peaceful settlement of disputes, the
use of force and the legal personality of
international actors, human rights, humanitarian
intervention, global environment, use of armed
force, as well as economic relations. the second
part of the course is based on a required study
trip to the UN headquarters in order to
experience
a direct contact with policy-makers within the UN
system in a diversity of areas such as security,
aid and peacekeeping areas.
This course explains the main components of the
international legal system. It begins by
exploring the rules, principles and norms that
govern the relationship among states, the
different cultural and philosophical legal
perspectives and the history of the international
legal system. The second part of the course
covers the study of the sources and subjects of
international law, the jurisdiction of states,
the peaceful settlement of disputes, the use of
force, and the legal personality of international
actors. The third part of the course addresses a
number of significant topics derived from the
process of globalization legal norms: human
rights, humanitarian intervention, law of the
sea, environmental law, and economic relations.
This course explores the institutional
structures, political processes, and impact of
international governmental and nongovernmental
organizations. It analyses their increasingly
prominent role in efforts to resolve a wide range
of global problems and contribution to strengthen
the current system of global governance. While
the course covers the problems of international
security, global distribution of wealth,
deterioration of the environmental system and
threats to social welfare, it focuses on the
interaction between the United Nations System
and
regional organizations, on the one hand, and the
role of non-governmental organizations in
cooperating or something to solve specific
problems in the area of international relations.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

GVT-666

Governance & Regional Political Economy

GR

3.00

GVT-667

Comparative Social Movements

GR

3.00

GVT-671

Topics in Democracy

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1307

This course examines the intertwined nature of
the
globalization and regionalization processes from
the perspective of global political economy. The
first part of the course provides the basic
elements and indicators to understand the main
challenges the international economy is facing
such as crisis, protectionism, and
underdevelopment, inter alia. The second part
presents the evolution of globalization and
regionalism in the past decades. The third and
final section compares how the distinct regions in
the world are dealing with local and global
problems; particularly attention is paid to the
European Union, NAFTA, Mercosur and APEC.
How do we explain the appearance or absence
of
social movements? What social or individual
factors explain their development and decline?
Who joins social movements? Who does not?
Why?
What ideas or ideals animate those who do
participate? What is it like to be part of a
social movement? What effect do they or have
they
had on politics, power and efforts at social
change? These are some of the questions that
have
traditionally shaped debates over social
movements, both domestically and
internationally.
They will form the analytical core of the work in
this course. By critically evaluating several
competing schools of thought in social movement
theory and history we will attempt to highlight
the social forces that have, at varying points in
times, facilitated, maintained, as well as
blocked the development of social movements in
the US and beyond.
In this course, students will have an opportunity
to examine the basic foundations of the
democratic
theory and practice. Specifically, the course
focuses on the building blocks of a democratic
relationship between people and government,
including transparency, accountability,
accessibility, and opportunities for effective
advocacy and participation. Both classical and
modern authors who weighed in on these issues
will
be discussed.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

GVT-682

Crisis and Integration in Europe

GR

3.00

GVT-685

Politics of the Middle East

GR

3.00

GVT-687

Conflict & Reconciliation: Community
Service Abroad

GR

3.00

GVT-693

Politics and Economics of Latin America

GR

3.00

GVT-723

Graduate Internship

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1308

Why did 17 European countries surrender the
sovereign control of their currency and create the
Euro? Will Turkey become a member of the
European
Union? Will Europeans continue free riding the
security protection of the United States? Is the
integration process another layer of bureaucracy
or an institutional instrument to deal with the
permanent crises in Europe? These are some of
the
questions guiding the discussions in this class.
Interlocking themes making the contemporary
Middle East an area of chronic conflict:
Big Power rivalries; social and political
change within individual countries; unity and
rivalry involved in Arab nationalism; the
Palestinian-Israeli-Arab dispute.
Examines the social and economic conditions
and
current political trends in the Caribbean and
in selected Central American nations.
Emphasis will be placed on comparative
analysis of public policies in the region, as
well as on external factors which impact
on politics in the Caribbean and central
America. Students will use academic sources for
the background of their analysis.
Introduction to the government and politics
of contemporary Mexico, with special
attention to social and economic institutions,
parties and social movements, and the influence
of Mexico's revolutionary heritage. There will
be some analysis of the interaction of US/Mexico
relations and the impact of NAFTA on Mexican
workers and the economy.
This internship option is recommended for
students seeking careers in professional politics
or international relations. Typically, an
internship will involve supervised work at a
professional level in a political campaign, on a
legislative staff, in an international
non-governmental organization, or in a legislative
relations for a governmental agency or private
organization. Internship placement must be
approved by the student's advisor, and will
typically require at least 20 hours of work per
week for the duration of a semester and the
completion of a research paper based on the
internship experience. The research paper must
be
approved by a departmental committee.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

GVT-724

Politics of Public Policy

GR

3.00

GVT-741

Drug Policy: the Good, the Bad, and the
Ugly

GR

3.00

GVT-747

Seminar in Legislation & Lobbying

GR

3.00

GVT-755

Seminar Campaigns & Elections

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1309

This course examines the politics of making
public
policy. How is policy made? Who is involved?
What
kinds of information do policy-makers rely on to
make their decisions? How do political
opportunities shape potential for policy change,
shifts or stasis? We will examine how policy
decisions are made and how policy makers cope
and
adapt to a diverse set of constraints. We will
also focus on what political strategies can be
used to improve policy-making processes and
outcomes. Students will be required to interview
policy makers about a specific policy and write a
comprehensive policy analysis. The course is
intended to have both theoretical and practical
value.
Drug policy encompasses complex and multifaceted
issues. In comprehending these issues, students
will examine the complexity of America's drug
policy through a lens of sociology, law, history,
economics, geography, and cultural norms.
Further, students will explore subjects of class,
race, and gender of America's drug policies to
gain a more comprehensive grasp the intended
and
unintended consequences of those policies both
nationally and globally. We will evaluate the
historical path that these policies have taken
from addressing the drug problem from the
demand
side of providing treatment and preventative
programs to the supply side of investing
resources in limiting the supply of drugs
available in the country.
Core course for the
Professional Politics Concentration.
Students will read and discuss current research
on legislative politics and organization,
including committees, interest groups and
lobbying, legislative voting and decision making,
and other topics. Students will conduct their
own research and present it to the seminar.
Core course for the Professional Politics
Concentration. Students
will read and discuss current research on
campaigns and elections, voting behavior,
and political parties, and will conduct
their own research and present it to the
seminar.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-761

Seminar: International Relations Theory

GR

3.00

GVT-763

International Political Economy

GR

3.00

GVT-765

Global Public Policy

GR

3.00

GVT-777

Writing for the Policy Professional

GR

3.00

Open to graduate students only;

GVT-778

Global Policy & Data Analysis

GR

3.00

Open to graduate students only; previous
course
in political science research methods or
comparable course in another discipline or
instructor's consent.

OPEN TO GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
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DESCRIPTION

1310

Core course for the concentration in North
American Politics. This course will examine the
key concepts of an approaches to world politics.
Special attention will be given the application
of these concepts and approaches to the
relations
among the nation-states of North America.
Introduces the study of international political
economy. Addresses the interactive relationship
between politics and economics at international
and domestic levels in the historical and
contemporary international system. Basic
understanding of macroeconomics is not
required
but helpful.
In this course, students are exposed to the
policy dilemmas at various levels of government,
from the local, to the state, to the
international arena. The class examines
concepts
such as systems regulation, institutions,
legitimacy and governance. The class will take a
selection of themes (i.e. inequity, energy,
climate) and investigate them from the
perspective of policy challenges and solutions at
each level of government.
The aim of this course is to familiarize students
with the major written formats of the
policy-making process including background
memos,
literature reviews, white-papers, policy
analyses, one-pagers, talking points memos,
op-eds, and legislative histories. This
writing-intensive course focuses on public policy
writing techniques and methods, and helps
students to develop writing skills applicable to
the private, nonprofit, and government sectors.
The primary goal of this class is to review and
analyze in a systematic way the design,
implementation, and evaluation of global public
policies. After exploring and discussing global
policy debates and examine what kinds of values
and ideas shape these debates, the student will
develop the skills necessary to critically
analyze policy issues and problems and learn
about the constraints with which policy makers
must cope in an environment of imperfect
information. This course will also focus on
dissecting indicators and databases often used
by
professional analysts to produce policy reports
and recommendations from policy makers.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

GVT-803

Washington Academic Seminar I

GR

3.00

GVT-804

International Political Marketing

GR

3.00

GVT-805

Washington Seminar on National Security

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Instructor permission required
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DESCRIPTION

1311

An intensive off-campus experience, normally
of two-week's duration, arranged through a
The Washington Center in Washington, D.C.
Topics
vary. Students will be graded by both an on-site
evaluator and an assigned Government
Department faculty member. In addition, students
are normally required to meet three times during
the semester of registration, keep a journal of
the off-campus experience and to write a
significant research paper based on the topic of
the academic seminar.
This class will examine the ways in which
political marketing is conducted across the
globe. It will look at a variety of political
systems and cultures in an effort to discern
which techniques work best with which political
systems and political cultures. The cases will be
drawn from all 7 continents and a wide diversity
of socio-political cultures. Cases are likely to
include Canada, New Zealand, India, Japan,
Ireland, the United Kingdom, Argentina, Russia
and many others. By the end of the class,
students should have a strong sense of how
political marketing is done globally and which
techniques work best with which systems.
A two-week intensive seminar in Washington DC;
the first week will focus on a look inside the
defense and intelligence community in the US
government; the second week will examine
issues,
threats, and challenges in global society. The
seminar, carried out in partnership with The
Washington Center for Internships and Academic
Seminars, will include briefing sessions, with
security officials, site visits, small group
meetings, keeping a journal, and academic
papers.
There will also be some further academic work
after you return to Suffolk. Prerequisites:
Registration in this course requires advance
application. The seminar is offered in Mar, and
applications are due by March 1. Interested
students should consult the instructor for
further details.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

GVT-834

Global Migration Politics

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1312

3.00

GVT-906

Summer Party Convention Program

GR

3.00

6.00

GVT-910

Independent Study

GR

3.00

Instructor's consent and approval of the
Director
studies required.

GVT-920

International Internship - Brussels

GR

6.00

Instructor consent required
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Students must see the professor to get
required Wa
Center Application

This course examines how American
governmental
institutions, political actors, and processes have
both shaped and responded to one of the most
significant and complex issues of public policy
facing the nation: immigration to the United
States. This class will explore a number of
intriguing and difficult policy topics related to
the almost unprecedented level of immigration
that
the U.S. has been experiencing. The focus of
the
class will include the following: admissions,
citizenship, deportation and detention (including
that of suspected terrorists), refugee/asylum law,
and highly contested issues of today, such as
definitions of citizenship, immigrant rights, and
border enforcement. A major objective of this
course is to provide students with the opportunity
to conduct their own original research in
American
politics by delving into some aspect of
immigration as a public policy issue.
An opportunity to do an internship through the
Washington Center at either the Republican
National Convention or the Democratic National
convention. Graduate students will learn what
goes on behind the scenes and interact with
important public figures that are influential in
setting public policy at various levels of
government. They will spend a week prior to the
convention studying the electoral process,
familiarizing themselves with convention
operations and preparing for their convention
fieldwork assignments. In addition they will
hear from a wide variety of speakers, including
members of the media, party officials, and other
political personalities. Students are then
assigned as volunteers to assist with the work
of the convention the second week.
Normally offered every four years.
Individual program of reading, research and
writing on an approved topic, under the
supervision of a member of the department.
Topic
and assignments are to be determined by the
faculty member and student.
Students must also complete academic work
designed to enhance experiential learning and
professional development in their internship
abroad that is supervised by a Suffolk
instructor. Course work will include developing
individualized learning goals and objectives for
their internships, journaling, mid-term
self-evaluation and a final research paper.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-938

Summer Campaign Lab

GR

3.00

Instructor Consent Required

GVT-957

Thesis Research & Writing

GR

6.00

GVT 907

OC-005
PHIL-614

Consortium Agreement
Topics in Philosophy

GR
GR

1.00
3.00

PHIL-618

Philosophy of Law

GR

3.00

PHIL-619

Topics in Applied Ethics

GR

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1313

This intensive and fun class combines in-depth
training on creating and running winning
campaigns, including candidate campaigns and
issue-oriented campaigns. The class includes
site
visits to campaign offices and leading political
strategy firms. Students will broaden their
networks, meeting guest speakers from
government,
public policy, and nonprofits and participate in
hands-on activities that help students learn
fundraising, media and messaging, campaign
strategy, field operations, and technology. The
class fee includes food, transportation and
special materials.
Completion of a Master's thesis. Students
interested in writing a thesis should consult the
department about requirements of the thesis
option
Government 957 can only be taken on a pass/fail
basis.

16.00
A detailed exposition and evaluation of a specific
topic or of the views of one major philosophical
thinker or group of thinkers. Readings from
both primary and secondary sources. Normally
offered every year.
Readings may include a range of classical
authors,
such as Plato and Aquinas, as well as the works
of
such 20th century legal philosophers as H.L.A.
Hart, Dworkin and Rawls. Also included may be
leading jurists such as Oliver Wendell Holmes
and
Learned Hand. Issues discussed may include the
nature of law, its relation to justice, and how
the legal system should operate to arrive at just
decisions. Normally offered every third year.

This course will address in depth one or more
specific issues in applied ethics. Topics will
vary and may range from applied issues in
political thought, such as just war theory or
transitional justice, to specific questions in
professional ethics or social policy, such as
end-of-life care, economic justice, or the role of
technology in the human future. Normally offered
every other year.
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MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TITLE

LEVEL

PHIL-622

Existentialism

GR

3.00

An overview of the existentialist tradition.
Primary focus on issues and problems arising
from
the existentialist reaction to classical
philosophy. Topics include: individuality and
freedom, humans in society, death, morality,
immortality, and the rejection of God.
Philosophers to be discussed will include
Kierkegaard, Nietzsche,
Sartre and Heidegger. Normally offered every
other
year.

PHIL-623

Advanced Formal Logic

GR

3.00

PHIL-624

Philosophy and Literature: Feodor
Dostoevsky and the Great Philosophical
Novel

GR

3.00

PHIL-662

Environmental Ethics

GR

3.00

In this course students will put to work the
logical theory developed in Formal Logic (Phil
212). In particular students will use First-Order
Logic to investigate computability and
computation
theory. Goedel's First and Second
Incompleteness
Theorems are a particular focus in the course.
Normally offered alternate years.
A study of the nineteenth-century Russian
novelist Feodor Dostoevsky and his contribution
to world philosophy and literature. Dostoevsky's
stories, which weave together philosophical
reflections, unique personalities and gripping
plots, earned the author numerous superlative
titles. Dostoevsky has been praised as a literary
genius, a prophetic political thinker, a keen
psychologist and an expert on human condition.
His work inspired generations of intellectuals,
among them prominent European thinkers:
Nietzsche, Freud, Heidegger, Sartre, Camus,
Hesse
and many others. In addition to a detailed study
of Dostoevsky's writings the course explores the
socio-political, literary, and intellectual
contexts in which he developed as a thinker,
introducing students to both his opponents and
admirers.
An examination of the moral issues involved
in the interaction of humans with their natural
environment. Topics include: the environmental
crises, human-centered vs. nature-centered
ethics,
intrinsic value in nature, obligations to
future generations, the importance of preserving
endangered species and wilderness, radical
ecology, ecofeminism, and the role of social
justice in environmental issues. Normally offered
every year.
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DESCRIPTION

1314

COURSE

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PHIL-663

Bio and Medical Ethics

GR

3.00

PHIL-701

Ethics in Action 1: Persistence of the
Classics

GR

3.00

PHIL-702

Ethics in Action 2: the Crisis of the
Modern

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Prerequisite: PHIL 701
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DESCRIPTION

1315

An examination of the nature of life and the moral
problems facing researchers, health-care
practitioners and their patients, and others
involved with the practice of medicine in
today's society. Issues include euthanasia, the
ethics of medical experimentation, the use of
reproductive technologies, genetic counseling
and
genetic engineering, truth-telling and
confidentiality in doctor-patient relationships,
the cost and availability of medical care, and the
possibilities for engineering life and a
trans-human nature. Normally offered every third
year.
Examines how classical works of ancient and
medieval moral and political philosophy raise
questions and themes that persist in challenges
facing contemporary public policy and personal
ethics. Topics covered will include the nature of
moral duties, the connection between happiness
and morality, citizenship and virtue, the meaning
of a good life, the attractions and limitations
of moral relativism, the foundations of
legitimate government, arguments for and
against
democracy, realism and idealism in statecraft,
and the relationship between law and ethics.
Authors may include the Pre-Socratic thinkers,
Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Augustine, and Aquinas,
among others.
Continues the examination of themes addressed
in
PHIL 401/701, with a focus on how radical
change,
from the early modern era to the present, poses
both challenges and opportunities for thought
and
action. In addition to issues from PHIL 401/701,
themes may include revolution and reaction, the
role of science and technology, the clash
between
universalism and particularism, distributive
justice and the economy, liberty and equality,
faith and secularism, and others. Authors may
include Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau,
Kant, Hegel, Mill, Marx, and Nietzsche, as well
as contemporary thinkers.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PHIL-713

Internship in Applied Ethics

GR

3.00

PHIL-714

Masters' Thesis Supervision

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1316

Students in this course will serve as interns in
a
department-approved position with a service
provider, professional organization, government
agency, or non-governmental organization
whose
work is relevant to issues in applied ethics. A
faculty mentor will meet with students regularly
to develop individually designed programs of
readings and to discuss this material and its
relation to the internship experience. In
addition to the substantial time commitment to
the internship, course requirements will usually
include a journal and a research project.
Normally offered every year.
This course is intended for graduate students in
the Ethics and Public Policy Masters' Program
who
have elected to write a formal thesis (instead of
taking part in an internship).
Students will prepare a thesis proposal in
consultation with an assigned faculty advisor
before they register for this course. The proposal
will be approved by an ad -hoc faculty
committee.
Students will use this course to write the thesis
in regular consultation with the faculty advisor,
and usually during the summer following their
first year of study.
The final draft must be approved at a
formal defense by
the ad hoc committee.

PHIL-720

Practicum in Teaching Ethics

GR

3.00

PHIL 701 and Instructor's Consent
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This course is intended for graduate students in
programs associated with the Philosophy
Department as an introduction to methods in
teaching ethics. The student will take an
undergraduate ethics course, with the permission
of the course's instructor, doing the course
readings and attending classes. The course
instructor will devise a mentoring program in
consultation with the student, which may include
some or all of the following, under the
instructor's supervision: workshops with
students; office hours with students; sample
lectures, facilitating classroom discussion;
review (but not grading) of student papers.
Written work may include assignments on the
pedagogical questions arising from both the
materials themselves and the work with students,
as well as other projects.
Prerequisites: PHIL 701 and consent of the
instructor. 3 credits. Offered every semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PHIL-910
PPE-701

Independent Study in Philosophy
Political Economy

GR
GR

3.00
3.00

PSYCH-001

Early Research Project Continuation

GR

0.00

PSYCH-703

Etiology and Treatment of Anxiety and
Related Disorders

GR

3.00

PSYCH-705

Assessment I

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Restricted to PhD students only.
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DESCRIPTION

1317

Independent study in philosophy
This interdisciplinary class brings together the
fields of politics, philosophy, and economics at
a high academic level. You will be confronted
with hard questions about the sources, ends, and
limits of government; the usefulness and troubles
of free markets; the proper distribution of
economic advantages in society; and what works
best for building a just and efficient system of
economic institutions.
Provides full-time enrollment status for students
whose ERPs are one or more semesters
overdue. At
the discretion of the DCT, a single practicum
course may be taken concurrently with Psych
001.
This course focuses on the origins, maintenance,
and treatment of anxiety and related disorders
(e.g., depressive and trauma and stressorrelated
disorders). The class utilizes a
cognitive-behavioral theoretical perspective to
explore the development and treatment of
anxiety
and related disorders. Consistent with the
introduction of unified cognitive-behavioral
therapy (CBT) protocols for the treatment of
emotional disorders, this course uses a
transdiagnostic framework to highlight shared
etiological and treatment mechanisms common
across anxiety and related disorders. Emphasis
will be placed on the integration of theory and
empirical findings into the application of
clinical skills for the treatment of adults with
these disorders.
The seminar aims to introduce you to the theory
and practice of evidence-based social, emotional
and behavioral assessment. To this end, specific
issues we will cover include psychometric theory,
cognitive abilities/intelligence testing, some
classic assessment controversies, strengths and
weaknesses of various assessment approaches,
ethical and cultural issues, and the
psychological assessment of children.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PSYCH-706

Assessment II

GR

3.00

PSYCH-711

Scientific Writing for the Psychological
Sciences

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Restricted to PhD students only.
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DESCRIPTION

1318

The goal of this course is to serve as a
foundation for clinical practice and research
activity in the important area of clinical
neuropsychological assessment and
psychological
assessment. It serves to introduce the student to
the techniques, methods and theories relevant to
the practice of neuropsychological and
psychological assessment. The course can
roughly
be divided into two halves. In the first half
general technique, theory, and individual
statistics will be covered. This will start with
the procedures for the clinical
neuropsychological examination, including the
interview, preparation of the patient, and
selection of instruments. The nature and
structure of cognition, factor structure of the
neuropsychological battery, and a theory of
brain-behavior relationships will be covered.
This will be followed by coverage of statistics
as applied to assessment, that is, the difference
between the inferential form of statistics
students are used to (group
statistics) and the probabilistic form
(individual) of statistics useful in assessment.
Subsequent focus will be on clinical
decision-making, that is, the use of test data to
respond to the diagnostic and descriptive
questions that are the goals of the assessment
process. The first half of the class will finish
with a focus on individual differences, critical
to the interpretation psychological test data.
The second half of the course will focus on
specific cognitive functions, assessment of
personality and psychopathology, and on civil
and
forensic contexts relevant to assessment.
Normally offered yearly.
Provides intensive training in the process of
psychology-orientated scientific writing. Topics
include identifying knowledge gaps in the extant
literature through a critical review of existing
research, developing a strong rationale for
future research, basic writing style and
structure, disciplined writing practices,
effective revision, and peer-review. Normally
offered yearly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PSYCH-712

Multicultural Psychology

GR

3.00

PSYCH-714

Dialectical Behavior Therapy

GR

3.00

PSYCH-716

Adult Psychopathology

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Graduate course for Psychology Ph.D.
program, appr
department.
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DESCRIPTION

1319

Introduces students to multicultural issues
relevant to psychology. Covers a broad range of
cultural diversity (sex, age, race, ethnicity,
language, religion, sexual orientations, etc.)
topics to highlight the role of culture in
understanding human behavior and healthrelated
issues. This course intends to strengthen
students' multicultural knowledge, sensitivity,
and competence in research/professional
practice
through their exposure to various
theoretical/empirical perspectives, media,
experiential exercises, etc. Students will
acquire in-depth awareness of self and others'
worldviews and a better insight into
immigrants/minority groups, privilege/oppression,
health care access/disparity issues,
interpersonal relationship, community health and
well being domains.
In this psychotherapy seminar, students will
learn about dialectical behavior therapy (DBT),
an evidence-based treatment for borderline
personality disorder (BPD). Students will gain
knowledge and experience (via role-plays) in
behavioral assessment and in all modes of DBT,
including individual therapy, group skills
training, telephone coaching, and consultation
team. Students will explore the theoretical bases
of the treatment, as well as gain knowledge of
the empirical basis for DBT's use with various
patient populations, including BPD, opioid
dependent, chronically suicidal/self-harming, and
other populations (inpatients, bipolar disorder,
friends and family of seriously mentally ill,
etc.). Normally offered alternate years.
This graduate seminar requires students to
examine and respond to current thinking and
controversies in the conceptualization and
categorization of mental disorders generally, and
adult disorders in particular. Students will
acquire foundational knowledge about the
diagnostic characterization, etiology, and
epidemiology of the major classes of adult
behavior disorders; investigate mental disorders
and our current diagnostic system from a variety
of different perspectives (clinical, research,
biological, sociocultural, etc.); gain
significant practice critically evaluating
scientific research and in articulating
thoughtful responses to social and behavioral
research on mental disorders. Normally offered
yearly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PSYCH-718

Research Methods and Ethics

GR

3.00

PSYCH-719

History & Systems of Psychology

GR

3.00

PSYCH-721

Evidence-Based Practice in Psychology

GR

3.00

PSYCH-722

Graduate Statistics in Psychology I

GR

3.00

PSYCH-723

Graduate Statistics in Psychology II

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PSYCH-722
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DESCRIPTION

1320

Provides students with foundational skills needed
to be both a consumer and producer of
psychological research. Topics covered include
hypothesis and proposal generation,
experimental,
correlational and qualitative designs, strategies
to minimize bias, measurement issues,
participant
selection and recruitment, data management,
grantsmanship and the dissemination of findings.
Ethical issues in the conduct of research are
emphasized. Normally offered yearly.
The purpose of this course is to trace the origin
and development of psychology as a field of
study
from its philosophical and scientific roots to
present day theories. The emphasis will be on
critically examining the various systems of
psychology, especially as they are translated
into psychological practice, and their
development in relation to sciences and
societies. Normally offered yearly.
Introduces students to the concept of empirically
informed clinical practice. Topics covered
include the history of the evidence-based
movement in psychology, an overview of the
methods used in scientifically-informed clinical
practice (e.g., case conceptualization, treatment
planning, ongoing assessment of progress), and
an
introduction to specific evidence-based
principles that can be used in psychotherapy
(e.g., exposure therapy, behavioral activation,
etc.). Normally offered yearly.
Introduces basic statistical tests such as t
tests, ANOVA, correlation, regression, Chi
Square, and power analysis. Students are also
required to demonstrate proficiency in computer
data analysis using SPSS. Normally offered
yearly.
Focuses on multivariate statistics and the
interaction of research design and statistical
analysis. Emphasis on MANOVA, multiple
regression, principle components analysis/factor
analysis, and logistic regression. Issues
involving experimental and statistical control,
multicollinearity, specification error, and
nesting will be covered. Students learn basic
principles of multivariate analysis, read journal
articles using multivariate techniques, analyze
data using each main type of analysis covered in
the course, and write results and tables using
APA style. Normally offered yearly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PSYCH-729

Social Justice in Psychology

GR

3.00

PSYCH-732

Social Bases of Behavior and Experience

GR

3.00

PSYCH-738

Clinical Practicum & Ethics IA

GR

3.00

Instructor Consent Required

PSYCH-739

Clinical Practicum & Ethics IB

GR

3.00

PSYCH-738; Instructor Consent Required
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DESCRIPTION

1321

Investigates race and ethnicity as ideological
categories that both inform group identity and
reproduce social inequalities. The course begins
with an overview of the social and historical
forces that developed these categories, with a
focus on some of the major ethnic groups in the
United States. Explores historical and
contemporary roles played by psychologists
around
these issues. Students learn how to individually
and collectively avoid perpetuating injustices in
the science and practice of psychology. Course
topics exemplify how race and ethnicity are
inextricably linked to other identity categories,
especially gender, class, and sexual identity.
Normally offered alternate years.
Introduces students to the social bases of
behavior and experience through examination of
some traditional topics from the field of social
psychology. These include: social cognition;
self-knowledge; self-presentation; attitude
formation and change; attraction and close
relations; altruism; aggression; prejudice and
stereotypes; and group dynamics. In addition, the
course may include discussion of cross-cultural
approaches to healing and the relationship
between culture and mental health. Normally
offered alternate years.
Doctoral students complete an academic year of
placement service (9-10 months) at one of the
selected practica sites during their second year
of academic training. Students complete between
12 and 20 hours per week of placement service
to
include training in assessment, diagnostic
interviewing and intakes, intervention, and
applied research with diverse populations.
Students will receive on-site supervision by
licensed psychologists and other approved
professionals. Students participate in a weekly
practicum seminar. This didactic portion
examines
the legal, ethical, and professional issues
currently facing psychologists in practice with
diverse populations, including
confidentiality/mandated reporting, informed
consent, conflicts of interest, boundary issues,
and limits of professional competence. Normally
offered every fall semester.
Continuation of Practicum & Ethics IA. Normally
offered every spring semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PSYCH-740

Clinical Practicum IIA

GR

3.00

PSYCH-738, PSYCH-739; Instructor Consent
Required

PSYCH-741

Clinical Practicum IIB

GR

3.00

PSYCH-743

Clinical Supervision and Consultation in
Psychology

GR

3.00

PSYCH-738, PSYCH-739, PSYCH-740;
Instructor Consen
Doctoral Standing

PSYCH-749

Lifespan Development

GR

3.00

Doctoral Standing

PSYCH-764

Cognitive and Experimental Approaches to
Emotion

GR

3.00

PSYCH-771

Writing Seminar I

GR

3.00

PHD in Applied Developmental Psychology
Students O
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DESCRIPTION

1322

Doctoral students complete an academic year of
placement service (9 to 10 months) at one of the
selected practica sites during their third year
of academic training. Students complete
approximately 20 hours per week of placement
service to include assessment, intervention, and
consultation with diverse populations. Students
receive on-site supervision by licensed
psychologists and other approved professionals.
All students will concurrently participate in
practicum seminars taught by Suffolk University
faculty. The didactic supplement provides a
foundation in developing students' knowledge in
the areas of consultation and supervision along
with continued training in cultural and
individual diversity. Normally offered every fall
semester.
Continuation of Practicum 2A. Normally offered
every spring semester.
Examines theoretical foundations, empirical
research, approaches, and ethics of clinical
supervision and consultation in professional
psychology. Emphasis will also be placed on the
integration of theory and empirical findings into
the application of skills necessary to work as
effective clinical supervisors and psychological
consultants. Offered yearly.
Examines development across the lifespan,
including biological, cognitive, social, and
emotional development, with attention to the role
of culture and context. Reviews major theories of
development and how such theories provide
conceptual frameworks for understanding the
development adaptive and maladaptive
behaviors
and trajectories. Also addresses implications for
treatment and prevention.
Normally offered yearly.
Investigates theories regarding the function and
experience of emotion. This course will survey
the historical concepts of emotion in psychology
and current theories of emotion, including
motivational, cognitive and physiological
aspects. The course will also describe research
methods used in the study of emotion, including
psychophysiology and neuroimaging, as well as
clinical implications. Normally offered alternate
years.
Part 1 in a year-long sequence of student writing
development, including grant-writing,
professional psychological journal writing, and
writing for lay/online/journalism print
audiences. Students will complete the year with a
draft of a grant proposal and at least 1 other
writing product in-hand.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PSYCH-772

The Teaching of Psychology

GR

3.00

PSYCH-777

Advanced Clinical Practicum

GR

1.00

PSYCH-779

Acceptance-Based Behavioral Therapy
Psychotherapy

GR

3.00

PSYCH-780

Early Research Project Preparation

GR

3.00

PSYCH-781

Comprehensive Exam Preparation

GR

3.00

PSYCH-782

Dissertation Proposal Preparation

GR

3.00

PSYCH-783

Dissertation Research

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PSYCH 741 and approval from Director of
Clinical t

9.00

6.00
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Examines current theory and research on
effective
teaching of psychology. Surveys a variety of
teaching techniques, tools, and methods for
leading discussions, lecturing, assessment, and
grading. Additional topics include: learning
styles in the classroom, student diversity,
development of critical thinking, and ethics in
college teaching. Normally offered alternate
years.
Consent of DCT is required to enroll. Concurrent
enrollment in other content courses or Psych 000
is permitted. This course is graded P/F.
Examines the contemporary movement
integrating
acceptance (willingness to experience thoughts,
emotions, physiological sensations and images)
and mindfulness (intentional and non-judgmental
awareness of the present moment) into
traditional
cognitive and behavioral approaches to case
formulation and treatment. Topics include
analysis and discussion of the theoretical
underpinnings of this movement, examination of
specific emerging therapies, and exploration of
the application of these therapies to a variety
of clinical problems. Normally offered alternate
years.
Intended for students who are working on their
Early Research Project. This course is graded
P/F. Offered every semester.
Intended for students who are preparing for
comprehensive exams. This course is graded
P/F.
Offered every semester.
Intended for students who are preparing for their
dissertation proposal. This course is graded P/F.
Offered every semester.
Intended for students who are preparing for their
dissertation proposal. This course is graded P/F.
Offered every semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PSYCH-792

Introduction to Neuropsychology and the
Clinical Neurosciences

GR

3.00

PSYCH-795

Human Neuropsychology I

GR

3.00

PSYCH-796

Human Neuropsychology II

GR

3.00

PSYCH-797

Functional Neuroanatomy

GR

3.00

PSYCH-801

Internship

GR

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Instructor Consent Required
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Neuropsychology is the study of the affective,
behavioral and cognitive consequences of brain
injury, and clinical neuropsychology is the
professional discipline that deals with the
methods and techniques of assessing the
consequences of brain insult. Clinical
neuroscience is a branch of neuroscience that
focuses on the scientific study of fundamental
mechanisms that underlie diseases and
disorders
of the brain and central nervous system. It seeks
to develop new ways of diagnosing such
disorders
and ultimately of developing novel treatments.
This course will take the assumption that a good
way to become a biologically informed
practitioner of clinical psychology, is to
participate in systematic instruction and
learning in neuropsychology and the clinical
neurosciences. In psychology graduate school,
you
are also becoming the culturally informed
clinician, the developmentally informed
clinician, and so forth. Toward that goal the
reading and lecture materials for Psychology 792
will bring together the fields of neuroanatomy
and functional neuroanatomy, neurobehavioral
syndromes, cellular mechanisms of the central
nervous system, behavior genetics including
epigenetics, and psychopharmacology.
Researchers from the Boston Veterans
Administration Hospital lecture on various topics
including: neuropsychological assessment;
plasticity in development; aphasia; apraxia;
attention deficit disorder; aging; memory;
dementia; bilingualism; epilepsy; and pain. Held
at the Boston Veterans Administration Hospital in
Jamaica Plain. Normally offered yearly.
Continuation of PSYCH 795 at the Boston
Veterans
Administration Hospital in Jamaica Plain.
Normally offered yearly.
Provides students with a comprehensive
overview
of functional neuroanatomy, as well as an
introduction to neuropathology,
neuroepidemiology, and the neurobehavioral
consequences of congenital and acquired
neurological diseases and disorders. Teaching
strategies will include lectures, human brain
lab, directed readings, and neurosciences
software programs. Held at Boston University
School of Medicine. Normally offered yearly.
Provides full-time enrollment status for students
who are on pre-doctoral internships. This course
is graded P/F.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PSYCH-900

Advanced Respecialization Practicum

GR

1.00

PSYCH-910

Independent Study

GR

3.00

PSYCH-L71

Clinical Psychology Lab I

GR

0.00

PSYCH-L72

Clinical Psychology Lab II

GR

0.00

SOC-910

SOC Independent Study

GR

1.00

THETR-910

Independent Study in Theatre

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

6.00

3.00
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Provides full-time enrollment status for
Respecialization students who have completed
all
content courses and who are pursuing additional
practicum training prior to predoctoral
internship. Consent of DCT is required to enroll.
Concurrent enrollment in other courses is not
permitted. This course is graded P/F.
Consists of the intensive study of one aspect of
clinical psychology and/or human development in
consultation with a faculty member.
Provides students enrolled in the Ph.D. program
in Clinical Psychology an extended introduction
and orientation to the program and to the field
of clinical psychology. Enrollment by invitation
of the DCT only. The lab will be graded P/F.
Offered yearly.
Continues the orientation and early skill
development of students enrolled in the Ph.D.
program in Clinical Psychology. Provides a lab
experience within which to explore and develop
initial skills preparatory for practicum
experience in year 2. Enrollment by invitation of
the DCT only. This lab will be graded P/F.
Offered yearly.
Directed study allows students to pursue
an in-depth research project in an area of their
interest, directed by a qualified graduate
faculty member.
A graduate level independent study provides the
student with the opportunity to examine an issue
of interest outside of the conventional
classroom. The student will work one-on-one
with
a full time faculty member to realize graduate
level project, paper, or portfolio at the
course's conclusion. The student must
persuasively articulate their proposal in writing
and provide a schedule of meetings with a faculty
supervisor. All proposals for Independent Study
must be approved by the Dean's Office.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ACCT-800

Graduate Financial Accounting I

GR

3.00

ACCT-801

Graduate Financial Accounting II

GR

3.00

ACCT-800 or MSA Program Director
permission

ACCT-802

Graduate Financial Accounting III

GR

3.00

ACCT-801 or MSA Program Director
permission
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This introductory-level accounting course
provides students with a solid base in accounting
fundamentals, including U.S. GAAP, the
conceptual
framework, nature of accounts, journal entries,
and ultimately, financial statements. Provides
in-depth coverage of the process by which
accountants analyze, journalize, post, and
summarize transactions. Reviews and analyzes
multiple examples of current "real life"
financial statements. The students would
practice data analytics through the analysis of
companies' financial ratios. The course includes
a discussion of ethical issues facing accounting
professionals and time value of money
techniques.
For MSA, GCA, & MST students, this is the first
course in the financial accounting sequence. For
MBA students, this potential elective course
builds upon concepts learned in MBA 640.
This is the first of two intermediate-level
accounting courses that build on students'
learning in ACCT 800, going in-depth into
measurement and reporting of asset, liability,
and stockholders' equity accounts for external
financial reporting purposes. Discusses
pronouncements of authoritative sources such as
the SEC, AICPA, and the FASB. Introduces
students
to IFRS and their similarities to and differences
from U.S. GAAP. Develops strong critical
thinking
and problem-solving skills.
This is the second of two intermediate-level
accounting courses. The critical thinking and
problem-solving skills developed in ACCT 801
are
broadened as this class tackles more complex
accounting concepts, including: dilutive
securities, earnings per share, investments,
revenue recognition, income tax accounting,
pensions and leases. Since accounting for many
of
these areas has been a source of substantial
debate and major revisions in recent years,
subject matter covered will be topical. Pertinent
pronouncements of standard-setting bodies
continue to be studied.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ACCT-804

Cost and Managerial Accounting

GR

3.00

ACCT-805

Auditing and Assurance Services

GR

3.00

ACCT-800 or MBA-640

ACCT-806

Fraud Examination

GR

3.00

ACCT-800 or MBA-640
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Examines the concepts and practices of cost
measurement: variable costing, cost-volumeprofit
analysis, goal setting and performance
monitoring, standard costing, and variance
analysis. Students learn how to prepare a
financial plan for a business by constructing
operating, working capital, and capital budgets.
Students study and practice Excel skills and how
those are used to build a financial plan, analyze
the sensitivity of the financial plan to
different changes, examine performance, and
measure and control overhead costs. Students
study data analytics techniques and perform
analyses in support of decisions, such as
pricing, setting product line and customer
profitability policy, sourcing of products and
services, and matching costing systems to
strategy. For MSA, GCA, & MST students this is
the first managerial accounting course you will
take. For MBA students, this potential elective
course builds upon concepts learned in MBA
640.
Introduces the field of auditing, with a
concentration in auditing historical financial
statements in accordance with generally
accepted
auditing standards, and some exposure to
auditing
the internal control over financial reporting of
large public companies. Covers the
environment,
standards, regulation, and law of auditing in the
US, with some exposure to the international
environment. Covers audit planning, risk, and
materiality assessments, audit evidence,
evaluation of internal control, documentation,
and audit reports. Includes researching and
resolving practice-oriented problems and practice
in using computer-assisted audit techniques and
electronic confirmations.
Examines the pervasiveness and genres of fraud
and explores the motivations, opportunities, and
rationalizations that facilitate fraudulent
behavior. Covers methods of detection,
investigation, and prevention of financial
statement frauds and other types of
financial-related frauds.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ACCT-807

Forensic & Investigative Accounting

GR

3.00

ACCT-824

Big Data and Financial Statement
Analytics

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ACCT 800 or MBA 640, and MBA 650 or
program
director approval
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This course examines the techniques used by
forensic accountants to conduct investigations of
white collar crime. Students will learn what
fraud is, how we prevent it, how we detect it,
and how we document our findings. They will
learn about the "elements of crime" that must be
proven for a specific statute (e.g., Title 26
U.S.C. § 7201 - Tax Evasion) to be successfully
prosecuted. A case study will be utilized to
demonstrate the investigative process from
inception to conclusion. Through the case,
students will learn how to: gather and document
evidence; write memorandums, affidavits, and
recommendation of prosecution reports; conduct
investigative interviews by preparing an
interview outline, building rapport, asking
follow-up questions, and learning to detect
deceit; and provide testimony in a mock trial to
a (friendly) prosecutor and (aggressive) defense
attorney.
This course consists of two parts. The first part
teaches students how to use Tableau to analyze
large data sets and visualize data patterns to
derive meaningful, actionable insights. We will
utilize different data sets containing detailed
information on sales, inventory, and other
operational and financial metrics. This part will
also introduce some basic tools used in
accessing
and compiling relevant big data from online
resources such as the SEC's EDGAR website
and
Twitter. Students will be provided with necessary
computer code and software to perform textual
analysis for company documents and social
media
posts. The second part focuses on the analysis
of
financial statement data in an automated fashion.
We will employ advanced tools in Excel along
with
the state-of-the-art data sources including
Calcbench to perform financial data analytics and
peer benchmarking. Our discussion on financial
ratios and credit risk will have an analytical
emphasis. This part will conclude with exercises
on forecasting income statement data and
valuing
public companies.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ACCT-825

Management Decisions and Control

GR

3.00

ACCT-804 and ACCT-800 or MBA-640 or
program direct

ACCT-827

Special Topics in Accounting: Business &
Regulation

GR

3.00

Take MBA-650 and SBS-603 (previous);
Take ACCT-804
(previous or concurrent); be eligible to sit for t
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This case based course, teaches students how
to
better use information for improved decision
making. Students will study how to identify the
relevant information that is needed to make
decisions. The decisions discussed will span a
variety of business areas including accounting,
finance, marketing and others. A special
emphasis
would be put on developing and strengthening
the
students' presentation skills in both face to
face and online environments. Students will learn
to speak influentially and effectively about
numbers and communicate their conclusions and
suggested decisions to different stakeholders.
This fast-paced, intensive course will help
prepare students for the BEC and REG sections
of
the CPA exam. For the first half of the semester,
the course will cover topics that aren't
typically covered in an economics, finance, or
cost accounting class, but that are covered on
the BEC section of the CPA exam. These include
COSO's internal control framework, the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, performance management,
globalization, big data/data analytics, and more.
Students will be expected to sit for BEC in midto late-October. For the second half of the
semester, the course will cover topics that
aren't covered in a personal federal taxation
course, but that are covered on the REG section
of the CPA exam. These include ethics, business
law, government regulation of business and
business structure, legal trusts and entities,
taxation on property, and more. Students will be
expected to sit for REG in early- to mid-January;
therefore, it is required that students are
eligible to sit before taking this course.
Eligibility is determined by the Massachusetts
Board of Public Accountancy.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ACCT-828

Special Topics in Accounting: Financial
Accounting & Auditing

GR

3.00

Take ACCT-800, ACCT-801, and ACCT-805;
be eligible
the CPA exam

ACCT-861

Leadership in the Financial Professions

GR

3.00

ACCT-802, ACCT-805, and ACCT-865
(previously or co
program director approval
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This fast-paced, intensive course will help
prepare students for the AUD and FAR sections
of
the CPA exam. For the first half of the semester,
the course will review the wide range of topics
that are covered on the AUD section of the CPA
exam. These include ethics, professional
responsibilities, internal control, assessing
risk and developing a planned process, evidence
and procedures, audit sampling, IT systems,
forming conclusions and reporting, auditing
engagements and standards, review services,
and
more. Students will be expected to sit for AUD in
early April. For the second half of the semester,
the course will cover topics that aren't covered
in a financial accounting series, but that are
covered on the FAR section of the CPA exam.
These
include advanced accounting topics such as
business combinations, derivatives and hedge
accounting, and foreign currency transactions;
state and local government concepts;
not-for-profit accounting; and more. Students
will be expected to sit for FAR in either late
May or early July therefore, it is required that
students are eligible to sit before taking this
course. Eligibility is determined by the
Massachusetts Board of Public Accountancy.
Class
will be a mix of on campus and online sessions,
with some potential flexibility in the timing of
the online sessions, depending on student
needs.
This student driven course develops professional
and leadership skills that are needed to serve
effectively as senior financial professionals in
a challenging global economy. In this course
students develop their independent learning and
research proficiencies by investigating
developing areas of accounting practice.
Students
broaden their appreciation of the accountant's
role as a business advisor by examining current
challenges for the accounting profession,
considering the impact that professional
activities have on various stakeholders, and how
responsibilities of the profession are evolving
in response. Students will develop their
awareness of the activities of policy makers and
standard setters such as the SEC, FASB, and
AICPA. Finally, students develop their
effectiveness as professional colleagues
throughout the semester by actively working on
their professional skill set including: data
analytics, business writing, oral presentations,
team building, and leadership.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ACCT-865

Accounting Information Systems

GR

3.00

ACCT-800 or MBA-640

ACCT-871

Not-For-Profit and Governmental
Accounting

GR

3.00

MBA-640 or ACCT-800

ACCT-910

Directed Individual Study in Accounting

GR

3.00

Instructor's approval

ACCT-920

MBA Graduate Internship

GR

3.00

SBS-700, MBA-615, MBA-625, MBA-635,
MBA-640, MBA-6
and Instructor's approval. Limited to MBA
students

ACIB-872

International Accounting

GR

3.00

ACCT-800 or MBA-640
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Describes various transaction processing cycles
and their use in the structured analysis and
design of accounting information systems.
Students gain an understanding of Enterprise
Resource Planning softwares, Quickbooks,
database
design, XBRL, implementations of internal
controls, and privacy and data security issues.
Covers unique aspects of financial reporting in
not-for-profit organizations and governmental
units. Topics include fund accounting,
encumbrance accounting, GASB
pronouncements, cost
accounting, and budgetary control for
government
and its agencies, healthcare, educational,
religious and other not-for-profit organizations.
Students learn how to apply the cost benefit
analysis in the resources allocation process,
program planning, budgeting and reporting
systems.
Enables a student-initiated directed study
project. The student and faculty advisor must
concur on a written proposal and final report.
The project must be approved by the dean of
academic affairs prior to registration.
Provides a hands-on, practical learning
opportunity for a student-initiated experience at
a domestic or international organization.
Students work closely with the MBA advisor and
faculty advisor regarding career-related learning
outcomes. Over the course of a semester,
students
collaborate with their corporate internship
supervisor and complete projects in either
accounting, business law and ethics,
entrepreneurship, finance, international
business, strategy or tax. Offered every
semester.
Imparts an understanding of differences among
nations in approaches to disclosure and choices
of accounting measurement systems. Students
learn
about the influence of the IASB and IOSCO on
multinational accounting harmonization,
contrasting historical cost/purchasing power
accounting with other accounting approaches,
including current value accounting. Students will
assess how differences in industrial and
ownership structures affect accounting
performance measurement. Students will also
analyze risk management, accounting for
derivative contracts, consolidation accounting,
budgetary control, and transfer pricing in a
multinational company.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

BLLS-800

Business Law

GR

3.00

BLLS-830

Managing in the International Legal
Environment

GR

3.00

BLLS-871

Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud

GR

3.00

EISOM-851

Supply Chain Management

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MBA 680 or MBA 730

Executive MBA students only;
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Examines the philosophy and practice of
substantive law affecting the formation,
operation and discharge of commercial
transactions, contracts, and business
associations. Topics include: agency,
partnership, corporation and trust forms of
association. Considers aspects of property law
and international dimensions.
Examines the complex interactions among
legal, political, economic and cultural forces.
Students discuss contemporary international
conflicts in the areas of trade,expropriation,
political risk analysis, foreign direct
investment, anti-dumping and countervailing
duty laws, export control
laws,extraterritoriality and taxation of income.
Presents an in-depth study of corporate crime
and
financial fraud. Examines accounting devices
and
schemes employed to defraud stakeholders,
failure
of industry watchdogs, and the regulatory and
legislative environment. Topics include:corporate
governance, corporate finance, corporate
compliance programs, ethical misconduct by
outside legal, accounting,investment and banking
professionals, Sarbanes Oxley Act, Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act,Organizational Sentencing
guidelines, mail fraud, wire fraud, money
laundering,conspiracy, securities violations, qui
tam litigation(whistleblowers)and financial
accounting crimes.
A supply chain is the network of organizations
that collaborate to transform materials, and
distribute final products to customers. No
company can do better than its supply chain. If
designed and managed properly, supply chains
are
a crucial source of competitive advantage for
both manufacturing and service organizations.
Effective management of supply chains is a
tremendous challenge for most firms which,
paradoxically, can also be a great opportunity.
Supply chain improvement and innovation have
become even more pressing with shrinking
product
life cycles, expanding product and service
variety, and intensifying market competition. For
managers in operations and marketing, this
course
introduces the fundamental principles and
techniques for effective management of supply
chains. For managers in accounting and finance,
this course presents methodologies for
assessing
supply chain impacts on firms' performance.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

EMBA-600

Self Aware Leader Seminar

GR

1.50

EMBA-610

Organizational Behavior

GR

3.00

EMBA-622

Operations & Data Analysis

GR

3.00

EMBA-630

Economic Analysis for Managers

GR

3.00

EMBA-640

Corporate Financial Reporting and
Control

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Take EMBA-600, EMBA-610, and EMGOB855
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This two-day, off-campus seminar emphasizes
how
personal leadership style and self-awareness
influences both team dynamics and performance
outcomes in the context of a business simulation,
during which students address strategic and
operational issues.
This course provides the foundation for skills
that are a prerequisite for being a successful
manager and leader. Most people fail to advance
in an organization because they lack the
management skills necessary to function
effectively in an organizational setting. The
general purpose of this course is to help you
acquire and practice the knowledge and skills to
manage people and organizations. This
knowledge
is essential to those whose career goals include
achieving leadership positions in an
organization.
Introduces students to operations management
in
the services, manufacturing and distribution
industries while covering statistics and
quantitative analytic tools relevant to all
functional areas. Applications include: supply
chain management, total quality management,
forecasting, inventory planning and control,
project planning and management, risk analysis,
process design, and human resources issues in
a
global economy. Analytic tools for these
applications include descriptive statistics and
graphics, uncertainty assessment, inferences
from
samples, decision analysis and models, and
regression analysis.
This course develops the basic tools for
microeconomic and macroeconomic analysis
with
emphasis on business decision-making and the
impact of economic policy on organizational
performance and competitiveness with respect to
global business.
This course develops skills in how to use
accounting information to analyze the
performance
and financial condition of a company, and to
facilitate decision-making, planning and
budgeting, and performance appraisal in a
managerial context. This course focuses on the
use of accounting information - such as the
financial reporting, analysis, interpretation and
decision-making and downplays the preparation
aspect involving accounting mechanics such as
detailed journal entries and ledger preparation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

EMBA-645

Introduction to Business Analytics Principles and Technology

GR

1.50

EMBA-650

Value Based Financial Management

GR

3.00

EMBA-660

Marketing: Challenge of Managing Value

GR

3.00

EMBA-670

Information Management for Competitive
Advantage

GR

3.00

EMBA-680

Managing in the Ethical & Legal
Environment

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Take EMBA-622, EMBA-630, and EMBA-640

Take EMBA-622
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This course is designed to expose you to
technologies and foundational concepts used in
business analytics in today's business world.
Across virtually all industries and in all
business functions, business analytics represent
areas of exponential growth and opportunity. In
this course, you will be introduced to some of
these technologies through exposure to a
sequence
of hands-on experiences of analytics-driven
approaches to assist managerial decision making
Introduces the basic principles of corporate
finance. The main focus of the course is on
fundamental principles such as time value of
money, asset valuation, and risk and return
trade-off. Topics covered also include cost of
capital, capital budgeting, and capital structure.
Marketing is changing -- constantly driven by
dramatic technology developments, globalization,
and evolving consumption values, practices, and
lifestyles. This course covers marketing themes,
theories, and trends that are critical for
superior business performance in the 21st
century. In this course, we examine current
marketing theory as it is being shaped by
forward-thinking academics and new
developments
in business practices. This course provides
students with a strong foundation in marketing
principles and practices.
Focuses on using information systems (IS) and
information technology (IT) for a competitive
advantage. Explores the impact of IS and IT on
the internal and external environments of
organizations. Introduces students to the
opportunities and challenges of managing IS and
IT to meet the needs of business executives,
managers, users, and partners. Students
discuss
readings and learn from technology
presentations
to examine decisions pertaining to selection of
IS and IT intended to maximize benefits while
minimizing costs and risks of implementation.
This course explores multidisciplinary analytical
techniques and case analysis as strategic
management tools to assist executives in
successful navigation of an increasingly complex,
evolving, and highly competitive business
environment in which ethical, legal, economic,
and regulatory forces are continuously reshaping
the global marketplace both to create and limit
competitive opportunities.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

EMBA-770

The Washington Policy Seminar

GR

3.00

EMBA-780

Managing in the Global Environment

GR

3.00

EMBA-800

Strategic Management

GR

3.00

EMBA-899

Program Capstone

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Take EMBA-600, EMBA-610, and EMGOB855
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Conducted in Washington, D.C., this seminar
provides a first hand exposure to the linkage
between public and economic policy and its
impact
on business strategy development and
execution.
It includes meetings with key members of
Congress, the Administration, lobbyists, the
media, and other organizations that may
influence
policy development.
This course introduces students to the
fundamentals of the global business environment
and the cross-cultural factors that affect
management practice in this environment. Topics
covered include economic environment, free
trade
and regional integration, foreign direct
investment, exchange rate determination and
relevant government policies, the decision to go
international, and the multinational firm and its
business functions.
Students develop a multifunctional general
management perspective, integrating and
applying
knowledge and techniques learned in the core
courses of the EMBA program. Students also
learn
about the principal concepts, frameworks, and
techniques of strategic management; develop the
capacity for strategic thinking; and examine the
organizational and environmental contexts in
which strategic management unfolds. Students
achieve these course objectives through a
variety
of learning activities, such as case studies,
computer simulations, examinations, project
reports, and experiential exercises.
Are you ready to leverage your knowledge and
experience into substantial business
opportunities? Are you prepared to develop a
strategy and accept the inherent risk with
implementing new innovation? In this capstone
course, you will utilize the executive program's
business opportunity foundation and executive
curriculum, leveraging your experience and
individual motivation to develop, pitch, and
implement your personally-designed project. You
will define your project, develop an
implementation plan and related executive
summary, leading to pitching your opportunity to
your selected peer group who serve as a project
stakeholder. This two-semester capstone may be
directed towards your current organization or
within new venture.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

EMGES-801

Business Opportunities

GR

1.50

EMGES-843

Design Thinking for Competitive
Advantage

GR

3.00

EMGIB-850

Global Travel Seminar

GR

3.00

EMGOB-855

Conflict and Negotiation

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

EMBA Students Only
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This course is designed to teach students about
the fundamentals of consulting. Students will
learn how to: design a consulting practice,
structure a business model, market a service
company versus a product company, organize
and
manage client engagements and structure
finances.
By utilizing the tools and content acquired in
this course, students will be required to build a
business plan for a consulting practice and lead
a consulting engagement.
Across the realms of business, non-profits, &
government agencies most top level managers
are
seeking ways to help solve the complex
challenges
brought on by changes in demographics,
consumer
sentiment, economic variability, and new
technologies. Design thinking offers both
processes and methods of problem solving that
are
proving to be very effective in solving these
types of organizational challenges. This course
will explore the nature of design thinking and
examine how it is being used for competitive
advantage. You will learn a new way of thinking
about complex problem solving that results in
robust solutions. The course will be both
conceptual and practical with various
experiential learning opportunities.
The seminar is designed to develop student's
awareness, understanding and knowledge of
managing in an international context. The format
will consist of several preparatory sessions, at
Suffolk and an intensive one week seminar
outside
the United States. Topics will include, but are
not limited to, managing cultural and structural
differences, geo-political-economic
considerations, international human resources
and
strategic management issues.
Emphasizes the theory and skills of win-win
negotiation. Students assess their own
negotiation
styles, analyze the process of negotiation and
apply theory-based skills for integrative
problem-solving approaches to negotiation. The
course utilizes a mix of teaching tools, including
readings, lectures, cases, exercises, videotapes
and role-playing.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

EMGOB-860

Leadership & Team Building Seminar

GR

3.00

FIN-601

Introduction to Statistics, Accounting,
& Finance Intensive

GR

1.00

MSF and MSFSB students only;

FIN-800

Financial Statement Analysis and
Valuation

GR

3.00

MBA 650

FIN-801

Money & Capital Markets

GR

3.00

MBA 650

FIN-808

General Theory in Corporate Finance

GR

3.00

Take MBA 650
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DESCRIPTION

1337

Conducted in Miami, Florida, this seminar
develops and refines organizational leadership
skills by combining classroom activities and a
physical
challenge to create an intense team experience
based on integrating theory and practice.
This is a boot camp-style course which
introduces
students to the basic concepts of math,
statistics, accounting, and finance. Given the
technical nature of modern finance, this course
is designed to prepare students for the
challenges of taking advanced finance courses.
The course is based on lectures, problem
solving,
and discussion of concepts.

An in-depth analysis of financial statements,
this course is designed to help investors and
managers in their assessment of business entity.
This course also analyzes financial services
industry: bank financial
statement analysis with an emphasis on offbalance sheet lending and borrowing, capital
structure issues, and innovations in
mortgage-backed
securities and asset-based financing techniques
are covered. Additionally, the tax implications
of various derivative securities is studied.
Students analyze markets for financial assets,
including the money market and various bond
and
stock markets. They learn determinants of
the level and structure of interest rates, the
Federal Reserve impact on markets, how
financial
institutions operate with respect to their
sources and uses of funds, essentials of the
regulatory structure of financial markets,
transaction costs, and interrelations among
markets.
This course extends the body of knowledge
acquired
in MBA 650. Students expand knowledge of
dividend
theory, capital structure theory, capital
budgeting, long-term financing decisions, cash
management and corporate restructuring, market
efficiency, and risk and liability management.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FIN-810

Investment Analysis

GR

3.00

MBA-650

FIN-816

Risk Management in Banking and Finance

GR

3.00

Take MBA-650;

FIN-818

Financial Econometrics

GR

3.00

MBA-650

FIN-820

Financial Policy

GR

3.00

Take FIN-808, FIN-810, and FIN-814. (FIN814 can b
concurrently)

FIN-831

Portfolio Management

GR

3.00

FIN 810

FIN-835

Behavioral Finance

GR

3.00

MBA-650
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DESCRIPTION

1338

Students examine markets for investment
procedures, valuation models, basic analytical
techniques, and factors influencing risk/return
tradeoffs. This course emphasizes the
professional approach to managing investment
assets. A variety of investment vehicles are
discussed, including stocks, bonds, options, and
futures.
The course introduces students to the structure
and management of international
financial-services firms and methods through
which financial institutions manage risk. The
course discusses tools for identifying,
measuring, evaluating, and managing risks, such
as interest rate, credit, foreign exchange,
liquidity, market, sovereign, and operational
risk. The course also introduces key regulations
and discusses important ethical issues in the
financial-services industry.
Students are introduced to mathematical
statistics
and basic econometrics. They study fundamental
econometric tools as well as hypothesis testing,
analysis of variance, linear regressions,
simultaneous equations, and models of
qualitative
choice.
Students examine financial theories, techniques,
and models applied to the study of corporate
financial decisions, aspects of corporate
strategy, industry structure, and the functioning
of capital markets.
Students learn theory and techniques of scientific
portfolio management, including the
establishment
of portfolio objectives, evaluation of portfolio
performance, asset allocation strategies, and the
use of derivative securities in portfolio
insurance.
The foundation of most of modern financial
models
and theories are based on neoclassical
economists' assumption that most economic
agents
are rational decision makers. Behavioral finance
recognizes that our cognitive biases and errors
along with our individuality are not always
consistent with the rationality assumption and
utility maximization. This course will examine
the implications of human psychology, emotions
and biases on financial decision-making process
as well as potential impact on the overall
financial markets.

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TITLE

LEVEL

FIN-845

Private Capital Markets

GR

3.00

Take MBA-650;

This course addresses the financial needs of
private businesses, focusing on the financial
motives and needs of private company owners
and
their advisors. The course is an opportunity to
present private finance as a complement to
corporate finance/public finance so as to prepare
students to better serve or participate in making
better financing decisions in the marketplace of
privately held businesses.

FIN-880

Investment Banking

GR

3.00

MBA 650

FIN-882

Applied Risk Management

GR

3.00

FIN-810 (may be taken concurrently)

FIN-884

Fixed Income Securities

GR

3.00

Take FIN-810

Students analyze the main functions of
investment
banks such as origination, syndication, and
distribution of security issues. They examine
pricing of new issues and secondary offerings
by investment banks, mergers and acquisitions,
leveraged buyouts, valuation of closely held
companies, and restructuring of distressed
companies. The role of investment bankers in
restructuring industry and financing governments
and ethical issues faced by investment bankers
will be studied.
Students develop a framework for understanding,
analyzing, and valuing modern financial
instruments. Students examine several types of
derivative securities and their use in managing
financial risk. While the interests of issuers,
intermediaries, and investors will all be
considered, the primary emphasis will be on the
perspective of corporate financial managers and
the use of modern financial technology in the
creation of value for shareholders.
The course is designed to provide information on
various types of fixed income securities and
markets, theories and concepts of the term
structure of interest rates and valuation of
fixed
income securities, measurement and
management of
risk for traditional bonds and bonds with
embedded
options, understanding of the role of derivatives
such as mortgage-backed securities, assetbacked
securities, swaps and exotic options, credit
analysis and bond rating, portfolio management
and
performance evaluation. This course is generally
offered as an intensive elective.
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DESCRIPTION

1339

COURSE

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FIN-887

Fundamental Equity Analysis

GR

3.00

Take FIN-810;

FIN-890

Risk Assessment and Simulation

GR

3.00

Take MBA-650

FIN-900

Special Topics in Finance

GR

3.00

MBA 650

FIN-910

Directed Individual Study

GR

3.00

Instructor's approval required

FIN-920

MBA Graduate Internship

GR

3.00

SBS-700, MBA-615, MBA-625, MBA-635,
MBA-640, MBA-6
and Instructor's approval. Limited to MBA
students
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DESCRIPTION

1340

Students examine fundamental equity analysis
as
the convergence of a number of skills such as
accounting, financial, and strategic analysis with
detective work and experience. Students practice
communicating and defending an argument, use
a
business analysis framework that helps tie
together strategy and finance, practice model
building and practical approach to profitability
in the markets.
This course provides an integrated framework for
analyzing and measuring risk with a computer
simulation approach. A common set of
computational tools will be applied across
several different financial applications ranging
from options pricing to portfolio design.
Extensive time will be spent on estimating and
simulating 'Value at Risk' which has been a
standard for measuring risk in large financial
institutions. We will also compare this with
other traditional methods as well as other
modern
methods, such as extreme value theory at
quantifying risk. Computationally intensive
methods, such as bootstrapping, and Monte
Carlo
analysis will be used extensively throughout the
course with MATLAB as the primary
programming
tool.
An in-depth analysis of timely special issues in
the field of finance. Specific topics
are announced when the course is scheduled.
A student-initiated directed study project,
generally for three credit hours and completed
within one quarter or semester. The student and
faculty advisor must concur on a written proposal
and final report, and the proposal must be
approved by the Office of the Dean prior to
registration.
Provides a hands-on, practical learning
opportunity for a student-initiated experience at
a domestic or international organization.
Students work closely with the MBA advisor and
faculty advisor regarding career-related learning
outcomes. Over the course of a semester,
students
collaborate with their corporate internship
supervisor and complete projects in either
accounting, business law and ethics,
entrepreneurship, finance, international
business, strategy or tax. Offered every
semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FNEC-810

The Manager in the Global Economy:
Trade Issues and Policy

GR

3.00

FNEC 700 or MBA 730 OR MBA-630

HLTH-700

Introduction to Healthcare Programs and
Profession

GR

1.00

MHA students only

HLTH-701

Introduction to the U.S. Healthcare
System

GR

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1341

Students examine the conflicts, constraints,
opportunities, and economic and non-economic
issues facing managers/organizations interested
or
engaged in international trade. Special attention
will be given to the basis for trade, current
trade disputes between the US and other
countries, issues of international
competitiveness, and the decision process for
exportation versus on-site production through
foreign direct investment.
This course is required for all MHA students. Its
primary goal is to focus students on their career
development. The course provides an orientation
to Suffolk's MHA Program and the University's
resources, along with guidance for getting the
most from the MHA Program and the student's
time
at Suffolk. It introduces students to the
healthcare industry in Massachusetts and
identifies opportunities for student involvement
in selected healthcare organizations. The course
highlights how to build essential skills in
written and verbal communication, critical and
strategic thinking, resume development, and
professional networking. Finally, it enables each
student to conduct in-depth planning for his or
her career as a healthcare professional. After
becoming familiar with the range of
competencies
put forth by the American College of Healthcare
Executives (ACHE) and the National Center for
Healthcare Leadership (NCHL), each student
develops a Personal Roadmap for Professional
Development that incorporates selected
competencies. The roadmap is a guide for the
student's learning and development as a
healthcare manager in the years ahead.
This course presents an overview of the origins,
components, organization, and operation of the
health system in the United States. It is an
introduction to the major health issues and
institutions, including the settings in which
health services are delivered, providers of these
services, and the public and private payers for
services.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HLTH-702

Health Economics

GR

3.00

HLTH-705

Health Systems I: Healthcare in the U.S

GR

3.00

HLTH-707

Evidence-Based Healthcare Management

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
HLTH-701;

DESCRIPTION

1342

This course provides a framework for
understanding the economics of the U.S.
healthcare industry. The industry is experiencing
great pressure to reduce costs, even as it
strives to do better at both improving the health
of the population and engaging patients in their
care. This course enables students to apply the
perspectives and tools of health economics to
the
tasks of understanding and improving the
business
of healthcare. Students analyze and evaluate
current and evolving healthcare markets, public
policies, payment methods, mechanisms for
bearing
and sharing financial risk, and the economic
impact of changes in technology and the health
professions. Students participate in envisioning
the future and designing better ways for
healthcare leaders, managers and policy makers
to
meet the challenges facing the industry.
This course explores the origins, components,
organization, and operation of the U.S. health
system. It prepares students for subsequent
healthcare administration courses that delve
more
deeply into key aspects of the health system.
Topics include major current health and health
system issues; the history and trends underlying
those issues; and the organizations, professions,
laws and policies, patients and consumers,
payers
and other aspects of the health system.
Learning
activities focus on the relationships among the
many parts of the health system.
Develops foundational evidence-based
management
skills and initiates the professional
self-development work that students undertake
throughout the MHA Program. This course
covers
applied research methods and statistical tools as
it develops students' skills at identifying,
collecting, analyzing and interpreting data.
Students engage in hands-on data collection,
statistical analysis and interpretation of
results. Professional development work includes
self-assessments, clarification of career aims,
and connecting with resources available to
healthcare management professionals.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

HLTH-710

Healthcare Accounting and Financial
Management

GR

3.00

HLTH-701 or HLTH-705 (may be taken
concurrently)

HLTH-740

Healthcare Management and Human
Resources

GR

3.00

HLTH-701 OR HLTH-705(may be taken
concurrently)

HLTH-807

Innovation: The Future of Healthcare

GR

3.00
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DESCRIPTION

1343

Builds essential accounting and financial
management skills for healthcare managers.
Topics include income statements, balance
sheets,
and interpretation and analysis of financial
statements, as well as the implications of
assuming financial risk. The course also covers
the revenue cycle, financial information systems,
and the use of financial information for
decision-making. Focused attention is given to
managerial accounting, cost allocation,
budgeting
and variance analysis, as well as ethical and
legal perspectives.
Develops students' knowledge and skills to
enable
them to engage more effectively with the human
side of healthcare organizations. The course
examines forces that shape healthcare
organizations, and it draws on management
theory
and practice to explore topics including:
governance and control; strategy; organizational
structures, tasks and positions; culture and
ethics; teamwork; communication; planning;
decision making and problem solving; and
managing
people and performance in clinical and support
services. The course also covers operational
aspects of human resources planning and
management, including recruiting, retaining and
managing human resources; cultural
competence and
diversity management.
Introduces students to a wide range of current
innovations as well as innovations that are
expected in the future. The course builds
students' skills to anticipate, adopt and manage
innovation in healthcare. It covers innovation
in the organization and delivery of healthcare
services as well as in the pharmaceuticals,
biotechnology, medical devices, and healthcare
information technology. In particular, the
course explores how innovation happens -- i.e.,
how players across the healthcare industry
create, identify, pursue, and support or impede
opportunities for innovation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HLTH-808

Managing Healthcare Organizations

GR

3.00

HLTH-812

Applied Research Methods for Healthcare
Management

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1344

This course provides an overview of healthcare
management. Students develop knowledge and
skills
required for effective management of
organizations that deliver high quality,
patient-centered, cost-effective care. The course
examines forces that are shaping healthcare
organizations and draws on management theory
and
practice to explore a wide range of topics,
including: governance and control; strategy;
organizational structure, tasks and positions;
culture and ethics; leadership and motivation;
communication: planning; decision making and
problem solving; recruiting and retaining human
resources; teamwork; cultural competence and
diversity management; managing people and
performance in clinical and support services; and
organizational change.
This course covers both qualitative and
quantitative research methods, with a strong
focus on applied healthcare management
research.
Course topics include scientific reasoning,
research design, action research methods,
qualitative research methods, fundamental
statistical techniques, and display and
presentation of quantitative and qualitative
analyses.
This course prepares students as both producers
and consumers of healthcare related research.
Students will:
Learn fundamentals of scientific reasoning,
research design, and action research methods.
Gain basic skills in both qualitative and
quantitative data collection, analysis and
presentation.
Understand the meaning and appropriate
application
of basic statistical techniques relevant to
healthcare management.
Become prepared to analyze and draw
conclusions
from surveys, program evaluations, and
operations
data.
Be able to troubleshoot the work of consultants
and be critical consumers of research performed
by
others.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

HLTH-815

Ambulatory and Primary Care

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

HLTH 701
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DESCRIPTION

1345

This course prepares students to plan, lead,
manage and improve primary care and other
ambulatory patient care services ("APC") toward
achieving the "Triple Aim" of better population
health, better patient care and lower cost. The
course covers a range of APC services including
physician practices, community health centers,
ambulatory surgery, retail clinics, behavioral
health and dental care. Students who complete
the course will be able to understand and
analyze: key structures and processes of APC
services and their effects on the Triple Aim; key
APC contexts including regulatory,
reimbursement,
technological and professional; and important
industry trends related to APC. Specific topics
include organizational structure and governance;
workforce and staffing; facilities and licensure;
emerging business models; performance
measurement; relationship between primary care
and public health; and emerging practice models
including the patient-centered medical home.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

HLTH-816

Healthcare Human Resources Management

GR

HLTH-824

Healthcare Accounting

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

TAKE HLTH 701

1.50

HLTH-701;
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DESCRIPTION

1346

The growing healthcare field is the most labor
intensive employer in the United States. The
purpose of this course is to introduce students
to
the theories, requirements and practices
associated with managing human resources in
healthcare organizations. The course covers
both
strategic and operational aspects of human
resources planning and management, and it
devotes
particular attention to the issues that make
human
resources management in healthcare so
challenging.
Perhaps most important, the course guides
students
in developing practical knowledge and skills to
prepare them- as healthcare leaders and
managersto successfully address human resource issues.
The course will draw from a range of theoretical
material and practical situations, using a
variety
of learning approaches and featuring guest
speakers from healthcare organizations who
share
their experiences and perspectives from the field
of human resources. The course focuses on the
following topics: The changing healthcare
environment and its implications for human
resources management, the use of strategic
human
resource management to gain a competitive
edge in
the healthcare industry, workforce design, legal
and regulatory requirements, recruitment and
retention, organizational development,
performance
management, compensation and benefits,
managing
with organized labor and creating
customer-satisfying healthcare organizations.
This course serves as an introduction to the
financial accounting of healthcare organizations.
Understanding the important principles of a
healthcare organization's income statement and
balance sheet is the essence of this course.
Focused attention will be given to the
interpretation and analysis of financial
statements, including the implications of
assuming
risk in an era of managed care.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

HLTH-825

Legal Environment of Healthcare

GR

3.00

HLTH-701;

HLTH-826

Healthcare Financial Management

GR

1.50

HLTH-701;
MHA students are required to take HLTH
824. MBA/H
required to take MBA 640.
Non-MHA and MBA/H students need
permission from th
Department before registering;
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DESCRIPTION

1347

Explores some of the extremely varied,
increasingly complex, and ever-changing major
legal influences on health care delivery in the
United States and the impact on patients,
consumers, and the public, focusing in particular
on the role of the health care administrator
and/or service provider in the context of these
influences. Examines the basic structure and
concepts of the American legal system, the
influence of social values in shaping the law,
and the role that the law plays in the operation
of health care institutions and the conduct of
providers and administrators. Focuses on
selected topic areas including: public health
law and the role and influence of the
government;
individual and corporate liability; informed
consent; privacy and confidentiality; managed
care liability; competency and the right to
refuse medical treatment; the practical and
ethical impacts of technology; and health care
fraud.
This course serves as an introduction to the
financial management of healthcare
organizations.
Using financial information for decision making is
the essence of this course. Students will gain a
perspective on the critical factors related to
managing a healthcare organization in a
marketplace that is demanding cost effective
services. Focused attention will be given to
managerial accounting,
cost allocation, budgeting, and variance analysis.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

HLTH-827

Advanced Healthcare Financial
Management

GR

3.00

Take HLTH-701 HLTH-824 HLTH-826;

HLTH-828

Population Health

GR

1.50

HLTH 701;
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DESCRIPTION

1348

In our complex and ever-changing healthcare
industry, leaders and managers must understand
the
financial drivers that are shaping the strategic
planning and decision making at all levels of
healthcare organizations. This advanced course
builds on the healthcare financial management
techniques introduced in HLTH 824 and HLTH
826 and
is intended for students seeking to enhance their
analytic and financial management skill set.
Through in-depth research of a healthcare
organization's financial statements, students will
gain practical experience using the latest tools
and analytic methodologies employed by
healthcare
managers. Our work will focus on financial
statement analysis, benchmarking, forecasting,
revenue cycle management (including the
implications of capitation and
pay-for-performance), and capital budgeting
(including capital acquisition, lease/buy
decisions, and access to capital markets). A
group
project, guest speakers and course readings aim
to
develop practical financial management skills
that
will enable students to make effective managerial
decisions that lead to the financial success and
long-term viability of their healthcare
organizations.
Healthcare industry trends point toward
increasing
need for meaningful measurement of the health
of
populations- from the population of patients who
use a particular health service to the populations
of nations. Healthcare managers must measure
the
need and demand for health services as well as
the
quality, safety and effectiveness or services.
This course provides the fundamental
information
and enables students to develop the skills to
apply principles and techniques of epidemiology
in
planning, delivering and evaluating health
services.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

HLTH-830

Healthcare Operations Management

GR

3.00

Take HLTH-701 and either HLTH-812 or
SBS-604.
MHA and MSBA students only.

HLTH-831

Performance Improvement and
Patient Safety

GR

1.50

HLTH-701;

HLTH-832

Health Policy

GR

3.00

HLTH-701
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DESCRIPTION

1349

Students are introduced to concepts and analytic
tools and techniques in operations management,
such as project management, process
improvement,
queuing theory, forecasting, capacity planning,
and supply chain management. Students will be
challenged to examine the distinctive
characteristics of health services operations,
understand process improvement and patient
flow,
and explore the means for making optimal
managerial decisions. In-class exercises, applied
concept assignments, guest speakers, and
exams
are used to help students understand ways to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
healthcare organizations.
The 'production' of health care is a service of
significant personal and social consequence and
high on the agenda of every healthcare
executive.
Today's consumer actively seeks evidence about
the
quality of care they can anticipate while payers
are offering financial incentives to providers
who can demonstrate superior patient outcomes.
This course will focus on the
complexities and processes of assuring quality
performance in healthcare organizations.
Examines health policy development and
implementation as well as current and emerging
U.S. health and healthcare delivery issues and
the policies, politics, and ethical implications
surrounding them. We examine health policy
through different models related to the
healthcare delivery system and financial and
payment systems; we also examine current
issues
that affect healthcare access, cost, and quality.
Topics may change each year, but typically
include policies and perspectives on state and
federal healthcare reform, disparities in health
and access, staffing ratios of nurses and other
professionals, drug prices, and other current
health topics in the news.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

HLTH-833

Rebuilding Public Trust: Quality
And Safety in Healthcare Organizations

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

Take HLTH-701 AND HLTH-831;

DESCRIPTION

1350

The imperative to improve and assure the quality
and safety of services is of paramount
importance
to clinical providers, managers, and executive
leadership. This course builds on the basic
principles, concepts, tools, and analytic methods
addressed in HLTH 831. Among the topics
explored
in this advanced course are: creating a culture
of
safety; establishing and sustaining
organizational
alignment; quality/safety implications for
accreditation and regulatory compliance;
measuring
and improving the patient experience;
mistake-proofing the design process; and
principles and strategies to improve reliability.
The course will provide a foundation for the
learner to:
1.Compare and contrast definitions of quality
from
a variety of stakeholder perspectives.
2.Classify medical error and identify means to
reduce risk and/or take effective corrective
action.
3.Explore sense-making and its applicability to
transformational change in healthcare quality.
4.Identify leadership strategies for establishing
an organization-wide culture of safety.
5.Apply essential healthcare team concepts,
especially collegiality and collaboration, in
complex circumstances of quality improvement.
6.Define mistake-proofing and mistake-proofing
approaches and design applied to patient safety.
7.Apply reliability principles to performance
improvement in complex systems.
8.Complete an actual healthcare performance
improvement project that involves the use of
knowledge and skills acquired in the
pre-requisite
course HLTH 831: Performance Improvement
and
Patient Safety as well as this course.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

HLTH-835

Healthcare Marketing and Communication

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

1.50

Take HLTH-701;
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DESCRIPTION

1351

As the healthcare industry continues to be highly
competitive, and as health-related information
becomes more available through television and
the
Internet, healthcare organizations are challenged
to communicate their messages more
aggressively
and in new ways to their key audiences. This
course enables students to learn about the
nature
of those audiences as well as healthcare
marketing
and communications, with emphasis on
designing and
conducting market research, identifying market
segments and their unique characteristics,
selecting promotional strategies and tactics for
reaching target audiences, and developing
marketing plans.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

HLTH-838

Organizational Change in Healthcare

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

1.50

Take HLTH-701;

DESCRIPTION

1352

Healthcare is among the most complex and
dynamic
industries in the United States. It is
characterized by: changing demographics, health
conditions and consumer wants and needs;
continuous innovation in programs, services,
treatments, technology and delivery systems;
increasing complexity of care; intense
competition
among some providers, and mergers and
affiliations
among others; increasing shortages of key
personnel; rising costs; mounting pressure to
deliver quality care and manage costs; changing
laws, regulations and payment systems; 45+
million
Americans without health insurance, resulting in
disparate levels of service accessibility and
quality; and a growing movement to make health
insurance available and affordable for more
Americans. In such an environment of challenge
and
change, healthcare leaders and managers must
be
able to understand current reality, anticipate
the
future, and continuously design and implement
change. Healthcare organizations must be
change-able: i.e., equipped with the orientation,
skills and approaches to manage change across
a
wide range of leadership, management and
service
delivery dimensions). Accordingly, this course
enables students to: 1. examine key external and
internal forces for change that face healthcare
organizations, and 2. begin to develop the
orientation and skills to envision, design, lead,
and implement change in healthcare
organizations.
Drawing on theory and case studies of
organizational change, the course covers such
topics as: the nature of organizational change;
why the ability to create desired change is so
important; key external and internal factors that
require healthcare organizations to change;
aspects of healthcare organizations that support
and resist change; designing and implementing
successful and lasting change; sources of
greatest
leverage for achieving desired change; and key
requirements for success.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HLTH-842

Global Health

GR

3.00

HLTH-845

Big Data Analytics for Health and
Healthcare

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
HLTH-701
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DESCRIPTION

1353

The health and wellbeing of people throughout
the
world are challenged by many factors. To
highlight those factors and what is being done to
address them, this course focuses on global
health problems and needs, including those
related to infectious and chronic diseases,
injuries, mental illness and substance abuse, and
complex emergencies such as natural disasters
and
war, with particular attention to women, children
and families. It also review critical global
health-related policy issues such as poverty,
population growth, the food and nutrition crisis,
water wars, environmental degradation and
climate
change. Among the assignments, students write
papers on specific global health problems and
needs and identify healthcare and health-related
organizations and financial resources in selected
countries that are addressing the problems and
needs. The course closes by examining the
challenges of how to prioritize the deployment of
scarce resources and mobilize citizens,
governments and for-profit and non-profit
organizations to enhance people's health and
wellbeing and save civilization.
The American healthcare system is a paradox. It
costs far more than any other country's system
but often delivers less in terms of good health.
Part of the problem is that its information
infrastructure and use of data are not up to par
with other industries or with the challenges it
faces. The new science of analytics provides
critical intelligence to produce innovative
solutions through its use of data science,
information technology, and deep knowledge of
the
sector. This course focuses on the three most
promising areas of health analytics: business
intelligence, community health, and behavior
change. It draws upon the best analytics from
within the health and healthcare sectors as well
as from other sectors including banking, sports,
politics, and retail. The classes, both in the
classroom and online, include a mix of lectures,
discussions, application labs, guest speakers, a
field trip to a leading health technology firm,
and a class project to work with a health
organization to design an analytics solution.
By the end of the course, students will have
built competencies in obtaining information from
multiple data sources, analyzing metrics,
applying analytic tools, using systems thinking
to frame and solve problems, evaluating the pros
and cons of various analytics approaches, and
creating solutions through the use of case
narratives, use cases, and client presentations.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

HLTH-850

Health Information Systems

GR

1.50

HLTH-701;

HLTH-860

Leadership and Ethics in Healthcare
Organizations

GR

3.00

Take HLTH-701;

HLTH-880

Directed Individual Study

GR

1.00

3.00

Take HLTH-701;

HLTH-885

Healthcare Internship

GR

0.00

3.00

Take HLTH-701;

DESCRIPTION

1354

This course covers health information and a
range
of healthcare IT applications as well as topics
related to IT planning and management.
Applications include medical records, order entry,
decision support, and emerging applications.
Planning and management topics include data
security, IT cost, systems interoperability,
project management, IT implementation, and
governance.
The business of delivering healthcare services
generates a multitude of ethical questions which
must account for a range of interests, from the
interests of patients and consumers, to those of
providers and staff, to those of the organization
as a business, and the broader interests of
community and society. This course familiarizes
students with these issues and interests, and
with ethical concepts and frameworks for ethical
decision making. The course integrates ethics
into students' development of their own
leadership and change management skills and
practice. The course is designed to promote
intellectual growth and personal insight into
one's own leadership capabilities and style,
moral values and beliefs, and to develop
competency both in one's personal leadership
practice and in leading and managing
organizational change.
This is a student-initiated directed study
project. The student and faculty advisor must
concur on a written proposal and final report,
and the project must be approved by the Dean of
Academic Affairs prior to registration.
The internship enables students to learn about
important aspects of healthcare by working in a
healthcare organization. It is intended for
students who do not have professional
experience
in the U.S. healthcare system as well as students
who already work in healthcare and seek to gain
exposure to other areas of the system. For all
students, the internship provides networking
opportunities for future career development.
The internship requires each student to: work
with a healthcare faculty member to identify
opportunities and secure an internship in a
healthcare organization; complete 400 hours of
supervised work in that healthcare organization;
attend classes to examine relevant aspects of
the
internship; and report on the lessons learned
from the internship and how they could be
applied
in the student's future professional endeavors.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HLTH-890

Healthcare Strategic Management

GR

3.00

HLTH-910

Directed Individual Study

GR

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
This course is the capstone of the MHA
Program and
taken in the last semester of coursework.
MHA and
students only.

3.00
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HLTH 701

DESCRIPTION

1355

The success of any healthcare organization
depends on the ability of its leaders and
managers to continuously identify, evaluate and
address the key issues and challenges facing the
organization. This capstone course for
healthcare
explores the essential elements of strategic
management: the foundation (including Systems
Thinking), strategic analysis, and strategy
development and implementation. Using
Futurescan
and provocative case studies, students: conduct
assessments of external trends, assumptions
and
implications; identify and assess organizational
opportunities and threats/challenges as well as
strengths and weaknesses; identify strategic and
operational issues; and review and develop
strategies and action steps to address the
issues. For the final project, each student
develops a strategic plan for a healthcare
organization or conducts a research project on a
healthcare organization or strategic issue of
particular interest (e.g., mergers and
acquisitions in healthcare). Fundamentally, this
course focuses on applying strategic and
systemic
thinking in diagnosing organizational
circumstances and developing strategies for
"what
to do next."
This is a student-initiated directed study
project. The student and faculty advisor must
concur on a written proposal and final report, and
the project must be approved by the dean of
academic affairs prior to registration.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HLTHIB-87

Global Travel Seminar: Comparative
Analysis of the Healthcare Systems in
England and United States

GR

3.00

ISOM-730

Python for Business Analytics

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
HLTH-701; Restricted to MHA, MBA, or MPA
students.
Hillary Sabbagh at hsabbagh@suffolk.edu to
registe
seminar.
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DESCRIPTION

1356

England, as part of the United Kingdom, has a
nationalized healthcare system. Given that it
leads the systems in other countries on many
aspects of care delivery and health outcomes,
there is an advantage for healthcare
administrators and policymakers in the U.S. to
have exposure to this system for what they might
learn and apply to improve our own healthcare
system. Therefore, the purpose of this global
travel seminar is to enable students to explore
and answer one overarching question: What can
we
learn from the healthcare system in England that
will enable us to better understand and make
needed improvements to the healthcare system
in
the U.S.? At the macro level, students will learn
about and analyze such features of the
healthcare
system in England as government ownership of
healthcare delivery organizations, near-universal
insurance coverage, allocation of resources
according to national and regional budgets, and
reforms to address serious quality and safety
deficiencies. At the micro level, students will
visit healthcare delivery organizations and meet
with healthcare providers, managers and policy
makers to get a close look at the realities of
the healthcare system, including quality
improvement and cost containment initiatives. By
the end of this course, students will also
understand how the healthcare system in
England
compares on key dimensions with the healthcare
system in the U.S.
This course is introductory to use Python for
business analytics, intended for students with
little or no programming experience. Students
will learn how to program with Python and how to
use it in conjunction with scientific computing
modules and libraries to compute, analyze, and
visualize data to make analytics-driven decisions
in finance, operations, marketing, accounting,
and management. By the end of this course,
students will have confidence and understanding
of how to program in Python, know how to create
and manipulate arrays using numpy library, know
how to use pandas library to create and analyze
data sets, know how to use matplotlib and
seaborn
libraries to create beautiful data visualization,
and have an understanding of scikit-learn for
data analytics.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ISOM-801

Solving Business Problems Using Advanced
Excel

GR

3.00

ISOM-813

Business Systems Analysis

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MBA-670 or MBA-730
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DESCRIPTION

1357

Analyzes various real world business problems
and
explores the full scope of MS Excel's formulas,
functions and features to create data models and
present solutions. Students analyze data, design
custom charts, graphs, PivotTables and Pivot
charts, create three-dimensional workbooks,
build
links between files and endow worksheets with
decision-making capabilities. Students conduct
What-If Analysis, utilizing Scenario Manager,
Solver, Data Tables and Goal Seek. This course
provides the skills necessary to pass the
Microsoft Office Specialist Certification in
Excel.
Covers the concepts, techniques and tools used
in
the analysis, design and implementation of
information systems to analyze and solve
business
problems. Fundamental information systems
concepts, a systems life cycle approach and
various systems analysis tools are used to
design
an optimal solution to solve business problems.
A
variety of tools will be used including lectures,
cases, assignments and a project involving the
design, analysis and prototyping of an
information system. From the initial project
scope and definition of system requirements,
database schema, application architecture and
GUI, the student uses industry standard
templates
to prepare a real life case study. Additionally,
the course focuses upon using Object Oriented
analysis and design techniques including the
UML.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ISOM-815

Data Management and Big Data

GR

3.00

ISOM-821

Data Management and Modeling

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

This course was formerly ISOM-815
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DESCRIPTION

1358

Introduces the importance of information as an
organizational resource, role of big data in
organizations, and the application of tools to
provide high quality information. Students will
be able to select the most appropriate data
management tool (e.g., SQL vs. non-SQL
databases)
to business scenarios. Develops the skills
needed to succeed in today's big data
environment
through the application of data management
techniques, cases and exercises. Students will
become proficient in designing databases using
entity relationship modeling and normalization,
in building and querying databases of various
sizes with Access and SQL (an industry
standard),
preparing high quality data and applying data
visualizing techniques. Students will complete a
series of business-oriented hands-on exercises,
prepare cases, and complete projects on
database
design and big data.
Introduces the importance of information as an
organizational resource, role of big data in
organizations, and the application of tools to
provide high quality information. Students will
be able to select the most appropriate data
management tool (e.g., SQL vs. non-SQL
databases)
to business scenarios. Develops the skills
needed to succeed in today's big data
environment
through the application of data management
techniques, cases and exercises. Students will
become proficient in designing databases using
entity relationship modeling and normalization,
in building and querying databases of various
sizes with Access and SQL (an industry
standard),
preparing high quality data and applying data
visualizing techniques. Students will complete a
series of business-oriented hands-on exercises,
prepare cases, and complete projects on
database
design and big data.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ISOM-825

Enterprise Data Management

GR

3.00

ISOM-827

Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1359

Provides students with an understanding of the
nature of enterprise integration and enterprise
software, business process reengineering, the
implementation within organizations, and
strategies for maximizing benefits from
enterprise systems. To manage complex
business
processes in today's multi-national, wired and
wireless world, firms need integrated software
packages to manage their global business.
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems
are
used to support a wide range of business
functions for all companies across industries.
With ERP systems, business managers are able
to
make decisions with accurate, consistent, and
current data. Intensive lab projects on the SAP
ERP System with real life business scenarios are
utilized to reinforce understanding of enterprise
systems functionality and business process
concepts.
This course teaches students how to build and
maintain data warehouses, and how to analyze
and
use this data as a source for business
intelligence and competitive advantage. Students
study data mining concepts and the use of
analytics tools and methods for producing
business knowledge. Topics include extraction,
transformation and loading; decision support
systems; text, web and data mining models as
well
as data presentation/visualization including
dashboards, scorecards and various charts.
Students build a data warehouse and practice
the
extraction and filtering process used to produce
high quality data warehouses. Students will use
tools such as MS Excel, SAP Lumira, Tableau
and
SAP Business Warehouse.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ISOM-828

ERP System and Process Reengineering

GR

3.00

ISOM-835

Predictive Analytics

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1360

Provides students with an understanding of the
nature of enterprise integration and enterprise
software, business process reengineering, the
implementation within organizations, and
strategies for maximizing benefits from
enterprise systems. To manage complex
business
processes in today's multi-national, wired and
wireless world, firms need integrated software
packages to manage their global business.
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems
are
used to support a wide range of business
functions for all companies across industries.
With ERP systems, business managers are able
to
make decisions with accurate, consistent, and
current data. Intensive lab projects on the SAP
ERP System with real life business scenarios are
utilized to reinforce understanding of enterprise
systems functionality and business process
concepts.
Predictive analytics make predictions about
unknown future events. It is crucial for
companies to ask the right questions, perform
rigorous analysis, and take actions that will
result in the most desirable outcomes. This
course develops students' capability in applying
the core concepts and techniques of predictive
analytics to identify opportunity, recognize
patterns, predict outcomes, and recommend
optimal
actions within the context of organizational
decision-making. Topics include: business
analytics life cycle, data pre- processing,
linear and nonlinear regression, tree-based
methods, model assessment and selection, and
resampling methods.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ISOM-837

Data Mining and Business Insights

GR

3.00

ISOM-840

Security and Privacy

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Take ISOM-835
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DESCRIPTION

1361

This course is built upon the predictive modeling
course and covers a broad collect of data mining
and business intelligence techniques, including
logistic regression, discriminant analysis,
support vector machines, clustering methods,
network analysis, association rule mining, text
mining, etc. It focuses on turning data into
business intelligence and eventually use data
and
analytics to create business value. The course
takes a holistic approach of business analytics,
starting from identifying and defining business
questions, evaluating data quality, cleaning and
preparing data to selecting models, interpreting
outcomes, and communicating analysis and
results
to technical and management audiences.
Throughout
the course, students are involved in hands-on
analysis using large sets of real data from a
variety of industries. A term project and a
formal presentation of the project are required.
Introduces the fundamental principles of
information and big data security. Security
vulnerabilities, threats and risks will be
analyzed. Common types of computer attacks
and
counter-attacks will be identified. Security
technologies such as biometrics, firewalls,
intrusion detection systems and cryptography
systems will be applied in conjunction with
human
based safeguards. Business continuity and
disaster recovery planning will be covered.
Students will then learn how to design and build
a layered security defense combining several of
the above controls to address the different
challenges to data security. The managerial
concerns of security and privacy of information
will be stressed including the legal and privacy
issues. Best practices for planning and auditing
security and privacy will then be covered.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ISOM-845

Business Intelligence and Data Analytics

GR

3.00

ISOM-851

Supply Chain Management: Design and
Analysis

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1362

Introduces business intelligence and data
analytics. Business intelligence and data
analytics help organizations in strategic and
operational decision making by improving
performance management, optimizing customer
relations, monitoring business activity, and
improving decision support. On a macro-level,
the
class will discuss business cases for the
adoption of business intelligence and data
analytics. We will discuss technologies and
processes for gathering, storing, accessing, and
analyzing data to provide users with better
insights and business decisions. On a
micro-level, students will use a variety of tools
to build their skills in analyzing data to solve
business problems. In summary, this course
provides a conceptual understanding of business
data resources and the development of
capabilities for data preparation, warehousing,
selection, description, mining, interpretation,
visualization, communication, and innovation.
Introduces the fundamental principles and
concepts for effective management of supply
chains via performance drivers such as
procurement, facilities, inventory,
transportation, and pricing. No company can do
better than its supply chain, a complex network
of organizations that collaboratively manage
transformation processes to deliver final
products/services to customers. Managing a
supply chain is a tremendous challenge for most
firms which, paradoxically, can also be a crucial
source of competitive advantage. This is also a
"how-to" course with an extensive use of Excel
for supply chain managers and analysts who can
benefit from experiencing hands-on familiarity
with modeling supply chain applications along
with data analysis and interpretation.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ISOM-861

Project Management

GR

3.00

ISOM-910

Directed Individual Study

GR

3.00

ISOM-920

ISOM Internship

GR

0.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Instructor Permission

3.00
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Approval of the student's Program Director
and ISO
chair required.

DESCRIPTION

1363

Introduces the basic principles, tools and
technique of the Project Management Life Cycle
with practical real-life examples and scenarios.
The basic concepts will be studied within the
framework of the Project Management Book of
Knowledge (PMBOK (R)Guide) guidelines set
forth
by the Project Management Institute (PMI).
Other
project management framework will be described
though not in detail. The course will attempt to
help students understand the relationship
between
good project management and successful
software
management, development and implementation,
and
the best practices at each stage of project
planning, execution, control and closure. The
course will also help build skills to research,
analyze and report project management case
studies that illustrate the topics covered in
this course.
PMP(R) and (PMBOK(R)Guide) are registered
marks
of the Project Management Institute, Inc.
This elective course option involves a student
initiated written proposal to a willing and
appropriate full-time faculty member for a
directed study project. The project should be
completed during one semester. The faculty
member and student must concur on a written
proposal, final project and grading criteria.
Approval by the Department Chair and the Dean
is
necessary before registration.
Provides a hands-on, practical learning
opportunity for a student-initiated experience at
a domestic or international organization.
Students work closely with the department chair
and faculty advisor regarding career-related
learning outcomes. Over the course of a
semester,
students collaborate with their corporate
internship supervisor and complete projects in
either information systems, operations
management, or business analytics. A final
written report and presentation are mandatory if
this course is taken for credit. Offered every
semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MBA-001

NSO First-Time Online Users

GR

0.00

MBA-610

Organizational Behavior

GR

3.00

MBA-615

Economics

GR

1.50

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1364

The New Student Orientation is designed to
familiarized students with tools used in Suffolk
online courses. Most importantly, it verifies
that students have adequate connection and
working
audio equipment to participate in an online
course
and that they understand the synchronous
classroom
setup. It will be held the week prior to the start
of the semester online. It is for graduate
students who have never taken an online course
before. This is a 0-credit and 0 fee session.
Students only need to take it once. However,
students may need to take it again if there is a
change in the online learning platform or web
conferencing tool. Headsets are required.
This course explores human behavior and the
overall functioning of organizational structures
on three levels: the individual, the group, and
the organization. Theoretical bases of behavior
are used to provide understanding of people's
attitudes, motives, and behaviors in group and
organizational settings as they relate to
leadership, motivation, power, perceptions, group
dynamics, communication, diversity,
organizational
culture, and decision making.
This course introduces the basic tools and
concepts of microeconomics (2 classes) for
supply
and demand analysis; for consumer market
behavior; and for production, cost, and pricing
decisions in different market structures. Greater
emphasis (4 to 5 classes) in the course is on the
macroeconomic topics of national economic
performance, the economic role of government
and
fiscal and monetary policy, and the banking and
financial system in the current economic
environment. The course is intended for MBA
students who have no recent academic
background
in economics.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MBA-622

Operations and Data Analysis

GR

3.00

MBA-625

Managerial Statistics

GR

1.50

MBA-630

Economic Analysis for Managers

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1365

Introduces students to operations management
in
the services, manufacturing and distribution
industries while covering statistics and
quantitative analytic tools relevant to all
functional areas. Applications include: supply
chain management, total quality management,
forecasting, inventory planning and control,
project planning and management, risk analysis,
process design, and human resources issues in
a
global economy. Analytic tools for these
applications include descriptive statistics and
graphics, uncertainty assessment, inferences
from
samples, decision analysis and models, and
regression analysis.
This course emphasizes the importance of basic
concepts in probability and statistics for
managerial decision making with a strong
emphasis
on practical application. Students will learn
basic data analysis, random variables and
probability distributions, sampling
distributions,
interval estimation, hypothesis testing and
regression. MS Excel will be used throughout
the course. Numerous examples are chosen
from
quality control applications, finance, marketing
and Management to illustrate the managerial
value
of applying sound statistical techniques to the
analysis of operational data.
This course develops the basic tools for
microeconomic and macroeconomic analysis
with
emphasis on business decision-making and the
impact of economic policy on organizational
performance and competitiveness with respect to
global business.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MBA-635

Operations Management: Design and
Analysis

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

MBA-640

Corporate Financial Reporting and
Control

GR

3.00

MBA-650

Value Based Financial Management

GR

3.00

MBA-625 or SBS-604 (may be taken
concurrently)

1 course from each of the following groups:
MBA-615 or SBS-603;
MBA-625 or SBS-604;
MBA-640 or ACCT-800;
These courses may be taken prior to or
concurrentl
MBA-650.
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DESCRIPTION

1366

This course provides students with Operations
Management concepts, techniques, and tools to
design, analyze, and improve operational
capabilities in any organization. Students will
understand and analyze common OM decisions
on
managing inputs (materials, information,
finances, and human resources) and processes
to
deliver desirable outcomes to customers. Topics
covered include operations strategy, process
analysis, quality management and lean
operations,
capacity analysis, inventory management,
product
development, supply chain management, project
management, revenue management and pricing,
decision analysis, and forecasting. Software
tools used may include MS Excel, Visio, and
Project Management.
This course will contain experiential learning
components related to Boston's world-class
industries, which may include guest lectures,
simulation exercises, or visits to local
organizations.
This course deals with the structure and
information content of the three principal
financial statements of profit-directed
companies, namely the income statement,
balance
sheet, and statement of cash flows. It develops
skill in using accounting information to analyze
the performance and financial condition of a
company, and to facilitate decision making,
planning and budgeting, and performance
appraisal
in a managerial context. This course also
contains an experiential component by offering
guided inquiry and real company cases.
This course introduces the basic principles of
corporate finance. The main focus is on
fundamental principles such as time value of
money, asset valuation, and risk and return
tradeoff. Topics to be covered also include cost
of capital, capital budgeting, and capital
structure.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MBA-660

Marketing: the Challenge of Managing
Value

GR

3.00

MBA-680

Managing in the Ethical & Legal
Environment

GR

3.00

MBA-701

Values Based Decision Making

GR

1.00

MBA students only

MBA-710

Understanding World Class Clusters

GR

3.00

MBA students only
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DESCRIPTION

1367

At its core, marketing is about providing
consumer value. The practice of doing this is
changing constantly-driven by rapid and
far-reaching changes in technology;
globalization; and the evolution of consumer
values, practices, and lifestyles. This course
will present themes, theories, and trends that
are critical for: 1. understanding the business
of creating, capturing and sustaining value; 2.
introducing students to the global, consumer, and
technological realities of marketing in the 21st
Century; and 3. providing students with a sound
foundation to explore marketing in further depth
in upper-level elective courses. This course also
contains an experiential component. .
Uses multidisciplinary analytical techniques and
case analysis as strategic management tools to
assist executives. Surveys the increasingly
complex,evolving, and highly competitive
business
environment in which ethical, legal, economic,
and regulatory forces are continuously reshaping
the global marketplace both to create and limit
competitive opportunities.
This course teaches students ethical frameworks
to lead and manage organizations that go
beyond
the standard legal compliance and risk
management
approaches, and that embrace the more
inclusive
principles of sustainability and corporate
responsibility. This course will set forth the
fundamentals of managerial ethics and will
prepare students for the complex, multilevel
managerial and leadership integrity challenges
that corporations face today.
This first-semester MBA course introduces
students to the topic of world-class clusters as
a multi-level phenomenon. Beginning from the
macro level of analysis and proceeding to the
micro level, the course covers a panoply of
concepts and frameworks for understanding why
world-class clusters emerge at specific locations
in the first place and then regularly succeed in
transforming themselves to keep up with and
even
lead the pace of change in their respective
industries. In the group projects that they
conduct for this course, students are expected to
emulate the characteristics of high-powered
teams
found in world-class clusters: the course thus
begins with conceptual understanding of
world-class clusters and then proceeds to have
students emulate the behavior that can be
observed in world-class clusters.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MBA-720

Collaborate (Ethics, Teams, & Project
Management)

GR

3.00

MBA-721

Collaborate-Teams and Project Management

GR

3.00

MBA-730

Innovate: Entrepreneurial Thinking, IT,
And Business Law

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1368

This course teaches students three essential
ingredients of Collaboration: Ethical Decision
Making, How We Work Together, and Managing
Projects. Ethical decisions are key to a
company's success, its reputation, value,
profitability, strategy, morale, and ability to
recruit talent. Workplace behavior matters and
will be examined from the perspective of
leadership, critical conversations, decision
making and teams. Project management is
important
in the context of today's complex, high-pressure
work environments that thrive through
collaboration and the ability to make disparate
groups gel and produce quickly. This course will
contain experiential components relating to
Boston's world-class industries.
This course teaches students critical thinking
and problem solving skills in the context of two
essential ingredients of collaboration: leading
people and teams, and managing projects.
Students
will learn concepts and processes that support
building and launching high performing teams
that
can manage complex projects efficiently and
effectively. Students will collaborate
experientially to solve problems facing Boston's
world-class industry clusters.
This course introduces students to three
essential ingredients of innovation:
Entrepreneurial Thinking, Information
Technology
in an Age of Disruption, and Law as Framework.
Entrepreneurial thinking is a critical element in
the creation, growth, and sustainability of an
organization. In new ventures, entrepreneurs
drive innovation with limited resources and
within a flat organization. Information
technology, strategically selected and
implemented, can provide a significant,
competitive advantage. Students will survey the
increasingly complex, evolving, and highly
competitive business environment in which
ethical, legal, economic, and regulatory forces
are continuously reshaping the global
marketplace
both to create and limit competitive
opportunities. This course will contain
experiential components, relating to Boston's
world-class industries.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MBA-740

Immerse- Travel Seminar

GR

3.00

Please email Hillary Sabbagh at
hsabbagh@suffolk.e
for a travel seminar.

MBA-745

Contextualizing Values Based Decision
Making

GR

1.00

Take MBA-701, MBA-710, MBA-721, MBA730, and SBS-7

MBA-750

Building Global Connections

GR

3.00

MBA students only.
SBS-700, MBA-701, MBA-710, MBA-615(or
SBS 603), MB
604),
MBA-635, MBA-640(or ACCT 800,) MBA650,
MBA-660, MBA-720(or MBA-721), MBA-730,
and MBA-745
concurrently)
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DESCRIPTION

1369

The Immersion course provides an opportunity
for
students to link their program work to hands-on
experience and visits to real-life global
companies. The highly experiential, intensive
course combines classroom learning with a direct
business and cultural experience. Students will
work in teams directly for a client or several
clients, solving real challenges, using their
analytical skills, knowledge, and experience to
develop feasible solutions. Required for all MBA
students, the course will be offered globally or
nationally to accommodate a variety
of student needs.
This course involves synthesizing and applying
the content from Values Based Decision Making
through two deliverables, both of which require
reflection on the MBA experience. Students will
consider the external clients they have worked
with in their client oriented classes and the MBA
curriculum through an ethical lens. They will
focus on identifying organization-based ethical
issues and values, applying ethical frameworks
to
analyze them, and making an argument as
leaders
or managers for an ethical solution. This course
will offer application and synthesis, taught
towards the end, allowing students to creatively
apply ethical perspectives to what they learned
in the MBA.
This course introduces students to the
fundamentals of the global business environment
in a way specifically relevant to innovation in
world-class clusters. The course has a three-part
format: 1. global business fundamentals; 2.
opportunity recognition, validation and planning;
and 3. experiential term group project in the
elaboration of a proposed innovation. Global
business fundamentals include the complexities
of
operating in the international economic
environment, the theory and practice of trade,
the global integration and local responsiveness
of the multinational firm, the
internationalization decision of firms, as well
as the different modes of entry.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MBA-760

World Class Strategies

GR

3.00

SBS-700, MBA-701, MBA-710, MBA-615(or
SBS 603), MB
604),
MBA-635, MBA-640(or ACCT 800,) MBA650,
MBA-660, MBA-720(or MBA-721), MBA-730,
and MBA-745
concurrently)

MBA-770

Leading and Implementing Change

GR

3.00

MBA students only.
SBS-700 MBA-701 MBA-710 MBA-615 MBA625 MBA-635 MB
MBA-660 MBA-720(or MBA-721) MBA-730
MBA-745 MBA-75
(MBA 745, MBA-750 and MBA-760 may
be taken concurrently with MBA 770)
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DESCRIPTION

1370

Students engage in a variety of learning
activities, such as case studies, computer
simulations, examinations, project reports, and
most especially, experiential exercises involving
competition. Students will develop a
multi-functional general management
perspective.
The course is designed to help students integrate
and apply their knowledge and techniques
learned
in the core courses of the MBA program into an
overall view of the firm, evaluate the
environment, and speculate on the future
direction of the organization. Students will also
learn about the principal concepts, frameworks,
and techniques of strategic management, they
will
develop the capacity for strategic thinking, and
they will examine the organizational and
environmental contexts in which strategic
management unfolds.
This course will make extensive use of
experiential activities and projects designed to
get students to experience the dynamics of
competition right in the classroom.
The final course in the MBA curriculum ties
together the integral components of the four
industry clusters, strategy and business
fundamentals to the experience of leading
change.
Students experience the change process
personally
through a simulation. Students then apply their
learning to an applied project based in one of
the four clusters that is team-based,
client-focused, grounded in research, and
integrates MBA concepts as required with a final
presentation to a live client. As part of
understanding change, students will also
evaluate
the wider societal impacts of the business
change. Finally, students reflect on their MBA
program in total, revisiting their career plan
and vision. This course uses multiple
approaches,
defining, understanding and experiencing the
strategic value of change at the organizational,
team, and individual levels.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MBA-800

Strategic Management

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

All MBA core courses and MBA 780
Students seeking special permission to take
MBA 80
with pre-req, above capacity, etc.) should
contact
Programs office at 617-573-8306

MBA-920

Internship/Consulting Project

GR

6.00

MGES-800

Business Startups

GR

3.00

SBS 700 and permission of MBA program
director and
Dean's Office.
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DESCRIPTION

1371

In this course, students will develop a multifunctional general management perspective.
Students will be required to integrate and apply
knowledge and techniques learned in the core
courses of the MBA program. Students will also
learn about the principal concepts, frameworks,
and techniques of strategic management, they
will
develop the capacity for strategic thinking, and
they will examine the organizational and environmental contexts in which strategic management
unfolds. Students will achieve these course
objectives through a variety of learning
activities, such as case studies, computer
simulations, examinations, project reports, and
experiential exercises.
Students may participate in a semester long
hands-on, experiential internship in a variety of
industries including finance,
bio-tech/pharmaceuticals, high-tech and
healthcare. Students must work onsite 20 hours
per week. Over the course of a semester,
students
collaborate with their corporate internship
supervisor as well as their faculty advisor to
define projects and complete them, culminating
in
a mandatory final presentation to the
organization, faculty, staff and fellow students.
Students must have completed at least one
semester of the MBA program and be in good
academic standing.
In this introductory course you will learn a
deliberate process of opportunity recognition.
You
will learn how to generate ideas that fit within
your and your team's mindset, as well as your
knowledge, skills and abilities intended to
improve the likelihood of success. Once your
opportunity is identified, you will determine its
level of feasibility from the conceptual stage,
industry and competitive analysis, through legal
and financial risk areas, leading to a "go or no
go" decision. Topics include the individual and
team mindset, identifying, growing and seizing
opportunities, the founder and the team, and
growth strategies. Financial topics include
verifying the cost structure, making credible
assumptions, identifying financial needs and
sources, and preparing forecast financial
statements, leading to a final presentation
pitching the feasibility of your opportunity.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MGES-802

Corporate Entrepreneurship

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1372

Corporate entrepreneurship refers to alternative
approaches that existing firms use to
innovatively
generate new products, new services, new
businesses and new business models. This
course
emphasizes the cultivation of each student's
ability to evaluate innovations and business
models for development in a corporate setting. It
emphasizes various kinds of internal corporate
ventures and multiple "external" collaborative
approaches that include corporate venture
capital
investments, licensing and different types of
alliances and formal joint ventures. Special
emphasis will be placed on skills needed to
promote and manage corporate
entrepreneurship,
including opportunity recognition, selling an
idea, turning ideas into action, developing
metrics for venture success and strategies for
aligning corporate entrepreneurial projects with
company strategies and growth opportunities and
managing the conflicts that may arise between
existing businesses and corporate
entrepreneurial
ventures. Students will also learn to identify
the
elements of an organization's culture, structure
and reward and control systems that either
inhibit
or support the corporate entrepreneurship, and
analyze how corporate entrepreneurial activities
relate to a company's ability to drive innovation
throughout the organization.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MGES-803

Think Like a Leader

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1373

Do you have the confidence and business
acumen to
identify credible solutions and make persuasive
arguments to gain the support of business
stakeholders? What is your ability to see through
the chaos of business problems and utilize a
vision to identify real solutions to real
organizations? How do we address the role of
humans in a rapidly advancing technological
world?
Students pull together resources, information and
ideas from a multitude of sources to create
outcomes that have impact. Creativity and
innovation skills are essential in this process
to face the new reality of a rapidly changing
world. By leveraging the creative mindset and
building business knowledge, you will develop
the
tools necessary to utilize the creative mindset
into actionable business solutions. You will
identify, research and analyze problems more
clearly, apply techniques to brainstorm
uninhibited alternatives, and persuade audiences
on innovative, business solutions. In the
process, you will broaden your business
terminology, increase your confidence and
persuasiveness, and understand the value of
business in leading innovation in an era of
significant global change.

MGES-810

Social Entrepreneurship

GR

Cannot be used towards the entrepreneurship
concentration.
Social entrepreneurship is about applying
innovative financial and operational solutions to
ameliorating intractable social problems such as
health care, education, poverty, climate change
and human rights.
This course will not only introduce you to the
issues and challenges faced by social
entrepreneurs the world over, but will also focus
on the various business models adopted by
social
enterprises. The class will be case-based (2
books) with two short exams, one additional book
to read, and an out of class project (individual
or group--your choice).

3.00
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MGES-826

Writing the Business Plan

GR

3.00

MGES-842

Global Innovation & New Product
Development in Virtual Team

GR

3.00

MGES-843

Business Opportunities Using Design
Thinking and Biomimicry

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
MBA 650

DESCRIPTION

1374

Create a viable business plan that will determine
the potential of your opportunity to your audience
of management, employees, investors, financial
institutions, and other potential stakeholders. In
this course, you will explore your opportunity
deeper in order to prepare and defend a
business
plan that addresses the opportunity and its effect
on a startup or existing organization, all leading
to risk-reward analyses that will determine the
amount of capital/funding you will need and how
you will finance your opportunity.

Corporations place high importance on
innovation
and new product development for
competitiveness
and profitability. Since many companies are
operating in a global environment, there's a
need to find ways to harness the talent of people
at multiple locations. This course is designed to
teach global innovation and new product
development using "virtual team and
connectivity" techniques involving multiple
locations/countries, while equipping students
with
the necessary knowledge, expertise and
capabilities towards this goal. This course may
also be conducted with Suffolk Law School
students.
Ever wonder what great breakthroughs are on
the
horizon to improve business thinking, processes,
products, and services? If you have, this course
is for you. We will learn about how businesses
are using principles of design thinking and
biomimicry to create entirely new ways of
meeting
the challenges of modern business: those are,
needs to reduce costs, increase revenues,
minimize waste & energy use, maximize novel
approaches, & meet consumer and business
needs.
You may recognize the term "design thinking" if
you are a follower of Apple, Inc. which has used
this process in the development of all of their
products and services over the past 15 years.
Biomimicry principles are those that seek their
inspiration from nature; after all, nature has
been problem-solving for 3.8 billion years -surely there is something to learn from this to
be adapted to solving modern challenges. The
course will be both conceptual and practical with
various experiential learning opportunities.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MGES-844

Problem Solving for Small Businesses

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1375

Small businesses are confronted with situations
that may have a profound impact on the success
and
failure of the entity. Too often, small business
founders and owners do not have the macrolevel
understanding of the effect of their decision
making process, and that of their management
team
and employees. Today, small business comprise
more
than half of all employment and are the growth
engine of the next economy. In this case-driven
course, you will understand the various aspects
of
business with a focus on established small
businesses and the associated challenges of
success and failure. This course will cover the
challenges associated with startups, growing and
turnaround situations. You will learn how to
identify problems and develop solutions that
confront small businesses through case analysis,
presentation, and assessment where you will
have
the opportunity to analyze a situation as manage,
owner, investor, or other stakeholders.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MGES-848

Green and Sustainable Business

GR

3.00

MGES-890

Special Topics: Crowdfunding

GR

3.00

MGIB-835

International Strategy

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1376

Over the past decade, the world of business and
the environment has exploded. Beginning as an
engineering-driven movement among a handful
of
companies during the 1980s, many firms have
learned that improved environmental
performance
can save money and create competitive
advantage.
Much of the focus over the last 30 years has
been
on larger businesses. But now the big
businesses
are encouraging their small and mid-sized
enterprises vendors and partners to pay attention
to these concerns also. Consequently, the
"greening" of Small Business is of utmost
importance as many small businesses are a part
of
the supply chains of larger companies. And
improving their performance can strengthen the
business relationships of all parties by becoming
cleaner, greener and sustainable businesses.
This
course will cover all aspects of green and
sustainable business from innovation to new
products to greening of the supply chain. It will
cover how small and large businesses like
General
Electric, General Motors and others are paying
attention to this very critical topic and taking
actions which benefit the environment as well as
their bottom lines and thus creating
entrepreneurial opportunities in this growing
market.
This advanced course is held in an experiential
setting to help entrepreneurial-minded students,
managers, etc. develop and practice their
business
skills working with real startups or small
business under pro bono consulting
arrangements.
This course will be under the supervision of a
faculty member, coach and advisor. Students will
learn to assess client situations, develop
alternatives and identify and defend solutions, at
times within the client organization. This course
is offered as a joint practicum with Suffolk Law
School or as an independent study.
This course addresses the creation of
competitive
advantage in a multinational firm. Topics include:
analysis of the nature of globalization, the
formulation and implementation of international
strategy, market entry and organizational forms,
and the management of global operations.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MGIB-837

Strategic Context of International
Business

GR

3.00

MGIB-850

Global Travel Seminar

GR

3.00

SBS-600

MGIB-920

MBA Graduate Internship

GR

3.00

SBS-700, MBA-615, MBA-625, MBA-635,
MBA-640, MBA-6
and Instructor's approval. Limited to MBA
students

MGOB-810

Emotional Intelligence

GR

3.00
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DESCRIPTION

1377

This course focuses on the institutional and
policy contexts in which businesses develop
global strategies. It expands the understanding
of global contextual factors impacting business,
in order to gain deeper local, national, and
global perspectives on competition. The course
pays particular attention to social and political
dimensions of strategy that are an essential
component for superior performance in the
contemporary world but receive little
consideration in standard strategic analysis,
such as trade protectionism, political risks
affecting foreign direct investment, the use of
the law as a competitive tool, government
regulation, lobbying, and corporate social
responsibility.
The seminar is designed to develop student's
awareness, understanding and knowledge of
managing in an international context. The format
will consist of several preparatory sessions,
at Suffolk and an intensive one week
seminar outside the United States. Topics will
include, but are not limited to, managing
cultural and structural differences,
geo-political-economic considerations,
international human resources and strategic
management issues. The scheduling and the
host
country destination, as well as content emphasis,
will vary from term to term. A maximum of
two off-campus courses is permitted subject to
the 30 credit residency requirement.
Provides a hands-on, practical learning
opportunity for a student-initiated experience at
a domestic or international organization.
Students work closely with the MBA advisor and
faculty advisor regarding career-related learning
outcomes. Over the course of a semester,
students
collaborate with their corporate internship
supervisor and complete projects in either
accounting, business law and ethics,
entrepreneurship, finance, international
business, strategy or tax. Offered every
semester.
This course introduces learners to the concepts
of
Emotional Intelligence (EI). Learners will assess
their own EI, examine how their EI impacts their
performance in the workplace, and develop a
plan
to improve their own emotional intelligence. In
addition, learners will study how EI concepts are
applied in organizations via their use in
selection, training, management development,
coaching, and performance evaluation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MGOB-820

Career Strategy

GR

3.00

MGOB-835

Managing Difficult People at Work

GR

3.00

MGOB-841

Bldg Inclusive Organizations

GR

3.00

MGOB-855

Conflict & Negotiation

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
MBA 610 or MBA 710

DESCRIPTION

1378

Students explore the nature of careers in the new
economy. They learn how individual career
strategy
relates to the business strategy and
competitiveness of employer firms. They also
investigate possibilities for inter-firm career
mobility and how individual enterprise, learning,
and networking can influence industrial and
economic prosperity.

Most employees will encounter difficult
interpersonal situations at some point in their
careers. This course focuses on the high costs of
incivility to employee well-being and
productivity. Students will reflect on their
experiences, learn techniques to improve their
communication skills, and experientially practice
having difficult conversations. Topics such as
abusive supervision, sexual harassment, and
abnormal psychology will also be covered.
Students will gain insight into how to cope with
challenging interpersonal situations, address
problematic behaviors, and develop more
positive
relationships in the workplace.
Matters related to diversity and inclusion are
increasingly salient to business, impacting
companies' mission, brand, talent management
strategies, and performance. In this class, we
will learn about common dynamics that occur in
diverse groups and organizations; explore the
power of inclusion and the challenges to
leveraging it; discuss relevant current events,
their impact on business, and business'
responses
to them; and study best practices for building
diverse and inclusive companies.
This course emphasizes the theory and skills of
win-win negotiation. Students assess their own
negotiation styles, analyze the process of
negotiation, and apply theory-based skills for
integrating problem solving approaches to
negotiation. The course utilizes a mix of
teaching
tools, including readings, lectures, cases,
exercises, videotapes, and role-playing.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MGOB-860

Leadership and Team Building

GR

3.00

MGOB-866

Managing Failure for Success

GR

3.00

MGSM-800

Business Consulting

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
MBA Students not eligble for this course.
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DESCRIPTION

1379

This course takes multiple approaches to the
exploration of leadership. Emphasis is put on
individual self-awareness as a critical precursor
to leadership success. A wide range of
activities,
exercises, cases, and simulations are used to
develop understanding of the dynamics of
leadership. Team building, both as an activity
and
a topic for study, is used as the model to
develop, practice, and improve individual
leadership skills.
This course brings to light one of the most
important yet vastly unmentionable topics of
management: Failure. We will examine various
aspects of failure from a sense making
perspective
at the organizational and individual levels,
within emphasis on the latter. Examples of
course
questions include: What is failure? How do I
usually handle it? Can I change if I want to?
How?
We will adopt an action learning pedagogical
perspective so that students may enjoy the
difference between mere knowing and
understanding
of material, on the one hand, and acting upon
their understanding, on the other hand, to detect
and possibly correct their frameworks for
personal
groundings, meaning-making, and failure
handling strategies. There are no formal
academic
prerequisites for the course, except a desire for
personal mastery and a white belt mentality.
This course prepares you for the practice of
consulting either within the organization or as
an external consultant. Topics include: The
practice of consulting, finding opportunities,
managing the consulting firm, facilitating the
consulting engagement including by focusing on
client problems, and review of popular models
and
tools for problem solving.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MGSM-833

Corporate Innovation

GR

3.00

MGSM-834

Mergers and Acquisitions

GR

3.00

MBA-650

MGT-610

Organizational Behavior

GR

3.00

MBA Students may not register for this
course.
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DESCRIPTION

1380

This course is designed to provide you the tools
to analyze your organization's competitive
situation and develop innovative strategies and
proposals that disrupt your competition and are
game changers for your industry. You will also
learn how to develop blue ocean strategies that
create new growth opportunities and bring new
customers into your industry. Next, you will learn
how to assess existing business models and
design
business models supportive of your overall
innovation-based strategy offerings. Lastly, you
will learn how to access and leverage external
sources of innovative ideas through the
processes
of open innovation, including crowd sourcing and
co creation and their application in diverse
industry settings.
This course is designed to examine the
underlying theoretical foundations and practice
of decisions central to corporate strategy
development. Since this subject is
important to scholars in strategic management,
financial economics, and public policy, it is
approached from an integrative,
interdisciplinary perspective. Topics include:
the history of merger waves in America and
comparative global trends; types of mergers;
merger financial and economic motives;
strategic and managerial motives; acquisition
processes; synergy of the diversified corporate
portfolio; empirical evidence of merger
success; post-merger integration; divestment;
takeover defense strategies; leveraged buyouts;
and public policy issues. Students will develop
conceptual and analytical skills required for
effective merger and divestment analysis
through class lectures, selected readings, case
discussions, and guest speakers.
Students use various lenses and theories, case
studies, and experiential exercises to explore
human behavior within firms at three levels: the
individual, the group, and the organization. This
includes understanding employee and
management
attitudes, motives, and behaviors as they relate
to workplace concepts such as leadership,
motivation, power, perceptions, group dynamics,
communication, culture, and decision-making.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MGT-860

Leading Teams

GR

3.00

MGT-910

Directed Study in Management

GR

3.00

MGT-920

Management Internship

GR

3.00

Approval of the MMS Program Director or
Management
Entrepreneurship Department Chair required.
MBA st
take this course.

MKIB-812

Global Branding and Communication
Strategies

GR

3.00

Take MBA 660;

MKIB-817

International Marketing

GR

3.00

MBA 660

MBA Students not eligble for this course.
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DESCRIPTION

1381

This course takes multiple approaches to the
exploration of leadership. Emphasis is put on
individual self-awareness as a critical precursor
to leadership success. A wide range of
activities,
exercises, cases, and simulations are used to
develop understanding of the dynamics of
leadership. Team building, both as an activity
and
a topic for study, is used as the model to
develop, practice, and improve individual
leadership skills.
A student proposes a directed study project,
usually for three credit hours and to be
completed in one semester. The student and
faculty advisor must concur on a written proposal
and final report, and the project must be
approved
by the Office of the Dean prior to registration.
The internship is a semester-long, hands-on,
practical learning experience in a company or
non-profit organization. It usually requires the
equivalent of at least one day per week on site.
The site cannot be a firm where the student is
already employed, unless the internship is
confirmed to be related to the degree,
substantially differentiated from the student's
current work, and sponsored by a different
department or division. The internship project is
described in a written proposal agreed upon by
the company sponsor and sponsoring faculty
member, and it includes degree-related and
career-related learning outcomes. The intern
completes several written reflection assignments,
a final report, and a presentation.
In many firms, the brand or portfolio of brands
has become the most valuable asset requiring
strategic management in order to secure the
goals
of the organization. Hence, developing strong
brands for markets around the world has become
increasingly important in today's global economy.
This objective of this course is to examine
appropriate theories, models and other tools to
help make branding and communication
decisions for
brands globally. The course presentation will
combine lectures, case studies, guest speakers
and
a semester long, team-based project.
The application of marketing principles and
practices to competition in global markets.
The course emphasizes the skills necessary for
cross-cultural marketing.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MKIB-819

Global Perspectives in Consumer
Marketing

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

MBA-660 (previously or concurrently)

DESCRIPTION

1382

A key to successful marketing is cracking the
code
of consumer behavior. The scope of this course
is
analyzing consumer behavior both at home and
abroad, particularly contrasting the emergent
markets in the East with more established
Western
markets. This comparison highlights issues such
as
the role of consumption in negotiating modernity
while honoring tradition, responses of consumers
to innovations, the role of social class and
status in consumption, and value placed on
authenticity in different cultural milieus.
This course is constructed in three modules. The
first focuses on the globalization of
consumption,
the second on the adoption and consumption of
innovations, and the last on special topics in
cultural and cross-cultural studies.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MKIB-833

Global Business Horizons

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

MBA 660

DESCRIPTION

1383

At the dawn of the 21st century, business and
society is confronted with a confluence of
factors ranging from widespread poverty,
untapped
business markets and issues of sustainability.
The diverse sources of information that point to
an uncertain future suggests that a "business as
usual" approach has to be replaced with more
proactive alternatives that address the needs of
untapped markets, consumer welfare, community
development and the environment. This course
begins to address these issues and engender an
appreciation among our students for the
challenges that lie ahead for businesses.
Through lectures, case discussions, guest
speakers, and a course-long project, each week
we
will examine and critically evaluate contemporary
trends in international marketing business
practices with respect to environmental
protection, community/economic development
and
consumer welfare. Using the realm of
sustainable
business practices, we will address a contrast in
traditional growth models versus approaches to
address issues of sustainability, economic and
financial crises that limit development.
The course goals include the following:
Engender an appreciation among students for
the
need for sustainable marketing and business
practices and the considerable challenges that
need to be overcome to achieve such practices.
An understanding of social responsibility and the
need to meet triple bottom lines relating to
people, planet, and profit.
An understanding of marketing and business
practices that are sustainable and issues of
incorporating social values into business
objectives.
An opportunity to demonstrate how each element
of
the marketing mix can be adapted to implement
sustainable marketing strategy in the broader
context of a firm's corporate strategy.
Examine factors that compel the need for an
alternative development approach.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-810

Marketing Research for Managers

GR

3.00

MBA-625, OR SBS-604, OR MBA-622; AND
MBA-660

MKT-814

Strategic Marketing

GR

3.00

MBA 660

MKT-818

Global Product Innovation: From Concept
to Commercialization

GR

3.00

MBA-660

DESCRIPTION

1384

This course explores the role of research in
marketing decision-making, including the cost
and
value of information. The course uses cases and
problems to explore problem definition, research
design, sampling, questionnaire design, field
methods, data analysis and reporting.
This course is designed to provide you with both
a
sound theoretical and an applied approach to
developing and implementing marketing strategy
at
multiple levels of the organization - corporate,
division, strategic business unit, and product.
Special emphasis will be placed on dealing with
contemporary marketing issues in the highly
competitive global environment. The course
presentation will combine lectures, case studies,
guest speakers, and a semester-long, teambased
project.
SBS graduate level Global Product Innovation
(GMC) offers exciting, valuable, and practical
global product innovation experience with
international educational and/or corporate
partners. This project-based course is organized
by the Suffolk Marketing Department and an
overseas partner school. Teams, consisting of
Suffolk Business students and students from the
partner school, work on new product or service
development and marketing projects targeting
one
or multiple international markets. The focus
will be on the marketing function's input to the
innovation process during the pre-launch and
launch stages, covering a wide range of issues
(such as global market selection, concept
generation and evaluation, design and
positioning, test marketing, and product launch
and tracking). Students will collaborate via
virtual teaming technology throughout the
semester and report product or service design
and
marketing plan to the business clients or
entering the SBS New Product Competition in
the
end of the semester.
Through a hands-on product innovation project in
the global context, students will develop an
understanding of the global market dynamism,
the
diversity of global consumer needs and business
practices, and the challenges and advantages of
cross-cultural team collaboration.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-820

Sales Management

GR

3.00

MBA 660

MKT-845

Advanced Digital Analytics

GR

3.00

SBS-604, MKT-810 and MBA-660

MKT-846

Marketing in the Age of Exponential
Technology

GR

3.00

Take MBA-660
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DESCRIPTION
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This course addresses the role of the sales
manager in today's challenging business
environment. As such, the course includes an
understanding of direct sales, as well as all
facets of sales management such as recruitment,
compensation, and management of a sales
force.
The core of activity is lecture and case study.
This course addresses the practical application
of advanced digital marketing techniques.
Topics
include but are not limited to, advanced search
engine optimization (SEO), design of search
advertising campaigns across multiple digital
platforms in highly competitive markets,
analyzing the customer decision journey and,
gleaning meaningful insights from usergenerated
content. Upon successful completion of this
program, participants shall be able to
independently apply a comprehensive set of
digital analytics methodologies, to generate and
interpret the actionable insights that enhances a
firm's digital campaign and improve the customer
experience in the digital space.
This course is aimed to understand how to
formulate and formalize effective marketing
strategies in a world dominated by exponential
technological change, and how to understand the
logics of this disruptive change. Some of the
questions the course will explore are what
exponential technologies are and the impact that
they have on industries, customer needs and
expectations, and how firms can leverage their
position to take advantage of these technologies
by formulating agile and proactive marketing
strategies.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-855

Digital Marketing Challenges

GR

3.00

MKT-860

Qualitative Methods and Customer
Insights

GR

3.00

MKT-870

Advanced Marketing Analytics

GR

3.00

MKT-810 previously or concurrently

MKT-898

Consulting Project

GR

3.00

Take MKIB-819, MKT-810, MKT-814, MKT860, MKT-870;
students only

MBA 660
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DESCRIPTION
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The foundational course in the digital marketing
track this course focuses on the consumer of
digital media and five big picture marketing
strategy challenges confronting marketers in the
new digital (mobile +social) marketing era.
Challenge 1: Marketing to a smarter, more
engaged, empowered consumer; Challenge 2:
Marketing to a networked, collaborative, and
more
social consumer; Challenge 3: Marketing to a
more
distracted and fickle consumer; Challenge 4:
Marketing to a unique, individual consumer; and
Challenge 5: Marketing to prosumers or
producer-consumers. The course takes on these
big
picture challenges thorough a deep engagement
with and critical analysis of readings and cases.
Given this focus the course demands thorough
preparation for class and active engagement in
the class discussion. The evaluation is
assignment and project based.
This course is designed to help students better
understand, practice, and evaluate qualitative
market research. The course introduces
established and emerging research techniques
which require students to actively engage in the
process of conducting qualitative research (e.g.,
study design, data collection, analysis,
reporting and storytelling). Statistical
approaches including automated text analysis
and
content analysis are emphasized.
In this course, students learn how data analytics
transforms businesses and industries, using
examples and case studies in multiple industries
and contexts. Through applied examples, the use
of statistical methods such as linear regression,
logistic regression, factor analysis, decision
trees, cluster analysis, and optimization will be
demonstrated. Students will be using the
statistical software, such as SPSS and R, to
explore patterns in marketing datasets and build
predictive models.
Students apply the social science research
process in a marketing consulting project to
solve a problem (or explore an opportunity) for a
professional client. Students will engage in
study design (to include qualitative and/or
quantitative methods) data collection, and data
analysis. Statistical analysis tools for
bivariate analyses (t-tests, ANOVA, chi-square,
correlations) and multivariate analyses
(regression, factor analysis, cluster analysis,
conjoint analysis) will be used. Students create
and deliver a professional report and
presentation to the client upon completion of the
project.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-899

Masters Thesis

GR

3.00

MKT-910

Directed Study in Marketing

GR

1.00

MKT-919

Red Sox Marketing Practicum

GR

3.00

MKT 810 or taken an undergraduate
marketing resear
the last 3 years and Instructor consent

MKT-920

Marketing Internship

GR

3.00

SBS-700, SBS-604 and Instructor's approval.

P.AD-711

Foundations of Public Service and
Administration

GR

3.00

Take MKIB-819, MKT-810, MKT-814, MKT860, MKT-870;
students only

3.00
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MBA 660

DESCRIPTION

1387

The thesis is an original research project that
makes a contribution to the knowledge base of
marketing. The student works individually with an
advisor, a member of the Marketing faculty. The
student is responsible for choosing a topic,
designing the research study (may be qualitative
and/or quantitative in nature), collecting and
analyzing the data using statistical tools
learned in the program, and writing the thesis.
The faculty advisor offers guidance throughout
the process and evaluates the final written
research report.
A student proposes a directed study project,
generally for three credit hours and completed
during one semester. The student and faculty
advisor must concur on a written proposal
and final report, and the project must be
approved by the Office of the Dean prior
to registration.
The Red Sox marketing practicum takes a
dynamic
educational approach that requires student
immersion in the sports marketing experience.
This practicum is designed to complement
marketing coursework by providing students with
the opportunity to apply marketing skills and
concepts learned in business and marketing
courses. It is intended to contribute
meaningfully to student's overall educational and
professional preparation.
A semester long internship in a company,
non-profit organization, or public agency in the
Boston Metropolitan area, usually requiring the
equivalent of at least one day per week on site.
The internship project is described in a written
proposal agreed upon by the company sponsor
and
faculty members. The intern must complete a
mid-semester progress report, a final report
and/or presentation.
This introductory graduate-level course provides
an overview of public administration and service
and serves as a basis for further advanced
studies
in the MPA program. This course covers the
structure, functions, and process of public
service organizations at various levels, including
governments and nonprofit organizations.
Students
explore historical trends, ethical considerations,
and political rationale for the present operations
of public service.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

P.AD-712

Information Based Management

GR

3.00

P.AD-713

Managing Financial Resources

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1388

This course demonstrates how issues, problems,
and
questions surrounding public policies, program
operations, and administrative systems can be
structured as hypotheses and made amendable
to
resolution through the application of social
science research techniques. The elements of
research design such as surveys, true
experiments,
quasi-experiments, case studies and
non-experimental studies are described, as well
as
sampling techniques and descriptive statistics.
Ethical issues related to employment of these
methods in the policy making process are also
explored. The course content is presented as a
way to reduce managerial uncertainty regarding
alternative courses of action.
This course introduces the fundamentals of
budgeting, financial management, and revenue
systems. Course goals include: A heightened
awareness of the democratic ideals and values
that
must inform budgeting and financial
management
decisions, including a commitment to ethics,
transparency and accountability; an
understanding
of the budget process and the distinctive features
of budgetary decisions making; an understanding
of
the critical linkage between budgeting and
financial management systems and the capacity
of
an organization to achieve its strategic goals;
the ability to use the budget and financial
reports as planning and management tools;
knowledge of the basic principles of taxation as
well as the structures and functions of federal,
state, and local revenue systems. The course
emphasizes knowledge and skills essential to the
full range of public service careers.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

P.AD-715

Quantitative Analysis

GR

3.00

P.AD-716

Public Service Human Resource
Management

GR

3.00

P.AD-717

Organizational Change

GR

3.00

P.AD-718

Leadership Strategies for an
Interconnected World

GR

3.00

P.AD-810

Public Sector Admin Law

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
PAD 712
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DESCRIPTION

1389

Pre-requisite: PAD 712
Quantitative analysis introduces basic
statistical
techniques used to analyze and draw
conclusions
from citizen and client surveys; program and
policy evaluations; and performance and
operations
data. These techniques include chi square,
lambda, gamma, correlations, and analysis of
variance, t test correlations, and multivariate
regression. Knowledge of these statistical
techniques empowers managers by giving them
the
ability to evaluate the work of consultants,
access the policy and management of literature,
and analyze data using the analytical tools
available in commonly uses statistical software,
such as Microsoft Excel and the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).
This course will explore complex issues in public
and non-profit human resource management
(HRM) by
examining policies and practices that support
and
enhance the value and contribution of individuals
in these organizations.
Students explore small groups and organization
operations, practices, behaviors, and structures.
They develop techniques for maximizing
efficiency
and/or effectiveness; evaluations analysis;
concepts and applications of Classicists;
leadership; organizational development, and
result-oriented management; as well as elements
of
reorganization, innovation and change.
Leadership is a critical ingredient of successful
communities and organizations. This course
develops a diagnostic framework as well as
strategies and tactics to mobilized adaptive work,
engage multiple government, no-profit, and
business stakeholders, and build awareness and
momentum for actions at all levels of government
and community and in one's organization. It
introduces the catalytic model of leadership and
applies it to the ethical handling of societal and
organizational problems. Students' leadership
competencies are reviewed and improved. This
course is designed for people from diverse
backgrounds with varied experienced in the
leadership role.
Students review the basis for administrative
practice. They learn legal interpretation of
statutes, regulations, and proposed legislation
that impact public administration and public
policy.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

P.AD-811

Politics of Federal Bureaucracy

GR

3.00

P.AD-814

Collaborative Public Management

GR

3.00

P.AD-815

Nonprofit Management

GR

3.00

P.AD-816

Seminar in Public Policy

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1390

Instructor's signature required for registration.
Students examine the interrelations among the
federal executive, Congressional committees,
constituency groups, and federal administrative
agencies in the formulation and implementation
of
federal policies. Also discussed are managerial
functions (e.g., personnel regulations, program
evaluations, and intergovernmental design). This
course includes a 3-day travel seminar to
Washington D.C.
Examination of patterns of intergovernmental
operations and administration. Special emphasis
on
changing techniques of intergovernmental
management and emerging patterns of
intergovernmental relations. Issues such as
regionalism, program mandates, and resource
management will be explored.
The primary focus will be on understanding the
operational and strategic leadership aspects of
managing mission driven, public service
organizations. Specific emphasis will be placed
on nonprofit corporations, including coursework
that explores the legal, structural, and
operational issues that are particular to such
organizations.
This is an intensive analysis of selected public
policy challenges. Using a combination of case
studies, theoretical writings, and real-time
intelligence and reports, students discuss and
compare the substance, practices, and impacts
of
contemporary public policy issues. Through this
examination students will consider operations
and
methodologies used to understand and tackle
public
policy systems analysis. Examples are used to
demonstrate how these analytical methods can
be
used to make more informed policy decisions
and
assessments. Topics for this course will vary and
students may take this course more than once as
long as the topic (title) is different.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

P.AD-817

Administrative Strategies of State and
Local Government

GR

3.00

P.AD-819

Grant Writing and Management

GR

3.00

P.AD-822

Public Management Information Systems

GR

3.00

P.AD-823

The U.S. Health System

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1391

This course is built on the premise that state
and
local government leaders have an obligation to
fully develop the human resources, network
relationships and physical assets available to
them so as to increase the value of their
organizations to the public. Through case
studies,
students will explore the successes and failures
of state and local government leaders and their
strategies in major policy arenas, such as public
safety, health and welfare, education, then
environment and economic development.
Through
readings, students will examine state and local
government structures and functions, political
culture, and administrative reforms.
PAD 819 covers both Grant seeking and Grant
writing. Students, individually, but most often
in teams, work with a nonprofit or government
organization to develop a project idea and
prepare
a Master Grant Proposal and a Grant Application
to
be submitted to a most-likely-to-fund Grand
maker.
Classes focus on step-by-step Grant writing &
Grant seeking process, and the instructor also
consults with student-Grant writers individually
an via Blackboard.
A decision-making course focusing on applying
high speed information systems to support
administrative and managerial functions. PMIS
incorporates organizational assessments leading
to purchasing computer hardware and software,
office automation, and diverse communications
including electronic automation, and diverse
communications including electronic mail,
Internet, telecommunications, and networking.
Current events, professional journals and the
technology presently used will be
highlighted.
An introduction to the health system, its origins,
its components, and how they are organized and
interrelated; determinants of health and disease;
the role of professions, institutions, consumers,
and government; landmark legislation, and social
responses to the system.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

P.AD-827

Financing State & Local Government

GR

3.00

P.AD-828

Public Service Communication

GR

3.00

P.AD-831

Civic Innovation and Citizen Engagement

GR

3.00

P.AD-832

Health Policy

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1392

Recessions and economic stagnation, loss of
economic base, and natural disasters have
significant consequences for the effectiveness of
governments and nonprofits, yet during times of
fiscal crisis these organizations carry more
responsibility as people look to these
organizations for leadership and relief from
hardships. This course addresses strategies to
prepare for and cope with fiscal crises. Students
will learn to assess economic and financial
vulnerability, develop management and budget
methodologies that are adaptable to changing
economic conditions, and develop strategies to
ensure long-term financial viability and
effectiveness of governments and nonprofits.
Students develop techniques and directives
related
to communication processing. Both interpersonal
communication and electronic information flow
will
be examined. Communication skills, styles, and
strategies will be stressed through use of all
media. Students will also analyze the theory and
practice of public service marketing in relation
to the administration of multiple sectors
including private, public, nonprofit and health
care by looking at innovative public service
products and services.
Participants in this course will examine a variety
of innovations that attempt to reap the benefits
of diverse engagement by bringing together
varied
parties to forge new solutions to public service
challenges. Across a variety of policy areas,
practitioners have developed innovative policies
and practices that engage citizens in public
problem-solving, giving power to groups made up
of
citizens and public employees, and holding them
accountable for producing and measuring
results.
Citizens play a critical and increasingly
influential role in government decision-making
and
performance. As a result, leaders must
understand
the complexity of citizen participation and build
skills for effective citizen engagement.
Students examine disability issues of health,
mental health, substance abuse, special
education,
long-term illnesses including HIV/AIDS, sensory
impairments, and early-life and end-of-life
issues, including genetics.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

P.AD-838

Ethics in Public Service

GR

3.00

P.AD-839

Leadership and Decision Making in Action

GR

3.00

P.AD-840

Comparative Public Policy

GR

3.00

P.AD-842

Workplace and Labor Law

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Registration requires instructor approval
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DESCRIPTION
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In this course, students study the ethical, moral,
and legal dilemmas in public and private
managerial operations. The gray areas of
decision-making provide case studies for
exploration of effective ethical practices.
Management approaches to deter fraud, waste,
abuse, and corrupt practices are identified as are
the tools and strategies to strengthen the
organizational ethic and culture in business and
government. Ethical management strategies
designed to improve productivity within
organizations are explored.
Students learn effective approaches to
leadership
by examining leadership models, styles, and
strategies. Emphasis is placed on the values
and
ethics of successful managerial leadership in
public, private, and nonprofit sectors
An opportunity will provided for students to
research, experience, analyze, and compare
public
policy development and implementation in the
United States, and in other nations like Dublin,
Ireland, and San Juan, Puerto Rico. The course
consists of classroom lectures and independent
research on the Suffolk campus as well as at a
university related center in another country.
Students may pick their specific research topics
from a variety of public policy and program
subject areas. This course may be taken twice,
for a maximum of 6 credits.
Workplace and labor law affects every manager's
ability to achieve the goals and objectives
of the organization. Ignorance of the
relevant statutes and case law leads to
misunderstanding, mismanagement, and
substantial
legal costs and controversies. This course
reviews some of the more significant legal
requirements associated with recruitment and
selection, performance appraisal, discipline,
wages and benefits, etc. Teaching method
includes lecture and case analysis.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

P.AD-847

Nonprofit Financial Management

GR

3.00

P.AD-848

Nonprofit Law and Ethics

GR

3.00

P.AD-849

Revenue Strategies for Nonprofits

GR

3.00

P.AD-859

Public Service Internship

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1394

This course is designed to build financial
management skills for students who wish to start
or advance nonprofit management careers and
for
students who are likely to interact with
nonprofits, through grants, contracts, or
partnerships. The course focuses on the
effective
allocation of resources to programs which, in
turn, have been designed to achieve the strategic
goals of a nonprofit organization. From this
point of view, financial management is not a
disconnected management function, but an
integral
part of what managers do to fulfill as nonprofit
organization's mission. Basic financial
management knowledge and skills - including
financial analysis, budgeting, full-cost
accounting, pricing services, performance
measurement, control of operations and financial
reporting are taught within the context of the
organization's strategic goals.
This course provides a practical framework for
understanding the legal and ethical challenges
continually faced by nonprofit human and social
service organizations. Students learn about the
various levels of legal influence, including
federal, state, and city, as well as the
"internal" laws of the corporation, and will
explore the impact these laws can have on the
day-to-day operation of the nonprofit
organization. Students develop a methodology
for
identifying issues that can trigger a legal
response and processes for best protecting their
organizations, their clients, and themselves.
This course provides an in-depth look at today's
philanthropic trends, patterns, and best practices
in fundraising techniques.
Instructor's signature required for registration.
Students with no public administration work
experience will be required to take PAD 859
(Internship) at admission. This is a 3-credit
course that requires both class attendance and a
300-hour work requirement. If you are required
to
take PAD 859, it will count as one of your PAD
elective.
If you are interested in a career change, and you
are not required to take the internship at
admission, you may take PAD 859 as an
elective.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

P.AD-861

Data to Policy

GR

3.00

P.AD-862

Leading Change: State Policy

GR

3.00

P.AD-863

Introduction to Performance Improvement
Strategies

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1395

Regardless of your interest or field, data is
essential to public managers on a daily basis.
Through readings, lectures, casework, guest
speakers, and field visits, students will be
immersed in both the successes and limitations
of
this pioneering tool that has reshaped public
policy. Through course work students will mine
and manipulate data to propose public policy
changes that can affect a program, a community,
a
state, or a country of their choosing. This
relevant course is designed to prepare students
to be effective leaders in an ever changing world.
Linda Melconian served as a Massachusetts
State
Senator from 1983 to 2005 and was appointed
the
first woman Majority Floor Leader of the
Massachusetts Senate in 1999. Previously, she
served as Assistant Counsel to U.S. Speaker of
the House Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. She brings
years-worth of experience and immense wisdom
into
all of her courses.
Professor Melconian will use her years of
experience working on Beacon Hill and getting
things done to give students an inside look at
how politics & government work at the state
level. This incredibly relevant course is
designed to give students the tools, connections,
and knowledge they need to navigate state
government in whatever career they choose.
History of performance improvement initiatives:
successes and failures. Beginning with, and
linking to, the mission statement. Why measure
performance? Governance by the numbers.
Building
capacity for performance: the organization's
culture, mission and processes. Leadership for
performance. Political authorities and the
politics of performance. Adopting, but not
implementing, a performance program.
Performance
stat. Performance measures and reports.
Creating
a culture of performance management.
Employee
empowerment. Strategic and performance plans.
Performance-informed organizations.
Comprehensive
performance improvement systems.
Institutionalizing performance.

3.00
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

P.AD-890

Strategic Management

GR

3.00

P.AD-900

Special Topics

GR

3.00

P.AD-910

Individual Study in Public Service

GR

1.00

PMP-861

Managing Projects

GR

0.00

SBS-002

NSO First-Time Online Users

GR

0.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Restricted to students that have completed
30 cred

6.00

Restricted to PMP students only
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DESCRIPTION
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Prerequisite: Students must have completed 30
credit hours.
Students will integrate the substance of previous
courses in order to develop a capacity for
strategic management based on a personal
perspective of the role of the professional
manager in the policy making process. This
holistic perspective is expressed in an extensive
research paper that describes the leadership role
of the professional manager and defines a basis
for ethical action. The course features the review
of research articles, the discussion of case
studies, and a consideration of future trends in
public and non-profit management.
When offered this course focuses upon a special
topic in the field of public administration. The
course may be retaken for credit when the topics
differ. Courses are wither three or 1.5 credits.
Examples of 1.5 credit courses are: lobbying,
housing, transportation, and managed care.
Instructor and Dean's Approval required for
registration.
This elective course option involves a studentinitiated proposal to a willing and appropriate
faculty member for a directed study project. The
faculty member and student must concur on a
written proposal and final report. Approval by the
Office of the Dean is necessary prior to
registration.
This intensive 13-week course introduces applied
project management content, experiential
activities, and a capstone project design in the
context of today's complex, high-pressure work
environment. This course is taught in a
collaborative environment with graduate students
and professionals. It is uniquely designed to
develop the management skills to make
disparate
groups gel, produce quickly, and convert strategy
into action.
The New Student Orientation is designed to
familiarized students with tools used in Suffolk
online courses. Most importantly, it verifies
that students have adequate connection and
working
audio equipment to participate in an online
course
and that they understand the synchronous
classroom
setup. It will be held the week prior to the start
of the semester online. It is for graduate
students who have never taken an online course
before. This is a 0-credit and 0 fee session.
Students only need to take it once. However,
students may need to take it again if there is a
change in the online learning platform or web
conferencing tool. Headsets are required.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

SBS-600

Effective Career Planning

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

1.00

SBS-603

Managerial Economics

GR

3.00

SBS-604

Data Analytics

GR

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1397

SBS 600 is the first required course in Suffolk's
graduate programs. The course is based on the
precepts of experiential learning. Based on the
idea that people learn best by participating in
meaningful activities, this course provides
students with the opportunity to learn about and
experience first-hand the many complexities of
business and the role of top managers. To
accomplish this, SBS 600 is composed of several
distinct parts, including the completion of a
self-assessment instrument and their own written
career development plan.
In the campus sections of SBS 600, students will
work in small groups as they take on the roles of
top managers in a hands-on behavioral
simulation.
In the online sections, students will conduct a
360 degree evaluation to provide feedback.
This course is required for MSA and MSF
students
and it is also a recommended elective for MBA
students with a finance concentration. This
course develops an understanding of the
concepts,
tools, and applications of economics at both the
micro and macro level. The focus is on how
economic analysis influences decision-making in
the public and private sectors and how economic
tools can enhance managerial effectiveness and
organizational efficiency. The economic role of
government and its impact on the business
environment in a market economy, the factors
that
influence firm performance and competitiveness,
and the role of financial institutions in the
current economic environment are discussed
throughout the course.
This course introduces students to the concepts
and applications of data analytics on large data
sets for managerial decision making. Students
will learn foundation skills needed to extract
valuable information out of data, including
various descriptive and predictive analytics
techniques. Students develop knowledge of data
visualization and interpretation coupled with
conveying data, results and insights. Issues on
data acquisition, storage and management will
be
discussed.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SBS-700

You As a Leader: Self-Awareness,
Feedback, and Decision-Making

GR

1.00

SBS-888

Suffolk Free Tax Preparation Clinic

GR

0.00

SBS-900

Biotechnology and Life Science Start Up
for Lawyers and Business People

GR

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1398

SBS 700 is the first required course in Suffolk's
graduate programs. The course is based on the
precepts of experiential learning. Based on the
idea that people learn best by participating in
meaningful activities, this course provides
students with the opportunity to learn about and
experience first-hand the many complexities of
business and the role of top managers. To
accomplish this, students will work in small
groups as they take on the roles of top managers
in a hands-on behavioral simulation.
SBS 888 is a zero-credit course for graduate
students volunteering with the Suffolk Free Tax
Preparation Clinic, a tax preparation program
that assists community members to complete
their
tax returns. Students will complete the required
training and certification exams during class
time before engaging in tax preparation service
and, for more experienced volunteers, mentoring
of fellow volunteers during the semester, and
assisting with site coordination, including at
least two Saturdays.
The biotechnology field is a large industry that
continues to grow. While scientists are often the
ones to start biotech companies, it is the
lawyers and business people that keep the
companies going. This job sector is rapidly
growing and understanding how a biotechnology
company is born, lives and dies will give the
students a unique understanding of this
business.
In this class students will be asked to come up
with an idea for a biotechnology company and
throughout the class will build a biotech company
around that idea, piece by piece. Each week we
will spend the majority of the time discussing
general principles of the biotechnology business.
Each week some time will be spent on student
projects where students work with each other
and
with the Professor to grow their biotech
companies. The final project will be a
presentation and a full report on the company
that they developed during the semester.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SBS-920

Graduate Internship

GR

0.00

TAX-801

Federal Taxation I

GR

3.00

TAX-802

Federal Taxation II

GR

3.00

TAX-861

Tax Research

GR

3.00

TAX-862

Taxation of Corporations

GR

3.00

TAX-801 or approval of the MST Director

TAX-863

Taxation of Pass-Through Entities

GR

3.00

TAX-801 or approval of the MST Director

TAX-864

Tax Practice and Procedures

GR

3.00

TAX-801 or approval of the MST Director

SBS 700 (Formerly SBS 600). International
student
complete 2 academic semesters before
approved. App
Program Director/Course Coordinator and
SBS Dean o
Programs required.

TAX-801 or approval of the MST Director
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DESCRIPTION

1399

This internship course is for students who are
working in an approved graduate level internship
in a company, non-profit organization, or public
agency. The internship is described in a written
proposal agreed upon by the company sponsor
and
intern. The internship must be approved by the
International Student Services Office
(international students only), Program
Director/Course Coordinator and SBS Dean of
Graduate Programs. The internship is intended
for
international students who wish to participate in
a practical, degree related experience. This
course does not count toward a degree.
International students must receive Curricular
Practical Training (CPT) approval with the
International Student Services Office PRIOR to
beginning an internship.
Focuses on the federal income taxation of
individuals with some discussion of business
taxation. Explores the basic structure of
individual income taxation, including the
individual tax formula, income, deductions, and
credits, and provides an introduction to property
transactions. Emphasizes how tax laws affect
everyday personal and business decisions.
Presents further consideration of tax issues as
they affect the sole proprietor, including the
Alternative Minimum Tax, nontaxable exchanges,
basis rules, and passive activities.
Covers tax research methods, including
identifying and defining tax questions, locating
appropriate authority, and interpreting statutes,
cases, and rulings. Emphasizes effective
communication of research findings and
recommendations, and proper administration,
ethics and responsibilities of tax practice.
Introduces concepts, principles and practices of
taxation of corporations and their shareholders.
Covers the effects of taxation on corporate
formation, capital structures, distribution and
liquidation.
Presents concepts, principles, and practices of
taxation of partnerships and S-corporations,
including the use of pass-through entities for
tax planning.
Explores strategies of tax practice before the
Internal Revenue Service. Covers tax
deficiencies, assessments, claims for refunds,
rulings, statutes of limitation, penalties,
interest assessed, and appeals.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TAX-865

International Taxation Outbound

GR

3.00

TAX-801 and TAX-861 or approval of the
MST Directo

TAX-866

State & Local Taxation

GR

3.00

TAX-801 and TAX-861(may be taken
concurrently) or
the MST Director

TAX-867

Advanced Topics in Corporate Tax

GR

3.00

TAX-801 and TAX-862 or approval of the
MST Directo

TAX-868

Estate Planning

GR

3.00

TAX-801 or approval of the MST Director

TAX-871

Taxation of Estates, Trusts and Gifts

GR

3.00

TAX-801 or approval of the MST Director

TAX-874

International Taxation Inbound

GR

3.00

TAX-801 and TAX-861 or approval of the
MST Directo
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DESCRIPTION

1400

This course studies the U.S. taxation of U.S.
persons with non-U.S. income and/or activities.
Covers foreign tax credit and foreign tax credit
limitation, individuals with earned foreign
income, controlled foreign corporations, Subpart
F, investment in U.S. property, and transfer
pricing. Also address compliance and disclosure
requirements.
This course strikes a balance between
theoretical
concepts and practical, real-world issues and
covers the interrelationships between the federal
and state taxation systems. Includes the
coverage of sales and use taxes, corporate
income, franchise taxes, and excise taxes.
Examines tax-free and taxable
acquisitions/reorganizations in relation to
various acquisitive and reorganizational
transactions as well as consolidated returns.
Covers continuity of enterprise and interest
issues in conjunction with the tax treatment
accorded a transaction, as well as carryover,
basis and compliance provisions.
Includes a review and analysis, from an estate
planning prospective, of legal principles
critical to the development of an effective
dispositive plan with a primary focus on past,
current and proposed Federal tax law principles
(under the income, gift, and estate tax statutes)
pertinent to the development of a variety of
estate plans. In addition, the course includes
the discussion of particular estate planning
problems and techniques for the purpose of
determining the most effective means of
achieving
the client's goals.
Identifies concepts, principles and practices of
the transfer taxation of decedents' estates,
trusts and lifetime gifts. Covers valuation of
property subject to estate and gift taxes,
Generation Skipping Transfer Taxes, and the use
of trusts for tax planning.
Studies U.S. taxation of non-U.S. persons with
activities in the United States. Covers source
of income, business investment, and financial
planning from a tax perspective for non-U.S.
persons doing business in the United States.
Also
addresses withholding, treaty implications, and
compliance and disclosure requirements.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TAX-876

Tax Policy

GR

3.00

TAX-801 or approval of the MST Director

TAX-879

Personal Financial Planning

GR

3.00

TAX-801 or approval of the MST Director

TAX-910

Individual Study in Taxation

GR

1.00

TAX-920

MBA Graduate Internship

GR

3.00

MBA-670

Information Management for Competitive
Advantage

GR

3.00

3.00

TAX-801 or approval of the MST Director

SBS-700, MBA-615, MBA-625, MBA-635,
MBA-640, MBA-6
and Instructor's approval. Limited to MBA
students
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DESCRIPTION

1401

Examines the history and evolution of the tax
policy and budget process in the United States
and the players in that process. Considers the
issues of fairness, simplicity and efficiency in
the context of the current tax system and
evaluating past and current tax policy to make
recommendations to craft new policy.
Emphasizes
the ethical dimensions involved in the tax
policymaking process.
Presents the legal, economic, cash flow, tax,
investment and insurance ramifications of life
and death. Emphasizes tools and techniques
necessary to maximize benefits generated from
net
worth, cash flow, and employment, and minimize
the loss resulting from unforeseen contingencies,
death, and retirement. Students participate in
class discussions and are required to submit a
written financial plan for a hypothetical client.
Enables a student-initiated directed study
project. The student and faculty advisor must
concur on a written proposal and final report.
The project must be approved by the dean of
academic affairs prior to registration.
Provides a hands-on, practical learning
opportunity for a student-initiated experience at
a domestic or international organization.
Students work closely with the MBA advisor and
faculty advisor regarding career-related learning
outcomes. Over the course of a semester,
students
collaborate with their corporate internship
supervisor and complete projects in either
accounting, business law and ethics,
entrepreneurship, finance, international
business, strategy or tax. Offered every
semester.
Focuses on using information systems (IS) and
information technology (IT) for a competitive
advantage. Explores the impact of IS and IT on
the internal and external environments of
organizations. Introduces students to the
opportunities and challenges of managing IS and
IT to meet the needs of business executives,
managers, users, and partners. Students
discuss
readings and learn from technology
presentations
to examine decisions pertaining to selection of
IS and IT intended to maximize benefits while
minimizing costs and risks of implementation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MBA-780

Managing in Global Environment

GR

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

All MBA core courses except MBA 670 and
MBA 680
Students seeking special permission to take
MBA 78
with pre-req, above capacity, etc.) should
contact
Programs office at 617-573-8306

LAW-3031
LAW-4020
OC-LAW
OC-LAWEX
BILL-101A
BILL-101B
BILL-102A
UNIV-200

LEG WRIT REQUIREMENT
Honors Boards Competiton
Visiting Out
Law Exchange
BILLING CRSE - ICLIP
BILLING CRSE IRELAND INTRNSHP
BILLING CRSE - SGI
Peer Education, Mentoring & Applied
Campus Leadership

LAW
LAW
LAW
LAW
LAW
LAW
LAW
UG

0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

ADF-S101

Foundation Drawing I

UG

3.00

4.00
12.00

1402

This course introduces the student to the
fundamentals of the global business environment
and the cross-cultural factors that affect
management practice in this environment. Topics
covered include: economic environment, free
trade
and regional integration, foreign direct
investment, exchange rate determination and
relevant government policies; the decision to go
international; the multinational firm and its
business functions.
COURSE THAT INDICATES LWR STATUS
Law Consortium Agreement
Law Exchange

Non-majors interesting in taking art and
design co
elective credit should refer to offerings under
th
listings
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DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this course is to introduce the
study of peer education, mentoring, and
leadership using text and outside readings,
activities, and a variety of other assignments.
This course will develop undergraduate students
into peer mentors for effective on-campus
leadership and helping roles and to improve
overall peer leadership efficacy. It will give
students a deeper understanding of themselves,
how to effectively use empathy, varied
communication styles, problem solving,
mentoring,
and conflict management skills while
appreciating
the diversity of others. The course will focus on
peer leading in both team and individual contexts
and serves as an opportunity gain direct training
and preparation for campus leadership and
mentoring roles.
Observational drawing is a fundamental way of
understanding and communicating visual
experience. This course stresses the
development
and mastery of traditional drawing skills,
concepts, and vocabulary, and employs a variety
of techniques and materials. Fundamental
principles are introduced in structured lessons
and exercises, which are supplemented by
related
outside assignments. Subject matter may include
still life, portraiture, and the clothed and
unclothed human figure.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADF-S102

Foundation Drawing II

UG

3.00

ADF S101 or Instructor approval; Non-majors
intere
taking art and design
courses for elective credit should refer to
offeri
ART course listings.

ADF-S152

3-Dimensional Design

UG

3.00

ADF S166; Non-majors interesting in taking
art and
courses for elective credit should refer to
offeri
ART course listings.

ADF-S156

Imaging

UG

3.00

ADF S166; Non-majors interesting in taking
art and
courses for elective credit should refer to
offeri
ART course listings.

ADF-S166

2D/Color

UG

3.00

Non-majors interesting in taking art and
design co
elective credit should refer to offerings under
th
listings.
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DESCRIPTION

1403

This course will refine the basic visual skills
developed in Foundation Drawing I (ADF S101).
The
elements of color and mixed media are
introduced
to expand technical possibilities, while more
intensive work with the clothed and unclothed
human figure provides exposure to gesture,
structure and complex form. As students begin to
develop a more sophisticated and personal
approach, issues of expression and interpretation
and varied subject matter will be explored,
focusing on personal style and expression.
An understanding of form is critical to the
development of the professional artist or
designer. This course focuses on the hands-on
use
of line, plane, and volume in space. The role of
scale, proportion, structure, surface, light, and
display are addressed as students create objects
that activate space and engage the viewer. The
course proceeds from work with simple forms
and
techniques to more challenging and
comprehensive
problems that employ a variety of media and
approaches.
Digital visual image generation and modification,
especially when combined with traditional hand
techniques, are essential skills for artists and
designers of the 21st century. This course
introduces techniques of image capture,
manipulation and output. Weekly and longerlength
assignments will address creative and innovative
idea generation using these approaches.
The study of color and design is supportive of
every studio discipline and is vital to the
understanding of all visual media. This course
emphasizes the basic concepts and practices of
two-dimensional design and color theory.
Students
employ an intensive, hands-on approach as they
explore and master the elements of design
(including line, shape, and value) and the three
fundamental properties of color (hue, value, and
strength). These skills are used in the
construction of formally cohesive compositions,
the development of arresting images, and the
communication of visual ideas.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADF-S171

CI: Integrated Studio I

UG

3.00

Non-majors interesting in taking art and
design co
elective credit should refer to offerings under
th
listings.

ADF-S172

CI: Integrated Studio II

UG

3.00

ADF S101; Non-majors interesting in taking
art and
courses for elective credit should refer to
offeri
ART course listings.

ADFA-304

Art and Architecture of the Italian
Renaissance

UG

4.00

ARH102 and the Fine Art Program Director's
consent

ADFA-400

Fine Arts Internship

UG

3.00

6.00
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Restricted to Juniors and Seniors

DESCRIPTION

1404

This cross-disciplinary course will integrate the
ideas and practices of two-dimensional design,
color and drawing. Emphasis will be placed on
understanding the creative process, exploring
concepts and developing research skills.
Students will undertake individual and
collaborative projects in three spaces; the
studio classroom, the digital world and the city
at large.
This course builds on the Integrated Studio I
experience: synthesizing fundamental visual
ideas. IS II investigates the construction,
documentation, and transformation of volumetric
form, environmental space, and time. Projects
will explore narrative strategies and the
creation of immersive experiences. Students will
develop critical and analytical skills while
employing a range of traditional and digital
media as they explore the creative boundaries
of the classroom studio, the city of Boston, and
virtual space.
This course introduces the students to Italian
Renaissance art, artists and culture from the
first evidence in the Italian Gothic (around the
1260's) to the Early and High Renaissance,
predominantly in Florence and Venice, up to the
1600's. The course will survey the history of
painting, sculpture and architecture as we study
the works individually, for their formal elements
and visual importance, but also within their
aesthetic, historic, political and cultural
context. Class discussion and a visual analysis of
works of art will encourage personal
interpretation and critical thinking. A list of
terms related to the Renaissances introduces the
language of art. Normally offered during the
summer. Offered in Italy only.
Fine Arts majors are required to complete an
internship where they will apply their studio and
academic skills in a professional setting.
Students enrich their perspective by sampling the
career paths available in the art and culture
economy. Work directly with established
professional artists or with arts and cultural
organizations such as museums, galleries, and
arts councils, this experiential learning is
critical for career preparation. Topics include
personal growth, professional skill development,
and networking opportunities. The internship
experience is paired with a faculty-led seminar
that will reinforce new skills and provide a
venue for inquiry, sharing, and reflection.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADFA-510

Fine Arts Undergraduate Independent
Study

UG

1.00

ADFA-S201

Drawing: Language of Light

UG

3.00

ADF S102

ADFA-S204

Sculptural Thinking

UG

3.00

Take ADF-S152

ADFA-S220

Drawing: Shifting Scales

UG

3.00

ADF-S102 and ADF-S166

3.00
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An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.

DESCRIPTION

1405

Provides students with the opportunity to
examine
an issue of interest that falls outside the
parameters of the existing curricula. Working
one-on-one with a full-time faculty member, this
outcome of this course of study is the
realization of a specific and well-defined goal.
All proposals for Independent Study must be
approved by the Fine Art Program Director and
Dean's Office in advance of the beginning of the
semester during which the work will be
completed.
Normally available every semester.
Explores how light can enhance, reveal and
sometimes determine our understanding and
appreciation of art. Topics include a historical
overview of artists from Caravaggio to the
present day who use theatrical and natural light
and the human form to represent the human
condition. The figure, clothed and unclothed, in
isolation and in an environmental context, is the
primary subject.
Art is not just visual. Artists also "think with
their hands", understanding that engagement
with
the physical world is vital to the creative
process, and often gives rise to unexpected and
fruitful ideas. In this course, students will
explore traditional and experimental sculptural
processes in a spirit of "directed play", focusing
on both intuitive and critical responses to
materials.
Investigates how shifts in scale alter our
perception of space. We live in a world of great
contrasts in scale: hand held screens can
download Google Earth and nanotechnologies
can
change the lives of entire continents. Since
evolving technologies have altered our
understanding of our environment, artists need to
incorporate this new knowledge to the art of
Drawing. This figure-based course uses
descriptive observation as the starting point for
addressing visual invention. Working from a
model, traditional techniques are combined with
digital imaging and sequential genres such as
graphic novels to develop an expanded
experimental palette.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADFA-S241

Painting Studio

UG

3.00

ADF-S166

ADFA-S242

Sculpture Studio

UG

3.00

ADF S152

ADFA-S251

Printmaking Studio

UG

3.00

ADFA-S271

Fine Arts Seminar I

UG

3.00

ADF S102 and ADF S152

ADFA-S272

Fine Arts Seminar I

UG

3.00

ADFA S271
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DESCRIPTION

1406

Surveys the medium of painting as a mode of
expression that embraces representation,
abstraction and collage. Engages concepts and
techniques of 20th and 21st century artistic
practice. Students develop an individual
approach
to non-objective and objective painted space.
Open-ended assignments, lectures, critiques and
discussions will clarify and refine work.
Substantial independent studio time allows
students to focus on work that responds to
contemporary issues in painting.
A focused study on the language of
dimensionality
in sculpture, students will explore traditional
and non-traditional materials. Issues of craft,
concept and context will aid students in
developing work that responds to currents in
contemporary sculpture. This class will also
provide students with a substantial grounding in
20th and 21st century sculptural theory and
practice.
Surveys the techniques and studio practice of
contemporary printmaking techniques. Etching,
Linocut, Transfers, Lithography and Screen
Printing are incorporated in a fast-moving course
focused on personal expression. Studio work
utilizes non-toxic materials and a studio
practice centered on creativity and
sustainability. Topics include Portfolio
development, experimentation and printed
editions.
Fine Arts Seminar is designed as a vehicle for
students to develop a personal relationship to
contemporary art theory and practice. Questions
are posed as a point of departure for the
students
to generate work. Visiting artists and weekly
gallery and museum visits aid in examining
aspects
of current art making in order to assist students
in creating a strong vision for their work.
Visiting artists and weekly gallery and museum
visits aid in examining aspects of current art
making in order to assist students in creating a
strong vision for their work.
Restricted to Fine Arts Majors only.
A continuation of the first semester, this course
aids students in recognizing the patterns and
questions posed in their own studio practices. A
large number of technical approaches to content
will be explored.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADFA-S311

Contemporary Trends & Practices

UG

3.00

Take ADF-S152; Intended for Majors only

ADFA-S342

Advanced Sculpture

UG

3.00

ADFA S242

ADFA-S344

Advanced Drawing Issues

UG

3.00

Take ADFA-S272;

ADFA-S345

Advanced Printmaking

UG

3.00

ADFA S251 or instructor permission

ADFA-S361

Figure Studio: 2D

UG

3.00

ADFA-S241
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DESCRIPTION

1407

Moves art theory into the studio and the studio
out into the world. Students will look at the
most significant artists and movements of the
past 50 years while examining their social,
cultural and political context. Canonized
contemporary art categories (postmodernism,
appropriation, anti-art and performance art are
some examples) are assigned as group projects.
Movements, strategy or style of art making is
discussed as an expressive problem-solving
experience, blurring the lines between media.
This course conflates contemporary art history
with contemporary art practices.
Surveys contemporary sculptural issues, using a
variety of found and generated materials. Topics
include installation, wall, floor, self-supported
pieces and environmental works.
An exploration of contemporary drawing with an
emphasis on experimentation and personal
growth.
Traditional and non-traditional materials are
employed in a rigorous studio environment.
Topics
include radical scale, drawing and installation
and the ongoing conversation between
ephemera and
permanence in drawing.
An advanced exploration of technique, scale and
multiple press runs. Students focus on a chosen
area of traditional or contemporary print media,
ranging from etching, digital imaging,
lithography, relief and screen printing. Through
the use of theory and developed skill,
print-based works of an increasingly professional
standard are developed in both two and three
dimensions. Projects focus on discrete objects
and multi-layered collaborative exercises.
Encourages an individual, creative and
professional approach to printmaking in the
context of contemporary art practice.
Designed to provide an in-depth study and
practice of two-dimensional contemporary
figuration. An in-depth exploration of the
methodology and techniques of figurative
painters
from late-twentieth century through the present.
Personal adaptation of traditional and
contemporary modes of expression are seen as
key
elements in the development of each student's
personal voice.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADFA-S362

Figure Studio: 3D

UG

3.00

ADFA-S365

Advanced Figure Studio

UG

3.00

ADFA-S371

Fine Arts Seminar II

UG

3.00

ADFA S271 and ADFA S272

ADFA-S372

Fine Arts Seminar II

UG

3.00

ADFA S271 and ADFA S272 and ADFA S371

ADFA-S380

Advanced Seminar Projects

UG

3.00

ADFA-S410

Senior Thesis

UG

3.00

Take ADF-S152 ADFA-S361;

6.00

Take ADFA-S272;

Fine Arts Senior status required, or Instructor
Ap
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DESCRIPTION

1408

This sculpture course considers the figure in its
importance both as a historical element and as a
reflection and definition of self. Establish an
understanding of the figurative form in the space
by relating gesture and structure through
manipulated form. Weight, mass, plane and
volume
are considered while working directly from the
model.
An extension of Figure Studio 2D & 3D courses.
Focuses on advanced figuration in relation to
contemporary and historical works. Students will
work in any media that pertains to their
exploration of depiction and content.
Participants are expected to work in consultation
with the professor in class and in their
individual studios.
Third semester of the Seminar sequence.
Students
are responsible for integrating their visual
culture influences and references within an
expanded body of work.
The final Seminar semester is focused on the
studio practices of its members. All work is
channeled into the development of the final
senior thesis exhibition.
Functions as a bridge between the
undergraduate
processes of Fine Arts Seminar and the
postgraduate environment of the visual arts.
Particular attention will be paid to the contexts
used by students to define their work in relation
to feed back of professional outside reviewers.
Individual contracts between faculty and student
will be developed at the beginning of each
semester. Contracts will assess the priorities
for the work and adapt studio practices for the
creation of new work. A research component will
be attached when awarding 4-6 credits.
Readies the student for the furtherance of their
career as a creative artist. Course participants
will begin to place themselves within the context
of the contemporary art world. Through the
development of a written artist's statement,
presentations, electronic documentation and an
exhibition which meets professional standards,
senior students are prepared for post-graduate
life. Normally offered Spring semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADFA-S500

Fine Arts Directed Studio

UG

1.00

6.00

Fine Art Program Director Approval needed

ADFA-S510

Fine Arts Independent Study

UG

1.00

6.00

Fine Art Program Director Approval needed

ADG-224

History of Graphic Design

UG

4.00

ADG-337

Professional Practice

UG

3.00

ADG-400

Graphic Design Internship

UG

3.00

Senior BFA status

4.00
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Senior BFA status.

DESCRIPTION

1409

The student completes a directed study project,
either studio (ADFA S500) or non-studio (ADFA
500)
under the supervision of a full time fine arts
faculty member. Please see "Directed Study"
elsewhere in this catalog for details.
Independent study forms are available from the
Office of the Academic Dean and Registrar. All
independent study projects must be approved by
the
individual faculty member, the Fine Arts Program
Director, and the NESADSU Chairman.
Normally available every semester.
A project, either studio or non-studio under the
supervision of a fine arts faculty member. Please
see Directed Study elsewhere in this catalog for
details. Independent study forms are available
from the Office of the Academic Dean and
Registrar. All independent study projects must be
approved by the individual faculty member, the
Fine Arts Program Director, and the NESADSU
Chairman.
The first part of the course will focus on the
history of graphic design from prehistoric times
to the Industrial Revolution, including the
origins of graphic communications in the ancient
world, the development of the alphabet and early
printing and typography. The second portion will
concentrate on the period from the late 19th
century to the present, and will include the Arts
and Crafts Movement, the various-isms and their
influence on modern art, the Bauhaus and
International Style, and contemporary visual
systems and image making.
This senior-year course is designed to provide
final preparation for employment in the field of
graphic design. In addition to helping each
student develop a professional digital portfolio,
the course will provide students with practical
knowledge of the business aspects of graphic
design, interviewing skills, resume preparation,
personal branding and help students target
internship opportunities for the following
semester.
Seniors are required to pursue an internship with
a local graphic design firm, whose work is
directly related to that student's intended area
of professional concentration. Interns will
observe and participate in all office procedures
permitted by their place of internship and will
be required to maintain a notebook of their
observations. Required classroom seminars will
reinforce new skills, share learning experiences
and answer questions or concerns.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADG-500

Graphic Design Directed Study

UG

3.00

ADG-510

Graphic Design Undergraduate Independent
Study

UG

1.00

ADG-S201

Typography I

UG

3.00

ADF-S166

ADG-S202

Typography II

UG

3.00

ADG S201 and ADG S219

ADG-S204

Design Beyond Design

UG

3.00

ADG-S206

Graphic Design I

UG

3.00

ADF-S166

ADG-S207

Graphic Design II

UG

3.00

ADG S206 and ADG S219

Consent of Program Director required

6.00
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Independent Study Forms must be submitted
to the C
Office.

DESCRIPTION

1410

The student completes a directed study project
under the supervision of a graphic design faculty
member. All Directed Study request forms must
be
accompanied by a written proposal and schedule
and must be approved by the faculty member,
the
Graphic Design Program Director, and the
department Chair.
An Independent Study provides the student with
the opportunity to examine an issue of interest
that falls outside the parameters of the existing
curricula. The student will work on a one-on-one
basis with a full-time faculty member to realize
a particular and well-defined goal. All proposals
for Independent Study must be approved by the
Deans Office in advance of the semester during
which the work will be completed.
This course will introduce students to the
creative use of typography in the design process
and will provide them with the skills, knowledge
& terminology necessary to design with type.
This advanced course focuses on the translation
of the historical knowledge and hand skills
learned in Typography I into a digital format.
Students will learn how to produce quality
typography, as well as experiment with and
explore letterform design and manipulation.
This course focuses on the multi-disciplinary
nature of the graphic design profession and the
designer as a visual communicator, critical
thinker and problem solver. Students will be
exposed to a series of outside topics to which
they will apply design solutions, mirroring the
range of fields in which designers today are
employed.
Emphasizing the creative process from thumbnail
to comprehensive, the course will also introduce
the student to the language, tools, and
techniques of the professional graphic designer.
Attention will be paid to conceptualization,
production and presentation in solving design
problems. This course will expose students to a
series of assignments designed to show
step-by-step problem solving from observation
and
research, to the incorporation of these findings
into the design of communication vehicles.
A continuation of the skills learned in Graphic
Design I, involving projects that are broader in
scope, more in-depth, and address societal
issues.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADG-S213

Design for Digital Communication

UG

3.00

ADG S219

ADG-S214

Illustration for Designers

UG

3.00

ADF S102

ADG-S219

Computer Applications in Design

UG

3.00

ADG-S302

Italian Journal: Painting and Drawing
On Paper

UG

3.00

Instructor Permission

ADG-S305

Conceptual Typography

UG

3.00

Take ADG-S202
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This course will introduce basic digital
communication design skills to students in order
to prepare them for more advanced study. The
class will use a variety of industry standard
software to structure digital content and
understand how to communicate digitally.
Information architecture, wire frames, interface
design, user experience and web page layouts
will
be explored. The history, societal context and
future of emerging media will be discussed.
This course introduces the skills necessary for
meeting client's illustration needs in a variety
of media appropriate to their context. Emphasis
will be placed on developing the ability to draw
real objects and real people while advancing a
personal style.
Students will be challenged to engage in visual
research, thumbnailing and rendering, in order to
present their ideas and concepts for their
illustrations.
In this course students will learn the
industry-standard software applications used by
graphic designers. Through a series of technical
and design problems, students will learn how and
when to use specific software to produce their
solutions and prepare portfolio-quality design.
This faculty-led study abroad course introduces
the skills necessary for meeting clients'
illustration needs in a variety of media
appropriate to context. Florence, Italy and its
environs will serve as the subject matter and
catalyst in developing the ability to draw
objects, i.e. architecture, people and landscape
while advancing a personal style. Study will
begin with a pre-departure journal/book binding
workshop at Suffolk University and then to the
outdoors in and around Florence, Italy, Tuscan
hill towns and the Veneto, where students will
explore basic illustration styles, methods and
techniques. Specific locations may vary.
This course is designed to build on core
typography knowledge and further students'
understanding of the conceptual possibilities of
using type in design. Advanced typographic
problems requiring the implementation of both
traditional and alternative methods will
facilitate a deeper exploration of modern
communication issues including layered
hierarchies, type in motion, typographic voice
and illustration.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADG-S311

Integrated Advertising

UG

3.00

ADG S206 and ADG S219

ADG-S312

Packaging Design

UG

3.00

ADG S201, ADG S206 and ADG S219 OR
Instructor Perm

ADG-S330

Motion Graphics

UG

3.00

ADG S219 or Instructor Permission
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Integrated Advertising will provide instruction
towards creatively translating marketing needs
into innovative and effective advertising
solutions through a series of challenging
projects. Students will learn skills applicable
to the advertising industry by focusing on
creative executions across multiple-media
applications including print, direct mail,
collateral, outdoor, online and social media.
There will be emphases on idea generation and
campaign development with the goal of message
communication through the balance of various
elements including page design, copywriting,
typography, illustration, photography and visual
effects. The history of advertising from the
early 20th century to the ever-changing
complexity of today's digital landscape will be
studied.
In this course, students will study the evolution
and history of packaging design, discuss
philosophies, learn industry terminology and
examine contemporary designs. Using case
studies,
students will analyze the package design
process
from concept to production and over the course
of
the semester, develop a line of packaging and
supporting marketing materials for one brand.
Guest lectures and field trips will supplement
readings and in-class discussions, which will
address brand extension and consistency,
packaging templates, professional procedures,
product photography and printing.
Enter the world of motion graphics and learn how
to make movies that incorporate image, type and
video. This class will focus on learning to
create moving graphics that are geared toward
being broadcast on television, web, film, etc.
Students will create time-based works such as
title sequences, ads, and videos that they art
direct. In the very near future, motion design
will be a necessary skill for designers to
compete in the marketplace. Motion design can
be
applied to many areas of graphic design from
on-screen presentation to environmental design
to
augmented and virtual reality AR/VR. During the
class, students will build their motion design
portfolio.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADG-S334

Publication Design

UG

3.00

ADG S202 and ADG S207 and ADG S219 or
Instructor's

ADG-S340

Online Mobile Design

UG

3.00

ADG S213 or Instructors Permission

ADG-S344

Graphic Design III

UG

3.00

ADG S202, ADG S207, and ADG S219

ADG-S345

Graphic Design IV

UG

3.00

ADG S344

ADG-S354

SL-Advanced Computer Applications

UG

3.00

ADG S201, ADG S206, and ADG S219
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This course will focus on the skills necessary to
create text-heavy designs. The goals of this
course are
three-fold: to further enhance the understanding
of typography, to provide the skills and
knowledge necessary to design publications for
either a digital or print environment, and to
integrate the students' own art and/or
photography in their work.
This course will cover the basics of web design
and development technologies including the
most
up-to-date standards in coding and best
practices. The objective is the development of
advanced conceptual skills such as wire-framing,
prototyping, usability testing, interactive
philosophy, accessibility, project and content
management. Students will learn industrystandard
tools/frameworks and design practices for both
online and mobile technologies. In addition
students will end the course with enough
knowledge to build a site, upload it and connect
it to a domain of their choosing.
This continuation of Graphic Design I and II
(ADG
S206, 207) will concentrate on increasing
sophistication in creative problem-solving
abilities. Students will also develop an
understanding of prepress terms and operations
and the impact of technology on those
operations.
It will also provide the knowledge and skills
necessary to enable students to make
appropriate
prepress decisions regarding more complex
projects. Senior status preferred.
A continuation of the concepts and skills
developed in Graphic Design III and their
application to more complex, multi-pieced,
in-depth projects including a final capstone
project.
In this course, students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom. This course is designed to further
explore software applications for specific and
experimental effects. It aims to provide students
with the knowledge and skills necessary to
choose
the appropriate software application and to
execute the desired design, focusing on the
design itself rather than on the limitations of
computer programs. The course also focuses on
solving the technical and production problems
when preparing artwork electronically for
printing. Students will use industry-standard
software.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADG-S360

Branding & Identity Design

UG

3.00

ADG S202 and ADG S207

ADG-S366

Environmental Graphic Design

UG

3.00

ADG S202, ADG S207 and ADG S219

ADG-S373

UX/UI Design

UG

3.00

ADG S213 or Instructor Permission
Laptop with software Adobe Xd &/or Sketch
installe

ADG-S500

Graphic Design Directed Studio

UG

1.00

6.00

Consent of Program Director required.

ADG-S510

Graphic Design Independent Study

UG

1.00

6.00

Consent of Program Director required.
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This course explores the issues of customer
experience and contemporary branding used to
identify, establish and promote the business
community. Specific emphasis will be placed on
the analysis and development of corporate
identity systems including the development of
logotypes, signage systems, environmental
graphics, websites, advertising and appropriate
collateral materials.
A cross disciplinary course bringing together
interior design students and graphic design
students to collaborate on problem solving in the
visual and built environments. In the studio,
students will be exposed to design issues and
problems, both experiential and graphic.
Students
will be working in teams bringing new insight to
solutions for a variety of client/project types.
Field trips to fabricators, professional firms
and EGD sites will be included. This is a survey
class designed to introduce students to ways of
producing three dimensional graphic design
projects within the built environment.
UX, User Experience explores the process of
enhanced customer satisfaction and loyalty
through user-centered interactive design. Data
research, prototyping, testing and project
implementation are covered. Design-field best
practices are employed including typography,
composition, and color theory to prepare
students
for their professional futures.
The student completes a directed studio project
under the supervision of a graphic design faculty
member. All Directed Studio request forms must
be
accompanied by a written proposal and schedule
and must be approved by the faculty member,
the
Graphic Design Program Director, and the
department Chair.
In an Independent Studio/Study, the student
works
in an independent fashion, pursuing an area of
study that is outside the scope of existing
curricula. Independent Study Forms must be
submitted to the CAS Dean's Office for approval
in addition to the Department Chair for approval.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADI-01

Introduction to Interior Design &
Decoration

UG

2.00

ADI-221

History of Furniture & Architecture I

UG

4.00

ADI-222

History of Furniture & Architecture II

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI 221
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This elective course is designed to aid
students in determining whether to pursue a
career
in interior design and decorating. Through
both lectures and studio work, students will be
shown basic drafting and graphic
communication techniques used in presentation
of
visual ideas, as well as various elements of
interior composition, such as space planning,
color, furniture, finish and material selection.
The final project will be suitable for inclusion
in a portfolio.
Normally offered each semester.
The goal of this course is the enhancement of
the student's critical comprehension of
historic styles and the impact they have on
contemporary design solutions. The survey
begins
with the Egyptian period and provides an
overview of the history of furniture and
architecture through the mid-1700s, including
ancient Greece and Rome, the Gothic and
Renaissance, Baroque and Rococo periods.
Emphasis
will be placed on chronological periods, the
visual characteristics of each style including
regional idiosyncrasies, and the terminology
germane to a study of furniture and architecture.
A continuation of History of Furniture &
Architecture I, this course will extend the
investigation of furniture and architecture into
the 20th century, while addressing issues
concerning preservation, restoration,
rehabilitation, and adaptive re-use. Drawing on
the vast resources of the city of Boston and
its environs, students will become actively
involved in stylistic progression, local
living history, and the benefits of preserving
our past for future generations. Field trips
will include visits to restored Federal,
Victorian and Contemporary venues.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-223

History of Furniture & Architecture

UG

4.00

ADI-234

History & Theory of Interior
Architecture

UG

3.00

Taken concurrently with ADI S201

ADI-242

Interior Codes & Construction

UG

3.00

ADI-S110
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This course provides students with the skills to
critically analyze historic styles and examine
the impact they have had on design. Emphasis
will
be placed on chronological periods, from
antiquity to the 21st century. By examining
visual characteristics of each time period, the
course reveals how geography, culture and
societal values have shaped furniture and
architecture for centuries. The course also
introduces terminology germane to a study of
contemporary furniture and architecture styles.
Using the city of Boston as a reference point,
students will explore issues of preservation,
restoration, rehabilitation, and adaptive re-use
in order to identify how the region's design
landscape is adapting to environmental and
social
demands.
This course introduces students to the important
individuals, ideas and issues that have shaped
the direction of contemporary interior design
practice in the twentieth century, building upon
the historical foundation established by the
Ideas of Art History and History of Furniture and
Architecture classes. Intermixing lectures and
readings with visits to important local
buildings, it discusses the influences of
culture, technology, fashion and media upon the
work and thinking of the first generation of
modern designers, as well as emerging social,
moral and environmental imperatives that will
form
the basis of future practice; cultural identity,
interdisciplinary collaboration, sustainability
and universal design.
This course examines various interior
construction
assemblies of non-load-bearing walls, loadbearing
walls, floors, stairs, elevators, fireplaces,
ceilings, doors, interior windows, frames,
millwork and fire-related construction. Emphasis
will be placed on building codes including state,
BOCA, Underwriters Laboratory, ASTM, state
and
federal accessibility codes and construction
materials. Students will also be introduced to
basic structural concepts and characteristics of
structural materials.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-244

Interior Materials & Finishes

UG

3.00

Intended for majors only

ADI-254

Lighting

UG

3.00

ADI-S110. Prior drafting or CAD experience
recomme

ADI-306

Portfolio

UG

3.00

Senior Status

ADI-352

Environmental Systems

UG

3.00

ADI 242
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Students will study the visual qualities,
technical characteristics and applications
of the common materials and finishes used in
interior installations. These materials include
floor coverings, wall coverings, textiles,
ceiling and sustainable materials. Related fire,
health and safety codes, as well as maintenance
and life cycle costs, will be discussed. Class
material will be presented in the form of
lectures, guest speakers and a tour of the Boston
Design Center. Students will learn to
analyze, select and specify materials and
finishes for the appropriate applications,
write specifications, and prepare a resource
notebook.
This course introduces students to the art and
technology of lighting and explores the use
of lighting as a design element in the interior
environment. Class material will be presented
as a series of lectures, readings and
demonstrations. Students will learn to analyze
interior lighting installations, calculate
lighting levels for interiors, select appropriate
light fixtures and prepare a lighting plan based
on one of their studio projects.
This course employs manual and digital skills to
develop a professional portfolio. Students will
investigate key components of portfolio content
and consider how existing graphic skills can be
employed to demonstrate ideas creatively and
substantively. Through hands-on mock up and
layout techniques students compare and contrast
different presentation formats in advance of
digital composition. Students will also explore
methods for documenting and archiving their own
work. In addition to presenting final work,
students will also explore ways to present
research, schematic analysis and precedent
investigations.
This course studies mechanical, electrical, and
plumbing technology and systems commonly
employed in residential and commercial interiors.
It will introduce students to the vocabulary,
concepts and basic components of these fields
of engineering. This will enable students
to integrate these building systems in their
design work and communicate ideas effectively
with project engineers and contractors. The
course
will include commonly used heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, plumbing
piping and fixtures, fire sprinklers, electrical
supply and distribution, smoke detection and
fire alarm systems. Related mechanical,
electrical and plumbing codes will also be
discussed.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-384

Interiors Marketing & Contracts

UG

3.00

ADI-S201; Intended for majors only

ADI-390

Marketing, Contracts, & Internship

UG

4.00

Take ADI-S201

ADI-398

Senior Programming & Pre-Design

UG

3.00

ADI S201, ADI S202, ADI S303, ADI S304,
ADI S372
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This course will cover the business aspects of
interior design, including firm management,
client, and contractor relationships, project
management, proposal writing, and market
resourcing. In addition, students will be exposed
to career planning practices, such as portfolio
development, resume preparation and
interviewing
techniques. Tours of architectural and interior
design firms will also be included.
This course covers the business aspects of
interior design, including firm management,
client, and contractor relationships, project
management, proposal writing, and market
resourcing. In addition, students will be exposed
to career planning practices, such as portfolio
development, resume preparation and
interviewing
techniques. Tours of architectural and interior
design firms will also be included. Students may
complete the required internship hours during or
prior to taking this course. In the final stage
of the class each participant will systematically
analyze their experience of practice. They will
compare and contrast the business models
within
which they have worked and present these to
their
peers.
This course is designed to be the first part of
the BFA Senior Studio in Interior Design. The
senior ID project is intended as the culmination
of the interior design studio sequence. It is an
individual effort, supported by the studio
faculty, that is inclusive of the entire design
process from the programming phase through
final
design and documentation. The objective of part
one, Senior Programming & Pre-Design, is for
individual students to research, develop, and
draft a program document which will guide their
design work in part two, Senior Studio. Students
will explore the possible project types and
precedents, select and develop a client profile
and program, and research and analyze an
architectural site. Written and graphic analysis
tools will be employed. The preliminary
conceptual (pre-design) phase of work is also
introduced.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADI-400

Interior Design Internship

UG

3.00

ADI-500

Interior Design Directed Study

UG

1.00

ADI-510

Undergraduate Independent Study

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
ADI S202 and ADI S303; senior BFA
standing require
This course fulfills the Expanded Classroom
Requir

6.00

Consent of Program Director required.

An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.
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With the assistance of the faculty advisor, each
student will identify an appropriate internship
site with a local interior design firm. All
interns are required to complete 120 hours of
work/study within the semester, working a
minimum
of 8 hours per week under the direction of a
qualified Interior Designer. Interns are expected
to contribute to the host firm at a high level of
design interaction. All interns will meet
bi-weekly with the faculty advisor. The classroom
seminars will reinforce new skills, share learning
experiences, and answer questions or concerns.
A
firm site visit, production of firm profile, and
participation in a professional organization are
required within the seminar.
Directed Study/Studio allows students to pursue
an
in-depth research project in an area of particular
interest, directed by a qualified faculty member.
Available every semester.
An Independent Study provides the student with
the
opportunity to examine an issue of interest that
falls outside the parameters of the existing
curricula. The student will work on a one-on-one
basis with a full time faculty member to realize
a
particular and well-defined goal. All proposals
for Independent Study must be approved by the
Dean's Office in advance of the beginning of the
semester during which the work will be
completed.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

ADI-S106

Interior Design Communications

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

ADI-S101 and ADI-S110

DESCRIPTION

1420

Interior Design Communications teaches
students
how drawing media, observational drawing,
perspective theory, color and design graphics
can
be integrated into the designer's process.
In addition to exploring contrast, accent,
reflection, shade and shadow, the course
underscores the importance of freehand
sketching
as a tool to foster intellectual inquiry and
convey design concepts to a wider audience.
The
course introduces students to manual and digital
methods for composing work for conceptual
expression, technical drawing presentation and
portfolio purposes.
Design comprises of a series of iterative steps
where ideas, of increasing complexity, are
conveyed with an increasing variety of visual
tools. This course therefore introduces students
to the techniques that designers employ in the
process of creating interior spaces.

ADI-S107

Spatial Graphics

UG

Rather than merely illustrative devices, the
course reveals how designers use drawings as
tools. Like any tool, design communication
requires practice and frequent application. The
goal therefore, is to introduce a series of
techniques that may be exercised in subsequent
courses in order to convey ideas in studio and in
design presentations.
Students will employ a range of computer
programs
used in the design industry. Exercises will
introduce students to Building Information
Modeling, vector graphics and raster file
formats.
2D and 3D compositional and graphic principles
will also be explored in order that students
better understand the importance of file
hierarchies and the efficient organization of
digital workflow.
Import and Export functions will to enable
students to work between applications in order to
integrate images, drawings and vector graphics
into their design presentations. Vector graphics
will also be employed to generate 3D artifacts
using digital fabrication tools.

3.00

Prior drafting, Raster and Vector graphic
experience recommended.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-S108

Perspective Principles

UG

3.00

ADI-S110

Digital Orthographics

UG

3.00

ADI-S201

Interior Design Studio I

UG

3.00

ADF-S152, ADI-S110 and ADI-S106

ADI-S202

Residential Design Studio

UG

3.00

ADI S201 AND ADF S102

Prior or concurrent drawing experience
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This course introduces students to the systems
of
perspective developed during the Renaissance
as a
means of creating the illusion of 3-dimensional
space on a 2-dimensional surface. Using 1-, 2-,
and 3-point perspective, students will learn to
effectively represent space. Basic drafting
techniques and architectural scale are
introduced. Both free-hand sketching and
technical drawing methods will be emphasized.
Manipulation of drawing through computerized
scanning and digital photography included.
This course will provide students with an
understanding of orthographic principles and
their importance to spatial thinking and design
communication. Students will produce manual
drawings in order to manipulate scale. Students
will employ Computer Aided Drafting (CAD)
software to create measured architectural plans,
elevations and sections. The course will
introduce students to file management skills and
develop proficiency in using cloud based
resources. Students will employ virtual
workspaces to conduct work in, and out of class.
Vector graphic software will also be used to
compose work, manipulate technical drawings
and
illustrate plans and sections for portfolio use.
This studio introduces students to basic design
principles, design theory and concept
development.
Emphasis will be placed on design process,
problem
solving, spatial organization, anthropometrics,
universal design awareness, and presentation
techniques. Students will be given
a series of projects of increasing
complexity, utilizing and building
upon the skills developed in the Foundation
courses. Students will be expected to produce
process diagrams, plans, elevations, models,
and
finish boards.
This course addresses residential interior
environments on a large scale. Students will
develop client contact and programming skills.
Emphasis will be placed on residential
precedents,
design process, human factors, accessibility,
building codes, diagramming, spatial
organization,
detailing, presentation techniques, furnishings,
finishes and lighting.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-S215

Human Factors & Universal Design

UG

3.00

ADI-S264

Advanced Interior Design Communication

UG

3.00

Take ADI-S106 and ADI-S110 (Required)
Take ADF-S101 (Recommended)

ADI-S303

Contract Design Studio I

UG

3.00

ADI-S202 and ADI-S264

ADI-S304

Furniture and Detailing Studio

UG

3.00

ADI S201, ADI S264
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In this course, students will explore how
physiological and psychological factors inform
the design of space. Students participate in a
series of design challenges that explore topics
such as anthropometrics, ergonomics, and
proxemics. The seven principles of universal
design will be examined through a sequence of
"charrette" exercises. Students will solicit
input from User-Experts and employ a more
inclusive design process to develop equitable
design solutions. In doing so, culture, gender,
age, and physical ability will be identified as
catalysts for creativity and innovation.
As a continuation of the Interior Design
Communication course, students will develop
proficiency in communicating aspects of the
design process. These "process" skills include
digital wireframe modeling and manual drawings
enhanced by digital tools. Students will employ
three-dimensional rendering software to enhance
perspectives and create walk-through
visualizations of their digital models. Movie
editing software will be used to create
multimedia presentations and students will learn
to employ a variety of media formats for
presenting their work.
This commercial design studio focuses on the
design of work environments. Students will
develop programming and space planning skills
unique to these environments through a series of
small- to medium-sized projects. Emphasis will
be placed on commercial precedents,
programming,
design process, human factors, building codes,
ADA, spatial organization, detailing,
presentation techniques, office furniture
systems, equipment, finishes, and lighting.
This course introduces students to the
design process as it applies to furniture,
addressing furniture ergonomics, materials,
construction techniques, manufacturing and
design. Students will research selected topics,
and design seating, work/service pieces and
cabinetry. Emphasis will be placed on
furniture precedents, research, design process,
human factors, accessibility, detailing,
documentation and presentation techniques.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADI-S305

Contract Design Studio II

UG

3.00

ADI-S372, ADI-S303 and ADI-223

ADI-S372

Construction Documents

UG

3.00

ADI S110 AND ADI S201

ADI-S401

Senior Studio

UG

3.00

ADI S201, ADI S202, ADI S303, ADI S304,
ADI S305,
ADI 398

ADIL-224

History of Illustration

UG

4.00
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This studio focuses on adaptive re-use and
renovation of commercial interiors with attention
given to historical buildings in the Boston area.
Emphasis is on creative problem-solving
methods
and
a philosophical approach to medium- and
large-scale hospitality and retail design
projects. Students will be required to
incorporate
the skills and knowledge gained throughout their
studies to create a comprehensive project,
including presentation drawings, models,
material
and furniture boards, and a set of construction
documents and specifications.
Building on the curriculum of Orthogonal
Drawing,
this course will explore in more detail the
features of CAD and BIM software. Programs will
be
used as tools to draft, organize, and produce a
set of construction documents. Students will
complete a full set of contract documents.
This studio course completes the undergraduate
studio sequence in Interior Design. This final
design studio emphasizes individual competence
with respect to the total design process. Students
will utilize the research and programming
document
produced in ADI 398, Senior Programming &
Pre-Design, to develop a comprehensive design
solution for their individual studio problem
through schematics, design development,
presentation drawings and specifications.
The study of how images have been used to
illustrate ideas, tell stories, convey
information and assist in human communication
throughout history. Through presentation,
lecture, discussion, research, field trips and
selected readings, students explore the
historical antecedents and significant trends in
illustration before the late 20th century.
Important illustration markets and applications
are emphasized, and notable artists and
artworks are presented in the context of the
larger culture. The changing role, employment
status and professional practices of the
commercial artist are discussed. Attention is
given to the impact of reproduction and
distribution technologies on the evolution
Illustration profession and markets for creative
content as well as the impact of economics on
intellectual property rights.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADIL-400

Illustration Internship

UG

3.00

Take ADIL-338;

ADIL-S201

Illustration I: Visual Communication

UG

3.00

ADF-S101 and ADF-S166 and ADIL-S223 is
recommended
concurrently)

ADIL-S202

Illustration II: Process & Practice

UG

3.00

ADIL-S201;
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Illustration Majors may choose to complete an
Illustration Internship in substitution for the
course Collaboration (ADIL-S402). The
Internship
is designed to give students experience and
exposure to the professional world of
illustration or an illustration-related field in
order to prepare for employment. Student interns
work on a part-time basis, essentially as
apprentice employees. Interns maintain a journal
of activities and observations. Classroom
seminars will provide opportunities for
reinforcing new skills, sharing learning
experiences and discussing concerns. Before the
end of the junior year, students interested in an
internship should investigate potential
employment directly related to their intended
area of professional concentration. All
internships must be approved in advance by the
Illustration Program Director and should be
completed during the senior year or the prior
summer semester.
This course introduces fundamental concepts
and
principles of visual communication, with
emphasis
on the expression of ideas and storytelling
through pictures. Topics include implied and
sequential narrative, theatrical singing, and
visual metaphor. Informed by lecture, discussion
and examples, students explore these concepts
through a series of assignments with defined
objectives related to audience and function
(description, symbolism, narrative, poetic
allusion, etc.) Through preliminary studies and
sketches, students are encouraged to explore
multiple solutions, carefully considering
concept, drawing, composition, and technical
approach. Students are encouraged to use
media
and methods of choice.
This course expands on concepts introduced in
Illustration I, with emphasis on visual problem
solving, generation of original ideas, and the
process of picture making. Sequenced
assignment
each address a different set of parameters
related to a different target audience, a
different illustration genre (editorial,
entertainment, institutional, educational,
advertising, etc.) Emphasis is placed on the need
to preserve spontaneity and authentic vitality in
task-based creative work with multiple
requirements, time restraints and periodic art
direction. Students use traditional or digital
media of their choice and are introduced to
pre-production, formatting and presentation
requirements for effective print and digital
reproduction.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADIL-S255

Digital Techniques

UG

3.00

Take ADF-S101 and ADF-S166;

ADIL-S301

Illustration III: Style & Substance

UG

3.00

Take ADIL-S202;

ADIL-S302

Illustration IV: Originality &
Creativity

UG

3.00

Take ADIL-S301;
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DESCRIPTION

1425

Introduction and exploration of applications used
for digital drawing, painting, and sculpting,
including Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator,
and
LightWave 3D modeling software. Similarities,
compatibilities, and essential differences
between
applications are demonstrated. Efficient file
management, help menus, online tutorials,
scanning, formatting, printing, and presentation
procedures are also covered. Assignments are
observational (still life, landscape, portrait,
and figure) - not invented imagery. Exercises
provide opportunities for experimentation and
practice. Final results are evaluated in terms
of technical process and proficiency, readability
and reproducibility, and successful application
of fundamental principles of design and color
theory.
This course examines the elements of visual
style, the relationship between style and
meaning, and the role and impact of stylistic
trends in contemporary illustration. Students
explore aesthetics and factors that contribute to
unique and authentic style. Art buyer choices and
public tastes are analyzed. Assignments are
approached professionally, as art direction, and
within a set of parameters, students are
encouraged to take advantage of opportunities
for
creative freedom. Assignments include an
interdisciplinary collaborative project and the
integration of text with image. Students practice
with their preferred media as they develop
awareness of elements that contribute to the
characteristic look that identifies their work.
This course provides an opportunity for students
to consolidate the knowledge and experience
from
the three previous semesters of Illustration to
expand their conceptual and technical skills as
they strive for a synthesis of concept, process,
technique, and style. Students will explore
innovative and personal ways to express visual
ideas, while focusing on advanced assignments
that address a variety of real world applications
and genres. Progressing from instructor-defined
to student-defined objectives, assignments
provide
opportunity for students to develop an efficient
and dependable ideation process and technical
competence in a preferred medium. In the final
weeks, students will be asked to develop a draft
Studio Project Proposal Outline for the following
semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADIL-S305

Figure in Context

UG

3.00

ADF-S101 AND ADF-S166(OR ADF-S143
and ADF-S151), a
recommended.(may be taken
concurrently)

ADIL-S401

Studio Project

UG

3.00

Take ADIL-S302;

ADIL-S402

Collaboration

UG

3.00

ADIL-S302
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DESCRIPTION

1426

Explores the relationship between the
human figure and the environment, providing
intensive observational drawing and painting
practice as preliminary study and visual
reference for spatially and compositionally
cohesive narrative imagery. Principles of color
theory, light logic, and linear and atmospheric
perspective are applied to address both
2-dimensional and 3-dimensional concerns
(composition, color and the illusion of volume
and spatial depth). With attention to theatrical
staging, students arrange pose, drapery,
clothing, props, and lighting to express specific
narrative and emotional context. Camera and
dioramas are used for visual reference and
students combine reference materials from
various
sources. Sculptural models are used to explore
human skeletal and muscular anatomy.
This semester of rigorous intellectual and
creative exploration provides opportunity to
research a subject of personal interest with
social, cultural, scientific or commercial
relevance. Students visually communicate ideas
and information from their research and analyze
and synthesize information and data to produce
original visual works for a particular audience.
This studio practice has interdisciplinary focus
and may be the spark for ideas to be expanded
in
Illustration Portfolio or Illustration
Collaboration courses. Experience and insights
are a higher priority than the tangible results.
Students carefully document and evaluate their
ideas, research activities and results.
Creative collaboration provides a valuable
opportunity for Illustration seniors to work with
other artists or designers from any discipline students or practicing professionals (on a pro
bono basis), in partnership or groups - on
original interdisciplinary creative projects
related to theater (set, lighting and costume
design), advertising (ads, packaging, signage
and
exhibitions), creative writing (publishing),
journalism (commentary and reportage), medical
or
environmental science, biology, public service,
or entrepreneurial licensed products. Content
must derive from an existing source and all text
must be previously published and written by
someone other than the student illustrator.
Collaborators divide tasks and responsibilities
to best advantage.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADIL-S410

Portfolio

UG

3.00

TAKE ADIL-S302;

ADIL-S500

Illustration Directed Studio

UG

3.00

Instructor's Approval

ADIL-S510

Undergraduate Independent Stud

UG

3.00

ADPR-101

Introduction to Advertising, Public
Relations, and Social Media

UG

4.00

ADPR-102

Professional Development

UG

1.00

ADPR 101
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DESCRIPTION

1427

Concentrated studio practice within a student's
preferred illustration-related field, genre,
market or subject matter, using the preferred
media and format and targeting the preferred
audience. Projects may involve existing or
self-generated content (creative writing, product
design, etc.). Students develop a concise
project outline and work independently to create
a focused body of artwork to be used to obtain
employment or freelance work. Progress is
discussed in weekly group seminars and
individual
instructor critiques. Final artwork is
reproduced and assembled in a professional
quality print portfolio. Students also present
the work on a professional web site and may
choose to participate in a solo or group
exhibition of the original artwork. Each student
invites an outside professional (publisher, art
director, licensing agent, artist rep., etc.) to
evaluate their portfolio for a final Portfolio
Review.
The student completes a directed studio project
under the supervision of a full-time Illustration
faculty member. Directed Studio request forms
must be accompanied by a written proposal with
a
schedule and must be approved by the
instructor,
the Illustration Program Director, and the
Department Chair.
An Independent Study provides the student with
the
opportunity to examine an issue of interest that
falls outside the parameters of the existing
curricula. The student will work on a one-on-one
basis with a full time faculty member to realize
a
particular and well-defined goal. All proposals
for Independent Study must be approved by the
Dean's Office in advance of the beginning of the
semester during which the work will be
completed.
An introduction to the discipline addressing
social science, humanities and practical
approaches to the study of Advertising, Public
Relations & Social Media. Students investigate
the broad themes and foundational concepts
which
unify these diverse fields.
In this hands-on experiential course, students
examine potential career paths in Advertising,
Public Relations, and Social Media, become
oriented to the university and the surrounding
Boston area, and identify professional resources
in Boston that foster career development.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADPR-103

Presentations Skills

UG

4.00

ADPR-110

Introduction to Debate

UG

3.00

ADPR-210

Communication Research Statistics

UG

4.00

ADPR-217

Gay and Lesbian Studies

UG

4.00

ADPR-219

Rhetoric of Protest and Reform

UG

4.00

ADPR-2277

Public Relations I: Principles

UG

4.00

ADPR-235

Argument and Advocacy

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Boston Debate League students only.
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DESCRIPTION
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The development and delivery of oral
presentations. Students acquire skills in oral
and physical delivery, organization, persuasion,
critical thinking, and use of support media.
The basic principles, techniques and processes
of
argumentation and debate research are
examined.
The ability to create, analyze, research, and
produce complex arguments is the central focus
of
the course. Students will learn to examine
argumentation as a tool for both inquiry and
advocacy. Students will develop an experiential
focus upon critical examination of issues and
ideas and the use of argumentation to support
and
defend a position. Open to Boston Debate
League
students only.
The course develops an understanding of how
statistics are used in the presentation of
information and arguments in Advertising, Public
Relations & Social Media. Emphasizing a
conceptual approach to learning statistics, the
course focuses on data collection and
summarization, correlation, regression, sampling,
estimation, and tests of significance. Students
perform basic statistical calculations using SPSS
software.
Examines the portrayal of homosexuality in
political, social, and cultural discourse.
Analyzes the role of media and symbolic
construction in the shaping of public values,
opinions, and social movements.
Examines the persuasive strategies of social
reform movements with special emphasis on the
civil rights', women's rights, and gay rights
movements in the United States.
Effective public relations involve an
understanding of the history, theory, and
practice of public relations including public
relations concepts, the role of the practitioner,
and the foundations of public relations. This
course seeks to provide that foundation as an
introduction to the field of public relations.
Issues surrounding the history, legality,
process, and principles of public relations are
explored.
Modern applications of argument in political,
social, and legal situations. Emphasis on
development of arguments, analysis, use of
evidence, and delivery of oral and written
assignments.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADPR-245

Forensics

UG

1.00

ADPR-247

Design Lab

UG

4.00

ADPR-257

Advertising

UG

4.00

ADPR-258

Sports Public Relations

UG

4.00

ADPR-285

Media and Pop Culture I

UG

4.00

ADPR-289

Social Media

UG

4.00

ADPR-297

Web Design

UG

4.00

ADPR-299

Blogs and Blogging

UG

2.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
8.00
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DESCRIPTION
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Intensive research on topics in debate and active
participation in the University forensics program.
ECR
Computer applications for advertising and
communication design. Using various graphical
editing and design programs, students learn the
theory and practice of design for layout, logos,
and graphic elements in communication.
A survey course that introduces students to
advertising concepts and practices from the
perspective of agencies, clients, the media, and
consumers. Students learn to think critically
about advertising messages and learn practical
techniques for developing effective advertising
in various media.
The application of public relations strategies
and techniques to college and professional
sports.
Examines the influence of media on
contemporary
society from a social science perspective.
Television, radio, film, and print
formats are discussed in terms of their
persuasive impact on mass culture in the U.S..
The emergence and development of "Rock N
Roll" is
discussed in unison with the Civil Rights,
Student's Rights, and anti-War movements of the
period from 1946-1972.
Social media sites such as Facebook, Instagram,
Snapchat and Twitter are examined from a
cultural
and critical perspective. Students use of social
media for community formation, social presence,
identity building, and social activism. The roles
of advertising, public relations, and branding
are examined.
Students learn HTML, CSS and Widgets for the
construction, design and posting of web sites. In
addition, we examine the use of websites, mobile
sites for advertising, public relations, search
engine optimization, and marketing.
Introduces students to the elements of
professional blogs and blogging, including blog
structures, use of images, creation of podcasts,
and appropriate writing. Examines the social
influence of blogs and the ethical
responsibilities of bloggers. Students create
their own blogs as part of the course.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADPR-317

Principles of Branding and Visual
Identity

UG

4.00

ADPR-335

Negotiation

UG

4.00

ADPR-3376

Public Relations II: Research

UG

4.00

CJN-2277 (Formerly CJN-277)

ADPR-3377

Public Relations III: Strategic Writing

UG

4.00

CJN-2277(formerly CJN-277);

ADPR-340

Health Communication

UG

4.00

ADPR-347

Media Planning

UG

4.00

CJN 257

ADPR-355

Advertising and PR Agency Management

UG

4.00

Take ADPR-257 or ADPR-2277

ADPR-257
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DESCRIPTION
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Examines the success and failure of the visual
identities of brands as well developing a new
visual identity and launching a campaign for an
existing brand. Includes an analysis of the
strategically planned and purposeful presentation
of a brand's visual identity as well as a brand's
name, logo, tagline (slogan), color palette and
other sensory elements that make a brand
unique.
Introduces the techniques of negotiation.
Focuses
on the processes of negotiation across a variety
of contexts. Offers students the opportunity to
explore methods of applying these skills to
professional and other real world settings.
Examines how research aids the public relations
practice. Students learn research methods that
address public relations planning and
problem-solving. Assignments provide students
with hands-on practice using research for a PR
project.
Focuses on writing principles for public
relations including the formulation of clear PR
objectives, determining the knowledge of the
target audience, and the development of key
messages. Students apply these principles to
common PR formats, including news releases,
pitch
letters, biographies, speeches, emails, digital
content, and social media posts.
Examines the important functions
performed by human and mediated
communication for
health care consumers and providers. The
course
focus is on the use of communication strategies
to inform and influence individual and community
decisions regarding health.
The planning and purchasing of advertising
space
and time. Examines media costs, budgets, and
media strategy for different audiences and
markets.
Examines the skills and functions required in
order to manage a successful Advertising or
Public Relations agency. Students learn how
agency leaders win new business and generate
income by offering an evolving mix of new
services and how they manage client
relationships
and diverse internal teams, including creative,
research, and media professionals. Examines a
variety of agency structures, including new
agency models, full service and speciality
boutiques, and the transformation of agencies
initiated by social media and the digital age.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADPR-359

Advertising Copy

UG

4.00

CJN 257

ADPR-360

Lifestyles PR: Entertainment

UG

4.00

Take ADPR-2277

ADPR-361

Lifestyle Public Relations: Fashion

UG

4.00

Take ADPR-2277

ADPR-364

Lifestyle Public Relations: Food and
Beverages

UG

4.00

Take ADPR-2277

ADPR-378

Event Planning and Promotion

UG

4.00

CJN-2277(formerly CJN-277)

ADPR-383

Online Advertising

UG

4.00

CJN-257;

ADPR-389

Social Media Marketing Communication

UG

4.00

ADPR-289
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Continuation of basic advertising, with an
emphasis on developing effective advertising
messages and advertising campaigns.
This course introduces students to the
entertainment industry and explore strategies for
creating, executing and evaluating public
relations campaigns for entertainment products.
The course explores techniques and strategies
employed in all areas of entertainment publicity,
including television, film, music, and theater.
Topics covered include the development of a
publicity campaign; reputation management;
digital media; social media; working
relationships with the media; and writing
effective press releases and other promotional
content.
Examines the role of public relations
practitioners in building fashion brands.
Includes an exploration of fashion brands and
trends, the role of manufacturers, wholesalers,
importers, and retailers, and the media channels
and tactics used to promote fashion. Students
examine the use of market research, social
media,
blogs, and events to engage fashion-minded
consumers based on their lifestyle.
The application of the public relations process
to build brands and enhance the public image of
companies and organizations engaged in the
hospitality industry. Based on an established PR
process, students conduct market research, set
objectives, develop strategy, and design a
hypothetical public relations campaign for a
"class client" to help it promote food and
beverage products or services.
Examines how events are built, promoted,
managed, and assessed, with an emphasis on
conventions, trade shows, and nonprofit events.
Issues analyzed include facilities planning and
contracts, legal issues, volunteer management,
budgeting, marketing, and planner/staff
communication.
All forms of online advertising are explored,
including paid search, with a focus on building a
brand online.
Focus is on the importance of a social media
strategy in building a brand. Examines how to
optimize a social presence through the
production
of appropriate content and the engagement on
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram. In addition, students learn the
benefits of each platform to a brand, which
platforms to invest in, and the specific trends
and features to utilize. Advertising and
analytical features are included.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ADPR-409

Content Management

UG

4.00

ADPR-2277

ADPR-430

Social Media Campaigns

UG

4.00

ADPR-289

ADPR-437

Ad Campaigns

UG

4.00

CJN 359, CJN 257

ADPR-441

Risk and Crisis Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-2277(formerly CJN-277)

ADPR-4477

Public Relations IV: Campaigns

UG

4.00

ADPR-2277(formerly CJN-2277) and ADPR3377(formerl
and
Senior Standing.

ADPR-4478

SL-Public Relations IV: Campaigns

UG

4.00

ADPR-2277(formerly CJN-2277), ADPR3376, and ADPRCJN-3377; Senior Standing. **FULFILLS
THE PR-IV RE

ADPR-457

Integrated Marketing Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-2277(formerly CJN-277)
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Examines best practices for web publishing,
including creating, editing and maintaining
content for online and social media platforms.
Students analyze the content of websites and
then
produce their own content in a variety of forms.
Covers content creation and maintenance
techniques, as well as customer and client
relationship skills, with an emphasis on
effective writing. Includes practical experience
creating, editing and maintaining content for
online and social media platforms.
Covers the development of a social media
campaign
for a target audience using a variety of
platforms. Students will use social media and
design tools to create a campaign for a client,
moving it from concept through execution.
Principles of advertising campaigns. Students
design, plan, and produce a national advertising
campaign for a client as members of a simulated
agency team.
Provides students with insight into effective
risk and crisis management within organizations,
including health organizations. Focuses on the
application of theories, strategies, and tactics
from a public relations perspective. Students
understand how communication can prevent,
cause,
accelerate, and assist in recovery from a crisis.
Examines typical public relations problems
experienced by profit and not-for-profit
organizations. Provides students with an
opportunity to demonstrate their mastery of the
skills, techniques, and knowledge of public
relations by creating a comprehensive campaign
plan for a community client.
In this course, students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom. Examines typical public relations
problems experienced by profit and not-for-profit
organizations. Provides students with an
opportunity to demonstrate their mastery of the
skills, techniques, and knowledge of public
relations by creating a comprehensive campaign
plan for a community client. This course requires
a Service Learning experience.
Examines the integration of advertising,
promotion, public relations and marketing
communication in the strategic communication
process. By learning the fundamentals of
interpersonal and persuasive communication,
students have an opportunity to develop an
effective communication plan for a brand that
includes creative copy.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ADPR-489

Political Communication

UG

4.00

ADPR-491

UG

4.00

ADPR-492
ADPR-503

Special Topics in Advertising, Public
Relations, and Social Media
Special Topics in Public Relations
Experiential Learning in Communication

UG
UG

4.00
1.00

ADPR-506

Honors Seminar

UG

4.00

ADPR-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

ALS-266

Criminal Law

UG

4.00

ALS-360

Fundamentals of Paralegal Practice

UG

4.00

ALS-361

Legal Research & Writing I

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1433

Examination of special circumstances created by
politics and their impact on attempts at
persuasion. Case studies of famous politicians'
political campaigns are combined with
discussions
of current trends in media and politics.
Explores current issues in the field.

12.00 16 Hrs of CJN coursework or CJN advisor
consent
Senior CJN majors with an overall cumulative
grade
point average of 3.0, and a major GPA of 3.4
12.00 An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.
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Explores current issues in public relations.
Internships and practicum in Advertising, Public
Relations & Social Media are available prior to
the start of each semester.
Senior CJN majors meeting requirements for
Departmental Honors are invited to participate in
this seminar, which entails research and
presentation of an approved topic.
An independent study experience in Advertising,
Public Relations & Social Media is available
prior to the start of each semester.
This course examines criminal law in the United
States from a broad perspective. It will present
the general principles and doctrines that affect
the whole criminal law, such as elements of
criminal offenses, defenses to crime, and
perspectives on crime and criminal law. In
addition, students will learn the elements of
specific crimes, such as homicide, criminal
sexual
conduct, terrorism and related crimes, crimes
against public morals, and crimes against
property. Discussions of the direction of the
criminal law and constitutional limitations on
government will be presented as preparation for
future study.
Introduces the student to the responsibilities
of paralegals and to the culture of the legal
profession. Topics include the development of
paralegalism as a profession, the definition of
the practice of law, ethical considerations,
interviewing techniques, legal research, law
office management, and client relationships.
Normally offered each semester.
How to use the law library, perform legal
research, write legal analysis in memorandum
form, and use computers as a research tool.
Initial focus is on learning how to find legal
materials, including federal and state case law,
statutory law, and administrative law. Use of
finding tools such as digests, encyclopedias,
and CALR will be studied, as will Shepardizing.
Focus also on legal writing, from letters through
case analysis.
Normally offered fall semester.
Sophomore Status Required

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ALS-362

Litigation

UG

4.00

ALS-363

Law of Contracts

UG

4.00

ALS-366

Corporate Law

UG

4.00

ALS-368

Real Estate Law

UG

4.00

ALS-369

Family Law

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Take ALS-264 or ALS-360 or instructor's
permission

Take ALS-264 or ALS-360;
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The Rules of Civil Procedure dictate the steps
taken in state and federal lawsuits. This course
will acquaint students with rules and the
practical requirements of the rules, from filing a
complaint to clarifying a judgment and to the
duties of paralegals in a litigation office.
Normally offered each semester.
The existence and validity of a contract is
determined by specific rules. Students will
learn about formation through offer and
acceptance, contract enforceability, the necessity
of consideration, and breach of contract and will
draft contract provisions as a
paralegal might in a law office.
Normally offered each semester.
Sophomore status required.
Corporations are unique business entities and
specialized "citizens" of the state. This course
will examine the special rules for establishing
and maintaining a corporation, including the
nature of corporations and their legal
relationships with governments, individuals, and
other business entities. Students will learn
about the role of paralegals in corporate law
offices, including document management and
production, corporate litigation processes, and
maintaining corporate compliance.
Normally offered alternate years.
This course will present common law real estate
principles and the effect of federal agencies
on the buying and selling of real property.
Sample forms including leases, purchase and
sale
agreements, and closing forms are reviewed and
drafted.
Normally offered alternate years.
Family law includes marriage, divorce, support,
custody, property division, and abuse prevention
petitions. Essentially an area of state law, it
is often the backbone of general practice
law firms. The role of paralegals in a family law
office will be studied.
Normally offered yearly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ALS-373

Education Law

UG

4.00

ALS-374

Torts: Personal Injury Law

UG

4.00

ALS-378

Advanced Litigation & Trial Practice

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ALS 362, or permission of instructor
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DESCRIPTION

1435

This course provides a basic overview of key
issues in contemporary education law and policy.
Relevant local, state, and federal laws will be
reviewed as well as education policy issues,
including civil rights, student safety and
discipline. This course will also cover the core
educational entitlements granted to all students
with disabilities in the public education system.
It will focus on the substantive legal
protections designed to ensure that students with
disabilities receive a Free and Appropriate
Public Education, and on the various procedural
protections for students and parents. The course
will cover major federal legislation such as the
IDEA, ADA and Section 504, as well as major
Supreme Court and other important cases. The
course will cover fundamental legal issues
balancing the interests of the public, schools,
students, and parents. Additionally, since
paralegals have become an important part of
education law enforcement and practice, several
assignments will focus on practical paralegal
work.
Many civil suits arise when the negligence
of an individual creates injury to another.
Elements of negligence law and specific types
of cases such as automobile accidents and
medical malpractice will be studied, with an
emphasis on practical aspects of drafting and
research for the prospective paralegal.
Normally offered yearly.
Building on the skills introduced in ALS 362,
Civil Litigation, this course will provide a
thorough study of the rules of evidence,
the process of discovery, and the preparation of
a
case for a trial, as well as the roles of
arbitration, mediation, and negotiation in
litigation and other legal disputes. Theory will
be combined with practical applications for
prospective paralegals, such as deposition
abstracting, gathering and preserving evidence,
and techniques on how to prepare a case for
ADR.
Normally offered yearly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

ALS-381

Paralegal Internship

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

Senior standing and at least 15 hours of
paralegal
courses, or instructor's permission.

DESCRIPTION

1436

A one-semester internship in either a law office,
a governmental agency, insurance company, or
a
for-profit or non-profit corporation, depending
on the positions available during each semester.
Once a week seminars will discuss such topics
as
ethical considerations in a law office,
experiences gained as a paralegal interns, and
seeking paralegal employment. For specific
placements/information, students must contact
the
Director of Paralegal Studies prior to the start
of each semester.
Prerequisites: Senior status and at least 15 hours
of Paralegal Studies or permission of instructor.
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered spring and summer.

ALS-383

Immigration Law

UG

4.00

Take ALS-264 or ALS-360;

ALS-384

Intellectual Property

UG

4.00

Take ALS-264 or ALS-360;

ALS-385

Legal Research & Writing II

UG

4.00

Take ALS-361;
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ECR
Study of the immigration and nationality laws of
the United States focusing on the interplay of the
administrative agencies which administer those
laws: Justice Department, Labor Department,
and
State Department. Topics include the immigrant
selection system; the issuance of non-immigrant
visas; grounds for excluding aliens and waiver of
excludability; grounds for removal; change of
status, and refugee and asylum status. Special
emphasis on the paralegal's role in representing
and communicating sensitively with aliens.
Normally offered yearly.
A survey of the law of the protection of ideas,
trade secrets, inventions, artistic creations, and
reputation. The course will briefly review the
bases for patent, trademark, copyright and trade
secret protection, the distinction among the
various forms of intellectual property, and the
statutory and common law methods of enforcing
rights.
Normally offered yearly.
Building on the skills in ALS 361 - Legal
Research & Writing I, this course continues the
focus on learning how to find legal materials and
how to summarize research results. Writing
skills will be strengthened through various
exercises and revisions. Skill development
in legal analysis, writing legal memoranda, and
using computer assisted legal research with
Westlaw and Lexis will be emphasized.
Normally offered spring semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ALS-390

Employment & Labor Law

UG

4.00

Take ALS-264 or ALS-360; or instructor's
permissio

ALS-391

Domestic Violence, Abuse & Neglect

UG

4.00

Take ALS-264 or ALS-360; or instructor's
permissio

ALS-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

4.00
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Instructor's consent required

DESCRIPTION

1437

The nature of the employment relationship and
and overview of constitutional and federal
statutory provisions that affect the employment
relationship will be studied. Particular emphasis
on the Civil Rights Act, the Age Discrimination
in
Employment Act, and the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Statutory provisions regarding
benefits and employment-related entitlements
will
also be studied.
Normally offered yearly.
An opportunity to learn the history of domestic
violence including battering, child abuse and
child neglect, and the legal response to it.
Focus will be on Massachusetts Law and its
response, especially the Abuse Prevention Act,
its
application and enforcement, and on laws
protecting children from abuse and neglect.
Filings, law office issues and special issues
in dealing with battered women and abused and
neglected children will be included with
the psychological issues, cultural issues,
and advocacy possibilities.
Normally offered yearly.
Sophomore status required.
Cultural Diversity A
Individual program of reading and research on an
approved topic under the supervision of a
member
of the department. Only for qualified juniors
or seniors.
Offered every semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

AMST-101

American History and Culture

UG

4.00

AMST-111

Defining America and Americans

UG

4.00

ARH-101

Art History I

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1438

This course offers a basic introduction to
American culture and society through the study
of
American History. The city of Boston and its
extraordinary history and institutions will be at
the heart of the class and students will
frequently visit sites close to the campus.
Topics will focus on areas such as the way
people
from different cultures have understood and
misunderstood each other; the evolution of
American politics and political institutions; the
American Revolution and the founding
documents
and institutions of the United States; the
distinct forms of American religion, American
literature and the American economy; slavery
and
race in American society; the rise of America to
world power; the changing role of women; the
New
Deal and the rise of the modern welfare state;
immigration; the development of popular culture;
and the meaning of Donald Trump. This course
fulfills te core requirement for the American
Studies Minor. Enrollees in the Minor program
may
not register for AMST-111 Defining America and
Americans.
Examines artistic, social, and political
imaginings of America and Americans. We will
read
works by American and foreign observers of the
United States to ask how Americans define
themselves and how others see them. Course
assignments will introduce students to themes,
perspectives, and methods in the field of
American Studies. This course fulfills the core
requirement for the American Studies Minor.
Enrollees in the Minor program may not register
for AMST-101 American History and Culture.
Surveys the art of Western civilization from
prehistoric caves to medieval cathedrals.
Considers works from the Ancient Near East,
Ancient Egypt, Ancient Greece and Rome, the
Byzantine Era, the Romanesque Period, and the
Gothic Period in their historical contexts.
Introduces students to formal analysis,
iconography, and critical thinking.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ARH-102

Art History II

UG

4.00

ARH-203

Arts of Asia

UG

4.00

ARH-205

Gender, Class and Alterity in Ancient
and Medieval Art

UG

4.00

ARH-206

Global Cross-Cultural Perspectives in
Art

UG

4.00

ARH-290

Internship in Art History

UG

1.00

ARH-307

Art of the Italian Renaissance

UG

4.00

ARH-308

Art of the Baroque & Rococo

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00
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ARH-101 and ARH-102 and Instructor
consent

DESCRIPTION

1439

Surveys the art of Europe and America from the
Renaissance to the present. Considers work of
painting, sculpture, and architecture from
periods such as the Renaissance, the Baroque,
the
Rococo, Neoclassicism, Romanticism,
Impressionism, Abstract Impressionism, and
Post-Modernism in their historical contexts.
Introduces students to formal analysis,
iconography, and critical thinking.
Surveys painting, sculpture, and architecture in
Asia from prehistoric times to the modern era,
including the Middle East, India, China, Korea,
and Japan. Emphasizes the connection between
visual arts, belief systems, and historical
contexts with a focus on Hinduism, Buddhism,
and
Islam as well as secular literature.
Explores issues of sexuality, gender, race, and
social class in the ancient and medieval worlds.
Examines key artworks from ancient Greece, the
Roman Empire and medieval Europe within
historical, social and cultural contexts.
Drawing on the collections of several local
museums, this course considers how works of art
reveal mutual fascination, influence, curiosity,
anxiety, and antagonism between different
cultural value systems from the fourteenth
century to the present.
Designed to accompany an internship at a local
museum, gallery, archive, or other art
institution, this independent study course will
carry variable credit depending on the number of
hours devoted to the internship and the related
academic work done by the student. Interested
students should consult the instructor as they
are applying for internships.
Examines painting, sculpture and architecture of
the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries in Italy in
their cultural context. Artists include Giotto,
Masaccio, Donatello, Leonardo da Vinci,
Raphael,
Michelangelo, and Titian.
Explores painting,sculpture and architecture in
Italy, Spain and Northern Europe during the 17th
and 18th century. Works by Rembrandt,
Rubens,
Caravaggio, Bernini, Poussin, Velasquez,
Watteau,
Boucher, Fragonard, Chardin, Hogarth and
others
considered within their historical contexts.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ARH-309

Art of the 19th Century

UG

4.00

ARH-310

Modernism in Art

UG

4.00

ARH-311

American Art

UG

4.00

ARH-312

Art of the Northern Renaissance

UG

4.00

ARH-316

Contemporary Art

UG

4.00

ARH-318

Art and Museums Today

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1440

Examines Neoclassicism, Romanticism, Realism
and
Impression in the European painting. Considers
works by artists such as David, Ingres,
Friedrich, Constable, Delacroix, Goya, Courbet,
Millet,
Daumier, Manet, Monet, Renoir, Degas, and
Cassatt
within their historical contexts.
Examines European painting and sculpture from
around 1880 to 1940, including Symbolism,
Post-Impressionism, Fauvism, Expressionism,
Cubism, Futurism, The Bauhaus, Dada, and
Surrealism. Considers works by artists such as
Gauguin, Cezanne, Van Gogh, Matisse,
Kandinsky,
Picasso, Braque, Mondrian, Duchamp, Magritte,
Dali, and Ernst within their historical contexts.
Surveys American painting, sculpture,
photography and architecture from the colonial
period through WWII. Considers works by artists
such as Smibert, Copley, West, Stuart, Whistler,
Sargent, Eakins, Homer, Ryder, Bierstadt, Cole,
Inness, Sloan, Sullivan, Wright, Hopper, O'
Keefe, Dove, Hartley, Bellows, Stieglitz, Weston,
and Steichen.
Examines painting, sculpture, and architecture of
the 14th,15th and 16th centuries in Northern
Europe, within their historical context. Topics
include the rise of oil painting, the development
of woodcut and engraving, the effect of the
Reformation on art. Artists include van
Eyck,Bosch, Durer, Holbein and Brueghel.
Explores European and American art since
WWII,
including Abstract Expressionism, Colorfield
Painting, Pop Art, Minimalism, Neo-Dada,
Performance Art, Feminism, Neo-Expressionism
and
Post-Modernism. Artists include Bacon,
Giacometti, Pollock, De Kooning, Frankenthaler,
Rothko, Stella, Judd, Calder, David Smith, Serra,
Johns, Rauschenberg, Warhol, Lichtenstein,
Smithson, Christo, Nevelson, Kosuth, Kruger,
Sherman, Basquiat, Kiefer, and Haring.
Examines the art world of the past few decades
with special attention to the roles
and exhibition practices of contemporary art
museums and galleries. Considers the major
artists and trends in today's art world, the
history of museums, and the effect of museums
on
art produced today. Students will visit local
museums, including the Institute of
Contemporary
Art (ICA) individually and in groups. This course
fulfills the ECR requirement.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ARH-321

Women, Art and Society

UG

4.00

ARH-411

Seminar in Art History: Impressionism

UG

4.00

ARH-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

ART-02

Pre-College

UG

0.00

ART-10

Portfolio Development Workshop

UG

0.00

ART-S209

Introduction to Drawing and Mixed Media

UG

3.00

ART-S211

Introduction to Painting

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Permission of instructor required

4.00
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An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.

DESCRIPTION

1441

Surveys women artists from the sixteenth century
to the present and examines new direction in
art-historical scholarship developed by feminist
art historians during recent decades.
Explores the Impressionist movement of the late
nineteenth-century, including Monet, Renoir, and
Pissaro, within its historical context. The
course emphasizes research skills and the
methodology of art history. Designed as a
foundation for students intending to pursue a
career in the world of art and/or museums.
Students meet with a departmental faculty
member
to pursue advanced studies in areas of particular
interest to them.
Intended for high school students and recent
high
school graduates.
Normally offered summer semester.
In this workshop, participants will get a flavor
for the types of tools, techniques and
assignments utilized in studio-based instruction.
Students will have an opportunity to practice
traditional hand skills, gain exposure to digital
tools and learn how material and lighting
selection influences design solutions. Through a
variety of spatial and analytical investigations
as well as guest lectures, students will better
understand the many design considerations and
decisions involved in creating spaces.
This course is an introduction to the fundamental
principles of drawing using both traditional and
experimental techniques. Media includes pencil,
charcoal, white chalk, ink and collage. Subject
matter includes still-lives,
landscapes/cityscapes, portraiture and live
clothed models. This course is appropriate for
beginners as well as more advanced students.
Individual attention is given to students at
various levels of ability, allowing students to
progress at their own pace.
This introductory course is designed to
encourage
students with little or no knowledge of the use
of various painting processes. The basic
elements
of painting are introduced in exercises enhanced
by demonstrations. Students work with acrylic
paint and various painting mediums. Creative
work
is encouraged in a relaxed atmosphere where
individual attention is given to students at
various levels of ability.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

AS-100

Introduction to Asian Studies: Culture,
People, Ideas

UG

4.00

AS-220

Chinese Food in America

UG

4.00

AS-500

Asian Studies Internship

UG

4.00

AS-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

AS-511

Professional Development for Asian
Studies

UG

1.00

AS-H555

Senior Honors Thesis

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

Instructor consent required

8.00
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Students must be in the CAS Honors
Program, have a
grade point average, and a 3.7 grade point
average
Registration must be approved by the Asian
Studie

DESCRIPTION

1442

An interdisciplinary introduction to Asian
Studies will touch upon the history, politics,
economics, philosophy, geography, arts, and
cultures of Asia. Sample topics include political
economy, religious and cultural exchanges,
international relations, Asian experience in
America, and the role of Asia in the twenty-first
century. Students will develop conceptual
frameworks for exploring the subjects covered by
the Asian Studies curriculum.
There are more Chinese restaurants in the U.S.
than MacDonald's, Burger Kings and KFC'S
combined. This course examines the unique
American phenomenon of Chinese food from a
historical and anthropological viewpoint.
Students will gain a better appreciation and
understanding of the subject through the course
and will probably never look at local Chinese
takeout the same way afterwards
Engages in an internship in a business or
non-profit organization that deals with Asia or
an Asian American community. Students may
complete the internship either in Asia or in the
U.S. Students will complete appropriate
exercises
and reports to document their learning. (1
course, 4-12 credits; can be taken multiple times
in different semesters)
Works directly with a faculty member on an
agreed
topic related to Asia or an Asian language. Past
topics include: intermediate Chinese and
Japanese; Asian popular culture.
Students will reflect on their college career and
develop a personal strategy for attaining
professional goals. They will understand ethical
guidelines and professional conventions by
examining the differences between American
work
culture and Asian work culture; by applying this
understanding to a transnational/diverse
professional world. Students will understand
what the job market and graduate school
opportunities are like for Asian Studies
graduates.
Students will work with an Asian Studies advisor
to undertake a research project that will produce
a 25-page paper that is suitable for an
undergraduate academic conference in Asian
Studies or relevant disciplines. Students must be
in the CAS Honors Program, have a 3.5 overall
grade point average, and a 3.7 grade point
average in the major. Registration must be
approved by the Asian Studies Director. May be
taken in the fall and/or spring in the senior
year.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

BIO-201

Biology's Big Questions

UG

4.00

Non Science Majors Only.

BIO-222

Field Botany

UG

4.00

BIO 111 and BIO-L111.
This course will fulfill the Expanded
Classroom Re

BIO-233

Human Nutrition

UG

4.00

BIO 111/L111 and BIO 114/L114;

BIO-240

Introduction to Marine Mammals

UG

4.00

BIO-111, BIO-L111, BIO-114, and BIO-L114
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DESCRIPTION

1443

This course seeks to answer five current
questions from all levels of biology, from the
subcellular to the ecosystem level. Topics will
be discussed in the context of genetics,
evolution, and ecology. We will focus on the
process of doing science, including how
scientists evaluate ideas and communicate their
findings. Emphasis will be placed on topics in
biology that impact daily life.
A three-week camping excursion, during which
common tracheotypes, bryophytes, algae, and
other
photosynthetic organisms characteristic of
various habits in Maine will be identified.
Emphasis will be on plant ecology including
species interactions and habitat requirements.
Vertical zonation in mountains, lakes and
intertidal areas will be a point of focus.
Participants will camp for one week at each of
three sites: Baxter State Park, Central Maine
(near Augusta),and on Cobscook Bay.
Travel will be by van(s) and hiking (up to ten
miles a day) over difficult terrain. Sleeping
bags and pads required (tents provided).
Additional fees: Camping
and food est. $525.00. ECR. The three-week
camping excursion typically runs from late May
(after tradition Spring course finals are over)
into June. Taught yearly.
This interactive introduction to nutrition
explores the science of human nutrition and
further reviews concepts of how nutrition can
promote health and well being. The course will
review specific nutrient needs and functions,
nutrient digestion, and the role of diet in well
being and in the presence of chronic disease.
Weekly course work encourages scientific
literacy
and fosters critical evaluation of nutrition in
the news and in social media.
This course explores the biology and natural
history of marine mammals, including cetaceans,
pinnipeds, and sirenians, with a particular focus
on species endemic to the North Atlantic. Topics
include evolution, anatomy, physiology, behavior,
ecology, field identification, the history of
whaling and sealing, and contemporary
management
and conservation issues. Hands-on activities
may
include the dissection of a small marine mammal
and a whale watch in Massachusetts Bay.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

BIO-262

Principles of Cell Culture

UG

4.00

BIO 111, L111 and BIO 114, L114 and CHEM
111, L111

BIO-302

Writing for Research

UG

4.00

BIO 111/L111 and WRI 101, WRI 102, or
WRI-103. BIO and Radiation Therapy majors
with jun
only.

BIO-315

Animal Behavior

UG

4.00

BIO-114/L114

BIO-345

The Biology of Vector Borne Diseases

UG

3.00

BIO-114/L114;

BIO-357

Biology of Fishes

UG

3.00

BIO 114/L114, and Junior standing. Requires
permis
from Marine Sciences Coordinator.
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DESCRIPTION

1444

The course is designed as an application base
educational experience that will allow students
to
learn the standard techniques associated with
successful cell culture. As such, students are
responsible for the maintenance, propagation,
isolation, and preservation of their cells.
A number of cell types and experimental
manipulations of the cultures are investigated
throughout the semester.
Development of skills for writing clearly,
concisely, and creatively in the style of
scientific journals. This course emphasizes the
formulation of a research project of the
student's
choice and leads to a formal manuscript on the
topic. Instruction includes literature search
methods and software for the graphical
presentation of data. Professional development,
including the preparation of job application
materials and in-person interview skills, is also
an integral part of this course. Required of all
biology and radiation science majors. Junior
standing required.
Surveys animal behavior in a range of species
(invertebrates, birds, fish, mammals including
humans) to assess similarities and differences in
the evolution of behaviors and their
physiological mechanisms
by which individual organisms and species adapt
to
their environments. Topics include: predator
evasion; mating systems; parental care; social
behavior; and learning.
A survey of the occurrence, life history and
pathogenicity of the most important
arthropod-borne, human diseases both
internationally (malaria, dengue, plague,
trypanosomiasis, yellow fever, etc.) and within
the United States (Lyme disease, EEE, West Nile
Virus, and others). Demographic and
environmental factors leading to the reemergence
and spread of these diseases will be considered.
The evolution, systematics, anatomy, physiology
and behavior of freshwater, marine and
anadromous fishes from temperate to tropical
environments. The interactions of fish in their
environments, including predator-prey
relationships, host-symbiont interactions, and
fish as herbivores. Taken with permission from
the Marine Science Consortium Coordinator.
[This
is a Marine Science Consortium Course and
enrollment is limited] Evenings only: off campus

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

BIO-359

Biology of Whales

UG

3.00

BIO-111, BIO-L111, BIO-114, BIO-L114, and
2 BIO co
200 level or above. Requires permission from
Marin
Coordinator.

BIO-360

Cancer Biology

UG

4.00

BIO-111, BIO-L111, BIO-114, BIO-L114, BIO274, and

BIO-500

Experiential Learning in Biology

UG

0.00
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DESCRIPTION

1445

This course provides a comprehensive review of
the biology, ecology, and management of
cetaceans. A thorough grounding in cetacean
mammalogy and population biology will prepare
students to understand conservation problems
presented as case histories. Students will also
complete an independent research paper on a
topic
related to cetacean biology. Hands-on activities
may include the dissection of a small cetacean
and a shore-based whale watch in Cape Cod
Bay.
This course is part of the Marine Studies
Consortium and will be held at the New England
Aquarium. Taken with permission from
the Marine Science Consortium Coordinator.
[This
is a Marine Science Consortium Course and
enrollment is limited]
An examination of molecular and cellular
mechanisms that lead to the development of
cancer. Factors contributing to tumorgenesis,
angiogenesis, and metastasis will be discussed;
these factors, oncogenes, tumor suppressor
genes,
and signal transduction networks. In addition, an
investigation of current strategies for cancer
prevention and treatment will be considered.
This course requires students to complete a
minimum of 15 engagement hours per semester.
Students gain exposure to a variety of activities
related to biology course preparation and/or
research in a laboratory or field setting with
faculty oversight. Permission of instructor
required. May be taken more than once.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

BIO-503

Biology Internship

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

BIO111/BIOL111, BIO114/BIOL114.
BIO274/BIOL274 ma
a corequisite

DESCRIPTION

1446

Biology Internship: This course provides students
with credit for an unpaid internship completed
during the semester when credit is earned.
Students must secure an approved internship
and
provide documentation from the internship's
overseer to a full time faculty member sponsor in
order to register for the course. The internship
must involve participation in research and /
or patient care. Students or their overseers will
be required to submit monthly records of
internship hours and provide the faculty sponsor
with a written summary of internship experiences
and accomplishments by the last week of
classes.
Only one internship may be used as a biology
elective. This course is available for variable
credit.
Prerequisites: An Internship for Credit form must
be submitted to the department chair

BIO-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

BIO-H107

The Curiosity of Cats, the Devotion of
Dogs

UG

4.00

5.00

An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.

CAS and SBS Honors Students Only or 3.3
GPA. Non s
only.
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Credits: 1-4
Student projects may be initiated by a student or
faculty member with the approval of the
Chairperson. A paper and oral
report are required. Only ONE independent study
may be used toward biology electives.
This course explores the evolution, ecology,
behavior, genetics, and adaptations of cats
(Felis silvestris catus) and dogs (Canis lupus
familiaris). We will discuss what is known about
these species, current research, and what is
still unknown. The course will focus on
comparing
and contrasting the biology of cats and dogs and
how biological differences have led to the way
they are perceived as companion animals. We
will
also discuss how these species can be used as
model organisms for exploring patterns of human
heredity and disease transmission.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

BIO-H503

Biology Internship

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

BIO111/BIOL111, BIO114/BIOL114.
BIO274/BIOL274 ma
a corequisite

DESCRIPTION

1447

Biology Internship: This course provides students
with credit for an unpaid internship completed
during the semester when credit is earned.
Students must secure an approved internship
and
provide documentation from the internship's
overseer to a full time faculty member sponsor in
order to register for the course. The internship
must involve participation in research and /
or patient care. Students or their overseers will
be required to submit monthly records of
internship hours and provide the faculty sponsor
with a written summary of internship experiences
and accomplishments by the last week of
classes.
Only one internship may be used as a biology
elective. This course is available for variable
credit.
Prerequisites: An Internship for Credit form must
be submitted to the department chair

BIO-H510

Honors Biology Independent Study

UG

1.00

4.00

BIO-H511

Biology Honors Independent Study

UG

1.00

4.00

BIO-H512

Honors in Biology Thesis

UG

1.00

Biology Majors Only; GPA 3.5 or Higher;
Instructor
Required
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Credits: 1-4
Student projects may be initiated by a student or
faculty member with the approval of the
Chairperson. A paper and oral report are
required. Thesis work is required to involve
original research or an in-depth analysis.
Student projects may be initiated by a student or
faculty member with the approval of the
Chairperson. A paper and oral report are
required. Thesis work is required to involve
original research or an in-depth analysis.
Students will write an honors thesis based on
their own discovery research or experience at an
internship. Students will learn to write the
sections of a scientific paper and review the
writing of others. A public presentation is
required.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

BLC-AIM

Academic Improvement

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

0.00

BLKST-100

Introduction to Black Studies I: Survey
of the Discipline

UG

4.00

BLKST-101

Introduction to Black Studies II
Research and Writing

UG

4.00

BLKST-510

Independent Study in Black Studies

UG

4.00

CAS-101

Strategies of Success

UG

1.00

CAS-102

Stand Out! Strategies for Success 11

UG

1.00

DESCRIPTION

1448

Suffolk University is introducing the Academic
Improvement Program (AIM), a new initiative to
assist students who have experienced academic
difficulty. Because your cumulative grade point
average has fallen below the University's
standard
of 2.0 and as a condition of your probation status
at the University, you will be required to
participate in AIM.

An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.
CAS students only. SBS students by special
permiss

CAS-101 and Instructor consent
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AIM provides support, strategies, and resources
to
help students take control of their academic life
and succeed. AIM participants meet individually
and in a small group format with trained
instructors to target common areas in which
students have difficulty. In addition, the
instructors work with students to identify what
areas they need to improve and to develop an
individualized plan for success.
Introduces students to the basic concepts,
literature and interdisciplinary nature of Black
Studies. Provides a conceptual framework for the
investigation and analysis of black history and
culture as well.
Introduces students to basic research techniques
and methods in Black Studies including library
use, identifying resources, project development,
documenting sources, and writing research
papers.
Independent study in Black Studies

CAS 101 is a one-credit course that meets once
a
week and is designed to help you have a
successful transition to Suffolk University and
our unique urban community. It is also designed
to introduce you to the principles and concepts
of Oral Communication and Presentation Skills.
Through interactive exercises and engaging
assignments, you will explore the campus
environment and learn about strategies for
success as a student. You will present speeches
about your research and activities to improve
your abilities as a speaker.
Students will continue to learn about career
options and interests through additional research
and exploration. They will learn about the
different types of interviews
(screening/telephone, informational, personal,
panel, etc.). They will learn how to prepare for
and participate in a one-on-one interview. They
will continue to refine and develop their oral
and written communication through class
presentations and research projects. They will
prepare a resume and cover letter.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CAS-201

College to Career: Explore Your Options
And Find Your Path

UG

1.00

CAS-202

Professional Development on Social Media

UG

1.00

CAS-251

What Makes Us Human?

UG

1.00

CAS-261

Watercolour

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
CAS 101. CAS students only. SBS students
by specia
Restricted to the following majors: Art History,
A
Biology, Economics, English, French, History,
Huma
International Economics, Music History,
Philosophy
Radiation Science, Spanish, and Undeclared.
Instructor consent required for all other
majors.

DESCRIPTION

1449

This course engages students in the early stages
of career planning. Students will explore their
interests, skills, values, and strengths, which
will allow them to begin setting appropriate
goals for professional development. Once
students
understand themselves in relation to the world of
work, they will learn how to research careers and
employment paths that fit with their goals.

Students will learn how to use social media for
career networking and job search. In this
hands-on course, students will develop personal
content for professional platforms and network
through job search engines.
Where does "human nature" come from? We will
talk
about our nature by comparing ourselves with
our
living and extinct ancestors to understand how
our bodies are built and why we behave the way
we
do. We'll talk about skin, faces, and guts,
competing sexual motivations of women and
men,
why humans are social, why some things are
disgusting, and even why people are musical.
This is a class designed for students who want to
learn the art of Watercolor Painting. Basic
artistic concepts pertaining to the medium will
be covered. A fundamental, hands-on working
knowledge of the medium and equipment will be
addressed. Emphasis will be on-hands on
problem-solving, skill building, and helping
students develop a personal style. Specific
techniques will be addressed to help students
make decisions and work through and complete
paintings. Projects will include painting from
the still life, the environment and images.
Paint, watercolor paper, water and a brush that's all you need to start painting with
watercolor. The materials list will be supplied
by the instructor and materials may be
purchased
at a discount price from a preferred art store.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CAS-263

Cell Phone Art

UG

1.00

CAS-282

Politics Is Not a Dirty Word: Rules of
Engagement 101

UG

1.00

CAS-291

Symmetry Group Strategies for Solving
Rubik's Cube

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1450

Cell phone cameras have developed to the point
where we have the opportunity to capture candid
or unexpected moments with great definition in
still or motion form. While having fun
experimenting with hand held devises students
will use their cell phones as just one tool in a
box of many. The projects in this course will use
photo captured images as a kick off point to
understand characteristics of strong design.
Students will learn to develop dynamic
approaches
to effective visual communication, and to
organize and activate the two-dimensional
surface
with emphasis on essential visual elements such
as line, shape, value, texture and word to image
relationship. The goal of this course is to be
creative, develop proficiency in the logic and
structure of two-dimensional organization and
visual communication by combining divergent
elements into a unified whole. There are
supplies/costs connected to this course. The
instructor will email you a list before the class
begins.
This class is your passport to political
participation. In this hands-on class you will
get the tools you need to navigate and get
information from local, state, and national
governments. You will learn how to engage
elected
officials and government agencies, join groups
doing work on and sometimes changing policies
and
issues you care about. Designed to be fun,
interactive, and useful, this class is will teach
the skills of effective democratic participation
and citizenship.
Group theory provides a powerful way to
understand symmetry in the world around us.
This
course presents methods of group theory which
can
be used to devise an algorithm for solving
Rubik's cube. After successfully completing this
course, students will understand symmetry in
new
ways and will be able to solve Rubik's cube using
the Human Thistlethwaite Algorithm.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CAS-292

Craft Beer Concepts

UG

1.00

CAS-301

Peer Mentoring 101

UG

1.00

CAS-302

Socially Responsible Leadership

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1451

Craft Beer Concepts will examine topics involved
with the growing industry of Craft Beer. Topics
will include the history of beer, the 4 main
ingredients of beer (water, hops, yeast and
grains), the science of brewing (fermentation,
temperature, flocculation, etc.), all the various
styles of beer around the world, how to brew in
small, medium and large scales, and the
business
of craft beer production. This course will be
taught in an online and hybrid format. Lectures
will be asynchronous. Depending on the format
and
time taught, the course will include tours of
medium and large scale breweries in the Boston
area. Focus will be on the art and science of
brewing and the commercial aspects of beer
production. No alcohol will be consumed as part
of this course.
Mentoring adds value to our lives. In this
class, you get an opportunity to learn more about
what it means to be a mentor. The purpose of
the
class is to help you identify the roles and
responsibilities connected with peer mentoring,
establish effective ways to communicate with
mentees, and develop an understanding of
expectations in the mentoring relationship. In
this hands-on class, you will continue to build
connections with the students you've met in your
role as a TA, OL or RA. You will also be
expected to participate in outside classroom
activities with your mentees. Experience as a
TA, OL, or RA preferred for enrollment.
The purpose of this socially responsible
leadership course is to provide the theory,
method and tools you will need to serve as a
Service-Learning Assistant Mentor (SLAM). You
will learn about best practices for leadership,
team-building and service-learning. Your service
will include working with a faculty member to
support undergraduate students who are taking a
service-learning focused course. This course will
provide focused leadership, teambuilding and
service-learning mentoring training for students
serving as SLAMs. Your leadership and SLAM
responsibilities will be three-fold: 1) mentor
undergraduate in their service-learning
experience; 2) serve as a liaison between the
faculty member and the undergraduate students;
and 3) serve as a coordinator and liaison
between
the community partner and the service-learning
course.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

CAS-401

Resume & Cover Letter Writing

UG

1.00

Junior standing or higher

CAS-403

Designing Your Portfolio

UG

1.00

Restricted to students with at least 54 credits

CAS-H101

Honors Strategies of Success

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

1.00

CAS Honors students only. SBS students by
special
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DESCRIPTION

1452

A hands-on experience for seniors (and
particularly keen juniors) to learn how to write
a resume and cover letter for the job market.
Students will begin by summarizing their college
experiences; writing five-year career goals;
fine-tuning resumes for different kinds of jobs;
researching three types of organization
(structure, work culture) and career paths;
understanding job advertisements; and writing
three sample cover letters. Students will also
use OptimalResume which will be provided by
the
Career Development Center.
In this course, students will develop skills and
strategies to design and produce an online
portfolio for their work. These will be useful
tools for students to brand themselves and
showcase their abilities to potential graduate
schools and employers, and otherwise provide
an
initial platform from which to begin building a
career and a professional identity. We will
design live websites to present each type of work
and develop a professional persona to represent
this early stage of each student's career. We
will consider the individual student, their
particular projects and the conventions
associated with them, their multiple potential
audiences, and the goals they could set for their
professional online presence. Then students will
use web software in creative ways to present
themselves and their work to those audiences.
This class will mostly be conducted online, with
two Saturday workshops in person on Suffolk's
campus in downtown Boston, MA.
CAS H101 is a one-credit course with no
prerequisites that meets once a week and is
designed to help you have a successful transition
to Suffolk University and our unique urban
community. This course will also give you
opportunities to connect with the honors
community, both on and off-campus. CAS H101
is
also designed to introduce you to the principles
and concepts of Oral Communication and
Presentation Skills. Through interactive
exercises and engaging assignments, you will
explore the campus environment and learn about
strategies for success as an honors student. You
will improve your self-presentation and oral
communications skills by presenting speeches
and
experiencing poster presentations.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CAS-H211

Honors Experiential Engagement I

UG

0.00

CAS honors students only

CAS-H212

Honors Experiential Engagement II

UG

0.00

CAS honors students only

CAS-H221

Honors Research / Creativity I

UG

0.00

CAS honors students only

CAS-H222

Honors Research / Creativity II

UG

0.00

CAS honors students only

CAS-H231

Honors Community Contribution I

UG

0.00

CAS honors students only

CAS-H232

Honors Community Contribution II

UG

0.00

CAS honors students only

CAS-H292

Honors Contract

UG

0.00

CAS honors students only.
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DESCRIPTION

1453

To engage with the world beyond the Suffolk
campus, students take on service or experiential
roles in a local, regional, or global setting.
Students archive and reflect upon their
experience. Completion of this course is
equivalent to one Honors Option Point.
To engage with the world beyond the Suffolk
campus, students take on service or experiential
roles in a local, regional, or global setting.
Students archive and reflect upon their
experience. Completion of this course is
equivalent to two Honors Option Point.
Students complete or contribute to a research or
creative project. Projects may involve
independent work or collaboration with peers or
faculty advisors. Students archive and reflect
upon their experience and share results with the
Suffolk community. Completion of this course is
equivalent to one Honors Option Point.
Students complete or contribute to a research or
creative project. Projects may involve
independent work or collaboration with peers or
faculty advisors. Students archive and reflect
upon their experience and share results with the
Suffolk community. Completion of this course is
equivalent to two Honors Option Point.
Students contribute to the university by
mentoring, leading, or serving the Suffolk
community. Contributions may include teaching
or
tutoring, administering student organizations, or
promoting arts and culture. Students will archive
and reflect on their experience. Completion of
this course is equivalent to one Honors Option
Point.
Students contribute to the university by
mentoring, leading, or serving the Suffolk
community. Contributions may include teaching
or
tutoring, administering student organizations, or
promoting arts and culture. Students will archive
and reflect on their experience. Completion of
this course is equivalent to two Honors Option
Point.
Students partner with a faculty mentor to make
any course into an honors-level course.
Education
is enriched by enhanced or additional projects,
activities, or assignments agreed upon by
professor and student. Students will present
their contracted honors work to the Suffolk
community.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CAS-H525

Honors Start Up Institute

UG

12.00

CAS-L262

Introduction to Woodcraft

UG

1.00

CAS-L281

The World of Wine

UG

1.00

CHEM-106

Biotechnology & Its Applications in
Medicine, Agriculture, Law

UG

4.00

CHEM-375

Advanced Inorganic Chemistry

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Application must be made to the CAS Honors
Program

Students must be at least 21 years old by the
star

DESCRIPTION

1454

Immerse yourself in an intensive educational
experience at the Start Up Institute, a Suffolk
University educational partner in downtown
Boston. Students in their final year of
undergraduate study enhance their professional
development and networking strategies as well
as
acquire skills and knowledge in one of four
programs: coding, web design, digital marketing,
or sales. Application must be made to the CAS
Honors Program.
Acclimates students to the Art & Design
Woodshop
to provide knowledge of the safe and confident
operation of the tools and equipment within
similar makers' spaces. Through planning,
designing and executing projects, this class will
build student's understanding of tools,
materials, and three-dimensional thinking.
This is a survey course of wines globally,
designed to introduce the student to multiple
aspects of wine. The student will be able to
learn about the safe consumption and
responsible
service of wine, the history of wine making and
commerce, its cultural and social importance,
processes of grape cultivation (viticulture) and
wine making (vinification or enology), the
international wine economy, the variety of wine
styles, and, wine degustation (tasting) and
pairing with food.
Introduces the latest discoveries and
applications of biotechnology. Topics include
genetically modified food, stem cells, genetic
testing, cloning, and forensics. A combination of
lectures, discussions, short documentaries, mock
congressional hearings, and hands-on activities
will provide insight into the numerous medical,
social, legal, and ethical issues surrounding
this technology.

CHEM 314/L314
Topics in inorganic chemistry including bonding
theories, chemical structures, symmetry and
group
theory, kinetics and mechanisms of reactions,
and
spectroscopy. Advanced topics may include
bioinorganic chemistry, or organometallics.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CHEM-428

Research & Seminar I

UG

1.00

4.00

CHEM 212; CHEM L212; Instructor's
Consent required

CHEM-429

Research & Seminar II

UG

1.00

4.00

CHEM 212 and CHEM L212 and instructor's
consent re

CHEM-453

Introduction to Toxicology

UG

3.00

CHEM-500

Experiential Learning in Chemistry

UG

0.00

CHEM-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

CHEM-H106

Biotechnology & Its Applications in
Medicine, Agriculture, Law

UG

4.00

An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.
GPA 3.3 or higher, or Honors student

CHEM-L375

Advanced Inorganic Laboratory

UG

1.00

CHEM 375 must be taken concurrently

CHEM-331 or instructor's consent

4.00
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DESCRIPTION

1455

First of a senior level, two-semester sequence of
independent study under the supervision of
faculty. Students may opt to conduct
experimental
research or grant proposal development.
Students
desiring departmental honors and/or an
ACS-accredited degree must conduct authentic
research; consult with the course instructor.
Development of a research report and poster
presentation to the department are required
elements.
Second of a senior level, two-semester sequence
of independent study under the supervision of
faculty. Students may opt to conduct
experimental
research or grant proposal development.
Students
desiring departmental honors and/or an
ACS-accredited degree must conduct authentic
research; consult with the course instructor.
Development of a final research report and oral
presentation to the department and the SU
community are required elements.
The study of toxic actions of chemicals on
biological systems, with discussion of general
principles, methodology, and target organ
toxicity. Topics may include pesticides,
neurotoxicants, toxicity of metals, and
carcinogenesis/ mutagenesis. Examples will be
drawn from forensic toxicology, as well as
environmental and occupational toxicology.
This course requires students to complete a
minimum of 15 engagement hours per semester.
Students gain exposure to a variety of activities
related to research in a laboratory or field
setting with faculty oversight. Permission of
instructor required. May be taken more than
once.
Advanced study of a special topic in chemistry,
by arrangement with the chemistry faculty.
Introduces the latest discoveries and
applications of biotechnology. Topics include
genetically modified food, stem cells, genetic
testing, cloning, and forensics. A combination of
lectures, discussions, short documentaries, mock
congressional hearings, and hands-on activities
will provide insight into the numerous medical,
social, legal, and ethical issues surrounding
this technology.
Laboratory exercises designed to illustrate
principles covered by topics in CHEM 375. Prior
or
concurrent enrollment in CHEM 375 required.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CHEM-L432

Advanced Biochemistry Research
Laboratory

UG

3.00

CHEM-331; CHEM-L331

CHEM-L453

Introduction to Toxicology Lab

UG

1.00

Take CHEM-212 previously, CHEM-453
concurrently

CI-103

Sticking Your Neck Out- Inventing for
Non-Engineers

UG

3.00

CI-113

Revising Reality

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION

1456

No longer offered. Laboratory course where
students apply the use of
biochemical techniques acquired in Biochemical
Techniques I (CHEM L331) to conduct novel
research. Projects vary from year to year, but
may include recombinant DNA techniques,
purification and characterization of DNA and
proteins, and bioinformatics. Emphasis on
experimental design, data interpretation,
analysis of the scientific literature, and
writing. Includes field trip to local research
university or biotechnology/pharmaceutical
laboratory.
Laboratory course where students learn to use
biochemistry, cheminformatics and bioinformatics
tools to predict the effect that various
xenobiotics will have on various receptors,
transporters and enzymes in the human body.
Lab
techniques may include: enzyme kinetics,
binding
affinity, ELISA.
This course examines cutting edge technologies,
the science behind them, and their practical
application and follow-up success or failure. It
also provides the students a chance to consider
the relevance of identified "needed" inventions
from the 1950s, and whether those projections
were correct. The history behind some
remarkable
inventions will be presented. Finally, working in
small teams, students will brainstorm to identify
something useful to invent and determine several
approaches to implementing it.
Reality and perception have been debated and
discussed for millennia. Humans see and
experience their world in different ways. How do
humans determine what is true and good and
what
advancements are necessary? In this course,
students will creatively explore these big
questions and revisit knowledge using new and
sometimes divergent perspectives. Students will
participate in "dirty and courageous learning" by
crafting products, creating visual projects, and
coming into original thought via trial and error.
Students will also develop their analytical and
critical thinking skills, while learning to
communicate effectively and honestly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-115

Poetry Out Loud

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-117

Writing for Stage and Screen

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-121

Catastrophe Management: From 9/11 to the
Boston Marathon Bombings

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-123

Comics & Co.

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION

1457

Students will develop a deep understanding of
two
seminal books of 20th century poetry and other
key 20th century poems as they plan and
execute
small-group, end of semester reading
performances. Students will write creative
response poems to increase their understanding
of
the texts, and through cooperative decision
making strategize effective ways to present their
own poems and poems by Bishop or Frost. The
class format will foster direct spoken
engagement
with matters of sound, rhythm, tone, and
meaning.
Final reading aloud performances will be
recorded
and added to the Suffolk University Poetry
Center
Archive.
This course will engage students in the process
of script writing. Working in groups of four or
five they will craft adaptations of stories,
create original scenes, or review sketches. By
the end of the semester they will produce a
complete script. Each alternating week, one
group will serve as the "executive committee"
that will approve the final draft of the script
of the week. There will be exams based on the
textual study of collaborative and adaptation
techniques.
This course will introduce students to the
exciting world of emergency management from
the
perspective of scientists who are often utilized
as experts during both small scale adverse
events
and large scale catastrophes. Students will
actively and creatively explore the
psychological, economic, and medical
dimensions
of these events and participate in role play in
the classroom and site visits. By the end of the
course, students will have a keen appreciation of
emergency planning and management on the
local
and national levels.
Using visual narrative as the means of
exploration, students will be led through a
series of exercises that challenge their
assumptions, broaden their perspectives, and
excite their imagination. The relationship
between critical, creative and inventive thinking
will be the basis for individual and
collaborative projects.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-125

Boston's Creative History in Perspective

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-127

Visual Perspectives: Coastline,
Symmetries and Illusions

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-129

Art & Innovation Practices

UG

3.00
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DESCRIPTION

1458

Our collective social consciousness is formed by
physical space; through a mixture of exploration,
discovery, and making, students will delve into
the city that surrounds them, developing a sense
of ownership and engagement in Boston's public
space. During the course of the semester,
students will uncover the ways that art and
architecture have shaped the souls of cities
around the world, using Boston as a template. In
a series of local field trips, students will
explore Boston through its art and architecture,
focusing not only what is, but on what might have
been -- designs that were ultimately unrealized.
Through interview and visits with local artists
and designers, students will also learn about the
process of shaping public space, uncovering the
myriad of ways that design decisions are
political in nature. As a capstone to the course,
students will create their own city plan -identifying and researching a chosen social or
physical challenge the city faces, then
developing a proposal that would address their
chosen issue. These design proposals will then
be
enacted using augmented reality. Like a layer of
invisible ink, these projects will form a phantom
city over the physical realities that surround
us, displaying the dramatic potential of the
imagination.
How do you measure the length of a coastline?
How
much symmetry is possible? What is an
impossible
object? How did the Mayans measure
proportions?
In this course, students will delve into these
and other questions with a visual theme. While
some will be clear-cut, others will be open-ended
and require some choices, estimates or
assumptions to be made. Throughout, the
emphasis
will be on creative problem solving.
The intent of this course is for students to
examine and effectively express in writing their
ideas on creativity and to inspire undergraduate
students to exceed their current levels of
learning. Students will learn to meaningfully
integrate course content into long term-retained
useful skills through applied creative
collaborations. This course is based on the idea
that exposure and insight development will
enable
students to better visualize themselves in their
desired fields and make informed choices within
the variety of options available to them. The
focus of the course will help students to assess
their personal interests and strengths as they
plan for their own educational and professional
futures.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-131

Off to the Future: Leadership Through
Compromise

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-133

Franklin and the American Experiment

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-135

The Design of Everything

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-137

Re-write for Rights: Drafting a New US
Constitution

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION

1459

Some past political issues were resolved with
great success (the Compromise of 1820), and
some
resulted in great failures (the US Civil War). In
this course, students will study noteworthy
political dilemmas of the past, identify the
major problem solvers and examine the art of
compromise. These investigations will provide
guidance and inspiration for students to develop
innovative and creative solutions to present day
political problems such as climate change,
immigration, Social Security, income
distribution, higher education affordability, and
homelessness. Students will work in teams and
propose creative and innovative solutions that
will convince the affected interest groups
favorably, represented by teams of other
students
in the class, and result in compromises solving
tomorrow's problems today.
What made Benjamin Franklin such a creative
force
in American history? We will explore the many
facets of Franklin's life (printer, writer,
scientist, statesman) and learn about Benjamin
Franklin's political and diplomatic ventures, and
will recreate some of his scientific experiments.
This course will explore a selection of the
genius personalities and their creative work in 5
distinct areas of human creative endeavor; art,
science, nature, technology and the built
environment. The course explores the underlying
similarities in the process of their discovery,
invention and creativity across the disciplines.
Studying such names as Newton, Warhol,
Hawking,
Jobs, Gaudi and Banksy, students will uncover
the
process of design through research, analysis,
synthesis, iteration and error. In class group
projects will allow a hands-on opportunity to
create.
The American Constitution is an important
document, framing the basis for our lives and the
lives of our neighbors. Yet it is also a very old
document, which may be seen as lacking when it
is
compared to newer constitutions from around the
world, even places that we may regard as
undeveloped. In this class we will study many
constitutions and also talk to many people to
craft a new constitution that reflects
contemporary American society and its values.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-141

The Creative Approach to Learning

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-143

Dreams, Demons, and Dynamic Artists
Creative Nature

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-145

Living and Laughing

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION

1460

This course is focusing on the creative process
by introducing students to creative practice as a
disciplined approach to problem solving and
innovation requiring research, persistence and
grit. Students will be encouraged to synthesize
existing ideas, images, concepts, and skill sets
in original ways, embrace ambiguity and support
divergent thinking and risk taking. The course
will have an undertone based on science, but it
is suitable for non-science majors too!
What motivates your creative nature? This
course
will explore converging themes in Art and
Psychology in order to give students the tools
they need to unblock their creative potential.
Collaborative small team activities, assigned
readings, large group discussions, and personal
reflection exercises will provide an avenue for
students to explore their own creative patterns
and how they are influenced by, and perceived
within, the world around them. Dreams, mental
illness and psychosocial theories of self will
also be widely discussed in order to give
students context for this inter/intrapersonal
exploration.

This is a course about laughing and living. While
it sounds fun, it can also be complex, confusing,
complicated, and convoluted. Laughter and
humor
are also very personal. The things that make
you
laugh are rooted in family, culture, and
personality. We are going to spend the
semester
getting to know ourselves and each other in an
attempt to understand more about why we enjoy
what we enjoy.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

CI-147

Seeing Double, Printmaking, the Art of
Discovery, Experimentation and Process

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1461

Always wanted to explore a creative side but
never had the opportunity to take an art class?
Here's your chance! Sync the power of icons/
images with ideas and making. We will use
cellphone and printmaking technologies in a
workshop style environment.
Rather then a lecture based class, this class we
will play, learn and build new Neurological
pathways towards creative thinking. Come to
every class excited to learn, make and discover.
This course will give you the building blocks for
innovative thinking beyond the classroom.

CI-149

SL-Creative Writing and Literacy

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-151

Finding Your Creative Voice

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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Power is in the image. As in the way a dream
can
grip you, images carry incredible amount of
influence and creative potential, when they are
"seen." Glimpses of these images circulate in
media, movies, cell phones, and so on. Learn to
develop your own images and understand the
broad
world of images of human culture.
In this course, students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom. This course will explore the value of
creativity and play in developing reading and
writing skills and the habits of lifelong
learning, both in our own lives and in the lives
of young people in Boston. In this course, we
will work closely with the non-profit literacy
organization 826 Boston, which works with
students ages 6-18 on reading and writing skills
through playful, creative workshops, as well as
tutoring and other kinds of support. Students
will learn about the work of 826 Boston by
volunteering with the organization, and by the
end of the semester you will conceive, plan, and
run creative writing workshops of your own at
826
Boston.
Schools and workplaces are becoming
increasingly
demanding and competitive, relying on unique
ideas to continue innovation. Where do fresh
ideas come from? This class will provide
students with the tools they need to find
creativity within themselves, and set them apart
in the competitive arena. Students will explore
who they really are at their core, identify their
innermost thoughts and feelings, and uncover
their creative identity while having fun! They
will also learn to communicate, or "share their
creative voice" clearly and honestly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-153

Branding and Visual Identity

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-155

Improvising for Everyone, Everywhere

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

DESCRIPTION

1462

A brand may be a product, service, an
organization, or a person, and at the core of
every brand is a visual identity. A brand's
visual identity is its strategically planned and
purposeful presentation of itself. It is manifest
in the brand's name, logo, tagline (slogan),
color palette and other sensory elements (visual,
aural, olfactory and tactile) that identity that
brand and make it unique. This course will focus
on analyzing the success and failure of brand's
visual identities as a way of teaching students
how to brainstorm and develop a new visual
identity from concept through execution. The
focus in this course will be on applying creative
thinking to create a cohesive and meaningful
visual identity.
Improv Comedy has become the cornerstone
training
of movies and television for the past 20 years.
More recently, "Corporate America" has begun to
recognize the importance of the skills improv
teaches - agreement, listening, moving forward
as
a group and "out-of-the-box thinking."
This course immerses students in improv theatre
exercises to apply not for performance, but to
shed light on how to collaborate with others.
Students will be required to actively participate
in exercises in class, experiencing the benefits
and takeaways first-hand. Students will be able
to connect these exercises with the theories of
creativity presented in text books and use both
to create a final presentation piece.
By the end of the semester, students will
understand how to recognize and foster creative
thinking to solve problems leveraging the power
of a group. Students will gain confidence with
presenting new ideas and responding to other
student's ideas, understanding how to create and
maintain relationships as part of an ensemble
that encourages and values ideas.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CI-157

Mindful Journal

UG

3.00

CI-159

Building a Better T

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION

1463

To keep a journal is to make an investment, often
long before we understand the value. A journal is
a personal database of snapshots in time, good
ideas and bad, observational doodles and
unfiltered emotions. On any given page a journal
may appear inconsequential but within the rigor
of filling a whole notebook (and another, and
another) an individual viewpoint emerges. This
class will facilitate a student's ability to draw
from his or her own lived experience and
discover
unique springboards into universal issues by
making mindful connections. An entire lifetime of
images, stories and details resides within each
of our minds but the ability to explore that
richness requires dedication to documentation.
Mindful Journal is a process class fostering
focus through mindfulness practices, content
generation and meaning making.
If any set of problems could use creative and
innovative thinking, it's the myriad of problems
facing the T. The Boston Globe is filled with
stories about financial and organizational
problems in the system, and you only have to
spend a few minutes on the green line to feel the
effects of those issues. Still, millions depend
on it every day - it is the circulatory system of
our city, and it is more than a way to get
around: the T increases accessibility and
functions as a democratizing force. That is, when
it's running. In this class we will study the
MBTA and other mass transit systems in order to
propose creative solutions to the T's most
pressing problems. We will read articles about
the T and other transit systems, we will look at
interactive maps that express different kinds of
data, and we will visit local stations. In
addition, we will study the process of creative
thinking, in order to apply those skills to the
issues at hand. You will be asked to create both
stand-alone short writing assignments and visual
representations of your ideas, accompanied by
short, written explanations, both alone and in
group projects.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-161

Making History: Public Memory in the
Digital Age

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-163

A Course on Skepticism and Rationality

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-165

Chemistry Is Everywhere: Zig-Zagging to
Success

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION

1464

You live in Boston now. At least for a while.
Perhaps you've noticed that it has its own ways
of remembering things. Consider The Boston
Literary District, The Freedom Trail, and all the
many events and festivals devoted to history,
culture, and identity. From guided tours and
colonial cosplay to images and written texts to
monuments, memorials, and museums, this city
tells stories about itself today in the ways it
tells stories about its past. In this class,
you're going to tell more stories about Boston.
You're going to help it find other things to
remember, and other ways of remembering
them.
You'll likely need to focus on parts of the real
events that Boston doesn't prefer to include in
its stories, emphasizing issues of race,
socioeconomic class, nationality, colonialism,
gender, sexuality, and other stories of unequal
power and how that manifests in real people's
lives and in the culture of this city.
Magician James "The Amazing" Randi reminds
us
that "No matter how smart or how well
educated you are, you can be deceived." In an
age
fraught with deception and misinformation,
students need tactics and strategies in order to
separate truth from falsity. This course
encourages its participants to act as skeptics not cynics, necessarily - by requiring evidence
and proof before believing or accepting claims.
Students are urged to identify the most-likely-to
occur opportunities for deception in their major
fields and draw from the tenets of classical
rhetoric, logic, and the scientific method in
order to develop safeguards. Frequent
collaboration with classmates will allow for
dynamic solutions to small and large-scale
contemporary problems ranging from the
personal
(e.g. used car prices and avoiding fraud) to the
universal(e.g. "fake news" and God).
We will be discovering the process of becoming
more creative. The emphasis is on
understanding
the creative process and applying effective
teamwork strategies towards a shared goal.
Students will use scientific inquiry to explore
topics in chemistry that they find interesting.
Each team of 3-4 students will choose a project
and develop it during the semester with the goal
of raising awareness about chemistry or
designing
innovative and engaging ways of teaching
chemistry.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CI-167

Public Health: A Need to Think Outside
The Box

UG

3.00

CI-169

Riddles of Identity

UG

3.00

CI-171

What Is the Moral of This Story?

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION

1465

This course seeks to make you an innovative
public health thinker by examining past
campaigns
and making the necessary frameshifts to help
promote, protect and preserve health of the
Suffolk community through the innovative
thinking
process. Public health activists and designers
can have a positive impact on the lives of
citizens living in small communities. However,
the agreed rules and regulations that make up
this policy landscape are created by paradigms
which can be constricting. The issues the course
addresses will include Suffolk's current plans
for reducing carbon emission, behavioral
determinants such as alcohol consumption
among
college students, and improving eating habits on
campus. The final project will be peer reviewed
and presented to the class. Programs may then
be
forwarded to university departments for possible
integration and implementation.
In this course, we will be exploring the often
puzzling question of personal identity from a
creative perspective, learning about creativity
by exploring questions of personal identity. What
exactly constitutes our identities? How much
control - if any - do we have in determining what
our identities are? By wrestling with these among
other important questions from a wide-range of
perspectives and with creative confidence - the
firm belief that each of us can and must explore
these questions creatively - we will arrive at a
better understanding of ourselves, our personal
identities, as well as acquire a greater
appreciation of the identities of others. Our
course is a genuinely collaborative one, given
the significant role others can play in providing
us with a perspective on our identities
unavailable to us as individuals.
In this course, the idea of embodiment refers to
the integration of the expressiveness of our
bodies as a vehicle for the art of speaking and
communicating. The meaning of embodiment
employed
here is both a style and philosophy of
engagement
and will be examined and practiced as an
ongoing
pedagogy for connecting with stories at various
levels of discourse and apperception.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-173

Imagining the Other

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-175

Creating Social Change: From Theory to
Activism

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION

1466

In this course we will explore how to enter into
new ways of thinking and adopt new
perspectives,
by reading, discussing and imitating a range of
texts (from poems, hybrid-genre pieces, and
song
lyrics, to photographs, dreams, and
ethnographies). Trying to transcend ordinary
modes of interpreting the world, trying to
imagine what it is like to be someone or
something else entirely, immersing ourselves
and
describing/translating the new experiences, we
will then share the writing (and other texts) we
produce, workshopping them as a group, and
producing a final presentation and collective
portfolio.
Social change doesn't just happen because
something is "in the air" or because of some kind
of mystical zeitgeist. Social change happens
because engaged citizens find creative and
innovative ways to frame social conversations
and
push on the levers of power. In this course we
will examine some of the foundational figures
and
texts called on by those hoping to enact social
change. We will study previous social
movements
in order to understand how they constructed and
supported their arguments in favor of change,
and
how activists used creativity to overcome
entrenched thinking and change the social
conversation. We will work in small groups to
collaboratively develop achievable but ambitious
plans to engage the public and enact change in
our own communities.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

CI-179

Myths of Self-Making

UG

CI-181

Creating Change: Perspective Matters

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION

1467

In this course, students examine and engage
with
one of the major mythological figures of the
American imagination: the "self-made man." The
idea of the enterprising person who "pulls
himself (or herself) up by the bootstraps" is
distinctively American. But where and why does
it
arise? How did it come to prominence in
American
culture, politics, and economics? And, by gaining
understanding of both the limits and the
potential of this cultural ideal, what can we
draw from it in our own careers and lives?
Students will practice skills of close reading,
analysis, and argumentation in the first half of
the semester, prior to moving onto more complex
and interpersonal forms of scholarly creativity
and problem-solving in teams and in the
community.
Course content will follow a similar trajectory.
In the first half of the semester, we will focus
on how the myth of the self-made man originates
and develops, and consider some critiques of it
as an ideal. After spring break, we will apply
the concepts we have studied to a robust
analysis
of issues in contemporary politics and
economics including financial speculation,
entitlement reform, technological disruption, and
the gig economy. This contemporary focus will
culminate in a Group Project & Final
Presentation
in which students aim for an innovative approach
to a current question in light of the works we
have studied.
Reality and perception have been debated and
discussed for millennia. Humans see and
experience their world in different ways. How do
humans determine appropriate solutions for
challenging social and economic problems? Why
do
most accept the current structures or status quo
in regards to challenging problems? How do we
gain a different perspective to find the vision
and resources to erect new structures and thus
challenge the status quo? Students will
creatively explore these big questions through
readings and presentations, studying examples
of
individuals and movements that have led to new
and divergent perspectives. Students will
participate by crafting products, creating visual
projects, and coming into original thought via
trial and error. Students will also develop
their analytical and critical thinking skills,
while learning to communicate effectively and
honestly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-187

Think Small: Change the World

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-H119

SL-Honors Theatre at Work

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
Honors students only.

CI-H133

Honors Franklin and the American
Experiment

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
Honors students only.
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DESCRIPTION

1468

Nanoscience is becoming the dominant direction
for technology in this century and is opening new
perspectives on all scientific and technological
disciplines. This course is an attempt to
introduce the central tenets of nanoscience at an
early stage in the curriculum by involving
students in designing nanostructures (and
nanomachines) with innovative applications in
mind, using in-house computational and
experimental tools. The design elements, and
intuition, that is used by engineers and
architects for designing things at the
macro-scale does not apply to nanoscale
phenomena, necessitating creativity in design.
This exercise in student creativity will be
guided by instruction of the rules of nanodesign
that the instructor has formulated through his
own experience in the field.
In this course, students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom. Theatre at Work is an introduction to
creative practice using live performance as a
problem solving tool in an educational
environment. Specifically, students will create a
performance piece in response to an issue they
have uncovered in collaboration with select
groups of students in a host Boston Public
School. There will be a special focus on
normalizing risk-taking and the learning that
comes from false starts and failed ideas.
Students will be responsible for creating every
aspect of their performance testing its
feasibility on a limited budget, ensuring that
the content meets established criteria, and
successfully implementing and evaluating their
success both with their peers and their audience.
What made Benjamin Franklin such a creative
force
in American history? We will explore the many
facets of Franklin's life (printer, writer,
scientist, statesman) and learn about Benjamin
Franklin's political and diplomatic ventures, and
will recreate some of his scientific experiments.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-H139

Creating, Promoting, and Participating
in the Literary Arts

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
and SBS honors students or GPA of 3.5 or
above onl

CI-H149

SL-Creative Writing and Literacy

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
Honors students only.
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DESCRIPTION

1469

With the launch of Boston's new Literary Cultural
District, we have renewed cause to celebrate the
history and industry of literature in our city.
This course will immerse students in the world of
literary culture and its many branches: writing,
editing, reviewing, and publicity. Students will
practice the art of creative writing, and learn
how writers find publishing venues, how authors
build platforms for their work, and how
literature reaches the public through readings,
social media, book trailers and other marketing
campaigns, authors interviews, and reader
reviews. Various industry professionals, authors,
editors and publicists will speak to the class
about the artistic and business opportunities,
trends, and futures of literature and literary
publishing. Students will apply their knowledge
and interests to a variety of projects, including
book reviews, author interviews, social media
campaigns, literary events, and other
collaborative projects. We will also work as a
class to launch a new digital literary journal at
Suffolk.
In this course students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom. This course will explore the value of
creativity and play in developing reading and
writing skills and the habits of lifelong
learning, both in our own lives and in the lives
of young people in Boston. In this course, we
will work closely with the non-profit literacy
organization 826 Boston, which works with
students ages 6-18 on reading and writing skills
through playful, creative workshops, as well as
tutoring and other kinds of support. Students
will learn about the work of 826 Boston by
volunteering with the organization, and by the
end of the semester you will conceive, plan, and
run creative writing workshops of your own at
826
Boston.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-H161

Making History: Public Memory in the
Digital Age

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
Honors students only.

CI-H175

Honors Creating Social Change: From
Theory to Activism

UG

3.00

Honors students only.Restricted to students
with l
credits. Students with
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION

1470

You live in Boston now. At least for a while.
Perhaps you've noticed that it has its own ways
of remembering things. Consider The Boston
Literary District, The Freedom Trail, and all the
many events and festivals devoted to history,
culture, and identity. From guided tours and
colonial cosplay to images and written texts to
monuments, memorials, and museums, this city
tells stories about itself today in the ways it
tells stories about its past. In this class,
you're going to tell more stories about Boston.
You're going to help it find other things to
remember, and other ways of remembering
them.
You'll likely need to focus on parts of the real
events that Boston doesn't prefer to include in
its stories, emphasizing issues of race,
socioeconomic class, nationality, colonialism,
gender, sexuality, and other stories of unequal
power and how that manifests in real people's
lives and in the culture of this city.
Social change doesn't just happen because
something is "in the air" or because of some kind
of mystical zeitgeist. Social change happens
because engaged citizens find creative and
innovative ways to frame social conversations
and
push on the levers of power. In this course we
will examine some of the foundational figures
and
texts called on by those hoping to enact social
change. We will study previous social
movements
in order to understand how they constructed and
supported their arguments in favor of change,
and
how activists used creativity to overcome
entrenched thinking and change the social
conversation. We will work in small groups to
collaboratively develop achievable but ambitious
plans to engage the public and enact change in
our own communities.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-H177

Honors- the Curious & Open-Hearted
Historian

UG

3.00

Restricted to Honors students with less than
54 cr
Students with
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-H185

Honors City of Stories: Walking Tours of
Boston's Past

UG

3.00

Honors students only. Restricted to students
with
credits. Students with
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION

1471

Curiosity, open-heartedness, and creativity are
essential to historical thinking. Our curiosity
about the past motivates us to unearth it and
make it "knowable" to modern audiences.
Likewise,
empathy and/or open-heartedness to the ideas
and
actions of others & enables us to put ourselves
in the shoes of earlier peoples and to understand
their lives from their perspective. Harnessing
our creativity (or ingenuity and playfulness)
permits us to think imaginatively about our
research topic and question, analytical
framework, research methods, research findings,
and modes of communicating history. Each of
these
attributes - curiosity, open-heartedness, and
creativity - are essential not just to
historical inquiry, but also to life-long
learning and problem solving.
Often referred to as "America's walking city,"
Boston is full of places to explore. How have
Bostonians throughout history understood their
city through the neighborhoods, streets, and
buildings around them? How can designing
walking
tours teach us about innovative approaches to
telling Boston's diverse and varied history? Why
is the act of walking an inherently creative
endeavor? Through field trips, group projects,
personal reflections, and discussions, you'll
learn the techniques that historians use to bring
historical information and ideas to broader
audience's field known as "public history." We'll
put those techniques to use developing our own
walking tours of Boston. As we learn to
understand the city around us on foot, we'll also
incorporate sensory techniques (smell, taste,
touch, and sound) to accompany the content of
our
tours. We'll focus our research on the unheard
stories of Boston's past and the
underrepresented
perspectives, including the stories of different
races, cultures, classes, genders, sexualities,
and more that surround us every day.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJ-481

Crime and Communities

UG

4.00

CJN-101

Introduction to Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-103

Principles of Oral Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-105

Principles of Oral Communication

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1472

Core required course for Master of Science in
Crime and Justice Program. This course will
examine the relationship among
crime, criminal justice and the community as well
as the impact of crime on local neighborhoods
and
community institutions. The role of the
community
in the criminal justice system and processes of
social control are also examined. Topics covered
include: local measurement of crime statistics;
community policing; prevention and early
intervention strategies; community corrections
and
intermediate sanctions. Strategies for
empowering
local communities to address the quality of life
in the urban environment are also explored.
As an introduction to the communication
discipline, this course examines the significance
of communication to the symbolic construction of
meaning. Students receive an overview of
multiple
forms of communication, including face-to-face,
verbal/non-verbal, small group, intercultural,
organizational, and mediated communication.
The
class devotes attention to the influence of
culture on communication and to ethical
complexities relating to communication.
Oral communication skills have been rated as
vital to today's professional world. Students
will learn these skills focusing on the three
principal types of oral communication
(interpersonal, team and public address). Sample
assignments include creating a webinar,
interviewing and team presentation. Specific
attention will be given to communicating in
diverse contexts, in an online environment, and
for a diverse audience.
Oral communication skills have been rated as
vital to today's professional world. Students
will learn these skills focusing on the three
principal types of oral communication
(interpersonal, team and public address). Sample
assignments include creating a webinar,
interviewing and team presentation. Specific
attention will be given to communicating in
diverse contexts, in an online environment, and
for a diverse audience.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJN-112

Journalism I

UG

4.00

CJN-114

Great Works of Journalism

UG

4.00

CJN-152

Visual Aesthetics

UG

4.00

CJN-210

Communication Research Statistics

UG

4.00

CJN-212

Journalism II

UG

4.00

CJN-215

Interpersonal Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-216

Intercultural Communication

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJN 112
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DESCRIPTION

1473

An introductory news writing course designed to
teach both the writing style used by journalists
and basic techniques used for gathering and
presenting information for general publication.
The course emphasizes fundamental writing and
reporting skills such as interviews, finding
sources, and choosing essential facts. Students
also introduced to feature news writing
and are assigned to develop and write basic
stories drawn from real-life situations.
An examination of important contributions to the
literature of journalism through an analysis of
major writers and news coverage of significant
events from a journalistic perspective.
This course provides an introduction to a
humanities approach to a range of media,
including but not limited to film and television.
The course helps students develop visual
literacies, enriching their understanding of
multiple forms of media. The class also explores
how media texts are constructed for specific
cultural, entertainment, informative and
propaganda purposes.
The course develops an understanding of how
statistics are used in the presentation of
information and arguments in Communication
and
Journalism. Emphasizing a conceptual approach
to
learning statistics, the course focuses on data
collection and summarization, correlation,
regression, sampling, estimation, and tests of
significance. Students perform basic statistical
calculations using SPSS software.
Modern reporting techniques are examined and
applied to writing full-length news and
feature news stories, with an emphasis on
investigative journalism. The course includes an
introduction to and an analysis of alternative or
"new journalism," combined with the survey of
journalistic styles and standards as they evolved
in the U.S. and international press over the
last century.
Analysis of communication behavior in individual
and group environments. Topics include conflict,
leadership, common communication difficulties,
communication roles, and reflective thinking.
An examination of communication variations and
cultural viewpoints and their impact on
cross-cultural communication. A special
emphasis
is placed on rituals and message patterns in
non-Western cultures.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJN-217

Gay and Lesbian Studies

UG

4.00

CJN-219

Rhetoric of Protest and Reform

UG

4.00

CJN-222

Leadership and Communication

UG

2.00

CJN-225

World Cinema

UG

4.00

CJN-2277

Public Relations I: Principles

UG

4.00

CJN-235

Argument and Advocacy

UG

4.00

CJN-2355

Production I

UG

4.00

CJN-239

Media Law

UG

4.00

CJN-245

Forensics

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJN-152

8.00
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DESCRIPTION

1474

Examines the portrayal of homosexuality in
political, social, and cultural discourse.
Analyzes the role of media and symbolic
construction in the shaping of public values,
opinions, and social movements.
Examines the persuasive strategies of social
reform movements with special emphasis on the
civil rights', women's rights, and gay rights
movements in the United States.
This course explores different definitions,
perspectives, and strategies of leadership, with
the goals of developing a better understanding of
the concept as well as the students' own styles
of leadership. The course examines the
components of leadership including power,
credibility, motivation, styles, situations, and
followership.
An introductory course in film studies with a
focus on foreign films. Movies
studied include masterpieces of cinema from
Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and other nations
(Films have subtitles).
Effective public relations involve an
understanding of the history, theory, and
practice of public relations including public
relations concepts, the role of the practitioner,
and the foundations of public relations. This
course seeks to provide that foundation as an
introduction to the field of public relations.
Issues surrounding the history, legality,
process, and principles of public relations are
explored.
Modern applications of argument in political,
social, and legal situations. Emphasis on
development of arguments, analysis, use of
evidence, and delivery of oral and written
assignments.
Practical exposure to methods of production and
production equipment of the media. Students are
introduced to basic theoretical concepts, such as
three-point lighting and white balancing, and
apply those to their productions. Students create
a variety of non-fiction videos in teams and/or
by themselves.
Explores the legal rights, responsibilities,
and constraints on the media and on media
professionals. Focus on defamation,
copyright, obscenity, broadcast regulation, and
media-related tort law.
Intensive research on topics in debate and active
participation in the University forensics program.
ECR

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJN-247

Design Lab

UG

4.00

CJN-253

Broadcast Journalism

UG

4.00

CJN-255

Introduction to Media

UG

4.00

CJN-257

Advertising

UG

4.00

CJN-258

Sports Public Relations

UG

4.00

CJN-259

Sports Public Relations

UG

4.00

CJN-265

Small Group & Team Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-270

Speaking Across Cultures

UG

4.00

CJN-277

Public Relations I: Principles

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Take CJN-112;

This course is now being offered as CJN2277
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Computer applications for advertising and
communication design. Using various graphical
editing and design programs, students learn the
theory and practice of design for layout, logos,
and graphic elements in communication.
Introduces students to newswriting, production,
and performance techniques for radio and
television. Students write, produce, and perform
new packages as part of the course.
An introduction to the role of media in
contemporary society, focusing on media's
influence on cultural, political, and ideological
processes. An examination of the historical
contexts within which newspapers, radio,
television, and new media technologies develop,
and how audiences interact with and influence
the
use of media.
A survey course that introduces students to
advertising concepts and practices from the
perspective of agencies, clients, the media, and
consumers. Students learn to think critically
about advertising messages and learn practical
techniques for developing effective advertising
in various media.
The application of public relations strategies
and techniques to college and professional
sports.
The application of Public Relations strategies
and techniques in college and professional
sports.
Analysis of the concepts and theories of
communication in small groups and teams.
Improvement of problem-solving, decisionmaking,
analysis, and evaluation skills in the team
environment. The study and practice of merging
trends in team dialogue, team learning,
team development, and leadership.
This course helps students learn to communicate
with and speak to culturally diverse audiences.
Audience analysis, organizational patterns,
speech creation, research skills, and delivery
skills are all critical to understanding when
interacting with diverse audiences. Students are
provided with opportunities for oral
presentations and interactions in different
contexts.
The basic principle techniques and processes of
public relations are examined. Issues, trends,
opportunities, and problems faced by the
practitioner and impacting the organization are
analyzed.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJN-285

Media and Pop Culture I

UG

4.00

CJN-292

Film History: From Silent Cinema to the
Modern Era

UG

4.00

CJN-293

Hong Kong Cinema

UG

4.00

CJN-297

New Media New Markets

UG

4.00

CJN-301

Documentary Film and the Image of
Conflict in the Middle East

UG

4.00

CJN-317

Copy Editing

UG

4.00

CJN-321

Research Methods in Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-335

Persuasion

UG

4.00

CJN-3376

Public Relations II: Research

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJN 112 or CJN 113

CJN-2277 (Formerly CJN-277)
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Examines the influence of media on
contemporary
society. Television, radio, film, and print
formats are discussed in terms of their
persuasive
impact on mass culture in the U.S.. Focus is on
the period 1950-1970.
An introductory film studies course that covers
the history of the film medium from its birth
until the 1970s. It provides an introduction to
major film theory concepts, such as genre and/or
auteur studies, as well as key films and stars in
movie history.
By examining the film texts of Hong Kong
auteurs
such as John Woo, Wong Kar-wai, Tsui Hark,
Andrew
Lau, and Alan Mak, the course examines issues
such as film genres, colonization/decolonization,
transnational political economy, the Greater
Chinese media market, and the diaspora.
Explores current trends in advertising and
public relations. Examines new media choices in
cable, direct response and the Internet and their
impact on these professions. Includes an
analysis
of new markets in Generation X, Generation Y,
and in the international and ethnic communities.
The course focus is on some of the divisions
and conflicts within Israeli society. Students
analyze and compare mainstream media
discourse to alternative representations in
documentary film. Analysis also covers media
representation of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
A study of the fundamentals of copy editing,
newspaper typography, and makeup.
Students learn the research traditions in
communication grounded in the humanities and
social sciences. They are exposed to an array of
qualitative methods, with in-depth study of
select methodologies. Students learn how to
read
scholarly articles, write in an academic style,
and design a research project.
Analysis of persuasive techniques particularly
those used by communicators in their attempt to
gain public acceptance.
Examines how research aids the public relations
practice. Students learn research methods that
address public relations planning and
problem-solving. Assignments provide students
with hands-on practice using research for a PR
project.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJN-3377

Public Relations III: Strategic Writing

UG

4.00

CJN-340

Health Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-3455

Production II

UG

4.00

CJN-2355(formerly CJN-355)

CJN-347

Media Planning

UG

4.00

CJN 257

CJN-353

Broadcast Journalism II

UG

4.00

Take CJN-2355 (formerly CJN-355) and CJN253

CJN-354

Digital Cinema

UG

4.00

CJN-356

TV Studio Production

UG

4.00

CJN-2277(formerly CJN-277);

DESCRIPTION

1477

Focuses on writing principles for public
relations including the formulation of clear PR
objectives, determining the knowledge of the
target audience, and the development of key
messages. Students apply these principles to
common PR formats, including news releases,
pitch
letters, biographies, speeches, emails, digital
content, and social media posts.
Examines the important functions
performed by human and mediated
communication for
health care consumers and providers. The
course
focus is on the use of communication strategies
to inform and influence individual and community
decisions regarding health.
Building on skills acquired in CJN 2355, students
use advanced equipment and production
techniques
to produce complex video projects, including
fiction filmmaking. Projects cover various styles
and genres, such as music video and film noir.
The planning and purchasing of advertising
space
and time. Examines media costs, budgets, and
media strategy for different audiences and
markets.
Advanced work in newswriting, production, and
performance techniques for television. Students
report, write, and produce news packages, with
emphasis on increasing the depth, breadth, and
frequency of reporting. Work also includes
gathering, organizing, and evaluating the
newsworthiness of information, evaluating the
credibility of sources, writing the story, and
producing broadcast quality work.
Cannot be taken concurrently with CJN 483.
Students study cinematography techniques and
theory, putting them into practical application
in
various projects using video cameras, lighting,
and composition to create images and scenes.
Students produce work in multiple environments
including stage and on-location shoots.
Provides students with a hands-on
introduction to the process of planning,
preparing, producing, and evaluating studio
productions. Students are exposed to the
elements
and terminology of a multi-camera studio with
live
switching, audio mixing, and studio lighting.
Students produce interviews, public service
announcements, and a live variety/talk show.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJN-357

Post Production

UG

4.00

CJN-358

Family Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-359

Advertising Copy

UG

4.00

CJN 257

CJN-361

Television News Producing

UG

4.00

CJN-2355 (formerly CJN-355) and CJN-253

CJN-363

Online Journalism

UG

4.00

CJN-253

CJN-375

Organizational Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-378

Event Planning and Promotion

UG

4.00

CJN-2277(formerly CJN-277)
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An exploration into the activities that wrap up
the creation of films and television programs.
Students create and add motion-graphics and
visual
effects to edited programs, generating output for
videotape, the web, and DVD platforms.
Looks at different family
structures using communication concepts and
theories as a focus to glance at family life.
Communication issues include the creation of
meaning and identity through storytelling, rules
and roles, conflict, power, intimacy, and
challenges to the family unit. Examines both
fictional and real families portrayed in
television, movies, documentaries, as
well as in fiction and non-fiction writing. Final
projects include a paper and presentation about
a
family communication concept as applied to a
family unit.
Continuation of basic advertising, with an
emphasis on practical advertising and advertising
campaigns.
Students produce news segments, series, and/or
specials leading to broadcast quality products.
Emphasis is on the pacing, timing, and flow
of newscasts, as well as pre-production,
tease(script and on-camera) and the issues of an
audience and professional ethics.
Cannot be taken concurrently with CJN 483
The development and implementation of news
stories for web media. Emphasis is on the
narrative form in the integration of writing,
video, sound, and photography in producing
news
content for the web.
Historical development of the theory of
organizations, examination of information flow,
network analysis, communication overload and
underload, corporate culture,
superior-subordinate
communications, organizational effectiveness,
and change processes.
Examines how events are built, promoted,
managed, and assessed, with an emphasis on
conventions, trade shows, and nonprofit events.
Issues analyzed include facilities planning and
contracts, legal issues, volunteer management,
budgeting, marketing, and planner/staff
communication.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJN-381

Business of Media

UG

4.00

CJN-383

Online Advertising

UG

4.00

CJN-385

Globalization of Media and
Telecommunications

UG

4.00

CJN-387

Media and Film Criticism

UG

4.00

CJN-389

Social Media

UG

4.00

CJN-390

Screenwriting

UG

4.00

CJN-400

Media Effects and Audiences

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJN-257;

CJN-152

Prerequisite: CJN-255
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Students will hone interdisciplinary thinking to
learn about Big Data analytics and the media
industry. They will explore how media
organizations use big data analytics to make
decisions, practice basic methods and
techniques
of big data analytics and apply them to case
simulation, as well as understand the structure
of the media industry. Topics include audience
measurement and aggregates, social media
analytics and campaigns, audience taste
prediction.
All forms of online advertising are explored,
including paid search, with a focus on building a
brand online.
A critique of the circulation of media goods and
ideologies from both a cultural and
political/economic perspective. Topics include
global Hollywood, the images of Muslim women
in
transnational media, the information society, and
global social movements.
Examination of media including
film, television, radio, music, newspapers, and
magazines. Theories of media criticism are
discussed and applied to specific media or media
products. Students are introduced to criticisms
such as genre, formalist, narrative, cultural,
critical cultural, and feminist.
Social media sites such as Facebook, MySpace,
and
Twitter are examined from a cultural and critical
perspective. The use of social media for
community
formation, social presence, identity building,
and
social activism are considered. The roles of
advertising, public relations, and branding are
examined.
Students learn the basic principles of writing a
short film for the screen by examining
professional scripts and one-act films, and then
creating, step-by-step, their own one-act
screenplay so that it could be ready for
production.
Explores the social influence of
the media on U.S. society. Attention is
given to the theoretical perspectives that inform
media research. By the end of the semester,
students will develop a critical
understanding of the role and influence of the
media in U.S. society.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJN-403

Issues in Journalism

UG

4.00

CJN-112

CJN-405

Communication Theory

UG

4.00

CJN Majors Only

CJN-415

Review Writing

UG

4.00

CJN-437

Ad Campaigns

UG

4.00

CJN 359, CJN 257

CJN-440

Health Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-277;

CJN-443

Advanced Reporting and Feature Writing

UG

4.00

Senior status or instructor permission

CJN-4455

Production III

UG

4.00

CJN-3455(formerly CJN-455)

CJN-4477

Public Relations IV: Campaigns

UG

4.00

CJN-2277(formerly CJN-277) and CJN3377(formerly C
Senior Standing.

CJN-466

Seminar in Media/Film

UG

4.00

CJN-3455
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Each time this course is offered it examines a
different issue in Journalism, such as social
justice journalism, electronic journalism,
ethics,
political journalism, or international
journalism.
Interdisciplinary examination of the development
of communication theories from the classical
tradition to the modern perspectives
of rhetoricians, scientists, psychologists,
sociologists, philosophers, and others.
Analysis and critique of movies, theater, music,
art, and food.
Principles of advertising campaigns. Students
design, plan, and produce a national advertising
campaign for a client as members of a simulated
agency team.
This course examines the important functions
performed by human and mediated
communication for
health care consumers and providers. In
particular, the course focuses on the use of
communication strategies to inform and influence
individual and community decisions regarding
health.
Principles and techniques of advanced news,
features, and investigative reporting are studied
and applied, with a focus on enterprise
reporting. Students develop, organize and write
detailed news and news-feature stories based on
original research.
Builds on the theories and techniques developed
in CJN 3455, focusing on the advanced concepts
and skills needed to design and produce
professional-level media content for digital
distribution. Provides the opportunity to produce
high-quality material for student media
portfolios in various genres.
Examines typical public relations problems
experienced by profit and not-for-profit
organizations. Provides students with an
opportunity to demonstrate their mastery of the
skills, techniques, and knowledge of public
relations by creating a comprehensive campaign
plan for a community client.
Functions as a capstone media/film course and
merges theoretical and practical knowledge from
previous classes. Students revisit concepts and
apply them to advanced courses and/or create
their own advanced work.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJN-470

Rhetoric and Global Context

UG

4.00

CJN-479

Environmental Public Relations

UG

4.00

CJN-481

Making the Short Film

UG

4.00

CJN-2355 or instructor consent

CJN-482

Cultural Theory and Practice

UG

4.00

CJN-216

CJN-483

Suffolk TV News

UG

4.00

CJN-253 and CJN-2355(formerly CJN-355)
and CJN-353
instructor's consent

CJN-488

Grant Writing

UG

4.00

CJN-489

Political Communication

UG

4.00

CJN-490

Temple Street Project

UG

4.00

CJN-491

Special Topics in Communications and
Journalism

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJN-253 and CJN-2355(formerly CJN-355)
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Rhetoric is the strategic use of symbols to
create meaning. Films, television, music, and
new media communicate these meanings. This
course explores how rhetorical messages in
popular culture shape our personal and cultural
identities. Current communication trends in
areas such as gender, social networking, food,
politics, religion, and fashion are explored.
Examines public issues involving the
environment.
Focuses on public relations strategies for
government agencies, corporations, and other
organizations concerned with the environment.
This advanced class works together as a crew to
create of a short narrative film shot in HD
video. Students learn the process of making
professional-quality work, and each student is
responsible for various crew positions during
pre-production and the shooting of the film.
In a world of globalization and multiculturalism,
communication is critical to understanding. This
course explores theoretical approaches to
intercultural communication and apply them to
specific contexts. Emerging trends in global,
ethical, legal, political communication, and
social justice issues are studied.
Students write, direct, crew, edit, and serve as
talent in producing the CJN Department's weekly
news program aired on Boston Cable Access.
Cannot be taken concurrently with CJN 361 or
CJN
353.
Hands-on course that explores the process of
writing and submitting grants to foundations,
associations, the government, and other grantors
on behalf of nonprofit organizations. Students
learn how to identify grant resources through
research, compile an effective submission, and
write supporting material such as cover letters
and appendices. Also covers how grants are
reviewed and tips for successful grant
submissions.
Examination of special circumstances created by
politics and their impact on attempts at
persuasion. Case studies of famous politicians'
political campaigns are combined with
discussions
of current trends in media and politics.
Students write, direct, crew, edit, and serve as
talent in producing the CJN Department's
magazine- format television program aired on the
department's YouTube channel.
Explores current issues in the field of
communication.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CJN-492
CJN-503

Special Topics in Public Relations
Experiential Learning in Communication

UG
UG

4.00
1.00

CJN-505

Communication and Journalism Practicum

UG

1.00

12.00 12 hours of CJN coursework and CJN advisor
consent

CJN-506

Honors Seminar

UG

4.00

CJN-507

Production Practicum

UG

4.00

CJN-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

Senior CJN majors with an overall cumulative
grade
point average of 3.0, and a major GPA of 3.4;
or i
consent
Any Media/Film or Broadcast major with a
minimum o
of coursework or permission of the
Department Chai
12.00 An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.

CJN-H301

Honors Documentary Film and the Image of
Conflict in the Middle East

UG

4.00

CAS Honors Students only

CJN-H506

Honors Seminar

UG

4.00

Senior CJN majors with an overall cumulative
grade
point average of 3.0, and a major GPA of 3.4;
or i
consent.

CJN-L218

Photojournalism

UG

4.00

CJN-L318

Advanced Photojournalism

UG

4.00

12.00 16 Hrs of CJN coursework or CJN advisor
consent

CJN-L218
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Explores current issues in public relations.
Internships and practicum in Communication and
Journalism are available prior to the start of
each semester.
Practicum and internship projects are available
prior to the start of each semester.
Prerequisites: Any CJN major with a minimum
of 12 credits of coursework or permission of the
Department Chairperson.
1-3 terms : 1-12 credits.
Senior CJN majors meeting requirements for
Departmental Honors are invited to participate in
this seminar, which entails research and
presentation of an approved topic.
Practicum and internship projects are available
prior to the start of each semester.

An independent study experience in
Communication
and Journalism is available prior to the start of
each semester.
The course focus is on some of the divisions
and conflicts within Israeli society. Students
analyze and compare mainstream media
discourse to alternative representations in
documentary film. Analysis also covers media
representation of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
Senior CJN majors meeting requirements for
Departmental Honors are invited to participate in
this seminar, which entails research and
presentation of an approved topic.
An introduction to the role of photography in the
journalistic process. A discussion of photography
as communication and a survey of the history of
photography.
An in-depth analysis of the field of
photojournalism. Emphasis is on the
development of photo essays and the visual
impact
of photography on print media.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

CLAS-AIM

Academic Improvement

UG

CMPSC-200

Introduction to Computer Science World

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

0.00

DESCRIPTION

1483

Suffolk University is introducing the Academic
Improvement Program (AIM), a new initiative to
assist students who have experienced academic
difficulty. Because your cumulative grade point
average has fallen below the University's
standard
of 2.0 and as a condition of your probation status
at the University, you will be required to
participate in AIM.

1.00

Freshman or Sophomore Standing

AIM provides support, strategies, and resources
to
help students take control of their academic life
and succeed. AIM participants meet individually
and in a small group format with trained
instructors to target common areas in which
students have difficulty. In addition, the
instructors work with students to identify what
areas they need to improve and to develop an
individualized plan for success.
Computer Science is a dynamic discipline and
students are not typically exposed to its many
facets during their first years in college while
important foundation work is done. This module
aims to change that by presenting several areas
of recent interest. In this way, students can
form an idea of the scope of the vast and rapidly
growing subject and career options, and begin to
map out steps toward a potential career path.
In this team-taught seminar-style course, two or
three different professors will introduce
students to their research areas and related
topics. Some of the areas represented among
the
faculty include data science, machine learning,
social networks, and parallel computing and
others.

CMPSC-310

Introduction to Data Science

UG

4.00

CMPSC-F132 and 1 of the following: STATS240, STAT
MATH-134, MATH-165, MATH-164 or MATH255.

CMPSC-400

Senior Project in Computer Science

UG

4.00

Instructor permission required;
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The course is intended to be taken freshman or
sophomore year.
The field of data science is emerging at the
intersection of the fields of social science and
statistics, information and computer science and
design. Data science involves using automated
methods to analyze massive amounts of data
and to
extract knowledge from them. This course
serves
as a project-based introduction to data science
in Python language, covering data organization
and retrieval, statistical data processing and
data visualization.
Students specify, design and implement a
software
system.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CMPSC-410

Special Topics in Computer Science

UG

1.00

4.00

CMPSC-501

Software Development Internship

UG

2.00

4.00

CMPSC-510
CMPSC-511

Computer Science Independent Study
Launching a Career in Computer Science

UG
UG

1.00
1.00

CMPSC-F10

Ants, Rumors and Gridlocks

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CMPSC-F131, CMPSC-F132, 1 CMPSC
course at 200, 300
level, and a major GPA of 3.0 or above. Prior
to r
student must submit credit approval form and
gain
approval.

4.00
Junior or Senior standing

Math placement level of 2 or above or any
MATH cou
the level 100 or above
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Students will be exposed to one or more topics in
programming languages, software development,
machine learning or other areas of computer
science.
Student works in a qualified software
development
setting to gain practical experience in modern
industrial software development. Student will
apply lessons learned in the classroom within a
supervised, professional development while
developing a greater understanding of the job
expectations and organizational culture.
Internship may be taken for 2-4 academic credit
hours, at 4 hours of company work per week per
each credit. Additional academic reports will be
required.
Students may not take more than one internship.
CPT internships follow the same policies.
Guided study on a topic at an advanced level.
This team-taught course is designed to explore
career opportunities in Computer Science in
depth.
This course focuses on career search, the
application process, entry, transition and
networking for career success. Alternative
options such as graduate school will also be
explored. Students articulate and reflect on
academic work, and co-curricular experiences
from
the perspective of professionals entering or
advancing their careers. The goal of this course
is to help students reach their fullest
professional potential following graduation.
Do viruses and rumors spread like forest fires?
How do ants cooperate? Do spoken languages
and
biological species evolve in a similar way?
"Ants, Rumors, and Gridlocks" exposes students
to
introductory aspects of computational science by
addressing and answering these and many other
questions. Students use and modify virtual
experiments preprogrammed in the NetLogo
programming language to investigate these
topics
and others in Social Sciences, Biology, and
Environmental Science. No prior knowledge of
computer programming or NetLogo is required.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CMPSC-F12

Programming for the World Wide Web

UG

4.00

CMPSC-F12

Game Programming

UG

4.00

CMPSC-F13

Computer Science I

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MATH placement 3 or higher, MATH-121,
MATH-164, or
(previous or
concurrent)
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This is a hands-on course aimed at non-CS
students
who want to learn how to build interesting and
interactive web pages. We do not use any dragand-drop software for this purpose. Instead we
cover the basics of HTML and PHP and, if time
permits, we look at some ways of building web
pages that interact with databases. Each student
will have, for the duration of the course, an
account on a server that permits individuals to
have web pages that are visible on the World
Wide
Web.
This course introduces students to computer
game
development, including, but not limited to, game
programming. We use Game Maker, a
framework for
personal computers that runs equally well on
Mac
and PC. We learn about the foundational
concepts
of two-dimensional (flat) games: graphics, sound,
objects, actions, rooms, scores, levels,
multiplayer support, artificial intelligence, and
more. Game Maker has an intuitive interface that
makes game development approachable for
everyone,
including those who have never written a single
game or a single computer program. All games
created by Game Maker can be saved as
standalone
applications and can be shared freely with
classmates, friends, and family. This is not a
course in graphics design, audio editing, or
scriptwriting. Students are encouraged to use
their creativity and imagination to design games
and the correctness of game implementation is
stressed throughout the course. Normally offered
in Fall.
This is a rigorous introduction to computer
science in Java with an emphasis on problem
solving, structured programming, object-oriented
programming, and graphical user interfaces.
Topics
include expressions, input/output, control
structures, intrinsic data types, classes and
methods, iteration, top-down programming,
arrays,
graphical user interfaces, and elements of UML.
Normally offered each semester.

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TITLE

LEVEL

CMPSC-F13

Computer Science II

UG

4.00

CMPSC F131

Computer Science II (CSII) is the continuation of
Computer Science I. The purpose of CSII is to
expand students' understanding of Computer
Science and computer programming, assuming
that
they have the basic knowledge of the Java
language. The course introduce another
programming
language - C - and also focuses on the pure
Object-Oriented features of Java, such as
inheritance, polymorphism, and exceptions, as
well
as on simple data structures (lists, stacks, and
queues) and algorithms (searching and sorting).
By the end of the semester students will be able
to develop sizable (several pages long) computer
programs in the C and Java languages.
Efficient C and Java program development
requires
an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) a
collection of tools that make it possible to edit,
compile, and debug C and Java programs. Our
IDE of
choice is Eclipse. Eclipse is free and available
for many operating systems, including Microsoft
Windows (all flavors), Linux, Unix, and Mac
OS X.

CMPSC-F26

Data Structures & Algorithms

UG

4.00

CMPSC F132

Includes topics such as strings, stacks, queues,
lists, trees, graphs, sorting, searching, hashing,
dynamic storage allocation, and analysis of
algorithms. Most programming will be done in the
C
language.
Normally offered each semester.
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COURSE

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CMPSC-F33

Object Oriented Programming

UG

4.00

CMPSC-F265

CMPSC-F35

Architecture of Computer Systems

UG

4.00

CMPSC F265.

CMPSC-F35

Operating Systems

UG

4.00

CMPSC F353 & CMPSC F265 and Working
knowledge of C
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Object-Oriented Programming in C++ is taught
using
Trolltech's multi-platform Qt library and other
open-source libraries and tools. Emphasis is
placed on program design and code re-use.
Topics
include: encapsulation, inheritance and
polymorphism, UML, refactoring, parent-child
relationships, properties, event-driven
programming, test cases, regular expressions,
constraints, XML, design patterns, and graphical
user interfaces. We deal with some operating
system and programming environment issues
and also
with code packaging. C++ is a very large
language,
so we do not attempt to cover it all. Instead we
work with a carefully selected subset of language
elements that permits students to exploit the
powerful Qt libraries and write robust, idiomatic,
and interesting code. By the end of the course,
the student should have a good command of
C++,
facility using and building libraries, an
understanding and appreciation of the design
patterns that we covered, and a well-established
discipline of refactoring and code reuse.
Prerequisite: CMPSC F265 (which may be taken
concurrently).
Normally offered each semester.
This course deals with the structure and
operation
of the major hardware components of a
computer.
Topics include basic logic design, basic datapath
construction, basic pipelining, I/O system
design,
issues in memory hierarchy and network
interface
design.
Normally offered each fall semester.
This course presents an overview of modern
operating systems, from the points of view of an
application developer and of a system developer.
It covers process management, scheduling,
concurrency management, multi-threading,
memory
management, and file system organization.
Intensive programming assignments in the C
language and in an assembly language help
students
to learn the POSIX application programming
interface (API) and the low-level organization of
a general-purpose operating system.
Normally offered each spring.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CMPSC-F36

Intro to Database Systems

UG

4.00

CMPSC 265 and MATH 285

CMPSC-F37

Introduction to Computer Networks

UG

4.00

CMPSC F331 and CMPSC F353

CMPSCHF1

Honors Ants, Rumors & Gridlocks

UG

4.00

Math placement level of 2 or above, or any
MATH co
the level 100 or above; GPA of at least 3.3 or
Hon

CMPSC-R12

Programming for WWW Recitation

UG

0.00
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This is an introduction to the design and use of
database systems --- systems that manage very
large amounts of data. Topics covered include
Entity-Relationship (E/R) data model, Relational
data model, object-oriented model, and the
conversion of E/R and relational models. We
shall
also learn some database languages, both
concrete
and abstract, including Structured Query
Language
(SQL), Object Query Language (OQL), relational
algebra, etc. We will introduce the
semistructured
data, such as the popular Extensible Markup
Language (XML), and their usage in database
systems as well. The course is intended for
computer science students who need to have an
in-depth understanding of modern database
systems.
Normally offered each fall semester.
This course explores the fundamentals of
computer
networks, protocols and layering, applications
and their implications to everyday networking
life.
Normally offered in spring.
Do viruses and rumors spread like forest fires?
How do ants cooperate? Do spoken languages
and
biological species evolve in a similar way?
"Ants, Rumors, and Gridlocks" exposes students
to
introductory aspects of computational science by
addressing and answering these and many other
questions. Students use and modify virtual
experiments preprogrammed in the NetLogo
programming language to investigate these
topics
and others in Social Sciences, Biology, and
Environmental Science. No prior knowledge of
computer programming or NetLogo is required.
Taken simultaneously with CMPSC 120.
Students
work with lab instructors to do work that
enhances the course understanding. Such work
can
include practice problems, supervised
programming
time, as well as question-answer time and group
project work. The hybrid version of the
recitation: Once every two weeks students meet
with an instructor to do work that enhances
understanding of the course material. On
alternate
weeks students do individual programming and
reading.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CMPSC-R13

Recitation from Computer Science I

UG

0.00

Must be taken concurrently with CMPSC
F131

CMPSC-R13

Recitation for Computer Science II

UG

0.00

Must be taken concurrently with CMPSC 132

EAP-101

Foundations of Listening and Speaking I

UG

4.00

INTO Pathway Students Only
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Taken simultaneously with CMPSC 131. The
recitation is a hybrid course. Once every two
weeks students meet with an instructor to do
work
that enhances understanding of the course
material. Such work can include practice
problems and programming, homework problems
and
sometimes quizzes on a laptop as well as
question-answer time and group project work.
On
alternate weeks students do on line work such as
lecture demonstration of additional examples or
homework projects.
Taken simultaneously with CMPSC 132. The
recitation is a hybrid course. Once every two
weeks students meet with an instructor to do
work
that enhances understanding of the course
material. Such work can include practice
problems and programming, homework problems
and
sometimes quizzes on a laptop as well as
question-answer time and group project work.
On
alternate weeks students do on line work such as
lecture demonstration of additional examples or
homework projects.
This course is designed to focus on the oral
communication skills needed to be successful
students, as well as successful professionals.
Through lectures, text, and practical
applications; students will learn how to select a
topic, tailor a presentation to a specific
audience, research, design and structure an oral
presentation. Students will also learn to
collaborate with a team of colleagues, utilize
visual aids, and critique professional/rhetorical
situations. In addition, students will expand
their listening skills to extract meaning from
and take notes on authentic academic
conversations and lectures.
In addition, EAP 101 is linked thematically and
rhetorically to EAP 102. By taking both courses,
you will be honing the practice of transferring
knowledge between courses, as well as between
school and your personal experiences and prior
knowledge.
"

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

EAP-102

Foundations of Reading and Writing I

UG

4.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

EAP-103

Foundations of Listening and Speaking II

UG

4.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

EAP-104

Foundations of Reading and Writing II

UG

4.00

INTO Pathway Students Only

EC-101

Applied Microeconomics

UG

3.00

Non CAS majors need to have completed at
least 15
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This course is designed to familiarize students
with the academic reading and writing skills that
will be applicable to your collegiate course
work. We will work together as a class to
develop the analytical skills necessary to
produce well-organized and well-written essays.
We will pay significant attention to the writing
process including prewriting, writing a strong
thesis statement, revising, editing and
proofreading. We will review the proper use of
sources so as to avoid plagiarism.
This course is designed to link thematically and
rhetorically to EAP 104. By taking both courses,
you will be honing the practice of transferring
knowledge between courses, as well as between
school and your personal experiences and prior
knowledge.
This course is designed to strengthen the
academic reading and writing skills that will be
applicable to your collegiate course work by
using course materials that will help us to
understand cultural, social and global issues in
the contemporary world. We will work together as
a class to continue to develop the analytical
skills necessary to produce well-organized and
well-written essays. We will think critically
about social change and contemporary social
problems. We will pay significant attention to
the writing process including prewriting, writing
a strong thesis statement, revising, editing and
proofreading. We will review the proper use of
sources so as to avoid plagiarism, and will
conduct our own research on topics relating to
issues of cultural, social and global
perspectives.
This course introduces students to foundational
principles of microeconomic theory, with an
emphasis on applications of concepts to
management decision-making in specific industry
and market settings. It describes and analyzes
the interaction of supply and demand and the
behavior of the prices of goods, services. It
explains the determinations of costs, output,
strategic pricing, and governance by firms under
conditions of perfect and imperfect competition
in a global economy. In addition, it describes
the supply demand for factors of production and
the impact of taxes and government regulation
and
intervention on firms and consumers.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

EC-102

Global Macroeconomics

UG

3.00

EC-131

Environmental Economics

UG

4.00

EC-141

Development Economics

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Non-CAS majors need to have completed at
least 15
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This course examines the workings of the
national
and the global economy. It will describe the
determination of Gross Domestic Product, the
problems of unemployment, inflation, and the
determination of economic growth. It will also
describe and analyze the determination of the
country's exchange rate, the balance of
payments,
and international borrowing and lending. A
particular focus will be on understanding
economic fluctuations (booms, busts, and
recessions) in the domestic economy and its
effects on other economies. It will analyze the
role of the government and the effects of
government spending and taxation on the
economy.
Furthermore, it will describe and analyze the
determination of the quantity of money and
interest rates in the economy and the role of the
country's central bank. It examines the basis and
pattern of international trade and the effects of
a country's trade policy on the economy.
Identifies the environmental effects of economic
activity, including polluted water and air, noise,
and radiation, and values their costs and
benefits. Analyzes mechanisms, including taxes
and permits, for achieving a socially preferable
level of pollution. Traces role played by
institutions, including common ownership,
in affecting environmental decay. Resource
depletion (of oil, forests, and fisheries) and
appropriate policy responses.
Why do so many countries remain so poor?
Why have some (e.g. the Asian "tigers") grown
so rapidly? Why have most of the countries of
Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union
been slow to ignite economic growth? These
questions are addressed by looking at domestic
factors (government policies, resource
endowments) as well as the international
environment (mobile investors, international
financial institutions). Asks what economic
choices these countries face now.
Normally offered yearly.
Cultural Diversity B

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

EC-151

Economic & Human Geography

UG

4.00

EC-311

Intermediate Micro Theory

UG

4.00

EC 101 and EC 102

EC-312

Intermediate Macro Theory

UG

4.00

EC-101 and EC-102

EC-402

Mathematical Economics

UG

4.00

EC-101 and MATH-134, MATH-164 or
MATH-165
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The study of how economic and human activity is
distributed across space, the reasons for these
spatial distributions, and the processes that
change the spatial organization of economic
activity over time. Topics include: maps, map
projections, and geographic information systems;
population geography; the organization and
location of cities, towns and villages;
transportation and communication policy;
industrial location; the geography of world trade;
and geographic features of economic
development.
The course takes a global perspective, and
draws
on cases and examples from all over the world.
Cultural Diversity B
Theory of consumer behavior and demand.
Theory
of production and costs of production. Theory of
the firm, and price and output decisions in
different market structures, i.e., under perfect
competition, monopoly, monopolistic competition
and oligopoly. Decisions relating to pricing and
employment of various inputs (labor and capital)
under perfectly competitive, and less than
perfectly competitive, resource markets.
Required of all majors in Economics. Normally
offered every semester.
This course covers the neoclassical and
Keynesian
models of aggregate economic activity.
Coverage
of the measurement of economic variables, such
as
aggregate income, the inflation rate, and the
unemployment rate. Examines the behavior of
the
economy under conditions of price flexibility in
the long run and price rigidity in the short run
under rational and adaptive expectations.
Analysis of the effect of changes in taxes and
government expenditures, monetary policy and
deficits on the economy. Coverage of the
sources
of economic growth. Required of all majors in
Economics. Normally offered every semester.
This course introduces the mathematical basis of
economic theory. Emphasis is placed on the
mathematical tools that have been developed for
various applications, with a focus on applied
microeconomic analysis. The techniques of
comparative-statics analysis are developed.
Univariate and multivariate calculus are then
presented in the context of unconstrained and
constrained optimization. The course concludes
by introducing the foundations of discrete-time
and continuous-time dynamic optimization.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

EC-410

Urban Economics: Asian Megacities in
Comparative Perspective

UG

4.00

Take EC-101

EC-421

Public Finance

UG

4.00

EC 101 and EC 102

EC-423

Economics of Regulation

UG

4.00

EC 101 and EC 102

EC-430

International Trade Theory & Policy

UG

4.00

EC 101 and EC 102
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More than half of the world population lives in
urban areas. This course sets out to explain the
existence, growth, geographic patterns, and
impact of cities, and the effects of public
policy on urban form, structure, and activity. It
addresses the urban issues of transportation,
congestion, housing, crime, poverty and
inequality, governance, and the environment,
and
asks how planning and policy can tackle these.
The context of these discussions is the
megacities of Asia: 24 of the world's 37
megacities (those with ten million or more
inhabitants) are in Asia, where they are home to
almost 500 million people. The choices made by
these cities will be considered in comparative
perspective, including with Boston, New York,
Paris, and London.
The theory of tax policy and tax structure. The
effects on economic behavior (including labor
supply, saving, risk-taking and investment,
charitable giving, and growth) of different taxes
(income, sales, value-added, inheritance, wealth,
property). Tax equity, efficiency and incidence,
in the United States and in comparative
perspective. Additional topics include modeling
state taxes; social security and pensions; and tax
compensation.
Normally offered yearly.
This course examines regulation and analyzes
the
structure, conduct, and performance of American
industry. Monopoly and strategic behavior in
oligopoly and monopolistic competition are
considered. U.S. antitrust law and the effect of
regulatory laws on industrial performance are
explored. Regulatory practices, rate setting,
deregulation, public-enterprise pricing, and
issues in privatization are examined, with an
emphasis on case studies and policy analysis.
Normally offered every other year.
This course examines theories of international
trade. The policy implications of each theory are
explored and the effect of trade on the welfare of
the nation is examined. Also the development of
trade blocs and the the political economy of trade
are studied.
Normally offered every year.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

EC-431

History of Economic Thought

UG

4.00

EC-101 and EC-102

EC-432

Managerial Economics

UG

4.00

EC-101 and EC-102
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Presents the leading contemporary schools of
economic thought as the outcome of theoretical
and
philosophical controversies that began with the
ancient Greeks and that continue today. The
course covers the major contributors to economic
thought, including Aristotle, Aquinas, the
mercantilists, and the contributors to the
18th-century enlightenment, notably Adam Smith
and
David Hume. Going forward, it considers Marx,
the
"neoclassical" school of Jevons, Menger and
Walras
and the Keynesian school, along with some of
the
more modern schools such as behaviorism,
institutionalism and cognitive economics. The
contributions of the economists and philosophers
studied in the course are considered in context
of
the times in which they wrote and lived. Students
will acquire a grasp of the principal tenets of
contemporary economic theory as well as an
understanding of the historical origins of the
disputes that still divide economists on major
theoretical and philosophic issues.
Managerial economics applies microeconomic
and
quantitative analysis to the formulation of
rational managerial decisions. These tools shape
decisions about output and pricing, about the
choice of product quality, the type of production
process used, the mix of inputs employed, the
suitability of mergers and acquisitions, the
management of risk, and the design of incentives
in a world of imperfect information. This course
explains the tools of managerial economics, puts
them into context using numerous case studies,
and applies them to significant real business
situations.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

EC-441

Analysis of Global Economics and
Financial Data

UG

4.00

Take EC-101 and EC-102, and take STATS240 or STAT
Junior standing or higher

EC-442

International Monetary Economics

UG

4.00

EC 101 and EC 102

EC-445

The Economics of the European Union

UG

4.00

EC 101 and EC 102
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This course focuses on the use and
interpretation
of real world economic and financial data.
Emphasis is on hands-on experience of
retrieving
data from various databases and applications of
statistical methods for analytical purposes. Main
topics include the behavior of developed and
emerging equity markets, the analysis of foreign
exchange rate movements, sovereign risk,
foreign
capital flows, the characteristics of foreign
direct investment by multinational companies,
and
international trade patterns. The course trains
students to further communication skills by
requiring presentations of the data analysis and
writing reports on various global economic and
financial topics.
Excel is extensively used in data analysis.
Students with limited Excel experience are
expected to complete Excel training modules at
the beginning of the course.
The balance of payments and foreign exchange
markets and instruments, and the determination
of
exchange rates. Balance-of-payments
adjustments
under alternative exchange-rate systems,
international liquidity, international economics
policy and open economy macroeconomics.
An economic analysis of the European Union,
the
history of European monetary and economic
integration. and the creation of the Euro. A
survey of the development and evolution of key
European policies, such competition, industry,
agriculture, environment, regional, etc. A
discussion of economic implications of the
enlargement of the European Union, as well as
its
trade relations with the U.S. and other countries
within the context of the World Trade
Organization.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

EC-450

Applied Econometrics

UG

4.00

STATS-250 or STATS-240 or MATH-255 or
permission o

EC-451

Economic Forecasting

UG

4.00

Take STATS-240 or STATS-250

EC-460

Game Theory

UG

4.00

EC 101 and EC 102
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This course begins with a brief review of
statistical methods, including
probability theory, estimation, and hypothesis
testing. This background is used in the
construction, estimation, and testing of
econometric models. The consequences of a
misspecified model, where the assumptions of a
classical regression model are violated, are
studied and the appropriate remedial measures
are
suggested. Other topics include dummy
variables,
binary choice models, and autoregressive
models.
Emphasis is on applied aspects of econometric
modeling. There is extensive use of statistical
software for data analyses. Normally offered
every year.
This course introduces the student to forecasting
methods using time-series data, with economic
and
financial data. Time-series models commonly
used
in forecasting include the autoregressive moving
average (ARMA) model for stationary series and
the autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) model for nonstationary series. These
models will be presented together with the
estimation methods, then used in applications.
Statistical methods designed to evaluate,
compare, and improve forecasting performance
by
combining different types of forecasts will be
also discussed and illustrated using one or more
widely-used programs such as EViews, Gretl,
and R.
This course introduces students to the
foundations of game theory using applications
from economics and everyday decision-making.
The course examines the common strategic
elements
of interactions between consumers and
producers,
governments and citizens, politicians and their
constituencies, countries and their trading
partners, and various other participants in
social
relationships. The course provides a theoretical
framework for modeling strategic interaction,
beginning with the development of the concept of
a
Nash equilibrium, reputation, signaling,
collective-action problems, and voting
procedures
and strategies. Normally offered every other
year.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

EC-480

Financial Economics

UG

4.00

EC 102; STATS 250 or equivalent; EC 311 or
EC 432
with a B grade or higher)

EC-483

Money, Banking & Financial Markets

UG

4.00

EC 101, EC 102

EC-490

Senior Seminar in Economics

UG

4.00

EC-450 or STATS-350 and Senior Standing;
Or permis
Undergraduate Director.

EC-503

Internship in Economics

UG

4.00

Instructor's consent required

EC-510

EC Independent Study

UG

1.00

EC-511

Professional Development in Economics

UG

1.00

5.00
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This course provides a solid foundation in
financial economics. The course begins by
setting
out the nature of financial decision-making by
households and firms in a risk-free world, and
then introduces risk in the context of financial
markets. It considers portfolio management,
including mean-variance, utility-maximizing, and
behavioral approaches. Attention next turns to
asset valuation - of equities and fixed income
securities, as well as financial derivatives. The
final section evaluates the applicability of the
ideas of financial economics to the real world.
This course examines the role of depository
institutions and the Federal Reserve system in
determining the supply of money. The course
also
explains the financial environment and the role
of monetary policy decisions on changes in price,
interest rates, money, and economic activity. The
course provides the student with both theoretical
and applied analysis. Prerequisites: EC 101, EC
102.
This is a required course for all students
majoring in economics, to be taken in the spring
semester of their senior year. Students are
required to develop an economic thesis project in
consultation with the professor for the course and
to present it to the class.
Approximately 12 hours per week working in a
position designed to give the student
responsibility and a learning opportunity in
economics. Interested students should consult
the instructor in advance.
Independent study in economics

This one-credit course is designed to explore
career opportunities in economics in depth.
Classroom discussions, writing assignments, and
site visits will help prepare students to
identify and secure internship and post-graduate
employment opportunities. Additional career
paths, such as pursuing graduate studies in
economics or related fields, and the application
process, will also be addressed. The goal of
this course is to help students reach their
fullest professional potential following
graduation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

EC-H101

Honors Applied Microeconomics

UG

3.00

Honors Section Only : GPA of 3.3 or higher
requir

EC-H102

Honors Global Macroeconomics

UG

3.00

GPA of 3.3 or higher

EC-H490

Honors Senior Seminar in Economics

UG

4.00

EC-450, Senior Standing, and Honors
students only

ECE-101

Digital Electronics

UG

3.00

ECE L101 MUST BE TAKEN
CONCURRENTLY

ECE-205

Circuit Theory II

UG

3.00

ECE 105 with C or better; MATH 166 &
PHYS 152 conc
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Introduction to the organization and operation of
a market economy with a focus on how it
allocates
scarce resources; the analysis of consumer
demand
and profit maximizing behavior of business;
examination of pricing and output decisions
under
conditions of competition, monopoly and
imperfect
competition. Analysis of markets for labor and
capital. Policy issues include price ceilings and
floors, competition and monopoly. Normally
offered
every semester.
The measurement of economic growth;
introduction
to the theory of determination of national income
and the price level; unemployment and inflation;
theories on economic growth and the role of
labor
and capital in economic growth; functioning and
impact of the monetary system; analysis of
monetary and fiscal policies for economic
stabilization; international transactions and
their influence on the domestic economy.
Prerequisites: GPA of 3.2 or higher. Normally
offered every year.
This is a required course for all students
wishing to graduate with honors in economics, to
be taken in the spring semester of their senior
year. Students are required to develop an
economic thesis project in consultation with the
professor for the course and to present it to the
class.
This course introduces the elements and tools of
digital design. The course covers Boolean
algebra,
Karnaugh maps, Logic gates and digital circuits,
analysis and design of combinational and
sequential circuits, and timing issues. Adders,
decoders, multiplexers, flip-flops, counters, and
registers are implemented using TTL or CMOS
ICs
as
well as VHDL-programmed FPGAs.
Formerly ECE 203
Analysis and design of lumped networks.
Resistive
elements, superposition, nodal analysis,
dependent sources, equivalence theorems.
Energy
storage in elements, dynamics of first and
second
order networks, transient responses, phasors,
sinusoidal steady state analysis, steady state
power analysis, three phase power circuits.
Offered yearly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

ECE-225

Linear Systems

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

MATH 166 and ECE 205 with a minimum
grade of C; EC
Concurrently.
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Classification of systems, differential
equations,
linear algebra, discrete mathematics, derivation
of the system model, state variable description,
impulse response, convolution, frequency
response
of discrete and continuous systems. Fourier
Series,Fourier transforms, Fourier methods of
discrete signals, Laplace transforms, Z
transform,
analysis of control systems.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

ECE-288

Measuring the World

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

DESCRIPTION

1500

The world is addicted to quantifying the essence
of everything, from personal IQ, to the speed of
a baseball, to our healthiness, or our chances of
winning the lottery. Behind most of these
numeric values exists a science of measurement.
Some of this is referenced to international
standards, such as for length, time, weight, or
temperature. Others are more arbitrary and
subjective, such as ranking Olympic performance
in gymnastics, beauty pageants, or popular
responses as found in the game show "Family
Feud." A third category includes controversial
areas, such as measuring whether a person is
lying when interrogated, or using hype rather
than reality to market products. Sometimes
statistics are used to predict sports outcomes,
such as in the annual March Madness NCAA
basketball brackets. Finally, in a world subject
to fraud and deception, it can be essential to
distinguish legitimate from counterfeit items,
such as in money, art, collectibles, and
historical documents. Don't get hoodwinked!
This course examines all of these, starting with
how measurements have been made throughout
history, along with a full deck of entertaining
terms used during the ages. This may help you
sort out your weight, whether given in pounds,
kilos, or stones. Often these terms will provide
insights into how people lived in different eras.
We will also look at some of the technologies
currently available to provide these
measurements, and unravel the complexities of
various sensors that are used. As we consider
the meaning of "accuracy" we may become less
naive about how much confidence to ascribe to
the
results given us.
Hovering around all of these measurements
should
be the question of validity - are they
meaningful, useful, or misleading? And the
impact
they have on society - whether they steer
behavior more powerfully than one might
originally suspect.
Each student will also be given an opportunity
to become an "expert" in an area of
measurement
of personal interest. By the end of the course
all students should have gained greater insight
into how the world around them is quantified, and
whether numbers can provide accurate
predictors
for our future.
Algebra helpful. Basic science background
helpful. Curiosity essential!
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ECE-306

Solid State Devices, Power and Circuits

UG

3.00

ECE-206 with a minimum grade of C. ECE
L306 concur

ECE-307

Electric Power Systems - Analysis and
Design

UG

4.00

MA166; ECE 205; ECE 206 and ECE 403
helpful, but

ECE-309

Labview and Electric Circuits and
Machines

UG

3.00

ECE-206 and ECE-L309 must be taken
concurrently
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Continuation of Solid State Dev & Circuits I,
with
emphasis on MOSFET field effect transistors;
Physical structure, I-V characteristics,
modeling,
use as a switch and CMOS inverter, biasing
circuits, and basic amplifier configurations common drain, common gate, and common
source.
Differential Amplifiers - BJT and MOSFET
implementations, along with small and large
signal
analysis. Multistage circuits, active loads.
Design of current source and current mirrors.
Internal capacitance and high frequency
limitations. Low midband, and high frequency
analyses of transistor amplifiers. Miller
effect.
Open and Short Circuit Time Constants.
Cascade
and Cascode configurations. Frequency
response
of
amplifiers. Significant circuit design
activities.
Course tightly coupled to ECE-L306.
This course is a first course in understanding
the components that compose the high power
grid.
Generation of power; transmission line
characteristics, load impacts. Real and reactive
power along with compensation techniques.
Transformers. Synchronous generators and
motors.
Power flow. Power quality. Transient and
dynamic
stability issues. Handling faults, overvoltage
and surge protection. Electronic control by high
power devices such as thyristors, relays, and
circuit breakers. HVDC examined. Recent
developments and opportunities in the Power
field. A strong emphasis placed on problems
solving and representative exercises.
The purpose of this course is twofold: to give
students facility in programming and data
acquisition in Labview, and to use Labview to
learn about power concepts such as threephase,
power corrections, per units, Star (Wye) and
Delta connections, magnetic circuits, power
electronic circuits, electric machines. Lab
component reinforces concept taught in course.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ECE-311

Embedded Systems

UG

3.00

ECE-203 and ECE-206 with a minimum
grade of C and
CMPSC-F131 with a minimum grade of C
and ECE-L311
concurrently

ECE-325

Statistics for Engineering and Science

UG

3.00

MATH 166 with a minimum grade of C; Must
take ECE
concurrently

ECE-335

Control Systems

UG

3.00

ECE 225; Min Grade of C in Prereq. ECE
L335 Concur

ECE-390

Data & Computer Communications

UG

3.00

ECE 225 with a minimum grade of C;
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DESCRIPTION

1502

This course will introduce the fundamentals of
embedded micro controllers for system level
applications: fundamental elements - sensors or
transducers, microcontrollers, and the
interfacing to external components. Procedural
methods for design of the complete embedded
system are developed. Programming using
assembly,
and C
languages is utilized. Must take ECE L311
concurrently. Prerequisites: ECE 203 AND ECE
206,
AND ENS-333 or CMPSC F131 (minimum grade
of C in
prereqs.) 1 term - 3 credits.
Understanding the fundamentals of probability
and
statistics of experimental data. Measures of
central tendency, variation, probability, events,
Bayes Rule, discrete and continuous random
variables, discrete and continuous distributions
including the binomial distribution, normal
distribution, chi-square distribution and student
distribution, covariance, central limit theorem,
hypothesis testing, linear regression, signal
processing statistics (EE students), categorical
data analysis (non-EE students). Use of
Mathematica's statistical packages central to
this course. Final project is a project with
Biology measuring rat whisker resonance.
Introduction to feedback control systems; control
system characteristics (stability, sensitivity,
disturbance rejection, steady-state accuracy,
transient response); stability analysis;
root-locus analysis and design;
frequency-response
analysis and design; analysis and design of
digital control systems. Normally offered
bi-yearly.
Basic principles and topics in data
communication, local area networks, wide area
networks, communication architectures and
protocols. Data transmission, encoding,
multiplexing, circuit switching, packet
switching, frame relays, and asynchronous
transfer mode are also discussed. The TCP/IP
protocol suite is studied and a project involving
configuring, implementing, and installing a
network is carried out during the semester.
Prerequisite: ECE 225 or instructor's approval.
Must be taken concurrently with ECE L390.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ECE-403

Applied Electromagnetics

UG

3.00

ECE 205 and MATH 265 with a minimum
grade of C; EC
taken concurrently

ECE-410

Communication Systems

UG

3.00

ECE 206, ECE 225 and MATH 265 with a
minimum grade
concurrently
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DESCRIPTION

1503

Electrostatics and magnetostatics, including
Coulomb's law, Gauss's law, Biot-Savart law and
Ampere's law, vector operations in rectangular,
cylindrical, and spherical coordinates,
divergence theorem and Stokes theorem, electric
fields in materials, Lorentz force, magnetic
torque, Faraday's law, Maxwell's equation, wave
propagation, transmission lines with Smith
charts, rectangular waveguides, Hertzian dipole
antenna; examples related to power when
applicable.
Coverage of a variety of basic communication
systems, their theory of operation, and the
analysis of their performance. Review of linear
systems, Fourier and Laplace Transforms, and
Frequency Domain analysis as needed.
Graphical
convolution of analog signals. Digital Baseband
modulation techniques. Receiver design with an
introduction to Stochastics. Digital Bandpass
modulation and demodulation techniques.
Analog
communication systems including AM, FM, and
PM
approaches. Consideration of Noise and the
resultant system performance. Multiplexing and
information compression. ECE 410 and ECE
L410
must be taken concurrently.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

ECE-411

Senior Project I

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

ECE 205, ECE 306, ECE 225, MATH 265;
permission of
may be required.

DESCRIPTION

1504

The Senior Project provides a significant
opportunity for students to direct all of their
previous training and learning towards one major
endeavor. It has been modified from previous
years
to extend over two semesters (instead of one) to
facilitate a more comprehensive effort in both
the
planning and execution of the project. Although
resources and guidance are provided for each
student, this course still requires them to take
full responsibility to plan their time, manage,
and implement their project. In Part I the
student
creates their project proposal. Over a
fourteen-week period the student is subjected to
the practical stress of completing and delivering
in professional fashion a project of their own
choosing (with endorsement from an appropriate
faculty advisor or industrial mentor). This
period
includes the following objectives: selection and
careful definition of a project; a review of
background information; a selection of the
desired
approach with justification; identification of
resources needed; an outline of the project
implementation timetable with desired
milestones;
a delineation of how the completed project
performance might be evaluated. Weekly
progress
reports and meeting with their advisor are
required. A formal proposal document is
reviewed
by department members (and possibly Industrial
constituents) and may go through numerous
iterations to be deemed 'acceptable'. Along the
way informal oral presentations of both the
'general' and 'technical' aspects of their
project
will be presented to the rest of their peer
group.
A formal presentation of the project proposal is
made to an audience of peers, faculty, and
outside
advisors.
Prerequisites: ECE 205, ECE 306, ECE 225,
MA265;
permission of the instructor may be required.
ECR
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ECE-412

Senior Project II

UG

4.00

ECE 411

ECE-414

Senior Project Proposal

UG

1.00

Take ECE-101, ECE-206. Take MATH-164 or
MATH-165
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DESCRIPTION

1505

In Part II the student implements, documents,
and
presents their completed project. Having defined
their project, students gather the resources
necessary and proceed to execute their designs.
This period will include the construction,
testing, troubleshooting, refinement, and
evaluation of their project. A formal
presentation
of the project is made. A professional caliber
documentation of the project is also required,
and
may go through numerous iterations of review.
The
final project report must consider most of the
following: environmental impact, sustainability,
manufacturability, ethics, health and safety
issues, and political concerns. Time
management,
prioritization of process, formal communication,
overcoming obstacles and meeting deadlines are
monitored by the project advisor. Weekly reports
and meetings are expected. The advisor also
serves
as a resource for the student. However, full
responsibility for the success of the project
rests on the student. Cross-disciplinary projects
are encouraged. ECR
The aim of this course is for students to
generate
a thoughtful and well -written senior project
proposal. This course will provide guidelines and
critiquing for that purpose. By the end of the
course, students will have narrowly identified
their project, performed a review of current
available related technology, and selected the
approach they will pursue. They will also
establish a parts list, timetable, set of
milestones, and basis or procedure for
determining
an answer to the question "how good is it?" At
the
end of the course they will formally present
their
project and write a comprehensive project
proposal
document. Once accepted, they are permitted to
take ENS 415 Senior Project. Note that this
course
is focused on the process of creating a viable
proposal. Enough flexibility exists that students
may either implement the project they
documented
in this course when they take ENS 415, or may
pursue an alternative project if desired. Also
note that this course replaces ECE 411 for the
graduating class of 2016.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ECE-415

Senior Project

UG

4.00

Take ECE-414;

ECE-430

Digital Signal Processing

UG

3.00

ECE 225, ECE 203 with minimum grade of C;
ECE L430

ECE-500

Experiential Learning in Engineering

UG

0.00

Instructor consent required.

ECE-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

6.00
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An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.

DESCRIPTION

1506

For the senior project the student implements,
documents, and presents their completed project
of
the proposal generated in ENS 414. Having
defined
their project, students gather the resources
necessary and proceed to execute their designs.
This period will include the construction,
testing, troubleshooting, refinement, and
evaluation of their project. A formal
presentation
of the project is made. A professional caliber
documentation of the project is also required,
and
may go through numerous iterations of review.
The
final project report must consider most of the
following: environmental impact, sustainability,
manufacturability, ethics, health and safety
issues, and political concerns. Time
management,
prioritization of process, formal communication,
overcoming obstacles and meeting deadlines are
monitored by the project advisor. Weekly reports
and meetings are expected. The advisor also
serves
as a resource for the student. However, full
responsibility for the success of the project
rests on the student. Cross-disciplinary projects
are encouraged. Note: Replaces ECE 412 for the
graduating class of 2016.
Discrete signals and systems, digital simulation
of analog systems, Z transforms, recursion
equations, finite-order systems, Fourier
transforms, line spectra and Fourier series,
discrete Fourier series and Fast Fourier
Transforms (FTT), sampling and interpolation,
mean-square approximations, non-recursive and
recursive filters, selected topics on algorithms,
design and applications of digital signal
processing. There will be an end-of-semester
design project that will involve students'
creativity, design of open ended projects,
formulation of alternative solutions, detailed
system description, realistic constraints
(economic factors, safety, reliability,
aesthetics
ethics, and social impact).
This course requires students to complete a
minimum of 15 engagement hours per semester.
Students gain exposure to a variety of hands-on
application of engineering and math software
applications with faculty oversight. Permission
of instructor required. May be taken more than
once.
This is an independent study in electrical and
computer engineering. Topics will vary.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ECE-L101

Digital Electronics-Lab

UG

1.00

ECE 101 MUST BE TAKEN
CONCURRENTLY.

ECE-L205

Circuit Theory II Lab

UG

1.00

ECE 205 MUST BE TAKEN
CONCURRENTLY

ECE-L225

Linear Systems Lab

UG

1.00

MUST BE TAKEN CONCURRENTLY WITH
ECE 225

ECE-L306

Solid State Devices, Power and Circuits
Lab

UG

1.00

ECE 306 must be taken concurrently

ECE-L309

Labview and Electric Circuits and
Machines Lab

UG

1.00

ECE-206 and ECE-309 must be taken
concurrently.

ECE-L311

Embedded Systems Lab

UG

1.00

Must take ECE 311 concurrently

ECE-L325

Statistics for Engineering and Science
Lab

UG

1.00

ECE L325 MUST BE TAKEN WITH ECE 325
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DESCRIPTION

1507

Illustrates the concepts of ECE-101. Exercises
in various forms of Combinational and Sequential
Logic design. Use of test equipment. Design
projects will include a digital security system,
use of PSPICE to verify feasibility of some
designs. FPGA board citing Xilinx, software
development tools from Xilinx and other third
parties are introduced. Offered yearly.
Formerly ECE L203
Illustrates the concepts of ECE 205. Simulations
with PSPICE, LABVIEW, NXT Robotics, INCSYS
Power
Simulator, Mathematica; construction and
design.
First order, second order transients, ideal and
non-ideal transformer circuits, sinusoidal steady
state circuits, power grid simulation. Offered
yearly.
The Linear Systems lab is designed to
supplement
the Linear Systems course. Matlab simulation of
linear systems, Hardware Implementation of
Analog
Filters, measurement of the transfer function.
Illustrates the concepts of ECE 306. Exercises
that help meld the practical aspects with the
theoretical concepts taught in ECE 306. Biasing
and design of MOSFET amplifiers. Construction
of
differential and multistage amplifiers.
Investigation of different current source
implementations. Simulation of bandwidth
improvement using Cascode structures. Course
concludes with a multistage design challenge
using
MOSFETs to reach a specified gain, output
impedance and bandwidth objective provided by
the
instructor.
The purpose of this course is twofold: to give
students facility in programming and data
acquisition in Labview, and to use Labview to
learn about power concepts such as threephase,
power connections, per units, Star (Wye) and
Delta connections, magnetic circuits, power
electronic circuits, electric machines. Lab
component reinforces concept taught in course.
The Embedded Systems Lab is designed to
supplement
the Embedded Systems course.
The Engineering Statistics and Probability lab is
designed to supplement the Engineering
Statistics
and Probability course.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ECE-L335

Control Systems Lab

UG

1.00

ECE 335 MUST BE TAKEN
CONCURRENTLY.

ECE-L390

Data & Computer Communications Lab

UG

1.00

Must be taken concurrently with ECE 390

ECE-L403

Applied Electromagnetics Lab

UG

1.00

Must be taken concurrently with ECE 403

ECE-L410

Communications Systems Lab

UG

1.00

ECE 410 must be taken concurrently

ECE-L430

Digital Signal Processing Lab

UG

1.00

ECE 430 must be taken concurrently

EDUC-110

Introduction to Education

UG

4.00

EDUC-202

Educational Psychology

UG

4.00
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DESCRIPTION

1508

The Control Systems lab is designed to
supplement
the Control Systems course.
The Data and Computer Communications lab is
designed to supplement the Data and Computer
Communications course.
The Applied Electromagnetics Lab is designed to
supplement the Applied Electromagnetics
course.
Illustrates the concepts of ECE 410. Exercises
will focus both on communication system
components
and in the construction of a complete
communication system. Introduction to FSK,
DTMF,
Phase lock loops, AM and FM modulation,
oscillators, A/D and D/A conversion and the
Nyquist rate. Wireless transmissions.
Troubleshooting of non-working systems.
Students
have flexibility in the design and construction a
full communication system which includes
digitization, rearrangement in parallel and serial
formats, transmission over a distance, and
reconstruction back to its original analog form.
Illustrates the concepts of ECE 430. This
laboratory course uses MATLAB, Simulink, and
the
Texas Instruments 6713 DPS board to design,
test
and implement various projects. The students
will
also learn how to use FPGA boards to design
and
implement various DSP systems. There will be a
design project at the end of the course designed
to synthesize what the students have learned.
Working with children and adolescents is a facet
of many professions. This course will introduce
students to the study of education occurring in
formal and informal settings. This course focuses
on the relationships among, and between,
teachers,
discourse, and community. Students will glean
insight into the relationship of school and
society as well as power and control in American
Education. Required of all education minors.
Five hours of field work required.
Examines the nature and development of human
abilities and the teaching-learning process.
Considers the facts and generalizations of child
and adolescent growth and development,
working
with diverse cultures, and special needs children
in school settings. Ten hours of field work.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

EDUC-205

SL-Community Tutoring Project

UG

4.00

EDUC-208

SL: College Access

UG

4.00

EDUC-214

SL-Introduction to Teaching

UG

4.00

EDUC-310

Culturally Responsive Education

UG

4.00

EDUC-315

Strategies for Working With English
Learners

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
8.00
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This class fulfills the Expanded Classroom
Require

DESCRIPTION

1509

In this course students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom. Students complete 35 hours per
semester of educational tutoring in a local
school (K-5), in conjunction with a weekly
seminar on campus. Open to all majors. No
previous experience required.
Students complete a minimum of 35 hours of
tutoring and coaching in an educational setting,
or a community organization in conjunction with a
weekly seminar on campus. Programs include
COACH,
Connections to College, and others. Open to all
majors. No previous experience required.
In this course students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom. This course introduces students to
the
basic competencies of school teaching. Topics
include: lesson planning, classroom
management,
grouping for instruction, effective pedagogical
practices, assessment methods, requirements for
licensure in Massachusetts, and discipline
specific curriculum development using the
curriculum frameworks/common core state
standards. Field observations (25 hours)
required.
The relationship between cultural diversity and
schooling is explored by examining impediments
to
academic achievement and advancement by
minority
students, non-native English speaking students,
and other under-represented groups. Topics
include: standardized testing, identification of
inequities, legal and ethical responsibilities of
teachers, and promoting equity. Ten prepracticum
observation hours required for teacher
candidates.
This course examines the specific needs and
challenges of the various language and cultural
groups in schools. Topics include: theories of
1st and 2nd language acquisition, strategies for
teaching academic content, modifying instruction
in the mainstream classroom, creating classroom
cultures that invite all students into learning,
the role of advocacy and professional
collaboration in ESL, and analysis of policies
related to assessment and placement of English
Language Learners.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

EDUC-316

TESOL Practice

UG

4.00

EDUC-408

Youth Programming

UG

4.00

EDUC-414

Urban Schooling

UG

4.00

EDUC-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

EF-101

Language and Research Lab

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Take EDUC-315

4.00
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An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.

DESCRIPTION

1510

Students will have opportunities to put the
theories and techniques learned in EDUC 315Strategies for Working with English Learners into
practice. Students will be placed in various
Suffolk University sites or classrooms where they
will work to meet the specific needs and
challenges of educating various language and
cultural groups. Students will be required to
spend 30 hours working in their placements.
Students will attend a weekly seminar where
connections between theory and practice are
explored, experiences are shared, and Teaching
&
Service Portfolios will be created.
This course focuses on the exploration and
understanding of issues, strategies and
frameworks related to developing and
implementing
youth programs. Students will be exposed to
developmental theories, and various components
of
effective youth programmatic planning. Topics
include: conducting needs assessments,
developing
goals and objectives, logistics planning,
recruitment and training, and program evaluation.
This course is an in-depth investigation of
policies effecting urban schools; topics include:
demographic influence on education, influences
of
national and state regulations on urban schools,
sociological factors unique to urban schools, and
in-depth analysis of equity and achievement.
Members of the Department will meet with
students
to direct their research in areas of special
interest to them. Projects of this sort will be
authorized only in unusual circumstances upon
the
recommendations of the Department
Chairperson and
with the approval of the Dean.
Offered by arrangement only.
This one credit course is designed to help
students develop and/or improve the skills they
need in order to become more proficient readers,
writers and researchers. Students will also
develop pronunciation skills in order to become
more comfortable with speaking in public and
engaging in class discussion.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ELI-041

High Intermediate Listening/Speaking/
Pronunciation Skills

UG

0.00

ELI Students only

ELI-042

High Intermediate Reading/Writing/
Grammar Skills

UG

0.00

ELI-043

High Intermediate Eli American Culture

UG

0.00

ELI-044

High Intermediate English - Academic
Skills Lab

UG

0.00

ELI-051

Low Advanced Listening/Speaking/
Pronunciation Skills

UG

0.00
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DESCRIPTION

1511

For non-native speakers assessed to be at the
high
intermediate level (450-475/110-133 CBT
TOEFL/2.8-3.3 TWE)
who need to acquire aural fluency in American
English. The focus is on intensive practice in
listening comprehension, speaking and
pronunciation. The course meets for six hours a
week. College credit is not awarded.
Co-Requisite courses: ELI 042, ELI 043, ELI 044
For non-native English speakers assessed to be
at high intermediate level intermediate level
(450-475/110-133 CBT TOEFL/2.8-3.3 TWE)
who need
to acquire written fluency in American English for
an academic setting. The focus is on intensive
practice in reading, writing, and English
grammar.
The course meets for six hours a week. College
credit is not awarded.
For non-native English speakers assessed to be
at
a high intermediate level (450-475/133-153) CBT
TOEFL / 2.8-3.3 TWE) who need to acquire
academic
fluency in American English. The focus is on
American culture, values, and institutions, giving
students a content driven opportunity to practice
the English language skills introduced in the
other ELI courses. The course meets for five
hours
a week.
For non-native English speakers assessed to be
at
a high intermediate level (450-475/133-153 CBT
TOEFL / 2.8-3.3 TWE) who need to acquire
academic
writing skills. The focus is on research skills
needed to be a successful student at an
American
college. The course meets for five hours a week.
College credit is not awarded.
For non-native English speakers assessed to be
at
low advanced level (475-500/3.0-3.5 TWE) who
need
to acquire aural fluency in American English. The
focus is on intensive practice in listening,
comprehension, speaking and pronunciation.
The course meets or six hours a week. College
credit is not awarded.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ELI-052

Low Advanced Reading/Writing/Grammar
Skills

UG

0.00

ELI students only

ELI-053

Low Advanced American Culture Skills

UG

0.00

ELI students only

ELI-054

Low Advanced Research Skills

UG

0.00

ELI students only

ELI-061

High Advanced Listening/Speaking/
Pronunciation Skills

UG

0.00

ELI students only

ELI-062

High Advanced Reading/Writing/Grammar
Skills

UG

0.00

ELI students only
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DESCRIPTION

1512

For non-native English speakers assessed to be
at a low advanced level (475-500/153-173 CBT
TOEFL
/3.0-3.5 TWE) who need to acquire written
fluency
in American English for an academic setting. The
focus is on intensive practice in reading,
writing, and English grammar. The course meets
for six hours a week. College credit is not
awarded.
For non-native English speakers assessed to be
at a low advanced level (475-500/153-173 CBT
TOEFL
/3.0-3.5 TWE) who need to acquire
communicative
fluency in American English. The focus is on
American culture, values, and institutions, giving
students a content driven opportunity to practice
the English skills introduced in the other ELI
courses. The course meets for five hours a week.
College credit is not awarded.
For non-native English speakers assessed to be
at
a low advanced level (475-500/153-173 CBT
TOEFL/
3.0-3.5 TWE) who need to acquire academic
writing
skills in American English. The focus is on
research skills needed to be a successful student
at an American college. The course meets for
five
hours a week. College credit is not awarded. The
course meets five hours a week. College credit is
not awarded.
For non-native English speakers assessed to be
at a high advanced level (500-525/173-193 CBT
TOEFL / 3.5-4.0 TWE) who need to acquire aural
fluency in American English. The focus is on
intensive practice in listening comprehension,
speaking, and pronunciation. The course meets
for
six hours a week. College credit is not awarded.
For non-native English speakers assessed to be
at
a high advanced level (500-525/173-193 CBT
TOEFL /
3.5-4.0 TWE) who need to acquire written
fluency
in American English for an academic setting. The
focus is on intensive practice in reading,
writing, and English grammar. The course meets
for
six hours a week. College credit is not awarded.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ELI-063

High Advanced American Culture Skills

UG

0.00

ELI students only

ELI-064

High Advanced Research Skills

UG

0.00

ELI students only

ELI-071

Special Advanced Listening/Speaking/
Pronunciation Skills

UG

0.00

ELI students only

ELI-074

Spec Adv Research Skills

UG

0.00
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DESCRIPTION

1513

For non-native English speakers assessed to be
at a high advanced level (500-525/173-193 CBT
TOEFL / 3.5-4.0 TWE) who need to acquire
academic
fluency in American English. The focus is on
American culture, values, and institutions, giving
students a content driven opportunity to practice
the English language skills introduced in the
other ELI courses. The course meets for five
hours
a week. College credit is not awarded.
For non-native English speakers assessed to be
at
a high advanced level (500-525/173-193 CBT
TOEFL /
3.5-4.0 TWE) who need to acquire academic
writing
skills in American English. The focus is on
research skills needed to be a successful student
at an American college. The course meets for
five
hours a week. College credit is not awarded.
For graduate level, non-native English speakers
assessed to be at a high advanced level (525550/
190-200 CBT TOEFL / 4.0-4.5 TWE) who need
to
acquire aural fluency in American English. The
focus is on intensive practice in listening
comprehension, speaking, and pronunciation; the
content is derived from Harvard Business School
Case Studies. The course meets for six hours a
week.
A course for graduate level, non-native English
speakers assessed to be at a high advanced
level
of proficiency (525 - 550 PBT/ 193 - 213 CBT/ 70
79 IBT/ 3.5 - 4.0 TWE), who need to master
graduate-level academic skills such as library
research, evaluation of sources, quoting,
paraphrasing and citation methods, and TOEFL
preparation. The course meets fours hours a
week.
College credit is not awarded.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ENG-098

ESL Reading/Writing I

UG

4.00

ENG-113

World Drama I

UG

4.00

ENG-114

World Drama II

UG

4.00

ENG-123

Great Books of the World I

UG

4.00

ENG-124

Great Books of the World II

UG

4.00

ENG-130

Introduction to Literature

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1514

Utilizing a freshman-level English textbook and
materials from the content courses, this course
furnishes students with active reading strategies
and the conventions of academic writing that will
be applicable to their collegiate course work.
Students will develop the analytical skills
necessary for academic success by producing
in-class and take-home essays, participating in
debates, and giving oral presentations. Students
will be required to work with a course
management
program and to utilize technology effectively in
their writing. The skills obtained in these
courses will allow students to participate
comfortably in their mainstream college classes.
Survey of drama and theatre as part of world
culture from classical Greece through 18thcentury
China.
Normally offered yearly.
Survey of drama and theatre as part of world
culture from the 19th century to the present.
Literary masterpieces from ancient times to the
Renaissance, including:
Homer's Odyssey, Sophocles' Oedipus, Virgil's
Aeneid, selections from the Hebrew Bible and
the
Gospels, and Dante's Divine Comedy. List may
vary at the discretion of the instructor.
This course will introduce students to a
selection of Great Books from around the world
from the 17th century to the 21st, such as Don
Quixote (Spain), Madame Bovary (France), The
Communist Manifesto (Germany), The Origin of
Species (England), War and Peace (Russia), On
Dreams (Austria), Night (Hungary), Things Fall
Apart (Nigeria), "Satyagraha" (India), "I Am
Prepared to Die" (South Africa), Saeed the
Pessoptomist (Israel), The Rouge of the North
(China), and The House of Spirits (Chile).
Readings may vary at the discretion of the
instructor.
Study of poetry, prose, and drama, with
emphasis
on close reading and literary analysis. Students
will compose formal essays discussing the
meanings and relationship between texts as well
as the author's craft and relationship to the
reader. Offered every semester.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ENG-135

World Literature in English

UG

4.00

ENG-141

Studies in British Literature

UG

4.00

ENG-142

Studies in American Literature

UG

4.00

ENG-152

Horror Fiction

UG

4.00

ENG-153

Literature of War

UG

4.00

ENG-154

Bob Dylan and the Beat Generation

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1515

A study of literature written in English from
cultures around the world, with emphasis on
major
modern and contemporary writers from countries
such as Australia, Canada, India, Ireland,
Nigeria, South Africa and the Caribbean.
Regularly
assigned essays on reading provide the basis for
individualized instruction in clear, correct and
persuasive writing. Offered every semester.
Study of poetry, prose, and drama from the
British literary tradition, with emphasis on
close reading and literary analysis. Students
will compose formal essays discussing the
meanings and relationship between texts as well
as the author's craft and relationship to the
reader. Offered every semester.
Study of poetry, prose, and drama from the
American literary tradition, with emphasis on
close reading and literary analysis. Students
will compose formal essays discussing the
meanings and relationship between texts as well
as the author's craft and relationship to the
reader. Offered every semester.
This course focuses on the reading and analysis
of horror literature and the ways in which horror
reflects and represents personal and cultural
anxieties. Readings will include both classic and
contemporary authors, for example, Edgar Allan
Poe, H.P. Lovecraft, Shirley Jackson, Stephen
King, and others. Assignments will include
analytical essays as well as creative writing.
This course will examine a wide range of writers
and film makers who have sought to bridge the
gap
that exists between those who have experienced
war and those who have not. Some stories we
will
examine are told from an American perspective;
some are told from the perspective of soldiers
who fought against Americans; and some are
told
from those who experienced life under U.S.
military occupation.
A study of literary works by the so-called "Beat
Generation," the American literary underworld of
the late 1950s and 1960s, including major works
by the three central figures (Ginsburg, Kerouac,
Burroughs) and less central figures (Corso,
Snyder, DiPrima, Jones/Baraka) as well as the
influence of the Beats on the work of Bob Dylan,
the only musician to win the Nobel Prize in
Literature.
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ENG-155

Young Adult Literature

UG

4.00

ENG-156

Immigrant Stories

UG

4.00

ENG-157

Poetry and Religion

UG

4.00

ENG-158

Nasty Women and Unruly Voices in
American Literature

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1516

Young Adult Literature's recent explosion in
popularity raises important questions about the
stories it tells, the values it promotes, and the
audiences it seeks. This course approaches the
YA
phenomenon as one with deep historical roots as
well as contemporary cultural relevance. From
nineteenth century classics to current series
favorites, literary works focused on young people
reframe perennially fresh narratives about
coming
of age, negotiating personal identity, and
navigating a complex moral universe. This
course
also considers YA literature as part of an
evolving network of writers, readers, publishers,
critics and filmmakers.
Explores the stories of individuals and groups
who have traveled to the United States - a
country that the poet Walt Whitman celebrated
as
a "nation of nations" - in search of greater
freedom and opportunity. While some discover
their version of the American Dream, others find
themselves lost in exile, caught in between
identities, and in danger due to their
undocumented status. Moving from 19th-century
visions of the U.S. as a crucible, or melting
pot, of cultures to today's political tensions
about borders and law enforcement, our readings
reflect on the promise and peril of being new to
America. Students will analyze fiction,
nonfiction, and film and visit an immigrant
advocacy coalition in Boston.
This course will use close readings to examine
poetry as a heightened form of language seeking
to make contact with divine sources of faith. We
will consider poems that provide examples of the
struggle to attain belief, as well as poems that
deny belief. Language as both the grammar of
ascent and the locus of descent. The position of
human beings in relation to God, or the gods, or
the absence of the divine.
This course takes students on a tour of witches,
"nasty women," and other "unruly tongues" or
"bitter spirits" throughout American literary
history. Regularly assigned essays on the
reading
provide the basis for individualized instruction
in clear, correct, and persuasive writing.
Fulfills the Literature Requirement of the CAS
Core Curriculum.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENG-161

Writing the American West

UG

4.00

ENG-212

Introduction to Creative Writing

UG

4.00

ENG-213

English Literature I

UG

4.00

English Majors and Minors or Instructor
Permission

ENG-214

English Literature II

UG

4.00

English Majors and Minors or Instructor
Permission

ENG-216

World Literature in English

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-103

ENG-217

American Literature I

UG

4.00

English Majors and Minors or Instructor
Permission

ENG-218

American Literature II

UG

4.00

English Majors and Minors or Instructor
Permission
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Study of 20th century writing on the American
West by American women and men in the form
of
novels, memoirs, and short stories. Regularly
assigned reading responses and essays on the
readings as well as discussion questions and
quizzes provide the basis for the study of
"frontier" or western literature by American
authors. Fulfills the Literature Requirement of
the CAS Core Curriculum.
A study of the major genres in creative writing
(poetry, fiction, and creative nonfiction) in
which students will read as writers. Students
will write a combination of analytical and
original works, and learn the format and
processes of writing workshops of writing
workshops. Offered every semester.
Study of major writers of England from the
beginning to the mid-18th century. Regularly
assigned essays on the reading provide the
basis
for individualized instruction in clear, correct,
and persuasive writing. Offered every semester.
Study of major English writers from the mid-18th
century to the present. Regularly assigned
essays on the reading provide the basis for
individualized instruction in clear, correct and
persuasive writing.
Offered every semester.
A study of literature written in English from
cultures around the world, with emphasis on
major
modern and contemporary writers from countries
such as Australia, Canada, India, Ireland,
Nigeria, South Africa and the Caribbean.
Regularly
assigned essays on reading provide the basis for
individualized instruction in clear, correct and
persuasive writing. Offered every semester.
Cultural Diversity B
Study of major American writing from its origins
through 1865. Regularly assigned essays on
reading
provide the basis for individualized instruction
in clear, correct, and persuasive writing. Offered
every semester.
Study of major American writing from 1865
through
the present. Regularly assigned essays on
reading
provide the basis for individualized instruction
in clear, correct, and persuasive writing. Offered
every semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENG-266

"Mad Men:" Reading Visual Narratives

UG

4.00

ENG-301

Literary Criticism Seminar

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-311

Medieval Literature Survey

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-312

English Grammar and Usage

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-317

Classical Mythology

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-320

Writing and Tutoring: Theory and
Practice I

UG

1.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-321

Writing and Tutoring: Theory and
Practice II

UG

1.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103
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The class will consider various theoretical
approaches to the TV Series Mad Men beginning
with ideas gleaned from the discourse of visual
literacy and proceed by applying textual analysis
adapted from more traditional modes of literary
studies and film analysis. A combination of
critical and evaluative critiques will be
examined, including book-length studies of the
series and essays based on the series' appeal to
style, American popular culture, advertising,
gender roles, race, and 60s nostalgia. The recent
phenomenon of the series recap will serve as a
touchstone to the class's collective viewing of
the first two seasons of the series.
This course seeks to answer the following
questions. What is literature? Why do we study
literature? What methods aid the study of
literature? What are English Studies all about?
This course extends reading and writing skills,
and provides more specialized terms,
knowledge,
and approaches to prepare students for study at
the junior and senior level. Topics vary from
term to term.
An introduction to medieval literature, this
course will focus on short readings from various
genres, such as the lyric, chronicle,
fable, with emphasis on the romance.
This course provides a thorough review and
analysis of the rules of standard English
grammar
and usage, including the debate between
prescriptive and descriptive grammar, the origin
and authority of the rules taught in school and in
handbooks of English, and the insights of
modern
linguistics.
Normally offered alternate years
Ancient Greek and Roman myths, their motifs,
themes and interpretations.
Normally offered every third year.
This course serves as the vehicle for training
students who have been hired as writing tutors at
CLAS. Students will be trained a one-on-one
basis
and will discuss a tutoring experience they have
had in CLAS the previous week each class.
This course is a continuation of ENG 320. This
course serves as the vehicle for training
students
who have been hired as writing tutors at CLAS.
Students will be trained a one-on-one basis and
will discuss a tutoring experience they have had
in CLAS the previous week each class.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENG-324

Shakespeare's Comedies

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-326

Shakespeare's Tragedies

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-334

17th Century Literature

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-344

English Romantic Literature

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-347

20th Century Female Gothic

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-348

Jane Austen

UG

4.00

Take WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-356

Whitman and Dickinson

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-357

African-American Literature

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103
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Shakespeare's background and development as
a dramatist through an examination of selected
comedies. Collateral reading of the minor plays
and Shakespeare criticism.
Normally offered every third semester.
Shakespeare's major tragedies reflecting the
range, resourcefulness, and power of his
dramaturgy. Collateral reading in Shakespeare
criticism.
Normally offered every third semester.
Representative selections of seventeenthcentury
poetry and prose, including Behn, Burton, Donne
Drayton, Dryden, Jonson, Milton, Pepys, Wroth,
and others.
The mind and spirit, poetics and poetry of
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and
Keats, along with selected prose.
This course focuses on Gothic literature by
women
writers, from its origins in the 18th century to
the present, focusing primarily on 20th century
writers. The novels, short stories, and films we
will discuss involve haunted houses, secret
chambers, madness, and other Gothic tropes.
Writers to be studied will include Charlotte
Bronte, Daphne du Maurier, Shirley Jackson,
Jean
Rhys, Angela Carter, and others.
Introduces Jane Austen's major novels, including
Pride and Prejudice and Mansfield Park, along
with relevant current scholarship and
contextualizing historical material. Contemporary
parodies, updates, and film adaptations of
Austen's work will also be considered. Topics to
include the history of the novel, gender and
authorship, and narrative theory.
An investigation of the lives and works of two of
nineteenth-century America's greatest and most
original poets. Topics will include types of
poetic language and formal structure, the work
of
the poetic imagination in transforming
observations of the world into art, and the ways
in which poets process the idea of death and the
reality of war. Finally, this course examines
Whitman and Dickinson's impact on American
popular
culture as well as on the writings of
modern poets and literary critics.
African-American writing from the beginning
through the present. Normally offered alternate
years.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENG-361

Contemporary American Fiction

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-362

Asian-American Literature

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-370

Fiction Writing Workshop

UG

4.00

ENG-212

ENG-371

Creative Non-Fiction Workshop

UG

4.00

ENG-212

ENG-375

Poetry Writing Workshop

UG

4.00

ENG-212
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The course will cover major works of American
fiction from the period between the end of the
American war in Vietnam and the present. The
course will emphasize fiction reflecting America's
cultural diversity and current trends in fiction.
An introduction to selected Asian-American
writers with an emphasis on socio-cultural
issues, such as race, gender and ethnicity.
Authors include Bulosan, Hwang, Jen, Kingston,
Lee, Mukherjee, Odada, and Tan.
An intensive workshop in which the student will
be
required to write original fiction. The focus of
the course will be on the student's own work,
submitted on a weekly basis. The course will also
provide the student writer with practical
experience in matters of plot, character,
dialogue, structure, etc. Normally offered
annually.
For students interested in writing autobiography
and/or other forms of the personal essay. Topics
can include childhood, place, sexuality,
religion,
work, the nature of memory. The focus will be on
the writing process, with students presenting
work-in-progress to the class for discussion and
revision. The student should plan to read models
of creative non-fiction. Normally
offered annually.
An intensive workshop course in which the
student
will be required to write original poetry for
each
class meeting. The focus of the course will be on
the student's own work. We will examine the
highly
individual processes of composition and revision,
and the methods writers use to keep their own
practice of poetry alive and well. We will also
examine as many of the constituent elements of
poetry as possible, from image and rhythm to line
and structure.
Normally offered annually.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENG-376

Literary Publishing

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-387

Writing Women

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-388

Utopias and Dystopias

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-390

Writing Process and Revision

UG

4.00

Any ENG course except for WRI-101
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Students interested in the world of literary
publishing will explore both traditional print
and online publishing models, the importance of
literary journals, and the best practices of
literary citizenship, including how to write
reviews, conduct author interviews, and promote
the work of journals and presses through
blogging
and other social media. Students will learn from
a variety of industry professionals, and work to
produce original content that furthers the
mission of Suffolk's two literary journals:
Salamander, which is nationally distributed twice
a year and edited professionally, and Venture,
which is produced annually and edited by Suffolk
students.
This course studies 19th and 20th century
women
writers and questions the type of women who
write,
what they write about, and why they write.
Themes we examine include domesticity,
assimilation, and madness. Authors studied in
the
past have included Edith Wharton, Willa Cather,
Anzia Yezierska, Nella Larsen, and Sylvia Plath.
Normally offered alternate years.
This course follows the spirit of utopian
experimentation as it travels through the
linguistic patterns and imaginative conditions of
brave new worlds in literature. We will consider
how utopian thinking allows writers to take
creative license with political systems, social
relations, gender roles, and racial identities,
and to blur dividing lines between nature,
technology, and culture as well as between Earth
and the cosmos. Our readings will balance such
foundational texts as Plato's Republic and More's
Utopia with revolutionary works from the
nineteenth through the twenty-first centuries,
and conjure utopian dreams as well as dystopian
worlds gone wrong. Selected works of literary
criticism and films will also be included.
This course studies the expressive and cognitive
approaches to the writing process through
personal
journal writing, metaphor use and a review of
grammar and stylistics. Written assignments
emphasize discovery and invention as well as
the
revising of academic prose. Normally offered
every other year.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENG-392

Readings in Post-Colonial Literature

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-395

Rhetoric and Memoir

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-396

Varieties of Workplace Writing

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-399

Irish Literature

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-409

Literary Bloomsbury: Woolf and Forster

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103
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An Exploration of Post-colonial literature and
how
the "empire writes back" following the collapse
of
European colonialism. Special emphasis will be
placed on the legacy of British Colonial rule and
the contemporary use of literature and the
English
Language to both resist and problematize
Eurocentric cultural assumptions. Authors
studied
will include E.M. Foster, Salman Rushdie, J.M.
Coetzee, Anita Desai, Hanif Kureishi, and Zadie
Smith, among others. Students will be introduced
to Post-colonial critical theory and view film
adaptations of literary texts.
This course examines the rhetoric of memoirs
written primarily by international figures who
seek to use personal stories to shape readers'
perspectives on political issues. After a brief
introduction to rhetorical theory and to the genre
of memoir, this course will examine
contemporary
memoirs that address such issues as racism,
sexism, religious extremism, war, and genocide.
This course studies a variety of workplace
writing
including summaries,memos, letters, directions,
descriptions, reports and other technical and
professional documents. Students may be
required
to complete certain assignments in collaborative
teams. Document design and layout will also be
emphasized.
Normally offered alternate years
Writers of the Irish Literary Revival, from the
1890s to the 1930s. Readings from Yeats,
Joyce,
Synge, O'Casey, and O'Flaherty. The influence
of
Anglo-Irish history on Irish writers.
This class will engage with the major novels and
selected literary writings of two of the twentieth
century's most important modernist voices,
Virginia Woolf and E.M. Forster. We will
approach
their writings within the intellectual framework
of British modernism and the cultural context of
the Bloomsbury Group out of which they
emerged.
Special attention will be paid to their
theoretical writings on fiction as well as their
respective contributions to feminism and queer
theory. The class will also view cinematic
adaptations of certain novels and discuss how
these films have contributed to the enduring
appeal and status of these texts as classics of
twentieth-century fiction.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENG-410

From Pagan Reason to Christian
Revelation

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-424

Special Topics in Group 4: Literary
History II : 1700-1900, American or
British

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-426

Virgil's Eclogues

UG

1.00

Any 200-level English course

ENG-429

Classic Literature of the Underworld

UG

1.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-430

Literature of the Vietnam War and the
Post 9/11 Wars

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-432

Classical Greek and Roman Poetry

UG

1.00

Any 200 level ENG course.

ENG-440

The Odes of Horace

UG

1.00

Any 200-level English course
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A survey of major works of literature and thought
crucial to the transformation of pagan models of
reason to Christian systems of belief, including
works by Plato and Plotinus, St. Augustine and
Dante. Of central concern is the changing
conception of love, from Eros to Agape.
Note: This course is cross-listed with HST 339.
A course that fits Group 4 of the English major
requirements with varying subject matter. A
interdisciplinary offering that features the
writing of three of the late 19th century's
greatest minds: Henry, the novelist who wrote
The
Portrait of a Lady, Daisy Miller, and The Turn of
the Screw; William, the philosopher and
psychologist who wrote Principles of Psychology
(1890) and Varieties of Religious Experience
(1902); and Alice, their sister, who became a
feminist icon through her remarkable diary. A
selection of these works will be explored
alongside a James family biography.
A study of these poems by the Roman poet with
a
focus on the issues of translation.
This course will conduct close reading and
discussion of selections from classical Greek and
Roman texts, as well as from ancient
Mesopotamian
texts, highlighting passages that trace the
descent to the underworld. Some of these
readings include: the realm of the shades in
Gilgamesh, the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice in
Virgil, Homer's Odysseus and Achilles in Hades,
the source of the River Styx in Pausanias.
This course will examine some of the fiction,
non-fiction, and poetry produced in response to
the Vietnam War and the most recent war in Iraq.
In addition to comparing the literature that has
emerged from these two very different wars,
these
texts will also be examined in relation to peace
studies, a field in which there is an emerging
consensus that literature and the arts must play a
central role in examining questions of war and
peace.
A close reading of verse passages from various
texts of narrative and lyric poetry. In
particular the Roman absorption of, and
resistance to, their Greek literary inheritance
will be stressed.
This course represents a journey through the
poetry of Horace, contemporary of Virgil and
celebrated poet of the Pax Romana.
Discussions
will be led by David Ferry, whose beautiful
translation of Horace's poetry the class will use
as text.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENG-476

Salamander Practicum

UG

4.00

Take ENG-212

ENG-490

Imperial Rome

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-514

Internship in English

UG

1.00

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103

ENG-515

Salamander Internship

UG

1.00

WRI-102 or WRI-H103
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Salamander is a nationally known professional
literary journal published from the Suffolk
University English Department. In the
Salamander
Practicum course, students serve as first
evaluators of submissions to the magazine,
including poetry, fiction, and memoir. They will
compare and discuss their evaluations and make
recommendations to the editorial board and
assist
with magazine production, marketing, and event
planning. Students will study and write literary
analyses of works included in Salamander and in
other professional literary journals, such as
Ploughshares, Agni, One Story, and the Harvard
Review.
This course offers an introduction to the Golden
Age of Roman culture and power. Close readings
of
selections from major historians, poets, political
thinkers, and philosophers will be examined in
the
context of Augustan Rome. Topics such as
pietas,
virtus, and gravitas, as well as the competing
claims of public duty and private devotion, stoic
maxim and erotic love lyric, will be discussed
from the perspectives of writers such as Virgil,
Livy, Tacitus, Horace, Catullus, and Lucretius.
Note: This course is cross-listed with HST 304.
Normally offered in alternate years.
By special arrangement, a junior or senior may
pursue an independent research project under
the supervision of a faculty member. Consent of
instructor and chairperson required.
Offered every semester.
Individualized guidance in a career-related
activity. Upper-class English majors may gain
academic credit for work preparing them for
an English-related career, provided that the
work is monitored by a member of the English
faculty. Department approval is required.
A semester-long internship working with the
Editor and Managing Editor of Salamander
Literary
Magazine. Students will gain experience in
editing, layout, and production of one of two
annual editions of Salamander.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENG-H135

World Literature in English

UG

4.00

WRI-102 or WRI-103. 3.3 GPA or Honors
student

ENG-H141

Honors Studies in British Literature

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only.

ENG-H155

Honors Young Adult Literature

UG

4.00
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A study of literature written in English from
cultures around the world, with emphasis on
major
modern and contemporary writers from countries
such as Australia, Canada, India, Ireland,
Nigeria, South Africa and the Caribbean.
Regularly
assigned essays on reading provide the basis for
individualized instruction in clear, correct and
persuasive writing. Offered every semester.
Cultural Diversity B
Study of poetry, prose, and drama from the
British literary tradition, with emphasis on
close reading and literary analysis. Students
will compose formal essays discussing the
meanings and relationship between texts as well
as the author's craft and relationship to the
reader. Offered every semester.
Young Adult Literature's recent explosion in
popularity raises important questions about the
stories it tells, the values it promotes, and the
audiences it seeks. This course approaches the
YA
phenomenon as one with deep historical roots as
well as contemporary cultural relevance. From
nineteenth century classics to current series
favorites, literary works focused on young people
reframe perennially fresh narratives about
coming
of age, negotiating personal identity, and
navigating a complex moral universe. This
course
also considers YA literature as part of an
evolving network of writers, readers, publishers,
critics and filmmakers.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENG-H266

"Mad Men:" Reading Visual Narratives

UG

4.00

Restricted to CAS Honor Students

ENG-H348

Honors Jane Austen

UG

4.00

Take WRI-102 or WRI-H103. Restricted to
CAS Honors

ENG-H525

Honors Seminar: 1900 - Present

UG

4.00

ENG 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, or ENG 218;
Invitatio
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This course will focus on the cultural
phenomenon
of the TV Series Mad Men, considered by many
to
be the foremost example of Quality TV produced
during the so-called "golden age of television"
and engage with it on visual, cultural, literary
and filmic levels. The basic premise of the
course is that the current practice of "binge
watching" one's favorite shows should be a
heightened experience rather than a guilty
pleasure, one akin to reading a novel. Watching
a complex and sophisticated TV narrative
involves
taking into account the viewer's positionality as
a filmic consumer, textual critic and social
commentator. The class will consider various
theoretical approaches to television narrative,
beginning with ideas gleaned from the discourse
of visual literacy, and proceed by applying
textual analysis adapted from the more
traditional modes of literary studies and film
analysis. A combination of critical and
evaluative sources will be examined, including
book-length studies of the series, individual
essays based on the series' appeal to style,
American popular culture, advertising, gender
roles, race, and 60s nostalgia. Additionally, the
recent phenomenon of the "series recap" will
serve as the touchstone to the class's collective
viewing of the series and students will be
challenged to synthesize and assess these
popular
on-line critiques as they draft their own recaps
and creative readings of the episodes. The entire
first two seasons of Mad Men will be studied and
the invaluable resource of director/producer
commentaries will be incorporated into the study
of the series with a view to acquiring critical
insights and analytical skills that may be
applied to other quality TV series that students
currently enjoy watching.
Introduces Jane Austen's major novels, including
Pride and Prejudice and Mansfield Park, along
with relevant current scholarship and
contextualizing historical material. Contemporary
parodies, updates, and film adaptations of
Austen's work will also be considered. Topics to
include the history of the novel, gender and
authorship, and narrative theory.
Honors seminar that fulfills Group I of the
English major.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENG-H555

Senior Honors Thesis

UG

1.00

ENS-103

Introduction to Engineering

UG

3.00

ENS L103 MUST BE TAKEN
CONCURRENTLY.

ENS-333

Programming for Engineers

UG

3.00

ENS L333 concurrently

3.00
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Restricted to CAS Honors students or other
English
GPA of 3.5 or above in English courses
admitted by
to the department by the end of their junior
year.

DESCRIPTION

1527

Independent reading, research, and writing under
the supervision of a full-time English faculty
member. Restricted to CAS Honors students or
other English majors with a GPA of 3.5 or above
in English courses admitted by application to the
department by the end of their junior year.
Normally taken for 1 credit in the Fall and 3
credits in the Spring of senior year.
"This course provides exposure to engineering
practice, with particular focus on electrical
engineering components such as circuit
elements
and systems. It seeks to go beyond the
mathematics
and provide an intuitive appreciation of
functional devices. Examples taken from a broad
swath of technological history illustrate
significant crossroads, decisions, and
inventiveness. Emphasis is placed on learning to
think as an engineer - assessment of problems,
candidate solution tradeoffs, and
implementations.
Frequent exercises in creative engineering
design
will be used. Students will be required to design
several elementary devices, such as a magnet, a
capacitor, a timing device, and a motor, which
they will enter in a competition for overall
strength, compactness, accuracy, or speed.
Sometimes assignments relate to ""survival on
an
island"" concerns, such as communication or
drinking water. Students also learn about reverse
engineering by selecting, building,
troubleshooting, and presenting an electronic kit
of their choice. A term paper determining the
engineering behind a topic of their choice will
also be written and presented. On occasion (see
ENS L103) there will be team competitions
between
various smaller groups in the class."
This course will introduce programming concepts
in
the context of solving engineering problems.
Emphasis will be placed on applying the
high-level
programming skills learned to particular
platforms
such as embedded systems. Students will
implement
various microcontroller programming exercises
as
well as an end of the semester project.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENS-L103

Intro to Engineering Lab

UG

1.00

Must be taken Concurrently w/ ENS-103

ENS-L202

Technical Communication

UG

4.00

WRI-102, PHYS 152 AND L152;

ENS-L333

Programming for Engineers Lab

UG

1.00

ENS 333 concurrently
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DESCRIPTION

1528

The Lab is designed to provide opportunities to
gain familiarity with engineering tools. Students
will be introduced to parts (e.g. learn the
resistor color code), test equipment
(multimeters, prototyping trainers, signal
generators, and oscilloscopes), and construction
techniques (wiring, soldering, troubleshooting).
Although it varies from year to year, Class
Projects can be built during the Lab sessions. In
the past these have included a 25 Watt electric
generator, various door lock systems (both
mechanical and electronic), and an AM
transmitter
and receiver (all projects made from scratch). It
is likely that 2010-2011 may introduce some
robotic creations for a competition. Electronic
kits and motors can also be built and serviced in
the Lab. There is an adjoining machine shop,
which
can be utilized (with supervision), for
fabricating items. Individual creativity is
encouraged, and informal problem solving
sessions
occasionally occupy lab time. However, the lab is
accessible outside of the traditional scheduled
time.
Emphasis on clarity, precision, accuracy, and
conciseness in scientific writing. Assignments
include a team-based design-contest proposal,
an
oral presentation on current scientific topics, a
team-based design of an experiment with a
write-up
and an oral presentation, a paper on engineering
ethics concerning the Challenger and an
instruction manual. Memo writing, summary
writing,
and resumes are also included.
The Programming for Engineers lab is designed
to
supplement the Programming for Engineers
Course.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

ENST-310

The Civilian Conservation Corps and the
American Landscape

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

Class will meet for 75 minutes a week and
then tra
break.
Instructor's consent is required

DESCRIPTION

1529

This course will focus on the history and lasting
affect of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC)
on
the physical and political landscape of the United
States. From 1933 to 1942 more than 3 million
men
served in the CCC, and this course will track the
progression of their work from the planting of
billions of trees to the development of
recreational opportunities on federal and state
lands. Over time, CCC work progressed from the
conservation of natural resources to the
conservation of human resources and promotion
of
recreation on public lands. As the CCC changed
over time, so too did public opinion concerning
the CCC's work and mission. This class will
explore opposition to CCC projects by significant
figures in America's environmental movement
such
as Aldo Leopold and Bob Marshall, and the
resulting influence on the environmental
movement
in America. We will also look at the role the CCC
played in redefining conservation and creating a
mainstream environmental movement. In
addition,
this class will consider the affect that the CCC
had on New Deal politics. Finally, this class will
study the lasting legacy that the CCC left on the
American landscape through the development of
other conservation corps programs.
Students will also read first hand accounts, view
films, and possibly hear directly from a CCC
veteran. As a class connected with an Alternative
Spring Break trip, this experiential education
offering will allow students to experience and
complete similar work to that completed by CCC
members. During Alternative Spring Break,
students
will visit important CCC history sites such as the
first CCC camp in the country and a major
national
park development project. During the course,
assignments will challenge students to identify
CCC sites in Massachusetts or their home
states.
Local site visits are a possibility for this
class. Other assignments will challenge students
to identify modern environmental organizations
who
can trace their origins to the CCC (either by
mimicking the CCC model or by opposing the
CCC),
and investigate how their current work is related
to those beginnings.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENST-321

Introduction to Permaculture

UG

4.00

ENST-402
ENST-403

Environmental Studies Capstone II
Environmental Studies Practicum

UG
UG

4.00
4.00

FR-206

Composition, Conversation and
Professional Development

UG

4.00

FR-216

Masterpieces of French and Francophone
Literature in English Translation

UG

4.00

FR-309

Survey of French Literature I

UG

4.00

FR 202 or Instructors permission

FR-310

Survey of French Literature II

UG

4.00

FR-202 or instructor's permission

This class fulfills the Expanded Classroom
Require
standing or above required or consent of the
instr

FR-202
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DESCRIPTION

1530

Permaculture is the design of food systems and
social structures to provide for human needs
while
restoring ecosystem health. Examining the
interconnections between environmental, social
and
economic components, Permaculture is informed
by
the disciplines of systems ecology, ecological
design and ethno-ecology.
A continuation of ENST 401
This course combines a practicum placement of
at
least 10 hours a week for 12 weeks in a position
that offered the student significant opportunity
to learn about environmental problems as the
basis for reflection, analysis, and skill
development through appropriate reading,
writing,
and oral presentation assignments. Specific
learning objectives will be tailored to the
student's placement. Interested students should
consult instructor in advance. ECR. 4 credits.
Prerequisite: junior standing, limited to
Environmental Studies majors and minors.
This course enhances students' conversational
and
writing skills in French. Authentic language and
formal writing skills are detailed. The
development of oral proficiency is stressed with
a
focus on listening comprehension, reading and
writing. Advanced French grammar is stressed
with
a focus on written grammatical exercises. This
class is open to heritage speakers as well as
those who have participated or are planning on
participating in the CAVILAM, CCFS-Sorbonne
Programs.
Masterpieces of French and Francophone
Literature
in English Translation. Studies works translated
into English by major authors from the Middle
Ages to the present. Explores drama, fiction, and
poetry from many regions of the world: Africa,
Western Europe, North America, the Caribbean,
and Vietnam.
Analyzes and discusses canonical works of
French
literature from medieval times to the eighteenth
century.
Study, analyze and discuss canonical works of
French-language literature from the nineteenth
through the twenty-first centuries, as they
relate to important events in the art, culture,
and history of the Francophone world.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FR-318

Face in the Mirror: Writing & Reflecting
the Self in French

UG

4.00

FR-205 and FR-305 or Instructor's consent

FR-401

Special Topics in French and Francophone
Studies

UG

4.00

FR-202

FR-402

Internship in French-Speaking Workplace

UG

1.00

FR-510

Independent Study

UG

4.00

An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.

FS-103

Introduction to Forensic Science

UG

3.00

FS-L103 concurrently

4.00
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FR-101 and FR-102 and permission of
instructor

DESCRIPTION

1531

Examines literature in the French language
focusing on memoir, essay, and autobiography.
Read authors such as, Montaigne, Rousseau,
Lamartine, Colette, Duras, Beauvoir, Le,
Chamoiseau, Djebar, Conde, Ernaux, Genet, and
Satrapi. Develops an appreciation of the
differences between autobiography and
autofiction. Explores the question of truth and
the fallibility of memory.
Examines a range of topics in French and
Francophone studies. Provides individualized
guidance and promotes advanced-level research
in
the special topic area.
Designed to enable students to work in a local
organization in which the French language
and/or
Francophone culture is a focus. Libraries,
cultural centers, embassies, restaurants and
bakeries are some places where this
independent
study course will carry variable credit,
depending on the number of hours devoted to
the
internship and the related academic work done
by
the student. Interested students should consult
the instructor as they are applying for
internships.
Pursues advanced studies in an area of
particular
interest under the supervision of a faculty
member.
Application of the principles of forensic science
in evaluating physical evidence, with emphasis
on
its role in criminal investigation. Class
experiences may include guest lectures and field
trips.
3-hour lecture.
Normally offered Fall

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FS-428

Criminalistics Practicum

UG

1.00

4.00

Instructor's permission is required for
registrati

FS-429

Criminalistics Practicum II

UG

1.00

4.00

Instructor's permission is required for
registrati

FS-L103

Introduction to Forensic Science Lab

UG

1.00

FS-103 concurrently
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DESCRIPTION

1532

The practicum involves participation in
government crime laboratories, private forensic
laboratories, private analytical chemical
laboratories (including biomedical laboratories),
a forensic science project at Suffolk University
or other laboratories where the student can
demonstrate that he or she can acquire skills
applicable to forensic analysis. Students are
encouraged to seek a practicum sponsor that
suits
his/her skills and interests; assistance may be
provided by the Forensic Science Program
Director. Participation at the laboratories is
subject to requirements of the particular
laboratory and will be open only to those
students approved by the Forensic Science
Director. Development of a research report and
poster presentation to the department are
required elements. Depending on the project
undertaken, students may obtain ECR credit.
The practicum involves participation in
government crime laboratories, private forensic
laboratories, private analytical chemical
laboratories (including biomedical laboratories),
a forensic science project at Suffolk University
or other laboratories where the student can
demonstrate that he or she can acquire skills
applicable to forensic analysis. Students are
encouraged to seek a practicum sponsor that
suits
his/her skills and interests; assistance may be
provided by the Forensic Science Program
Director. Participation at the laboratories is
subject to requirements of the particular
laboratory and will be open only to those
students approved by the Forensic Science
Director. Development of a final research report
and oral presentation to the department and the
SU community are required elements.
Depending on
the project undertaken, students may obtain ECR
credit.
Laboratory experiences related to the collection
and analysis of physical evidence as performed
by
forensic science professionals. Experiments
may
include forensic microscopy, drug analysis,
forensic serology, physical patterns, fingerprint
and firearm evidence analysis techniques. 3-hour
laboratory.
Normally offered Fall

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GER-216

Masters of German Literature in English
Translation Masterpieces

UG

4.00

GER-306

German Cinema

UG

4.00

GER-412

Contemporary Germany

UG

4.00

GER-510

German Independent Study

UG

4.00

An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.

GR-102

Ancient Greek II

UG

4.00

GR-101

GVT-005

Summer Campaign Lab

UG

0.00

Instructor consent required
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DESCRIPTION

1533

Discussion of works by major authors from the
18th century to the present. Drama, fiction, and
poetry. The specifically "German" contributions
as
related to the European context. Lessing,
Goethe,
Schiller, Heine, Buchner, Schnitzler, Kafka, T.
Mann, Hesse, Brecht, Seghers, Grass, Boll, Wolf
and/or others.
A survey of films produced in the German
speaking
countries from the 1920's to the present.
Includes
the Weimar republic, the Nazi period, postwar
production from both East and West Germany,
and
new trends since reunification. Film esthetics
and
socio-historical context. All films shown in
German with English subtitles.
A survey of German culture, politics, and society
from the end of World War II to the present day.
Discussion of such topics as the "post-fascist"
mentality, economic efficiency, re-education,
Americanization, division and it's legacy, high
culture, entertainment for the masses,
environmental movements, pacifism, and
multiculturalism. Taught in English.
Students meet with a departmental faculty
member
to pursue advanced studies in areas of particular
interest to them.
A continuation of GR 101. During the semester
we
will complete our introduction to Ancient Greek
and begin to read continuously a classic work of
poetry, history, or philosophy in the original.
This intensive and fun class combines in-depth
training on creating and running winning
campaigns, including candidate campaigns and
issue-oriented campaigns. The class includes
site
visits to campaign offices and leading political
strategy firms. Students will broaden their
networks, meeting guest speakers from
government,
public policy, and nonprofits and participate in
hands-on activities that help students learn
fundraising, media and messaging, campaign
strategy, field operations, and technology. The
class fee includes food, transportation and
special materials.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

GVT-110

Introduction to American Politics

UG

4.00

GVT-115

Evolution of the Global System

UG

4.00

GVT-120

Research Methods

UG

4.00

GVT-181

Intro to Comparative Politics

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1534

An introduction to the American political system
and constitutional framework. Focus will be on
the interplay of various institutions (the
Presidency, Congress and the Judiciary) in
creating public policies.
Contemporary public issues will be discussed,
as will the role of political theory in shaping
American democracy. Attention will be given to
the
role of the news media, public opinion, political
ideology, political parties and interest groups
in the American system.
Introduces the main actors, ideas, institutions,
and processes that shape the international
system. Analyzes key international
developments,
including imperialism, nationalism, the causes of
wars and peace, and globalization. Integrates
international relations concepts with history to
explain the unprecedented levels of prosperity
and violence in Europe, particularly in light of
its dominant role in recent centuries. Emphasizes
contemporary developments taking place in other
regions such as Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
Helps students understand the global arena as a
space of complex interconnections and sets the
foundations for other courses in international
relations and regional studies. Normally offered
every semester.
This course sets the foundations for other
courses in International Relations and Regional
Studies
Students learn to read, analyze, and conduct
political science research as well as learning
the steps to writing a research paper, including
developing a research question, writing a
literature review, selecting a research design,
and properly citing sources. Students will
develop an understanding of approaches to
researching and
measuring political phenomena.
Introduces various approaches of comparative
politics, such as institutionalism,
structuralism, political culture, corporatism,
state-society relationship, political economy,
etc. Applies the different approaches to explain
how various factors affect government
institutions, sociopolitical and economic
development in different societies. An effort is
made to include countries from all regions of the
world. Normally offered every semester.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-201

Data Analysis and Politics

UG

4.00

GVT-208

Politics / Religion

UG

4.00

GVT-223

American Politics & Institutions

UG

4.00

GVT 110 or GVT 120 or instructor's
permission

GVT-224

Introduction to Public Policy

UG

4.00

GVT 110 or instructor's permission

Sophomore Standing GVT 110 and 120 and
Math 128 or
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DESCRIPTION

1535

Quantitative analysis is quickly changing the way
we understand and engage in politics, how we
implement policy, and how organizations across
the world make decisions. In this course, we will
learn the fundamental principles of statistical
inference and develop the necessary
programming
skills to answer a wide range of political and
policy oriented questions with data analysis. Who
is most likely to win the upcoming presidential
election? Do countries become less democratic
when leaders are assassinated? Is there racial
discrimination in the labor market? These are
just a few of the questions we will work on in
the course.
This course explores the relationship between
politics & religion in the United States. How and
why does religion influence politics in the U.S?
What does freedom of religion mean in the U.S.?
Why do some groups today erroneously claim
that
the U.S. was founded as a "Christian nation"?
This course also examines what major world
religions say about the status and
responsibilities of the state and the roles that
minority religious groups (Buddhism, Islam, etc.)
play in U.S. politics.
This course will provide an examination of the
institutions involved in the American
policy-making process. The student will learn
about the presidential system that exists in the
United States. The course will focus on a
relationship between the President and Congress
and how that relationship impedes or facilitates
the public policy process, including the
budgetary process. The course will include a
discussion of the president's role as head of the
executive branch, and the implementation of
congressional policies. Attention will be given
to the role of the judiciary in the policy
process.
Normally offered every year.
This course examines the process and politics of
agenda-setting and public policy formulation in
the United States. The primary focus is on
understanding the complex interaction between
institutions and actors involved in public policy
making at the federal level, although many of
these observations are transferrable to other
levels of government (state and local) and other
political systems. Students will learn by doing
as they become elected Members of Congress in
a
semester-long legislative simulation. Normally
offered every fall.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

GVT-225

U.S. Constitutional Law & Civil
Liberties

UG

4.00

GVT-245

Courts, Public Policy, and Legal
Research

UG

4.00

GVT-247

Intellectual Property- Authors,
Inventors, & Brands

UG

4.00

GVT-253

State and Local Government

UG

4.00

GVT-261

Theory & Practice of International
Relations

UG

4.00

GVT-275

Ancient & Medieval Political Theory

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GPA at least 3.3

GVT 110, GVT 115, and GVT 120 or consent
of instru
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DESCRIPTION

1536

This course examines a range of contemporary
issues introducing students to the U.S.
Constitution and the fundamental concepts of
constitutional law. Students discuss and analyze
topics including separation of powers,
federalism, freedom of speech, the death
penalty,
gun control, and civil rights. We will explore
current constitutional challenges and their
relationship to law and society.
This course examines the public policy-making
role of the court system and examines questions
such as whether and how courts can spur
political
and social reform. The direct and secondary
effects of key court decisions will be examined.
Case studies may focus on issues like civil
rights and pro-choice court cases and political
activism. The course will also examine the basics
of policy-related legal research.
This friendly, interactive introduction to
intellectual property covers the fundamental
pillars of copyrights,patents, trademarks, and
trade secret, and more far-reaching topics like
international and internet intellectual property,
and indigenous people and IP. The course is
open
to all majors,because it is relevant to anyone
who deals with creative works, inventions,
discoveries, or business. This undergraduate
course will be taught at the Suffolk Law School
by a member of its faculty.
The development, structure and functions of
state governments with emphasis on the
government of Massachusetts; the various forms
of local government in cities and towns;
analysis of the relationships between local, state
and federal governments.
Normally offered alternate years.
Review of major approaches to the study of
international relations. Definition of concepts
such as power, nationalism, imperialism, and
dependency. Special attention to the use of
force
and conflict resolution. Special class project.
Normally offered every year.
This course examines the political ideas of major
thinkers of Western civilization, beginning with
the ancient Greek philosophers and continuing
through the 14th Century. Theorists studied (in
English translation) include, among others,
Plato, Aristotle, Thucydides, Cicero, Augustine,
Thomas Aquinas, and Christine de Pizan. One
term,
4 semester hours.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

GVT-276

Modern Political Theory

UG

4.00

GVT-278

Radical & Revolutionary Political
Thought

UG

4.00

GVT-281

Intro to Comparative Politics

UG

4.00

GVT-306

Women & Public Policy

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Sophomore standing

GVT 110, GVT 115, and GVT 120 or consent
of instru
Sophomore status or higher
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DESCRIPTION

1537

This course examines the political ides of the
major thinkers of Western civilization from the
time of Machiavelli to the present. Theorist
studied (in English translation) include, among
others, Machiavelli, Bodin, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, Kant, Mill, Marx, Wollstonecraft,
Beauvoir, and Dewey. One term, 4 semester
hours.
No Prerequisites.
From Bernie Sanders to #BlackLivesMatter to
#MeToo to Occupy Wall Street, many people
seem to
reject the system of global capitalism. Where
does this rejection come from? How does it get
expressed? What might it lead to? In this course
you will examine the intellectual traditions
behind contemporary movements, and consider
whether they might come together in a vision of a
new society.
Introduces various approaches of comparative
politics, such as institutionalism,
structuralism, political culture, corporatism,
state-society relationship, political economy,
etc. Applies the different approaches to explain
how various factors affect government
institutions, sociopolitical and economic
development in different societies. An effort is
made to include countries from all regions of the
world. Normally offered every semester.
This course examines the impact and influence
of
women on public policy from the inside, as formal
actors in government and partisan institutions,
and from the outside, via civic organizations as
both non-citizens and citizens. The course uses
a
comparative approach to explore systematically
the ways in which women have navigated,
sometimes
successfully, intersectional realities of class,
race, gender identity and ideological orientation
to influence public policy. The first half of the
course concentrates on women in politics and
the
second examines specific policy areas, such as
reproductive choice and equity issues. Normally
offered alternate years.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-308

International Security

UG

4.00

GVT 281 and GVT 261

GVT-309

Transitional Justice

UG

4.00

Junior status or higher

DESCRIPTION

1538

This course examines the dynamic evolution of
the
debates on International Security as well as the
transformations in the main global and regional
security institutions such as UN and NATO.
Based
upon International Relations perspectives, it
analyzes the traditional definitions of security
at the national, regional and international levels
of analysis since 1945. Likewise, it studies how
states and international institutions have
revisited the concepts, policies and strategies of
security since the end of the Cold War and after
the September 11 events, from realist
perspectives
to the Copenhagen School of security studies.
Offered every year.
This course introduces the concept and practices
of transitional justice, which addresses current
and past human rights violations. We review the
various mechanisms of transitional justice,
including: criminal prosecution; lustrations;
truth and reconciliation commissions;
reparations; and apologies. Our focus will be on
understanding the nature of the political and
moral dilemmas encountered by countries that
consider and apply these mechanisms. We will
consider broad theoretical questions as well as
specific examples (e.g., Germany after the
Holocaust; The South African Truth and
Reconciliation Commission; The International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia and
for Rwanda).
The course will also emphasize the practical
implications of transitional justice: how do we
empirically measure the effects of transitional
justice; what is the role of traditional
mechanisms of justice; how does one balance
between the global human rights regime and
local
realities; what is the relationship between
gender and religion and transitional justice;
and, what is the role of transitional justice
mechanisms in conflict resolution.
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MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TITLE

LEVEL

GVT-310

Global Political Economy

UG

4.00

GVT 281 and GVT 261 or instructors consent

This course explores the main premises and
approaches to study Global Political Economy.
After analyzing the history and development of
the
international system, it studies how states and
markets are interconnected in the creation and
reform of economic and political international
institutions in the globalization process. It
also focuses on the most acute problems of the
current international system in the area of IPE,
namely, environmental degradation, external
debt,
poverty, increasing gap between rich and poor
countries, and trade conflicts.
Offered every year.

GVT-311

The Conflict in Israel/Palestine

UG

4.00

Open to Juniors and Seniors

GVT-323

Political Survey Research

UG

4.00

OPEN TO JUNIORS & SENIORS

GVT-334

Politics and Law of Food, Tobacco, and
Public Health

UG

4.00

An analysis of the origins and the local,
regional, and international dimensions of the
Palestinian-Israeli-Arab conflict, this course
will examine the conflict through the eyes of the
major protagonists and the roles played by them
from the early twentieth century to the present:
Zionists/Israelis, Palestinians and other Arabs,
British, Americans, Soviets. We will also
explore
the questions of why this conflict has captured
the world's attention and why it has gone
unresolved since World War II. Finally, we will
examine the possibilities and attempts for
resolution of what appears to be an intractable
human tragedy.
Everything needed to design, carry out, and
interpret a political survey. Topics covered will
include questionnaire design, sampling,
interviewing, coding data, and univariate and
bivariate analysis of the results. Multivariate
analysis will be discussed but not studied
in-depth. An actual survey will be conducted as a
class project.
Normally offered every year.
Corporations, which are one of the dominant
institutions of the early 21st century, are
driven not by the public good, but by the profit
motive. Decisions made by two industries
dominated by corporations, the food industry and
the tobacco industry, have a tremendous
negative
impact on America's public health. What, if
anything, can be done to counteract the harm
caused by Fast Food & Big Tobacco?
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DESCRIPTION

1539

COURSE

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-340

Moot Court

UG

4.00

GVT-345

Public Policy Writing

UG

4.00

GVT-346

The American Presidency

UG

4.00

GVT 110 AND GVT 120 OR INSTRUCTOR'S
CONSENT

GVT-347

Legislative Politics

UG

4.00

GVT 110 and GVT 120 or instructor's consent

GVT-359

Hockey, International Development &
Politics

UG

4.00
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DESCRIPTION

1540

Moot Court consists of simulated arguments in
front of the Supreme Court of the United States.
Students brief approximately 20 Supreme Court
cases and apply them to a hypothetical case
before the Court. Students form written and oral
arguments based on two constitutional questions
in the hypothetical. Two person teams will
develop legal oral arguments in favor of their
clients. Students learn how to compose written
briefs, develop a knowledge of case law, learn
how to effectively respond to questioning, and
develop forensic skills, and courtroom demeanor.
Moot Court is a great preparation course for
undergraduate students planning to attend law
school.
This course provides an introduction to the
importance of written communication in the
public
discourse and in public decision-making. The
course will examine some of the tools for
producing relevant, useful material in the
professional public policy analysis arena. The
course will also study the various kinds of
written communication the policy makers and
advocates regularly utilize. The course also
provides an introduction to the constraints that
surround effective communication in public
policymaking. Students will engage in drafting
several different kinds of public policy analyses.
Perspectives on the role and problems of the
presidency in American political life; the nature
and difficulties of presidential influence and
effectiveness, presidential authority within our
system of government, and the impact of
presidential character.
Normally offered alternate years.
The structure and functioning of legislatures.
Particular emphasis on the U.S. Congress, how it
works and how it compares with other
legislatures.
The role of legislatures in a democracy.
Normally offered alternate years.
This class examines the way in which national
identity, global and regional economics and
international development intersect. It uses the
professionalization of the sport of hockey and
its subsequent spread around the globe as its
case. It will look at the rise of the pro game,
the way in which it shapes national identity in
the Canadian case, the way in which the pro
business model has changed in response to
broad
socio-economic changes in North America and
geo-political shifts around the globe, especially
in Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

GVT-361

Voting Rights and Election Law

UG

4.00

GVT-363

American Foreign Policy

UG

4.00

GVT-365

Politics and Diplomacy in Realtime

UG

4.00

GVT-367

Politics of Spain

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT 281 and GVT 261
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How do laws governing the political process
affect and impact political power relationships?
This course investigates topics including
redistricting, the right to vote, voter turnout
and mobilization, election administration, the
Voting Rights Act, and political parties.
Students will have a choice of either serving as
poll workers during the November election or
organizing and conducting research of potential
voters. Students will gain hands-on experience in
actual research design, election administration,
and non-partisan get-out-the-vote activities. In
addition, students will gain a deeper
understanding of the relationship between
attitudes, opinion, and voting behavior in
American politics and institutions.
A decision-making approach to understanding
the domestic and institutional context of U.S.
foreign policy. Includes analysis of
continuity and change since WWII using case
studies of critical decisions, e.g., Korea,
Cuba, Vietnam, etc.
Not open to freshmen.
Prerequisites: GVT 110, GVT 120, GVT 261 or
instructor's consent.
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every year.
Pivoting off accelerating U.S. presidential
election and events around the world, the course
will examine strengths, weaknesses, and biases
inherent in news coverage of state, national, and
international affairs; delve into peculiarities
of each U.S. government branch; analyze
coverage
of 2020 campaign for focus on issues,
personalities, and horse-race. Course will be
taught by veteran reporter and diplomat.
This course is designed to provide students with
a
basic grounding in political institutions and
processes in contemporary Spain. Political
developments are presented in their
socio-economic
context, with special emphasis on the Spanish
transition from a dictatorship to a democracy.
Attention is also given to the issue of the
Basque
and Catalan nationalism, as well as the process
of
European integration.
Prerequisite: GVT 281 or instructor's consent.
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered alternate years at the Madrid
Campus.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-381

The Politics of the Republic of Ireland
And the United Kingdom

UG

4.00

GVT-382

Crisis and Integration in Europe

UG

4.00

GVT-383

African Politics

UG

4.00

GVT 110 and GVT 120

GVT-386

Conflict and Development: Continuation

UG

1.00

Instructors Consent
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This class will examine the political systems of
the Republic of Ireland and the United Kingdom.
It
will look at the development of the Republic of
Ireland from 1916 until the present paying
particular attention to the role that the Irish
Government has played in fostering economic
development and social stability. It will further
look at the country's relationships with the
European Union and United States of America.
The
class will present Northern Ireland and the
efforts to resolve the troubles there in as the
nexus between these foreign relations, domestic
politics in both countries and the relationship
between the two of them. A key part of the class
will be examining the way in which the British
political system functions and is organized,
paying particular attention to the multicultural
and devolutionary policies that the UK
government
has enacted in the recent past. The impact that
these changes in policy have had in resolving the
conflict in Northern Ireland will be examined in
depth.
Why did 17 European countries surrender the
sovereign control of their currency and create the
Euro? Will Turkey become a member of the
European
Union? Will Europeans continue free riding the
security protection of the United States? Is the
integration process another layer of bureaucracy
or an institutional instrument to dean with the
permanent crises in Europe? There are some of
the
questions guiding the discussions in the class.
The political development of Africa in colonial
and post-colonial periods. Analysis of the
evolution of governmental institutions includes
economic, social and personal factors;
political forces at work in present day Africa.
This course will briefly examine the political
history of what would become Yugoslavia,
beginning
in the interwar period and following the process
of unification of the South Slav state. After
analyzing Yugoslavian politics during the Tito
era, attention will turn to what happened to this
state after Tito's death in 1980. Students will
be expected to understand the controversies
over
what caused the break-up of Yugoslavia, and will
read many opposing interpretations of the events
that began in the 1990s and continue today.
Offered at the Madrid Campus.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-387

SL-Conflict & Development in Asia
Service Abroad

UG

4.00

GVT-389

Politics of China

UG

4.00

GVT-393

Latin American Politics Today

UG

4.00

Junior or Senior status required

GVT-401

North American Political Marketing

UG

4.00

Junior status or above
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In this course students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom. Current political trends in the
Caribbean and in selected Central American
nations. Emphasis will be placed on comparative
analysis of public policies in the region, as
well as on external factors which impact on
politics in the Caribbean and Central America.
Students will use academic sources in their
analysis, as well as novels and other literary
sources for the background of their analysis.
Introduces China studies as a subfield of
comparative politics. Covers topics such as
history, political structure, communist
revolution, political and economic development,
authoritarian resilience, current issues, and
foreign policy. Compares China with other
countries in and outside of Asia.
This course examines the evolution of Latin
America in the context of globalization. The
first part analyzes the main political and
economic trends of Latin America as a region,
while the second presents the main challenges
Mexico is facing today in the area of security.
The third part moves forward into the detailed
explanation of the transformations of the largest
South American countries such as Colombia,
Argentina, Chile and Venezuela, among others.
The
final section looks at the relationship between
Latin America and the United States.
This class will examine the techniques used to
market political candidates, parties, issues,
interest groups and think tanks in the modern
American polity, as well as in Canada and the
EU.
The class will examine the causes and impact of
the change that many observers have seen in
the
American polity from a civil to a consumptive
political culture and question the extent to which
this is a U.S. based versus more global
phenomenon. At the same time, the class will
aim
to provide the student will a hands-on
understanding of the way in which various
marketing techniques are employed to sell
politics. The techniques will include message
development, branding, micro-targeting, and
political marketing campaign strategy by looking
at a series of cases from around the world.
Cases
examined will include the Barack Obama , Hillary
Clinton and John McCain campaigns from 2008,
the
effort to brand the Conservative Party and New
Labour in the United Kingdom.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-404

International Political Marketing

UG

4.00

At least 54 credits required.

GVT-411

Politics of North and Southeast Asia

UG

4.00

Junior Status required

GVT-434

Global Migration Politics

UG

4.00

Junior Status required
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This class will examine the ways in which
political marketing is conducted across the
globe. It will look at a variety of political
systems and cultures in an effort to discern
which techniques work best with which political
systems and political cultures. The cases will be
drawn from all 7 continents and a wide diversity
of socio-political cultures. Cases are likely to
include Canada, New Zealand, India, Japan,
Ireland, the United Kingdom, Argentina, Russia
and many others. By the end of the class,
students should have a strong sense of how
political marketing is done globally and which
techniques work best with which systems.
Examines cultural and historic backgrounds,
political systems, political and economic
development, and international relations of
countries in North and South East Asia. Provides
with the understanding of the main regional
trends and offers case studies of some of the
political systems in the region. Applies the
concepts and theories learned in the previous
international relations, comparative politics
courses and other social science courses.
* I do not include specific country names to make
the description flexible for changes. In my
class, I cover countries such as China, North and
South Korea, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos,
Philippines, and Burma.
This course examines how American
governmental
institutions, political actors, and processes have
both shaped and responded to one of the most
significant and complex issues of public policy
facing the nation: immigration to the United
States. This class will explore a number of
intriguing and difficult policy topics related to
the almost unprecedented level of immigration
that
the U.S. has been experiencing. The focus of
the
class will include the following: admissions,
citizenship, deportation and detention (including
that of suspected terrorists), refugee/asylum law,
and highly contested issues of today, such as
definitions of citizenship, immigrant rights, and
border enforcement. A major objective of this
course is to provide students with the opportunity
to conduct their own original research in
American
politics by delving into some aspect of
immigration as a public policy issue.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-438

Environmental Policy & Politic

UG

4.00

This course will have a service learning
component
Junior Status required

GVT-439

Global Environmental Threat

UG

4.00

Junior Status required

GVT-441

Ready, Set, Run!

UG

2.00

Junior Status required

GVT-442

Candidate Definition

UG

1.00

Junior Status required

GVT-443

Candidate Media Strategy 101

UG

1.00

Junior status required
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From Rio to the Boston Harbor Project, this
course
examines the policies and politics of the
environment. It examines the origins of the
environmental movement in the United States
focusing on the development and present
function
of government and non-government
organizations
responsible for the development and
implementation
of global, national, state and local environmental
policies.
In the 20th century the general public became
aware of the need for following a sustainable
lifestyle. Non-governmental organizations,
governmental institutions and individuals began
to
study environmental problems and issues to
enhance
the concept of conservation of nature and the
protection of the planet's biodiversity among
other important concepts. However, as we enter
the 21st century, we are finding ourselves
involved in new environmental threats such as
increasingly disturbing natural disasters,
eco-terrorism and endless extreme poverty. This
course is aimed at learning the basic
environmental aspects that affect society and
nature as a whole, along with the new issues that
are arising and leading scientists to continue
new
lines of research in the field of environmental
conservation and awareness, knowing also that
the
key to hope lies in the field of environmental
education.
Offered on the Madrid Campus only.
Designed to introduce students to the nuts and
bolts of preparing to run for office or guiding a
candidate through the process. Students learn
how
to file nomination papers, develop a field team,
and create a general branding strategy.
Students learn the basics of how candidates
successfully introduce their candidacy to the
public. From announcing the campaign to
conducting meet and greets to producing
candidate
photos, this course guides to through the process
of effectively defining the candidate.
Students learn the fundamentals of how to
maximize positive media coverage with attention
paid to generating endorsements, developing
non-paid media, and persuading voters.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-463

International Legal Systems

UG

4.00

Junior status or above

GVT-465

International and Transnational
Organizations

UG

4.00

GVT-261
Junior Status required

GVT-466

Governance & Regional Political Economy

UG

4.00

Junior Status required
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This course explains the main components of the
international legal system. It begins by
exploring the rules, principles and norms that
govern the relationship among states, the
different cultural and philosophical legal
perspectives and the history of the international
legal system. The second part of the course
covers the study of the sources and subjects of
the international law, the jurisdiction of
states, the peaceful settlement of disputes, the
use of force and the legal personality of
international actors. The third part of the
course addresses a number of significant topics
derived from the process of globalization legal
norms: human rights, humanitarian intervention,
law of the sea, environmental law, and economic
relations.
This course explores the institutional
structures, political processes, and impact of
international governmental and nongovernmental
organizations. It analyzes their increasingly
prominent role in efforts to resolve a wide range
of global problems and contribution to strengthen
the current system of global governance. While
the course covers the problems of international
security, global distribution of wealth,
deterioration of the environmental system, and
threats to social welfare, it focuses on the
interaction between the United Nations System
and
regional organizations, on the one hand, and the
role of non-governmental organizations in
cooperating or competing to solve specific
problems in the area of international relations.
This course examines the intertwined nature of
the
globalization and regionalization processes from
the perspective of global political economy. The
first part of the course provides the basic
elements and indicators to understand the main
challenges the international economy is facing
such as crisis, protectionism, and
underdevelopment, inter alia. The second part
presents the evolution of globalization and
regionalism in the past decades. The third and
final section compares how the distinct regions in
the world are dealing with local and global
problems; particularly attention is paid to the
European Union, NAFTA, Mercosur and APEC.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

GVT-467

Comparative Social Movements

UG

4.00

GVT-471

Topics in Democracy

UG

4.00

GVT-485

Politics of the Middle East

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Junior status

TAKE GVT-281 OR INSTRUCTOR'S
CONSENT
Junior Status required
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How do we explain the appearance or absence
of
social movements? What social or individual
factors explain their development and decline?
Who joins social movements? Who does not?
Why?
What ideas or ideals animate those who do
participate? What is it like to be part of a
social movement? What effect do they or have
they
had on politics, power and efforts at social
change? These are some of the questions that
have
traditionally shaped debates over social
movements, both domestically and
internationally.
They will form the analytical core of the work in
this course. By critically evaluating several
competing schools of thought in social movement
theory and history we will attempt to highlight
the social forces that have, at varying points in
times, facilitated, maintained, as well as
blocked the development of social movements in
the US and beyond.
Recent years have witnessed what is widely
described as a global retreat of democracy and a
concurrent rise of illiberalism and populism of
both the right and left variants. Some observers
argue that this alarmist assessment is
unwarranted and that a more nuanced and
careful
evaluation of the data does not support a
conclusion that democracy is on life support.
Which perspective is right? Is democracy really
under threat at home and abroad? If so, why and
what, if anything, could or should we do about
it? This course will critically and
systematically evaluate the risks to democracy
both in the U.S. and globally as an empirical
question, through the lens of social science,
theory and history. This course is being taught
as part of a cross-university collaborative in
which students from more than a dozen
campuses
follow similar syllabi, collaborate on select
assignments, contribute research to a global
database on Democratic Erosion and will engage
with students at other universities.
Interlocking themes making the contemporary
Middle East an area of chronic conflict: Big
Power rivalries; social and political change
within individual countries; unity and Arab
rivalry involved in Arab nationalism; the
Palestinian-Israeli-Arab dispute. Normally
offered alternate years. Cultural Diversity B

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-501

Senior Seminar

UG

1.00

Senior status

GVT-503

Washington Academic Seminar I

UG

4.00

Instructor permission required

GVT-505

Washington Seminar on National Security

UG

4.00

Instructor's consent required
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This course is designed to provide all
Government
degree-seeking students with a team-taught
capstone experience. In this course,
we will collectively discuss and consider career,
professional and academic experience for the
Government major, including learning more
about
the fields of public policy, public service, law,
nonprofit management, international
development,
and nongovernmental organization management.
This
course focuses on career entry and transition,
networking for career success, impression
management concept and skills, and related
life-long learning skills. Students articulate
and reflect on academic, work, and co-curricular
experiences from the perspective of
professionals
entering or advancing their careers.
Pre-requisite: Senior standing.
An intensive off-campus experience, normally
of two-week's duration, arranged through The
Washington Center in Washington, D.C. Topics
vary. Students will be graded by both an on-site
evaluator and an assigned Government
Department faculty member. In addition, students
are normally required to meet three times during
the semester of registration, keep a journal of
the off-campus experience and to write a
significant research paper based on the topic of
the academic seminar.
A two-week intensive seminar in Washington DC;
the first week will focus on a look inside the
defense and intelligence community in the US
government; the second week will examine
issues,
threats, and challenges in global society. The
seminar, carried out in partnership with The
Washington Center for Internships and Academic
Seminars, will include briefing sessions with
security officials, site visits, small group
meetings, keeping a journal, and academic
papers.
There will also be some further academic work
after you return to Suffolk. Prerequisites:
Registration in this course requires advance
application. The seminar is offered in May, and
applications are due by March 1. Interested
students should consult the instructor for
further details.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-506

Political Convention Program

UG

4.00

Instructor permission required

GVT-509

United Nations Seminar

UG

4.00

Instructor's consent

GVT-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

4.00
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An opportunity to do an internship through The
Washington Center at either the Republican
National Convention or the Democratic National
Convention. Students will learn what
goes on behind the scenes and interact with
important public figures influential
in setting public policy at various levels of
government. The week prior to the convention is
spent in Washington, D.C. studying the electoral
process, becoming familiar with conventions
operations and preparing for convention
fieldwork assignments. Students will hear from
a wide variety of speakers, including members of
the media, party officials, and other political
personalities. Students are then assigned as
volunteers to assist with the work of the
convention during the second week.
This course provides an introduction to the study
of the role of the United Nations System in the
globalization era. The course is divided in two
main sections. The first is based on a series of
readings, lectures and discussion on the rules,
principles and norms which govern the
relationship
among states and the UN system; it also covers
traditional topics such as the sources and
subjects of international law, the jurisdiction
of
states, the peaceful settlement of disputes, the
use of force and the legal personality of
international actors, human rights, humanitarian
intervention, global environment, used of armed
forces, as well as economic relations. The
second
part of the course is based on a required study
trip to the UN headquarters in order to
experience
a direct contact with policy-makers within the UN
system in a diversity of areas such as security,
aid and peacekeeping areas.
Individual program of reading and research on an
approved topic under the supervision of a
member
of the department. Only for qualified juniors
or seniors.
Offered every semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-521

Internship in Government

UG

4.00

GVT-523

Washington Internship

UG

12.00

Sophomore standing and instructor's
permission req

GVT-524

Washington Internship-Summer

UG

8.00

Sophomore standing and Instructor's
permission req

GVT-525

Washington Internship Seminar

UG

4.00

GVT-526

International Internship-London

UG

8.00

Concurrent enrollment in GVT 523 or GVT
524; sopho
Instructor permission.
Junior standing; GVT 528 & GVT 529
Concurrent; Ins
permission.

GVT-527

International Internship-Brussels

UG

8.00

Government major, sophomore status.
Applications t
must be approved by the Instructor. It is the
resp
students to arrange internship placements in
advan
course.

Junior standing; GVT 528 & GVT 529
Concurrent; Ins
permission
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This course is designed to enhance the
academic
learning students achieve in a substantive
government, politics, issue advocacy, public
policy or public administration related,
supervised, internship that is concurrent with
the seminar. Students will use their experiences
in the internship of their choosing as a basis
for reflection, analysis, skills and career
development. Individual learning goals and
objectives will be formulated for each student,
based on their placement, interest and career
goals. Internships must be a minimum of 120
hours
in total and approved by the instructor in
advance.
A full-time, one-semester internship in
Washington, D.C. Consult the Department
office for more details.
ECR
A full-time summer internship in Washington D.C.
Consult the Department for more details.
ECR
ECR

A full-time, one-semester International
Internship
in London. Students must also complete
academic
work designed to enhance experiential learning
and professional development in their internship
abroad that is supervised by a Suffolk
instructor. Course work will include developing
individualized learning goals and objectives for
their internships, journaling, mid-term
self-evaluation and a final research paper.
A full-time, one-semester International
Internship
in Brussels. Students must also complete
academic
work designed to enhance experiential learning
and professional development in their internship
abroad that is supervised by a Suffolk
instructor. Course work will include developing
individualized learning goals and objectives for
their internships, journaling, mid-term
self-evaluation and a final research paper.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-533

International Internship-Edinburgh

UG

8.00

GVT-534

Experiential Learning in Government

UG

1.00

GVT-538

Summer Campaign Lab

UG

4.00

Instructor Consent Required

GVT-555

Senior Thesis

UG

4.00

Instructor's consent required

GVT-H110

Honors Intro to American Democracy

UG

4.00

Junior standing; GVT 528 & GVT 529
Concurrent; Ins
permission

12.00 Instructor consent required
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A full-time, one-semester International
Internship
in Edinburgh. Student must also complete
academic
work designed to enhance experiential learning
and professional development in their internship
abroad that is supervised by a Suffolk
instructor. Course work will include developing
individualized learning goals and objectives for
their internships, journaling, mid-term
self-evaluation and a final research paper.
Internships and practicum in Government are
available prior to the start of each semester.
Offered Fall and Spring.
This intensive and fun class combines in-depth
training on creating and running winning
campaigns, including candidate campaigns and
issue-oriented campaigns. The class includes
site
visits to campaign offices and leading political
strategy firms. Students will broaden their
networks, meeting guest speakers from
government,
public policy, and nonprofits and participate in
hands-on activities that help students learn
fundraising, media and messaging, campaign
strategy, field operations, and technology. The
class fee includes food, transportation and
special materials.
Individual program of reading, research, writing
on an approved topic under the supervision of
a member of the department, for students in
all tracks who meet the criteria for
departmental honors and who wish to prepare
a thesis for submission to the honors committee.
Must be taken in the first semester of the senior
year.
Prerequisites: Grade point average 3.0 overall,
3.4 in major; completion of a minimum of 6
credits
in Government at Suffolk University; advisor's
signed consent; application approved by honors
committee in spring of applicant's junior year.
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every fall.
Special honors section of GVT 110.
Offered every fall.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GVT-H120

Honors Research Methods

UG

4.00

Honors student or at least 3.3 GPA

GVT-H224

Honors Introduction to Public Policy

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only. GVT 110 and
GVT 120 or i
permission

GVT-H225

Honors U.S. Constitutional Law & Civil
Liberties

UG

4.00

Honors student or at least 3.3 GPA

GVT-H247

Intellectual Property- Authors,
Inventors, & Brands

UG

4.00

GPA at least 3.3 or Honors student only.
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A special honors section of Research Methods.
Students will be introduced to the subfields of
political science and learn to analyze political
writings. Focus will be on the use of the
scientific method for research on politics and
government. Students will learn the steps in
writing a research paper, including developing
the
research question and selecting a research
design.
Attention will be given to the use of statistical
analysis and public opinion polling in political
research.
This course examines the process and politics of
agenda-setting and public policy formulation in
the United States. The primary focus is on
understanding the complex interaction between
institutions and actors involved in public policy
making at the federal level, although many of
these observations are transferrable to other
levels of government (state and local) and other
political systems. Students will learn by doing
as they become elected Members of Congress in
a
semester-long legislative simulation. Normally
offered every fall.
This course examines a range of contemporary
issues introducing students to the U.S.
Constitution and the fundamental concepts of
constitutional law. Students discuss and analyze
topics including separation of powers,
federalism, freedom of speech, the death
penalty,
gun control, and civil rights. We will explore
current constitutional challenges and their
relationship to law and society.
This friendly, interactive introduction to
intellectual property covers the fundamental
pillars of copyrights,patents, trademarks, and
trade secret, and more far-reaching topics like
international and internet intellectual property,
and indigenous people and IP. The course is
open
to all majors,because it is relevant to anyone
who deals with creative works, inventions,
discoveries, or business. This undergraduate
course will be taught at the Suffolk Law School
by a member of its faculty.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

GVT-H309

Transitional Justice

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

GVT-H401

North American Political Marketing

UG

4.00

GVT-H523

Honors Washington Internship

UG

12.00

Junior status or higher, CAS Honors Program

Junior status or above, CAS Honors Program

CAS Honors students only. Sophomore
standing and i
permission required
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This course introduces the concept and practices
of transitional justice, which addresses current
and past human rights violations. We review the
various mechanisms of transitional justice,
including: criminal prosecution; lustrations;
truth and reconciliation commissions;
reparations; and apologies. Our focus will be on
understanding the nature of the political and
moral dilemmas encountered by countries that
consider and apply these mechanisms. We will
consider broad theoretical questions as well as
specific examples (e.g., Germany after the
Holocaust; The South African Truth and
Reconciliation Commission; The International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia and
for Rwanda).
The course will also emphasize the practical
implications of transitional justice: how do we
empirically measure the effects of transitional
justice; what is the role of traditional
mechanisms of justice; how does one balance
between the global human rights regime and
local
realities; what is the relationship between
gender and religion and transitional justice;
and, what is the role of transitional justice
mechanisms in conflict resolution.
This class will examine the techniques used to
market political candidates, parties, issues,
interest groups and think tanks in the modern
American polity, as well as in Canada and the
EU.
The class will examine the causes and impact of
the change that many observers have seen in
the
American polity from a civil to a consumptive
political culture and question the extent to which
this is a U.S. based versus more global
phenomenon. At the same time, the class will
aim
to provide the student will a hands-on
understanding of the way in which various
marketing techniques are employed to sell
politics. The techniques will include message
development, branding, micro-targeting, and
political marketing campaign strategy by looking
at a series of cases from around the world.
Cases
examined will include the Barack Obama , Hillary
Clinton and John McCain campaigns from 2008,
the
effort to brand the Conservative Party and New
Labour in the United Kingdom.
A full-time, one-semester internship in
Washington, D.C. Consult the Department
office for more details.
ECR

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-100

Introduction to Asian Studies: Culture,
People, Ideas

UG

4.00

HST-101

History of Western Civilization I

UG

4.00

HST-102

History of Western Civilization II

UG

4.00

HST-103

Cultures and Social Transformations in
Asia

UG

4.00

HST-121

World History I

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1554

An interdisciplinary introduction to Asian Studies
will touch upon the history, politics, economics,
philosophy, geography, arts, and cultures of
Asia.
Sample topics include political economy,
religious
and cultural exchanges, international relations,
the Asian experience in America, and the role of
Asia in the twenty-first century. Students will
develop conceptual frameworks for exploring the
subjects covered by the Asian Studies
curriculum.
Surveys European culture, politics, and
society from antiquity to the seventeenth
century.
Topics include: the Greek, Judaic, and
Roman heritage; the rise of Christianity; feudal
society in the Middle Ages; Renaissance and
Reformation; the Scientific Revolution; and the
development of absolutist and constitutional
governments.
Surveys European culture, politics, and
society from the Scientific Revolution to the
present. Topics include: the development
of absolutist and constitutional governments; the
Enlightenment; the French Revolution;
Industrialization and urbanization; nationalism
and imperialism; World War I, World War II, and
the Cold War; the decline of Europe as a world
power.
Presenting the major trends relevant to social,
cultural, and economic transformations that can
be seen in Asia today. Especially, students will
explore the following trends: the Diaspora of the
Chinese and Indian People; the hold of
Traditional Religious Beliefs in a Modernizing
Asia such as the influences of Buddhism and
Islam; the preservation of Martial Values and in
Militarism in Asia; Issues related to Gender and
Sexuality; Pop Culture among young people in
Asia.
Explores the major themes of human history to
1500. Topics include: hunter-gathering, the
migration of humans across the globe, transitions
to food production, and the development of
complex societies based on agriculture. Major
early Eurasian civilizations (China, India, the
Middle East, and Europe) are examined
(alongside
their interactions with Inner Asia and the
Arabian Peninsula). So too are Sub-Saharan
Africa
and the Americas.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-122

World History II

UG

4.00

HST-149

Empires & Globalization in World History
I

UG

4.00

HST-150

Empires & Globalization in World History
II

UG

4.00

HST-181

American Life to the Civil War Era

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1555

Explores the major themes of human history
since
1500. Topics include: the outward expansion of
Europe, the Scientific Revolution, the
Enlightenment, the Age of Revolutions, the
Industrial Revolution, the creation of a
great-power dominated global system, the two
world wars, the Cold War, the Third World,
globalization, climate change, and modern social
and political movements.
This is the first of the two-course series of
Empires and Globalization in World History.
Course discusses the origins and development of
globalization and capitalism from the perspective
of economic history. Major issues include the
formation of the medieval trade system, the
development of finance and capitalism in the
early
modern ages, and economic changes prior to the
Industrial Revolution. The specific topics may
change every year due to new academic
developments
and publications.
This is the second of the two-course series of
Empires and Globalization in World History.
Course discusses the origins and development of
globalization and capitalism from the perspective
of economic history. Major issues include
state-making, wars, and the rivalry among early
modern empires, economic development, the
Industrial Revolution and the formation of the
global trade system. The specific topics may
change every year due to new academic
developments
and publications.
Surveys American history from European
colonization up through the era of the Civil War.
Topics include interactions with Native
Americans;
slavery; the American Revolution; the founding of
a new republic; social and economic
developments
in the early nineteenth century; expansion; party
politics; sectional conflict; the Civil War and
Reconstruction.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-182

American Life Since the Civil War Era

UG

4.00

HST-200

Gateway to the Past: The Historian's
Craft

UG

4.00

HST-218

Sl- Walls & Bridges: Immigration in
Global Perspective

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1556

Surveys American history from the 1870s to the
present. Topics include the new industrial
order; farmer and worker protests; progressivism;
America's emergence as a world power; the two
World Wars; the Great Depression; the New
Deal;
the Cold War; post-World War II American
society;
the Civil rights movement; Vietnam; dissent and
counterculture in the 1960s; the women's
movement; economic, social, and political
changes
in the late-twentieth century; America's
relationship to a globalized world.
Explores history as an evolving academic
discipline, a method of inquiry into the past,
and a profession. Students learn historical
thinking and research skills that enable them to
frame a research question, identify and retrieve
required sources, and make an argument about
the
ideas and actions of past peoples and societies.
Required for history majors. Offered annually
during Fall term.
In this course students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom.Immigration is one of the crucial
topics of the 21st century. This course provides
historical
context for migration flows in Spain in the late
20th and early 21st centuries. The syllabus
follows a chronological overview of immigration
history in Spain. Traditionally a country of
emigrants, Spain became the EU country
receiving
the largest numbers of immigrants in 2018.
Topics
to be covered in class include Spain's
unprecedented modernization in 40 years of
democracy; immigration, Islamophobia and
xenophobia; immigration and citizenship; family,
gender and sexuality; refugees and asylum
policy;
globalization and migration; illegal immigrant
rights; border walls, policing and illegal
trafficking; deportation; integration and
assimilation; the 2015 refugee crisis and its
impact; emigration in Spain during the Great
Recession; and the future of immigration in
Spain. Immigration to Spain : Past, Present and
Future includes an array primary and secondary
sources together with documentary material
relevant to these topics.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-227

Eyes on the Prize: Civil Rights Movement
of the 20th Century

UG

4.00

HST-228

African American Experience and Public
History in the U.S.

UG

4.00

HST-233

The Creation of Russia

UG

4.00

HST-236

Public History in Practice

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1557

Using the documentary series, Eyes on the
Prize,
a History of the Civil Rights Movement, the class
will present the history of the Civil Rights
Movement in the United States during the 20th
century. Each week of the class will be focused
around one of the 14 parts of the series. The
presentation of the film segment will be
accompanied by readings of texts, articles and
documents.
Examines the way that African American history
is
presented through public history in the United
States. This exploration will include monuments,
memorials and historic sites that both focus on
the African American experience and examine
how
they fit into the context of American history.
Time will also be given to look at the use of
films, architecture and archaeology. This will be
done through reading texts, viewing of films and
visiting local historic sites that explore public
history and the African American experience
from
various geographical perspectives.
Examines Russia, the world's largest country,
leading energy exporter, a major nuclear and
space power, and a permanent member of the
UN
Security Council. Topics include: the Byzantine,
Nomadic, and West European cultural layers that
helped form Russian civilization; the impact of
the Mongols; Russia's competition and
expansion
against more advanced and wealthier foes; Ivan
the Terrible and Peter the Great's reforms.
Explores the key concepts and current practices
of public history as an academic discipline and
professional field in museums, libraries,
archives, historical societies, historic houses,
and preservation organizations. Examines the
presentation and interpretation of history to
popular audiences through documentaries,
motion
pictures, Web sites, and other forms of media.
Topics covered will include curation,
conservation, fundraising, educational and
interpretive programming. Students will gain
practical experience by participating in
substantive, directed projects with partnering
organizations.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-241

Narrating the Past With Digital History

UG

4.00

HST-247

History of Modern Middle East

UG

4.00

HST-250

A History of Martial Arts in Movies

UG

4.00

HST-251

Modern East Asia

UG

4.00

HST-252

The Rise of China: Through Films, Media,
and History

UG

4.00

HST-256

Exploring Asia

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1558

An introduction to the use of information
technologies to narrate, preserve, access,
analyze, research, and publish interpretations of
the past. Students will learn how historical
content is produced, presented, and published in
digital form; how to find and evaluate digital
primary and secondary sources; and how to use
basic computational techniques to work with
digital resources. No programming experience is
required.
Explores the broad historical forces,
conflicts and major events that have shaped the
contemporary nations of the modern Middle East.
Topic include: the emergence of the modern
Middle East from the empires of the sixteenth
and
seventeenth centuries; the age of
colonialism; the rise of nationalism; socialism,
capitalism; the impact of Israeli and Palestinian
conflict on the region; oil, the Islamic
Revolution in Iran and the rise of Islamic
fundamentalist movements; U.S. policy; and
Saddam
Hussein's Iraq.
Outlines the history of Chinese martial arts in
five movies, highlighting Chinese views of
violence, personal loyalty, government, and
justice.
China, Japan, and Korea - East Asia's critical
players - share many historical influences, but
each has a distinct culture, and they competed
with each other for much of the twentieth
century, proud of their achievements but feeling
threatened by their neighbors. Lectures
interspersed with movies and documentaries to
show how East Asia has developed in the past
one-hundred-plus years.
Discusses the rise of China as the world's
largest economy and its impact on our life
through films, media, and history.
In this course each student will select a topic
about Asia that they wish to study. Virtually any
topic, to be approved by the professor, is
acceptable. The goal will be to write a five to
seven page paper about that topic by the end of
the course. As a class, we will work together
through each step of the process of defining a
topic, gathering materials about it, and
organizing and reporting the final paper.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-260

Asian Peoples and Cultures

UG

4.00

HST-261

African History to 1800

UG

4.00

HST-262

Modern African History Since 1800

UG

4.00

HST-263

Comparative Race Relations

UG

4.00

HST-268

History of the Mediterranean

UG

4.00

HST-271

African-American History 1619-1860

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1559

Introduces the peoples of Asia and the cultures
they have created. Particular attention is paid
to the lives of the common people in both
historical and contemporary times. By
understanding the richness and complexities of
daily life in Asia, we will understand the
continuities and discontinuities brought on by
social, cultural, and economic changes. We will
gain an appreciation of our fellow human beings
in Asia.
Explores the history of Africa
from prehistoric times to the nineteenth century
to give students an introduction to African
Studies and a sense of Africa's place in world
history.
Topics include: the Nile Valley civilizations,
West African empires, the trans-Saharan trade,
the
slave trade, the spread and impact of Islam.
Examines the history of Africa from
1800 to the present and enable students to
develop an understanding of issues that affect
the
relationship between modern Africa and the
world.
Topics include: the African tradition; the impact
of Islam and Christianity, abolition of the slave
trade, European imperialism and colonialism,
African independence movements, African
nationalism, Pan Africanism.
Compares and analyzes the history of race and
politics in South Africa and the United States
from the 17th century to the present. Examines
how race as a social and ideological construct
influenced and informed political conflicts over
land, labor, and social relations in the two
countries including slavery, segregation,
apartheid, and the struggle to create racial
democracies.
Explores the history of the Mediterranean from
the ancient times to the 20th century, with
emphasis on the extraordinary interaction
between
the rich
cultural, ethnic and religious backgrounds of the
peoples of Europe, Middle East, and North
Africa.
Examines the history of Africans in the United
States from their arrival in the colonies to the
Civil War and the end of legal slavery. Topics
examined include: the development of the slave
system, African-Americans, and the Declaration
of
Independence, and the abolition movement.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-272

African-American History from 1860

UG

4.00

HST-274

Women in 19th-Century Europe

UG

4.00

HST-275

Women in 20th-Century Europe

UG

4.00

HST-281

History of the United Nations

UG

2.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1560

Examines African American history from the end
of
slavery to the twenty first century. Topics
examined include: Emancipation and
Reconstruction,
Reconstruction and the Constitution, the Harlem
Renaissance, the Civil Rights and Black Power
Movements, and African-Americans at the start
of
the twenty-first century.
Explores the condition of European women
from 1800 to 1914. Readings focus primarily on
women's experiences in France and Great
Britain.
Topics include: the effects of industrialization
on the lives of working-class women; working
and
middle-class women's negotiation of marriage,
work, and family life; the rise of feminism,
women's greater participation in the public
sphere, and conservative reaction to these
changes
in women's place in society; women and crime;
Victorian ideas about female sexuality; the
politics of class and gender in
nineteenth-century
European society.
Examines the changing place of women in
European society since 1900. Topics include:
women's suffrage and the political advances of
the 1920s and 1930s; the revolution in sexual
mores, birth control, and the rise of
companionate
marriage; women and the consumer economy;
the
anti-woman policies of Fascist Italy and Germany
under National Socialism; liberation of women
and
retrenchment in the Soviet Union; World War II;
feminism, sexual liberation, and women's
political engagement since the 1960s; and,
throughout the twentieth century, women's
continuing negotiation of work and family
responsibilities.
This course provides a comprehensive
introduction
to the United Nations, exploring the historical,
institutional, theoretical foundations as well as
the political processes and issues facing the
organization today.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-288

Presidents We Love to Hate

UG

4.00

HST-289

Hamilton: The Seminar

UG

4.00

HST-290

19th Century America

UG

4.00

HST-292

American Foreign Relations Since 1898

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1561

Some are born great, some achieve greatness,
and
some are complete disasters. Find out why some
Presidents have been consistently ranked as
great, been enshrined on Mount Rushmore, and
why
others have not. Even the greatest have been
subject to criticism and ridicule, and even the
worst have had their triumphs. Explore the
reasons for this, and come to understand the
historical context in which different chief
executives have acted.
The life and times of Alexander
Hamilton--soldier, politician, financier,
husband, father, philanderer, writer--through
primary documents and biographical materials.
We
will uncover the world of the American founding
and discover how we know what we know about
the
world that once was.
Explores the history of the United
States from 1810 to 1910. Students study the
growth of American institutions, the rise and
effects of a market society, westward expansion
and Indian affairs, the enlivening of U.S. civic
ideals, debates over free labor and slavery, the
causes and effects of the Civil War, post-Civil
War redefinitions of citizenship, immigration,
Progressivism, and the nation's entry on to the
world stage.
Surveys the history of the U.S. as a world power.
Examines officials' motives and methods, as well
as influences on policy in the form of social and
economic forces, interest groups, and foreign
challenges. Explores public debates over
America's role (as well as debates among
historians and international relations
theorists), and discusses the domestic and
foreign impact of America's world role. Major
events addressed include the two world wars, the
Cold War, Vietnam, and the U.S. recent history
of
involvement in the Middle East.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-296

Building Urban America: City Design and
Architecture From 1700-1880

UG

4.00

HST-304

Imperial Rome

UG

4.00

HST-308

Public History in Practice

UG

4.00

HST-312

Renaissance and Reformation Europe

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1562

From the ancient cliff dwellings of the Pueblo
people to the iconic nineteenth-century street
grid of Manhattan, Americans throughout history
have built cities distinguished by architectural
creativity. This course explores the design
history of the buildings and landscapes of
America's early cities, from the pre-contact
period through the 1850s. Each week students
will
study a different early-American city to learn
about the environmental, architectural, social,
and political forces that shaped these places.
They will also practice the techniques used by
historians, preservationists, and urban planners
to examine the built environment and to find
traces of this history in today's cities.
This course offers an introduction to the Golden
Age of Roman culture and power. Close readings
of
selections from major historians, poets,
political
thinkers, and philosophers will be examined in
the
context of Augustan Rome. Topics such as
pietas,
virtus, and gravitas, as well as the competing
claims of public duty and private devotion, stoic
maxim and erotic love lyric, will be discussed
from the perspectives of writers such as Virgil,
Livy, Tacitus, Horace, Catullus, and Lucretius.
Cross-listed with ENG 490.
Explores the key concepts and current practices
of public history as an academic discipline and
professional field in museums, libraries,
archives, historical societies, historic houses,
and preservation organizations. Examines the
presentation and interpretation of history to
popular audiences through documentaries,
motion
pictures, Web sites, and other forms of media.
Topics covered will include curation,
conservation, fundraising, educational and
interpretive programming. Students will gain
practical experience by participating in
substantive, directed projects with partnering
organizations.
Explores the intellectual and cultural
developments of the Renaissance, and of the
Protestant and Catholic Reformations in their
social and political contexts. Topics include:
Humanism, the rise of the city-state; art, and
science; changes in family and social life; the
causes of the Reformation (intellectual, social,
technological); Calvinists, Lutherans, and
Radical Reformers; Counter-Reformation and its
political
consequences; the Wars of Religion.
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-313

Cities of Early-Modern Europe

UG

4.00

HST-319

The History of Black Music in America

UG

4.00

HST-321

History of Islam

UG

4.00

HST-326

The Russian Revolution

UG

4.00

HST-327

World History: Selected Topics

UG

4.00

HST-333

The United States: 1898-1945

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1563

Explores the political, economic, social and
cultural development of the urban experience in
Europe in the 14-1700s. The history of the most
important cities of the continent and
Mediterranean, and their common path in
business,
urbanism, society and imperialism.
Using music as a window this class explores the
history of Black America as well as the history
of all America. Through a combination of texts,
videos, and recordings this class examines the
music of Black America, from it's African roots
to hip hop in the 21st century. This will be done
in the context and communities in which black
music was created and performed, and also in
relationship to the wider world.
Presents a coherent account of the
origin and history of Islam since its foundation
in Arabia in the seventh century A.D. to the
present. Analyzes the terms, events,
characteristics, developments, movements, and
institutions that have been part of the shaping
of Islam. Ideological challenges and impact of
Islam in the world today from both spiritual and
political perspectives are examined.
Examines the long Russian Revolution (19001930),
one of the most important events of the 20th
century. Topics include: the long-term trends and
challenges that helped unleash the crises of
1917-1919; Rasputin's influence at the imperial
court; challenges to the new Bolshevik regime;
progress, modernization, and similarities to the
new capitalist democracies of the West; the
status and role of workers, women, and peasants
in
USSR; Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin as leaders and
individuals. (Formerly HST 433)
Emphasizes the continuities and changes that
take
place within civilizations; the similarities,
differences, and relationships that exist among
contemporary civilizations around the world.
Special attention given to the evolving conflict
between traditionalism and modernity.
Addresses social, intellectual, and cultural
developments as well as politics and economics;
foreign relations (and their connection to the
domestic scene) are also discussed. Topics
include: the labor movement, civil rights, woman
suffrage, progressivism, the rise of the U.S. as
a world power, the First World War, the cultural
and social crosscurrents of the
nineteen-twenties, Fordism, new developments
in
advertising and industrial engineering, the Great
Depression, the New Deal, and World War II.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-334

The United States: 1945-1970

UG

4.00

HST-335

The United States Since 1970

UG

4.00

HST-340

Europe in the 20th Century

UG

4.00

HST-348

Samurai: History, Literature & Film

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1564

American history in the decades immediately
following World War II. Topics include the
origins of the Cold War, McCarthyism, the
emergence of a consumer society, the growth of
the suburbs, the Civil Rights movement, the new
women's movement, Vietnam, and the political
upheavals of the 1960s.
Examines the transformation of America in the
decades since the early nineteen-seventies,
taking up social, intellectual, and cultural
developments as well as politics and economics;
foreign relations (and their connection to the
domestic scene) are also emphasized. Topics
include: Watergate, the aftermath of the Vietnam
War, the end of the post-World War II economic
boom, the culture wars, the rise of the New Right
and decline of the New Deal order, the end of the
cold War, America's growing involvement in the
Middle East globalization, the impact and
aftermath of 9/11, and the Great Recession of
the
early twenty-first century.
Examines politics, culture, and society, with a
focus on the power of social inequality, national
identity, war, and the politics of violence to
shape the 20th-century European experience.
Texts
will include films, memoirs, novels, political
speeches, caricature and other writings, as well
as historical scholarship, to explore topics such
as: Europe in 1900; World War I; social and
economic dislocation in the 1920s and 1930s;
modern sexuality and gender relations; the rise
of Fascism and National Socialism; World War II
and the Holocaust; colonialism, race, and the
end
of empire; the Cold War; modernization and
Americanization since the 1960s; European
Union;
the collapse of Communism; the Balkan Wars;
and
since the 1990s, Europe's continuing
engagement
with the meaning of its past.
Explores the history of samurai and
its cultural meaning for Japanese society. It
examines not only how the samurai class
developed
into a major political force, but also how it has
been represented by literatures and films in
different eras.
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-357

History of Spain I

UG

4.00

HST-358

History of Spain II

UG

4.00

HST-360

Native America: From Pre-History to the
Trail of Tears

UG

4.00

HST-361

Native America 1832 to Present

UG

4.00

HST-362

History of Piracy

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1565

Surveys the most transcendental social, cultural,
economic and political developments in the
history of Spain from the Neolithic to the Early
Modern Period. Examines the broad history of
the
nation and its peoples and placing emphasis on
three central themes: diversity within the
Iberian Peninsula, the region's social and
geo-political structures, and the transformation
of the Old Order of the ancient kingdoms into a
modern, nation-state. Topics include: the
Pre-historical period, Roman Hispania, the
Medieval Kingdoms, Islamic Civilization, the
Christian Reconquest, the Catholic Monarchy,
Imperial Spain under the Habsburgs, and the
Crisis of the Spanish Empire in the 17th century.
Examines the political, economic, and social
history of Spain from 1700 to the present.
Topics include: the War of Spanish Succession;
the Bourbon state; the Enlightenment in Spain;
the impact of the French Revolution; Spain in the
Napoleonic Wars; the rise of liberalism,
socialism, and anarchism; the crisis of 1898; the
problems of modernization; the Spanish Civil
War
and the Franco regime; the transition from
dictatorship to democracy; Spain's international
position today.
Examines the native people of
North America before and after the European
conquest. Native Americans' relations with one
another and their reactions to the Europeans;
European and Native American perceptions of
one
another; white Indians and noble savages;
resistance and assimilation; the United States
and Indian removal.
Topics will include the Plains Indian Wars;
ethnological aspects of Indian tribes; the
pitfalls of Indian reform movements; Indian
resistance to U.S. assimilation and reservation
policies; the Indian New Deal; activism and the
American Indian Movement; Indians' future
prospects. Cultural Diversity A
Explores the historical reality of pirates and
piracy, focusing on the Golden Age years of
1650
to 1730, reasons why men (and some women)
turned
pirate, and why there has existed a continuing
fascination with pirates for centuries.
Particular emphasis is placed on the interaction
between pirates and New England. Students will
read primary sources and accounts, secondary
sources, and fictional presentations - both books
and films - to better understand piracy, why it
happened, and why it continues to fascinate.
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TITLE

LEVEL

HST-363

Naval History: U.S.S. Constitution

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00
03 Feb 2010 02:57pm Eric A Hatch

HST-364

History Curating & Exhibiting

UG

4.00

HST-368

Boston's Historic Houses

UG

4.00

HST-369

American Objects: Materials, Meaning and
History

UG

4.00
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DESCRIPTION

1566

In 1794 Boston's citizens watched the largest
ship
built here up to that time come together at the
water's edge. Students will explore the 203-year
story of Constitution by learning how craftsmen
built this massive ship without electric tools;
by
following her two hundred years of naval service
to the nation; by examining life at sea for the
450 sailors and officers who lived on board for
voyages lasting several months; and by
surveying
the ways Americans have adopted Constitution
as a
national symbol, using her image to adorn
decorative as well as utilitarian objects. Meets
at the USS CONSTITUTION Museum and the
USS
CONSTITUTION.
Explores the opportunities and challenges of
presenting and interpreting history through
exhibits at public institutions. Examines the
role of history curator as traditional keeper of
the past and current presenter and
communicator
of history and the role of history
museums/heritage centers as educational
institutions for diverse, multiple audiences.
Students will learn how to evaluate objects and
other materials to create an historical
narrative. Students will experience how to
research, design, plan, fund, install, and
promote exhibits of historical subjects.
Working with historic houses in Boston, students
will learn that art of interpreting history.
Using collections, archives, and other
repositories, students will research the houses
and the people who lived in them. Many of these
houses have existed from colonial times and had
various uses. Formerly:HST 368 Introduction to
Historical Interpretation.
Explores American history through material
objects - from colonial silver teapots to 1960s
lava lamps. Students will investigate an object's
purpose, how it was made and who made it, and
interpret the object's cultural meanings for
American history. Topics covered will include the
decorative arts, vernacular architecture,
archaeology, industrial design, ethnicity and
gender, visual culture, and landscapes. Lectures
and discussions will be complemented with visits
to museums, historic houses, and other sites.
Students will learn how to research and write
about material cultures, placing objects or
spaces in their historical context.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-371

U.S. Women's History Colonial to 1865

UG

4.00

HST-374

Jefferson to Jackson: Culture and
Politics in the New Nation

UG

4.00

HST-381

American Colonial History

UG

4.00

HST-383

Boston: Heritage of a City

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

One History course
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1567

Traces the roles, images and
experiences of women in America from colonial
times to 1865. Topics include the family, work,
religion, education, health care, motherhood,
sexuality, social and political activism legal
status, labor activism and popular culture. With
attention to ethnicity, race, class, age, region
of residence, disability and sexual orientation,
the course focuses primarily on the everyday
lives
of ordinary women.
Though the American colonies could claim
victory
in the Revolution, the war's end did not
guarantee a unified national identity. People
struggled to reconcile the promise of Revolution
with the realities of daily life and politics in
the new republic. This class explores the various
voices competing to be heard on the national and
international stage, from the political leaders
who drafted founding documents, to the women
who
learned to "stand and speak" despite repeated
demands for their silence. We will encounter
stories of African-American men and women who
called attention to the Revolution's unfulfilled
commitment to freedom, and we will examine the
struggles of the thousands of displaced Native
peoples whose efforts for coexistence were
marred
by conflict and violence inflicted by an
expansionist republic. We will also discuss the
techniques and practices that historians of many
stripes (educators, curators, preservationists,
podcasters, journalists, etc.) use to tell these
stories to an array of audiences today.
Explores the founding and settlement of North
America; the social, economic, and political
development of European colonies and their
interactions with Native People; the social
religious, and cultural world of early America;
witchcraft, slavery, and warfare; the
British-French struggle for control of the North
American continent; and the background and
causes
of the American Revolution.
Boston from its foundation in 1630 to its
development as a 21st century metropolis. From
the Massachusetts Bay Colony, to cradle of the
American Revolution, to a Yankee merchant
capital, Brahmin cultural center,and immigrant
melting pot.
When offered in the hybrid format, this course
will meet at the regularly-scheduled time, but
lectures and other course materials will be
available on the course Blackboard site in case
you cannot attend.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-385

Slavery & Race in American History

UG

4.00

HST-389

Creating the Constitution

UG

4.00

HST-394

Slavery in Film, Literature and History

UG

4.00

HST-396

The African Diaspora

UG

4.00

HST-414

Nazi Germany

UG

4.00

HST-426

Politics and Culture in Europe,
1919-1939

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Sophomore Standing Required
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DESCRIPTION

1568

Topics will be selected from the following: the
nature of slavery; the origins of slavery in
America and the process of enslavement; the
economics of slavery; the American Revolution
and
slavery; the slave trade; black and white women
and the institution of slavery; rebellions of
enslaved people; the pro-slavery argument;
racial
thought; masters and the culture of the South;
the movement to abolish slavery; the literature
of slavery; the Civil War and the end of slavery;
Reconstruction; Segregation; the Civil Rights
Movement; race and racism in contemporary
America.
Investigates the development of American
constitutional government, from the political
crisis of the 1780s to the Civil War. The
problems of individual liberty versus government
power; state rights; race and slavery; war
powers; pluralism.
A seminar on slavery in the United States as
depicted in history, literature, and film. Topics
may include resistance to slavery, honor, the
attack on slavery, the cultural and social worlds
of masters and enslaved people, the thought of
masters and enslaved people, women and
slavery,
and/or slavery as an economic institution.
Examines the global dispersion of African people
outside of the African continent. The history and
culture of African descendant people and their
communities in the Americas, Europe, and Asia
will be included.
Examines German and European preconditions;
the
VersaillesTreaty and the failure of the Weimar
Republic; Hitler's ideas, collaborators and
institutions; Nazi foreign and domestic policy;
World War II and the concentration camps.
Explores the social and political
development of European society between the
two
world wars, primarily through the literature,
art,
and films of the period. Topics include: the
dissolution of pre-1914 middle class society;
deviance and sexuality in the 1920s; the role of
decadence in art and the Fascist response to
deviance in life and art; women, workers, and the
new technology; the rise of Fascism; political
engagement and polarization throughout
European
society in the face of economic and social crisis.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

HST-483

Death, Disease, Healing-U.S. History

UG

4.00

HST-484

History of the Emotions

UG

4.00

HST-489

Germany: Film, Politics, Memory Since
1945

UG

4.00

HST-494

Politics and Protest

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1569

Investigates how Americans have understood
and
responded to health, illness, and death from the
eighteenth century to the present. Examine
interactions among patients, healers (orthodox
and heterodox), the medical and scientific
professions, business, and government. Explore
the effects of scientific and technological
advancements, industrialization, urbanization,
immigration, war, and social movements on the
nation's moral and political economies of health,
and on evolving ideas about bodily integrity and
autonomy, linked to historical relations of
gender, race, class, and sexuality.
Explores ideas about emotional life from the
fields of history, anthropology, sociology, and
psychology as well as the evolution of emotion
rules and prescriptions, focusing on western
Europe and the United States since 1700. In the
eighteenth century, emotions were seen as a
positive influence on politics and public life,
especially during the French Revolution. After
the fall of Robespierre, the emotions were
banished to the private sphere - so we will read
both primary sources and recent scholarship on
19th- and 20th- century ideas about masculinity
and femininity, romantic love and marriage,
childrearing, and about what parents and
children
are supposed feel toward each other, how ideas
about these subjects have changed over time,
and
whether our feelings change with them.
Explores German history since 1945 through
film,
newsreels and other archival footage, war
memorials and museums, novels, published
diaries,
memoirs, and recent historical scholarship.
Topics include the representation, in film and
other texts, of: post-war rebuilding; the German
Economic Miracle; divided Berlin; 1960s and 70s
radical politics; coming to terms since 1945,
with Germany's Nazi past and the Holocaust;
coming to terms since 1990 with the Stasi and
East German past; "Ostalgie" (nostalgia in the
21st century for some aspects of East German
socialism); the
multi-cultural society that is Germany today,
with new Turkish, Greek, Russian, Arab, and
even
Israeli communities.
Examines the impact of organized reform
movements
on American history from the 1800s to the twenty
first century. In each era presented, students
will explore the various dynamics that impact
reform.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

HST-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

HST-512

Directed Research Project

UG

1.00

Instructor Consent Required

HST-522

History Internship

UG

4.00

Permission of instructor required.

HST-530

Capstone Project

UG

4.00

HST 200 and Instructor Permission

HST-H362

Honors History of Piracy

UG

4.00

Restricted to CAS Honors Students Only

4.00
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An Independent Study form must be
submitted to the
Office.

DESCRIPTION

1570

By special arrangement, members of the History
department will schedule seminars or individual
discussion sessions with students interested in
directed reading and research. Open to Juniors
and
Seniors with the permission of the instructor.
Students will undertake independent research
focused on a topic relevant to a History course
(200-level or above) in which they are enrolled
in the same semester. Students should consult
the
course instructor to design a clear, explicit
plan for project completion.
Requires approximately 14-15 hours of work per
week in a history-related position, at a museum,
historical society, or archive. Designed to
introduce the student to the professional
opportunities and responsibilities in the fields
of public history or historic preservation.
Interested students should consult the Internship
Director, Professor Kathryn Lasdow,in advance.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor is
required.
The Capstone Project is an opportunity for
non-honors History majors to demonstrate the
skills and knowledge they have gained
throughout
their studies in History, including their
internships. Students will undertake independent
research that yields a well-designed product.
These may include a research paper of no less
than 20 pages, digital products such as an online
exhibit, an oral history project, a walking tour
of historic sites, lesson plans for use in
middle-school or high school classrooms, etc.
Students should consult with the course faculty
to design a clear, explicit plan for project
completion. Prerequisite: completion of HST 200
Gateway to the Past: the Historian's Craft before
starting the Capstone Project.
Explores the historical reality of pirates and
piracy, focusing on the Golden Age years of
1650
to 1730, reasons why men (and some women)
turned
pirate, and why there has existed a continuing
fascination with pirates for centuries.
Particular emphasis is placed on the interaction
between pirates and New England. Students will
read primary sources and accounts, secondary
sources, and fictional presentations - both books
and films - to better understand piracy, why it
happened, and why it continues to fascinate.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

HST-H483

Death, Disease, HealingU.S. History

UG

4.00

HST-H555

Senior Honors Thesis

UG

1.00

4.00

HSTLT-H55

Honors Senior Thesis

UG

1.00

4.00

KOR-101

Elementary Korean I

UG

4.00

LACS-408

Latin America Cinema

UG

4.00

Sophomore status required. GPA 3.3 or
higher OR in
permission.
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Restricted to History majors who are CAS
Honors st
other History majors with a 3.5 overall grade
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a 3.7 grade point average in History courses,
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DESCRIPTION

1571

Investigates how Americans have understood
and
responded to health, illness, and death from the
eighteenth century to the present. Examines
interactions among patients, healers (orthodox
and heterodox), the medical and scientific
professions, business, and government. Explores
the effects of
scientific and technological advancements,
industrialization, urbanization, immigration,
war,
and social movements on the nation's moral and
political economies of health, and on evolving
ideas about bodily integrity and autonomy, linked
to historical relations of gender, race, class,
and sexuality. This is an honors-level course.
An individual program of reading, research, and
writing on an approved topic, under the
supervision of a full-time History faculty
member. The completed thesis will be at least
20-25 pages reflecting original research. The
qualifying student must have a 3.5 overall grade
point average, and a 3.7 grade point average in
History classes, must be recommended by two
History faculty members, and must submit a
writing sample of at least 5 pages to the
Department chair by the end of their junior year.
Normally taken for one credit in the Fall and
three credits in Spring of the senior year.
An individual program of reading, research, and
writing on an approved topic, under the
supervision of two faculty members, one in
History and one in English. The completed thesis
will be at least 25-30 pages reflecting original
research.
Practice in both oral and written language
skills. Class activities are organized around
cultural themes. Weekly laboratory sessions
required.
A survey of films from Argentina, Mexico, Cuba,
and other Latin American countries.
Occasionally
the course includes films produced in the United
States that are directed by Hispanic filmmakers
or that illustrate the significance of Hispanic
culture in North America. Films in Spanish with
English subtitles. All written assignments and
class meetings are in English. Cultural
Diversity B. Prerequisite: None. ENG102 or 103
are strongly recommended. Normally offered
alternate years.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

LACS-416

Border Crossings: The Latino Experience
USA

UG

4.00

LAWU-101

Ethics and Legal Practice Skills

UG

4.00

LAWU-201

Introduction to Law

UG

4.00

LAWU-211

Litigation

UG

4.00

Certificate or Sophomore status, or
Instructor's c

LAWU-221

Law of Contracts

UG

4.00

Certificate or Sophomore status, or
Instructor's c

ENG-102 or ENG-103 or Instructor's consent.
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DESCRIPTION

1572

The myth of a singular Latino experience in the
United States will be examined through a variety
of genres including: prose, poetry music, film,
and theatre. Issues of gender, racial, ethnic
and social identity will be addressed as we study
mainstream and marginal voices within the U.S.
Latino Community. Among the writers read will
be
Sandra Cisneros, Junot Diaz, Julia Alvarez,
Tato Laviera, and Esmeralda Santiago. All
written
assignments and class meetings are in English.
Cultural Diversity A. Normally offered alternate
years.
Introduces the student to the responsibilities of
paralegals and to the culture of the legal
profession. Topics include the development of
paralegalism as a profession, the definition of
the practice of law, ethical considerations,
interviewing techniques, legal research, law
office management, and client relationships.
Normally offered each semester.
This course provides an introductory overview of
the American legal system, legal reasoning, and
the legal profession. Students will learn about
the structure of the federal government and the
relation between state and federal systems, with
a focus on the courts and the litigation process.
Students will read primary legal materials such
as judicial opinions and statutes and will
complete assignments that provide opportunities
to engage in legal reasoning, analysis, argument,
and research. The course will also provide
theoretical perspectives on the role of law in
society, as well as a brief look at the legal
profession and the work that lawyers do. This
course is not a legal specialty course.
The Rules of Civil Procedure dictate the steps
taken in state and federal lawsuits. This course
will acquaint students with rules and the
practical requirements of the rules, from filing
a complaint to clarifying a judgment and to the
duties of paralegals in a litigation office.
Normally offered each semester.
The existence and validity of a contract is
determined by specific rules. Students will learn
about formation through offer and acceptance,
contract enforceability, the necessity of
consideration, and breach of contract and will
draft contract provisions as a paralegal might in
a law office. Normally offered each semester.
Sophomore status required.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

LAWU-260

Criminal Law

UG

4.00

LAWU-280

Domestic Violence, Abuse and Neglect

UG

4.00

Certificate or Sophomore status, or
Instructor's c

LAWU-301

Legal Research and Writing I

UG

4.00

Certificate or Sophomore status, or
Instructor's c

LAWU-310

Gender, Sexuality, and the Law

UG

4.00

Take LAWU-101, LAWU-280, or LAWU-340
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DESCRIPTION

1573

This course examines criminal law in the United
States from a broad perspective. It will present
the general principles and doctrines that affect
the whole criminal law, such as elements of
criminal offenses, defenses to crime, and
perspectives on crime and criminal law. In
addition, students will learn the elements of
specific crimes, such as homicide, criminal
sexual conduct, terrorism and related crimes,
crimes against public morals, and crimes against
property. Discussions of the direction of the
criminal law and constitutional limitations on
government will be presented as preparation for
future study. This course is not a legal
specialty course.
An opportunity to learn the history of domestic
violence including battering, child abuse and
child neglect, and the legal response to it.
Focus will be on Massachusetts Law and its
response, especially the Abuse Prevention Act,
its application and enforcement, and on laws
protecting children from abuse and neglect.
Filings, law office issues and special issues in
dealing with battered women and abused and
neglected children will be included with the
psychological issues, cultural issues, and
advocacy possibilities. Normally offered yearly.
Sophomore status required. Cultural Diversity A
How to use the law library, perform legal
research, write legal analysis in memorandum
form, and use computers as a research tool.
Initial focus is on learning how to find legal
materials, including federal and state case law,
statutory law, and administrative law. Use of
finding tools such as digests, encyclopedias, and
CALR will be studied, as will shepardizing. Focus
also on legal writing, from letters through case
analysis. Normally offered fall semester.
Sophomore Status Required
This course will provide undergraduate students
with an introduction to the many ways that
gender
and sexuality are affected by, and affect, the
law in the United States. Subjects explored will
include the history and context of sex-based and
orientation-based discrimination in American law,
the primacy of gender as it affects and is
affected by law, and special cases of
transgender
and intersex ideation within American legal
constructs. Particular emphasis will be placed on
the law of sexuality and gender in the workplace,
in education, in criminal law, and within social
relationships such as families. This course is
not a legal specialty course.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

LAWU-325

Wills and Probate

UG

4.00

Take LAWU-101

LAWU-330

Real Estate Law

UG

4.00

Take LAWU-101

LAWU-340

Family Law

UG

4.00

Take LAWU-101

LAWU-345

Education Law

UG

4.00

Take LAWU-101

LAWU-350

Intellectual Property

UG

4.00

Take LAWU-101

LAWU-355

Corporate Law

UG

4.00

Certificate or Sophomore status, or
Instructor's c
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DESCRIPTION

1574

State laws affect the disposition of an
individual's estate at death, and upon death, the
estate must be probated in court. Focus on
estate
information gathering, drafting of wills, and the
probate of estates for those with and without
wills. Emphasis on the role of the paralegal in a
law office handling wills and probate.
This course will present common law real estate
principles and the effect of federal agencies on
the buying and selling of real property. Sample
forms including leases, purchase and sale
agreements, and closing forms are reviewed and
drafted.
Family law includes marriage, divorce, support,
custody, property division, and abuse prevention
petitions. Essentially an area of state law, it
is often the backbone of general practice law
firms. The role of paralegals in a family law
office will be studied.
This course provides a basic overview of key
issues in contemporary education law and policy.
Relevant local, state, and federal laws will be
reviewed as well as education policy issues,
including civil rights, student safety and
discipline. This course covers the core
educational entitlements granted to all students
with disabilities in the public education system.
The course covers major federal legislation such
as the IDEA, ADA and Section 504, as well as
major
Supreme Court and other important cases.
A survey of the law of the protection of ideas,
trade secrets, inventions, artistic creations,
and reputation. The course will briefly review
the bases for patent, trademark, copyright and
trade secret protection, the distinction among
the various forms of intellectual property, and
the statutory and common law methods of
enforcing
rights.
Corporations are unique business entities and
specialized "citizens" of the state. This course
will examine the special rules for establishing
and maintaining a corporation, including the
nature of corporations and their legal
relationships with governments, individuals, and
other business entities. Students will learn
about the role of paralegals in corporate law
offices, including document management and
production, corporate litigation processes, and
maintaining corporate compliance.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

LAWU-365

Employment and Labor Law

UG

4.00

Take LAWU-101

LAWU-370

Immigration Law

UG

4.00

Certificate or Sophomore status, or
Instructor's c

LAWU-401

Legal Research and Writing II

UG

4.00

ALS-361 OR LAWU-301

LAWU-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

LAWU-521

Paralegal Internship

UG

4.00

4.00

Instructor's consent required

Paralegal Certificate or Senior standing and
at le
of paralegal courses.
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1575

The nature of the employment relationship and
and
overview of constitutional and federal statutory
provisions which affect the employment
relationship will be studied. Particular emphasis
on the Civil Rights Act, the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act, and the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Statutory provisions regarding
benefits and employment-related entitlements
will
also be studied
Study of the immigration and nationality laws of
the United States focusing on the interplay of
the administrative agencies which administer
those laws: Justice Department, Labor
Department,
and State Department. Topics include the
immigrant selection system; the issuance of
non-immigrant visas; grounds for excluding
aliens
and waiver of excludability; grounds for removal;
change of status, and refugee and asylum status.
Special emphasis on the paralegal's role in
representing and communicating sensitively with
aliens.
Building on the skills in LAW 301 - Legal
Research & Writing I, this course continues the
focus on learning how to find legal materials and
how to summarize research results. Writing skills
will be strengthened through various exercises
and revisions. Skill development in legal
analysis, writing legal memoranda, and using
computer assisted legal research with Westlaw
and
Lexis will be emphasized.
Individual program of reading and research on an
approved topic under the supervision of a
member
of the department. Only for qualified juniors or
seniors. Offered every semester.
A one-semester internship in either a law office,
a governmental agency, insurance company, or
a
for-profit or non-profit corporation, depending
on the positions available during each semester.
Once a week seminars will discuss such topics
as
ethical considerations in a law office,
experiences gained as a paralegal interns, and
seeking paralegal employment. Prerequisites:
Senior status and at least 15 hours of Paralegal
Studies or permission of instructor.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

LAWU-530

Working With Domestic Violence Survivors

UG

4.00

Take LAWU-280; Junior standing or higher

LAWU-531

Tribal Government

UG

4.00

LAWU-101 and LAWU-201; Junior Status or
Higher; In
Permission Required

LAWU-534

Experiential Learning in Law

UG

1.00

12.00 Instructor consent required
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This course is intended not only
to instruct students about the law of domestic
violence but also as a practical, hands-on
experience in assisting clients in obtaining and
enforcing 209A restraining orders and/or
addressing these issues within Family Law
proceedings in cooperation with the FAC,
specifically Christine Butler and Maritza
Karmely. Guest speakers will provide further
insight from the perspectives of criminal
proceedings involving domestic violence,
batterers' intervention programs and shelters for
survivors and their children. In addition,
students will be required to analyze the causes
and patterns of domestic violence and
multi-disciplinary responses to these as set
forth in the opinions of various writers.
This course will provide undergraduate students
with an opportunity to learn about the
foundational principles of federal Indian law,
the history of federal (and state) policies
towards Indians and tribes, their impact on
tribal-federal and state engagement today, as
well as international human rights law and
advocacy. The course will also provide
opportunities to apply this knowledge practically
in working with law students from the Suffolk
University Law School's Indigenous Peoples
Rights
Clinic, who work with tribal governments in the
region. This course is intended not only to
instruct students about federal Indian law and
international human rights law, but also to
provide a practical, hands-on experience working
with tribal governments and indigenous
organizations. Undergraduate students will assist
Law Students by providing background research
and
support, document preparation, and other
assistance as the Law Students draft laws and
policies for tribes, or research and drafts
submissions to human rights bodies. Students
will
attend meetings with tribal government officials
and may also have an opportunity to work
directly
with a tribal government department or official
(this would be dependent on needs of Tribe).
Internships and practicum in Law are available
prior to the start of each semester. Offered Fall
and Spring.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MATH-104

Precalculus for Management & Social
Sciences

UG

MATH-121

Precalculus With Elements of Calculus

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

MATH level 2 or Mathshop

4.00

MATH-104 with a minimum grade of B or
MATH level 4

DESCRIPTION

1577

A selection of topics in algebra and elementary
analytic geometry including, (but not restricted
to): properties of real numbers, linear equations
and inequalities, absolute value equations and
inequalities, polynomials, rational expressions,
exponents and radicals, quadratic equations,
functions, linear, quadratic and polynomial
models, rational, exponential and logarithmic
functions. Applications and graphs are stressed
throughout the course. This course is intended
to
prepare students who have only had one year of
high school algebra to take MATH 134. Students
may
not use this course alone to satisfy the C.A.S.
math requirement.
Qualifying math placement exam score required.
Students who are not prepared for this course
should take MATHSHOP.
Several sections offered each semester.
*This course cannot be applied toward a
departmental concentration in Mathematics by
Sawyer Business School students. This course
cannot be taken for credit by a student who
already has credit for a more advanced course.
A review of topics in algebra, trigonometry and
analytic geometry including (but not restricted
to): graphs and transformations of functions;
properties of polynomial, rational, radical,
exponential, and logarithmic functions; solving
quadratic, exponential, and logarithmic
equations; conic sections; the unit circle and
right angle trigonometry; graphs of trigonometric
functions; inverse trigonometric functions;
analytic trigonometry; trigonometric identities
and trigonometric equations. Intended for
students needing one additional semester of
preparation before taking MATH 165. Students
may
not use this course alone to satisfy the CAS math
requirement.
Prerequisites: MATH 104 with B or higher or
qualifying placement exam score indicating solid
grounding in intermediate algebra.
4 lecture hours plus 1 recitation session per
week. Normally offered every semester.
*This course cannot be applied toward a
departmental concentration in Mathematics by
Sawyer Business School students. This course
does
not satisfy the core math requirement for CAS or
SBS. This course cannot be taken for credit by a
student who already has credit for a more
advanced course.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MATH-128

Math for the Modern World

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

MATH level 2, or Mathshop, or
MATH-104

DESCRIPTION

1578

From the ISBN on a book, to buying a car, from
the size of small chips in a cell phone, to the
size of the national debt, or just reading a
graph in the daily newspaper, mathematics plays
an important and vital role in countless areas of
life and your future career and courses included.
Mathematics is both an art and a tool created by
humans. The common bond is a way of thinking
and
a way of reasoning to describe and solve
problems
of many types.
This course uses the context of modern real life
problems to introduce math needed for literacy
and problem solving in contemporary life and
work. It uses a minimal amount of algebra and
focuses on math models, concepts and basic
math
manipulations. It encourages students to move
from anxiety about math, to using formulas well,
to thinking critically in the math context to use
math to solve problems and pose new problems.
Topics include scientific notation, basic
financial math, linear, exponential and
polynomial models and an introduction to
probability.

MATH-130

Topics in Finite Mathematics

UG

4.00

MATH-104, or MATH-121, or MATH level 3
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(Formerly Math 132)
Linear Modeling (for example, using linear
functions to model supply/demand situations),
graphing, linear programming, financial functions
(compound interest, annuities, and amortization
of
loans) sets, Venn diagrams, counting and
combinatorics, discrete probability, conditional
probability, Bernoulli experiments, Bayes
theorem.
Several sections offered each semester.
*This course cannot be applied toward a
departmental concentration in Mathematics by
Sawyer Business School students.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MATH-134

Calculus for Management & Social
Sciences

UG

4.00

MATH-104, MATH-121 or MATH level 4

MATH-164

Calculus 1 Bridge With Trigonometry

UG

4.00

Permission of Instructor
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DESCRIPTION

1579

A one-semester introduction to differential and
integral calculus. Theory is presented informally
and topics and techniques are limited to
polynomials, rational functions, logarithmic and
exponential functions. Topics include a review of
precalculus, limits and continuity, derivatives,
differentiation rules, applications of
derivatives to graphing, minima/maxima,
applications of the derivative, marginal
analysis, differential equations of growth and
decay, anti-derivatives, the definite integral,
the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, and area
measurements. This course cannot be used to
satisfy core or complementary requirements by
students majoring in chemistry, computer
science,
engineering, mathematics, or physics. Several
sections offered each semester.
This course provides an alternative to MATH 165
(Calculus I) for those students who have taken
MATH 134 (Calculus for Management and Social
Sciences) but who do not have the trigonometric
precalculus prerequisite (such as MATH 121) for
MATH 165. In other words, the sequence MATH
134 /
MATH 164 serves as an alternative to the
sequence
MATH 121 / MATH 165, and similarly prepares
students to take MATH 166 (Calculus II). The
course includes a thorough review of
trigonometry
and other precalculus topics. Aspects of limits
and differentiation which students have already
seen in MATH 134 are presented briefly, but in
most cases with more emphasis on conceptual
understanding, and often illustrated using more
complicated examples. New calculus topics (i.e.
not covered in MATH 134) include one-sided
limits, special trigonometric limits,
differentiability, derivatives of trigonometric
functions and their inverses, derivatives of
general inverse functions, logarithmic and
implicit differentiation, related rates,
L'Hopital's rule, intermediate values theorem,
Rolle's theorem, mean values theorem, Newton's
method, and linearization. 4 lecture hours plus 1
recitation session each week. Normally offered in
fall.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MATH-165

Calculus I

UG

4.00

MATH-121 with a minimum grade of C,
MATH-075, or M

MATH-166

Calculus II

UG

4.00

MATH-164 or MATH-165 with a minimum
grade of C

MATH-185

Discrete Mathematics I

UG

4.00

Take MATH-121, MATH-164, MATH-165, or
MATH-166

DESCRIPTION

1580

Functions, limits and continuity, squeeze
theorem, limits at infinity; instantaneous rate
of change, tangent slopes, and the definition of
the derivative of a function; power, product, and
quotient rules, trig derivatives, chain rule,
implicit differentiation; higher order
derivatives; derivatives of other transcendental
functions (inverse trig functions, exponential
and log functions, hyperbolic trig functions);
applications of the derivative (implicit
differentiation, related rates, optimization,
differentials, curve sketching, L'Hopital's
rule); anti-derivatives; indefinite integrals;
Fundamental Theorem; applications (net
change). 4
lecture hours plus 1 recitation session each
week. Normally offered each semester.
Riemann sums and definite integrals;
Fundamental
Theorem; applications (areas); integration of
exponential functions, trig functions, and
inverse trig functions; techniques of integration
(substitution, by parts, trig integrals, trig
substitution, partial fractions); area, volume,
and average value applications; differential
equations (separable, exponential growth,
linear); improper integrals; infinite sequences
and series; convergence tests; power series;
Taylor and Maclaurin series (computation,
convergence, error estimates, differentiation and
integration of Taylor series). 4 lecture hours
plus 1 recitation session each week. Normally
offered each semester.
Topics covered include: Logic and set theory,
basic techniques of proof, relations and
functions and their properties (equivalence
relations, partial order relations, recurrence
relations and their solutions), cardinality,
elementary number theory, mathematical
induction,
counting, Pigeonhole principle, discrete
probability.
Normally taken second semester freshman year.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MATH-200

Modern Mathematics and Career
Exploration

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

1.00

Freshman or Sophomore Status

DESCRIPTION

1581

This one credit course aims to help freshmen
and
sophomore students form an idea of the scope of
the vast and rapidly growing field of mathematics
and the many career options, and begin to map
out
steps toward a potential career path.
Mathematics is a diverse discipline that is
constantly evolving. It ranges from applied
mathematics (tailored to specific real world
problems), to mathematical physics (which crafts
the mathematical basis for the understanding of
physical phenomena), to pure mathematics
(which
is studied for its intrinsic interest). As the
study of such varied concepts as quantity,
structure, space and change, mathematics has
something for everyone; and valuable
applications
to many other fields, from business and finance
to meteorology, chemistry, ecology and biology,
among many others. This module aims to move
beyond the foundational math generally taught in
freshmen and sophomore year by presenting
several
areas of recent development and application.

MATH-255

Probability and Statistics

UG

4.00

MATH-165 or MATH-164 with a grade of C or
better
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In this team-taught seminar-style course, two or
three different professors will introduce
students to their research areas and related
topics. Some of the areas represented among
the
faculty include fractal geometry, number theory,
algebraic geometry, and probability. Students
will also be introduced to resources provided by
national mathematical communities on
mathematical
career paths and backgrounds needed.
Topics include: random variable and distribution;
expectation and variance; special
discrete/continuous distributions (uniform,
binomial, negative binomial, geometric,
hypergeometric, Poisson, normal, and
exponential
distributions); joint distribution, marginal
distribution and conditional distribution;
covariance; limit theorems (law of large numbers
and central limit theorem); introduction to
confidence interval and hypothesis testing;
regression analysis.
Offered as needed.

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TITLE

LEVEL

MATH-265

Calculus III

UG

4.00

MATH 166 with grade of C or better

Parametric equations and polar coordinates
(curves, areas, conic sections); vectors and the
geometry of space (the dot product, vector
arithmetic, lines and planes in 3-space, the cross
product, cylinders and quadratic surfaces); vector
functions (limits, derivatives and integrals,
motion in space); partial derivatives (functions
of several variables, limits and continuity,
tangent planes and differentials, chain rule,
directional derivatives, gradient, extrema,
Lagrange multipliers); multiple integrals (double
integrals, applications); vector calculus (vector
fields, line integrals, fundamental theorem for
line integrals, Green's Theorem, curl and
divergence, parametric
surfaces, surface integrals).
4 lecture hours plus 1 recitation session each
week.
Normally offered each semester.

MATH-285

Discrete Mathematics II

UG

4.00

Take MATH-185 with a grade of C or better

MATH-290

Financial Mathematics I

UG

4.00

MATH-166, 164 or 165 with a minimum grade
of C

Topics covered include: Algorithms, growth of
functions (big O notation), computational
complexity of algorithms, divide-and-conquer
algorithms, graphs and their properties
(isomorphisms of graphs, Euler and Hamilton
paths, shortest path problem, graph coloring)
trees (tree traversal, minimum spanning trees).
As time allows: matrices and linear
transformations.
This course is mainly designed for students who
are interested in financial mathematics and/or
actuarial sciences, especially if they plan to
take the second actuarial exam, and/or if they
plan to study more in financial mathematics. The
materials covered include time value of money,
annuities, loans, bonds, cash flows and
portfolios, general derivatives, options, hedging
and investment strategies, forwards and futures,
and swaps.
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DESCRIPTION

1582

COURSE

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MATH-331

Introduction to Advanced Mathematics

UG

4.00

Take MATH-185 with a grade of C or better

MATH-357

Math Statistical Analysis

UG

4.00

MATH-255 with a minimum C grade

MATH-373

Ordinary Differential Equations

UG

4.00

MATH-265 (may be taken concurrently)

MATH-431

Linear Algebra

UG

4.00

Math 331 must have grade C or higher
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DESCRIPTION

1583

this course is intended to provide a firm
foundation for and a taste of the study of
advanced mathematics. While the course
content
varies somewhat, it is designed to give students
a deeper understanding of the algebraic
and analytical structure of the integers, the
rational numbers and the real numbers and how
they
act as a building block to a variety of fields of
mathematics. Students are introduced to the
process of mathematical discovery and the
language
of mathematics. Exercises and projects are
designed to illustrate the need for proof and to
further refine the student's ability to analyze,
conjecture and write mathematical proofs. This
course is a prerequisite for most upper level
mathematics courses and, after completing it a
student will be in a position to determine
realistically if he or she ought to major or minor
in mathematics.
Calculus based introduction to statistical
analysis. Topics include sampling distribution,
point estimation, interval estimation, hypothesis
testing, regression and correlation analysis.
A first course in differential equations. Topics
generally include separable, homogeneous,
exact,
and linear first order differential equations;
variations of parameters, differential operators,
the Laplace transform, inverse transforms,
systems
of differential equations, power series
solutions,
Fourier series, and applications.
System of linear equations, Gaussian
elimination,
matrices and their algebra, inverse of a matrix,
determinants, cofactor expansion, Cramer's rule,
vectors in and their algebra, abstract vector
spaces, subspaces, linear independence, basis
and
dimension, linear transformations, isomorphism
of
vector spaces, rank and nullity, matrix of a
linear transformation, inner product spaces,
angle
and orthogonality, eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of
a linear transformation, characteristic equation,
Cayley-Hamilton theorem, diagonalization.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MATH-432

Abstract Algebra

UG

4.00

MATH 431

MATH-462

Real Analysis

UG

4.00

MATH 331 with at least a grade of C

MATH-481

Complex Analysis I

UG

4.00

MATH-331

MATH-510

Independent Study

UG

4.00

MATH-511

Launching a Career in Mathematics

UG

1.00

Junior or Senior standing
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DESCRIPTION

1584

An introduction to elementary group theory,
including properties of groups, subgroups,
first isomorphism theorem for groups, normal
subgroups, finite group classification;
elementary properties of rings, such as
homomorphisms of rings, ideals, fields,
Euclidean
algorithm, rings of polynomials, factorization
theory, integral domains, associates, primes and
units in domains, and other topics in number
theory. Prerequisite: MATH 431 with a grade of C
or higher.
A detailed treatment of the basic concepts
of analysis including the real numbers;
completeness and its equivalence to other
properties of the reals such as monotone
convergence, Archimedean property,
Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem; the topology
of Euclidean spaces, compactness and the
Heine-Borel theorem, connectedness, continuity
and uniform continuity and uniform continuity,
pointwise and uniform convergence of functions,
and an introduction to metric spaces.
Construction and properties of complex numbers,
calculus in the complex plane, analytic functions,
contour integrals and the basics of Cauchy
theory,
power series representations.
Prerequisite: MATH 331 or instructor's consent.
Members of the department will hold conference
hours with students and will direct their
readings and study of topics in mathematics
which may be of interest to them.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
1 term - credits to be arranged.
This team-taught course is designed to explore
career opportunities in Mathematics in depth.
This course focuses on career search, the
application process, entry, transition and
networking for career success. Alternative
options such as graduate school will also be
explored. Students articulate and reflect on
academic work, and co-curricular experiences
from
the perspective of professionals entering or
advancing their careers. The goal of this course
is to help students reach their fullest
professional potential following graduation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MUH-101

History of Music I

UG

4.00

MUH-102

History of Music II

UG

4.00

MUH-211

Music of the United States

UG

4.00

MUH-212

Popular Music in the United States

UG

4.00

MUH-221

History of Women in Music

UG

4.00

MUH-223

World Music

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1585

Surveys Western music from CE800-1800, from
Gregorian to Beethoven; selected major
composers,
representative masterworks, and the musical
styles of the Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque,
and
Classical periods; links the music to some of the
major historical, cultural, artistic, and
intellectual trends of these periods. Normally
offered yearly.
Surveys Western art music from 1800-present,
from
Schubert to Jennifer Higdon; selected major
composers, representative masterworks, and the
musical styles of Romantic, Contemporary, and
post-Modern periods; links the music to some of
the major historical, cultural, artistic, and
intellectual trends of these periods. Normally
offered yearly.
Surveys American music from Colonial times to
the
present; various attempts to create an
indigenous
musical style; vernacular and art music genres
including folk, concert, and religious music,
jazz and musical theatre; includes music of
Billings, Amy Beach, Ives, Copland, Bernstein,
and Libby Larsen. Normally offered yearly.
Covers various popular music styles
that emerged in America from 1850 to the
present
including minstrelsy, art song, piano music, band
music, blues, jazz, country, rock and rap;
includes representative musical selections,
emphasis the social and cultural factors that
foster the emergence and developed of these
genres. Normally offered every other year.
Surveys music in the lives of women, including
composers, performers, producers, mothers, and
educators from the Middle Ages to the present;
examines issues of gender and control,
perspective in historical narrative, and
religious and secular traditions that impact the
cross-cultural reception of women's music.
Normally offered every year.
Covers topics in folk, traditional, and modern
music of Africa, the Middle East, Asia, and
Europe in the context of the cultures and lives
of the indigenous peoples of those regions;
examines how music interacts with the issues of
race, gender, class, religion, politics, and
social movements. Normally offered every other
year.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MUH-227

Jazz and Blues

UG

4.00

OC-003

Consortium Agreement

UG

1.00

OC-5011

Cavilam

UG

1.00

OC-5012

La Sorbonne

UG

1.00

OC-5013

O. P. Jindal Global University

UG

1.00

OC-5014

WHU Otto Beisheim School of Management

UG

1.00

OC-5015

Aalborg University

UG

1.00

OC-5016

UG

1.00

OC-5017

International Center for Development
Studies
Nanyang Technological University

UG

1.00

OC-5018

University of New York in Prague

UG

1.00

OC-5019

UG

1.00

UG

1.00

OC-5021

KEDGE Business School
Studies
London South Bank University
Studies
PSB Paris School of Business

UG

1.00

OC-5022

CAPA London Internship

UG

1.00

OC-5023

UG

1.00

OC-5024

Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de
Janeiro
Regents University

UG

1.00

OC-5025

Mystic Williams

UG

1.00

OC-5026

Deakin University

UG

1.00

OC-5027

Universite Catholique de Lille

UG

1.00

OC-5028

University of Warsaw

UG

1.00

OC-503

China - SIFT

UG

1.00

OC-5110

API in Beijing, China: Beijing Normal
University

UG

1.00

OC-5020

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1586

Follows the evolution of jazz from blues and
ragtime through Dixieland, Swing, Bebop, Cool,
Latin, Modern, Free, Fusion, and Avant-Garde to
Post-modern expressions of the present; the
contributions of major soloists, arrangers,
composers, leaders, and bands. Normally offered
every year.
16.00 This course fulfills the Expanded Classroom
Requir
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ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

OC-512

UG

1.00

4.00

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-517

England - Queen Mary, University of
London
England- University of Westminster,
London
Scotland - University of Edinburgh

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-520

Sydney - U of Technology

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-524

University of Glasgow

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-525

Australia James Cook Arcadia

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-526

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-527

China - Beijing-The University of
International Busienss and Economics
(cis Abroad)
England - City University - Arcadia

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-528

England London Intern Arcadia

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-531

New Zealand University of Auckland
Arcadia
New Zealand University of Otago

UG

1.00

4.00

UG

1.00

4.00

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-535

South Africa Unviersity of Cape Town
Acradia
Universidad Aldolfo Ibanez

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-537

Unviersity of Cape Town

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-538

EPA London Internship

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-539

Norway

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-543

University of Otago- New Zealand

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-547

Hoa Sen University

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-549

Ritsumeikan University

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-557

Regents College-England

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-558

Cork University - Ireland

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-559

Queensland Unviersity of Technology
Australia

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-566

MacQuarie University-Australia

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-515

OC-532
OC-533

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
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DESCRIPTION
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ECR

THIS CLASS FULFILLS THE EXPANDED
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1587

ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR

ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
Center for Internationa Studies/Study Abroad
ECR
ECR

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

OC-572

Lorenzo De' Medici (Italy)

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-574

Study Abrd: John Cabot (italy)

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-575

Ecole Superievre de Gestion Fance

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-576

Study Abroad SACI (Italy)

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-577

Am Coll. Thessaloniki (greece)

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-579

Ium Monaco

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-582

Florence University of Arts

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-586

Cidh (costa Rica)

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-589

CAPA Shanghai

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-590

San Pablo

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-592

UG

1.00

4.00

OC-594
OC-596
OC-597

Sweden-Stockholm University
School of Business
Sophia University Japan
Epa Internships
Yonsei University-South Korea

UG
UG
UG

1.00
1.00
1.00

4.00
4.00
4.00

PHIL-113

Critical Thinking and Argumentation

UG

4.00

THIS COURSE FULFILLS THE EXPANDED
CLASSROOM REQUIR
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added sa new OC location per STAB stats
from May 2
emulated OC 557
June 03 2004 08:11am Michael Spooner
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DESCRIPTION

1588

ECR
ECR
ECR

ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
ECR
An introduction to non-formal methods of
analyzing
and formulating arguments, including treatment
of
such concepts/topics as: the nature of argument,
induction, deduction, validity, soundness,
aspects
of language which tend to interfere with logical
thought, definition, role of emotion, types of
disagreement, and fallacies. The course also
emphasizes the practical application of sound
reasoning in both evaluating arguments and
making
arguments of one's own about matters of issues
facing society.
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every year.
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MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TITLE

LEVEL

PHIL-115

Introduction to Philosophy

UG

4.00

A general introduction to the nature of
philosophical analysis. Lectures, readings, and
discussions will focus on representative issues
and thinkers from the main areas of philosophy
(such the nature of truth, reality, morality,
politics, and religion).
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every year.

PHIL-119

Ethics

UG

4.00

PHIL-120

Ethics and Civic Life

UG

4.00

PHIL-123

Social Ethics: The Good Life

UG

4.00

PHIL-127

Contemporary Moral Issues

UG

4.00

A systematic introduction to the major thinkers
and their positions on the main issues of ethics,
such as: What is morality? What are moral
values?
How should we live our lives? Are there
objective,
universal, absolute moral standards? If so, what
are they, and what is their basis?
1 term - credits.
Normally offered every year.
In this class you will be introduced to the
perspectives and methods of politics, philosophy,
and economics and see how these three
disciplines
present distinct but interconnected dimensions of
current social and political issues.
An examination of contemporary Western
society,
particularly in the United States, in relation to
philosophical attempts to define the "good life."
Current books that exhibit a philosophical
approach towards important contemporary social
issues will be discussed, as well as classics in
philosophy. Topics may include: civic virtue,
consumerism, current events, economic justice,
popular culture (film, music, television),
religion and secularism, etc.
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every year.
A critical examination of a number of
contemporary
moral issues such as: abortion, affirmative
action, animal rights, capital punishment,
cloning, drug legalization, environmental ethics,
euthanasia, genetic engineering, gun control,
pornography, same-sex marriage, suicide, war
and
terrorism, etc.
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every year.
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COURSE

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TITLE

LEVEL

PHIL-210

History of Ancient & Medieval Philosophy

UG

4.00

The study of philosophical thought from the
period of the ancient Greek philosophers through
the Medieval thinkers, including such
philosophers
as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Epicurus, Zeno,
Parmenides, Pythagoras, Protagoras, Augustine,
Aquinas, Anselm, and Abelard. An introductory
course designed to equip the student with a well
grounded understanding and appreciation of
Philosophy.
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every year.

PHIL-211

History of Modern Philosophy

UG

4.00

A study of the prominent modern thinkers, such
as
Descartes, Leibniz, Spinoza, Locke, Berkeley,
Hume, and Kant. The course is an historical
survey
of the key concepts, problems and developments
in
modern philosophy including rationalism,
empiricism, and skepticism. The following
themes
central to Modern philosophy will be addressed:
the nature of reality; the limits of human
knowledge; self and self-identity; mind and body;
freedom in theory and practice; reason vs.
sentiment in ethics.
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every year.

PHIL-212

Formal Logic

UG

4.00

PHIL-219

Philosophy of Art

UG

4.00

An introduction to formal (or semi-formal) study
of the basic types of deductive arguments
(propositional and syllogistic logic).
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every year.
"What counts as art?" "What is beauty?" "Are
there
objective standards of beauty?" This course
examines the nature of aesthetic experience, art,
beauty, and creativity. Through the classic and
contemporary readings, the students will be
introduced to philosophical issues concerning the
meaning of art, artistic representation,
perceptions of art, interpretation, and criticism.
Students will be encouraged to reflect on their
own experience of art and explore the
relationships among the artist, the audience, the
artwork, and the world. 1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every third year.
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COURSE

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PHIL-228

Feminist Philosophy

UG

4.00

PHIL-229

Eco-Feminism

UG

4.00

PHIL-250

Social & Political Philosophy

UG

4.00

PHIL-261

Eastern Philosophy

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHIL 119, or PHIL 123, or PHIL 127
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This course is an introduction to the philosophy
of feminist thought. Feminist theories of
epistemology, metaphysics and morality will be
examined as critiques of traditional philosophy,.
Feminist perspectives and methodologies include
radical, liberal, postmodern, as well as more
recent trends in ecofeminism. Special emphasis
will be placed on explicit and implicit practices
of alienation and exclusion as they have unfolded
in the "gendering" of thought, truth, and reality.
1 term - 4 credits. Normally offered every third
year. C b
Examines the political, social, and ecological
problems facing us as a global community.
Having
its roots in feminist theory and deep-ecology,
eco-feminism provides a critical framework for
ecological responsibility and accountability.
Writings from eco-feminist thinkers and
environmental activists around the world will be
used to highlight the philosophical and political
conflicts and challenges, including globalization
and loss of biodiversity, global warming,
international human rights, the relationship of
gender and nature, and modes of redress for
eco-justice and sustainable development.
An examination of persistent debates in political
and social philosophy. Topics covered can
include the meaning of property and welfare, the
tensions between liberty and equality, censorship
and freedom of expression, the relation of church
and state, human rights and the common good,
the
possibility of political education and civic
virtue, legitimacy of the state, revolution and
counter-revolution, war and problems of ends
and
means, addressing historic injustices, such as
racism, genocide, or sexism, among other topics.
Students will read both classic and contemporary
writings to address both the historical roots and
the contemporary treatment of these questions. 1
term
- 4 credits.
Normally offered every year.
The exposition and critical evaluation of
Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, and
Islam. Special attention is given to foundation
principles as well as to the similarities and
differences of each of these philosophies to basic
ideas in Western philosophy. 1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered alternate years. C b

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PHIL-262

Buddhism

UG

4.00

PHIL-265

Women in Spirituality

UG

4.00

PHIL-267

Chinese Philosophy

UG

4.00

PHIL-280

Fascisms

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1592

An historical survey of Buddhist philosophy. We
will explore Buddhist origins, central teachings,
devotional and meditational practices, ritual and
institutions as developed from classical to
modern
times. Special attention given to the
philosophical diversity of the Buddhist world
view. 1 term - 4 credits. Normally offered
alternate years. C b
An exploration into the various dimensions and
ideologies concerning the role of the feminine in
relation to the Divine. Belief systems, myths
and archetypes from ancient Goddess worship
to 20th century feminist theology will be
examined in terms of the philosophical content
and psychological consequences. Special
emphasis
will be placed on feminist metaphysical
structures
for understanding consciousness and Reality.
Classes will be conducted by means of lectures,
primary and secondary texts and class
discussions.
Normally offered alternate years.
Cultural Diversity A
A survey of the main developments in Chinese
Philosophy. The course begins with the early
dynastic concept of humanism and then turns to
Confucius and Mencius. Having developed the
central Confucian doctrines, students next
examine
the Taoist response to Confucianism in the
writings of Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu. The course
then considers Zen Buddhism, which is called
Ch'an
Buddhism in China, where it originated. In
particular, students study the concept of sudden
enlightenment before turning to the NeoConfucian
scholars.
A critical examination of the sociopolitical
historical phenomenon of fascism, its origins as
a reaction against the European Enlightenment
and
the revolutions in its wake, its various
manifestations and philosophical explanations,
and its continuing influence and appeal today.
We
read original texts by thinkers such as Joseph de
Maistre, Juan Donoso Cort's, Carl Schmitt,
Charles Maurras, Jose Antonio Primo de Rivera,
Benito Mussolini, Adolf Hitler, Julius Evola, and
others as well as some scholarly secondary
sources.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHIL-316

Existentialism

UG

4.00

Prerequisite: One course in Philosophy or
consent

PHIL-318

Philosophy of Law

UG

4.00

Prerequisite: One course in Philosophy or
Instruct

PHIL-319

Topics in Applied Ethics

UG

4.00

PHIL-119, PHIL-123, PHIL-127 or PHIL-120

PHIL-362

Environmental Ethics

UG

4.00

PHIL-119, PHIL-123, PHIL-127 or PHIL-120
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1593

An overview of the existentialist tradition.
Primary focus on issues and problems arising
from
the existentialist reaction to classical
philosophy. Topics include: paradoxes and
contradictions of human nature and human
condition; radical freedom, commitment, and
responsibility; existential anxiety,
meaninglessness and the rejection of God;
authenticity and self-deception; individuality and
community. Philosophers to be discussed will
include Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Sartre, Camus,
Dostoevsky, and Heidegger. Prerequisite: One
course in Philosophy or consent of instructor. 1
term - 4 credits. Normally offered every other
year.
This class will focus on the general role that
law plays in public life. Instead of studying
what the current laws are, the class emphasizes
the challenges in analyzing, interpreting, and
constructing law. Among the most important
questions will be how we should evaluate or
reform existing legal systems. Readings may
include formative cases, recent legal studies,
and classic texts by figures such as Grotius,
Bentham, Holmes, Hart, and Dworkin.
Prerequisite: One course in Philosophy or
consent
of instructor. 1 term - 4 credits. Normally
offered every other year.
This course will address in depth one or more
specific issues in applied ethics. Topics will
vary and may range from applied issues in
political thought, such as just war theory or
transitional justice, to specific questions in
professional ethics or social policy, such as
end-of-life care, economic justice, or the role of
technology in the human future. Prerequisite:
PHIL 119, or 123, or 127. 1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every other year.
An examination of the moral issues involved in
the
interaction of humans with their natural
environment. Topics include: the environmental
crisis, human-centered vs. nature-centered
ethics,
intrinsic value in nature, obligations to future
generations, the importance of preserving
endangered species and wilderness, radical
ecology, eco-feminism, and the role of social
justice in environmental issues. Prerequisite:
PHIL 119, or 123, or 127. 1 term -4 credits.
Normally offered every year.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHIL-363

Bio and Medical Ethics

UG

4.00

PHIL-390

Internship in Politics, Philosophy and
Economics

UG

1.00

PHIL-401

Ethics in Action 1: Persistence of the
Classics

UG

4.00

Take 1 PHIL course level 200 or higher; or
take GV
GVT-276; Instructor consent required.

PHIL-402

Ethics in Action 2: the Crisis of the
Modern

UG

4.00

PHIL-210, PHIL-211, 1 400-level PHIL
course, and I
consent

Prerequisite: Phil 119, or 123, or 127.

4.00
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DESCRIPTION
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An examination of the moral problems facing
health-care practitioners, their patients, and
others involved with the practice of medicine in
today's society. Issues include euthanasia, the
ethics of medical experimentation, the use of
reproductive technologies, genetic counseling
and
genetic engineering, truth-telling and
confidentiality in doctor-patient relationships,
the cost and availability of medical care.
Normally offered every third year.
Students in this course will serve as interns in
a program-approved position with a service
provider, professional organization, government
agency, or non-governmental organization
whose
work is relevant to the PPE major. A faculty
mentor will meet with students regularly to
develop individually designed programs of
readings and to discuss this material and its
relation to the internship experience. In
addition to the substantial time commitment to
the internship, course requirements will usually
include a weekly journal and a research project.
Examines how classical works of ancient and
medieval moral and political philosophy raise
questions and themes that persist in challenges
facing contemporary public policy and personal
ethics. Topics covered will include the nature of
moral duties, the connection between happiness
and morality, citizenship and virtue, the meaning
of a good life, the attractions and limitations
of moral relativism, the foundations of
legitimate government, arguments for and
against
democracy, realism and idealism in statecraft,
and the relationship between law and ethics.
Authors may include the Pre-Socratic thinkers,
Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Augustine, and Aquinas,
among others.
Continues the examination of themes addressed
in
PHIL 401/701, with a focus on how radical
change,
from the early modern era to the present, poses
both challenges and opportunities for thought
and
action. In addition to issues from PHIL 401/701,
themes may include revolution and reaction, the
role of science and technology, the clash
between
universalism and particularism, distributive
justice and the economy, liberty and equality,
faith and secularism, and others. Authors may
include Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau,
Kant, Hegel, Mill, Marx, and Nietzsche, as well
as contemporary thinkers.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

PHIL-414

Topics in Philosophy

UG

4.00

PHIL-423

Advanced Formal Logic

UG

4.00

PHIL-424

Philosophy and Literature: Feodor
Dostoevsky and the Great Philosophical
Novel

UG

4.00

PHIL-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

PHIL-513

Internship in Applied Ethics

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Prerequisite: PHIL 212 or consent of
instructor.

4.00

Prerequisite: PHIL 210 and 211 and consent
of inst
PHIL-119, PHIL-123, PHIL-127 or PHIL-120
and conse
instructor
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A detailed exposition and evaluation of a
specific topic or of the views of one major
philosophical thinker or group of thinkers.
Readings from both primary and secondary
sources.
Prerequisite: PHIL 210 or 211 or consent of
instructor. 1 term - 4 credits. Normally offered
every year.
In this course, students will put to work the
logical theory developed in Formal Logic (Phil
212). In particular, students will use First-Order
Logic to investigate computability and
computation
theory. Goedel's First and Second
Incompleteness
Theorems are a particular focus in the course.
Prerequisite: PHIL 212 or consent of instructor.
1 term -4 credits. Normally offered alternate
years.
A study of the nineteenth-century Russian
novelist Feodor Dostoevsky and his contribution
to world philosophy and literature. Dostoevsky's
stories, which weave together philosophical
reflections, unique personalities and gripping
plots, earned the author numerous superlative
titles. Dostoevsky has been praised as a literary
genius, a prophetic political thinker, a keen
psychologist and an expert on human condition.
His work inspired generations of intellectuals,
among them prominent European thinkers:
Nietzsche, Freud, Heidegger, Sartre, Camus,
Hesse
and many others. In addition to a detailed study
of Dostoevsky's writings the course explores the
socio-political, literary, and intellectual
contexts in which he developed as a thinker,
introducing students to both his opponents and
admirers.
Students meet with a department member to
pursue advanced studies in areas of particular
interest to them.
Students in this course will serve as interns in
a
department-approved position with a service
provider, professional organization, government
agency, or non-governmental organization
whose
work is relevant to issues in applied ethics. A
faculty mentor will meet with students regularly
to develop individually designed programs of
readings and to discuss this material and its
relation to the internship experience. In
addition to the substantial time commitment to
the
internship, course requirements will usually
include a journal and a research project. PHIL
119 or 123 or 127 and consent of instructor. 1
term -4 credits. Normally offered every year.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHIL-514

Advanced Topics in Philosophy

UG

4.00

Prerequisite: PHIL 210 or PHIL 211 and
consent of

PHIL-515

Senior Symposium

UG

1.00

Prerequisite: PHIL 210 and 211 and consent
of inst

PHIL-E119
PHIL-E123
PHIL-E127
PHIL-H119

Service Learning Component
Service Learning Component
Service Learning Component
Honors Ethics

UG
UG
UG
UG

0.00
0.00
0.00
4.00

PHIL-119 concurrently and Instructor consent
PHIL-123 concurrently and Instructor consent
PHIL-127 concurrently and Instructor consent
PHIL Major and Minors, CAS Honors, or CAS
GPA 3.3

PHIL-H120

Honors Ethics and Civic Life

UG

4.00

Honor student or at least 3.3 GPA
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Students with sufficient background in philosophy
and a special interest in areas of philosophy
which cannot be covered in regularly offered
courses will be guided by senior members of the
Department. Students working on Honors in
Philosophy must take this course in the first
semester of their senior year to prepare a thesis
proposal. PHIL 210 or PHIL 211 and consent of
instructor. 1 term - 4 credits. Normally offered
every year.
This is a required course for all students in the
major, to be taken in the Spring Semester of their
senior year. Students will prepare a portfolio of
their previous coursework, collaborate with the
faculty symposium leader on a selection of texts
to read in common with other seniors, and
prepare
one paper for delivery at the Senior Symposium,
usually held in late April. Students seeking
Honors in Philosophy must take this course to
complete the senior thesis. PHIL 210 and 211
and
consent of instructor. 1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered Spring Semester every year.
Service Learning Component
Service Learning Component
Service Learning Component
A systematic introduction to the major thinkers
and their positions on the main issues of ethics,
such as: What is morality? What are moral
values?
How should we live our lives? Are there
objective,
universal, absolute moral standards? If so, what
are they, and what is their basis? Prerequisite:
Philosophy majors, minors, or honor students
only.
1 term -4 credits.
In this class you will be introduced to the
perspectives and methods of politics, philosophy,
and economics and see how these three
disciplines
present distinct but interconnected dimensions of
current social and political issues.

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TITLE

LEVEL

PHIL-H123

Honors Social Ethics: The Good Life

UG

4.00

Limited to PHIL majors, minors, and CAS
Honors stu

An examination of contemporary Western
society,
particularly in the United States, in relation to
philosophical attempts to define the "good life."
Current books that exhibit a philosophical
approach towards important contemporary social
issues will be discussed, as well as classics in
philosophy. Topics may include: civic virtue,
consumerism, current events, economic justice,
popular culture (film, music, television),
religion and secularism, etc. Prerequisite:
Philosophy majors, minors, or honor students
only.
1 term -4 credits.

PHIL-H127

Honors Contemporary Moral Issues

UG

4.00

PHIL Major and Minors, CAS Honors, or CAS
GPA 3.3

PHIL-H210

Honors History of Ancient & Medieval
Philosophy

UG

4.00

CAS Honors Students Only

A critical examination of a number of
contemporary
moral issues such as: abortion, affirmative
action, animal rights, capital punishment,
cloning, drug legalization, environmental ethics,
euthanasia, genetic engineering, gun control,
pornography, same-sex marriage, suicide, war
and
terrorism, etc. 1 term - 4 credits. Prerequisite:
Philosophy majors, minors, or honor students
only.
1 term -4 credits.
The study of philosophical thought from the
period of the ancient Greek philosophers through
the Medieval thinkers, including such
philosophers
as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Epicurus, Zeno,
Parmenides, Pythagoras, Protagoras, Augustine,
Aquinas, Anselm, and Abelard. An introductory
course designed to equip the student with a well
grounded understanding and appreciation of
Philosophy.
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every year.

PHIL-H229

Honors Eco-Feminism

UG

4.00

PHIL 119, or PHIL 123, or PHIL 127.
Restricted to
Students
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COURSE

Examines the political, social, and ecological
problems facing us as a global community.
Having
its roots in feminist theory and deep-ecology,
eco-feminism provides a critical framework for
ecological responsibility and accountability.
Writings from eco-feminist thinkers and
environmental activists around the world will be
used to highlight the philosophical and political
conflicts and challenges, including globalization
and loss of biodiversity, global warming,
international human rights, the relationship of
gender and nature, and modes of redress for
eco-justice and sustainable development.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHIL-H316

Honors Existentialism

UG

4.00

Prerequisite: One course in Philosophy or
consent
Restricted to CAS Honors students

PHIL-H318

Honors Philosophy of Law

UG

4.00

Prerequisite: One course in Philosophy or
Instruct
CAS Honors students only

PHIL-H414

Honors Topics in Philosophy

UG

4.00

CAS Honors student only

PHIL-HE12
PHIL-HE12

Service Learning Component
Service Learning Component

UG
UG

0.00
0.00
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An overview of the existentialist tradition.
Primary focus on issues and problems arising
from
the existentialist reaction to classical
philosophy. Topics include: paradoxes and
contradictions of human nature and human
condition; radical freedom, commitment, and
responsibility; existential anxiety,
meaninglessness and the rejection of God;
authenticity and self-deception; individuality and
community. Philosophers to be discussed will
include Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Sartre, Camus,
Dostoevsky, and Heidegger. Prerequisite: One
course in Philosophy or consent of instructor. 1
term - 4 credits. Normally offered every other
year.
This class will focus on the general role that
law plays in public life. Instead of studying
what the current laws are, the class emphasizes
the challenges in analyzing, interpreting, and
constructing law. Among the most important
questions will be how we should evaluate or
reform existing legal systems. Readings may
include formative cases, recent legal studies,
and classic texts by figures such as Grotius,
Bentham, Holmes, Hart, and Dworkin.
Prerequisite: One course in Philosophy or
consent
of instructor. 1 term - 4 credits. Normally
offered every other year.
A detailed exposition and evaluation of a
specific topic or of the views of one major
philosophical thinker or group of thinkers.
Readings from both primary and secondary
sources.
Prerequisite: PHIL 210 or 211 or consent of
instructor. 1 term - 4 credits. Normally offered
every year.
Service Learning Component
Service Learning Component

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-153

University Physics III

UG

3.00

MATH-121, MATH-164, or MATH-165;
PHYS-151; PHYS-L1

PHYS-205

Introduction to Astrophysics

UG

4.00

Prerequisite: PHYS 151-152

PHYS-206

Introduction to Radiation Oncology

UG

4.00

Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate) or
Medica
Students Only

PHYS-253

Introduction to Electronic Devices

UG

3.00

Take PHYS-152 and PHYS-L152; Take
PHYS-L253 concur
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This calculus-based course is the introduction of
the topics of modern physics. It begins with
special relativity, the Lorentz transformation,
relativistic momentum and energy, addition of
relativistic velocities, then covers early
quantum
theory, blackbody radiation, photoelectric
effect,
the Compton effect, photon interactions, pair
production, and the Bohr theory of the atom.
Then
Schrodinger's equation is introduced with use of
wave functions, particle box, barrier
penetration,
quantum mechanical tunneling, the Pauli
Exclusion
principle, the development of the periodic table,
and the X-ray spectra. Development of solid
state
physics with bonding in molecules, band theory
of
solids and semiconductor behavior. The final
topics cover nuclear physics, radioactivity,
half-life, nuclear fission and fusion, medical
uses of radiation, elementary particle physics
and
introduction to astrophysics.
An introduction to the concepts and methods of
astrophysics; including a history of astronomy
from the ancients to Newton; light; telescopes;
sun, earth, moon planets, comets, asteroids,
meteors, space programs, science and
technology
in
society. Astronomy of the cosmos; sun, stars,
interstellar materials, galaxies, pulsars,
quasars, black holes; nature of time relativity,
cosmology.
This course will serve an an introduction to the
role of the radiation therapist and medical
dosimetrist in a Radiation Oncology department.
Through a combination of detailed lectures,
discussions, role-playing, case studies, and
hands-on laboratory exercises, students will be
introduced to the professional and clinical
aspects of their respective professions.
Additional topics included radiation safety,
patients rights, infection control, communication
for the clinic, patient assessment, and
psychosocial aspects of cancer including death
and
dying.
Materials and device structures for applications
in analog and digital electronics. Topics include
characteristics and basic circuits for diodes,
field-effect transistors, bipolar junction
transistors, operational amplifiers and
programmable logic devices.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-301

Clinical Radiation I

UG

3.00

PHYS 206; Radiation Therapy & Medical
Dosimetry St

PHYS-302

Clinical Radiation II

UG

3.00

Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate) or
Medica
Students Only

PHYS-315

Radiation Physics I

UG

3.00

PHYS L315 concurrently; Radiation Biology,
Radiati
Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate), or
Medic
Students Only

PHYS-317

Radiation Physics II

UG

4.00

PHYS 315; Radiation Science, Radiation
Therapy and
Dosimetry Students Only
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1600

Through a systems-based approach, this course
will
review anatomy and physiology while teaching
medical terminology. This course will also
discuss the major cancers associated with each
anatomical system and introduce the student to
radiation therapy treatment techniques and
procedures.
This course is a continuation of MS 301. Through
the same didactic approach, the course will cover
all of the anatomical systems and their related
medical terminology NOT covered in MS 301.
Content is designed to establish a thorough
knowledge of the radiation physics used in
radiation therapy treatments. Topics to be
covered
in this course include a review of basic physics
(energy, mass, matter, SI units), structure of
matter, types of radiations, nuclear
transformations, radioactive decay, the
fundamentals of x-ray generators and x-ray
production, interactions of x and gamma rays
with
matter, absorbed dose, measurements of dose,
principles of and practical use of ionization
chambers and electrometers, Geiger counters
and
other survey meters, principles and practical use
of TLDs, film, calorimetry, scintillation
detectors, radiation protection and quality
assurance.
This course is intended to expand on the
concepts
and theories presented in Radiation Physics I.
It
will provide a detailed analysis of the treatment
units used in external beam radiation therapy,
their beam geometry, basic dose calculations
and
dose distributions. This course will also cover
the principles, theories, and uses of
brachytherapy.
This course was previously MS 412

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-333

Math Methods of Physics

UG

4.00

MATH-265 and PHYS-153

PHYS-361

Classical Mechanics I

UG

4.00

PHYS 152 ; MATH 265 which may be taken
concurrentl
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1601

Applications of specific mathematical methods to
problems in physics. Topics include complex
analysis, integral transforms, eigenvalue
problems, partial differential equations and
group
theory. This course is available in a
hybrid/online format where all lectures are
online and meetings with the instructor are
required once per week. These meetings are for
the purpose of helping students with homework
problems, points in the video lectures they did
not understand, or quizzes to test students'
currency with the online material. These
meetings
are typically scheduled in a classroom but it is
possible for a small number of students abroad
to
make special arrangements with the instructor so
that the weekly meetings are held using online
technology which supports voice and equation
writing (such as the virtual classroom in
Blackboard collaboration).
Newton's laws of motion, projectiles, momentum,
energy, conservation laws, oscillations, Lagrange
equations, generalized momenta, central forces,
orbits. This course is available in a
hybrid/online format where all lectures are
online and meetings with the instructor are
required once per week. These meetings are for
the purpose of helping students with homework
problems, points in the video lectures they did
not understand, or quizzes to test students'
currency with the online material. These
meetings
are typically scheduled in a classroom but it is
possible for a small number of students abroad
to
make special arrangements with the instructor so
that the weekly meetings are held using online
technology which supports voice and equation
writing (such as the virtual classroom in
Blackboard collaboration).

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-362

Classical Mechanics II

UG

4.00

PHYS 361

PHYS-363

Classical Mechanics

UG

4.00

PHYS 152; MATH 265 which may be taken
concurrently

PHYS-381

Observational Astronomy

UG

2.00

PHYS-411

Undergraduate Research in Physics

UG

4.00

Senior Standing

PHYS-415

Dosimetry I

UG

3.00

PHYS 315; PHYS L415 concurrently;
Radiation Therap
Dosimetry Students Only

3.00
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DESCRIPTION

1602

Mechanics in non-inertial frames, rotational
motion of rigid bodies, coupled oscillations,
nonlinear mechanics and chaos, Hamiltonian
mechanics, collision theory, continuum
mechanics.
This course is available in a hybrid/online
format where all lectures are online and meetings
with the instructor are required once per week.
These meetings are for the purpose of helping
students with homework problems, points in the
video lectures they did not understand, or
quizzes to test students' currency with the
online material. These meetings are typically
scheduled in a classroom but it is possible for a
small number of students abroad to make special
arrangements with the instructor so that the
weekly meetings are held using online
technology
which supports voice and equation writing (such
as the virtual classroom in Blackboard
collaboration).
Newton's laws of motion, momentum, angular
momentum, energy, conservation laws,
oscillations, Lagrange equations, central forces,
orbits, mechanics in non-inertial frames,
rotational motion of rigid bodies, coupled
oscillations, Hamiltonian mechanics.
The topics covered include theoretical
foundations of observational astronomy, designs
of telescopes, instrumentation for telescopes,
data acquisition and management, as well as
practical problems in observational astronomy.
Offered together with the laboratory component
PHYS L381.
The senior project is the capstone research
experience of the undergraduate Physics Major.
This one semester course requires students to
work
one on one with faculty in an area of mutually
agreed upon research. In general, the effort will
involve the use of mathematical and
programming
skills, laboratory techniques, and possibly field
work. The end result will be both a paper and a
formal presentation to both faculty and students.
This course will discuss the factors that
influence treatment planning and govern the
clinical aspects of patient treatment. Topics to
be covered include treatment planning with 3-D
CT
and MRI beams, isodose plan descriptions,
clinical
applications of treatment beams and advanced
dosimetric calculations. This course will also
contrast new emerging technologies with
conventional radiation therapy techniques (SRT,
SRS, IMRT, Image Guided Therapy, Respiratory
Gating).

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-416

Radiation Biology

UG

4.00

PHYS 315; Radiation Science, Radiation
Therapy and
Dosimetry Students only (including Radiation
Scien

PHYS-417

Dosimetry II

UG

4.00

Medical Dosimetry
Students Only

PHYS-420

Radiation Oncology & Pathology

UG

4.00

Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate) or
Medica
Students Only
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DESCRIPTION

1603

Topics covered include: physio-chemical aspects
of
energy absorption, the sequence of events after
irradiation occurring on the molecular, cellular
and organized tissue levels, radiation response
and repair of eukaryotic cells, effects of
radiation quality, dose rate, environmental
conditions, cell cycle kinetics, tumor and normal
cell population dynamics, radiation-induced
carcinogenesis and mutagenesis, tumor
pathophysiology and radiobiology, and recent
advances in experimental radiation oncology.
This course is a continuation of Clinical
Dosimetry I and will focus on advanced treatment
planning techniques including intensity
modulated
radiation therapy (IMRT), arc therapy,
stereotactic treatment planning, and proton
therapy. The advantages of each
technique/modality
over conventional 3D-treatment planning will be
discussed. This will also be contrasted against
the specific challenges presented by each
technique such as the need for better
immobilization, need for 4D CT scanning and
daily
IGRT (kV matching and/or CBCT).

This course, taught by Massachusetts General
Hospital physicians will review cancer
epidemiology, etiology, detection, diagnosis and
prevention, lymphatic drainage, and treatment.
The pathology(s) of each cancer will be
presented
in detail including the rationale for each
preferred modality of treatment.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-422

Radiology

UG

4.00

Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate) or
Medica
Students Only

PHYS-435

Brachytherapy

UG

4.00

Medical Dosimetry Students Only

PHYS-450

Dosimetry Systems and Networking and
Quality Assurance

UG

4.00

Senior Status; Medical Dosimetry Students
Only
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1604

This course will begin with an introduction to
radiology, reviewing x-ray production and
discussing basic radiation physics, image
formation (Kv, mA) and distortion (blur,
magnification), conventional processing and
digital imaging. The above-mentioned
radiographic
imaging concepts will be presented with
conventional lectures as well as with several
imaging laboratories. In addition, the basic
principles of each imaging modality, including
mammography, CT, MRI, Nuc Med, and Ultra
Sound,
will be presented. With the use of departmental
tours and guest lecturers, the use, benefits and
limitations of each will be discussed. Building
upon the information previously presented,
radiographic anatomy will also be covered with
an
emphasis on cross sectional anatomy. Students
will
review basic anatomy viewed in sectional planes
(axial/transverse) of the body. Using CT and MRI
images, the topographic relationship between
internal organs and surface anatomy will be
interpreted and discussed.
Topics in this course will include, radioactive
sources, calibration, instrumentation, factors
affecting dose calculations, definitions of LDR,
MDR and HDR, treatment planning and clinical
dose
calculation, implantation techniques, implant
localization/verification, regulations, radiation
safety, storage and QA. Detailed coverage of
prostate brachytherapy including LDR and HDR
will
be emphasized.
This course is designed for the medical
dosimetry
student, to include a general overview of
computer
systems and networking in the field of radiation
oncology. A historical view of computers will be
covered as well as the intricate uses in the
medical field today. Oncology information
systems
such as MOSAIC and ARIA, as well as radiation
therapy software used for imaging, contouring,
treatment planning, and patient charting
applications will be covered. Data and system
security will also be addressed.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-451

Modern Physics I

UG

4.00

PHYS 152

PHYS-453

Modern Physics

UG

4.00

PHYS-153;

PHYS-461

Quantum Mechanics I

UG

4.00

PHYS-361
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DESCRIPTION

1605

Atoms and elementary particles, atomic,
molecular and nuclear systems. Quantum states
and
probability amplitude, wave mechanics,
and thermal properties of matter. Atomic
spectra and structure, and molecular systems.
Nuclear reactions, alpha and beta decay, and
high energy physics.
Topics include atoms and elementary particles,
atomic, molecular and nuclear systems.
Quantum
states and probability amplitude, wave
mechanics
and thermal properties of matter. Atomic spectra
and structure, and molecular systems. Nuclear
reactions, alpha and beta decay and high energy
physics. This course is available in a
hybrid/online format where all lectures are
online and meetings with the instructor are
required once per week. These meetings are for
the purpose of helping students with homework
problems, points in the video lectures they did
not understand, or quizzes to test students'
currency with the online material. These
meetings
are typically scheduled in a classroom but it is
possible for a small number of students abroad
to
make special arrangements with the instructor so
that the weekly meetings are held using online
technology which supports voice and equation
writing (such as the virtual classroom in
Blackboard collaboration).
Non-relativistic study of particle systems, wave
mechanical treatment, development of the
concepts
of observables, state vectors, operators and
matrix representations. Hilbert space, angular
momenta, coupling, symmetries, scattering, and
perturbation theory. Harmonic oscillator and
Hydrogen atom. This course is available in a
hybrid/online format where all lectures are
online and meetings with the instructor are
required once a week. These meetings are for
the
purpose of helping students with homework
problems, points in the video lectures they did
not understand, or quizzes to test students'
currency with the online material. These
meetings
are typically scheduled in a classroom but it is
possible for a small number of students abroad
to
make special arrangements with the instructor so
that the weekly meetings are held using online
technology which supports voice and equation
writing (such as the virtual classroom in
Blackboard collaboration).

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-463

Stellar Astrophysics

UG

4.00

PHYS-152

PHYS-464

Statistical Physics

UG

4.00

PHYS-153/L153. PHYS-362 or 363.

PHYS-475

Senior Seminar for Radiation Therapy

UG

4.00

Senior status, Radiation Therapy Students
Only

PHYS-476

Senior Seminar for Medical Dosimetry

UG

4.00

Senior Status and Medical Dosimetry
Students Only
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1606

Physics of stars. Stellar atmospheres. Stellar
interiors. Stellar evolution.
Macroscopic objects are made up of huge
numbers
of fundamental particles whose interactions are
well understood. Physical properties that emerge
from these interactions are, however, not simply
related to these fundamental interactions. In
this course we will develop the tools of
statistical physics, which will allow us to
predict emergent cooperative phenomena. We
will
apply those tools to a wide variety of physical
questions, including the behavior of glasses,
polymers, heat engines, magnets, and electrons
in
solids. Computer simulations will be extensively
used to aid visualization and provide concrete
realization of models in order to impart deeper
understanding of statistical physics.
This course will be available to senior students
enrolled in the Radiation Therapy and Medical
Dosimetry programs. This seminar style course
will
serve a number of purposes; one will be to
prepare
our graduating students for board certification in
their respective disciplines (AART for Radiation
Therapy and MDCB for Medical Dosimetry).
Exam
preparation will include the use of lectures,
student teaching, online teaching tools, mini
mock
exams, and a full-length mock exam. The
seminar
will also assist students with the preparation of
their professional resumes including discussions
regarding the skills necessary to make job
interviews successful.
This course will be available to second year
clinical students enrolled in the Medical
Dosimetry program. This seminar style course
will
serve a number of purposes; one will be to
prepare our graduating students for board
certification in MDCB for Medical Dosimetry.
Exam
preparation will include the use of lectures,
online teaching tools, mini mock exams, and a
full-length mock exam. The seminar will also
assist students with the preparation of their
professional resumes including discussions
regarding the skills necessary to make job
interviews successful.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-477

Electricity and Magnetism

UG

4.00

PHYS-500

Experiential Learning in Physics

UG

0.00

PHYS-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

PHYS-L153

University Physics III Lab

UG

1.00

PHYS-153 concurrently

PHYS-L253

Introduction to Electronic Devices
Laboratory

UG

1.00

Take PHYS-152 and PHYS-L152; Take
PHYS-253 concurr

Take PHYS-152 and PHYS-L152

4.00
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1607

Electrostatic field energy, methods for solution
of boundary value problems. The magnetostatic
field and magnetic circuits. Electromagnetic
field energy, plane waves, wave guides and
cavity
resonators. Interaction of charge particles
with electromagnetic fields. This course is
available in a hybrid/online format where all
lectures are online and meetings with the
instructor are required once per week. These
meetings are for the purpose of helping students
with homework problems, points in the video
lectures they did not understand, or quizzes to
test students' currency with the online material.
These meetings are typically scheduled in a
classroom but it is possible for a small number
of students abroad to make special
arrangements
with the instructor so that the weekly meetings
are held using online technology which supports
voice and equation writing (such as the virtual
classroom in Blackboard collaboration).
This course requires students to complete a
minimum of 15 engagement hours per semester.
Students gain exposure to a variety of activities
related to research in a laboratory or field
setting with faculty oversight. Permission of
instructor required. May be taken more than
once.
Directed reading, lectures, seminar and research
in selected areas of special interest.
The laboratory consists of experiments to
illustrate the basic concepts of special
relativity, the Lorentz transformation,
relativistic momentum and energy, addition of
relativistic velocities, then covers early
quantum theory, blackbody radiation,
photoelectric effect, the Compton effect, photon
interactions, pair production, and the Bohr
theory of the atom.
Materials and device structures for applications
in analog and digital electronics. Topics include
characteristics and basic circuits for diodes,
field-effect transistors, bipolar junction
transistors, operational amplifiers and
programmable logic devices.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-L301

Radiation Therapy Rotation I

UG

1.00

Radiation Therapy Students Only

PHYS-L302

Radiation Therapy Rotation II

UG

1.00

Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate)
Students

PHYS-L304

Radiation Therapy Practicum

UG

1.00

Take PHYS-301 PHYS-L301;*Course fulfills
the follo
Classroom Requirement.

PHYS-L311

Medical Dosimetry Rotation I

UG

1.00

Medical Dosimetry Students Only

PHYS-L312

Medical Dosimetry Rotation II

UG

1.00

Medical Dosimetry Students Only

PHYS-L313

Medical Dosimetry Rotation III

UG

1.00

PHYS L312, Medical Dosimetry Students
Only

PHYS-L314

Medical Dosimetry Practicum

UG

1.00

Take PHYS-301 and PHYS-L311; *Course
fulfills the
Expanded Classroom Requirement.
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1608

Provides the necessary clinical experience to
become a radiation therapist.
All labs are conducted at our clinical
affiliates.
Under the supervision of licensed radiation
therapists, the students will become increasingly
proficient in the manipulation
of treatment equipment, will gain a thorough
understanding of radiation treatment plans, will
deliver a prescribed radiation dose to cancer
patients, and will acquire knowledge of all
relevant aspects of patient care. These labs are
available only to students enrolled in the
"clinical track".
Provides the necessary clinical experience to
become a radiation therapist. All labs
are conducted at our clinical affiliates.
Under the supervision of licensed radiation
therapists, the students will become increasingly
proficient in the manipulation of treatment
equipment, will gain a thorough understanding of
radiation treatment plans, will deliver a
prescribed radiation dose to cancer patients, and
will acquire knowledge of all relevant aspects of
patient care. These labs are available only to
students enrolled in the "clinical track".
Student radiation therapists will spend 12 weeks
(full-time, 40 hrs/wk) gaining hands on patient
care experience in the department of radiation
oncology at our clinical affiliates. Under
constant supervision by licensed therapists, the
student will be guided toward the application of
theory in the real world of cancer treatment.
Under the supervision of a Certified Medical
Dosimetrist, students will gain hands on
treatment planning experience in a clinical
setting. Two,8-hour days per week, TTH.
Under the supervision of a certified medical
dosimetrist, students will gain hands on
treatment planning experience in a clinical
setting. Three 8-hour days per week, MWF.
Under the supervision of a Certified Medical
Dosimetrist, students will gain hands on
treatment
planning experience in a clinical setting.
Three,
8-hour days per week, MWF.
Student dosimetrists will spend 12 weeks
(full-time, 40 hrs/wk) gaining hands on treatment
planning experience in the department of
radiation
oncology at our clinical affiliates. Under
constant supervision of certified medical
dosimetrists, the student will be guided toward
the application of theory in the real world of
cancer treatment planning.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-L315

Radiation Physics I Lab

UG

1.00

PHYS-L381

Laboratory Research Assistantship III

UG

1.00

PHYS-L415

Dosimetry I Lab

UG

1.00

PHYS 415 concurrently; Radiation Therapy &
Medical
Students Only

PHYS-L455

Advanced Laboratory

UG

2.00

PHYS-453

PPE-401

Political Economy

UG

4.00

PHIL-119, PHIL-120, PHIL-123, or PHIL-127
and 2 of
courses: GVT-110, GVT-201, GVT-225, EC101, EC-102
PHIL-250, STATS-240, STATS-250.
PPE students only. Senior status required.

PPE-510
PPE-H401

Independent Study
Honors Political Economy

UG
UG

1.00
4.00

PHYS 315 concurrently

2.00

Permission of Dept. Chair Required

4.00
Take PHIL-119 PHIL-120 PHIL-123 or PHIL127; and 2
following courses: GVT-110, GVT-201, GVT225, EC-1
PHIL-212, PHIL-250, STATS-240, STATS250. PPE Stud
Senior Status and CAS Honors required.
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1609

This lab will cover a broad range of experiments
associated with the Department of Radiation
Oncology at Massachusetts General Hospital.
Topics
include: Quality assurance measurements for
radiation therapy, calibration
of radiation teletherapy unit using
ionization chambers, measurements of dose
distribution via film, measurements of dose
in a phantom via TLDs, radiation protection
survey of therapy installation and brachytherapy
sources, and radiation biology.
The topics covered include theoretical
foundations of observational astronomy, designs
of telescopes, instrumentation for telescopes,
data acquisition and management, as well as
practical problems in observational astronomy.
This lab will provide the student with the
opportunity to apply clinical dosimetry principles
and theories learned in the classroom to actual
treatment planning situations within the clinic.
Through hands-on lab exercises the student will
demonstrate the use of the treatment planning
instruments and interpret information they
compute.
Classical and modern experiments in physics;
Experiments may include Frank Hertz
experiment,
Hall effect, nuclear magnetic resonance,
quantum
dots, detection of muons, x-ray spectroscopy,
ellipsometry, physics of timbre of musical
instruments, data acquisition.
This interdisciplinary class brings together the
fields of politics, philosophy, and economics at
a high academic level. You will be confronted
with hard questions about the sources, ends, and
limits of government; the usefulness and troubles
of free markets; the proper distribution of
economic advantages in society; and what works
best for building a just and efficient system of
economic institutions.
Independent Study
This interdisciplinary class for students in PPE
and the Honors Program brings together the
fields
of politics, philosophy, and economics at a high
academic level. You will be confronted with hard
questions about the sources, ends, and limits of
government; the usefulness and troubles of free
markets; the proper distribution of economic
advantages in society; and what works best for
building a just and efficient system of economic
institutions.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PSYCH-114

General Psychology

UG

4.00

PSYCH-215

Behavioral Statistics

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114; Restricted to majors only
unless with permission of instructor.

PSYCH-216

Research Methods and Design

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114 and PSYCH 215

PSYCH-219

SL-Psychology of Trauma

UG

4.00

PSYCH-222

Human Sexuality

UG

4.00

PSYCH-226

Theories of Personality

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114

PSYCH-233

Child Development

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114
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DESCRIPTION

1610

Surveys core theoretical concepts and
contemporary empirical research from the major
sub-fields of psychology: physiology; perception;
cognition; learning; emotion; motivation;
development; personality; psychopathology;
psychotherapy; and social behavior. Offered
every
semester.
Introduces the use of statistics as tools for
description and decision-making, including
hypothesis testing. Prepares students for the
analysis, interpretation, and evaluation of
psychological research. Offered every semester.
Weekly laboratory sessions are required.
Provides an overview of the historical
background
of psychology as a science before introducing
students to research methods employed in
psychology including naturalistic observation,
qualitative, correlational, quasi-experimental,
and experimental designs. Offered every
semester.
Weekly laboratory sessions are required.
Examines contemporary ways of
conceptualizing,
assessing, and treating psychological
consequences resulting from exposure to
traumatic
stress. Topics include the psychological
consequences of war, natural disaster, and
interpersonal trauma (e.g., physical and sexual
abuse), Combines community service with
classroom
study and reflection.
Examines the field of human sexuality across the
life span. Topics include: sexual anatomy and
physiology, sexual development, typical and
atypical sexual behavior, sexual dysfunctions,
current research on human sexuality, and
relationship issues as they relate to sexuality
and intimacy.
Surveys the major theoretical approaches to
personality including representative theorists
from the psychoanalytic, trait, cognitive,
behavioral, and humanistic perspectives. Topics
include personality dynamics, personality
development, and the study of individual
differences. Normally offered yearly.
Examines physical, cognitive, emotional, and
social development in youth (i.e., from
conception through adolescence). Surveys major
developmental approaches including biological,
learning, and contextual/environmental theories.
Major focus is on normal development. Normally
offered every semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PSYCH-240

Professional Development in the Science
And Practice of Psychology

UG

4.00

Sophomore standing. Psych 114.

PSYCH-241

Social Psychology

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114

PSYCH-243

Organizational Psychology

UG

4.00

Take PSYCH-114;

PSYCH-247

Asian Perspectives on Health and Work

UG

4.00

PSYCH-248

The Psychology of Mindfulness

UG

2.00

PSYCH-249

Introduction to Lifespan Development

UG

4.00

PSYCH-280

Sports Psychology

UG

4.00

DESCRIPTION

1611

Emphasizes the development of essential
foundational knowledge and skills in psychology
including critical thinking, information
literacy, use of APA style in writing, the
application of ethical principles to science and
practice, and career exploration and planning.
Offered every semester.
Studies the social determinants of the behavior
of individuals in relation to groups and surveys
current research findings in such major content
areas as attribution, prejudice, conformity,
obedience, social cognition, interpersonal
attraction, altruism, and aggression. Normally
offered every semester.
Explores the application of psychological
theories and principles to organizations and the
workplace with attention to the role of culture
and context. Topics includes job analysis,
recruitment, selection, evaluation, training,
retention, and termination. Employee morale,
well-being, stress, and hardiness are considered.
Examines theoretical and empirical approaches
that provide insight into Asian viewpoints on
socialization practices, family systems,
health/well-being, cultural traditions/values,
and spiritual philosophy/literature. Explores the
diversity among Asian cultures in terms of
language, history, religion/spiritual faith, and
healthcare practices, all of which play a
significant role in shaping the psychological
characteristics, interpersonal relationships, and
work dynamics of Asians and Asian immigrants.
Introduces contemporary theory and research on
mindfulness as a psychological construct.
Examines challenges that arise in defining and
assessing mindfulness and explores its
applications in psychotherapy, education, and
business.
Examines biological, cognitive, social, and
emotional development across the lifespan, with
attention to the role of culture and context.
Explores how various major theories of
development can be used to adaptive and
maladaptive behaviors and trajectories and
considers. Implications for treatment,
prevention, and positive development across the
lifespan. Normally offered yearly.
Introduces the theories, concepts, and
intervention techniques of sport psychology.
Topics include an exploration of the personal and
contextual facts that influence performance and
the use of psychologically informed strategies
used to enhance athletic performance,
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PSYCH-312

Cognitive Neuroscience

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114, PSYCH 215, PSYCH 216 and
sophomore stan

PSYCH-313

Physiological Psychology

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114, PSYCH 215 and PSYCH 216.

PSYCH-314

Learning & Reinforcement

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114 and Sophomore standing

PSYCH-317

Psychology of Addictions

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114 and Sophomore standing

PSYCH-321

Introduction to Counseling Skills

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114 and Sophomore standing

PSYCH-324

Psychology of Identity and the Self

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114 and Sophomore Standing.
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DESCRIPTION

1612

Examines theory and research on a number of
human
cognitive processes, including topics of
attention, perception, learning, memory,
language
processing, problem solving, social cognition,
emotion, and reasoning. The field of cognition
integrates knowledge from the multiple
disciplines of neuropsychology, neuroscience,
linguistics, and information science. Normally
offered yearly.
Explores the organic basis for human and animal
behavior. Topics include nervous system
structure
and function as well as neurological
contributions to motivation, emotion, stress, and
abnormal functioning. Normally offered yearly.
Examines the process of the storage of
information, including its affective coloration
and the role of incentives and rewards. Topics
include: principles of classical and operant
conditioning; verbal and episodic learning; and
traditional and contemporary theory.
Examines the complex interplay of physiological,
sociocultural, and psychological influences on
the development, maintenance, and treatment of
addiction. Topics include an introduction to
substances that are commonly abused and
compulsive and addictive behaviors, an overview
of major theories on the genetic,
neurobiological, sociocultural, and psychological
determinants of addiction, and a review of
evidence-based approaches to prevention and
treatment.
Examines the processes and behaviors that
support
and detract from the establishment and
maintenance of an effective professional helping
relationship. Explores cultural factors that
influence relationship building and provides
supervised practice of helping skills that
promote behavior change and effective
problem-solving.
Examines historical, political and social
conceptions of self and identity. Explores
processes by which self-knowledge,
self-awareness, self-conception, self-esteem,
self-consciousness, and self-blame are
developed,
maintained, and transformed at individual,
community and global levels. Considers how
contemporary views of self and identity affect
the theory and practice of psychology.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PSYCH-325

Health Psychology

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114 and Sophomore Standing

PSYCH-326

Abnormal Psychology

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114, and Sophomore standing or
permission of

PSYCH-333

Adult Development & Aging

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114 and Sophomore Standing.

PSYCH-334

Adolescent Development

UG

4.00

PSYCH-114 and sophomore standing

PSYCH-336

Developmental Psychopathology

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114 and sophomore standing

PSYCH-340

Professional Development in Psychology

UG

1.00

PSYCH-114; Psychology majors with 32 or
more credi
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1613

Examines how biological, psychological and
social
factors interact with and affect physical health
and well-being. Topics include: the role of
stress, coping, and behavioral patterns in acute
and chronic illness, the psychosocial adjustment
of patients with serious health problems,
psychological factors impacting treatment
adherence, and social determinants of health,
and
disparities in healthcare.
Introduces the concepts of psychological
disorder
highlighting the complexities and consequences
inherent in labeling human behaviors and
experiences as "abnormal." Examines the
prevalence and core features of the most
common
psychological disorders and explores
psychological, biological, and sociocultural
perspectives on their etiology and treatment.
Explores the physical, social, and psychological
aspects of adult development, with attention to
the role of culture and context. Explores
age-related changes in mental health,
personality, self-image, sexual relations,
friendships, work-life, and spirituality.
Examines the topics of bereavement,
hospice/nursing home care, and death and
dying.
Examines the physical, cognitive, emotional and
social aspects of adolescence. Attention is given
to identity, parent-adolescent relationships,
values, sexuality, and career development as
well
as psychopathology, drug use and abuse,
delinquency, and alienation. Normally offered
yearly.
Provides an overview of behavioral and
emotional
disorders of childhood and adolescence.
Examines the prevalence, symptom
presentation,
etiology and methods of treating disorders from a
variety of psychological, developmental, and
sociocultural perspectives.
Explores the broad range of career options that
are available to psychology majors. Provides
guidance on the development of internship and
job
search skills and introduces students to on- and
off-campus resources aimed at maximizing their
opportunities for success post-graduation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PSYCH-341

Sociocultural Perspectives on
Behavior and Experience

UG

4.00

PSYCH-346

SL-Community Psychology

UG

4.00

PSYCH-348

Introduction to Forensic Psychology

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114. 54 credits or more only.

PSYCH-350

Psychology Internship

UG

4.00

PSYCH-340 or PSYCH-240 and Junior
Standing. Restri
only unless permission of instructor.

PSYCH-408

Senior Capstone: History & Systems
Of Psychology

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114,PSYCH 215, PSYCH 216 and
senior standing
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DESCRIPTION

1614

Examines the substantial influence of culture on
psychological processes and human behavior.
Explores the complex, multi-faceted, intersecting
nature of cultural identity and uses a cultural
framework to explore and challenge our current
knowledge and understanding of major topics in
psychology including development, personality,
gender, cognition, emotion, social behavior and
psychological health.
Considers the reciprocal relationship between
individuals and their social context and explores
the strength-based, systems-oriented, and
socially responsible methods that community
psychologists use in their work with underserved
communities. Uses service-learning to connect
knowledge and theory acquired through weekly
lectures and discussions on key concepts in
community psychology with reflective practice.
Specifically, in addition to scheduled class
meetings students are required to complete five
hours a week (60 hours total) of community
service.
Examines the interface between psychology and
the
law by exploring the theoretical, conceptual, and
applied facets of forensic psychology. Topics
include: the assessment of competence, civil
commitment, insanity defenses, violence risk
assessment, the detection of deception, expert
testimony, assessment of child abuse and
neglect,
child custody/visitation and ethical issues in
the practice of forensic psychology.
Provides majors the opportunity to gain a
meaningful field experience in a professional
setting that is consistent with their academic
background and career goals. Using resources
available through the psychological department
and career services, students are required to
secure an approved internship before the course
begins. Students are on site a minimum of 6
hours
each week of the semester and must accrue at
least 60 hours of field experience. Weekly
seminar discussions focus on the integration of
academic knowledge with the demands of the
workplace and advanced professional
development
Normally offered every semester.
Presents the historical context for the
development of core ideas, theoretical positions,
and research in the field of Psychology. The
interconnections between systematic orientations
and domains of psychology are examined along
with
their relation to contemporary concepts and
issues in the field of psychology. Offered every
semester.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PSYCH-428

Senior Capstone: History & Systems
Of Psychology

UG

4.00

PSYCH-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

PSYCH-H11

Honors General Psychology

UG

4.00

JR or SR status; Majors Only; Department
chair con
Restricted to honor students in the CAS and
SBS sc
instructor permission.

PSYCH-H21

Honors Research Methods and Design

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114 and PSYCH 215. CAS Honors
Students only.

PSYCH-H22

Theories of Personality

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114; CAS Honors

PSYCH-H23

Child Development

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114; Restricted to CAS Honor
Students

PSYCH-H32

Honors Introduction to Counseling Skills

UG

4.00

PSYCH-114, CAS honors students with more
than 24 c

PSYCH 114, PSYCH 215, & PSYCH 216;
Senior standing

4.00
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Presents the historical context for the
development of core ideas, theoretical positions,
and research in the field of Psychology.
Examines
interconnections between systematic orientations
and domains of psychology and their relation to
contemporary concepts and
issues in the field of psychology. Offered every
semester.
Substantive reading/research in area of special
interest directed by a faculty member.
Surveys core theoretical concepts and
contemporary empirical research from the major
sub-fields of psychology: physiology; perception;
cognition; learning; emotion; motivation;
development; personality; psychopathology;
psychotherapy; and social behavior. Offered
every
semester.
Provides an overview of the historical
background
of psychology as a science before introducing
students to research methods employed in
psychology including naturalistic observation,
qualitative, correlational, quasi-experimental,
and experimental designs. Offered every
semester
Surveys the major theoretical approaches to
personality including representative theorists
from the psychoanalytic, trait, cognitive,
behavioral, and humanistic perspectives. Topics
include personality dynamics, personality
development, and the study of individual
differences. Normally offered yearly.
Examines physical, cognitive, emotional, and
social development in youth (i.e., from
conception through adolescence). Surveys major
developmental approaches including biological,
learning, and contextual/environmental theories.
Major focus is on normal development. Normally
offered every semester.
Explores and examines basic models of helping
and
provides supervised practice of helping skills.
Format includes lecture, discussion, role play,
and video feedback. Normally offered yearly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PSYCH-H33

Honors Developmental Psychopathology

UG

4.00

PSYCH-114, CAS Honors students with at
least 24 cr

PSYCH-H42

Honors Senior Capstone: History &
Systems of Psychology

UG

4.00

PSYCH 114, PSYCH 215, and PSYCH 216;
By invitation

PSYCH-H55

Honors Advanced Internship in Psychology

UG

1.00

4.00

PSYCH-350; CAS Honors; Instructor Consent
Required

PSYCH-H55

Honors Research

UG

1.00

4.00

Take PSYCH-114, PSYCH-215, and PSYCH216; Instruct
Required

PSYCH-L21

Behavioral Statistics Lab

UG

0.00

Must be taken concurrent with PSYCH-215
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Examines the etiology and symptoms of
disorders
of childhood and adolescence, as well as current
therapeutic approaches. Developmental changes
in
the incidence of externalizing disorders, such as
conduct disorder and attention deficit disorder,
and internalizing disorders, such as depression
and eating disorders, are addressed. Disorders
that affect both behavioral and mental
functioning such as Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and
autism may also be included. The role of
development in the understanding and treatment
of
the childhood disorders is reviewed. Normally
offered yearly.
Examines both historical and contemporary
theories in the field, along with current
empirical research. Emphasizes the reading of
primary source material, critical thinking, and
seminar discussion. Assessment and
measurement
issues emphasized, along with substantive
writing, typically in the form of an empirical
research proposal or a critical review of the
theory and research in a focused domain.
Admission by invitation only. Normally offered
yearly.
Provides majors who have successfully
completed
an internship the opportunity to gain additional
field experience in a professional setting.
Individual learning goals and objectives will be
formulated for each student, based on their
placement, interest and career goals. Students
are required to secure an approved internship
before the course begins.
An individual program of reading, research, and
writing on an approved topic under the
supervision of a Psychology faculty member.
Students must be candidates for Honors in
Psychology who plan to prepare a thesis for
submission to the honors committee. Admission
by
invitation only.
Introduces students to computer software used
to
conduct statistical analyses in psychological
research.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

RAD-206

Introduction to Radiation Oncology

UG

4.00

Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate) or
Medica
Students Only

RAD-301

Clinical Radiation I

UG

4.00

RAD/PHYS 206; Radiation Therapy &
Medical Dosimetr

RAD-302

Clinical Radiation II

UG

3.00

Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate) or
Medica
Students Only

RAD-315

Radiation Physics I

UG

3.00

RAD L315 concurrently; Radiation Biology,
Radiatio
Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate), or
Medic
Students Only

RAD-317

Radiation Physics II

UG

4.00

RAD 315; Radiation Science, Radiation
Therapy and
Dosimetry Students Only
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Offers an introduction to the role of the
radiation therapist and medical dosimetrist in a
Radiation Oncology department. Through a
combination of detailed lectures, discussions,
role-playing, case studies, and hands-on
laboratory exercises, students will be introduced
to the professional and clinical aspects of their
respective professions. Additional topics
included radiation safety, patients rights,
infection control, communication for the clinic,
patient assessment, and psychosocial aspects of
cancer including death and dying.
Studying through a systems-based approach,
this
course reviews anatomy and physiology while
teaching medical terminology. Topics will include
discussing the major cancers associated with
each
anatomical system and introducing the student to
radiation therapy treatment techniques and
procedures.
A continuation of RAD 301. Through the same
didactic approach, students will learn all of the
anatomical systems and their related medical
terminology not taught in RAD 301.
Content is designed to establish a thorough
knowledge of the radiation physics used in
radiation therapy treatments. Topics to be
covered in this course include a review of basic
physics (energy, mass, matter, SI units),
structure of matter, types of radiations, nuclear
transformations, radioactive decay, the
fundamentals of x-ray generators and x-ray
production, interactions of x and gamma rays
with
matter, absorbed dose, measurements of dose,
principles of and practical use of ionization
chambers and electrometers, Geiger counters
and
other survey meters, principles and practical use
of TLDs, film, calorimetry, scintillation
detectors, radiation protection and quality
assurance.
Expands on the concepts and theories presented
in
Radiation Physics I. It will provide a detailed
analysis of the treatment units used in external
beam radiation therapy, their beam geometry,
basic dose calculations and dose distributions.
Students will also learn the principles,
theories, and uses of brachytherapy.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

RAD-415

Dosimetry I

UG

3.00

RAD/PHYS 315; RAD L415 concurrently;
Radiation The
Dosimetry Students Only

RAD-416

Radiation Biology

UG

4.00

RAD/PHYS 315; Radiation Science,
Radiation Therapy
Dosimetry Students only (including Radiation
Scien

RAD-417

Dosimetry II

UG

4.00

Medical Dosimetry Students Only

RAD-420

Radiation Oncology & Pathology

UG

4.00

Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate) or
Medica
Students Only
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Discusses the factors that influence treatment
planning and govern the clinical aspects of
patient treatment. Topics to be covered include
treatment planning with 3-D CT and MRI beams,
isodose plan descriptions, clinical applications
of treatment beams and advanced dosimetric
calculations. Students will also contrast new
emerging technologies with conventional
radiation
therapy techniques (SRT, SRS, IMRT, Image
Guided
Therapy, Respiratory Gating).
Topics covered include: physio-chemical aspects
of
energy absorption, the sequence of events after
irradiation occurring on the molecular, cellular
and organized tissue levels, radiation response
and repair of eukaryotic cells, effects of
radiation quality, dose rate, environmental
conditions, cell cycle kinetics, tumor and normal
cell population dynamics, radiation-induced
carcinogenesis and mutagenesis, tumor
pathophysiology and radiobiology, and recent
advances in experimental radiation oncology.
A continuation of Dosimetry I that focuses on
advanced treatment planning techniques
including
intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), arc
therapy, stereotactic treatment planning, and
proton therapy. The advantages of each
technique/modality over conventional 3Dtreatment
planning will be discussed. This will also be
contrasted against the specific challenges
presented by each technique such as the need
for
better immobilization, need for 4D CT scanning
and daily IGRT (kV matching and/or CBCT).
Students will review cancer epidemiology,
etiology, detection, diagnosis and prevention,
lymphatic drainage, and treatment. The
pathology(s) of each cancer will be presented in
detail including the rationale for each preferred
modality of treatment.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

RAD-422

Radiology

UG

4.00

Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate) or
Medica
Students Only

RAD-435

Brachytherapy

UG

4.00

Medical Dosimetry Students Only

RAD-450

Dosimetry Systems and Networking and
Quality Assurance

UG

4.00

Senior Status; Medical Dosimetry Students
Only

RAD-475

Senior Seminar for Radiation Therapy

UG

4.00

Senior status, Radiation Therapy Students
Only
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This course will begin Beginning with an
introduction to radiology, students reviewing
x-ray production and discussing basic radiation
physics, image formation (Kv, mA) and distortion
(blur, magnification), conventional processing
and digital imaging. The above-mentioned
radiographic imaging concepts will be presented
with conventional lectures as well as with
several imaging laboratories. In addition, the
basic principles of each imaging modality,
including mammography, CT, MRI, Nuc Med,
and
Ultra Sound, will be presented. With the use of
departmental tours and guest lecturers, the use,
benefits and limitations of each will be
discussed. Building upon the information
previously presented, radiographic anatomy will
also be covered with an emphasis on cross
sectional anatomy. Students will review basic
anatomy viewed in sectional planes
(axial/transverse) of the body. Using CT and MRI
images, the topographic relationship between
internal organs and surface anatomy will be
interpreted and discussed.
Topics will include, radioactive sources,
calibration, instrumentation, factors affecting
dose calculations, definitions of LDR, MDR and
HDR, treatment planning and clinical dose
calculation, implantation techniques, implant
localization/verification, regulations, radiation
safety, storage and QA. Detailed coverage of
prostate brachytherapy including LDR and HDR
will
be emphasized.
Includes a general overview of computer
systems
and networking in the field of radiation
oncology. A historical view of computers will be
covered as well as the intricate uses in the
medical field today. Oncology information record
and verification systems, as well as radiation
therapy software used for imaging, contouring,
treatment planning, and patient charting
applications will be covered. Data and system
security will also be addressed.
Available to senior students enrolled in the
Radiation Therapy program. A seminar style
course
that serves many purposes; one of which will be
preparing our graduating students for board
certification (ARRT). Exam preparation will
include the use of lectures, online teaching
tools, mini mock exams, and a full-length mock
exam. The seminar will also assist students with
the preparation of their professional resumes
including discussions regarding the skills
necessary to make job interviews successful.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

RAD-476

Senior Seminar for Medical Dosimetry

UG

4.00

Senior Status and Medical Dosimetry
Students Only

RAD-L301

Radiation Therapy Rotation I

UG

3.00

Radiation Therapy Students Only

RAD-L302

Radiation Therapy Rotation II

UG

1.00

Radiation Therapy (Major or Certificate)
Students

RAD-L304

Radiation Therapy Practicum

UG

1.00

RAD/PHYS-301 and RAD/PHYS-L301

RAD-L311

Medical Dosimetry Rotation I

UG

1.00

Medical Dosimetry Students Only

RAD-L312

Medical Dosimetry Rotation II

UG

1.00

Medical Dosimetry Students Only
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This course will be available to second year
clinical students enrolled in the Medical
Dosimetry program. This seminar style course
will
serve a number of purposes; one will be to
prepare our graduating students for board
certification in MDCB for Medical Dosimetry.
Exam
preparation will include the use of lectures,
online teaching tools, mini mock exams, and a
full-length mock exam. The seminar will also
assist students with the preparation of their
professional resumes including discussions
regarding the skills necessary to make job
interviews successful.
Provides the necessary clinical experience to
become a radiation therapist. All labs are
conducted at our clinical affiliates. Under the
supervision of licensed radiation therapists, the
students will become increasingly proficient in
the manipulation of treatment equipment, will
gain a thorough understanding of radiation
treatment plans, will deliver a prescribed
radiation dose to cancer patients, and will
acquire knowledge of all relevant aspects of
patient care.
Provides the necessary clinical experience to
become a radiation therapist. All labs are
conducted at our clinical affiliates. Under the
supervision of licensed radiation therapists, the
students will become increasingly proficient in
the manipulation of treatment equipment, will
gain a thorough understanding of radiation
treatment plans, will deliver a prescribed
radiation dose to cancer patients, and will
acquire knowledge of all relevant aspects of
patient care.
Provides the necessary clinical experience to
become a radiation therapist. All labs are
conducted at our clinical affiliates. Under the
supervision of licensed radiation therapists, the
students will become increasingly proficient in
the manipulation of treatment equipment, will
gain a thorough understanding of radiation
treatment plans, will deliver a prescribed
radiation dose to cancer patients, and will
acquire knowledge of all relevant aspects of
patient care.
Under the supervision of a Certified Medical
Dosimetrist, students will gain hands on
treatment planning experience in a clinical
setting.
Under the supervision of a certified medical
dosimetrist, students will gain hands on
treatment planning experience in a clinical
setting.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

RAD-L313

Medical Dosimetry Rotation III

UG

1.00

RAD/PHYS L312, Medical Dosimetry
Students Only

RAD-L314

Medical Dosimetry Practicum

UG

1.00

RAD/PHYS-301 and RAD/PHYS-L311

RAD-L315

Radiation Physics I Lab

UG

1.00

RAD/PHYS L315 concurrently; Radiation
Biology, Rad
Science, Radiation Therapy (Major or
Certificate),
Dosimetry Students Only

RAD-L415

Dosimetry I Lab

UG

1.00

RAD 415 concurrently; Radiation Therapy &
Medical
Students Only

RS-111

Introduction to World Religions: Western
Traditions

UG

4.00
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Under the supervision of a Certified Medical
Dosimetrist, students will gain hands on
treatment planning experience in a clinical
setting.
Under the supervision of a Certified Medical
Dosimetrist, students will gain hands on
treatment planning experience in a clinical
setting.
Explores topics including quality assurance
measurements for radiation therapy, calibration
of radiation teletherapy unit using ionization
chambers, measurements of dose distribution via
film, measurements of dose in a phantom via
TLDs,
radiation protection survey of therapy
installation and brachytherapy sources, and
radiation biology.
Provides the student with the opportunity to
apply clinical dosimetry principles and theories
learned in the classroom to actual treatment
planning situations within the clinic. Through
hands-on lab exercises the student will
demonstrate the use of the treatment planning
instruments and interpret information they
compute.
This course will explore the comparative history
and structure of Western religious traditions,
broadly understood, and their impact on other
world religions, while attempting to recognize
the
similarities and the differences among them.
Traditions to be studied include Greek and
Roman
religion, the monotheistic faiths (Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam, as well as
Zoroastrianism, Sikhism and Bahaism). We will
also
explore the impact of the Western religions on
indigenous traditions, such as African religion,
Native American religion, and Pacific Island
religion. Attention will be given to the reading
of original texts when available. Requiring
students to observe religious ceremonies will
enhance practical understanding of many of the
above traditions.
1 term - 4 credits.
Normally offered every year.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

RS-112

Introduction to World Religions: Eastern
Traditions

UG

4.00

SCI-109

SL-Introduction to Community Cancer
Care

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1622

This course will examine a variety of Eastern
religions, including Hinduism, Buddhism,
Jainism,
Confucianism, Taoism, and Shintoism. Possible
connections to be explored will be the impact of
these traditions on others, such as Pacific
Islands and African religion, as well as the
growing place of Eastern religion in the West.
This course will explore the history and
structure
of each tradition, while attempting to recognize
the similarities and the differences among them.
Attention will be given to the reading of
original
texts when available. Requiring students to
observe religious ceremonies will enhance
practical understanding of many of the above
traditions.
Normally offered every year.
Cultural Diversity B
Students meet community needs by engaging in
service-learning outside the classroom. This
course introduces the top ten U.S. adult cancers,
as well as the most common pediatric cancers.
Topics to be covered include cancer causes,
detection, and prevention. Psychosocial aspects
of being diagnosed with cancer and the role
nutrition plays for cancer patients will be
integrated. The course will also discuss the
major treatment modalities for each cancer
including radiation therapy, surgery,
chemotherapy, and bone marrow transplants.
Service-learning is a pedagogy integrating
academically relevant service activities that
address human and community needs into a
course.
Students connect knowledge and theory to
practice
by combining service with reflection in a
structured learning environment. Students will
engage in service-learning with an underserved
community partner in regards to cancer by
working
directly with cancer patients or by assisting on
a project that supports cancer patients.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SCI-165

Inner Workings of Physics Universe

UG

4.00

SCI-201

Physics for Future Presidents

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1623

About 15 billion years ago, (data indicate) the
big bang occurred and the universe was born.
With
it came physical laws and a spectacular array of
consequences that lead to the universe as we
know
it. This non-lab , 4 credit course explores the
inner workings of the physical universe in terms
of the scientific inquiry which lead to Newton's
laws, an understanding of energy, waves, light,
electricity, atomic structure, chemical
reactions, nuclear physics, particle physics,
relativity, and the big bang theory. During the
course, students will learn to make use of
modern
resources to access scientific and technical
literature to research a scientific topic. They
will learn to distinguish between science and
technology (e.g. quantum mechanics and
nanotechnology, the discovery of the Higgs
boson
and the large hadron collider that made it
possible, etc.) and to understand how the
science, technology, and engineering disciplines
play a crucial role in recognizing and solving
problems of society and the world that we share.
This course presents a topical introduction to
the key principles and concepts of physics in the
context of the world events and natural
phenomena
that confront world leaders and that require
informed decisions and responses. Energy,
health,
counter-terrorism, remote sensing, space
programs, nuclear proliferation, and a host of
other modern challenges have technological and
scientific dimensions, the understanding of which
is essential to avoiding disastrous policy
decisions. This course considers the application
of physics to these societal challenges. The
material is covered at a level and pace that a
future world leader should be able to handle; the
emphasis is on the development of physical
reasoning skills, and not on detailed,
mathematical problem solving.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SCI-210

Earth and Planetary Crystals

UG

3.00

Take SCI-L210 concurrently

SCI-360

Planetary Science and Astrobiology

UG

3.00

Take SCI-L360 concurrently.
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This course will provide undergraduate students
of various disciplines with an introduction to
gems and crystals using interactive,
evidence-based teaching approaches. Crystalline
forms of matter are critical to our existence.
Using innovative teaching strategies of in-class
hands-on demonstration, supplemented with
visuals
of crystal details, the course provides students
insights into the formation, alteration and
unique properties that make crystals invaluable.
Topics range from the study of proteins and
nucleic acids to the interior of planets. The
in-class lectures will provide a basic guide that
will serve as a platform for individually catered
in-depth study. Therefore, the course is open to
advanced students as well, who can pick up
higher
level of information for discussion and class
projects.
This course introduces concepts that are central
to understanding of life on Earth, feasibility
and the search for life in the universe. The
approach of this course is multidisciplinary
focus on the life's origins, habitability, and
the possibility of life elsewhere through space
exploration of possible habitable (Earth-like)
environments in our solar system and beyond.
The
main theme of the course is to understand the
habitability of Earth in context with alien
environments. We will explore the scientific
understanding of life in extreme environments
and
detection of life itself. With Mt. Teide volcano
(Tenerife) as our laboratory, we will explore the
evolution and emergence of life in new
environments in context with astrophysical
observations and biochemical principles that
sustain life processes. The core theme of this
Interdisciplinary Science focused course is
suitable for students who may have taken their
last science and math course several years ago,
or are just curious about knowing facts on Life
on Earth and the science behind the search for
life in other planetary bodies. Together with a
reading component, this course aims to give
students a flavor of how researchers think, work
in the field, make observations and build
hypothesis. Topics covered in this course range
from origins to life, life in extreme
environments, search for habitable exoplanets
and
defining the habitable zone in the universe.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SCI-410

Marine Biogeochemistry

UG

4.00

Take CHEM-111, CHEM-L111, CHEM-112,
and CHEM-L112

SCI-H108

Honors Introduction to Cancer Care

UG

4.00

CAS Honors Students Only

SCI-H109

SL-Honors Introduction to Community
Cancer Care

UG

4.00
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This course is designed to identify the ways that
scientific knowledge can be used to resolve
environmental problems, particularly the ocean's
role in the biogeochemical cycling of selected
elements and the impacts of humans on the
cycling
of these elements. Sample topics include the
chemical composition of seawater from the
perspectives of elemental speciation and the
impacts of solutes on water's physical behavior;
biogeochemical phenomena which control
accumulation and preservation of marine
sediments; marine chemistry of radioactive and
stable isotopes; and how climate change and
pollution impact the marine environment with
mitigation strategies outlined.
Introduces the top ten U.S. adult cancers, as
well as the most common pediatric cancers.
Topics
to be covered include cancer causes, detection,
and prevention. Psycho-social aspects of being
diagnosed with cancer and the role nutrition
plays for cancer patients will be integrated. The
course will also discuss the major treatment
modalities for each cancer including radiation
therapy, surgery, chemotherapy, and bone
marrow
transplants.
Students meet community needs by engaging in
service-learning outside the classroom. This
course introduces the top ten U.S. adult cancers,
as well as the most common pediatric cancers.
Topics to be covered include cancer causes,
detection, and prevention. Psychosocial aspects
of being diagnosed with cancer and the role
nutrition plays for cancer patients will be
integrated. The course will also discuss the
major treatment modalities for each cancer
including radiation therapy, surgery,
chemotherapy, and bone marrow transplants.
Service-learning is a pedagogy integrating
academically relevant service activities that
address human and community needs into a
course.
Students connect knowledge and theory to
practice
by combining service with reflection in a
structured learning environment. Students will
engage in service-learning with an underserved
community partner in regards to cancer by
working
directly with cancer patients or by assisting on
a project that supports cancer patients.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SCI-L210

Earth and Planetary Crystals Laboratory

UG

1.00

Take SCI-210 concurrently

SCI-L360

Planetary Science and Astrobiology Lab

UG

1.00

Take SCI-360 concurrently.
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This course introduces concepts that are central
to understanding crystals, gemstones and other
natural materials abundant throughout the solar
system. It includes an introduction to
carbon-based crystals (diamonds, proteins,
viruses and ices) in context with origins of
life, geopolitical significance and their
applications This laboratory-based course is an
introduction to modern tools and techniques for
crystal analysis with a historical context of
some of the greatest discoveries in science
(DNA,
and other nanomaterials). It presents crystals
and gems from their visually appealing point of
view to their sometimes-dramatic physical
characteristics, with a broad view of their
formation, occurrence, physics, chemistry and
resources perspective.
This is the laboratory component of the course
on
Planetary Science and Astrobiology. in which we
develop the scientific understanding of life in
extreme environments and detection of life
itself. With Mt. Teide volcano (Tenerife) as our
laboratory, we will explore the evolution and
emergence of life in new environments in context
with astrophysical observations and biochemical
principles that sustain life processes.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-101

Fixing the World- Energy and Water:
The Science of Solutions

UG

4.00

SF-1127

The Vietnam and Iraq Wars: Polarized
Perspectives

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1627

Two of the most daunting challenges the world
faces (or will face) is how to provide for both
its growing energy needs and potable drinking
water. Regular news events include climate
change,
droughts, flooding, and petroleum struggles.
Human
nature often requires a severe crisis before it
responds. This course will investigate the
historical science driving the use of energy
since
the Industrial Revolution to convert energy
resources into work, including the steam engine,
the electric motor, and the internal combustion
engine. It will also consider alternative energy
options to fossil fuels, such as solar, wind,
geothermal, and ocean power. Along the way we
will
consider the evidence for Global Warming and
Climate Change. We will look into human nature,
simple life styles, conspiracy theories, and the
influence of those in power to shape human
opinion. We will also consider how our water
supply is provided and where it goes after being
used. What options do developing countries or
drought racked areas have to remedy their water
needs? Although the course pursues a scientific
understanding of these issues, the mathematics
used will be gentle, and a larger emphasis will
be
placed on the intuitive appreciation of these
concerns.
This class will examine some of the many
controversies surrounding the Vietnam and Iraq
Wars, two conflicts that have been profoundly
polarizing for the American people. There are
widely divergent perspectives regarding the
fundamental questions surrounding each war.
Were
the reasons for American involvement "just"? To
what extent were the methods used by the
United
States military during each war "just"? To what
extent did the media play an appropriate role
before, during, and after each war? Did
opposition to these wars serve primarily to
benefit "the enemies" of the United States or did
it constitute a form of patriotism and love of
country? This interdisciplinary course will
address these and other complex questions by
examining the histories, literature, and films
(both documentaries and dramatic) that have
been
produced in response to these wars.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-1129

Beacon Hill: Fact, Fiction, and Fantasy

UG

4.00

SF-1133

Problems and Solutions in Early American
History

UG

4.00

SF-1134

The Meaning of Life

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1628

The course will explore the physical geography,
history, and image in literature, film, and pop
culture of Suffolk University's Beacon Hill
neighborhood. The purpose and objective of the
course is to provide students with a deep
knowledge, understanding, and appreciation of
Beacon Hill through examination of written and
visual sources, and feet-on and eyes-on
experience of the public parts of the Hill.
This course will examine four major problems in
the early American republic: forming a
government; bridging vast distances on the
American continent; slavery; international
relations. We will explore the various proposed
solutions to these problems. Some of the
solutions worked well, others were more
disastrous than the initial problem. We will read
primary documents pertaining to these issues,
and
try to imagine how men and women considering
the
problems might have responded to them. What
solutions could be proposed? What solutions
would
work? What were the political, economic, or
social difficulties generated by the problem and
by the proposed solutions? In considering the
problems, we will also learn how to use the
various archives close at hand: the Sawyer
Library, the Boston Public Library, the
Massachusetts Historical Society, and the
Massachusetts State Archives. Students will also
post their findings on a class blog, and present
their work to one another in class.
What do we live for? Which beliefs, values, and
experiences sustain meaningful, fulfilling
existence? Are we authors of our destinies or
powerless pawns in an unfathomable cosmic
game?
Does death render all our efforts superfluous?
This award-winning course offers a
cross-cultural, interdisciplinary exploration of
these questions through philosophical and
religious texts, art, fiction, autobiography, and
psychological studies. The course opens with the
Old Testament's book of Ecclesiastes, followed
by
three units: 1) A Life Worth Living: Humanity's
Ideals focuses on the ancient and modern
visions
of human flourishing; 2) Threats to Meaning:
Humanity's Discontents, discusses the
disillusionments leading to the loss of meaning;
and 3) Recovery of Meaning: Crises and Hopes,
explores the post-crisis possibilities of
self-discovery and growth. Please visit
http://meaningoflife.cherkasova.org/
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-1135

Women Warriors: Stories of Captivity,
Conversion, and Confession

UG

4.00

SF-1138

Malevolent Or Misunderstood?: Monsters
of Mythology

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1629

Since the beginning of time, women have been
"doing battle" to themselves, while men have
gone to battle against others. Whether it is
through converting to Christ, yielding to captors
in order to survive, or carrying a baby, this
course introduces students to the many ways in
which, whatever battles they face, women are
warriors; they survive. Utilizing an array of
captivity, conversion, and confession narratives
by women, and pairing them across the
centuries,
students will make connections and draw
conclusions between early-and
mid-19th-century-American and contemporary
women.
Students will connect, for example, the trials of
the 17th-century Puritan captive, Mary
Rowlandson, and contemporary hostage,
Elizabeth
Smart, to explore how women (no matter how
different they seem) draw upon unique inner
resources to survive.
This course will critically engage with folk and
pop-cultural representations of "monsters."
Students will read from diverse areas relating to
the topic, including psychology, anthropology,
history, and cultural studies. This course will
explore the changes in monster figures from
early
history to the internet age. The main purpose of
this course is to teach students to write
academically and to think critically. This course
aims to give students the tools to engage in
academic inquiry, to think beyond what they
believe they already know and to question. This
course will give students the freedom to develop
their own ideas about the subjects discussed.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

SF-1141

Classical Civilizations: Pathways to
Wisdom

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

DESCRIPTION

1630

How is it that the knowledge, intelligence,
wisdom and values of the Greeks and Romans
still
educate and edify the world by providing venues
towards leading fulfilling and dignified lives?
The guiding principles of their respective
civilizations rested upon eight pillars:
-Humanism: It was recognized that humans
have
the potential to master their world and live life
to the fullest.
-The Pursuit of Excellence: To imagine the
highest good and strive to attain it.
-Self Knowledge: It is imperative to know
oneself before seeking to know the world.
-Rationalism: Always question, reason and
discern truth from falsehood and never consider
any matter superficially.
-Restless Curiosity: Often the resolution of
one issue leads to the revelations of others
mysteries and pursuits which compels further
investigation. The wise individual makes this a
lifelong endeavor.
-Love of Freedom: As long as one brings no
harm
to others, one must be free to live and discover
as much as possible.
-Individualism: All are unique and, therefore,
must recognize individual strengths and identity.
-The Practice of Moderation: The prudence of
avoiding extremes in personal and social
conduct.
In this course, students will read two
(brief) texts on the Greek and Roman
contributions to the world and then will proceed
with specific readings which illuminate the eight
principles above for achieving the good life.
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-1143

In the First-Person: Storytelling in the
21st Century

UG

4.00

SF-1146

Fido the Friendly Wolf: A Natural
History of Dogs

UG

4.00

SF-1147

Global (In) Security: From ISIS to
Ebola

UG

4.00

SF-1148

Brave New Worlds

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1631

This section of the Seminar for Freshmen will
consider the forms, venues, and impacts of
narrative nonfiction in contemporary culture.
From the exploding popularity of personal essays
in the digital age to the living, evolving essays
we create on social media, we are constantly
narrating and archiving our lives, shaping their
content for specific audiences. In doing so, we
shape what our experiences mean and
represent. In
order to analyze the power of narrative
nonfiction, we will look at a variety of
multimodal texts: essays, podcasts, Instagram
and
Twitter feeds, stand-up comedy, and storytelling
slams, as well historical texts such as the
essays of Michel de Montaigne and historical
artifacts at the National Archives in Boston. We
will also write our own narrative nonfiction, and
adapt our first-person stories for listening and
viewing audiences, such as the MassMouth story
slam and podcasts like This American Life.
Additionally, we will practice narrative
nonfiction for professional audiences, using
storytelling as a way to showcase personal
strengths to employers, internship coordinators,
and the like.
This course explores the evolution of dogs from
wolves and the ways in which dogs have
adapted to
their niche in human society. The ecology,
behavior, genetics, and adaptations of dogs will
be explored in relation to both their wolf
ancestry and artificial selection by humans. The
course includes 2 mandatory field trips to a wolf
sanctuary and an animal shelter.
This course reviews the principal features of
global and national security as it is currently
practiced by tracing the evolution of theories,
policies and circumstances whereby current
international security is developed. Students
will evaluate the nature and origins of war, arms
proliferation, military instability, terrorism,
genocide, health threats and natural resources
depletion.
Explores themes of adventure, self-discovery,
exile, and culture shock in classic and
contemporary travel writing (including fiction,
poetry, and non-fiction) as well as film.
Students will experiment with creative writing of
their own, develop theories of cosmopolitan
world
citizenship, travel through the city of Boston on
field trips, and team up to learn about different
countries in Suffolk's global network of study
abroad programs.
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-1150

Religion in Contemporary Society

UG

4.00

SF-1151

Reproduction and Society

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1632

This course is design to provide students with an
overview of the social settings and cultural
meanings of religion in the contemporary world.
Topics that will be covered in reading and
discussions include the rise of religious
fundamentalism, religion and violence, women's
and men's religious experiences, new religions,
and portrayals of religion in popular films. In
addition to the readings, students will observe
and experience religious expressions and
activities through fieldwork assignments. The
emphasis on films and fieldwork reflects my
belief that religion is made up of "lived
experiences" of actual individuals and
communities. In order to understand religion in
contemporary society we will make every effort to
see (in person or in film) a wide range of
religious activities. The films we will see
include some of the following: Leap of Faith,
Devil's Playground, Kadosh, Women of
Hezbollah,
Singing Stream, A Still Small Voice.
This course explores relationships between
reproductive health and rights both nationally
and internationally. Many of our topics fit into
two broad areas: conflicts over the control of
childbearing (sterilization abuse, birth control,
and abortion) and conflicts over who deserves to
be a mother,especially when the mothers in
question face social stigma and lack political
power. Other topics include safe birth and
maternal mortality, breastfeeding, infertility
and reproductive technology. We also examine
the
politics of women's sexual and reproductive
autonomy, including the policies that shape
women's choices to prevent, achieve, abort, or
carry to term a pregnancy.
Throughout, we are guided by the following
questions: Why is reproduction an important site
through which to understand society? How do
statuses such as race, class, gender, sexuality
and ability influence people's reproductive
possibilities? What is the role of the state in
shaping these experiences? How have
communities
supported or resisted efforts at reproductive
control? Why is reproductive justice central to
these answers?
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-1152

The Idea of America: Past, Present,
Future

UG

4.00

SF-1154

Introduction to Visual Studies

UG

4.00

SF-1156

Thinking About the Insanity Defense

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1633

A systematic exploration of thinking of and about
America, from the founding of the republic to
American issues and traditions of thought that
reflect upon the founding principles and the
unfolding American experiment. The Declaration
of
Independence and the Constitution will be
studied
with an eye to their philosophical content and
sources. The course will also examine works of
philosophers and other thinkers who address
conflicts over the meaning of founding principles
in the course of the nation's history, from the
struggle over slavery to America's contemporary
role in the world. Because this course intends to
apply theoretical understanding to real life,
students will be expected to read contemporary
journalism on a regular basis and assess the
controversies of today in the light of the
nation's philosophical and historical currents.
This seminar provides an introduction to Visual
Studies, a relatively new interdisciplinary field
that examines how images communicate and the
roles that they play in society. Students will
apply the concepts and techniques of Visual
Studies to analyze sites and signs around
Boston,
such as advertisements, street signs, fashions,
newspaper photographs, buildings, and public
spaces. Class projects will increase students'
awareness of their visual environment and their
ability to critically analyze the visual rhetoric
that surrounds us and is often used to
manipulate
us.
This course examines sixteen case examples
providing a clear and compelling introduction to
one of the most important topics in the relation
between public policy and law. This course
addresses: the history of the insanity defense;
the effects of different standards for
determining insanity; the arguments for its
retention; abolition, and revision; media and
other responses to it; and the controversies
around pre and post conviction commitment. The
case examples illustrates a variety of outcomes
and include individuals who were found not guilty
by reason of insanity; found guilty even though
mentally ill; and not charged because of mental
illness.
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-1158

Global Climate Change

UG

4.00

SF-116

Enlightened Insanity

UG

4.00

SF-1161

The Playwright and the Stage

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1634

Conversation about the weather is considered to
be the universal icebreaker. Yesterday's
sweltering heat, the storm predicted for this
weekend, even long-term climate shifts find their
way in our daily conversation. Today, however,
such casual conversations have an edge to
them,
because we are realizing that humans play a role
in determining the climate shift. In fact,
understanding the human fingerprint in the Arctic
tundra melting, or a devastating hurricane, has
gone well-beyond small talk to become one of
the
most important challenges our society faces
today, and on that is wedded to geopolitics. To
meaningfully participate in any dialogue that
addresses this challenge people have to be
aware
of certain key ideas of Physics and Planetary
Science. The aim of this course is to provide you
with some of the essential facts and pieces of
science underlying such questions. This course
will enable you to grasp many of the issues that
dominate today's political discourse and to
develop an informed opinion (your, not our!) for
which you can rationally argue.
Rain or shine, the great 18th century
Enlightenment philosophers would meet at the
famous cafes of Paris to discuss their ideas, and
to observe and criticize society. From these
informal debates emerged ideas that are at the
core of our modern understanding of the nature
of
society, marginality, human nature, civil rights,
the essence of creativity and genius. Come join
us in the quest to understand, define, observe,
and analyze the key ideas and concepts of these
great thinkers, such as Rousseau, Diderot, and
Voltaire, still so relevant in our time. We will
read key works of these creative thinkers and
philosophers. We will enrich our experience and
understanding through the use of film, theatre
performances, museum visits, as well as the
occasional cafe debate.
This writing and script analysis intensive course
will explore plays across a range periods and
styles. The scripts of five plays will be studied
and we will attend performances of two of those
works at professional theatres in Boston. Other
activities will range from a backstage tour to
conversations with theatre professionals such as
producers, directors, actors, designers,
playwrights and critics, in order to lift the
script off the page and provide a living
experience of theatre. Requires students to be
available for evening (usually Wednesday)
performances. A fee for tickets at student rates
will be assessed.
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SF-1162

Space Missions: From Moon to Mars and
Beyond

UG

4.00

SF-1163

Spellbound! Witches, Wizards and Spirits
In American Literature

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1635

It is hard to believe that only 60 years ago,
our only close-up view of a planetary body was
that of Earth. We are truly living in the Golden
Age of Space Exploration, when a new mission
every few years brings us spectacular images
from
either a neighbor in the solar system or galaxies
at the edge of the universe. This course will
describe the dozen space missions that changed
our view of the universe, ranging from our solar
system to the most distant galaxies.
Since the beginning of time and across cultures,
people have been interested in the supernatural,
the paranormal, and the otherworldly. Often,
these phenomena have appeared in the form of
witches, wizards, and spirits, whether good or
bad, wicked or wonderful. Women who have not
fulfilled traditional gender roles have
historically been cast as witches or, to use
Shakespeare's phrase, as "weird sisters",
or, in Donald Trump's recent election parlance,
as "nasty women." Men in turn appear as
wizards, usually more positively than female
witches. Men and women alike also can take the
form of spirits or ghosts; even houses can be
possessed. What lies beneath the great
fascination with the supernatural and the
paranormal, with the haunted, the possessed,
and
the spellbinding? What accounts for the different
manifestations of spirits? This course takes
students on a tour of witches, wizards, and
otherworldly spirits throughout American literary
history. Tropes of the witch and the wizard have
appeared in literature from the time of
Shakespeare (see Macbeth) to the contemporary
best-selling Harry Potter series, and hits every
century in between, such as in Anne
Hutchinson's Puritan accounts form the 1600s,
Nathaniel Hawthorne and Edgar Allan Poe's in
the 1800s, The Wizard of Oz in 1900, and John
Updike's The Witches of Eastwick in the 20th
century. The course offers readings across genre
lines-poetry, fiction, non-fiction, young adult
fantasy, and drama-and includes excerpts from
film and television shows based upon wizards
and
witches (such as Bewitched, Buffy the Vampire
Slayer, and The Vampire Diaries). The course
may
include a field trip to Salem, MA, as well as
possibly the opportunity to see Wicked at the
Boston Opera House (if it is renewed through the
fall season, 2017).
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SF-1164

Reinventing Europe: Beyond Brexit and
Secular Stagnation

UG

4.00

SF-1165

History of Boston

UG

4.00

SF-1166

Cinema-Monde: Global Challenges on Film

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1636

While newspaper headlines focus on the multiple
problems Europe is facing today, the evolving
adaptation of European nation states and the
integration process receive less attention.
Brexit and economic crises seem to be
synonymous
of Europe today, but facts such as the European
Union accepting five new members in the coming
five years or Europe being the most advance
environmental actor or the main international
provider of official aid are often ignored by
public opinion. This Seminar for Freshman
examines the dynamic evolution of the
integration
process in Europe in the context of
globalization. Three sections articulate the main
debates and tensions in the interplay between
national and supranational institutions and
policies. The first part analyzes how eight
European countries have forged their national
preferences to delineate their level of immersion
in the integration process; it later proceeds
with the examination of the main historical
events in the history of the integration process.
The second part explores the functioning of the
EU institutions in order to grasp the essence of
the complex policy-making in the Europe of 28
members. The third and final section presents
the
analysis of the main areas of the EU policy
making such as agriculture, monetary and
economic
issues, among others, and observes the main
developments in the area of EU external
relations.
This semester we will explore Boston's history.
We will read books, visit historical sites, and
you will learn how to do historical research on
your own. This course meets the requirement of
Humanities and History.
This course focuses on French-language films with subtitles! - that address pressing social
issues of the 20th and 21st centuries, such as
hunger, female genital mutilation, immigration,
racism, economic inequality, genocide, gender,
sexuality, colonialism and post-colonialism.
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SF-1167

Fantasy Fiction: Imaginary Worlds

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

DESCRIPTION

1637

Readers lining up at midnight for the newest
Harry Potter book, hundreds of thousands of
viewers crashing HBO's website in their
eagerness
to watch Game of Thrones: examples of
fantasy's
recent popularity are everywhere. This course
explores the genre of contemporary fantasy
through a historical and critical lens, from the
work of J.R.R. Tolkien to the 2015 Nebula Award
Winner, Uprooted. We will begin by reading
selections from medieval literary texts,
including Arthurian legend and Anglo-Saxon
epic,
to understand the roots of the fantasy genre and
consider how these early works have inspired
and
informed the world-building efforts of later
authors. We will also explore fantasy's newest
manifestations across different kinds of media,
from big-budget film adaptations to internet fan
fictions. Critical questions will include: How do
works of fantasy deal with the ethical questions
surrounding the categories of "good" and "evil",
"monstrosity" and "otherness" How do common
fantasy plots such as coming-of-age or quest
narratives work to aid in fictional character
development and build suspense? How are
contemporary anxieties about issues such as
gender, race and class explored through the
genre
of fantasy?
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LEVEL

SF-1168

The Real Thing: the Pursuit and Problems
Of Authenticity

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

DESCRIPTION

1638

This course will focus on the concept of
authenticity in American culture, from its
origins in the early 19th century to the present.
When the advertising gurus of Coca-Cola
branded
it as "The Real Thing," they were exploiting
something powerful: the idea of something real,
stripped of any falsity or illusion. Humans have
always desired to know the world and others "as
they really are," but this desire is particularly
strong in the modern world: witness the
eagerness
to discover one's "true self," cut through the
B.S., obtain the genuine article, and "live
authentically." In this course we will
interrogate this pursuit of the Real Thing. In
various ways, the texts we study both embrace
authenticity as an ideal and also question its
goodness, usefulness, or even its very
possibility. We will thus confront a number of
interrelated questions: Where does this desire
for authenticity come from? What counts as
"authenticity," in life and in art? Is
authenticity really a virtue to live by? How does
it shape artistic and literary expression? Is
there even such a thing as "the real you"
This course will be divided into three units. In
the first unit, "Counterfeiters and Self-Made
Men," we will study how a commitment to
authenticity arises in antebellum American
literature and culture during a time of rapid
national expansion and invention. Readings will
include texts by Henry David Thoreau, Ralph
Waldo
Emerson, Herman Melville, and P.T. Barnum. In
the
second unit, "Authenticity and Contamination,"we
will consider two major ways in which
authenticity becomes idealized around the turn of
the 20th century: as artistic ideal set against
fears of mass cultural production, and as a
cultural ideal set against fears of racial and
cultural mixing. Readings will include texts by
Ernest Hemingway, Nella Larsen, Jean Toomer,
and
William Carlos Williams. In Unit Three, "Buying
and Selling Authenticity," we will examine how
authenticity becomes commodified (associated
with
products and "lifestyles") in post-WWII American
culture. Texts will include works by Andy Warhol,
David Foster Wallace, George Saunders,
Banksy,
and the TV series Mad Men. Final projects will
ask students to consider authenticity today: how
is the pursuit of the Real Thing affected by
technologies of reproduction, by
commodification,
and by the increasingly virtual world of the 21st
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LEVEL

SF-1169

Immortality: Real and Imagined

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1639

century?
Most of the world's religious traditions have as
a part of their doctrines some notion of
immortality, rendered both in scriptures as well
as iconographically. What precisely is entailed
by immortality and why does it constitute such a
significant element of so many religious
traditions? What can we learn about immortality
by investigating various conceptions of the
afterlife? Is immortality truly a desirable
thing? These questions among others will be
examined from the perspectives of philosophy,
religion, psychology, anthropology, and biology.

4.00

Besides being cross-disciplinary, the course will
be multi-media in nature. In addition to reading
philosophical and religious texts concerning the
nature of immortality, students will study
various accounts of immortality and the
afterlife, examine how the afterlife has been
dealt with in (visual) art, literature, and film,
and investigate current research into life
prolongation (biomedical gerontology).
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SF-1170

From Philia to Facebook: the Meaning of
Friendship

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

DESCRIPTION

1640

The thematic focus of this seminar will be
friendship. Friendship is one of the most
important of human relationships; one that every
student in this seminar has already participated
in for many years. It shapes who we are and
helps determine who we may become. And
while it
is a universal phenomenon, it has been practiced
quite differently at various times and places in
human history. And while we all have an
intimate, personal and practical knowledge of
friendship through our own experiences,
sometimes
things that are so close and so obvious to us can
be hard to see.
Over the course of the semester we will inquire
into friendship from many different angles,
trying to gain both a broader and a deeper
understanding than our own individual
experience
allows. We will look at friendship first through
the lens of philosophy, particularly through the
foundational text of Aristotle, The Nicomachean
Ethics. We will look at other views of
friendship from the ancient world, starting in
the past to help us see that friendship has not
always been thought of the way we think of it
now.
After this initial foundation is laid, we will
examine other writers and thinkers and take up
additional topics like friendship in different
cultures, friendship and gender, friendship in
and through the arts and include an examination
of friendship through the lenses of many
different academic disciplines to see how other
systematic thinkers conceive of friendship.
All along we will be comparing and contrasting
with our own personal experiences and
considering
what modern technology, such as social
networking
sites, has done to influence friendship, in the
way we practice it and the way we conceive it.
It is the aim of this class that students not
just study different academic points of view, but
that that they take up the questions and
challenges that these thinkers present to them
and fully engage with them on a meaningful
personal level.
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SF-1171

Living on and Beyond the Hyphen/Latino
Writers in the USA

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

DESCRIPTION

1641

Hyphenated-Americans of Latino origin come
from
many places and backgrounds. Often perceived
as
a divide, an either/or that separates and
distinguishes one ethnic group from another, the
hyphen can also be viewed as a link that
connects, integrates and facilitates the
formation of "new" cultural spaces. Through
films and written narratives by and about U.S.A.
Latino(a)(x)-Americans, students will examine
how
individuals who live on the threshold between
two
languages and cultures embrace the challenge of
preserving their own identity and moving beyond
stereotypes.
Each of the Latino/a/x authors that we will read
in this course will describe his/her own
experiences living in the U.S.A. By examining
their views through our own filtered lens we
shall try to answer questions like the following:
1. What role does language have in our
definition/understanding of cultural identity?
2. How do individuals move beyond the hyphen
and
stop seeing themselves as hybrids?
3. How can an individual who does not belong to
a
marginalized group (i.e. one considered less
powerful and secondary) understand and
empathize
with those who do?
4. How does globalization affect the dichotomies
that arise in bi-cultural and multi-cultural
communities?
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SF-1172

The United States Mexican Border

UG

4.00

SF-1173

Understanding the Vast Sweep of Chinese
Culture

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1642

One hundred and sixty nine years have passed
since the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was
signed.
It is only fitting to analyze the profound
changes that the gain/loss of these territories
caused for the citizens of both sides of the
border. This course will explore the literature,
culture, and history of the United States-Mexican
Border and the most pressing problems
pertaining
to the region. Emphasis will be on contemporary
border theater and film. The works of Salcedo,
Galindo, Lopez and others will be studied as well
as contemporary films and documentaries such
as
Alambrista, Senorita Extraviada, The
Gatekeeper,
Sin Nombre, Wetback: the Undocumented
Documentary, Victoria para Chino, Which Way
Home,
and much more. There are no prerequisites for
this course. Though the course in conducted in
English, parallel readings in Spanish will be
made available to those who wish to read and/or
compare the original texts.
This course is an introduction to both ancient
and modern Chinese civilization with a focus on
its literature, arts, and 4000 year cultural
history. We will see China at its earliest stages
through its archaeology and progress to the
heights of literary splendor in the Tang and Song
Dynasties. Study of select early plays from the
Mongol Yuan period will clearly tie into the
development of Ming and Qing period fiction.
With
the fall of imperial China in 1911, the focus of
literature changed drastically and we will study
how many modern authors were able to draw
from a
massive wealth of literary resources to help
create a new Chinese literature and culture. We
will watch several films that will provide a rich
visual portrait of the culture. We will read
quite a few representative literary and
historical works in English translation that will
give a great deal of insight into modern China
and how we can both relate to and interact with
this complex and amazing country. This course is
a good introduction to further study of Chinese
history and culture and, in particular, provides
a valuable context for students in all majors
that wish to gain a deeper understanding of
Asian
culture.
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SF-1176

What Is a Fact?

UG

4.00

SF-1177

Revolutions in Thought

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1643

What makes a fact a fact? What makes a fact
true?
At one time, these questions were only asked by
epistemologists and postmodernists, but with the
rise of fake news and the discourses surrounding
it, these questions are relevant to everyone.
Understanding facts is also essential to college
students, who must learn to use reliable sources
in order to create credible work. In this class,
we will examine works of literature, art,
science, and history that interrogate how facts
are created and how we determine their truth
value. Texts will include podcasts, novels and
book-length studies of memory and theory of
mind
(the study of how we understand what others are
thinking). We will also utilize the resources of
Boston and Suffolk University; we will visit the
WBUR NPR newsroom, a local museum, and
learn
about the legal definition of "truth" from a
representative of the law school. By analyzing
these texts, participating in these experiences,
and completing a series of assignments that ask
students to think critically and creatively, this
class seeks to understand how we create facts,
and why we need them.
The course will consider major changes in
thought
that revolutionized the cultures and societies in
which they were embedded. Topics include the
rise
of monotheistic religions; the American
Revolution; the recognition of slavery as a moral
evil; the idea of women's equality; Freudianism;
Darwinism; Marxism; as well as Einstein and the
Theory of Relativity. We will enrich the readings
and classroom conversations with visits to
museums, churches, historic sites and other
locations that reflect some aspect of the
revolutionary changes that are our focus.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-1179

Writing Stories of Self in Society

UG

4.00

SF-1181

Mad Criminals

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1644

Every story of an individual is also the story of
the place, the group, the larger intersection of
identities somehow connected to that person. In
this class, we'll examine ways in which
nonfictional stories use individuals to represent
the larger social categories to which they
belong; how we use part of something to stand in
for the bigger thing. We'll consider the
difference between telling one's own story, and
having another tell it about you, including
efforts at divisive propaganda in writing, image,
and multimodal texts. We'll consider
single-author texts as well as more collaborative
efforts, like hashtag campaigns on social media.
After we've studied the rhetoric others use,
students will write their own first-person
stories, situating their individual selves within
some larger social context. As part of this,
students will each design and launch their own
hashtag campaign to crowdsource other stories
and
images to put them in conversation with their
own.
The figure of the criminal, particularly one
driven by madness, has captivated our collective
imaginations since Robert Louis Stevenson's The
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,
carrying
over into film noir and horror, and leading up to
our contemporary fascination with serial killers,
true crime stories, and extending even to a
superhero film like Venom. Through a range of
fictional and non-fictional examples from
literature and film, this course will explore how
the "mad criminal" has been depicted with
sympathy, revulsion, admiration, and moral
condemnation. On the flipside, this course will
also examine how the mad criminal opens up
opportunities for examining and even questioning
the legal and moral frameworks that define crime
and criminality.
Some of the recurring questions that will be
explored in this seminar are:
-How do we "authors, filmmakers, journalists,
readers/audiences" define "madness" and its
relationship to criminality?
-Where does the figure of the mad criminal come
from, and how has it changed over time?
-How do we as audiences feel competing and
even
contradictory emotions toward the mad criminal,
ranging from fascination to fear?
-How does the mad criminal force us to question
our moral and legal systems, and what the idea
of
a "civil society" in general is supposed to mean?
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

SF-1183

Revenge!

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

DESCRIPTION

1645

It has been said that revenge is a type of "wild
justice" whether it is violent, quick, or subtle,
stories of revenge provide us with a fascinating
glimpse into the recesses of the human soul. At
their
core, they seek to uncover the carnal side of
human nature and shine light on the dark
impulses
that
can lie buried deep. In this course, we will
explore whether revenge truly is a dish best
served cold,
or whether at the end of the day, the
consequences of revenge outweigh sweet, sweet
justice. Our
investigation will center around several
questions: Why does revenge as a trope
continue
to enthrall
storytellers? What is the psychology of revenge?
And how do these stories invite us to reflect on
ethics and morality within our own world?
We will examine famous revenge narratives from
a
wide range of genres (from literature, graphic
novels, art, film, and music). Our journey will
begin with the quintessential revenge story:
Shakespeare's Hamlet. We will then move to
other
texts such as Edgar Allan Poe's "Cask of
Amontillado," Nathaniel Hawthorne's Scarlet
Letter, Alan Moore's V for Vendetta, and the
popular
film The Princess Bride. This course will also
include field trips to the MFA Boston during our
week
on art history, and a trip to Salem during our
exploration of Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter.
Through
reading, lively discussion, and multi-draft
essays, our goal will be to develop and refine
personal
writing styles while also cultivating critical
thinking skills.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-1185

Socially-Conscious Storytellers in a
Political World

UG

4.00

SF-126

The Boston Theatre Scene: the Inside
Experience

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1646

This section of the Seminar for Freshmen will
consider the role that writing plays in examining
social justice issues through the storytelling
venue of fiction. How does the writing and
reading of fiction make us more
socially-conscious people? Through an
examination
of selected readings from historical novels such
as Colson Whitehead's The Underground
Railroad
and "The Shawl" by Cynthia Ozick (both the
short
story and novella companion), along with various
short stories by E.L. Doctorow, James Baldwin,
Toni Morrison and others, students will analyze
how such literature represents complex social
issues through the conventions and techniques
of
fiction. In addition, students will also produce
historical fiction pieces of their own as a means
of further understanding how fiction can be used
as a tool for social change. Topics will include
recent concerns related to immigration, racism,
war, African-American slavery, the Holocaust,
and
intergenerational trauma in America. Students
will consider how the storytelling techniques of
fiction allow readers to consider these topics
both from a historical and contemporary
perspective. In addition to course readings,
presentations and classroom conversations, the
class will also visit museums such as Museum of
African American History and the local nonprofits
like MIRA that that connect specifically to these
topics and discuss those factors that shape the
resulting dialogue and stories around them. From
these visits, students will be asked to write
historical fiction specifically engaged in social
justice issues as a way to showcase their
understanding of how fiction can be used as a
tool for social justice, spreading awareness and
greater critical thinking of some of today's most
pressing and controversial topics.
Using the current Boston theatre season as its
syllabus, this writing- and analysis-intensive
course will explore several plays in production at
some of Boston's many professional theatres.
We
will study the script of four to five plays before
attending performances of those works. Students
will gain insights on the world of theatre through
backstage tours and conversations with theatre
professionals such as producers, directors,
actors, designers, playwrights, and critics.
Students must be available for evening (usually
Wednesday) performances. A fee for studentrate
tickets will be assessed.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-132

The Beatles: Here, There & Everywhere

UG

4.00

SF-143

Between Myth & Reality: Representations
Of Spain

UG

4.00

SF-151

Getting Over It: Dealing With the
Aftermath of Group Conflict/Mass
Atrocity

UG

4.00

SF-156

The Mask Behind the Face: Personas,
Personalities, and Perception. Acting in
/Out Life

UG

4.00

SF-173

Crime in American Society

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1647

This seminar will investigate the impact and
legacy of the Beatles. The Fab Four deserve our
scholarly attention as musical innovators and as
cultural avatars of the 1960s, an era that still
exerts influence today. We will examine the
many
ways in which the Beatles rocked the
establishment
and became defining figures in post-war youth
culture. We will also discuss other media (the
visual arts, film, fashion, style) and fields of
study (mass media, marketing, recording
technology, copyright law, English history) using
the Beatles as our guides.
Using excerpted readings from travel texts,
histories, and essays from the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, this course will explore the
varying descriptions and interpretations of Spain
as seen by those traveling through and/or living
within its boundaries. From Richard Wright's
thought-provoking insights into Franco's Spain's
racial issues to Giles Tremlett's straightforward
depictions of contemporary Spain, the readings
will provide differing filters through which to
consider the many contradictions that make up
"the Spanish experience".
Once violent conflict between two groups has
ended, what is the best way to transition back to
normality coming to terms with the past or simply
moving on? To answer these questions we will
examine the debates surrounding war crime
tribunals, truth commissions, lustration policies,
and reparations in the second half of the 20th
century. Case studies will include post-apartheid
South Africa, post-WWII Germany, and the
Israeli/Palestinian conflict. We will discuss the
philosophical problems raised by each of these
instruments, as well as on the political, legal,
and practical difficulties their implementation
present.
Cultural Diversity B
The theatre has always been a metaphor for life.
In modern times life has become theatre. This
seminar will confront the idea of real life and
the eroding boundary between performers and
audience. Students will study the roots of the
contemporary obsession with stars and stardom,
a
mania that began in the 18th century and
flourished in the 19th century. We will look at
performance studies, performers memoirs, plays,
and films that dramatize this dilemma.
Popular beliefs about crime are often inspired by
the media and by specific criminological theories.
These theories about and media images of crime
will be examined in detail, including the "hits"
and "misses".
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-174

Tragedy and Literature

UG

4.00

SF-175

War and Apocalypse in Science Fiction

UG

4.00

SF-177

Language, Culture, and Identity in
Globalization

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1648

This course will focus on classic works of ancient
and modern literature that examine the human
condition from a tragic perspective. We will
concentrate on close readings from the following
texts: Homer's Iliad, Sophocles' Antigone, The
Bhagavad-Gita, Shakespeare's Othello,
Chekhov's
short stories, and Joyce's Dubliners.
From some of the earliest examples of what we
call science fiction to today's cutting edge
writers, artists, and videographers, the
devastation of war and other disasters and their
aftermath have loomed large in how the future
(and alternative versions of the present) plays
out. This course will look at some of the more
important issues of future war and
post-apocalyptic literature, with a dash of
television and film and a soupçon of art.
Language is a living thing. It grows and changes
with each generations usage, and dies when no
longer needed. Language is also a key
component
of cultural identity. People who share a language
can communicate about issues, rituals, and ideas
that are important to them, and thus can
participate in the same culture. People who do
not understand the language of the culture they
are living in become isolated and marginalized.
Throughout history, travelers and traders have
visited other cultures and learned their
languages. This has allowed them to
communicate,
trade and prosper. Technology and rapid
transportation, hallmarks of modern globalization,
have provided more opportunities for people from
different cultures to interact and share. Still,
one complication to these interactions is
language. There is a perceived need for a
common
language in order to facilitate improved
communication, trade, and exchange of ideas.
However, the promotion of a common language,
increasingly English, leads to concerns about
loss
of native languages, cultural knowledge, and the
ties that bind communities. The youth of the 21st
century are in a challenging position; they must
strive to be both the agents of change, and
keepers of their national and cultural identity.
This course provides a framework for students to
examine these challenges and consider the
value of
bilingualism, language preservation, and global
communication.
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-178

Sacred Hoops & Sneaker Pimps:
Understanding the American Hoop Dream

UG

4.00

SF-183

Politics, Power and the Media

UG

4.00

SF-189

American Gothic: Edgar Allan Poe,
Flannery O'Connor and Annie
Proulx

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1649

This course is about the basketball hoop dream
played out at the high school and college levels.
We will study a wide variety of materials novels, films, websites, reference works - to
understand both the construction, and
destruction,
of the hoop dream in such diverse places as New
York City, Seattle, rural Indiana, suburban
Georgia, and the Wind River Reservation in
Wyoming. Issues of race and culture will serve
as
guiding themes as we develop critical theory
explaining why the hoop dream has persisted,
and
adapted, over time, to fit the needs of its
believers and supporters.
Is there a relationship between accumulated
political power and mass media representations?
Is news content impacted by existing political
power relations? It is the object of this course
to critically analyze the role of the mass media
within the framework of existing political power
relations in the United States. In particular, the
course will focus on the role the mass media
plays
in promoting and reinforcing dominant political
practices and ideologies. The course will begin
by
exploring various theories of the press, notably
its function in a democratic society, as well as
the concepts of power and propaganda. We will
continue with a series of case studies,
complemented by secondary sources that
highlight
how media representations affect the
contemporary
distribution of political power in the US. Topics
of discussion will include the current US war on
terrorism, the ongoing health care debate, the
public disavowal of "big government", and the
concept of a liberal media.
This literature seminar will study and compare
the
short stories of Edgar Allan Poe, Flannery
O'Connor, and Annie Proulx. Beginning with Poe
as
the father of the short story genre in America and
exploring his critical theory of the "grotesque
and arabesque", the class will examine the
emergence of the gothic literary idiom as a
classic American genre. Critical essays on the
gothic aesthetic will be analyzed and film
adaptations and documentaries will be viewed.
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-190

Asia in America
Fiction and Fact

UG

4.00

SF-191

Film Adaptation

UG

4.00

SF-194

The Rebirth of Tragedy: Rock Music
1968-1972

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1650

With a focus on some selected ethnic groups
from
Asia, "Asia in America" studies the history and
current status of Asian Americans in Boston and
other parts of the country. We will examine the
major reasons why these immigrants chose to
leave
their home country as well as their expectations
and experiences here in America. We will also
discuss the issues Asian immigrants have faced
in
this adopted "home" as well as the connections
and conflicts among different ethnic groups or
even within the same ethnic group due to
political and socio-economic reasons. The
course
will include some level of community
engagement,
through Chinatown tour and service, which may
enable us to have a direct contact with the Asian
American population and reflect on what is being
discussed in class. Through this course, we hope
to gain a better understanding of the racial and
cultural history of the country and arrive at a
deep appreciation of the dynamics of cultural
interactions in the twenty-first century. The
course fulfills the SCGP requirement.
"Why did they change the ending of the book?
The
novel is so much better!" We will explore the
concept and industry of film adaptation. Students
will read novels and watch respective film
adaptations to explore how the written word is
adapted to the screen; both fiction and
non-fiction works will be considered. Also, field
trips to past film locations in Boston will be
taken to explore why specific settings were
chosen for respective situations. Additionally,
students will create their own written
adaptations of source materials, putting into
practice the concepts studied in class.
Writhing, screaming, howling, moaning,
androgynous, chemically-altered youths
cavorting
to pulsating music. Does this describe the
Woodstock concert or an ancient Dionysian
festival? Friedrich Nietzsche's book The Birth of
Tragedy will provide a key for interpreting Bob
Dylan, Mick Jagger, Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix,
and Jim Morrison (and many others) in this
intellectual analysis of the music of rock's
golden age and the culture surrounding it.
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-197

Sustainability, Energy, and Technology
At Suffolk University

UG

4.00

SF-198

Music and the Brain

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1651

In this project and team-based course, students
study a sustainability problem at Suffolk
University and spend the semester developing
proposals to address the problem. At the end of
the course students will present their proposals
to Suffolk University's sustainability committee,
and will exhibit their websites and visual aids
in
the Donahue lobby to educate the Suffolk
community
about sustainability. If their proposals are
well-researched and well-communicated,
students
can see their ideas actualized while they are
still undergraduates.
What accounts for the power of music to move
us
so profoundly? This course explores how our
brains
and music evolved together: "What music can
teach
us about the brain, what the brain can teach
us about music, and what both can teach us
about
ourselves."
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

SF-199

Unfolding the European Union

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

DESCRIPTION

1652

The EU is a powerful political, economic and
cultural block that is meant to play a major
role,
together with the USA and China, in the creation
of a new post-crisis world order. The seminar is
intended to cover, at a basic but reachable
level,
the history, the politics, the culture and the
functions of the EU in the beginning of the
Twentieth Century. An extraordinary experiment
of
sociopolitical engineering, comparable to that of
the United States of America, the EU has been
changing the life of an increasing number of
Europeans for over 50 years. No American
student
could afford to ignore the inner structure as
well
as the particular peculiarities of such inclusive
supranational organization in today's world.
Issues as institutional functioning, problems
derived from individual state sovereignty,
economic coordination to face common
challenges,
cultural integration, future enlargement, etc.
are
all indispensable to understand the way in which
Europe is changing. But also much more day-today
issues, such as travel mobility, education
exchange programs, citizen's participation,
supranational networks of people in the arts or
in
business, unified labor market, gender
participation, human rights, consumer's
protection, etc. are all in the process of
developing a more robust and functional
European
Citizenship.
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TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SF-H101

Fixing the World- Energy and Water:
The Science of Solutions

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only

SF-H1134

The Meaning of Life

UG

4.00

CAS honors students only.
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DESCRIPTION

1653

Two of the most daunting challenges the world
faces (or will face) is how to provide for both
its growing energy needs and potable drinking
water. Regular news events include climate
change,
droughts, flooding, and petroleum struggles.
Human
nature often requires a severe crisis before it
responds. This course will investigate the
historical science driving the use of energy
since
the Industrial Revolution to convert energy
resources into work, including the steam engine,
the electric motor, and the internal combustion
engine. It will also consider alternative energy
options to fossil fuels, such as solar, wind,
geothermal, and ocean power. Along the way we
will
consider the evidence for Global Warming and
Climate Change. We will look into human nature,
simple life styles, conspiracy theories, and the
influence of those in power to shape human
opinion. We will also consider how our water
supply is provided and where it goes after being
used. What options do developing countries or
drought racked areas have to remedy their water
needs? Although the course pursues a scientific
understanding of these issues, the mathematics
used will be gentle, and a larger emphasis will
be
placed on the intuitive appreciation of these
concerns.
What do we live for? Which beliefs, values, and
experiences sustain meaningful, fulfilling
existence? Are we authors of our destinies or
powerless pawns in an unfathomable cosmic
game?
Does death render all our efforts superfluous?
This award-winning course offers a
cross-cultural, interdisciplinary exploration of
these questions through philosophical and
religious texts, art, fiction, autobiography, and
psychological studies. The course opens with the
Old Testament's book of Ecclesiastes, followed
by
three units: 1) A Life Worth Living: Humanity's
Ideals focuses on the ancient and modern
visions
of human flourishing; 2) Threats to Meaning:
Humanity's Discontents, discusses the
disillusionments leading to the loss of meaning;
and 3) Recovery of Meaning: Crises and Hopes,
explores the post-crisis possibilities of
self-discovery and growth. Please visit
http://meaningoflife.cherkasova.org/

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

SF-H1141

Honors Classical Civilizations: Pathways
To Wisdom

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

CAS Honors Students Only

DESCRIPTION

1654

How is it that the knowledge, intelligence,
wisdom and values of the Greeks and Romans
still
educate and edify the world by providing venues
towards leading fulfilling and dignified lives?
The guiding principles of their respective
civilizations rested upon eight pillars:
-Humanism: It was recognized that humans
have
the potential to master their world and live life
to the fullest.
-The Pursuit of Excellence: To imagine the
highest good and strive to attain it.
-Self Knowledge: It is imperative to know
oneself before seeking to know the world.
-Rationalism: Always question, reason and
discern truth from falsehood and never consider
any matter superficially.
-Restless Curiosity: Often the resolution of
one issue leads to the revelations of others
mysteries and pursuits which compels further
investigation. The wise individual makes this a
lifelong endeavor.
-Love of Freedom: As long as one brings no
harm
to others, one must be free to live and discover
as much as possible.
-Individualism: All are unique and, therefore,
must recognize individual strengths and identity.
-The Practice of Moderation: The prudence of
avoiding extremes in personal and social
conduct.

SF-H1146

Fido the Friendly Wolf: A Natural
History of Dogs

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only

SF-H1148

Brave New Worlds

UG

4.00

Restricted to CAS Honors students
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In this course, students will read two
(brief) texts on the Greek and Roman
contributions to the world and then will proceed
with specific readings which illuminate the eight
principles above for achieving the good life.
This course explores the evolution of dogs from
wolves and the ways in which dogs have
adapted to
their niche in human society. The ecology,
behavior, genetics, and adaptations of dogs will
be explored in relation to both their wolf
ancestry and artificial selection by humans. The
course includes 2 mandatory field trips to a wolf
sanctuary and an animal shelter.
Explores themes of adventure, self-discovery,
exile, and culture shock in classic and
contemporary travel writing (including fiction,
poetry, and non-fiction) as well as film.
Students will experiment with creative writing of
their own, develop theories of cosmopolitan
world
citizenship, travel through the city of Boston on
field trips, and team up to learn about different
countries in Suffolk's global network of study
abroad programs.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SF-H116

Enlightened Insanity

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only.

SF-H1161

The Playwright and the Stage

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only
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DESCRIPTION

1655

Rain or shine, the great 18th century
Enlightenment philosophers would meet at the
famous cafes of Paris to discuss their ideas, and
to observe and criticize society. From these
informal debates emerged ideas that are at the
core of our modern understanding of the nature
of
society, marginality, human nature, civil rights,
the essence of creativity and genius. Come join
us in the quest to understand, define, observe,
and analyze the key ideas and concepts of these
great thinkers, such as Rousseau, Diderot, and
Voltaire, still so relevant in our time. We will
read key works of these creative thinkers and
philosophers. We will enrich our experience and
understanding through the use of film, theatre
performances, museum visits, as well as the
occasional cafe debate.
This writing and script analysis intensive course
will explore plays across a range periods and
styles. The scripts of five plays will be studied
and we will attend performances of two of those
works at professional theatres in Boston. Other
activities will range from a backstage tour to
conversations with theatre professionals such as
producers, directors, actors, designers,
playwrights and critics, in order to lift the
script off the page and provide a living
experience of theatre. Requires students to be
available for evening (usually Wednesday)
performances. A fee for tickets at student rates
will be assessed.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SF-H1163

Spellbound! Witches, Wizards and Spirits
In American Literature

UG

4.00

CAS Honors Students Only

SF-H1166

Honors Cinema-Monde: Global Challenges
On Film

UG

4.00

New CAS honors students only
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DESCRIPTION

1656

Since the beginning of time and across cultures,
people have been interested in the supernatural,
the paranormal, and the otherworldly. Often,
these phenomena have appeared in the form of
witches, wizards, and spirits, whether good or
bad, wicked or wonderful. Women who have not
fulfilled traditional gender roles have
historically been cast as witches or, to use
Shakespeare's phrase, as "weird sisters",
or, in Donald Trump'S recent election parlance,
as "nasty women." Men in turn appear as
wizards, usually more positively than female
witches. Men and women alike also can take the
form of spirits or ghosts; even houses can be
possessed. What lies beneath the great
fascination with the supernatural and the
paranormal, with the haunted, the possessed,
and
the spellbinding? What accounts for the different
manifestations of spirits? This course takes
students on a tour of witches, wizards, and
otherworldly spirits throughout American literary
history. Tropes of the witch and the wizard have
appeared in literature from the time of
Shakespeare (see Macbeth) to the contemporary
best-selling Harry Potter series, and hits every
century in between, such as in Anne
Hutchinson's Puritan accounts form the 1600s,
Nathaniel Hawthorne and Edgar Allan Poe's in
the 1800s, The Wizard of Oz in 1900, and John
Updike's The Witches of Eastwick in the 20th
century. The course offers readings across genre
lines-poetry, fiction, non-fiction, young adult
fantasy, and drama-and includes excerpts from
film and television shows based upon wizards
and
witches (such as Bewitched, Buffy the Vampire
Slayer, and The Vampire Diaries). The course
may
include a field trip to Salem, MA, as well as
possibly the opportunity to see Wicked at the
Boston Opera House (if it is renewed through the
fall season, 2017).
This course focuses on French-language films with subtitles! - that address pressing social
issues of the 20th and 21st centuries, such as
hunger, female genital mutilation, immigration,
racism, economic inequality, genocide, gender,
sexuality, colonialism and post-colonialism.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SF-H1167

Honors Fantasy Fiction: Imaginary Worlds

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only.

SF-H1176

Honors- What Is a Fact?

UG

4.00

CAS honors students only
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DESCRIPTION

1657

Readers lining up at midnight for the newest
Harry Potter book, hundreds of thousands of
viewers crashing HBO's website in their
eagerness
to watch Game of Thrones: examples of
fantasy's
recent popularity are everywhere. This course
explores the genre of contemporary fantasy
through a historical and critical lens, from the
work of J.R.R. Tolkien to the 2015 Nebula Award
Winner, Uprooted. We will begin by reading
selections from medieval literary texts,
including Arthurian legend and Anglo-Saxon
epic,
to understand the roots of the fantasy genre and
consider how these early works have inspired
and
informed the world-building efforts of later
authors. We will also explore fantasy's newest
manifestations across different kinds of media,
from big-budget film adaptations to internet fan
fictions. Critical questions will include: How do
works of fantasy deal with the ethical questions
surrounding the categories of "good" and "evil",
"monstrosity" and "otherness" How do common
fantasy plots such as coming-of-age or quest
narratives work to aid in fictional character
development and build suspense? How are
contemporary anxieties about issues such as
gender, race and class explored through the
genre
of fantasy?
What makes a fact a fact? What makes a fact
true?
At one time, these questions were only asked by
epistemologists and postmodernists, but with the
rise of fake news and the discourses surrounding
it, these questions are relevant to everyone.
Understanding facts is also essential to college
students, who must learn to use reliable sources
in order to create credible work. In this class,
we will examine works of literature, art,
science, and history that interrogate how facts
are created and how we determine their truth
value. Texts will include podcasts, novels and
book-length studies of memory and theory of
mind
(the study of how we understand what others are
thinking). We will also utilize the resources of
Boston and Suffolk University; we will visit the
WBUR NPR newsroom, a local museum, and
learn
about the legal definition of "truth" from a
representative of the law school. By analyzing
these texts, participating in these experiences,
and completing a series of assignments that ask
students to think critically and creatively, this
class seeks to understand how we create facts,
and why we need them.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

SF-H1178

Honors Jazz to Jay-Z: Black Music and
Literature

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

CAS Honors Only
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DESCRIPTION

1658

Jazz and blues music of the early twentieth
century has been hailed as a potent expression
of
African American life and as a major contribution
to American culture. Albert Murray writes,
"'the blues idiom' is a synthesis of African
and European elements, the product of an
Afro-American sensibility in an American
mainland
situation." Since its birth in the early
twentieth century and movement from New
Orleans
throughout the rest of the country following "The
Great Migration," the form expanded, diversified,
and explored its artistic potential throughout
the twentieth century and into the twenty-first,
giving way to bop, rock and roll, electric blues,
soul, disco, funk, R & B, and rap. African
American literature evolved simultaneously and
in
parallel ways. There is such a strong connection
between black music and literature that it makes
sense to study them together. In this seminar,
we will explore the history and form of black
music and black literature from the Harlem
Renaissance of the 1920s through contemporary
rap. We will study work that spans a hundred
years of African American cultural production,
analyzing trends and developments through a
careful interpretation of musical and literary
texts and their adjuncts (such as music video and
film).

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SF-H1180

Honors American Women Writers and the
Struggle For Equality

UG

4.00

CAS honors students only

SF-H1182

Honors Curators, Collections and
Exhibits

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only
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DESCRIPTION

1659

Until the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment
in
1920, women in the United States were denied
the
right to vote. The struggle for equal rights for
women began, we might say, in 1868 when
Susan B.
Anthony launched the first woman's suffrage
newspaper in the U.S.'s The Revolution with the
slogan "Women, Their Rights, and Nothing
Less."In
the face of their disenfranchisement, women
have
turned to literature and print culture as a forum
for public and private expression, democratic
participation, and political debate. This course
examines how American women writers were
literary
activists; that is, they used their short
stories, novels, poems, essays, and conversion
narratives to support and fight for women's
suffrage and engage questions of justice and
human rights. With their writing, these women
exposed injustices affecting not only their
gender, but other marginalized groups as well,
including African Americans and Indigenous
people. The course will move between early
suffragist writings by Susan B. Anthony,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Sojourner Truth,
late-nineteenth-century novels by Louisa May
Alcott, Kate Chopin, and Charlotte Perkins
Gilman, and contemporary feminism by authors
like
Chimamanda Adichie, bell hooks, Jessica
Valenti,
Rebecca Solnit, and Kristen Sollee.
Extracurricular activities will enhance classroom
readings and discussions.
We visit museums to be inspired. Museums have
exhibits that face outward for the public, but
inside curators and exhibit designers work to
preserve collections and bring them to different
communities. We will go behind the scenes at
art,
history, and science/natural history museums in
Boston as well as other institutional collections
to see how curators preserve artifacts of the
natural world and the creations of people. We
will also study how patrons experience their
exhibits to understand the most compelling ways
to present a coherent experience for the public.
Each student will curate a collection of their
own and present them in an online exhibit.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SF-H178

Sacred Hoops & Sneaker Pimps:
Understanding the American Hoop Dream

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only

SF-H182

Heroes, Antiheroes and Outsiders:
Reading the Graphic Novel

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only

SF-H189

American Gothic: Edgar Allan Poe,
Flannery O'Connor and Annie
Proulx

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only
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DESCRIPTION

1660

This course is about the basketball hoop dream
played out at the high school and college levels.
We will study a wide variety of materials novels, films, websites, reference works - to
understand both the construction, and
destruction,
of the hoop dream in such diverse places as New
York City, Seattle, rural Indiana, suburban
Georgia, and the Wind River Reservation in
Wyoming. Issues of race and culture will serve
as
guiding themes as we develop critical theory
explaining why the hoop dream has persisted,
and
adapted, over time, to fit the needs of its
believers and supporters.
How is it that "comics", a genre often viewed as
entertainment for children and adolescents, has
become one of the most exciting forms of
narrative
and visual art? To answer this question, this
seminar will examine a range of graphic novels,
from those that celebrate their origins in
superhero comics, such as Alan Moore's
Watchmen,
to those that treat subjects not usually
considered proper to the comics genre, such as
Art
Spiegelman's Maus, about the Holocaust, and
Alison
Bechdel's Fun Home, about the complexities of
sexual identity. As we read these works, we will
look at how the combination of words and still
images makes the graphic novel a unique
storytelling form, as well as how artists and
writers push the envelope to create new styles
and
challenge our expectations. In addition to class
discussions and writing assignments, we will take
a field trip to the Museum of Fine Arts and create
a collaborative group graphic novel step-by-step
over the course of the semester (all abilities
welcome).
This literature seminar will study and compare
the
short stories of Edgar Allan Poe, Flannery
O'Connor, and Annie Proulx. Beginning with Poe
as
the father of the short story genre in America and
exploring his critical theory of the "grotesque
and arabesque", the class will examine the
emergence of the gothic literary idiom as a
classic American genre. Critical essays on the
gothic aesthetic will be analyzed and film
adaptations and documentaries will be viewed.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SF-H197

Sustainability, Energy, and Technology
At Suffolk University

UG

4.00

SOC-113

Introduction to Sociology

UG

4.00

SOC-116

Social Justice

UG

4.00

SOC-200

Exploring Careers in Sociology

UG

1.00

SOC-204

Communities and Crime

UG

4.00

SOC-209

Youth in American Society

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
CAS Honors students only

Sociology Freshmen Only
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DESCRIPTION

1661

In this project and team-based course, students
study a sustainability problem at Suffolk
University and spend the semester developing
proposals to address the problem. At the end of
the course students will present their proposals
to Suffolk University's sustainability committee,
and will exhibit their websites and visual aids
in
the Donahue lobby to educate the Suffolk
community
about sustainability. If their proposals are
well-researched and well-communicated,
students
can see their ideas actualized while they are
still undergraduates.
An introduction to the sociological
understanding of human interaction, group
process and social structures. Students are
introduced to basic concepts, theories and
methods of sociological investigation. Majors
and
minors must pass with a grade of "C" or better.
An examination of traditional and contemporary
problems associated with major social
institutions such as the family, economics,
government and education. Social forces related
to ethnicity, social class, health and welfare,
and urbanization are also included. Alternative
remedial measures based on behavioral science
theories are discussed. Majors and minors must
pass with a grade of "C" or better.
Students will explore what Sociology is and begin
to learn about the many career opportunities
available to students with a Sociology major.
They will do career exploration and begin to
think intentionally about their college
experience to create a career path. Students will
also have the opportunity to meet professors in
the Sociology department and develop
problem-solving skills and strategies for success
in college and beyond.
Students will explore factors that attract,
repel, and displace crime that explain why
community crime levels vary. The course will
also
examine the influential role that neighborhood
characteristics have on the behavior of
individuals.
The goal of the course is to provide a broad
overview of children and youth and their place in
American society. Particular attention is paid
to (1) the impact of geographical location,
social class, gender, race, sexuality, popular
culture, mass media, and technology; (2)the
intersection of youth cultures and mainstream
society; and (3) the contention that some youth
cultures are "deviant".

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SOC-210

Juvenile Justice

UG

4.00

SOC-211

Corrections and Punishment

UG

4.00

SOC-212

Statistics for Sociology

UG

4.00

SOC-113 OR SOC-116 and MATH-128 or
higher

SOC-214

Research Methods in Sociology

UG

4.00

SOC 113 or 116 with "C" or better & one
other SOC
Cannot be taken concurrently with SOC
310,315,or 3
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DESCRIPTION

1662

Considers the problems surrounding the legal
definition and handling of juveniles who confront
the law as offenders, clients and victims.
Attention is devoted to the study of the special
legal categories and procedures established for
juveniles, the problems facing professionals
providing juvenile services and the most
significant directions of legal and social change
affecting youth in our society. Normally offered
every year. Fulfills the Sociology Department's
Social Policy requirement.
A sociological exploration of coercive and
incapacitative responses to crime. Attention is
given to the origins and patterning of
segregative
controls, the correctional claims of prison
systems, alternatives to incarceration and
relationships between types of crime, and
criminals and varieties of punitive response.
In this course, students will be introduced to
descriptive and basic inferential statistical
techniques. The course will provide information
on
the following topics: Description - measures of
central tendency (mean, median, mode) and
measures
of dispersion (range, standard deviation); logic
of statistical inference, including normal curve
and sampling distribution; hypothesis testing with
one sample and two samples; measures of
association between two variables (bivariate
analysis), including chi-square, regression, and
correlation; and introduction to multivariate
regression. Students will utilize SPSS
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences)
software to input and analyze data. The goals of
the course are for students to appreciate the
need
for statistical methods in the broad field of
sociology and to gain basic statistical literacy.
How sociologists decide what to study, how they
select a research design, sample and collect
data,
analyze results, interpret findings, and write up
reports. Students are introduced to the
techniques
most frequently used by sociologists and
undertake
their own small research project.
Required for all
Sociology majors.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SOC-221

Environment and Society

UG

4.00

SOC-224

Families in Contemporary Society
(Spain)

UG

4.00

SOC-225

Sociology of Romance

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1663

This course will explore our natural environment
and human interacations with it. We will connect
a critical study of society, power, and
inequality to the study of our natural
environment and the ways it is altered by human
behaviors. We will also consider ways to change
our society's relationship with the natural
environment to keep our earth clean and safe for
human society.
Spain has experienced major socio-demographic
changes since the mid 1970s. These
transformations
mainly arise from the new role of women in
society
and, in particular, women's higher levels of
education, work experience, and labor market
attachment. The changes in women's labor force
participation have occurred in conjunction with a
progressive postponement of main family events,
such as leaving the parental home, forming a
partnership and having children, as well as with
a
reduction in the family size. Spain is, indeed,
characterized as having one of the "lowest low
fertility levels" within Western industrialized
countries, a pattern that is exacerbating the
ongoing process of population aging.
This picture partly reflects the conflicting
relationship that currently exists between
women's
labor force participation and the accommodation
of family responsibilities: the so-called work/
family balance.
Ongoing differences among countries have been
accounted for by different explanatory factors
that involve socio-economic, cultural and social
policy dimensions. From a comparative
perspective,
the course is intended to cover recent debates,
controversies, and research on family formation
and family dilemmas in contemporary Spain.
The meaning of romance and courtship today
and
its social consequences in marriage, homogamy,
stratification and divorce. The historical
origins of romanticism and the sources of
romance in socialization, books and magazines,
television and movies, popular music and peer
group membership are also considered.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SOC-227

Race in American Society

UG

4.00

SOC-228

Cultural, Global and Social Perspectives

UG

4.00

SOC-230

Bad Girls?

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1664

Despite the election of Barack Obama as
President
of the United States, race remains one of the
most
divisive forces in U.S. society. While many of
us
struggle against racism, racial classification
continues to affect where we live, where we
work,
and how we see ourselves. Racial classification
affects our access to health care and our
encounters with police officers. Distorted
images
of racial groups fill television and movie
screens. Appeals to racism and fear of
foreigners are dominant themes in elections to
state and national offices. This course examines
the formation and re-formation of racial
classifications: how particular groups become
racially identified, how these classifications
change over time, and how conflicts over race
have
shaped American society. The meanings of
race,
as
seen from a variety of perspectives, will be a
consistent theme throughout the course.
Enables students to examine, as well as
develop an awareness and appreciation of,
diversity within today's society. Providing an
overview of the major racial, ethnic, and cultural
groups in the U.S., the focus is on the ways in
which cultural awareness enhances professional
helping relationships and improves the operation
of human services systems.
This class explores the images of the traditional
"bad" girl in films. The course examines the idea
of moving beyond merely the delinquent, many
images in film suggest that girls and women who
break with the socially condoned role of
femininity are somehow bad. Girls and women
who
have power or challenge authority are often
portrayed in films as deviant and therefore "bad".
Girls and women who are "frigid" are just as
"bad"
as their sexually promiscuous silver-screen
opposites. This course further focuses on the
impact of these images on real life social roles
for girls and women as well as the symbiotic
relationship between fact and fiction.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SOC-232

Street Gangs

UG

4.00

SOC-234

Crime and Justice in American Society

UG

4.00

SOC-236

Deviance and Social Control

UG

4.00

SOC-237

School to Prison Pipeline

UG

4.00

SOC-242

Law, Health & Human Rights

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1665

This course provides an overview of youth gangs
and their sociological underpinnings, which are
rooted in poverty and racism. Topical areas are
discussed in relation to these key factors. Study
topics include the history of gangs, theories
about gang formation and individual
membership,
gangs and criminal behavior, socio-cultural
importance of gangs, and strategies to control
gang behavior. The course will utilize current
gang issues in the US generally and in
Massachusetts in particular as a basis to better
understand the nuances of youth gangs.
An overview of issues and social variables
involved in the pre-arrest and arrest stages
followed by a more in-depth analysis of pre-trial,
trial, sentencing, and correctional phases.
Sociological and criminal justice models
are examined and compared with the actual
processes and purported functions of criminal
justice agencies. Required for all majors in the
Crime and Justice Concentration.
Who and what is deviant? How shall the society
respond? The course examines a range of
deviance
theories and associated social policies. A
number of case studies will be used to
evaluate these theories, such as body piercing,
witchcraft, gay and lesbian sexuality, corporate
crime, disability, prostitution, violence
against women, racism, anti-Semitism, and
gangs.
This course will examine the mechanisms
through
which U.S. social institutions, particularly
schools, facilitate youth involvement in the
juvenile and criminal justice systems. These
mechanisms include: inequity, disability
tracking, zero-tolerance policies, push-out, and
the criminalization of adolescent behavior.
Students will engage in activities aimed at
analyzing these processes and developing
methods
to disrupt them at the social, political,
educational, and instructional levels.
This course will look at the special opportunities
and obligations of those in the health and legal
professions to protect human rights. There will
be an overview of human rights doctrine and key
documents. Students will learn to apply human
rights principles to particular occupations in the
health and legal professions.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SOC-253

Sociology of Health and Illness

UG

4.00

SOC-254

SL-U.S. Health Care Landscapes

UG

4.00

SOC-256

Sociology of Aging

UG

4.00

SOC-273

Women in Contemporary Society

UG

4.00

SOC-275

Women and Crime

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

This course fulfills the ECR requirement.
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DESCRIPTION

1666

This course provides students with an
introduction
to how social norms, structures, and practices
shape experiences of illness and health. Among
the topics that will be covered are: health and
the environment, the reasons some groups of
people
are less healthy than others, living with chronic
illness and disabilities, and public debates
surrounding issues such as performance
enhancing
drugs and sports, Attention Deficit Disorder and
the HPV vaccine. Required for all students in the
health, Medicine and the Body Concentration.
In this course students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom. In this course, students will learn
about how the U.S. health care system works.
We
will study the politics and economics of the
health care system and discuss the key health
care policy issues of this decade. Using the
theoretical perspectives provided by sociology,
we will look at issues of power, hierarchy, race,
and gender vis-a-vis the health care system.
Reading for this course centers on first person
narratives by people working in the health care
system. This course fulfills the ECR requirement.
Consideration of the physiological, psychological
and social factors associated with the aging
process. Contemporary American values toward
the
elderly are compared and contrasted with
historical and cross-cultural studies. Current
opportunities and techniques enabling the elderly
to enrich and expand their societal roles are
explored.
A critical analysis of theory and research
related to the socialization, roles and social
participation of women in contemporary society.
This course examines the complex relationships
between women and crime today. This focus will
include women as criminal offenders; women as
victims of crime; and women as both offenders
and
victims. Course materials draw from recent
feminist scholarship on these issues in the social
sciences. Topics include the causes of women's
crime women, drugs, and crime; child abuse and
trauma; prostitution and sex trafficking; race,
gender and victimization; and feminist social
movements against violence. Crimes of violence
against women are a central focus in the course.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SOC-276

Sex and Society

UG

4.00

SOC-301

Sociology of Law

UG

4.00

SOC-302

Global Criminology

UG

4.00

SOC-305

Crime and Mental Illness

UG

4.00

SOC-308

Sociology of Education

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1667

An examination of human sexuality as
experience
and institution. Sexuality is considered in
relationship to power, love, religion,
family, race, gender, sexual orientation,
violence and courtship.
Law and legal systems are examined in
contemporary
society. Emphasis is placed on the manner in
which
legal structures and processes interact with other
social arrangements and are transformed over
time.
This course provides an overview of several
different types of justice systems around the
world, including the U.S. The overall goals of
the course are for students to understand that
the
manifestations of a 'justice system' exist in
multiple forms and that there are strengths and
weaknesses to each type of system. Students
will
better understand that through the cultural
context including social, political, historical,
and economic factors that shape crime and
criminal
justice responses. Course may include a study
abroad component.
Incarcerated and criminalized Americans suffer
from extraordinarily high rates of physical and
mental illnesses ranging from Hepatitis C,
tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS to bipolar disorder,
PTSD, substance abuse, and schizophrenia.
This
course explores connections between illness and
involvement with the correctional system from
the
perspective of the individual offender as well as
in terms of broader American cultural and
political patterns.
Education is key in a democracy in which
students
need to develop themselves into knowledgeable
people, with a strong sense of self, able to
think critically with a developed ability to
question others and to feel and act as
empowered,
active citizens. This is a tall order given the
varieties of pressures on schools these days.
But it is extremely important for these skills to
be developed. With the shift in the economy,
schools are going to be the critical factor in
enabling students to compete in a globalized
workplace and world.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SOC-315

Social Conflict and Social Change

UG

4.00

SOC-321

Identity, Self and Society

UG

4.00

SOC-327

Special Topics: General Sociology

UG

4.00

SOC-329

Sociology of Globalization

UG

4.00

SOC-331

Violence Against Women

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
SOC 113 or 116 with a grade of "C" or better
and o
course; CANNOT be taken concurrently with
SOC 214;

Prerequisite: SOC 113 or SOC 116.
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DESCRIPTION

1668

An examination and comparison of the origin,
development and structure of the major
theoretical approaches in contemporary
sociology.
Contributions of different branches of sociology
to theory are explored with special attention to
the relevance of sociological explanations for
society and the social process.
Students must have taken SOC 113 or SOC 116
and
passed with a "C" or better and one other
course from the sociology department. Normally
offered every semester.
This course explores the emergence of the self
as
an intersection of biography, history and
social structure. Emphasis is on modern ,
Western societies. Conceptually, we will take a
life course approach which emphasizes
processes
of psychosocial, moral, intellectual, and
spiritual development for contemporary men and
women. This course is designed in part as a
workshop where students will develop the skills
and insights essential for conducting life
history research and biographical studies that
are sociological in focus.
A course with special interest topics in
sociology which changes depending on the
professor.
Globalization is shrinking the world. How and
why
did this happen? This course will explore global
change and the global processes which effect
key
social institutions: culture, the economy and
politics. Students will study the processes of
globalization and its impact on our lives and
people around the globe.
This course focuses on the many forms of
violence
against women, with particular attention to child
sexual abuse, rape, and violence and abuse in
intimate relationships. These crimes have been
the subject of intense political organizing,
cultural controversy, and criminal-legal reform
over the past 40 years. Together these issues
account for a significant portion of the work of
the police and the courts. They are also major
issues in women's health over the life span.
This course will address these issues from
psychological, sociological, political, and
criminal-legal perspectives.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SOC-332

Restorative Justice

UG

4.00

SOC-333

Sociology of Crime

UG

4.00

SOC-113 or SOC-116 with a minimum grade
of C and 1
SOC course. Cannot be taken concurrently
with SOC-

SOC-334

Sociology of Policing

UG

4.00

SOC 333 or SOC 234
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DESCRIPTION

1669

The purpose of this course is to introduce
students to the principles of restorative justice
and to examine the programs, practices and
policies within schools, juvenile justice and the
adult criminal justice system which implement a
restorative practices. Restorative justice is a
different philosophy of responding to harm which
provides new roles for the victim, offender,
community and professionals . We will compare
a
restorative approach to crime with the
traditional system of discipline and crime
control and critique the shortcomings of an
adversarial or retributive response to criminal
behavior. We will explore the theoretical and
historical origins of traditional justice systems
and restorative approaches. We will also
examine
how these ideas are being applied in practical
partnerships between the justice system and the
community here in the United States and around
the world.
The question "Why is there crime?" lies at the
heart of this course. This class will address
what we mean by crime, who gets to define what
crime is, how crime can be explained and how it
can be reduced. Making sense of crime is
essential if we are to respond effectively to
victims and offenders. This course offers an
in-depth examination of the many different
theories of crime. These include biological,
psychological, and sociological theories of
victimization and offending. The course will
study these theories in the context of many
different kinds of criminal offending. By the
end
of the course, students will have a deep
understanding of where these theories came
from;
what their strengths and weaknesses are;
whether
they are supported by research findings; and
what
implications these theories have for stopping
crime.
An investigation of the emergence, organization,
and structure of police systems. The course
focuses on the conditions surrounding the
relationship between the police and policed
in different historical, cultural, political, and
economic contexts.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

SOC-335

Crime Mapping

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

SOC-336

Probation and Parole

UG

4.00

SOC-338

White Collar Crime

UG

4.00

SOC-340

Licit/Lethal: America's Drug Problem

UG

4.00

SOC-341

International Drug Control Policy

UG

4.00

DESCRIPTION

1670

SOC-214

SOC-234 or SOC-333;
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This course examines crime and place. Students
will use Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
technology to look at crime patterns and develop
crime prevention and reduction strategies.
Although this will be a hands on course design,
no prior knowledge of GIS or mapping
techniques
will be required.
Correctional theories are reviewed along with the
historical development of probation and parole.
Current research and analytical perspectives
reflecting on administrative problems, innovative
policies and the internal philosophical
inconsistencies of these systems are examined.
An examination of the relationship between
crime,
business activity, and technology with special
attention to the crimes of the powerful and the
changing relationship between economic
development
and criminal activity.
Most Americans think of prohibited substances
such
as marijuana, cocaine or heroin when they hear
the
word drug. This course will provide an in-depth
examination of legal drug use in American
society.
A broad conceptual framework will be presented
that illustrates how history, politics, society
and economics all have played a key role in
defining certain substances as permissible in
America. Fulfills the Sociology Department Social
Policy and Globalization requirements.
Relying on a simplistic demand or supply
explanation of why Americans use/abuse drugs
obscures the reality of America's drug problem, is
ineffective as a guide to public policy and has
unforeseen, often negative consequences. Drug
use
is a complex and multi-faceted issue. There are
no easy answers. To comprehend the
complexity of
America's drug problem one needs an
understanding
of the geography, history, religion, law,
economics and international politics of the Middle
and Far East, Eastern Europe, Africa, Mexico,
and
Central and South America. This class will
provide this basic understanding without losing
sight that the problem we seek to remedy is our
own.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SOC-342

Law, Health & Human Rights

UG

4.00

SOC-344

Community Organizing

UG

4.00

SOC-347

Immigration Law and Policy

UG

4.00

SOC-354

Death and Dying

UG

4.00

SOC-355

Women and Health

UG

4.00

SOC-357

Global Health and Healing

UG

4.00

SOC-390

The Prison Experience, Literature and
Film

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1671

This course will look at the special opportunities
and obligations of those in the health and
legal professions to protect human rights. There
will be an overview of human rights doctrine and
key documents. Students will learn to apply
human rights principles to particular occupations
in the health and legal professions.
A study of the different types and functions of
communities. Through identifying community
needs,
resources, and structure, students learn effective
ways to organize for change.
This course examines U.S. Immigration
legislation
and policies, focusing on how and why various
immigration laws and policies have been
established and implemented throughout history.
We
will address the intersection between immigration
policy and race, ethnicity, nationality and
socioeconomic status, as well as explore the
effects that immigration laws have had on
various
immigrant groups and society in general.
An examination of changing definitions of life and
death, social factors affecting causes and rates
of death, care of the dying and their
families, institutionalization, the funeral
industry, suicide, crisis intervention, and the
impact of technology on the dying process.
An exploration of topics that relate particularly
to women as providers and consumers in the
health care system. The course will consider
historical and current information on issues
of reproduction, technology, health and illness.
An examination of how different cultures
understand health and illness. Healing
approaches from Asia, Africa and the Americas
will be explored.
An examination of prison writings, films, and the
actual experience of prison life from literary
and sociological perspectives. Students will have
an opportunity to examine their own perspectives
of "the prison" as a symbol and shadow in
American Society and compare these
impressions
with the actual experience of inmates,
correctional officers and others who have lived
in the "prison nation".
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SOC-433

Senior Seminar

UG

4.00

SOC 113 or 116 (with a grade of "C" or
better) SOC
315 or 333. Seniors only. Required of all
majors

SOC-483

Internship in Sociology I

UG

4.00

Students must be Sociology majors with at
least a
have at least sophomore status at the time of
appl
have one full day free each week to work an
intern
Applications for the Internship in Sociology I
cou
approved by the Instructor.

SOC-484

Internship in Sociology II

UG

4.00

SOC 483. Students must be Sociology
majors with a
GPA; must have at least sophomore status at
the ti
application; must have one full day free each
week
internship. Applications for the Internship in
So
course must be approved by the Instructor.

SOC-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

SOC-H113

Honors Introduction to Sociology

UG

4.00

4.00

CAS and SBS honor students or students
with a GPA
above
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DESCRIPTION

1672

This course explores topics in sociology that
require students to synthesize and analyze their
accumulated sociological learning. Students will
research connections to professional
development
resulting in a career portfolio project.
Required
of all Senior Sociology Majors
Students are provided with the opportunity
to apply academic learning in a supervised
internship consistent with their personal career
goals or academic interest. The course covers
such topics as career exploration and
development,
resume and cover letter writing, job fairs, and
networking, and graduate school applications. In
addition to the course assignments, students are
required to complete a minimum full day
internship
each per week during the entire semester.
Students are provided an opportunity to intensify
or extend their internship experience. The course
covers such topics as mock interviewing,
informational interviewing, and job fairs.

Members of the department hold special
meetings
with students and direct them in investigating
topics of interest in sociology. Arrangements
for independent study must be approved by the
supervising instructor and the Department
Chairperson.
An introduction to the sociological
understanding of human interaction, group
process and social structures. Students are
introduced to basic concepts, theories and
methods of sociological investigation. Majors
and
minors must pass with a grade of "C" or better.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SOC-H555

Senior Honors Project

UG

1.00

SPAN-290

Advanced Composition & Conversation

UG

4.00

SPAN-295

Spanish in the Workplace

UG

4.00

SPAN-300

Intro to Cultural Texts

UG

4.00

Spanish 202, 203, 250 or Instructor's
consent.

SPAN-301

Spanish Culture and Civilization

UG

4.00

Spanish 202, 203 or 250. Spanish 290 or 300
are st
recommended

4.00

Instructor consent required.

Prerequisite: Spanish 202, 203 or 250 or
Instructo
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DESCRIPTION

1673

Each honors student will engage in an
independent
reading, research, and writing project that can
take the form of a traditional research paper of
20-25 pages or an equivalent volunteer and
writing experience. The Honors Project must be
supervised by a full-time Sociology faculty
member. A poster presentation of the project
must
be presented at the CAS Honors symposium in
the
fall or the spring of the senior year as well as
at the Sociology Honors Award ceremony at the
end
of the spring semester, for students graduating
in the spring or summer. This course is required
for all Sociology Honor Students.
Develops written and oral skills in various
contexts and registers. Emphasis on
strengthening
written skills and learning to speak clearly and
persuasively in Spanish. Short texts and
audio-visual materials provide the basis for
classroom activities which include regularly
assigned essays, group discussions and
debates.
This course is designed for students who have
successfully completed Spanish (201) at Suffolk
or
its equivalent elsewhere. Through a systematic
review of grammar, a diversity of readings, and
oral as well as written work, students will
increase their lexical and grammatical knowledge
of Spanish language specific to the workplace in
order to communicate more easily and
comfortably.
Students will also be better prepared to deal with
the specific themes related to business
introduced
in the course. (This course is not for Spanish
minors or majors, but may be taken as a free
elective.)
Explores a selection of Peninsular and Latin
American cultural materials. Primarily examines
texts from different literary genres (narrative,
drama, essay, and poetry). Develops critical
skills required in more advanced Spanish
courses,
through close readings and textual analysis.
Activities include regularly assigned essays,
group discussions, and short scene work.
Examines the civilization and culture of Spain
highlighting its historical development and
cultural manifestations from pre-historic times
to the nineteenth century. Students improve their
four skills through activities that include
discussions, oral presentations, and writing
assignments based on reading and films.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SPAN-302

Indigenous and Colonial Latin America

UG

4.00

Spanish 202, 203 or 250 or Instructor's
consent.
strongly recommended.

SPAN-303

Modern and Contemporary Latin America

UG

4.00

SPAN 202 or 203 or Instructor's consent.
SPAN 290 or 300 strongly recommended.

SPAN-305

Living in Translation

UG

4.00

SPAN 250, 290, or 300 or Instructor's
consent.

SPAN-315

Spanish for the Professions

UG

4.00

SPAN 290 or SPAN 300 or Instructor's
consent.
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DESCRIPTION

1674

Introduces students to the complexity Latin
America by examining its roots in pre-Columbian
America and the impact of Spanish exploration
and
colonization. Places emphasis on cultural,
economic, historical, philosophical, political
and
religious patterns that define the region.
Includes class discussions, oral presentations,
and writing assignments based on reading and
audio-visual material.
Examines the path taken by Latin American and
Caribbean countries to build independent nations
out of colonial territories highlighting the
19th,
20th, and 21st centuries, ethnic plurality, and
cultural complexity in areas such as politics,
religion, sociology, economics, customs, music &
film. The cultural contributions of
Spanish-speaking minorities in the United States
are also addressed. Includes class discussions,
oral presentations, and writing assignments
based
on readings and audio-visual material.
Examines the process and theory of translation.
Materials are drawn from the literary world, the
mass media (i.e. advertising, marketing, news,
entertainment), and professional sources.
Students gain further insights about the
linguistic, cultural, and ethical dimensions of
the field. Additional grammar review provided as
needed.
Integrates language learning with culture via
business context of the Hispanic world. Spanish
for banking and finance, marketing and
advertising, and international commerce are
highlighted. Students increase their
cross-cultural understanding and written and oral
proficiency in business Spanish through a wide
range of assignments.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SPAN-340

Hispanic Culture Today: Trans-Atlantic
Perspective

UG

4.00

SPAN-350

Spanish Cultural Studies

UG

4.00

SPAN-360

Madrid Cosmopolitan City

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Take SPAN 290 or SPAN 300 or Instructor's
consent.

SPAN-290 or SPAN-300 or Instructor's
consent
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DESCRIPTION

1675

An examination of key issues in Hispanic culture
today through the study of literature, film, music
and TV. The purpose of the course is twofold:
To
introduce the students to major themes in recent
Hispanic society and culture and, to develop the
necessary skills to read and analyze literary
texts and other cultural forms. Topics to be
discussed include dictatorship and democracy,
women and representation, political and
domestic
violence, national identity, immigration, and mass
culture. The selected materials will include texts
by authors like Manuel Rivas, Mario Vargas
Llosa,
Carlos Fuentes, Cristina Peri Rossi, Rosa
Montero,
Carlos Monsivais, and Roberto Bolano among
others.
(Madrid campus only)
This is an interdisciplinary course that will
examine the historical and socio-economic
causes
of contemporary Spanish culture. Material will
be
drawn from a variety of sources including:
history, sociology, gender studies, literature
and
philosophy. Extensive reference will be made to
the non-Western cultures which have made
Spain
what it is today. (Usually taught in English).
(Madrid campus only)
This course is designed to provide students with
a
basic knowledge of the city of Madrid in terms of
its historical, cultural, and social development.
Contemporary aspects of the city such as its rise
to prominence amongst the capitals of Europe
and
the phenomenon of recent immigration patterns
will
also be discussed. All classes will be conducted
in Spanish. Specific grammar points will be
reviewed as needed.
(Madrid campus only)

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SPAN-365

Spanish Cities: An Ongoing
Transformation

UG

4.00

Take SPAN-290; Taught in Spanish

SPAN-390

Introduction to Latin American and
Caribbean Literature

UG

4.00

SPAN 300; SPAN 302 is strongly
recommended

SPAN-402

Social Literature of Latin America

UG

4.00

SPAN 300 or Instructor's consent. SPAN 302
is stro
recommended.

SPAN-408

Latin American Cinema

UG

4.00

Take ENG-102 or ENG-103 or Instructor's
consent. S
strongly recommended for Spanish and Latin
America
Studies majors and minors.
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DESCRIPTION

1676

This course is designed to provide students with
a basic knowledge of some Spanish cities from a
cultural, economical, and social point of view.
Special attention will be paid to Madrid,
Barcelona, Bilbao, Malaga, Valencia and Aviles,
and how these cities are reacting to
gentrification, immigration, local movements, and
sustainability. Thus, transforming from
industrial to modern cities, from sunny touristic
cities to cultural capitals, and from traditional
metropolitan centers to young, vintage and
gendered urban centers. This course is offered to
students from different academic backgrounds
under a multidisciplinary and comparative
perspective.
Examines authors from Latin America and the
Caribbean in their historical and cultural
contexts. Reading and class discussions
consider
the relationship between the writer and society
by covering such topics as colonialism, the oral
tradition, modernism and the emergence of new
narratives in the twentieth century. The Inca
Garcilaso, Sor Juana, Carlos Fuentes, Rigoberta
Menchu, and Pablo Neruda are among some
writers
studied.
Explores the relationship between social history,
cultural identity and artistic expression through
a diversity of texts from Central and South
America, Mexico and the Caribbean. Social
justice, mass culture and gender are among the
topics examined. Readings include novel, short
story, poetry and drama. Films and
documentaries
further illustrate the connections between
society and text.
Begins with the Cuban revolution as a point of
departure and examines films from Argentina,
Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and other Latin
American
countries. Students explore the relationship
between film & society and consider how
knowledge
of a culture and its history is influenced and
shaped by what is seen on the screen. Films in
Spanish with English subtitles.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SPAN-410

Representation and Reality in Spanish
Cinema

UG

4.00

SPAN-416

Border Crossings/The Latino Experience
In the USA

UG

4.00

ENG-102 or ENG-103 or Instructor's consent.
Span 3
recommended for Spanish and Latin
American & Carib
majors and minors.

SPAN-426

Latin American Theater and Society

UG

4.00

SPAN 290 or SPAN 300 or Instructor's
consent. Span
strongly recommended

SPAN-502

Honors Thesis

UG

4.00

SPAN-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

Senior standing & permission of the Dept.
Chair
Instructor consent required.

SPAN-H502

SPAN Honor Thesis

UG

4.00

SPAN-I295

Spanish in the Workplace Internship

UG

0.00

4.00

Senior status and permission of Department
Chair
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DESCRIPTION

1677

This course offers the students a panoramic view
of the most representative Spanish films from the
1950's until today, with special emphasis on its
social, political, artistic and cultural context.
Films will be viewed in Spanish with English
subtitles. Conducted in English, the course will
be open to both non-majors in Spanish as well as
to advanced-level Spanish majors and minors,
with
the latter carrying out their written work and
individual meetings with the instructor in
Spanish.
Examines the myth of a singular Latino
experience
in the United States through a variety of genres
and authors. Issues relating to culture,
language, family, and religion are among some
of
the topics explored. Authors include Sandra
Cisneros, House on Mango Street, Junot Diaz,
The
Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, Julia Alvarez,
How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents, Tato
Laviera, and American.
Introduces students to the most important
movements and playwrights of Latin American
Theater in the 20th and 21st Centuries. Students
examine the history of Latin American Theatre
since its inception and become familiar with the
most important performing centers.
A major research project completed under the
supervision of a regular faculty member.
Students meet with a department member to
pursue advanced studies in areas of particular
interest to them.

A major research project completed under the
supervision of a regular faculty member.
Internship in Madrid, Spain. At least 12 hours a
week working for an organization. Designed to
give
students an international professional learning
opportunity. It takes place concurrently with
SPAN 295.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SPCS-350

Spanish Cultural Studies

UG

4.00

SPCS-365

Spanish Cities: An Ongoing
Transformation

UG

4.00

Taught in English

STATS-240

Introduction to Statistics

UG

4.00

Math 128 or higher. REMINDER: STATS 240
is a requi
prerequisite MKT 220, FIN 200 and ISOM
201(prerequ
319)

STATS-250

Applied Statistics

UG

4.00

MATH 128 or higher. REMINDER: STATS
250 is a requi
prerequisite MKT 220, FIN 200 and ISOM
201(prerequ
319)
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DESCRIPTION

1678

This is an interdisciplinary course that will
examine the historical and socio-economic
causes
of contemporary Spanish culture. Material will
be drawn from a variety of sources including:
history, sociology, gender studies, literature
and philosophy. Extensive reference will be
made
to the non-Western cultures which have made
Spain
what it is today. (Usually taught in English).
(Madrid campus only)
This course is designed to provide students with
a basic knowledge of some Spanish cities from a
cultural, economical, and social point of view.
Special attention will be paid to Madrid,
Barcelona, Bilbao, Málaga, Valencia and Avilés,
and how these cities are reacting to
gentrification, immigration, local movements, and
sustainability. Thus, transforming from
industrial to modern cities, from sunny touristic
cities to cultural capitals, and from traditional
metropolitan centers to young, vintage and
gendered urban centers. This course is offered to
students from different academic backgrounds
under a multidisciplinary and comparative
perspective.
Topics include: data presentation, measures of
central locations and dispersion, probability and
probability distributions, estimation, hypothesis
testing, simple and multiple regression models.
The use of Excel and SPSS will be emphasized
throughout the course. 1 term - 4 credits (4
hours per week). Normally offered each
semester.
STATS 240 satisfies the same requirements as
STATS 250
Application of statistical analysis to real-world
business and economic problems. Topics include
data presentation, descriptive statistics
including measures of location and dispersion,
introduction to probability, discrete and
continuous random variables, probability
distributions including binomial and normal
distributions, sampling and sampling
distributions, statistical inference including
estimation and hypothesis testing, simple and
multiple regression analysis. The use of
computers
is emphasized throughout the course.
Normally offered each semester.

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TITLE

LEVEL

STATS-H25

Honors Applied Statistics

UG

4.00

MATH-128, MATH 130, 134, 146, 164 or 165
and Honor
of 3.3 or higher

Application of statistical analysis to real-world
business and economic problems. Topics include
data presentation, descriptive statistics
including measures of location and dispersion,
introduction to probability, discrete and
continuous random variables, probability
distributions including binomial and normal
distributions, sampling and sampling
distributions, statistical inference including
estimation and hypothesis testing, simple and
multiple regression analyses. The use of
computers
is emphasized throughout the course.
Prerequisite: MATH 130, MATH 134, MATH
146, or
MATH 165
Honors Course GPA of 3.2 or higher required.
1 term - 4 credits
Normally offered every year.

THETR-100

Theatre Practicum: Performance

UG

0.00

This is a no credit course.

THETR-102

Theatre Practicum: Production

UG

0.00

This is a no credit course.

THETR-129

Acting

UG

4.00

THETR-151

Introduction to Design

UG

4.00

A non-credit course to satisfy the Theatre
practicum requirement for theatre majors and
minors. Students should register for this course
when participating in Theatre Department
performance activities such as acting, directing,
playwriting, dramaturgy, choreography, or stage
management may. May be taken more than
once.
A non-credit course to satisfy the Theatre
practicum requirement for theatre majors and
minors. Students should register for this course
when participating in Theatre Department
production activities such as design or assistant
design, load-in or run crews, board operators,
carpenters, electricians, stitchers and painters.
May be taken more than once.
This introduction to acting prepares students
for work in production and develops skills in all
forms of communication. The first part of the
course uses improvisational exercises based on
the Stanislavski method to teach fundamental
acting techniques. The second half of the course
applies those techniques to scene work
from major 20th century plays. This course is a
core requirement for all Theatre Majors.
This rigorous class will give students the
fundamental concepts, vocabulary and skills
used
to design for the stage such as: color, line,
composition, research and script analysis. The
class has a written component and is intended to
prepare students to design workshop productions
in
the Studio Theatre. Students will be expected to
complete a minimum of ten hours of production
work
for Theatre Department productions.
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DESCRIPTION

1679

COURSE

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

THETR-152

Introduction to Stagecraft

UG

4.00

THETR-153

Theatre Sound Lab

UG

1.00

THETR-187

Intro to Stage Management

UG

4.00

THETR-191

The Freshman Experience

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Theatre Majors and minors only.
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DESCRIPTION

1680

This rigorous survey class will give students the
fundamental concepts, vocabulary, and skill to
implement basic scenery, lighting, costuming,
props and sound. The class is intended to
prepare
students as technical support for workshop
productions in the Studio Theatre. There is a
written component and students will be expected
to
complete a minimum of ten hours of technical
work
on Theatre Department productions.
Introduces students to the fundamentals of
sound
design for theater or live performance art. This
course is a hands-on introduction to the process
of planning, communicating, organizing, and
producing sound for live productions.
Workshop-style classes will rigorously explore
the components of the sound system, editing and
cuing software, and basic skills needed to
support the design, including common
terminology
& script analysis. At the completion of the
course, students will be able to design sound for
small-scale theater pieces. Requires a personal
laptop to run the software and do the
assignments.
This course will teach both the methods and
principles behind stage management
demonstrating
how to support a production while facilitating the
work of directors, designers, and actors. In
addition to teaching the specific technical skills
necessary to each part of the production
process,
this course will also address the more subtle
intellectual and managerial skills that make stage
management an art. Satisfies a core requirement
for Theatre majors.
This course helps orient Theatre Department
Freshmen to university life while presenting them
with practical information about the department.
Topics will include production practicum, student
showcases, auditioning, advising, capstone
projects, internships and study abroad
opportunities. Theatre professors, staff, and
visiting professionals come to classes to discuss
their areas of expertise. Students are made
aware
of arts activities on campus and in the city of
Boston for which weekly journals are required. A
script and performance of at least one play in
Boston will be studied.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

THETR-200

Theatre Practicum: Performance

UG

1.00

4.00

Theatre majors or minors or instructor's
consent

THETR-202

Theatre Practicum: Production

UG

1.00

4.00

Theatre majors or minors or instructor's
consent

THETR-221

Voice and Movement for Actors

UG

4.00

THETR-224

Intro to Improv

UG

4.00
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DESCRIPTION

1681

This course offers flexible credit for a wide
range of production work in the Theatre
Department determined by the challenge and
time
commitment of the assignment. Students should
register for this course when participating in
Theatre Department performance activities such
as
acting, directing, playwriting, dramaturgy,
choreography, or stage management may.
Written
work includes a production log signed by the
supervisor and a narrative journal. This course
also satisfies the Theatre requirement for
Theatre majors and minors. May be taken more
than
once. ECR
This course offers flexible credit for a wide
range of production work in the Theatre
Department determined by the challenge and
time
commitment of the assignment. Students should
register for this course when participating in
Theatre Department production activities such as
design or assistant design, load-in or run crews,
board operators, carpenters, electricians,
stitchers and painters. Written work includes a
production log signed by the supervisor and a
narrative journal. This course also satisfies the
Theatre requirement for Theatre majors and
minors. May be taken more than once. ECR
Professional actors engage in rigorous voice and
movement training throughout their careers. This
course provides students with the theory and
practical training to free and develop their
natural voices for the stage. They will also
explore physical acting through improvisation
and
a series of exercises that will expand their
ability to respond reflexively and organically to
their instincts. Wear comfortable clothing.
This course serves as an introduction to scenic
improvisation and it's application toward
short-form, long-form and as a tool to develop
written material. Students will begin classes
with various improvisational exercises and
transition to creating improvised scenes focusing
on agreement, relationship, game and
heightening
concepts. Particular emphasis is placed on
creative collaboration with scene partners and as
part of an ensemble. This class will benefit
anyone who wants to develop tools to think on
their feet and participate in creative
collaborations.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

THETR-233

Introduction to Singing for the Stage:
Classic Musical Comedies

UG

4.00

THETR-260

Broadway Musicals

UG

4.00

THETR-265

Introduction to Theatre: Prehistory to
Melodrama

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1682

Focusing on classic musical comedies from
1910-1950 e.g. Anything Goes, Kiss Me Kate,
and
Guys and Dolls this skills-based studio course
introduces students to an integrated approach to
singing and stage performance. Students will
learn the fundamentals of vocal technique which
includes targeted vocal warm-ups and relaxation
exercises in addition to the basics of breath
support, placement, and phrasing. Students will
also learn how to analyze musicals for their
dramatic potential in order to make their
performances more believable to an audience.
Several classes will be devoted to audition
preparation. Private vocal coaching and acting
coaching will be scheduled outside of class.
Students will work on assigned songs, duets, and
choreographed group numbers which will be
presented at the end of the term for an invited
audience.
This course is a survey of American musical
theatre from its roots in the mid-19th century to
the present. It provides the analytical tools and
historical insight to more fully appreciate
Broadway's greatest musicals and musical
theatre
artists. Students will explore the ways in which
American forms of popular entertainment helped
to
shape Broadway musicals from their infancy
through
their adulthood. The course also explores the
ways
in which musicals provided opportunities for
African-Americans, women, immigrants, and the
GLBT
community.

This survey course provides students with an
historical, philosophical, and aesthetic overview
of theatre practices from the Golden Age of
Greek
drama to 19th-century melodrama and early
experiments in realism. Through readings,
lectures, and discussions, the class will explore
the theatre's persistent capacity to mirror the
societies that produce it. Satisfies a core
requirement for Theatre majors and the
Humanities
requirement.
Normally offered alternate years.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

THETR-266

Intro to Theatre: 20th Century

UG

4.00

THETR-267

Introduction to Theatre: Contemporary
American

UG

4.00

THETR-281

Arts Administration I

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1683

Picking up chronologically where THETR 225
leaves
off, this survey course is designed to provide
students with an understanding of modern
Western
theatre. Beginning with a melodrama, plays will
include representative works of realism,
naturalism, expressionism, epic theatre, theatre
of cruelty, theatre of the absurd, and
metatheatricality. Lectures and class discussions
will explore how these concepts translate to
acting and production techniques as well as what
they imply as artistic responses to a modern and
post-modern world.
Satisfies a core requirement for Theatre Majors.
This course provides a formal introduction to the
theories and practices strategically used by
American theatre artists after the Second World
War. Special emphasis is placed on theatre
artists
exploring issues of cultural identity including
works by GLBT, African-American, AsianAmerican,
and Latin American playwrights. These
playwrights
may include Tony Kushner, Paula Vogel, SuzanLori
Parks, Adrienne Kennedy, August Wilson, David
Henry Hwang, Philip Kan Gotanda, Eduardo
Machado,
and Melinda Lopez. The course will also provide
an
introduction to trends in post-modern theatre
practices related to emerging work of the auteur
director, solo performers, and interdisciplinary
collectives. Satisfies a core requirement for
Theatre majors. Normally offered alternate years.
The expansive world of arts administration
provides a wealth of rewarding career
opportunities. This course will provide a
fundamental overview of the managing,
marketing,
fundraising, and financial management functions
of the performing and visual arts organizations.
Using Suffolk's Modern Theatre as a laboratory,
as well as site visits to some of Boston's
greatest arts and culture institutions, we will
investigate real world successes and challenges
and discover what special talents each individual
student can bring to the management mix.
This course is a core requirement for Suffolk's
new interdisciplinary Arts Administration minor.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

THETR-291

Professional Development

UG

1.00

Theatre majors or minors only.

THETR-322

Acting for the Camera

UG

4.00

THETR-129 or instructor's consent

THETR-323

Audition Training

UG

4.00

THETR-329

Acting II

UG

4.00

THETR 229 or THETR-129 or instructor's
consent
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DESCRIPTION

1684

This course is designed to give you the tools to
plan for and support your career path after
graduation. Activities include audition/resume/
cover-letter workshops; interviewing techniques;
dressing for success; networking; identifying
your personal brand; professional internships;
and deciding whether graduate school is right for
you. Master classes with professional theatre
artists and field trips to professional theatres
will also be included.
This course gives students an understanding of
the
acting challenges unique to film, television, and
commercial acting and helps them develop an
effective process for on-camera performance.
The
material in this class is drawn from various media
as well as from students' own research and
writing. Class exercises and presentations are
video taped, viewed, and critiqued by the
students
and the instructor as students grow and learn.
Students also become familiar with the language
and demands of professional production as well
as
how the technical process affects their
performance.
Learning how to prepare for effective auditions is
essential training for anyone who wishes to be
cast in theatre productions. This studio course
will provide practical guidelines and useful
strategies to help students be at their best
during the always competitive audition process.
Over the course of the term students will not only
prepare to participate confidently in professional
and non-professional auditions, but learn to
enjoy the journey as well.
A continuation of Acting I with special
emphasis on verse and heightened language.
Students will explore acting Shakespeare and
other
classical plays and will rehearse and perform
short projects. Students will also learn to think,
read and write about classical performance.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

THETR-333

Singing for the Stage: Rock, Pop, &
Progressive

UG

4.00

THETR-334

Singing for the Stage: Musicals From the
Golden Age

UG

4.00

THETR-345

Broadway Dance

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1685

Focusing on classic rock, pop, and progressive
musicals from the 1970s-1990s, e.g. A Chorus
Line,
Chicago, and Into the Woods this studio course
provides students with an integrated approach to
singing and stage performance. Students will
learn the fundamentals of vocal technique which
includes targeted vocal warm-ups and relaxation
exercises in addition to the basics of breath
support, placement, and phrasing. Students will
learn how to analyze musicals for their dramatic
potential in order to make their performances
more believable to an audience. They will also be
introduced to basic music theory and how to
plunk
out notes on a piano - skills that will make them
more independent and confident performers.
Several classes will be devoted to audition
preparation. Private vocal coaching and acting
coaching will be scheduled outside of class.
Assigned solos and choreographed group
numbers
will be presented weekly in class and at the end
of the term in a recital for an invited audience.
Focusing on classic musicals from 1950-1970
e.g.,
Pajama Game, Fiddler on the Roof, and Cabaret,
this skills-based studio course exposes students
to an integrated approach to singing and stage
performance. Students will learn the
fundamentals
of vocal technique which includes targeted vocal
warm-ups and relaxation exercises in addition to
the basics of breath support, placement, and
phrasing. Students will also learn how to analyze
musicals for their dramatic potential in order to
make their performances more believable to an
audience. Several classes will be devoted to
audition preparation. Private vocal coaching and
acting coaching will be scheduled outside of
class. All students will work on assigned songs
and choreographed group numbers which will be
presented at the end of the term for an invited
audience.
Grounded in the fundamentals of dance, this
course
will focus on the rigors and vitality of dances
created for the Broadway musical. Students will
learn about the history of Broadway dance and
will
present choreography developed in class at the
end of the semester for an invited audience.
Students will learn to think and write critically
about the form. Dance attire is required.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

THETR-359

Lighting Design

UG

4.00

THETR-375

Directing I

UG

4.00

THETR-376

Theatre of Protest: Techniques for the
Performance of Social Activism,
Subversion and Resistance

UG

1.00

THETR-377

Playwriting

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Take THETR-187 THETR-152 or THETR151; or instruct
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DESCRIPTION

1686

Students will explore the basic process of
lighting design for the theatre through hands-on,
practical experience, conceptual work, and a
study
of the history of lighting design. The course will
focus on common vocabularies, descriptions of
imageries from text, physical forms of design
expression and general approach. In addition,
students will learn basic skills in electrics to
support the design process. Sample assignments
might include written critiques of local
productions, design approach statements with
lighting research, lighted one act plays in the
Studio Theatre, and lighting set models. Normally
offered alternate years.
This conservatory-style course provides students
with fundamental directing skills through
lectures, readings, and weekly projects that
explore composition, staging, text analysis, and
directorial communication skills. Students in
this
course become eligible to propose their own
projects to the Theatre Department for
production
consideration. Directing students are also
encouraged to stage manage and assistant
direct
faculty productions both in and outside of the
Department.
This one-credit course is intended for those
students who seek knowledge of theatrical
techniques employed to respond quickly in public
space to social and political injustice. The
course will explore historical precedents of
theatre of protest as a tool for resistance and
change. These precedents include the strategic
theatrical deployment of ritual, ceremony, song,
satire, symbolism, puppetry and mythology. The
course will also serve as a workshop for students
to imagine, prepare and develop ideas,
techniques
and strategies which they can apply to their own
social activism.
An introduction to playwriting, students will be
required to submit weekly assignments which
explore and refine fundamental components of
the
dramatist's craft including plot, character,
conflict, voice, dialogue, rhythm, point of view,
surprise, structure, and style. Students are
encouraged to participate in "Play Day!", an
annual reading of new student-written plays.
Normally offered every year.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

THETR-384

The Art and Artistry of Calling a Show

UG

4.00

THETR-237 or instructor's consent

THETR-421

Combat, Clown and Characters

UG

4.00

THETR-201 OR THETR-229 or instructor's
consent

THETR-425

Advanced Scene Study

UG

4.00

Take THETR-129

THETR-429

Theatre on the Go: Site-Specific Theatre

UG

4.00

THETR-129
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DESCRIPTION

1687

In "calling a show" the stage manager cues all
technicians to effect changes in lighting, sound,
flying elements and special effects during
performances. A well-called show is an artistic
achievement no less than a well-acted, directed
or
designed show. Building on the ability to make a
complete and accurate stage manager's book
learned
in Intro to Stage Management, this course will
teach calling skills for theatre, opera, dance
and
performance art. The course will demonstrate
the
construction of cues and how they promote the
artistic vision of the production. In-class work
will utilize the Studio Theatre and give students
real-time opportunities for calling cues, and
will
include play reading and analysis. Outside class
work will include attending and writing analyses
of professional performances.
Students compliment their practical theatre
training with a wide range of physical and vocal
skills. This three part class focuses on the art
of creating a clown, the ability to safely build
and execute a stage fight, and special work on
creating a three dimensional character for the
stage. Normally offered alternate years.
Using plays from the mid-20th century to the
present, students will engage in advanced acting
techniques to discover connections with the
material at the deepest, most intimate level. The
ability to apply highly sensitized analyzation to
character, relationships and circumstances of
each scene will be thoroughly explored and
students will be encouraged to work outside of
their comfort zones. Also, the awareness and
execution of the emotional commitment needed
to
fulfill the life of each scene will be
courageously explored and incorporated.
This project-based performance class explores
the
unique, specially adapted acting experience
found
working in unusual and sometimes public
settings.
Through improvisation and socio-drama
exploration, students will write, produce and
direct their own interactive and non-interactive
performance pieces. This innovative teambuilding
class will challenge your ideas of what and where
theatre lives through discussion and
performance.
The semester will conclude with a group project
to be performed publicly.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

THETR-433

Advanced Singing for the Stage: Broadway
Musicals Today

UG

4.00

THETR-437

Staged Reading of Classic Musical

UG

1.00

THETR-461

Play Analysis

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Instructor's consent required

4.00

Instructor Consent Required

DESCRIPTION

1688

Focusing on musicals written from the 1990-the
present e.g. Next to Normal, The Last Five
Years,
and Spring Awakening, this advanced studio
course provides students with an integrated
approach to singing and stage performance. The
fast-paced tempo of the class will encourage
students to build on their previous training and
experience and to become increasingly
independent
as they prepare for auditions and performance
work beyond the university. Private vocal
coaching and acting coaching will be scheduled
outside of class. Students will be expected to
prepare selected solos or duets and learn
additional choreographed group numbers which
will
be presented at the end of the term for a public
performance.
Staged Reading of a Classic Musical is a studio
course designed to provided advanced students
with the opportunity to spend an entire semester
working on a single classic musical that we will
present, script in hand, in the Modern Theatre
for a public audience. Production values will be
kept to the barest minimum so that we can focus
our attention on the musical and dramatic values
of the material. The reading will be accompanied
by a three piece band. Although most rehearsals
will be held during class time, there will be
evening and weekend rehearsal in the weeks
before
the performance.
Previous acting and/or singing training and any
Singing for the Stage class preferred.
This seminar course examines Shakespeare's
plays
and their modern correlatives. (i.e. Hamlet and
The Seagull, King Lear and Endgame) Students
read
the texts out loud in class examining the
meaning, action, objective, and philosophical and
historical contexts with the professor. The goal
is to get closer to the original intentions of
the author and determine not only the basic
theme
and character relationships, but the kind of mind
that could create such a play. In analyzing a
modern play students also examine the impact of
Shakespeare's mind on future playwrights. There
will be a midterm paper and a final exam.

4.00
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

THETR-475

Directing II

UG

4.00

THETR-375 or instructor's consent

THETR-477

Playwriting II

UG

4.00

THETR-377 or instructor's consent

THETR-488

Professional Internships

UG

0.00

THETR-489

Performance Studies

UG

4.00

4.00
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DESCRIPTION

1689

Directing II focuses on the development of an
individual directorial point of view and explores
a variety of theoretical and applied approaches
to
cultivating interpretive skills. The course also
examines how the director reconciles traditional
theatrical conventions and techniques with the
ability to create fresh, innovative and personal
results. Students will stage weekly theatrical
responses to class readings in addition to
creating a fully-realized final directing project.
Playwriting II is a continuation, deepening and
thickening of the principles learned in
Playwriting I. A course designed for dedicated
writers, students are expected to explore a wide
variety of playwriting challenges, skills and
techniques. Student works will be regularly
shared
and discussed in class. Students will also be
assigned plays by recognized playwrights to
discuss and analyze in class. Playwriting II
students are encouraged to participate in
"PlayDay!", an annual reading of new
student-written plays.
Normally offered alternate years.
This course provides students with the
opportunity
to receive credit for their work on an approved
internship assignment in the professional
performing and visual art world. At the
successful
completion of the internship, students will be
required to submit a written analysis of their
experience as well as a journal documenting
the daily events of their project. Professional
internships are difficult to secure. Interested
students are advised to contact members of the
Theatre Department faculty at least one
semester
in advance to facilitate this opportunity.
This course provides an overview of the modern
concept of performance and how it has evolved
in
a variety of interdisciplinary fields.
Encompassing the areas of dance, music,
theatre,
installation work, 'happenings' and spectacles,
students will explore the ways performance is
understood by ethnographers, anthropologists,
linguists, cultural theorists, social scientists,
and artists Using the theoretical base covered
during the semester, students will conceive,
develop, and present a final performance piece
appropriate to their chosen discipline.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

THETR-503

Developing Screenplays: the Hoberman
Workshop

UG

1.00

THETR-507

Senior Honors Project

UG

0.00

THETR-508

Capstone Experience

UG

0.00

THETR-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Instructor consent required.

4.00

Instructor's consent required

8.00

Instructor's consent required
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DESCRIPTION

1690

This 1-credit seminar is a "master class," in
which accepted students work intensively
revising
a one-act screenplay into a full-length feature
length film script with feedback and guidance
provided by acclaimed Hollywood producer
David
Hoberman. Mr. Hoberman will join students on
campus for a two-day residency to kick off the
course. Students will submit their completed
full-length scripts in early April for review by
members of Mr. Hoberman's production team at
Mandeville Films. Mr. Hoberman will also supply
a
script in development at Mandeville Films for
students to read, analyze, and discuss during the
residency. Students will be encouraged to work
with an assigned Suffolk faculty mentor
throughout the residency.
Theatre majors who have demonstrated
academic
excellence and involvement in department
productions may propose to work with a faculty
advisor during their senior year to focus
intensively on a specific area of interest to
prepare for graduate school and the professional
world. Options include: a production, a research
project, a professional internship, an
experiential service learning project, a senior
honors portfolio, or a self-defined independent
project. Successful completion of this course
confers departmental honors to graduating
Theatre
majors.
The capstone experience demonstrates a
student's
high level of practical and/or academic facility
and prepares them for their transition into the
world of professional theatre and graduate
school. Upper Level production activities within
the theatre department that may fulfill this
requirement are directing, designing, stage
managing, acting a major role, playwriting, or
some special approved project. Students may
also
fulfill this requirement by completing a Senior
Honors Thesis.
Variable credits for approved projects outside
the classroom. Since all independent studies
must
be approved by the Dean's Office, all interested
students must be able to persuasively articulate
their proposal in writing and include both an
annotated reading list and a schedule of
meetings
with faculty supervisors.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

UES-101

Environmental Studies

UG

4.00

UES-107

Introduction to Drones

UG

3.00

UES-L107 must be taken concurrently.

UES-109

Urban Sustainability Bootcamp

UG

1.00

SU Upward Bound program participant

UES-121

Science, Art, and the Environment

UG

3.00

Take UES-L121 concurrently
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DESCRIPTION

1691

Focuses on the natural environment through the
lens of social science and humanities. Students
will study texts from those disciplines to
acquire a deeper understanding of the values
and
beliefs that underlie environmental issues.
Students will investigate the policy-making
processes and institutions through which those
issues are decided, and the social inequalities
in the distribution of environmental problems.
Texts to be studied will range from literature,
philosophy, and film to policy statements, impact
reports, community advocacy materials, and
investigative journalism.
Unmanned autonomous systems (UAS) or
Drones are
high-tech, intelligent machines capable of
traveling by air, land, or sea via a remote
connection. This course presents concepts and
practical methods of using Unmanned Vehicles
in a
professional context, particularly for
environmental projects. UAVs are increasingly
being used in a professional capacity such as
cinematography and filming, real estate,
construction, surveying, mapping, agriculture,
industrial inspections, utilities inspections and
many more. The course covers mission planning,
operations, field data collection, data
processing, legal implications, data analysis and
data deliverables. The course and laboratory will
include learning flying micro-drones and
preparing to pass the Federal Aviation
Administration's Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Airmen
(Part 107) exam. The course will have an
associated Laboratory component in which
students
will learn how to properly plan effective flight
missions, fly safely and legally, develop risk
management strategies, analyze the data
captured
and convert it into a useful data deliverable.
Intensive study of topics in urban sustainability
and climate adaptation in the 21st century.
Focuses on concepts in sustainable design and
urban planning using the STEM disciplines.
Technical reading and writing emphasized.
Examines art and cultural objects through the
lens of the biological, chemical, and physical
principles of the materials and processes we use
to make them. Includes consideration of factors
important in art conservation. Provides an
environmental context for the manufacture and
use
of art materials and the preservation of cultural
objects.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

UES-270

SL-Understanding Wetlands Through
Citizen Science

UG

4.00

UES-310

SL-The Civilian Conservation Corps and
the American Landscape

UG

4.00

UES-321

Introduction to Permaculture

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Class will meet for 75 minutes a week and
then tra
spring
break. Instructor's consent is required
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DESCRIPTION

1692

In this course students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom. Develops students' awareness and
understanding of wetlands including inland and
salt marshes,mangroves, and swamps. The
beginning
of the semester is devoted to understanding of
how these vital ecosystems function with topics
including wetland hydrology, biogeochemistry,
management,and restoration. The latter portion
of
the semester is focused on developing a testable
citizen science project (e.g. a sampling
protocol) for a local salt marsh in conjunction
with a local community partner.
In this course students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom.Focuses on the history and lasting
effect of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC)
on the physical and political landscape of the
United States.Tracks the progression of work of
the more than 3 million men who served in the
CCC
from 1933 to 1942, from the planting of billions
of trees to
the development of recreational opportunities on
federal and state lands. Looks at the role the
CCC played in redefining conservation and
creating a mainstream environmental movement.
Investigates the lasting legacy that the CCC left
on the American landscape through the
development
of other conservation corps programs.
Connected
with a required Alternative Spring Break trip,
this experiential education offering will allow
students to experience and complete similar
work
to that completed by CCC members.
Permaculture is the design of food systems and
social structures to provide for human needs
while
restoring ecosystem health. Examining the
interconnections between environmental, social
and
economic components, Permaculture is informed
by
the disciplines of systems ecology, ecological
design and ethno-ecology.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

UES-325

Environmental History of the U.S.

UG

4.00

UES-350

Community Food Systems

UG

4.00

UES-401

Environmental Senior Project

UG

4.00

UES-403

Environmental Studies Practicum

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Junior standing or above required or consent
of th
Retricted to CUES major/minor students only.
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DESCRIPTION

1693

Explores how Americans have understood the
environment and their relationship to it through
analysis of classic environmental texts,
historical contexts, and societal perspectives.
Analyzes how the environment has changed
from
pre-colonial times to the present and how these
changes have been described through the lens
of
environmental history. Themes include differing
viewpoints of European and indigenous peoples
toward the natural environment, the impacts of
the Western expansion on native species and
landscapes, the rise of industrialism and its
impacts on natural resources and ecosystems,
and
the rise of 20th century environmentalism.
Explores local and bioregional food systems
through the lens of holistic design and of
building a resilient food culture through the
ethics of sustainability. Students will examine
environmental, social and economic factors of
building successful community food systems
from
seed to table. Provides students with the tools
to assess the decisions that direct our current
food chain including processing, marketing, and
food distribution. Students will make connections
to food justice, health, food insecurity while
analyzing commercial agriculture and small scale
sustainable farming.
Examines a contemporary environmental issue
for
the development of senior project. Students will
develop a proposal to address an identified issue
from the multiple perspectives (e.g., policy,
ethics, environmental justice, science and
culture). As appropriate, the proposal will be
field tested, demonstrated, or presented to the
local community.
This course combines a practicum placement of
at
least 10 hours a week for 12 weeks in a position
that offered the student significant opportunity
to learn about environmental problems as the
basis for reflection, analysis, and skill
development through appropriate reading,
writing,
and oral presentation assignments. Specific
learning objectives will be tailored to the
student's placement. Interested students should
consult instructor in advance. ECR. 4 credits.
Prerequisite: junior standing, limited to
Environmental Studies majors and minors.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

UES-500

Experiential Learning in Environmental
Science/Studies

UG

0.00

UES-503

Local Internship

UG

1.00

4.00

Environmental Science and Environmental
Studies ma
minors only with junior standing.

UES-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

4.00

UES-555

Senior Thesis

UG

4.00

An independent study form must be
submitted to the
Office.
Grade point average 3.0 overall, 3.4 in major;
com
minimum of 8 credits in courses that are part
of t
Environmental Studies major at Suffolk
University;
instructor.

UES-H270

Honors SL Understanding Wetlands
Through Citizen Science

UG

4.00

Honors student or at least 3.3 GPA

UES-H555

Honors Senior Thesis

UG

4.00

Grade point average 3.0 overall, 3.4 in major;
com
minimum of 8 credits in courses that are part
of t
Environmental Studies major at Suffolk
University;
instructor.
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DESCRIPTION

1694

This course requires students to complete a
minimum of 15 engagement hours per semester.
Students gain exposure to a variety of activities
related to CUES research and development in a
laboratory or field setting with faculty
oversight. Permission of instructor required. May
be taken more than once.
Application of the principles and techniques of
environmental science or studies to a specific
environmental problem through a local internship
placement of 10 hours per week (minimum) for
12
weeks. Typically, this experience will include
literature research, classroom meetings, and
field work in an off-campus environmental
agency
or NGO.
This is an independent study in environmental
studies. Topics will vary.
Individual program of reading, research, writing
on an approved topic under the supervision of a
member of the CUES Honors Advisory
Committee, for
CUES majors who are candidates for honors in a
CUES major and who wish to prepare a thesis
for
submission to the honors committee. Must
normally
be taken in the senior year.
In this course students meet community needs
by
engaging in service-learning outside the
classroom. Students' awareness and
understanding
of wetlands including inland and salt marshes,
mangroves, and swamps will be developed
through
exploration of these vital ecosystems (topics
include wetland biology, management, and
restoration). The latter portion of the semester
is focused on developing a testable citizen
science project (e.g. a sampling protocol) for a
local salt marsh in conjunction with a local
community partner where students will be going
into the field three times over the course of the
semester via pre-arranged private transportation.
Individual program of reading, research, writing
on an approved topic under the supervision of a
member of the CUES Honors Advisory
Committee, for
CUES majors who are candidates for honors in a
CUES major and who wish to prepare a thesis
for
submission to the honors committee. Must
normally
be taken in the senior year.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

UES-L107

Introduction to Drones Lab

UG

1.00

UES-107 must be taken concurrently.

UES-L121

Science, Art, and the Environment Lab

UG

1.00

Take UES-121 concurrently
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DESCRIPTION

1695

Unmanned autonomous systems (UAS) or
Drones are
high-tech, intelligent machines capable of
traveling by air, land, or sea via a remote
connection. This course presents concepts and
practical methods of using Unmanned Vehicles
in a
professional context, particularly for
environmental projects. UAVs are increasingly
being used in a professional capacity such as
cinematography and filming, real estate,
construction, surveying, mapping, agriculture,
industrial inspections, utilities inspections and
many more. The course covers mission planning,
operations, field data collection, data
processing, legal implications, data analysis and
data deliverables. The course and laboratory will
include learning flying micro-drones and
preparing to pass the Federal Aviation
Administration's Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Airmen
(Part 107) exam. The course will have an
associated Laboratory component in which
students
will learn how to properly plan effective flight
missions, fly safely and legally, develop risk
management strategies, analyze the data
captured
and convert it into a useful data deliverable.
Provides hands-on work with pigments, dyes,
and
other art materials using the basic principles of
science and technology. Students will conduct
laboratory experiments that produce art objects
and other consumer products. Instruction in safe
laboratory practices and basic techniques such
as
determining mass and volume, representing data
in
the form of tables, graphs, and graphics.
Practice in synthesizing compounds like paints
and finishes and in evaluating methods of art
conservation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

WGS-111

Women, History, and Culture

UG

4.00

WGS-113

Women, Science, and Society

UG

4.00

WGS-115

Introduction to Gender Studies

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1696

Explores the roles and images of women in
Western
culture and the realities of women's everyday
lives through literature, film, history, art,
psychology, and recent feminist scholarship.
Analyzes gender inequalities and the influence of
gender on social structure, human behavior, and
artistic expression. Topics include: the social
construction of gender and identity; domestic
prescriptions for women; women and work;
intersections of gender, class, and race in
American society; sexualities and identity; the
politics of motherhood and reproductive rights;
educating girls; negotiating male privilege and
structural inequalities; representations of women
in Western art and film; and women as artists
and
gendered models of creativity in art, film,
fiction, and science.
Explores women's lives from the perspective of
the social and natural sciences, including
examination of recent biological, psychological,
and sociological theories about gender and
gender
roles, as well as the influence of feminist
scholarship in these areas. Topics include: the
social construction of gender; the psychology
and
biology of sex and gender; women and work;
media
representations of women; the female body and
eating disorders; women's health and lifecycle;
women and sexuality; reproduction, abortion, and
motherhood; and sexual violence against
women.
Introduces the key topics and debates that
have shaped the field of gender studies,
including
queer studies, masculinity studies, and women's
studies. Through lecture and class discussion of
texts from literature, film, history, psychology,
and sociology, explores the pervasive
influence of gender on the structure of society
and our everyday experiences and the role that
gender plays in our understanding of love,
friendship, sexuality, and even violence. Topics
include: biological arguments about gender and
sexuality; the social construction of gender and
identity; intersections of gender, race, class,
and sexuality; masculinity and femininity; and
theories of sexual difference and the
construction
of sexuality.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

WGS-211

Heroines, Hotties & Hubris: Adolescent
Girl's Books

UG

4.00

WGS-220

Other Worlds, Other Genders: Women and
Science Fiction

UG

4.00

WGS-235

Gender and Sexuality in Visual Culture

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1697

Explores what we can learn from the books that
teenage girls read. In addition to a wide array
of interesting and complex Young Adult novels
targeted to young female readers, students will
be exposed to theories of adolescent
development,
literary criticism, and social theory. Topics
include how the dilemmas of girlhood have
changed
or stayed constant and the urge, so common in
books for children and teens, to teach kids how
to think and behave.
Examines through both classic and
contemporary
science fiction a variety of possibilities for
world-reimagining in the realms of gender,
sexuality, race, and other forms of difference.
Draws on theories of utopian and dystopian
discourse, engages with questions of biology and
reproduction, and explores colonialism through
first-contact and space empire narratives.
Explores how gender and sexuality are depicted,
constructed, and interrogated across a variety of
visual mediums, including film, television, and
photography. We will pair foundational readings
in queer and feminist thought with
representations in order to consider how theory
and popular culture engage in a constant
dialogue. Topics include: the maintenance of
norms regarding gender and sexuality; how race,
class, and ability complicate our understanding
of gender and sexuality; the ways in which
sexuality intertwines with other social and
political formations; imagining alternative
theories and practices in representing gender
and
sexuality in contemporary media culture.
Possible
texts include theoretical work by Sigmund Freud,
Judith Butler, Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, and
David Halperin and media such as The Shape of
Water (2017), Blade Runner (1982), Queer Eye
for
the Straight Guy (2003-2007), and Jess Dugan's
To
Survive on This Shore (2018).
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

WGS-311

Engendering Entertainment: Feminism and
Popular Culture

UG

4.00

WGS-315

Feminist Thought

UG

4.00

WGS-325

Global Women's Fiction

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1698

Investigates the complex intersections between
feminism and popular culture through several
different lenses: by exploring how feminists make
arguments about popular culture; by looking at
the complexities of public femininity in today's
popular culture, including figures such as Lady
Gaga and Katy Perry and television shows like
The
Bachelor and Grey's Anatomy; by focusing on a
variety of articulations of feminism within mass
media, blogs, social media, and popular books
such as Ariel Levy's Female Chauvinist Pigs, and
Caitlin Moran's How to Be a Woman. Along
the way we will ask questions about: what
makes a work of art feminist; how modern
media contributes to or distracts us from a
variety of political debates in the realm of
female equality and how can we, as individuals,
use modern media to create and advance smart,
feminist arguments.
Investigates how feminists, both today and in
history, have understood inequality and
difference and looked for the best ways to
address these issues and bring about social
justice. Examines how feminist theorists help us
to understand how gender and other social
categories, such as race, class sexuality,
disability, age and nationality, are constructed
within and through each other; and analyzes
feminist engagements with liberalism, socialism,
psychoanalysis, existentialism, post-colonialism,
critical race theory, and queer theory, as well
as consider anti-feminist arguments. Readings
include classic critical texts by authors
including Mary Wollstonecraft, Emma Goldman,
Virginia Woolf, Chandra Mohanty, Gloria
Anzaldua,
and Judith Butler.
Explores of various cultural worldviews in
order to reveal and assess the voices of women
from around the world as they respond to
important
global issues such as sexual violence and
gendered
oppression. Topics include: national citizenship,
sexual politics, legal discourse, aesthetic
representation, literary movements, genre,
constructions of femininity, sexual identities,
and representations of gender in relation to race
and class and international cultures, and the
relationship of self-image to the body politic.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

WGS-330

Furies to Femi-Nazis: A History of
Modern Anti-Feminism

UG

4.00

WGS-335

Queer Narratives

UG

4.00

WGS-340

Women on Stage

UG

4.00

WGS-510

Independent Study

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

An Independent Study form must be
submitted to the
Office.
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DESCRIPTION

1699

Explore the deep antipathy women have faced at
nearly every turn in their struggles for civic
and social inclusion. Anti-feminist denials of
women's rights have taken the form of attacks on
women's nature, bodies, and fitness for public
life, tagging them with labels of otherness:
opponents of women's rights deem them
irrational,
unnatural, traitors to society, even sexual
deviants. This course will examine the dangers
that women allegedly represent to social
stability from the Enlightenment to the present
day, as well as how women have fought back to
assert their rights and independence.
Explores the stories that help us to understand
communities, identities, and bodies that could be
considered queer, and the ways that film, music,
memoir and fiction have discussed queer as
different, unusual, or other. Texts include the
documentary, "Paris Is Burning", Frank Ocean's
2012 album, "Channel Orange", and Janet
Mock's
recent memoir, "Redefining Realness", as well as
foundational queer theory from Judith Butler, Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick, and Lee Edelman, among
others,
to help build a framework for approaching and
interpreting both fictional and non-fictional
accounts of queer lives.
Examines the history of female portrayal on the
Western stage including women in Shakespeare
and
other early modern plays (when female
characters
were played by men); in Restoration comedy; the
works of Oscar Wilde and George Bernard
Shaw; and
20th and 21st century depictions of women on
stage, including in the works of authors such as
Lillian Hellman, Lorraine Hansberry, Caryl
Churchill, Paula Vogel, Suzan-Lori Parks,
Rebecca
Gilman, and Sarah Ruhl. Students develop
familiarity with key concepts in performance
theory including catharsis, Brecht's alienation
effect, and the distinction between performance
and the performative.
Substantive reading/research in an area of
special
interest in Women's and Gender Studies,
directed
by a faculty member in the appropriate academic
discipline. Open to Juniors and Seniors by
special
arrangement with the relevant faculty member
and
the Director of Women's and Gender Studies.
Instructor's permission required.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

WGS-H111

Women, History, & Culture

UG

4.00

At least a 3.3 GPA required.

WGS-H325

Global Women's Fiction

UG

4.00

CAS or SBS Honors Students only or at least
3.3 GP

WRI-100

Developmental Writing I

UG

4.00

WRI-100+

Developmental Writing - Tutorial Section

UG

4.00

WRI-100T must be taken concurrently
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DESCRIPTION

1700

Explores the roles and images of women in
Western
culture and the realities of women's everyday
lives through literature, film, history, art,
psychology, and recent feminist scholarship.
Analyzes gender inequalities and the influence of
gender on social structure, human behavior, and
artistic expression. Topics include: the social
construction of gender and identity; domestic
prescriptions for women; women and work;
intersections of gender, class, and race in
American society; sexualities and identity; the
politics of motherhood and reproductive rights;
educating girls; negotiating male privilege and
structural inequalities; representations of women
in Western art and film; and women as artists
and
gendered models of creativity in art, film,
fiction, and science.
Explores of various cultural worldviews in
order to reveal and assess the voices of women
from around the world as they respond to
important
global issues such as sexual violence and
gendered
oppression. Topics include: national citizenship,
sexual politics, legal discourse, aesthetic
representation, literary movements, genre,
constructions of femininity, sexual identities,
and representations of gender in relation to race
and class and international cultures, and the
relationship of self-image to the body politic.
This course affords students extended practice
with persuasive and expository writing in the
essay form through frequent writing assignments
based on critical readings of class texts and
discussions. Students will also compose a
research paper and study the process of writing
and revising for an academic audience. No
standard pre-requisites; offered every semester.
Students who are placed into WRI-100 must
complete the course with a C in order to continue
on to WRI-101.
This course affords students extended practice
with persuasive and expository writing in the
essay form through frequent writing assignments
based on critical readings of class texts and
discussions. Students will also compose a
research paper and study the process of writing
and revising for an academic audience. No
standard pre-requisites; offered every semester.
WRI-100+ sections require students to meet with
their instructors once per week for a
thirty-minute, one-to-one tutorial session, to be
scheduled by the instructor with each individual
student.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

WRI-100T

Weekly Individual Tutorial Section

UG

0.00

WRI-101

First Year Writing I

UG

4.00

WRI-102

First Year Writing II

UG

4.00

WRI-101 or ENG-099 with at least a B and
ENG-P099
or WRI-H103

WRI-H102

Honors First Year Writing II

UG

4.00

WRI-101 or ENG-099 with at least a B and
ENG-P099
or WRI-H103.
Restricted to Honors students

WRI-H103

Advanced First Year Writing

UG

4.00

By Invitation Only.

WRI-L101

Developmental Writing 101 Lab

UG

0.00

ACCT-150

Introduction to Fraud Examination

UG

3.00

ACCT-201

Accounting for Decision Making I

UG

3.00

MATH-128 or higher and WRI-102 or WRIH103 or SBS-
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DESCRIPTION

1701

This is a thirty-minute individual tutorial
section for students enrolled in WRI 100+. Each
available tutorial section can accommodate one
student only, as tutorials are held one-to-one
with the WRI 100+ Professor. All tutorials are
held in the English Department on the 8th floor
of 73 Tremont.
Study and practice of the writing process and
revision in terms of expository writing modes for
an academic audience.
Study and practice of argumentative and
research
writing through further work with writing process
and revision and the critical reading of a
variety of texts.
Study and practice of argumentative and
research
writing through further work with writing process
and revision and the critical reading of a
variety of texts.
This course is by invitation only and reserved
for incoming Suffolk students with high admission
scores. Advanced study and practice of writing
process, revision, and research, based on close
readings of a variety of texts. Fall semester
only.
A non credit course for students enrolled in
Freshman Composition who need to improve
their
control of the writing process, English
mechanics, and fluency of expression. WRI L101
is
a hybrid course that combines online grammar
and
writing practice with face-to-face support from
English instructors.
Study of the varieties of fraud, including
financial statement fraud, fraud against
organizations, consumer fraud, bankruptcy fraud,
tax fraud and e-commerce fraud. The causes,
prevention, detection and investigation of fraud
are explored. Examination of famous past frauds
with hands-on cases are used to apply these
concepts and to understand the resolution of
fraud in the legal system.
Introduces students to the accounting cycle, the
financial statements, and the theory underlying
accounting as information. Provides users of
accounting information with a basic
understanding
of how to appraise and manage a business.
Addresses current accounting topics, including
relevant ethical and international issues found
in the financial press.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ACCT-202

Accounting for Decision Making II

UG

3.00

ACCT-201

ACCT-310

International Business Accounting

UG

3.00

FIN-200 and ACCT-321

ACCT-320

Federal Taxation

UG

3.00

ACCT 202

ACCT-321

Intermediate Accounting I

UG

3.00

ACCT-201 and ACCT-202 and Junior
standing

ACCT-322

Intermediate Accounting II

UG

3.00

ACCT-321 with a minimum grade of C

ACCT-331

Cost Accounting

UG

3.00

ACCT 202

ACCT-415

Not-For-Profit Accounting and Control

UG

3.00

ACCT 331
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DESCRIPTION

1702

Enables students to apply the concepts and skills
from ACCT 201. They learn how to analyze the
financial condition and performance of a firm,
and how to use accounting information in
business
planning, decision-making, and control. Topics
include cost-volume-profit analysis, costing
systems, variance analysis, and the budget
process. Discusses relevant current ethical and
competitive issues found in the financial press.
Explores economic, political and cultural
variables that shape accounting and disclosure in
various countries. Students gain an
understanding
of international financial reporting standards
and the forces for convergence between IFRS
and
US GAAP. Presents financial analysis in a
multi-financial context.
Focuses on the federal income taxation of
individuals with some discussion of business
taxation. Explores the basic structure of
individual income taxation, including the
individual tax formula, income, deductions, and
credits, and provides an introduction to property
transactions. Emphasizes how tax laws affect
everyday personal and business decisions.
Reviews basic financial accounting concepts and
examines selected balance sheet and income
statement items. The focus of this
communication
intensive course is on the valuation and
reporting of current and non-current assets and
liabilities and the income determination aspects
of these items.
Continues to examine selected balance sheet
and
income statement items. The focus of this
communication intensive course is on the
valuation and reporting of investments and
stockholders' equity and the income
determination
aspects of these items. Also considers special
topics such as pensions, leases, deferred taxes,
and cash flows.
Explores concepts and procedures underlying
the
development of a cost accounting system for
managerial decisions, control, and performance
reporting. Introduces the basic ideas of
responsibility accounting.
Studies accounting principles, unique financial
reporting (such as fund accounting), and
budgetary control in government agencies and
charitable, healthcare, educational, and other
not-for-profit organizations.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ACCT-422

Federal Taxation II

UG

3.00

ACCT 320

ACCT-430

Accounting Information Systems

UG

3.00

ACCT 322 and ISOM-210

ACCT-431

Auditing and Assurance Services

UG

3.00

ACCT 321 AND ACCT 331

ACCT-432

Advanced Accounting

UG

3.00

ACCT-322 and junior standing

ACCT-450

Accounting Theory and Practice

UG

3.00

ACCT 431 (may be taken Concurrently),
ACCT 322 and
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DESCRIPTION

1703

Covers advanced individual tax topics such as
cost recovery, itemized deductions, passive
activity losses, AMT, complex basis rules, and
the operation and formation of C corporations.
Introduces the design, operation, and use of
accounting information systems. Examines the
functional relationships of the AIS within an
organization. Provides a background in
automated
data processing, along with the important human
and organizational considerations in system
design and implementation.
Provides an introduction to the field of
auditing, with a concentration in auditing
historical financial statements in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards, and
some exposure to auditing the internal control
over financial reporting of large public
companies. Covers the environment, standards,
regulation, and law of auditing in the US, with
some exposure to the international environment.
Covers audit planning, risk, and material
assessments, audit evidence, evaluation of
internal control, documentation, and audit
reports.
Covers accounting procedures involved in
business
combinations and consolidated financial
statements. Topics also include accounting for
partnerships, various foreign currency issues,
corporations in financial distress, and the role
of regulatory authorities in financial reporting.
Covers accounting procedures involved in
business
combinations and consolidated financial
statements. Topics also include accounting for
partnerships, various foreign currency issues,
and the role of regulatory authorities in
financial reporting. Core elements include
enhancing critical thinking skills and analytical
thinking. Also, this course provides practice in
using oral communication for impact, and
anticipating and managing ethical conflicts.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ACCT-510

Independent Study

UG

3.00

ACCT 322, ACCT 331 or approval from dept.
chair

ACCT-520

Accounting Internship

UG

3.00

ACCT 321 (may be taken concurrently)
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DESCRIPTION

1704

Independent study allows students to expand
their
classroom experience by completing research in
an
area of interest not already covered by Suffolk
courses. The student designs a unique project
and
finds a full-time faculty member with expertise
in
that topic who agrees to sponsor it and provide
feedback as the proposal is refined. A well
designed and executed research project
broadens
and/or deepens learning in a major or minor area
of study and may also enhance a student's
marketability to potential future employers.
Students cannot register for an Independent
Study
until a full proposal is approved by the faculty
sponsor, department chair, and academic dean.
Many
Independent study proposals require revisions
before approval is granted; even with revisions
independent study approval is NOT guaranteed.
Students are strongly encouraged to submit a
proposal in enough time to register for a
different course if the proposal is not accepted.
For complete instructions, see the SBS
Independent/Directed Study Agreement and
Proposal
form available online.
This course is designed to accompany a
pre-professional or professional experience
(internship, part-time, or full-time employment)
of at least 160 hours that the student has
pre-arranged for the current semester. It is
designed to enhance the student's experience by
developing the student's professional acumen,
research skills, and understanding of the
business environment in which s/he is working.
Input from the employer is expected at
designated
stages of the experience. On-campus class
sessions will only be held at the start and end
of the semester. All other course related
meetings will take place virtually. Successful
completion of this course satisfies the
Accounting Department's practicum requirement
(ACCT 560). Registration is only permitted with
permission of the instructor.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ACCT-560

Accounting Practicum

UG

0.00

Course Coordinator consent required

ACCT-H201

Honors Accounting for Decision Making I

UG

3.00

MATH-128 or higher and WRI-102, WRI-103
or SBS-220
a 3.3 GPA

ACCT-H202

Honors Accounting for Decision Making
II

UG

3.00

ACCT 201; 3.3 GPA

ACCT-H320

Honors Federal Taxation I

UG

3.00

ACCT-202, SBS Honors Students Only
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DESCRIPTION

1705

All accounting majors are required to complete
160 hours of pre-professional or professional
accounting or tax experience prior to graduating.
The hours may be obtained through one or more
accounting or tax (a) internships, (b) part- or
full-time employment, or (c) cooperative
education
positions. Hours may also be obtained through
participation in Suffolk's Free Tax Preparation
Clinic (SBS 555,SBS 556, and SBS 557 - each
year
will earn students 55 hours). Approval of the 160
hours work experience must be obtained in
advance
of beginning the work by completing a Practicum
Approval Form and emailing it to
acct560@suffolk.edu. Students register for the
Accounting Practicum upon completion of the
160
hours and approval by the Accounting
Department.
Students should journal their work tasks and
accomplishments. This experiential component
carries no academic credit, does not require any
tuition, and will be graded pass/fail.
Introduces students to the accounting cycle, the
financial statements, and the theory underlying
accounting as information. Provides users of
accounting information with a basic
understanding
of how to appraise and manage a business.
Addresses current accounting topics, including
relevant ethical and international issues found
in the financial press.
Enables students to apply the concepts and skills
from ACCT 201. They learn how to analyze the
financial condition and performance of a firm,
and how to use accounting information in
business
planning, decision-making, and control. Topics
include cost-volume-profit analysis, costing
systems, variance analysis, and the budget
process. Discusses relevant current ethical and
competitive issues found in the financial press.
Focuses on the federal income taxation of
individuals with some discussion of business
taxation. Explores the basic structure of
individual income taxation, including the
individual tax formula, income, deductions, and
credits, and provides an introduction to property
transactions. Emphasizes how tax laws affect
everyday personal and business decisions.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ACCT-H321

Intermediate Accounting I

UG

3.00

ACCT-201 and ACCT-202 and Junior
standing and GPA

ACCT-H322

Honors Intermediate Accounting II

UG

3.00

ACCT-321 with a minimum grade of C; 3.3
GPA or hig

ACCT-H331

Honors Cost Accounting

UG

3.00

ACCT-202 and GPA 3.3 or higher

BLE-214

Principles of Business Law

UG

3.00

BLE-215

Business Ethics and Law

UG

3.00

BLE-310

I Want to Buy a Home

UG

1.00

Junior standing or above needed.

BLE-315

Legal Lessons for Business Startups
Organizations

UG

3.00

BLE-214
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DESCRIPTION

1706

Reviews basic financial accounting concepts and
examines selected balance sheet and income
statement items. The focus of this
communication
intensive course is on the valuation and
reporting of current and non-current assets and
liabilities and the income determination aspects
of these items.
Continues to examine selected balance sheet
and
income statement items. The focus of this
communication intensive course is on the
valuation and reporting of investments and
stockholders' equity and the income
determination
aspects of these items. Also considers special
topics such as pensions, leases, deferred taxes,
and cash flows.
Explores concepts and procedures underlying
the
development of a cost accounting system for
managerial decisions, control, and performance
reporting. Introduces the basic ideas of
responsibility accounting.
Introduces the field of business law. Provides an
overview of the organization and operation of the
American legal system, court system and legal
procedure. Examines selected business law
topics
such as contracts, torts, criminal law,agency,
and business organizations. Attention is given to
the ways in which business law manifests
important social and ethical precepts.
Business ethics is applied ethics. Explores the
roles and responsibilities of business in a
global society. Teaches models of ethical
decision-making that incorporate multiple points
of view, including diverse cultural worldviews
and
legal perspectives. Addresses factors that
contribute to and constrain ethical behavior in
and by organizations. Students apply concepts to
current business problems, such as anti-trust,
accounting fraud, deceptive advertising, and
environmental dumping.
Teaches students all they have to know
about purchasing a residence, starting with
finding a home to financing, inspections,
documents, and final ownership conveyance.
Examines the formation, strategic use, and
financial implications of alternative forms of
business organization, namely partnerships,
corporations,trusts, subchapter corporations, and
the new limited liability hybrids.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

BLE-316

How Not to Get Sued

UG

3.00

BLE 214

BLE-317

Managing in the Global Legal Environment

UG

3.00

BLE 214

BLE-318

Intro to Real Estate Principles

UG

3.00

BLE 214
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DESCRIPTION

1707

One of the greatest threats to business is the
potential for litigation. Lawsuits can seriously
hurt profits and even lead to bankruptcy. Even
when businesses win in court, they still lose,
what with the cost of the legal defense and the
possibility of adverse publicity and decreased
consumer confidence. Managers need to know
how
to avoid the potential for litigation and be
aware of the areas of their business that provide
the greatest risks to their enterprise. This
course covers common ways in which
businesses can
protect themselves from common lawsuits
ranging
from product defects to environmental and
worker
safety to employee discrimination and
harassment.
Students will learn how to establish systems
that will put their companies ahead legally.
Surveys the global legal environment
of business. Emphasizes case analysis of
topics such as: sovereignty, extraterritoriality,
treaties, international contracts, arbitration,
and the European Union. Explores the
managerial
and economic significance of these topics.
Introduces students to the concepts and
principles of real estate. Enables students to
understand the key components of each major
real
estate asset class including: residential,
retail,commercial, industrial, hospitality,and
properties. Students learn the range of
professional players in the industry and what
roles they play. Teaches basic elements of a
Development Pro-forma Budget;Operating Proforma
Budget;Sources and Uses Statement; and
financial
schedules. Utilizes textbook, case work,web
based
data sources,selected readings and field trips.
Emphasizes practical application of the concepts
taught, the use of current examples from the
industry, and today's marketplace.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

BLE-319

Real Estate Development and Public
Policy

UG

3.00

BLE-321

Corporate Crime and Financial Fraud

UG

3.00

BLE-322

Getting Government to Say 'yes!' to
Business

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
BLE 214

BLE-214
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This class builds on BLE-318 and explores the
process of responding to the public procurement
process, large shopping malls, the hospitality
industry and office and retail mixed use
projects. We also explore the phases of the real
estate development process by investigating,
Zoning and Variances, Project Review
Committees,
Community Benefit Packages, Historic
Preservation
issues and Environmental issues. Students will
understand the complete development process
and
the role of all the stakeholders from this class.
No changes to 318 summary.
Presents an in-depth study of corporate crime
and
financial fraud. Examines accounting devices
and
schemes employed to defraud stakeholders,
failure
of industry watchdogs, and the regulatory and
legislative environment. Topics include:
corporate
governance, corporate finance, corporate
compliance programs, ethical misconduct by
outside legal, accounting,investment and banking
professionals, Sarbanes Oxley Act, Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act,Organizational Sentencing
guidelines, mail fraud, wire fraud, money
laundering,conspiracy, securities violations, qui
tam litigation(whistleblowers)and financial
accounting crimes.
Government can be a vital ally to business, as
much as it can be a roadblock. Government sets
the minimum standards for how society expects
companies to deal with customers and each
other.
Businesses that do not recognize why
government
needs to be an integral part of their
decision-making as opposed to an afterthought-are doomed to fail. This course teaches students
how to get government on their side.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

BLE-323

Protect Your Brand: Using Intellectual
Property Law to Win

UG

3.00

BLE-214

BLE-325

Global Business Ethics

UG

3.00

BLE-215, PHIL-119, PHIL-120, PHIL-123 or
PHIL-127

BLE-510

Independent Study in Business

UG

3.00

Approval of Dept Chair or Dean

BLE-H214

Honors Principles of Business Law

UG

3.00

GPA of 3.3 or above required.
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As a growing number of firms choose to produce
goods abroad, piracy, counterfeiting, and other
acts that dilute their brands are becoming
increasingly common. This course focuses on
the
legal and practical tools that entrepreneurs,
start-ups, and existing business can use to
protect their intellectual property (IP). It
offers best practices on the strategic use of
copyright, patent, trademark, and trade secrets
to enhance corporate value in different
industries and regions. The course provides a
legal foundation in IP and demonstrates how to
apply that knowledge to business through case
analysis.
Surveys business ethics as they transcend the
diverse perspectives of global business.
Explores current global ethics standards and
values, ethical challenges, controversies,
convergence and trends. Students explore
famous
global business cases through films, websites
and
independent research. Emphasizes identification
and resolution of global business ethical issues
within the context of ethical decision-making and
sustainability. Analyzes corporate social
responsibility ; hence, transforming global
business ethics through business.
Involves a student initiated written proposal to
a willing and appropriate full-time faculty
member for a directed study project. Normally
this is for three credits and completed during
one semester. Prior to registration, the faculty
member and student must concur on a written
proposal, which includes a reading list and
description of requirements for grading of the
final project.
Introduces the field of business law. Provides an
overview of the organization and operation of the
American legal system, court system and legal
procedure. Examines selected business law
topics
such as contracts, torts, criminal law,
agency, and business organizations. Attention is
given to the ways in which business law
manifests
important social and ethical precepts.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

BLE-H215

Honors Business Ethics and Law

UG

3.00

GPA of 3.3 or above required.

CI-102

The End of Global Poverty

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

DESCRIPTION

1710

Business ethics is applied ethics. Explores the
roles and responsibilities of business in a
global society. Teaches models of ethical
decision-making that incorporate multiple points
of view, including diverse cultural worldviews
and legal perspectives. Addresses factors that
contribute to and constrain ethical behavior in
and by organizations. Students apply concepts to
current business problems, such as anti-trust,
accounting fraud, deceptive advertising, and
environmental dumping.
This course is designed to demystify the creative
process by introducing students to creative
practice as a disciplined approach to
problem-solving and innovation. Students will be
encouraged to synthesize existing ideas, images,
concepts, and skill sets in original way, embrace
ambiguity and support divergent thinking and risk
taking.
More than one-third of our global population
lives in poverty, earning less than two dollars a
day. Governments, businesses, social
enterprises,
and charitable organizations have tried to solve
the global poverty issue with mixed results. What
is the solution? Is entrepreneurship the
solution, part of the solution, or has no impact
whatsoever? In this course, you will gain an
understanding of the power of entrepreneurship
(in the context of creativity and innovation),
the definition and depth of global poverty (in
the context of constraints, such as human,
financial and physical resources embedded in
local, regional, national and global cultures),
and successes and failures of past initiatives to
reduce poverty. This is not a course about
politics or business, but rather finding a
solution to a problem that has eluded mankind
since the beginning of time.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CI-106

Failing Successfully

UG

3.00

CI-108

Designing the Next Best Thing

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-110

The Entrepreneur's Cocktail

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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DESCRIPTION
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This course is designed to demystify the creative
process by introducing students to creative
practice as a disciplined approach to
problem-solving and innovation. Students will be
encouraged to synthesize existing ideas, images,
concepts, and skill sets in original way, embrace
ambiguity and support divergent thinking and risk
taking.
Did you know Netscape was the internet
browser?
What about MySpace, arguably the Facebook of
the
last decade? What led Apple from being
innovative
pioneers of the 70's to the verge of extinction
in the 80's to the technological giant they are
today? Technologies come and go, but what
leads
to organizations lasting more than 100 years
such
as IBM, General Electric, etc.? What role does
failure play in successful innovation,
decision-making, and business viability? In this
course, you will learn about innovation that may
have been successful and well-executed. You
will
also learn about innovation that was a viable
business opportunity, but poorly executed: one
phase of failure. In addition, you will learn
about innovation that had no real market
viability, but was launched anyway: another
phase
of failure. Can failure lead to success? If so,
how?
Demystifies the creative process by introducing
students to creative practice as a disciplined
approach to problem-solving and innovation.
Students will be encouraged to synthesize
existing ideas, images, concepts, and skill sets
in original way, embrace ambiguity and support
divergent thinking and risk taking.
How do you and your story drive business? This
course takes an innovative look at human
creativity and entrepreneurship. As an
entrepreneur needs perseverance and high
motivation, we will explore the importance of
values, risk taking, problem solving, and the
discovery of the market opportunities. In order
for you to be creative and essentially create
successful ventures, you will discover the
nuances between the three factors and explore
them
further through interactive discussion and debate
as well as collaborative group work. You will be
encouraged to think in non-conforming ways and
apply new concepts and develop your own
personal
operating principles.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

CI-112

Creating Problems: a New Solution for
Sustainability

UG

CI-114

Creating the Dream Team

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

DESCRIPTION
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As the majority of the world population now lives
in cities, for the first time in human history,
issues of urban sustainability have become more
complex and more important than ever before.
Presented with case studies of urban efforts to
gain a sustainability foothold, students will
utilize ideation, critical thinking, and
strategic decision making to both identify root
problems and to present solutions.
This course will lean heavily on ideation
processes, teamwork, and logical methods of
analysis to pursue actionable solutions for
significant problems. The methods of problem
identification and solution analysis learned in
this class will be readily adaptable to many
complex problems, helping the students to make
informed and decisive determinations in their
careers.
Every successful venture today is based on
effective teamwork. Unlike a typical lecture
format, Creating the Dream Team is a course
that
utilizes experiential group learning to provide
students with pivotal team-building skills. These
essential skills are vital for everyone's
future success in the business world.
As team players, students are challenged to think
creatively. A collaborative problem-solving
process is used to analyze "real life"
business situations. Teamwork involves
research,
data collection and information analysis to
develop creative solutions to typical business
problems. Teams will utilize multi-media tools to
present their innovative ideas. Classmates will
provide peer feedback and review. Through
iterations, all students will assume roles as
project leaders, keynote speakers and
collaborators on a series of Team Challenges.
Upon successful completion of this course, all
students will have formed working "dream
teams".
As reinforcement and final evaluation, Dream
Teams are required to create a multi-media
Capstone Event as a course performance
measure.
This capstone presentation will
"showcase" all of their newly acquired
"dream" team-player skills.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

CI-116

Good to Great: Design YOUR Portal to
the World

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-H102

The End of Global Poverty

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
Honors students only

CI-H112

Honors Creating Problems: a New Solution
For Sustainability

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
Honors students only.

DESCRIPTION
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In this course students will be introduced to the
practice of creativity as a rigorous approach to
problem solving requiring research, persistence
and grit. Students will work collaboratively to
effectively synthesize existing ideas, images,
and skill sets in original ways. They will
embrace risk, and support divergent thinking. In
the process, they will become more confident
life-long learners.
This course is designed to demystify the creative
process by introducing students to creative
practice as a disciplined approach to
problem-solving and innovation. Students will be
encouraged to synthesize existing ideas, images,
concepts, and skill sets in original way, embrace
ambiguity and support divergent thinking and risk
taking.
More than one-third of our global population
lives in poverty, earning less than two dollars a
day. Governments, businesses, social
enterprises,
and charitable organizations have tried to solve
the global poverty issue with mixed results. What
is the solution? Is entrepreneurship the
solution, part of the solution, or has no impact
whatsoever? In this course, you will gain an
understanding of the power of entrepreneurship
(in the context of creativity and innovation),
the definition and depth of global poverty (in
the context of constraints, such as human,
financial and physical resources embedded in
local, regional, national and global cultures),
and successes and failures of past initiatives to
reduce poverty. This is not a course about
politics or business, but rather finding a
solution to a problem that has eluded mankind
since the beginning of time.
As the majority of the world population now lives
in cities, for the first time in human history,
issues of urban sustainability have become more
complex and more important than ever before.
Presented with case studies of urban efforts to
gain a sustainability foothold, students will
utilize ideation, critical thinking, and
strategic decision making to both identify root
problems and to present solutions.
This course will lean heavily on ideation
processes, teamwork, and logical methods of
analysis to pursue actionable solutions for
significant problems. The methods of problem
identification and solution analysis learned in
this class will be readily adaptable to many
complex problems, helping the students to make
informed and decisive determinations in their
careers.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENT-101

Business Foundations

UG

3.00

ENT-210

Designing Business Solutions

UG

3.00

Must have completed at least 15 credits

ENT-309

Creating Value (Entrepreneurship I)

UG

3.00

36 or more credits needed to enroll

ENT-319

Measuring Value (Entrepreneurship II)

UG

3.00

ENT-280 or ENT-309 and Junior Standing
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This course introduces students to foundational
concepts in business, including functional areas,
the life cycle, competition, stakeholders and
ethical considerations. Students develop critical
thinking by learning and using a problem solving
process through a business situation analysis
model to analyze various situations that confront
managers and founders of small, medium, and
large
organizations. Students will also develop tools
for analysis, allowing them to critically view
business in a new and thoughtful way. The class
culminates with student- teams presenting a
detailed analysis and recommendations to a
panel
of executives and persuading them that the
recommended strategy is not only feasible, but
also practical for the stakeholders involved.
Do you want to start a business? This survey
course is designed to help students learn about
starting a business and assess their personal
interest in pursuing such activity. Topics cover
the range of business start-up activities from
personal evaluation to opportunity recognition,
market assessment, feasibility determination,
financial planning, legal, human resources, and
business planning.
How do you create value within a new venture or
existing firm? Entrepreneurs will explore their
innovative mindset, action orientation, and
willingness to assume the responsibility
necessary to bring new products, services and
businesses to the market. Methods of detecting
pain or gaps in the market place (idea
generation), pursuing dreams, and utilizing
design thinking, as well as business models
around leveraging new opportunities will be
explored. Students will gain the knowledge
necessary for generating and vetting
opportunities.
How do you measure the value-added by a new
business opportunity? In this course, you will
start developing a financial toolkit and skill
set to assess the value of a new product,
service, or business. Financial implications of
different business models and characteristics of
various industries will be discussed. Major
topics covered will include 1) forecasting
(generating pro-forma financial statements), 2)
financial analysis (liquidity, profitability,
break-even, and feasibility analyses), 3) sources
of funding (bootstrapping, family & friends,
crowdfunding, angel investors, venture capital
funds, and loans) and 4) basics of valuation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENT-320

Managing the Small Business

UG

3.00

ENT-101 and Junior Standing

ENT-329

Protecting Value (Entrepreneurship III)

UG

3.00

ENT-280 or ENT-309; Junior standing or
higher.

ENT-336

Family Business: The Family

UG

3.00

MGT-217 and Junior standing
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How do you manage the day-to-day challenges
of
starting a new venture or working on a small
business? This course is designed around
problem-solving techniques that help you
research
the facts of a given situation, identify the
problem, develop alternative solutions and
defending the best solution. This course utilizes
case analysis, role-plays, simulations, and other
experiential lessons to help provide you with the
knowledge and skills necessary to build and lead
a new or innovative organization.
How does protection of intellectual property, and
human, physical, and financial capital add value
to the new or existing organization?
Entrepreneurs
will learn appropriate legal protections related
to people and property associated with the firm.
Major topics covered will include 1)legal
protection (patents, copyrights, trademarks,
service marks, trade secrets, business
organizations, confidentiality and non-disclosure
agreements, employment agreements,
stock/ownership restrictions), 2)human
resources(creating and managing teams, hiring,
firing, organizational structure,
employment/independent contractor issues, and
compensation strategies), and 3)growing
business
value(merger, acquisition, and other expansion
techniques).
Are you interested in managing the family
business
and the challenges of succession between
generations? If so, this course focuses on the
challenges of adapting corporate-type
managerial
skills to family-owned and operated enterprises
that typically reject such practices. The goals
of
this course include development of a working
knowledge of managing the family business,
reinterpretation of corporate management
concepts
for the family business, and personal reflection
on the roles and conditions of operating a family
business.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENT-337

Family Business: The Business

UG

3.00

ENT-101 and at least 54 credits

ENT-340

Crowdfunding the Venture

UG

3.00

ENT-101 and ENT-309, Junior standing or
higher, an
permission.

ENT-350

Social Entrepreneurship

UG

3.00

ENT-101 and Junior Standing
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The business of the family business is just as
critical as the family dynamics. This course
focuses on issues related to adapting
corporate-type managerial skills to family-owned
and operated enterprises that typically reject
such practices. The goals of this course include
the development of a working knowledge of
managing the family business, reinterpretation of
corporate management concepts for the family
business, and personal reflection on the roles
and conditions of operating a family business.
As nascent entrepreneurs how can you start or
grow your business when you are
undercapitalized
while at the same time building brand
awareness?
One potential source of capital that allows for
additional value creation (i.e., building a
customer base and brand ambassadors) is
crowdfunding. This course will examine, factors
that lead to crowdfunding success during the
creation (e.g., the idea, the pitch, the
prototype, etc.) and maintenance (e.g., social
presence) of a crowdfunding campaign as well
as
the execution of any promised deliverable.
Focusing on an experiential process this course
will guide student teams though the creation and
execution of their own live crowdfunding
campaign.
Social entrepreneurs are people who harness
their
energy, talent and commitment to make the
world a
more humane, safe and just place. This is
accomplished by applying vision, passion,
persistence and leadership to the creation of
businesses that are focused on a mission of
social
responsibility. While the social mission is
important, so is the fact that the business
funding the mission must be sustainable via
revenue generation, market need, and
operational
efficiency. Creating balance between business
effectiveness and serving the needs of the
community the business is dedicate to helping,
provides a unique challenge to social
entrepreneurship to stay entrepreneurial in terms
of the business model, thus providing the
necessary resources to the social mission.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENT-352

Green and Sustainable Business

UG

3.00

ENT-101 and Junior Standing

ENT-353

Corporate Entrepreneurship

UG

3.00

ENT-101 and Junior Standing
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Over the past decade, the world of business and
the environment has exploded. Beginning as an
engineering-driven movement among a handful
of
companies during the 1980's, many firms have
learned that improved environment performance
can
save money and create a competitive advantage.
In
this course, we will cover how businesses of all
sizes are more attentive to environmental issues
and the realization that a green business:
improves employee morale and health in the
workplace, holds a marketing edge over the
competition, strengthens the bottom line through
operating efficiencies, is recognized as an
environmental leader, can have a strong impact
in
the community and beyond, and can improve
public
relations.
Corporate entrepreneurship refers to alternative
approaches that existing firms use to
innovatively generate new products, new
services,
new businesses and new business models. This
course emphasizes the cultivation of each
student's ability to evaluate innovations and
business models for development in a corporate
setting. It emphasizes various kinds of internal
corporate ventures and multiple external
collaborative approaches that include corporate
venture capital investments, licensing and
different types of alliances and formal joint
ventures. Special emphasis will be placed on
skills needed to promote and manage corporate
entrepreneurship. Students will also learn to
identify the elements of an organization's
culture, structure and reward and control
systems
that either inhibit or support the corporate
entrepreneurship, and analyze how corporate
entrepreneurial activities relate to a company's
ability to drive innovation throughout the
organization.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENT-354

Global Entrepreneurship

UG

3.00

ENT-101 and Junior Standing

ENT-355

Design Thinking for Business

UG

3.00

ENT-101 and Junior Standing

ENT-358

Designing New Products

UG

3.00

ENT-101 and Junior Standing
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Do you want to know how to take advantage of
our
global economy? This course will leverage the
knowledge acquired from other entrepreneurship
and
global courses coupled with an overview of the
global economy every entrepreneur must
compete in
and how to transition your business models into
real world opportunities. This course will discuss
the entrepreneurial process from concept to
product feasibility to venture launch answering
the following question: How and when should an
entrepreneur plan on competing in a global
market?
Ever wonder what great breakthroughs are on
the
horizon to improve business thinking, processes,
products, and services? If you have, this course
is for you. We will learn about how businesses
are using principles of design thinking and
biomimicry to create entirely new ways of
meeting
the challenges of modern business: those are,
needs to reduce costs, increase revenues,
minimize waste & energy use, maximize novel
approaches, & meet consumer and business
needs.
You may recognize the term "design thinking" if
you are a follower of Apple, Inc. which has used
this process in the development of all of their
products and services over the past 15 years.
Biomimicry principles are those that seek their
inspiration from nature; after all, nature has
been problem-solving for 3.8 billion years -surely there is something to learn from this to
be adapted to solving modern challenges. The
course will be both conceptual and practical with
various experiential learning opportunities.
This course will focus on the steps that
innovators/entrepreneurs need to follow that will
take ideas and launch them into new products.
This
is accomplished by taking the concept directly to
the prospective customers. This course will
cover:
creating specifications, product sell sheets,
prototype development, drafting an executive
summary, intellectual property protection,
manufacturing and quality control considerations,
identifying vendors, customers, and funding
sources, and developing a marketing and sales
plan
for launching the product. During the semester,
students will be required to interact with their
potential customers, vendors and other key
players
for the launch.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENT-361

Sell It!

UG

3.00

ENT-101 and Junior standing

ENT-366

Managing the Restaurant

UG

3.00

ENT-101 and Junior Standing

ENT-367

Franchising

UG

3.00
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How do you sell new products and services?
Revenue is key to business survival, and this
isn't by accident and a strong marketing strategy
is not enough. Sales is a process, as well as an
attitude. Strong organizations drive revenue
through sound sales processes that are
effectively designed, implemented, and scaled. In
this course, you will learn how to sell new
products and services through selling
techniques,
as well as create a value statement, identify a
target market, create an effective approach,
develop a sales activity and pipeline tracking
system, design and effective sales management
and
coaching program.
Do you want to start or manage a restaurant?
The
restaurant industry is highly competitive with
high turnover. The challenges are tough enough
when you understand the business, however, too
many entrepreneurs who start or many
restaurants
lack the necessary experience. This course will
help you understand the crucial elements of
launching or managing a restaurant, including:
business organization, funding, location, market
analysis, lease v. buy, facility layout,
professional resources, licensing, human
resources, technology, purchasing, advertising,
insurance, record-keeping, and expansion.
Franchising is a multi-trillion dollar market
worldwide and 1/3 of the US retail market.
"Franchising" is a very specific term referring
to a business that licenses its brand, operating
model, and provides support to franchisees who
pay a number of fees and then invest their own
capital to build the corporate brand. Students
will gain the insight and practical knowledge
necessary to operate as a successful franchiser
or franchisee.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENT-419

Delivering Value (Entrepreneurship IV,
E-Clinic)

UG

3.00

ENT-280 - OR - ENT-309, AND ENT-300 OR - ENT-319
- OR - ENT-329 and Senior Standing

ENT-420

Launching a New Venture

UG

3.00

ENT-309, ENT-319, and either ENT-326 or
ENT-329;
Senior Standing required

ENT-510

Entrepreneurship Independent Study

UG

1.00

3.00
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Before you launch your venture, our capstone
course gives you an opportunity to assess and
consult with other startups through the eyes of
their founders. This course is held in an
experiential setting to help entrepreneurial
majors develop and practice their business skills
working with real startups and small business
under pro bono consulting arrangements. This
course is a transition from student to
professional under the supervision of a faculty
member who serves as a coach and advisor.
Students
will learn to interview client organizations,
assess the current business, negotiate a
statement
of work, and develop a project management plan
that leads to the consultant-client negotiated
deliverable(s). Depending on the client
organization, this course will most likely include
visiting the client location.
Are you looking for the nuts and bolts of
launching a new venture? If so, this course will
allow you to earn credits working with our Center
for Entrepreneurship. Students will draft a
launch plan, with specific executables, necessary
to launch a new venture. Students will use
knowledge from major core courses to determine
business organization, capitalization, hiring
employees, building the team, establishing
benefits, selecting facilities, etc.
Are you looking for an ENT major elective to help
you continue with research associated with your
opportunity of venture? This independent study is
available to students who are looking to expand
on their classroom experience by doing
additional
research related to their prospective opportunity
or venture. Students must draft the statement of
work related to the independent study, with a
primary focus on solving a problem or problems
through extensive research, as well as have an
ENT faculty member supervise the student
during
the study. The statement of work must provide
evidence sufficient to support the number of
credits being requested. Once the statement of
work is completed, the student must attach the
statement of work to the Independent Study
request form and obtain the required approvals
before the course will be opened. Maximum of 3
credits allowed.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENT-520

Launching the New Venture

UG

3.00

ENT 326 and Senior Standing
This course may be used as an ENT major
elective o
instead of ENT 419.

ENT-521

Entrepreneurship Internship

UG

3.00

Junior standing and instructor approval

ENT-H101

Business Foundations

UG

3.00

SBS-H100 to be taken concurrently or
previously. S
students only. Must have less than 30
credits.
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Are you looking for guidance to launch your
venture? If so, this course will allow you to
earn credits through an independent study
working
with faculty and alumni through our Center for
Entrepreneurial Studies. Students must draft a
launch plan based on their business plan
prepared
in ENT 326, modified based on feedback
received
from faculty and judges during the ENT 326
presentations. Students must demonstrate
enough
evidence to support that the venture will be
launched, as well as completing all tasks
identified in the launch plan by the end of the
semester to receive credit for the course. An
ENT
faculty member must supervise the student
during
the launch. The launch plan must provide
evidence
sufficient to support the number of credits being
requested. Once the launch plan is completed,
the
student must attach the plan to the Independent
Study request form and obtain the required
approvals before the course will be opened.
Maximum of 3 credits allowed.
This experiential class is recommended for
students who plan to innovate in an existing
firm or to join their family business.
Recommended for first or second semester
senior
year.
This course introduces students to foundational
concepts in business, including functional areas,
the life cycle, competition, stakeholders and
ethical considerations. Students develop critical
thinking by learning and using a problem solving
process through a business situation analysis
model to analyze various situations that confront
managers and founders of small, medium, and
large
organizations. Students will also develop tools
for analysis, allowing them to critically view
business in a new and thoughtful way. The class
culminates with student- teams presenting a
detailed analysis and recommendations to a
panel
of executives and persuading them that the
recommended strategy is not only feasible, but
also practical for the stakeholders involved.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ENT-H340

Crowdfunding the Venture

UG

3.00

ENT-H510

Entrepreneurship Independent Study-Honor

UG

1.00

FIN-200

Business Finance

UG

3.00

FIN-210

Personal Finance

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
ENT-101 and ENT-309, Junior standing or
higher, or
permission.

3.00

Senior Standing; Instructor Consent Required

ACCT-201, MATH-128 or higher, and
STATS-240 or STA
taken concurrently with FIN-200); Sophomore
standi
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As nascent entrepreneurs how can you start or
grow your business when you are
undercapitalized
while at the same time building brand
awareness?
One potential source of capital that allows for
additional value creation (i.e., building a
customer base and brand ambassadors) is
crowdfunding. This course will examine, factors
that lead to crowdfunding success during the
creation (e.g., the idea, the pitch, the
prototype, etc.) and maintenance (e.g., social
presence) of a crowdfunding campaign as well
as
the execution of any promised deliverable.
Focusing on an experiential process this course
will guide student teams though the creation and
execution of their own live crowdfunding
campaign.
Are you looking for an ENT major elective to help
you continue with research associated with your
opportunity of venture? This independent study is
available to students who are looking to expand
on their classroom experience by doing
additional
research related to their prospective opportunity
or venture. Students must draft the statement of
work related to the independent study, with a
primary focus on solving a problem or problems
through extensive research, as well as have an
ENT faculty member supervise the student
during
the study. The statement of work must provide
evidence sufficient to support the number of
credits being requested. Once the statement of
work is completed, the student must attach the
statement of work to the Independent Study
request form and obtain the required approvals
before the course will be opened. Maximum of 3
credits allowed.
This course is a study of the functions of
business finance and focuses on basic financial
principles such as time value of money, risk and
return tradeoffs, and asset valuation. Formally
FIN 310.
The course can be viewed as a "survival guide"
or
a "road map" to the universe of financial
instruments available as well as the basic tools
needed to make informed decisions. The course
is
intended to address the concerns of individuals
in
determining their financial needs and managing
their financial resources. Finance 210 is a free
elective
only and may not be counted towards the finance
major or minor.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FIN-311

Intermediate Finance

UG

3.00

FIN-200

FIN-313

General Insurance

UG

3.00

FIN 200 (formerly FIN 310); Junior standing

FIN-315

Principles of Investments

UG

3.00

FIN 200 and Junior standing

FIN-317

Real Estate Finance

UG

3.00

FIN 200

FIN-319

Money and Capital Markets

UG

3.00

EC 101; EC 102; Junior standing

FIN-401

Practical Financial Planning

UG

3.00

FIN 200 and Junior standing
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Intermediate Finance expands on basic financial
concepts and introduces more advanced topics.
Material emphasizes solutions to problems of
capital structure, investment and financing.
Other
major topics include distribution policy, working
capital management,
derivative corporate securities, and corporate
restructuring.
This course includes the theory, practice and
problems of risk bearing in business and
personal
pursuits including life, property and casualty
insurance and dealing with contract analysis and
investments as well as corporate risk
management.
This course covers the
investment of funds by individuals and
institutions. Focuses on analysis of investments
and security markets, and the mechanics of
trading
and investing. A variety of investment vehicles
are discussed, including stocks, bonds, futures,
and options.
This course focuses primarily on real estate
investment and many different approaches are
discussed. The course examines related areas of
law,
finance, insurance, taxation, appraisal and
brokerage.
This course covers characteristics, structure and
function of money and capital markets with a
focus
on the recent events relating to financial
markets
and their impact on the corporate financing
behavior and the interrelationship among the
various financial markets. Also, each type of
financial institution and its
internationalization
are discussed.
This course is designed to expose the student to
the wide range of financial planning tools and
techniques available today to the professional
financial planner as well as to the individual.
By
the end of the course the student should be able
to construct a sensible and workable financial
plan for a "client."

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FIN-408

Fixed Income Securities Analysis

UG

3.00

FIN-315

FIN-409

Securities Analysis

UG

3.00

FIN-315

FIN-410

Analysis of Financial Statements

UG

3.00

FIN-200; Junior standing

FIN-411

Futures and Options

UG

3.00

FIN 315; Junior standing;

FIN-413

Investment Analysis and Portfolio
Management

UG

3.00

FIN 315, Junior standing

FIN-415

Capital Budgeting

UG

3.00

FIN 311 or permission of instructor, Junior
standi
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This course introduces students to fixed income
securities and related capital markets. It covers
such topics as bond valuation, bond portfolio
management, Treasury securities and markets,
fixed income derivatives, mortgage- and
asset-backed securities, and convertible bonds.
As a part of their studies, students will be
trained in using Bloomberg terminal and will
receive Bloomberg certification upon completion
of this course.
This course is focused on the security analysis
of stocks with the goal of managing the Suffolk
University student-run portfolio. The material is
pertinent to the security analyst - particularly
the equity analyst who must issue a buy, hold or
sell recommendations on stocks. By the end of
the
course, the student should feel competent in
writing a thorough, credible equity research
report or investment analysis that meets the
highest standards of professionalism.
This course covers the analysis and
interpretation of financial statements. It is
designed to help investors and managers in their
assessment of a business entity. It also covers
comparative financial statements and trend and
ratio analysis.
This course is an in-depth analysis of
derivatives: futures, options, and swaps. The
course explains why these
securities exist, where and how they are traded,
how to employ them in managing risk, and how
to
accurately price them. It also covers the use of
these derivatives in the context hedging or
speculation.
This course is an advanced course in investment
analysis stressing efficient frontier and
diversification. Also studies portfolio
construction and management, and the tradeoff
of
risk versus return.
This course develops the practical techniques
and
decision rules in the evaluation and selection of
long-term investment projects. Teaching is
oriented towards discussion of readings and
case
studies. Readings should provide students with
understanding of capital budgeting techniques,
and case studies should allow them to apply the
techniques to real-world problems with the help
of the computer.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FIN-417

Multinational Financial Management

UG

3.00

FIN 200 and Junior standing

FIN-419

Problems of Managerial Finance

UG

3.00

FIN 311; Two FIN major required or elective
course
standing

FIN-422

Estate Planning

UG

3.00

FIN-423

Retirement Planning

UG

3.00

FIN 200

FIN-432

Risk Management and Financial
Institutions

UG

3.00

FIN-200
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This course covers the financing, investment and
working capital management process of
multinational corporations, considering such
variables as exchange risk, political risk,
accounting regulations and tax laws.
This course is an in-depth study of current
finance theory and methodology applicable to the
firm through case analyses, computer work and
recent publications. It is a capstone course
where students learn how to integrate financial
theories and principles to reach optimal
financial decisions in practice.
This course provides an introduction to estate
planning, including a discussion of wills,
intestacy, and tax consequences of estate
planning
techniques. The course will prepare students to
discuss the necessity, objectives and techniques
of estate planning with clients. It will
introduce
students to the consequences of intestacy and
the
uses of wills. Additionally, students will learn
the basic concepts of the federal estate, gift
and
income tax rules that apply to certain estate
plans and how to use them for the benefit of
clients.
This course examines financial planning for
retirement and presents a comprehensive
process
for doing such a planning. Among the main
topics
covered are setting financial objectives for
retirement, planning for adequate retirement
income, social security and other governmental
benefits, understanding qualified and nonqualified plans, pre- and post-retirement
investment planning, planning for long-term care,
and planning for incapacity.
The course introduces students to the
management
of international financial-services firms and
methods through which financial institutions
manage risk. The course focuses on concepts
and
basic tools for identifying, measuring, and
managing risks, such as interest rate risk,
credit risk, liquidity risk, market risk and
operational risk. The course also introduces key
regulations and important ethical issues in the
financial-services industry.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FIN-450

Mutual Funds

UG

3.00

FIN 200

FIN-475

Case Studies in Financial Planning

UG

3.00

FIN-200

FIN-510

Independent Study in Finance

UG

1.00

FIN-560

Finance Practicum

UG

0.00

6.00

instructor's (full time), chair's, dean's approval

Must obtain approval from FIN dept
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This course introduces students to the mutual
fund
industry and its evolution into the brokerage
business. The course focuses on developing this
foundation knowledge through classroom
discussions
and case analysis with guest experts in the
various aspects of mutual funds.
This course examines professional issues in
financial planning, including ethical
considerations, regulation and certification
requirements, written communication skills, and
professional responsibility. Students are
expected to utilize skills obtained in other
courses and work experiences in the completion
of
a comprehensive personal finance case, other
mini-case studies, and calculation templates.
Independent study allows students to expand
their
classroom experience by completing research in
an
area of interest not already covered by Suffolk
courses. The student designs a unique project
and
finds a full-time faculty member with expertise
in
that topic who agrees to sponsor it and provide
feedback as the proposal is refined. A well
designed and executed research project
broadens
and/or deepens learning in a major or minor area
of study and may also enhance a student's
marketability to potential future employers.
Students cannot register for an Independent
Study
until a full proposal is approved by the faculty
sponsor, department chair, and academic dean.
Many
Independent study proposals require revisions
before approval is granted; even with revisions
independent study approval is NOT guaranteed.
Students are strongly encouraged to submit a
proposal in enough time to register for a
different course if the proposal is not accepted.
For complete instructions, see the SBS
Independent/Directed Study Agreement and
Proposal
form available online.
Required of all Finance majors.
Majors will have an approved 160 hours of
finance
experience. Experience may be acquired through
internship, part- or full-time employment or
cooperative education.
Zero Credit

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FIN-H200

Honors Business Finance

UG

3.00

FIN-H311

Honors Intermediate Finance

UG

3.00

FIN-H315

Honors Principles of Investments

UG

3.00

FIN 200 and Junior standing; Restricted to
SBS
Honors, or GPA 3.2 or higher.

FIN-H419

Honors Problems of Managerial Finance

UG

3.00

FIN 311; Two FIN major required or elective
course
standing; SBS Honors or 3.2 GPA or higher

FIN-H435

Honors The Global Financial Crisis:
Causes, Economics, and Solutions

UG

3.00

FIN 200 and Junior standing; SBS Honors or
3.2
GPA or higher

ACCT-201, MATH-128 or higher, STATS-240
or STATS-2
taken concurrently); Sophomore standing;
SBS Honor
3.2 GPA or higher
FIN 200; Restricted to SBS Honors, or GPA
3.2 or h
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This course is a study of the functions of
business finance and focuses on basic financial
principles such as time value of money, risk and
return tradeoffs, and asset valuation. Formally
FIN 310.
Intermediate Finance expands on basic financial
concepts and introduces more advanced topics.
Material emphasizes solutions to problems of
capital structure, investment and financing.
Other
major topics include distribution policy, working
capital management,
derivative corporate securities, and corporate
restructuring.
This course covers the
investment of funds by individuals and
institutions. Focuses on analysis of investments
and security markets, and the mechanics of
trading
and investing. A variety of investment vehicles
are discussed, including stocks, bonds, futures,
and options.
This course is an in-depth study of current
finance theory and methodology applicable to the
firm through case analyses, computer work and
recent publications. It is a capstone course
where students learn how to integrate financial
theories and principles to reach optimal
financial decisions in practice.
This course analyzes the origins and
consequences
of the current financial situation from a variety
of different economic and political perspectives.
It offers students the opportunity to explore the
chain of events that preceded the global
financial
crisis, monitor markets on a real-time basis
(using Bloomberg) and provides a forum to
discuss
solutions and independently generate ideas.
Among
the main topics covered are asset pricing,
derivative securities, financial engineering,
risk
management and the role of financial
institutions,
central banks and government agencies in global
markets.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FIN-H445

Honors Quantitative Analysis and Trading
of Financial Instruments

UG

FPP-200

Business Finance

UG

MATH 128 or higher; ACCT 201; STATS 240
or 250 (ca
concurrently with FPP 200)

FPP-313

General Insurance

UG

FIN 200(formerly FIN 310) or FPP
200(formerly FPP

FPP-315

Principles of Investment

UG

FIN 200(formerly FIN 310) or FPP
200(formerly FPP

FPP-320

Taxation

UG

ACCT 202; take either FIN 200(formerly FIN
310) or
200(formerly FPP 310);

3.00

FIN-315 and Junior standing; Restricted to
SBS Hon
3.2 or higher.
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The course will augment and extend students'
finance skills, tools and concepts learned in
core finance and investment courses and blend
the
theory with real world application. The course
utilizes the Chartered Financial Analyst
Institute Investment Series textbook to
facilitate the mastery of quantitative methods,
data analytics and their application in today's
investment process for stocks, bonds, futures
and
options. In addition to review of time value of
money, discounted cash flow and
statistical/probability analysis, the course will
cover advanced concepts such as correlation
and
regression and their real world application in
finance and investments. An important part of the
course will be the ability to distinguish useful
information from the overwhelming quantity of
available data. Additional topics will include
valuation methods/models, quantitative
investment
strategies, technical analysis, trading
strategies & execution of transactions,
quantitative/algorithmic & high frequency
trading. Material will be reinforced with
hands-on application of utilizing real time
trading and market data platforms. Microsoft
Excel, applications utilized in the financial
industry, statistical/mathematical and
programming platforms will be used extensively
throughout the course. Guest speakers will be
scheduled to speak about certain topics and their
experiences.
This course is a study of the functions of
business finance and focuses on basis financial
principles such as time value of money, risk and
return tradeoffs, and asset valuation.
This course includes the theory, practice and
problems of risk-bearing in
business and personal pursuit including life,
property and casualty insurance and dealing with
contract analysis and investments as well as
corporate risk management.
This course covers the investment of funds by
individuals and institutions. Focuses on analysis
of investments and security markets, and the
mechanics of trading and investing. A variety of
investment vehicles are discussed including
stocks, bonds,futures and options.
A study of basic federal taxation as it applies
to individuals, partnerships and corporations.
Expertise in the preparation of tax returns is
developed.
Prerequisite: ACCT 202 MATH 134 OR MATH
161 OR
MATH 165.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

FPP-401

Practical Financial Planning

UG

FIN 200(formerly FIN 310) or FPP
200(formerly FPP

FPP-422

Estate Planning

UG

FIN 200(formerly FIN 310) or FPP
200(formerly FPP

FPP-423

Retirement Planning

UG

FIN 200(formerly FIN 310) or FPP
200(formerly FPP

FPP-475

Case Studies in Financial Planning

UG

3.00

FPP 200(formerly FPP 310);
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This course is designed to expose the student to
the wide range of financial planning tools and
techniques available today to the professional
financial planner as well as to the individual.
By
the end of the course the student should be able
to construct a sensible and workable financial
plan for a client.
This course provides an introduction to estate
planning, including a discussion of wills,
intestacy, and tax consequences of estate
planning
techniques. The course will prepare students to
discuss the necessity, objectives, and techniques
of estate planning with clients. It will
introduce
students to the consequences of intestacy and
the
uses of wills. Additionally, students will learn
the basic concepts of the federal estate, gift,
and income tax rules that apply to certain estate
plans and how to use them for the benefit of
clients.
This course examines financial planning for
retirement and presents a comprehensive
process
for doing such a planning. Among the main
topics
covered are setting financial objectives for
retirement, planning for adequate retirement
income, social security and other governmental
benefits, understanding qualified and nonqualified plans, pre- and post-retirement
investment planning, planning for long-term care,
and
planning for incapacity.
This course examines professional issues in
financial planning, including ethical
considerations, regulation and certification
requirements, written communication skills, and
professional responsibility. Students are
expected to utilize skills obtained in other
courses and work experiences in the completion
of
a comprehensive personal finance case, other
mini-case studies, and calculation templates.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ISOM-130

Data Science and Analytics

UG

3.00

ISOM-201

Data and Decisions Analysis

UG

3.00

MATH-128 or higher and STATS-240 or
STATS 250.

ISOM-210

Management Information Systems

UG

3.00

WRI-101 and ENT-101 and at least 24
completed cred

ISOM-212

Web Design

UG

3.00
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Provides students with a comprehensive
introduction to the core concepts, applications
and tools of data acquisition, preparation,
querying, analytics, and data management.
Students gain hands-on experience using real
data
to perform these functions. Topics include: data
life cycle, big data, analytics, data collection,
preparation, organization and storage,
aggregation and summary, and
presentation/visualization. Students use tools
such as MS Excel, MS Access, SQL, and SAS
Visual
Analytics.
Introduces fundamental quantitative methods of
using data to make informed management
decisions.
Topics include: decision modeling, decision
analysis, regression, forecasting, optimization,
and simulation, as it applies to the study and
analysis of business problems for decision
support in finance, marketing, service, and
manufacturing operations. Practical business
cases and examples drawn from finance,
marketing,
operations management, and other management
areas
are used to provide students with a perspective
on how management science is used in practice.
Excel spreadsheets are used extensively to
implement decision models.
Examines the rise of information-enabled
enterprises and the role of information
technologies/information systems (IT/IS) and
e-commerce as key enablers of businesses and
social changes globally. Topics include: the
effective application of IT/IS to support
strategic planning, managerial control,
operations and business process integration in
the digital economy, IT/IS related issues of
ethics, and piracy and security in the
information society.
Introduces the concepts, vocabulary, and
procedures associated with website and mobile
application design. Includes modules on website
evaluation, information architecture, customer
and task analysis, usability testing, typography,
color composition, screen layout, and navigation
design, and digital content editing. Also covers
important web design themes such as
accessibility, globalization, personalization and
trust. Students gain hands-on design experience
using an assortment of readily available
development tools such as Wix, Yapp, and
Microsoft's Expression Web software.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ISOM-215

Mobile App Development

UG

3.00

ISOM-230

Big Data, Business Intelligence and
Analytics

UG

3.00

STATS-240 or STATS-250 or Instructor
Permission

ISOM-231

Automatic for the People: Turn Data Into
Insight/W R~python

UG

3.00

STATS-240 or STATS-250
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Provides a comprehensive introduction to mobile
app technology and design concepts. This is an
introductory course and assumes no prior
programming experience. Students learn how to
design, build, and optimize cross-platform mobile
app using HTML5 standards. Students will also
learn how to convert HTML5 apps into native
apps
for various mobile platforms. Students use
CSS3,
JavaScript and several JavaScript frameworks
and
techniques such as jQuery, jQuery Mobile, and
AJAX. In addition, students will use Web
services, such as Google Maps, and Web
Application Programming Interfaces (Web APIs)
to
integrate content into their apps.
Provides an understanding of the business
potential of big data; how to build and maintain
data warehouses, and how to analyze and use
this
data as a source for business intelligence and
competitive advantage. Students study data
mining concepts and the use of analytics tools
and methods for producing business knowledge.
Topics include: extraction, transformation and
loading; decision support systems; analytics ,
text, web and data mining models as well as data
presentation/visualization including dashboards,
cockpits and scorecards. Students build a data
warehouse and practice the extraction and
filtering process used to produce high quality
data warehouses. Students will use tools such
as
MS Excel, MicroStrategy (Salesforce), SQL and
SAP
Business Warehouse.
Introduces a detailed overview of statistical
learning for data mining, inference, and
prediction in order to tackle modern-day data
analysis problems. This course is appropriate
for students who wish to learn and apply
statistical learning tools to analyze data and
gain valuable hands-on experience with R.
Statistical learning refers to a vast set of
tools for modeling and understanding complex
datasets. Exciting topics include: Regression,
Logistic Regression, Linear Discriminant
Analysis, Cross-Validation, Bootstrap,
Linear/Non-Linear Model Selection and
Regularization, Support Vector Methodology, and
Unsupervised Learning via Principal
Components
Analysis and Clustering Methods. Students learn
how to implement each of the statistical learning
methods using the popular statistical software
package R via hands-on lab sessions.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

ISOM-240

Data Privacy and Compliance

UG

3.00

ISOM-244

Web Application Development

UG

3.00

ISOM-313

Systems Analysis & Design

UG

3.00

ISOM-314

Object Oriented Programming

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ISOM-210(formerly ISOM-310)
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Students will analyze and evaluate privacy risks
facing individual and organizational data and
then design and evaluate solutions to protect the
data. The course starts by introducing students
to basic data privacy principles and the
deteriorating state of privacy with frequent data
breaches and identity theft explosion. The course
then explores the disruption to privacy caused by
emerging technologies like mobile, cloud, big
data and social media and the consequences.
Different privacy solutions including privacy
enhancing technologies like Tors, Onions and
encryption will be introduced. Various US Data
privacy laws like HIPAA are explored and then
compared to the European general data privacy
regulation (GDPR) regime. The course ends by
introducing different data privacy best practices
and the "Privacy by Design" paradigm.
Equips students with the principles, methodology
and skills required to define, develop and deploy
a fully functional dynamic web application.
Students learn to customize the content,
appearance, and delivery of their website using
industry-standard web development tools. Class
discussion will focus on web development issues
for organizations as well as the role played by
development tools such as HTML5, CSS3, and
PHP
scripting. Each class will include hands-on lab
work. A term project is used to wrap the course
content together.
Covers the concepts, techniques and tools used
in
the analysis and design of business information
systems. Topics include: the system
development
cycle, modeling, prototyping and project
management. Additionally, the course focuses
upon using Object Oriented analysis and design
techniques including the UML. Emphasizes the
analysis of business operations as well as the
interaction between information systems
professionals and end-users. A term project
applying these concepts and techniques is
required.
Develops problem solving and basic
programming
skills through a variety of business application
assignments. Introduces fundamental control and
data structures using the Java programming
language. Students learn about the concepts of
object-oriented / event-driven programming
principles. The course builds skills in the areas
of programming logic, Class and Object
concepts,
and system development. Testing and debugging
techniques and the writing of well-structured
code are emphasized.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ISOM-319

Operations Management

UG

3.00

ENT-101(formerly SBS 101) and ISOM-201
and at leas

ISOM-323

Database Management

UG

3.00

ISOM-210 (formerly ISOM-310);
This course was formerly ISOM-423

ISOM-330

Applied Predictive Analytics

UG

3.00

ISOM-130, ISOM-230, and STATS-240 or
STATS-250 or
Permission
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Introduces concepts and tools for managing
operations in service/ manufacturing
organizations where inputs such as raw material,
labor, or other resources into finished services
and/or goods. Strategic and tactical issues of
operations management (OM), including:
operations
strategy, product and process design, capacity
planning, quality management, inventory
management, queueing theory and work force
management are addressed. Quantitative
models,
analytical tools and case studies are used to
analyze operational problems that business
managers face in both local and
global settings.
Provides an understanding of the role of
information and databases in information
systems
and their role as an organizational resource.
Students learn to design databases using
normalization and entity-relationship diagrams,
develop data models and to build applications
with database management systems such as MS
Access and SQL. Techniques are examined and
applied to realistic business problems through
hands-on exercises and projects.
When companies make decisions, they do so
with
the future in mind and essentially are predicting
that their decisions will achieve desired
results. Predictive analytics allow people to
ask and answer questions that can predict
demand
and/or outcomes and obtain results that lead to
reasoned action. This course develops students'
capability in applying the core concepts and
techniques of predictive analytics for
opportunity identification and risk assessment
within the context of organizational
decision-making. Students will use data-driven
approaches to develop predictive analytical
models. Students will create and use data
models
and techniques, apply trendlines to fit models to
data, perform what-if analysis, construct data
tables, evaluate scenarios, apply forecasting
techniques, simulation and risk analysis.
Students will learn to use various presentation
and visualization tools to communicate results.
Topics include: predictive analytics life cycle,
opportunity/issue identification, data
preparation, modeling, analysis, forecasting,
simulation, risk assessment, and
operationalization of predictive analytics.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

ISOM-331

Global Electronic Commerce

UG

3.00

ISOM-210(formerly ISOM-310)

ISOM-340

Global Cyber Security Principles

UG

3.00

ISOM-210(formerly ISOM-310) and at least
54 credit

ISOM-341

Project Management

UG

3.00

ISOM-423

Database Management

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

ISOM-210(formerly ISOM-310)
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Examines the role of e-commerce and ebusiness in
the global business environment. Considers
user,
technological, strategic, economic, social, and
cultural factors in the development and
deployment of effective websites and mobile
applications. Students discuss readings and
cases to examine current e-commerce situations,
opportunities, and challenges. Students develop
websites to simulate collaboration and
competition among online businesses.
Introduces the basics of information security &
privacy including the legal and ethical issues.
Common types of computer attacks and
counter-attacks are addressed. Security
technologies such as biometrics, firewalls,
intrusion detection systems and cryptography
systems will be analyzed and several lab
exercises on the same are used to connect
theory
to practice. Best practices for planning and
auditing security and privacy will also be
covered.
Provides a comprehensive introduction to project
management. Projects provide businesses a
time-delimited tool for improving, expanding, and
innovating - the primary means for converting
strategy into action. Project management
success
differentiates top performing firms. The course
will focus on discussion and analysis of business
situations that convey core project management
skills. In particular, this course focuses on
the challenge of managing projects in today's
complex, high-pressure work environments. This
course can be credited toward PMI Project
Management Professional (PMP)(R)certification.
PMP(R) and (PMBOK(R)Guide) are registered
marks
of the Project Management Institute, Inc.
Provides an understanding of the role of
information and databases in information
systems
and their role as an organizational resource.
Students learn to design databases using
normalization and entity-relationship diagrams,
develop data models and to build applications
with database management systems such as MS
Access and SQL. Techniques are examined and
applied to realistic business problems through
hands-on exercises and projects.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ISOM-424

IS Strategy, Management and Acquisition

UG

3.00

ISOM-313, ISOM-314, and ISOM-423 and at
least 84 c

ISOM-440

ERP System & Process Reengineering

UG

3.00

ISOM-210(formerly ISOM-310) and at least
54 credit
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Explores the issues and approaches in managing
the information systems function in organizations
and how the IS function
integrates/supports/enables various types of
organizational capabilities. It takes a
management perspective in exploring the
acquisition, development, and implementation of
plans and policies to achieve efficient and
effective information systems. The course
addresses issues relating to defining the high
level IS infrastructure and the systems that
support the operational, administrative, and
strategic needs of the organization. The
remainder of the course is focused on developing
an intellectual framework that will allow leaders
of organizations to critically assess existing IS
infrastructures and emerging technologies as
well
as how these enabling technologies might affect
organizational strategy. The ideas developed
and
cultivated in this course are intended to provide
an enduring perspective that can help leaders
make sense of an increasingly globalized and
technology intensive business environment.
Provides a conceptual, as well as, a mechanical
understanding of enterprise integration and
enterprise software, business process
reengineering and strategies for maximizing
benefits from enterprise systems. Students lean
to examine complex issues in organizational
changes including implementation challenge;
risks, costs, and benefits; learning and
knowledge management. Hands-on lab projects
on
the ERP System (provided by SAP) are utilized
to
reinforce understanding of important enterprise
systems and business process concepts. This
course is part of the SAP Student Recognition
Certificate Program.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ISOM-510

Independent Study in IS & OM

UG

1.00

3.00

ISOM-210(formerly ISOM-310) or ISOM-201
and Instru

ISOM-520

Information Systems Internship

UG

0.00

3.00

ISOM-210(formerly ISOM-310), 1 required
ISOM major
least a 3.0 GPA, and Instructor Permission
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Independent study allows students to expand
their
classroom experience by completing research in
an
area of interest not already covered by Suffolk
courses. The student designs a unique project
and
finds a full-time faculty member with expertise
in that topic who agrees to sponsor it and
provide feedback as the proposal is refined. A
well designed and executed research project
broadens and/or deepens learning in a major or
minor area of study and may also enhance a
student's marketability to potential future
employers. Students cannot register for an
Independent Study until a full proposal is
approved by the faculty sponsor, department
chair, and academic dean. Many Independent
study
proposals require revisions before approval is
granted; even with revisions independent study
approval is NOT guaranteed. Students are
strongly
encouraged to submit a proposal in enough time
to
register for a different course if the proposal
is not accepted. For complete instructions, see
the SBS Independent/Directed Study Agreement
and
Proposal form available online.
An internship may be used to satisfy the IS major
practical experience requirement of a minimum
of
150 hours of information systems/information
technology experience. Most internships will
exceed 150 hours and may be paid or unpaid.
Prior approval of your position by the IS
Practical Experience Coordinator is required.
This is accomplished by completing the IS
Practicum Approval Form with an internship
description. The internship description includes
the job description, the number of hours of work,
the number of credits, grading criteria and any
other requirements. Students should enroll in
ISOM 520 prior to starting their internship.
This is a graded course and cannot be used as a
major elective. Students may decide to register
for this free elective course as pass fail (see
http://www.suffolk.edu/business/departments/117
04.
php).
Prerequisites: Practical Experience Coordinator's
Approval Required and Junior Standing,
minimum
ISOM GPA of 3.0, and minimum overall GPA of
2.5.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ISOM-560

Information Systems Practicum

UG

0.00

ISOM-210 (formerly ISOM-310), 1 required
ISOM majo
least 54 credits, and Instructor Permission

ISOM-H130

Honors Data Science and Analytics

UG

3.00

3.3 GPA or higher

ISOM-H201

Honors Data & Decisions Analysis

UG

3.00

MATH-128 or higher and STATS-240 or
STATS-250 and
GPA

ISOM-H210

Honors Management Info System

UG

3.00

WRI-101 or WRI-103 and ENT-101 and at
least a 3.3
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All Information Systems majors are required to
complete 150 hours of information
systems/information technology experience. The
150 hours of work experience may be obtained in
one or more positions as an intern, part- or
full-time employee or volunteer. Prior approval
of your position by the IS Practical Experience
Coordinator is required. This is accomplished by
completing the IS Practicum Approval Form.
Students should enroll in ISOM 560 no earlier
than the semester when they expect to complete
the 150 hours. Student should log their work
tasks and accomplishments. Prerequisites:
Practical Experience Coordinator's Approval
Required
Provides students with a comprehensive
introduction to the core concepts, applications
and tools of data acquisition, preparation,
querying, analytics, and data management.
Students gain hands-on experience using real
data
to perform these functions. Topics include: data
life cycle, big data, analytics, data collection,
preparation, organization and storage,
aggregation and summary, and
presentation/visualization. Students use tools
such as MS Excel, MS Access, SQL, and SAS
Visual
Analytics.
Introduces fundamental quantitative methods of
using data to make informed management
decisions.
Topics include: decision modeling, decision
analysis, regression, forecasting, optimization,
and simulation, as it applies to the study and
analysis of business problems for decision
support in finance, marketing, service, and
manufacturing operations. Practical business
cases and examples drawn from finance,
marketing,
operations management, and other management
areas
are used to provide students with a perspective
on how management science is used in practice.
Excel spreadsheets are used extensively to
implement decision models.
Examines the rise of information-enabled
enterprises and the role of information
technologies/information systems (IT/IS) and
e-commerce as key enablers of businesses and
social changes globally. Topics include: the
effective application of IT/IS to support
strategic planning, managerial control,
operations and business process integration in
the digital economy, IT/IS related issues of
ethics, and piracy and security in the
information society.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ISOM-H319

Honors Operations Management

UG

3.00

ENT-101(formerly SBS-101), ISOM-201, at
least a 3.
least 54 credits

MGT-200

Leadership and Social Responsibility

UG

1.00

Sophomore Status

MGT-217

Organizational Behavior

UG

3.00

At least 30 credit hours and WRI-102 or WRIH103

MGT-301

Leading Change

UG

3.00

MGT 217 (formerly MGT 317)
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Introduces concepts and tools for managing
operations in service/ manufacturing
organizations where inputs such as raw material,
labor, or other resources into finished services
and/or goods. Strategic and tactical issues of
operations management (OM), including:
operations
strategy, product and process design, capacity
planning, quality management, inventory
management, queueing theory and work force
management are addressed. Quantitative
models,
analytical tools and case studies are used to
analyze operational problems that business
managers face in both local and global settings.
This course focuses on management challenges
faced
by leaders of not-for-profit organizations.
Through a hands-on team project students will
create innovative solutions to a specific
organizational opportunity/issue and present
these
to a panel of external judges. Students will also
create sustainability plans so their ideas have
life after the course ends. Due to the
experiential nature of this course, it will be
taught in an intensive format.
This course explores the application of
sociological, psychological and anthropological
concepts in domestic and international business
settings. Attention is given to the study of
human behavior in organizational settings, the
organization itself, human interaction, and small
group process.
Change is constant in all industries and work
settings. Accordingly there is constant demand
for people who can understand the need for
change,
make complex, strategic and realistic change
plans, and lead others through a successful
implementation of a planned change. This lively
case-based course will focus on managerial and
leadership skill-building in the areas
of change management through the careful and
thorough analysis of change-focused case
studies.
Students will be expected to conduct both
individual and group-based analyses of complex
business cases; including the preparation of
written case analyses, active participation in
case discussions, and delivery of case analyses
through oral presentation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MGT-302

Developing Innovation Skills

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1739

This highly interactive and experiential course
will help you to develop your creative skills for
business and life success. Corporate leaders
consider creativity [1] to be an essential skill.
However, according to a recent Conference
Board
study [2], college graduates lack the creativity
and innovation skills needed to succeed in the
workplace. The Council on Competitiveness
warns
that "companies that do not embrace innovation
(and creativity) as a core business value will
fall to global competition.[3]" We will discuss
"meaning of life" issues that will serve to
clarify your thinking and help you align your
values and belief-systems with what you do on a
daily basis at work and throughout your life. A
substantial body of evidence indicates that
people
tend to be more creative when working on
projects
that interest them, and most creative when
passionately immersed in their endeavors. We
will
focus on enhancing creativity in the workplace to
achieve defined organizational needs, to add
economic value to the organization, and to create
social value as well. We will also focus on
helping you to understand and apply a wide array
of creative processes and tools to develop your
creative competencies and skills. We will use
breakout groups, role plays, experiential
exercises, and discussions to facilitate your
learning. This course is an invitation to you to
explore and define what you want to create in
your
life.
[1] The Conference Board defines
creativity/innovation as the ability to "
demonstrate originality, inventiveness in work,
communicate new ideas to others, and integrate
knowledge across disciplines."
[2] Are They Ready To Work: Employers'
Perspectives on the Basic Knowledge and
Applied
Skills of New Entrants to the 21st Century
Workforce. 2006.
[3] Innovate America: Thriving in a World of
Challenge and Change. July, 2004. National
Innovation Initiative, Council on Competitiveness.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MGT-310

Managing a Learning Organization

UG

3.00

Take MGT-217 SBS-220 or MKT-221; Junior
status or

MGT-313

Global Human Resource Management

UG

3.00

ENT 101 (formerly SBS 101); Junior standing

MGT-322

Managing Across Differences

UG

3.00

MGT 217 (formerly MGT 317) or Instructor's
consent
Junior standing
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This course is built around the four primary
processes of management: planning, organizing,
leading and controlling with a special topics
theme identified at the start of the semester. A
classroom-as-organization design is utilized,
which creates an intensive and fully experiential
course. Through coordinating, communicating
and
collaborating, students gain information and
insights about themselves and others and in the
process become more effective managers and
team
members.
This course includes a study of the modern
human
resources department in industry with special
emphasis on the techniques and methods of
management, utilization of people, and
contemporary human resource issues and
problems.
Throughout your career, you will be working and
competing in a diverse, global environment. Even
if you never take an international assignment,
you will need to collaborate with others who
differ from you in significant and sometimes
challenging ways: culture, national origin,
race/ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation,
religion, and social class. In this class we will
learn about common dynamics that occur in
diverse
groups; explore the power of inclusion and the
challenges to leveraging it; discuss relevant
current events; research how issues and
strategies related to inclusion vary across
national cultures; and analyze the
diversity/inclusion initiatives of local
companies.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MGT-333

Bldg. a Positive Organization

UG

3.00

MGT 217 (formerly MGT 317)

MGT-334

Introduction to Business Analysis

UG

3.00

MGT 217 (formerly MGT 317)

MGT-335

Managing Across Cultures

UG

3.00

MGT 217 (formerly MGT 317)
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From store or restaurant managers to regional
directors to executives of large corporations,
you as a leader must learn how to create a
positive work environment for your employees so
that they can flourish, become resilient in the
face of adversity, and achieve extraordinary
performance. In this course, you will learn
concepts fundamental to building a positive
culture, such as social learning, reciprocity,
supportive communication, and forgiveness,
gratitude and compassion. These concepts will
then be applied to a variety of management
issues, such as building core values and mission
statements, designing a standardized hiring
process, creating a sustainable training and
staff development program, developing
onboarding
experiences, enhancing organizational
communication, conducting performance
evaluations
and critical conversations, and managing
organizational change.
This course introduces students to the core
functions and skills required to be a Business
Analyst, an agent of change using a systematic
approach to add value within an organization.
Students will learn how to understand business
needs and perspectives in order to develop
effective and focused solutions to problems
across the Business Solutions Life Cycle, from
strategy through to operational results. Using
case studies and exercises, this course provides
an overview of business analysis, introduces key
skills such as project definition, the role of
assumptions, critical analytical skills,
interpretation of information, communication and
implementation.
To what extent are our identities. ways of
thinking, and behaving the products of our
cultural environments? How do conceptions of
motivation, leadership, decision making,
negotiation, and ethics differ across cultures?
How do expatriates settle abroad, and how do
they
re-enter the American life they are once so
familiar? The purpose of this course is to
examine the international context of
management,
specifically, the cross-cultural environment and
how it shapes managers' and work organization
members' experiences, roles and responsibilities.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MGT-360

Leadership 360 Practicum

UG

3.00

MGT 217 (formerly MGT 317); does not count
toward
Major, nor the minor for BSBA students

MGT-385

Managing Difficult People at Work

UG

3.00

MGT-217 or PSYCH.114. Junior standing or
above

MGT-401

Negotiations

UG

3.00

MGT 217 (formerly MGT 317); Junior
standing
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Leadership 360 Practicum provides a
fundamental
understanding of the principles of leadership and
the core competencies, traits and behaviors that
enable effective leadership. Students will learn
relevant leadership theories and gain awareness
of how today's organizations meet the challenges
and opportunities that leadership brings. Through
an individual leadership development project,
students will conduct an in-depth
self-examination of their leadership capacity and
will choose a leadership skill to develop
throughout the semester. Students will have the
opportunity to apply their developing leadership
skills in a team project that seeks solutions to
a specific leadership challenge, leading to a
project implementation plan. Student teams will
present their solutions in class; feedback to the
presenters will reinforce oral communication
skills. This course is a requirement for all BSBA
majors.
Most employees will encounter difficult
interpersonal situations at some point in their
careers. This course focuses on the high costs of
incivility to employee well-being and
productivity. Students will learn techniques to
improve their communication skills, and will be
assessed on their learning through exams,
reflection papers, and role-playing activities.
Topics such as abusive supervision, sexual
harassment, and abnormal psychology will also
be
covered. Students will gain insight into how to
cope with challenging interpersonal situations,
address problematic behaviors, and develop
more
positive relationships in the workplace.
This course is premised on the fact that whereas
a manager needs analytical skills to discover
optimal solutions to business problems, a broad
array of negotiation skills is needed to implement
these solutions. This experiential course is
designed to improve your skills in all phases of
negotiation: understanding prescriptive and
descriptive negotiation theory as it applies to
dyadic and multiparty negotiations, to
buyer-seller transactions and the resolution of
disputes, to the development of negotiation
strategy, and to the management of integrative
and
distributive aspects of the negotiation process.
The course is based on a series of simulated
negotiations in a variety of contexts including
one-on-one, multi-party, cross-cultural,
third-party and team negotiations. Please note
that given the experiential nature of the course,
attendance is mandatory and will be strictly
enforced beginning from the first class session.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MGT-419

Senior Capstone Project Course

UG

3.00

MGT-510

Independent Study

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
ENT 101 (formerly SBS 101); MKT 210; MGT
217 (form
ISOM 319; Management Majors and Minors
only with 9
credits

3.00
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This capstone course allows students to
integrate
and apply their acquired knowledge in pro bono
consulting projects under the supervision of a
faculty mentor, coach and advisor. Course skills
to be developed include project management,
business communication, and action-oriented
analysis. Students analyze real-world problems
using primary and secondary research methods,
identify feasible options for action, and make
professional written and oral presentations to
their client organization. An occasional Friday
class may be required.
Independent study allows students to expand
their
classroom experience by completing research in
an
area of interest not already covered by Suffolk
courses. The student designs a unique project
and
finds a full-time faculty member with expertise
in
that topic who agrees to sponsor it and provide
feedback as the proposal is refined. A well
designed and executed research project
broadens
and/or deepens learning in a major or minor area
of study and may also enhance a student's
marketability to potential future employers.
Students cannot register for an Independent
Study
until a full proposal is approved by the faculty
sponsor, department chair, and academic dean.
Many
Independent study proposals require revisions
before approval is granted; even with revisions
independent study approval is NOT guaranteed.
Students are strongly encouraged to submit a
proposal in enough time to register for a
different course if the proposal is not accepted.
For complete instructions, see the SBS
Independent/Directed Study Agreement and
Proposal
form available online.

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

TITLE

LEVEL

MGT-520

Management Internship

UG

3.00

MGT 217 (formerly MGT 317); Management
Major; Soph
or higher; Instructor consent required; Cannot
tak
concurrent with any other internship course.

MGT 520 is an internship course which offers
students the opportunity to apply knowledge and
skills acquired in management courses to a
valuable work experience outside the University.
Interns practice using management principles in
a
carefully selected real world work situation under
the direction of a faculty member, while
completing academic requirements intended to
integrate theory and practice. Students can also
use the internship to explore career interests.
Sometimes building a relationship with an
employer
during an internship can lead to a job offer
during school or after graduation.

MGT-560

Leadership Journey Experience

UG

0.00

Instructor consent required

MGT-H217

Honors in Organizational Behavior

UG

3.00

ENT 101 (formerly SBS 101); WRI 102
(formerly ENG
WRI-H103 with a grade of B or better and 45
or mor
at least a 3.3 GPA

Suffolk University Student Leadership and
Involvement Office oversees The Leadership
Journey Program. The program is designed to
develop student's leadership skills throughout
their collegiate career at Suffolk University.
Students are expected to experience all aspects
of the cornerstones as they begin the Journey.
After this exposure, students are encouraged to
focus on the leadership activities in which they
are more passionate. The Leadership Journey
focuses on providing students with experiences
in
leadership, campus involvement and service.
Students completing the Leadership Journey will
have complemented their leadership course
material with experiences in actual leadership
situations.Suffolk University Student Leadership
and Involvement Office oversees The Leadership
Journey Program. The program is designed to
develop student's leadership skills throughout
their collegiate career at Suffolk University.
Students are expected to experience all aspects
of the cornerstones as they begin the Journey.
After this exposure, students are encouraged to
focus on the leadership activities in which they
are more passionate. The Leadership Journey
focuses on providing students with experiences
in
leadership, campus involvement and service.
Students completing the Leadership Journey will
have complemented their leadership course
material with experiences in actual leadership
situations.
This course explores the application of
sociological, psychological and anthropological
concepts in domestic and international business
settings. Attention is given to the study of human
behavior in organizational settings, the
organization itself, human interaction, and small
group process.
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COURSE

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MGT-H520

Honors Management Internship

UG

3.00

MKT-210

Principles of Marketing

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SBS 200 (concurrently or previously). WRI
100, 100
H103. ENT-101 or ENT-H101.
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This course provides students an opportunity to
apply management concepts and skills to
problem
solving in an organizational workplace setting.
Students identify and organize their internship
position and particular project (depending on
area
of interest) with assistance from faculty, as
needed. Projects will vary in scope and content.
Students are expected to be "on the job" for
approximately 8 hours per week during the
course
of the semester.
As part of the core curriculum for the BSBA, this
course provides a comprehensive, innovative,
managerial, and practical introduction to
marketing. Students will learn and apply basic
concepts and practices of modern marketing as
used
in a wide variety of settings. Technological
advances, rapid globalization, economic shifts
and
cultural and environmental developments are
causing profound changes in the marketplace.
As
the marketplace changes, so must the marketers
who
serve it. These new developments signify a
brand
new world of opportunities for forward thinking
marketers. In response to these new
developments,
the focus of this course is on four major themes
that go to the heart of modern marketing theory
and practice:
1. Building and managing profitable customer
relationships;
2. Building and managing strong brands;
3. Harnessing new marketing technologies in this
digital age; and
4. Marketing in a socially responsible way around
the globe.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-220

Business Research Methods

UG

3.00

Take MKT-210 or MKT-H210; and STATS240 or STATS-2

MKT-313

Professional Selling

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210

MKT-314

Professional Services Selling

UG

3.00

Take MKT-210 or MKT-H210

MKT-315

Integrated Marketing Communication

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210
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Business Research Methods is a general
introduction to both quantitative and qualitative
business research methods. Topics covered
include
the purpose of research, defining research and
research problems, defining an hypothesis,
problem solving and knowledge discovery,
methods
of quantitative and qualitative research,
conducting literature reviews, designing
appropriate methodologies, evaluating outcomes,
analysis and communicating the results.
Students
will use Excel and SPSS to support research
analysis, implementing what was learned in
statistics and going beyond as they learn new
data analysis techniques. Students will discuss
and present research ideas and processes orally
both informally and formally.
Students in professional selling learn many of
the
skills needed to prosper in a sales position.
Particularly, the stages of the professional
selling process are examined, as well as the role
of sales in today's marketing environment.
Emphasis is placed on adaptive selling
techniques
and developing effective interpersonal
communication skills. A detailed examination of
sales careers is provided.
In professional services industries such as
management consulting, financial services, and
healthcare, professional selling plays a key role
in relationship-building and consultative
problem-solving. Using experiential learning
through role-plays, case study analysis, and
other interactive methods, students gain
knowledge and skills about the selling process
(and related elements) in the context of service
dominant business and non-profit organizations.
Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC) is a
cross-functional process for managing customer
relationships that drive brand value. This course
examines the strategic foundations of IMC, the
factors and processes necessary for creating,
sending, and receiving successful brand
messages.
Furthermore, the social, ethical and legal issues
as well as measurement and evaluation of
marketing
communication will be examined.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-317

Consumer Behavior

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210

MKT-322

Marketing Analytics

UG

3.00

MKT 210; and either MKT 220 or MKT H221
(or MKT 31
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In this course we focus on people as consumers
of
products, services, and experiences. We do so
by
drawing upon theories of consumption in fields
as
diverse as psychology, sociology, economics,
and
anthropology. Students engage in projects that
link theory to insights on consumer buying, using,
and disposing behavior and the application of
these insights in marketing programs. In the
process they become more critical consumers.
The
classes are discussion based and active
participation from students is expected.
In this course, students will learn a digitally
driven approach to marketing analytics, an
exciting field undergoing explosive growth and
high demand. An emphasis will be placed on the
practical methods used to measure, manage and
analyze consumer information. Topics covered
will
include making sense of the digital media
landscape, demand forecasting and predictive
analytics, performance evaluation, and Google
Analytics. Upon graduation of this course,
students will have gained a set of skills and
certification that directly translates to modern
marketing practices.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MKT-333

Global Social Innovation

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

3.00

MKT-210 or MKT-H210

DESCRIPTION
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Recent work has begun to provide broad insight
into the role and nature of innovation targeted
at the 4 billion living in poverty in the global
marketplace, also referred to as the bottom of
the pyramid. These subsistence marketplaces
have
been described in terms of their size and
accessibility, with brand conscious, connected
customers willing to accept new technology.
What
is new here is a course that focuses on
developing new ideas to improve the welfare of
society, find new solutions of addressing old
issues or set existing technology and knowledge
into a new framework to deal with social
objectives.
Cases and a course project will be selected that
cover different contexts across the globe
covering advanced and developing economies,
and
covering markets that span the range of income
levels.
The course will address a number of issues, a
few
of which are listed as exemplars.
provide students with an understanding of the
relationship between societal welfare, marketing
strategies and innovation.
an understanding of marketing and business
practices that are sustainable and work in
harmony with, rather than in competition with
societal development.
an understanding of the leadership role
marketing
must play in creating sustainable innovation for
of the future.
An understanding of global issues of social
innovation relating to products, processes,
services, ideas, strategies.
An opportunity to demonstrate how each element
of
the marketing mix can be adapted to implement
global social innovation in the broader context
of a firm's corporate strategy.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-410

Digital Marketing Fundamentals

UG

3.00

Take MKT-210 or MKT-H210

MKT-419

Marketing Policies & Strategies

UG

3.00

Prerequisites - MKT 317, MKT 220 (or MKT
318 or MK
credits

MKT-420

Marketing for Entrepreneurs

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210

MKT-421

Global Marketing

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210
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Digital marketing has become essential for
businesses to reach, engage, and interact with
their target audiences and customers. This
course
teaches students about foundational elements of
digital marketing, from communication and
channels to pricing and digital offerings. Some
of the key topics covered in this course include:
performance metrics, paid and organic search,
email, social media, and mobile. Techniques and
tools for optimizing digital marketing spend
across various channels and products are also
covered in the course.
This course addresses the strategic analyses
and
frameworks in marketing to help firms increase
customer satisfaction and financial performance
by delivering a superior value proposition. Using
a variety of experiential approaches, students
apply a systematic process to solve marketing
problems in diverse settings and industries.
This course covers the critical role of marketing
for entrepreneurs and start-up companies as
they
attempt to define and carve out a market for a
new
company, product or service. We will examine
through both class discussion and case study
how
marketing must infiltrate the entire organization
beginning with the concept, the business plan
and
through the early stage development phase.
Moreover, we will discuss the creation of the new
venture marketing plan, the budgeting and
human
resource allocation process and its integration
into the business plan. We will also look at
tactics from guerrilla marketing through mass
media executions, the potential ROI for both and
their influence on the ultimate success of the
enterprise.
Topics examined in this course include the
variations in economic, social-cultural,
legal-political, and business environments among
different nations and how these variations affect
the marketing practices across national
boundaries. The goal is to provide students with
the necessary skills to compete successfully in
national and international markets. Particular
attention is given to the formulation of marketing
plans and programs and policies to integrate and
coordinate such activities on a global basis.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-422

Sales Management

UG

3.00

MKT-210

MKT-423

Global Retail Strategy

UG

3.00

MKT-210 or MKT-H210

MKT-424

Sports Partnership, Activation, and
Engagement

UG

3.00

Take MKT-210 or MKT-H210

MKT-426

Sports Marketing

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210

MKT-427

Supply Chain Management

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210
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This course addresses the role of the sales
manager in today's challenging business
environment. As such, the course includes an
understanding of direct sales, as well as all
facets of sales management such as recruitment,
compensation, and management of a sales
force.
The core of activity is lecture and case study.
Global Retail Strategy provides students with an
introduction to the field of retailing through
both brick-and-mortar and digital channels.
Topics include the structure, strategy,
development, and implementation of the global
retailing mix along with financial and managerial
considerations.
Sports Sponsorship provides an in-depth
analysis
of the economic and promotional relationship
between elite global/US sports and major
international brands. Sports sponsorship
spending is estimated in the billions in North
America alone, and is growing at a substantial
compound annual growth rate. Sports
Sponsorship
will examine in detail the marketing strategies,
goals and return on investment of sports
sponsorship, and examine growing trends such
as
jersey sponsorship, branded content and digital
initiatives.
The purpose of the course is to develop an
understanding of strategic marketing concepts
and
activities as they apply to the sports context.
Marketing concepts and activities are examined
as they relate to the marketing of sports and
marketing through sports. An emphasis is placed
on the international arena and issues relevant to
the sports industry.
The purpose of this course is to explain the
function and value of marketing channels and
define the major channel types. This course will
also explain the elementary legal aspects of
channel promotion, pricing, delivery and
integration systems as well as identify channel
strategies.
Prerequisite: MKT 210 or MKT H210 (Formerly
MKT
310) and Junior Standing. 1 term - 3 credits.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-428

The Business of Sports and the Media

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210

MKT-430

Sports Marketing Consulting

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or H210, MKT 220 or H220, and
junior stand
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The Business of Sports and the Media provides
an
in-depth analysis of the economic and
promotional
relationship between major sports (professional
and college) and the media. The two form a
nexus
which has produced phenomenal growth for both
industries. As with many industries, this nexus
is evolving in reaction to disruptive forces.
Additionally, the class will examine how this
nexus intersects, influences and amplifies major
American cultural issues such as race, gender
and
sexuality.
This course presents an in-depth and innovative
framework for implementing relationship
marketing
within the sport industry. This framework
includes
network-and market-oriented methods and tools
that
enable sport organizations to design and develop
products that provide targeted stakeholders with
greater functional and experiential value. Sport
organizations provide a wide variety of services
from leadership, governance, management,
development, entertainment and control to
educational materials and other retail products,
all of which benefit from relationship marketing
principles.
Because many sport organizations have adopted
a
relationship-marketing approach, they are
necessarily network-based, operating in a
system
formed by numerous stakeholders. Their goals
may
be economic, social or environmental with the
foundation of the system being the sport itself,
with various bodies involved in the development
of
the sport. Through a consulting project with a
sport organization, students will develop an
understanding of the dynamics of the
relationships
between the different stakeholders who make up
the
network of the sport industry. Specifically,
students will learn how sport organizations carry
out their strategic actions within a network of
stakeholders.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-435

Digital Marketing Challenges

UG

3.00

MKT-210

MKT-436

Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations:
Insights and Innovation

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210
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For consumers, digital technologies (the web,
social media, mobile, Augmented Reality) are a
double edged sword. On the one hand
consumers are
empowered, collaboratively producing products
and
services (Wikipedia, TripAdvisor), participating
in the sharing economy (Uber, Etsy), and
consuming on-demand media (Netflix). On the
other
hand, consumers are stalked and mined,
overwhelmed and saturated, and large
populations
are left behind. This course examines the highs
and lows for the new digital consumer,
organizing
frameworks (collaborative commons), and
business
models (sharing economy) through the analysis
of
case studies and academic and business
articles.
This course presents the principles of marketing,
marketing strategy, and the marketing mix as
applicable in a nonprofit settings. This course
is directed toward specific Customer Service
Marketing applications that have focused
relevance to non-profit organizations. Special
attention is given to marketing of services,
customer service, development of marketing
strategies, and sales to targeted markets. This
course is designed to provide students with
insight into the nuances associated with
marketing activities design to support the
efforts of Nonprofit Organizations' attempts to
influence clients, constituents, volunteers,
Board members and donors.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-440

New Product Development

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210

MKT-442

Brand Marketing

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210
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The object of this course is to familiarize
students with the new product techniques that
are
commonly used in the consumer product and
service
industries. The focus will be on the marketing
function's input to the new product process
during
the pre-launch and launch stages. The course
will
cover a wide range of issued such as marketing
definition, concept generation and evaluation,
product design, product positioning, test
marketing, and product launch and tracking. The
course will be based on lectures, case
discussions, and project assignments. The
lectures
will provide an overview and cover issues
included
in the assigned readings. It is essential that you
are familiar with the readings before every class.
The case discussion (student participation is
vital here) will provide an application setting to
test the concepts learned in the lectures. The
project assignments are designed to give you
hands-on-experience with new product
development
tools and techniques.
Brand marketing has become an increasingly
important function in organizations. The purpose
of this course is to provide a thorough
understanding of brand marketing principles and
practices. The role of brands and branding will be
examined both from a managerial and a
consumer
perspective. More specifically the course will
present current frameworks that guide marketing
managers in how to build strong brands in the
marketplace. In order to build brands
successfully, it is of key importance to have a
profound understanding of the roles brands play
in
consumer culture. The course will examine how
consumers make use of brands and develop
brand
meaning through everyday consumption
practices.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-444

Social Media Marketing

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210

MKT-446

Disruptive Technologies in Marketing

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210

MKT-466

Mobile Marketing: Reaching the
Multi-Screen Consumer

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210

MKT-477

eMarketing

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210
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Social media has altered the landscape of
business, communications, marketing, and
society
as a whole. While some social media like
Wikipedia and Facebook have become part of
the
fabric of many consumers' lives, new media like
Snapchat and Tumblr are emerging. This
constantly
evolving landscape offers businesses innovative
ways for generating awareness, demand and
revenue. In this course students will take away a
social media vocabulary, a set of social media
skills and tools, and analytical frameworks for
analyzing effective social media business
practices. Naturally, student projects,
assignments, and other activities will use social
media tools.
This course focuses on disruptive technologies
that enable new business models and provide
opportunities for small players to challenge the
status quo. Specifically, it addresses fours
issues (1) understanding disruptive technologies,
(2) analyzing their impact in both primary and
the adjacent markets, (3) identifying unique
marketing opportunities they offer, and (4)
developing well aligned business models
focusing
on marketing strategy solutions including value
proposition, segmentation, revenue streams, cost
structure, channel and resource management. It
is
a reading, writing, and discussion intensive
course.
This new course in the digital marketing track
focuses on how mobile device usage has
completely
changed the paradigm for companies in every
industry. It will focus on the following four
major areas: 1. consumer usage of mobile
devices;
2. mobile-only companies and applications, 3.
mobile hybrids - companies making a huge shift
to
mobile; and 4. mobile marketing and advertising.
The course will rely heavily on discussion of
real mobile business cases with lectures from
leaders from inside the mobile industry.
Evaluation will be based on assignments, class
participation, and a group project.
This course explores how we can use the
principles
of web marketing as effective marketing tools.
The
course will have the following learning
components: lectures, guest lectures, web site
analyses, and student project presentations.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MKT-499

Customer Insights and Decision Making

UG

3.00

MKT-510

Directed Study

UG

1.00

MKT-519

Red Sox Marketing Practicum

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
MKT-210, MKT-317, MKT-322, MKT-419;
and either MKT
MKT-H221, MKT-318, or MKT-319; and at
least 84 cre

6.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210 and Instructor's
consent requi

MKT210 (H210) and ONE of the following:
MKT 318/31
319/H319 or MKT 220/H220) and at least a
2.8 GPA
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This course is designed to provide students with
an opportunity to learn the role of research in
marketing strategies. Working with client
organization, the students will demonstrate the
fundamental marketing research skills as they
implement the steps included in the marketing
research process to create a marketing plan that
will provide recommended strategies for the
organization. Real-life case studies on the role
of marketing research in organizational decision
making will also be discussed throughout the
course.
Independent study allows students to expand
their
classroom experience by completing research in
an
area of interest not already covered by Suffolk
courses. The student designs a unique project
and
finds a full-time faculty member with expertise
in
that topic who agrees to sponsor it and provide
feedback as the proposal is refined. A well
designed and executed research project
broadens
and/or deepens learning in a major or minor area
of study and may also enhance a student's
marketability to potential future employers.
Students cannot register for an Independent
Study
until a full proposal is approved by the faculty
sponsor, department chair, and academic dean.
Many
Independent study proposals require revisions
before approval is granted; even with revisions
independent study approval is NOT guaranteed.
Students are strongly encouraged to submit a
proposal in enough time to register for a
different course if the proposal is not accepted.
For complete instructions, see the SBS
Independent/Directed Study Agreement and
Proposal
form available online.
The Red Sox marketing practicum takes a
dynamic
educational approach that requires student
immersion in the sports marketing experience.
This practicum is designed to complement
marketing coursework by providing students with
the opportunity to apply marketing skills and
concepts learned in business and marketing
courses. It is intended to contribute
meaningfully to student's overall educational and
professional preparation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-520

Marketing Internship

UG

3.00

MKT-210 or MKT-H210 and 54 credits and at
least a

MKT-H210

Honors- Principles of Marketing

UG

3.00

SBS 200 (concurrently or previously). WRI
100, 100
H103. ENT-101 or ENT-H101.

MKT-H220

Honors Business Research Methods

UG

3.00

Take MKT-210 or MKT-H210; and STATS240 or STATS-2
higher
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This course provides marketing majors or minors
(junior status or higher) to apply marketing and
business knowledge for problem solving in an
organizational workplace setting. Students
identify and organize their own internship
position and particular project (depending on
area
of interest) with assistance from department
staff, as needed. Projects will vary in scope and
content and may include topics such as buyer
behavior, customer satisfaction, service quality,
e-marketing, and others. Students are expected
to
be on the job for approximately 8 hours per week
during the course of the semester. Prerequisites:
Minimum of 3.0 GPA; MKT 210 or MKT H210
(formerly
MKT 310) AND JUNIOR STANDING and
permission from
instructor. 1 term - 3 credits.
This course addresses the topics that remain
relevant and important, while simultaneously
emphasizing new thinking and approaches to
marketing practices. Students need to be
prepared
to operate in the complex and dynamic marketing
world of the future, they need to develop the
capacity to think and act like marketers in a
difficult and uncertain environment. This
requires the ability to assess complex and
changing marketing situations, to determine the
best marketing strategies for these situations,
and to execute the strategies effectively. This
course serves two purposes: as a foundation for
those intending to major/minor in marketing, and
potentially as the sole background in marketing
for other majors/minors.
Business Research Methods is a general
introduction to both quantitative and qualitative
business research methods. Topics covered
include
the purpose of research, defining research and
research problems, defining an hypothesis,
problem solving and knowledge discovery,
methods
of quantitative and qualitative research,
conducting literature reviews, designing
appropriate methodologies, evaluating outcomes,
analysis and communicating the results.
Students
will use Excel and SPSS to support research
analysis, implementing what was learned in
statistics and going beyond as they learn new
data analysis techniques. Students will discuss
and present research ideas and processes orally
both informally and formally.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-H221

Honors Business Writing and Research
Methods

UG

6.00

STATS-240 or STATS-250; WRI-102 or WRIH103; Restr
SBS Honors, or GPA 3.2 or higher, or
instructor pe

MKT-H315

Honors Integrated Marketing
Communication

UG

3.00

MKT-H210 or MKT-210 and at least a 3.2
GPA

MKT-H317

Honors Consumer Behavior

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210 and at least a 3.2
GPA
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Experiential learning is the cornerstone of the
Sawyer Business School curriculum. In this
course, students apply research and
communication
skills to solve real-world problems for local and
global organizations. Students engage in all
aspects of the research process by gathering,
analyzing and interpreting quantitative and
qualitative information to solve business
problems. Students learn to write efficiently and
effectively for a business audience within the
context of the semester project and for the
organizational client. In addition, the semester
project introduces students to the consulting
process.
Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC) is a
cross-functional process for managing customer
relationships that drive brand value. This course
examines the strategic foundations of IMC, the
factors and processes necessary for creating,
sending, and receiving successful brand
messages.
Furthermore, the social, ethical and legal issues
as well as measurement and evaluation of
marketing
communication will be examined.
This course is open to students with a GPA of
3.2
or higher. This honors course is a focused and
challenging learning experience. As a result, you
will be introduced to advanced concepts, ideas,
and project experiences that will place you in a
highly desirable position for internships, future
career opportunities, and graduate school. In
this
course we focus on people as consumers of
products, services, and experiences. We do so
by
drawing upon theories of consumption in fields
as
diverse as psychology, sociology, economics,
and
anthropology. Students engage in projects that
link theory to insights on consumer buying, using
and disposing behavior and the application of
these insights in marketing programs. In the
process they become more critical consumers.
The
classes are discussion based and active
participation from students is expected.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-H322

Honors Marketing Analytics

UG

3.00

MKT-210; and either MKT-220, MKT-H221,
MKT-318, or
at least a 3.2 GPA or higher.

MKT-H419

Honors Marketing Policies & Strategies

UG

3.00

MKT-317 (or MKT H317) and MKT-220 (or
MKT H220, ma
concurrently) at least 54 credits, and 3.2 GPA

MKT-H421

Honors Global Marketing

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210

MKT-H422

Sales Management

UG

3.00

MKT-210 and at least 3.2 GPA
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In this course, students will learn a digitally
driven approach to marketing analytics, an
exciting field undergoing explosive growth and
high demand. An emphasis will be placed on the
practical methods used to measure, manage and
analyze consumer information. Topics covered
will
include making sense of the digital media
landscape, demand forecasting and predictive
analytics, performance evaluation, and Google
Analytics. Upon graduation of this course,
students will have gained a set of skills and
certification that directly translates to modern
marketing practices.
This course is open to students with a GPA of
3.2
or higher. This honors course is a focused and
challenging learning experience. As a result, you
will be introduced to advanced concepts, ideas,
and project experiences that will place you in a
highly desirable position for internships, future
career opportunities, and graduate school. In this
capstone course, marketing majors apply
lessons
learned across the curricula of the Marketing
Department and Sawyer School. Students test
their
level of marketing knowledge by working to solve
challenging integrated cases for developing
marketing strategy and programs. In particular,
students analyze both qualitative and quantitative
information, evaluate alternative courses of
action, and then make strategic
recommendations
for resolving the issues in each case.
Topics examined in this course include the
variations in economic, social-cultural,
legal-political, and business environments among
different nations and how these variations affect
the marketing practices across national
boundaries. The goal is to provide students with
the necessary skills to compete successfully in
national and international markets. Particular
attention is given to the formulation of marketing
plans and programs and policies to integrate and
coordinate such activities on a global basis.
This course addresses the role of the sales
manager in today's challenging business
environment. As such, the course includes an
understanding of direct sales, as well as all
facets of sales management such as recruitment,
compensation, and management of a sales
force.
The core of activity is lecture and case study.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-H435

Honors Digital Marketing Challenges

UG

3.00

MKT-210 and at least a 3.2 GPA

MKT-H444

Honors Social Media Marketing

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210

DESCRIPTION
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For consumers, digital technologies (the web,
social media, mobile, Augmented Reality) are a
double edged sword. On the one hand
consumers are
empowered, collaboratively producing products
and
services (Wikipedia, TripAdvisor), participating
in the sharing economy (Uber, Etsy), and
consuming on-demand media (Netflix). On the
other
hand, consumers are stalked and mined,
overwhelmed and saturated, and large
populations
are left behind. This course examines the highs
and lows for the new digital consumer,
organizing
frameworks (collaborative commons), and
business
models (sharing economy) through the analysis
of
case studies and academic and business
articles.
Social media is transforming the way consumers
work, play, and live and no one knows this better
than you- the Millennial generation. But, what
does this mean for business? The focus of this
course is to understand the transformation of
marketing practices as new social media
challenge
traditional media. How do businesses use the
new
media to create deeper and more profitable
relationships with consumers? What are the new
measures and metrics for assessing marketing
programs in this new environment?
From this course students will take away a social
media vocabulary, a set of social media skills
and
tools, and analytical frameworks for analyzing
effective social media business practices. The
course is constructed on the principle of the
student as an "active learner" where the student
takes the responsibility for their own learning
and works collaboratively with peers assisting in
their learning. Naturally, student projects,
assignments, and other activities will use social
media tools including wikis and blogs.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

MKT-H446

Honors Disruptive Technologies in
Marketing

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210 and 3.2 GPA or
higher or honor

MKT-H456

Honors Digital Analytics

UG

3.00

Take MKT-210 or MKT-H210, GPA 3.2 or
higher

MKT-H466

Honors Mobile Marketing: Reaching the
Multi-Screen Consumer

UG

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210, GPA 3.2 or higher
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This course focuses on disruptive technologies
that enable new business models and provide
opportunities for small players to challenge the
status quo. Specifically, it addresses fours
issues (1) understanding disruptive technologies,
(2) analyzing their impact in both primary and
the adjacent markets, (3) identifying unique
marketing opportunities they offer, and (4)
developing well aligned business models
focusing
on marketing strategy solutions including value
proposition, segmentation, revenue streams, cost
structure, channel and resource management. It
is
a reading, writing, and discussion intensive
course.
This course addresses the application of
quantitative marketing techniques and methods
in
the context of the digital world. In this course,
students will learn a comprehensive set of
powerful tools for digital/social media
marketing, such as search engine optimization
(SEO), Google AdWords, social media listening,
multi-channel attribution modeling, and customer
path-to-purchase. Upon successful completion,
students shall be able to design and/or evaluate
the performance of digital marketing campaigns
through the application of the most commonly
used
tools in the industry.
This new course in the digital marketing track
focuses on how mobile device usage has
completely
changed the paradigm for companies in every
industry. It will focus on the following four
major areas: 1. consumer usage of mobile
devices;
2. mobile-only companies and applications, 3.
mobile hybrids - companies making a huge shift
to
mobile; and 4. mobile marketing and advertising.
The course will rely heavily on discussion of
real mobile business cases with lectures from
leaders from inside the mobile industry.
Evaluation will be based on assignments, class
participation, and a group project.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MKT-H499

Customer Insights and Decision Making

UG

3.00

MKT-H510

Honors Directed Study

UG

1.00

MKT-H525

Honors Professional Marketing Consulting

UG

3.00

P.AD-201

Social Change

UG

3.00

P.AD-310

Introduction to Public Service

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
MKT-210, MKT-317, MKT-322, and MKT419; and either
MKT-H221, MKT-318, or MKT-319; 3.2 GPA
or higher a
credits completed.

3.00

MKT 210 or MKT-H210 and at least a 3.2
GPA and Ins
Consent

MKT-220 and at least a 3.2 GPA

Junior Standing
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This course is designed to provide students with
an opportunity to learn the role of research in
marketing strategies. Working with client
organization, the students will demonstrate the
fundamental marketing research skills as they
implement the steps included in the marketing
research process to create a marketing plan that
will provide recommended strategies for the
organization. Real-life case studies on the role
of marketing research in organizational decision
making will also be discussed throughout the
course.
This elective course option involves a student
initiated written proposal to a willing and
appropriate full-time faculty member for a
directed study project. Normally this is for three
credits and completed during one semester. The
faculty member and student must concur on a
written proposal and final project. Approval by
the Department Chair and the Dean is necessary
prior to registration.
This course provides qualified students with a
unique opportunity to work either individually or
with other qualified students, on a marketing
consulting project for a professional client.
Projects could include, but are not limited to the
development of strategic marketing plans and
marketing research projects. Students will create
and deliver a professional report and
presentation
to the client upon completion of the semester
project.
This course will examine social change in the
U.S.
and abroad. The course will also examine the
role
of business, nonprofits, and the public sector in
addressing social problems. Topics studied may
include the Industrial Revolution, the civil
rights movement, the women's movement,
environmentalism, and the gay and lesbian
movement.
This course introduces students to the field of
public management; including government,
non-profit, and health. Topics for discussion
include the role of managers in publicly
controlled bureaucracies, techniques for
analyzing
and participating in public policy making
including decision making, policy formulation,
strategic planning, and implementation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

P.AD-312

Managing Public Service Financial
Resources

UG

3.00

ACCT 201; ACCT 202; Junior standing

P.AD-322

Organizational Change

UG

3.00

Junior standing

P.AD-323

Quantitative Analysis

UG

3.00

MATH 128 or higher; STATS 240 or STATS
250; Junior
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This course introduces the fundamentals of
budgeting, financial management, and revenue
systems in the public sector. Course goals
include: A heightened awareness of the
democratic
ideals and value that must inform budgeting and
financial management decisions, including a
commitment to ethics, transparency and
accountability; an understanding of the budget
process and the distinctive features of budgetary
decision making in the public sector; an
understanding of the critical linkage between
budgeting and financial management systems
and the
capacity of an organization to achieve its
strategic goals; the ability to use the budget and
financial reports as planning and management
tools; knowledge of the basic principles of
taxation as well as the structure and functions of
federal, state, and local revenue systems. The
course emphasizes knowledge and skills
essential
to the full range of public service careers.
Students explore small groups and
organizational
operations, practices, behaviors, and structure.
They develop techniques for maximizing
efficiency
and/or effectiveness; evaluations analysis;
concepts and applications of the Classicists;
leadership; organizational development; and
results-oriented management; as well as
elements
of reorganization, innovation, and change.
Quantitative analysis introduces basic
statistical
techniques used to analyze and draw
conclusions
from citizen and client surveys; program and
policy evaluations; and performance and
operations
data. These techniques include chi square,
lambda, gamma, correlations, analysis of
variance,
t test correlation, and multivariate regression.
Knowledge of these statistical techniques
empowers
managers by giving them the ability to evaluate
the work of consultants, access the policy and
management of literature, and analyze data
using
the analytical tools available in commonly used
statistical software, such as Microsoft Excel and
the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS).

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

P.AD-324

Public Sector Administrative Law

UG

3.00

BLE 214 or GVT 110; Junior Standing

P.AD-325

Nonprofit Management

UG

3.00

Junior standing

P.AD-326

Public Service Information Based
Management

UG

3.00

Junior Standing

P.AD-327

Collaborative Public Management

UG

3.00
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Students review the basis for administrative
practice. They learn legal interpretation of
statutes, regulations, and proposed legislation
that impact public administration and public
policy.
The primary focus will be on understanding the
operational and strategic leadership aspects of
managing mission driven, public service
organizations. Specific emphasis will be placed
on nonprofit corporations, including coursework
that explores the legal, structural, and
operational issues that are particular to such
organizations.
This course demonstrates how issues, problems
and
questions surrounding public policies, program
operations, and administrative systems can be
structured as hypotheses and made amendable
to
resolution through the application of social
science research techniques. The elements of
research design such as surveys, true
experiments,
quasi-experiments, case studies and
non-experimental studies are described, as well
as
sampling techniques and descriptive statistics.
Ethical issues related to employment of these
methods in the policy making process are also
explored. The course content is presented as a
way to reduce managerial uncertainty regarding
alternative courses of action.
This course is first descriptive, characterizing
the nature of participants in the American
intergovernmental and intersectoral systems. It
is also theoretical, looking at the ways that
interactive policy networks function and how
participants behave. It is practical through a
focus on techniques that public managers use
within these networked systems. Case studies
across a range of policy areas are used to build
critical thinking and practical abilities within
the realm of public management across many
types
of boundary in public governance systems.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

P.AD-328

Nonprofit Financial Management

UG

3.00

Junior status or above

P.AD-329

Grant Writing and Management

UG

3.00

Restricted to Juniors and Seniors

P.AD-330

Fundraising for Nonprofits

UG

3.00

Restricted to Juniors and Seniors

P.AD-361

Public Service Human Resource
Management

UG

3.00

Junior Standing

P.AD-410

Public Service Internship

UG

3.00

Junior standing
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This course is designed to build financial
management skills for students who wish to start
or advance nonprofit management careers and
for
students who are likely to interact with
nonprofits, through grants, contracts, or
partnerships. The course focuses on the effective
allocation of resources to programs which, in
turn, have been designed to achieve the strategic
goals of a nonprofit organization. From this
point of view, financial management is not a
disconnected management function, but an
integral
part of what managers do to fulfill as nonprofit
organization's mission. Basic financial
management knowledge and skills - including
financial analysis, budgeting, full-cost
accounting, pricing services, performance
measurement, control of operations and financial
reporting are taught within the context of the
organization's strategic goals.
Course covers both Grant seeking and Grant
writing. Students, individually, but most often
in teams, work with a nonprofit or government
organization to develop a project idea and
prepare
a Master Grant Proposal and a Grant Application
to
be submitted to a most-likely-to-fund Grand
maker.
Classes focus on step-by-step Grant writing &
Grant seeking process, and the instructor also
consults with student-Grant writers individually
an via Blackboard.
This course provides an in-depth look at today's
philanthropic trends, patterns, and best
practices
in fundraising techniques.
This course will explore complex issues in public
and non-profit human resource management
(HRM) by
examining policies and practices that support
and
enhance the value and contribution of individuals
in these organizations.
The Public Service Internship provides work
experience for minors; allowing them to bridge
the
gap between education and practice. It includes
approximately 150 hours of work in a
government,
non-profit, or health care organization on a
specific project of importance to the host
organization.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

P.AD-510

Public Admin. Ind. Study

UG

1.00

P.AD-553

Climbing the Corporate Ladder: Serving
On Nonprofit Boards

UG

1.00

P.AD-H201

Honors Social Change

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
6.00
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Independent study allows students to expand
their
classroom experience by completing research in
an
area of interest not already covered by Suffolk
courses. The student designs a unique project
and
finds a full-time faculty member with expertise
in
that topic who agrees to sponsor it and provide
feedback as the proposal is refined. A well
designed and executed research project
broadens
and/or deepens learning in a major or minor area
of study and may also enhance a student's
marketability to potential future employers.
Students cannot register for an Independent
Study
until a full proposal is approved by the faculty
sponsor, department chair, and academic dean.
Many
Independent study proposals require revisions
before approval is granted; even with revisions
independent study approval is NOT guaranteed.
Students are strongly encouraged to submit a
proposal in enough time to register for a
different course if the proposal is not accepted.
For complete instructions, see the SBS
Independent/Directed Study Agreement and
Proposal
form available online.
Business leaders who wish to climb to the top of
their companies need to have developed a
"philanthropic resume" along the way. Serving on
nonprofit Boards of Directors is one way to
develop that resume. Learn about what nonprofit
organizations do, what role the Board of
Directors plays in their operation, and what your
responsibilities would be as a member of their
Board.
This course will examine social change in the
U.S.
and abroad. The course will also examine the
role
of business, nonprofits, and the public sector in
addressing social problems. Topics studied may
include the Industrial Revolution, the civil
rights movement, the women's movement,
environmentalism, and the gay and lesbian
movement.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SBS-001

Online Course Prep Workshop

UG

0.00

SBS-100

careerSTART

UG

1.00

SBS-120

Local Engagement: Center for Community
Engagement

UG

0.00

SBS-121

Local Engagement: Alternative Spring
Break

UG

0.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENT-101 to be taken concurrently or
previously. SB
with 30 credits or less only. CAS students by
special permission.
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The Online Course Prep Workshop (required)
familiarizes undergraduate students with the
specific tools used in Suffolk online courses.
Most importantly, it verifies that students have
adequate connection and working audio
equipment
to participate in an online course and that they
understand the synchronous classroom setup.
This
is 0-credit and 0 fee course. It will be held the
week prior to the start of the semester online.
Students take this prior to their first online
course at Suffolk; it will not need to be
repeated before subsequent online courses
unless
Suffolk changes its online platform.
SBS 100 engages students in a series of
activities, discussions, and programs on campus
to explore their interests and strengths and
learn how courses and co-curricular experiences
together help them achieve their goals. Students
also develop innovation, team, and presentation
skills, get involved on campus, and learn about
campus resources and services that aid in a
successful college experience. This is the first
in a four-year sequence of career courses.
This zero credit course is for students
concurrently volunteering in programs
coordinated
by the Center for Community Engagement
(CCE). It
requires several reflective writing assignments
related to the volunteer experiences. Minimum
expectations for the volunteer work are 20 hours
in one semester. Volunteer hours will be
documented by Center for Community
Engagement.
Students must maintain professional and/or
appropriate behavior in all interactions with the
community organization in order for this
experience to count toward the Local
Engagement
Requirement.
This zero credit course is restricted to students
concurrently participating in an Alternative
Spring Break trip. Successful completion of the
ASB trip will count toward the BSBA Local
Engagement requirement. Students must abide
by
all ASB policies, behavioral expectations, and
guidelines in order for this experience to count
toward the Local Engagement Requirement.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SBS-123

Local Engagement: Greek Organizations

UG

0.00

SBS-125

Local Engagement: Entrepreneurship

UG

0.00

SBS-130

Local Engagement: General

UG

0.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION
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This noncredit course is restricted to students
concurrently participating in a sorority or
fraternity on campus and volunteering 20 or more
hours in one semester. It requires several
reflective writing assignments related to the
volunteer experiences. Volunteer hours will be
documented by the chapter advisor. Students
must
maintain professional and/or appropriate
behavior
in all interactions with the community
organization in order for this experience to
count toward the Local Engagement
Requirement.
This zero credit course is restricted to students
concurrently volunteering 20 or more hours in
one
semester in programs coordinated by or
approved
by the Center for Entrepreneurship. Most
opportunities require several reflective writing
assignments related to the volunteer
experiences.
Volunteer hours will be documented by the
Center
for Entrepreneurship. Students must maintain
professional and/or appropriate behavior in all
interactions with the community organization in
order for this experience to count toward the
Local Engagement Requirement.
This zero credit course is for students who are
petitioning to count an experience, project,
internship or other experience toward the Local
Engagement requirement, one which is not
covered
by the other advertised options for this
requirement. For most situations, this course
will need to be completed at the same time as
the
experience. This course requires several
reflective writing assignments or a significant
writing assignment related to the experience as
well as signed documentation from the site
supervisor and proof of involvement. Additional
documentation may be required to provide
details
on the experience. To inquire about whether a
certain experience might count or to submit a
petition, visit the Sawyer Business School
Undergraduate Programs Office (Stahl Building,
12th floor).
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SBS-150

Global Engagement: Our Diverse Boston

UG

0.00

SBS-160

Global Engagement: Studying Abroad

UG

0.00

SBS-162

Global Engagement: Home Away From
Home

UG

0.00

SBS-163

Global Engagement: American Family Visit

UG

0.00

SBS-164

Global Engagement: Window on America

UG

0.00

SBS-170

Global Engagement: Work Abroad

UG

0.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

Instructor's consent required

Instructor consent required
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Domestic students who are not planning to travel
internationally may meet their Global
Engagement
Experience by participating in a community
service program in one of Boston's ethnic or
cultural communities. This will be organized by
the Center for Community Engagement and
opportunities may vary each semester. As part of
this experience, students complete several
reflective writing assignments.
This zero credit course is for students
concurrently studying abroad. It requires several
reflective writing assignments related to the
travel and study experience. Satisfactory
completion of this co-requisite allows the study
abroad experience to count toward the Global
Engagement Requirement.
International students studying here at our
Boston campus are paired with another Suffolk
student who helps them make the transition to
studying in Boston. This is coordinated by the
International Student Services Office. Students
complete several writing assignments reflecting
on their learning and experiences. Limited
enrollment.
International students studying here at our
Boston campus are matched to local families
who
host them for a weekend visit, including meals
and recreational activities. This is coordinated
by the International Student Services Office.
Students complete several writing assignments
reflecting on their learning and experiences.
Limited enrollment.
International students studying here at our
Boston campus may participate in this
Boston-based experiential program where they
attend local interactive cultural or historical
programs and complete several reflective writing
assignments. The opportunities vary each year.
Limited enrollment.
This zero credit course is restricted to students
who will complete an internship, volunteer job,
teaching or other short-term position working
abroad in a country other than their own. It
requires several reflective writing assignments
related to the global work experience.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SBS-180

Global Engagement: General

UG

0.00

Instructor consent required.

SBS-200

careerEXPLORE

UG

1.00

SBS 100 or SBS-H100. MKT-210
(concurrently or prev

SBS-220

Business Writing

UG

3.00

MKT-210. WRI-102 or WRI-H103. SBS
300(concurrently

SBS-300

careerBUILD

UG

1.00

SBS 200. SBS 220(concurrently or
previously) Prer
be waived with
45 or more transfer
credits from another institution. SBS students
onl
students by special permission.
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This zero credit course is restricted to students
whose proposal for an alternate global
engagement
experience has been approved by the SBS
Undergraduate Programs Office. These might
range
from primary research or other academic projects
to volunteer or service projects that have
students interacting with people whose are from
a
country different from their home country. Not
all experiences will count, so students should
review the BSBA webpage for the learning goals
related to this requirement and discuss it with
an advisor or the SBS Undergraduate Programs
Office. Most opportunities will require several
reflective writing assignments related to the
global experiences.
SBS 200 fosters active exploration of career
interests, jobs and fields. Students build
introductory career management, information
seeking, and self-presentation skills. Students
refine oral and written communication through
class presentations, networking, research, and
writing a resume and cover letter. This is the
second in a four-year sequence of career
courses.
The world is constantly changing and businesses
as well as individual employees must adapt. In
order to effectively leverage future
communication technologies and media, you
must be
a critical reader and have strong foundational
writing and editing skills. In this course,
current business news will be read for its
content and to understand the interplay of
language and purpose. You will learn to write
effectively for business by focusing on your
audience, purpose, tone, and the design of
various business documents and by revising and
refining your writing.
SBS 300 deepens students' career information
and
skills with a focus on professionalism. Students
refine career documents based on personal
branding with a focus on articulating the
experiences, learning, and skills gained in
previous internships, volunteer and work
experiences, courses, and club or performance
roles. Students use technology, personal
networks and professional organizations to
develop job search skills. This is the third in
a four-year sequence of career courses.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SBS-400

careerLAUNCH

UG

1.00

SBS-510

Independent Study in Business

UG

1.00

SBS-521

Business Internship

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
Take SBS-300. 90 credit hours required. SBS
studen
students by special permission.

3.00

2.5 GPA, 30 credits completed and instructor
conse
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SBS 400 is the culminating career and
professional experience for seniors. It focuses
on career entry and transition, networking for
career and job success, impression
management,
and related life-long learning skills. Students
articulate and reflect on academic, work, and
co-curricular experiences from the perspective of
professionals entering or advancing their
careers. This is the final course in a four-year
sequence of career courses.
Students seeking to expand on their classroom
experiences may propose a robust research
project
in the field of business, with a primary focus on
solving a problem or problems through extensive
research. Proposals must follow the instructions
on the application form, including a detailed
statement of work that provides evidence
sufficient to support the number of credits being
requested. A full-time faculty member must agree
to supervise the independent study and submit
the
approved proposal to the Dean's Office to be
reviewed. Maximum of 3 credits allowed; to be
completed in one semester.
This 1 credit course is for students who are
concurrently working in an approved internship or
co-op position. Career focused assignments
include on-the-job networking, information
seeking skills, understanding the organizational
environment, and developing career goals.
Students complete a minimum of 70 hours of
internship work and must have completed
supervisor employment paperwork and
performance
evaluation(s). This course does not count toward
a major or minor. International students must
register for CPT approval with the International
Student Services Office PRIOR to beginning an
internship.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SBS-555

Suffolk Free Tax Preparation Clinic I

UG

1.00

Sophomore status or higher

SBS-556

Suffolk Free Tax Preparation Clinic II

UG

1.00

SBS-555

SBS-557

Suffolk Free Tax Preparation Clinic III

UG

1.00

SBS-555, SBS-556

SBS-598

Foundations of Business - Career &
Professional Development

UG

1.00

Take SBS-599 concurrently
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SBS 555 is a one-credit course for
undergraduate
students volunteering with the Suffolk Free Tax
Preparation Clinic, a tax preparation program
that assists community members to complete
their
tax returns. Students will complete the required
training and certification exams during class
time before engaging in tax preparation service
during the semester, including at least two
Saturdays. To count this experience toward the
Local Engagement Requirement, several
reflective
writing assignments are required and students
must maintain professional and appropriate
behavior in all interactions with the community
members served. Students who are required to
complete ACCT 560 can instead complete SBS
555,
556, and 557.
SBS 556 is a one-credit course for
undergraduate
students volunteering with the Suffolk Free Tax
Preparation Clinic for the second time, a tax
preparation program that assists community
members to complete their tax returns. Students
will complete the required training and
certification exams during class time before
engaging in tax preparation service and
mentoring
of fellow volunteers during the semester,
including at least three Saturdays. Students who
are required to complete ACCT 560 can instead
complete SBS 555, 556, and 557.
SBS 557 is a one-credit course for
undergraduate
students volunteering with the Suffolk Free Tax
Preparation Clinic for the third time, a tax
preparation program that assists community
members to complete their tax returns. Students
will complete the required training and
certification exams during class time before
engaging in tax preparation service, mentoring
fellow volunteers during the semester, and
assisting with site coordination, including four
Saturdays. Students who are required to
complete
ACCT 560 can instead complete SBS 555, 556,
and
557.
This one credit online course runs consecutively
to SBS 599, Foundations of Business. The
course
is designed to give students the opportunity to
apply fundamental business skill sets learned in
SBS 599, helping them to leverage their
non-business education for a successful career.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SBS-599

Foundations of Business

UG

9.00

Junior status or higher with a GPA 3.0 or
higher;
Arts and Science majors only.

SBS-H100

Honors careerSTART

UG

1.00

ENT-H101 to be taken concurrently or
previously. S
30 credits or less

SBS-H200

Honors careerEXPLORE

UG

1.00

SBS 100 or SBS-H100. MKT-210
(concurrently or prev

SBS-H220

Honors Business Writing

UG

3.00

MKT-210; WRI-102 or WRI-H103; 3.2 GPA or
higher.
SBS-300(concurrently or previously)
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Today's economic environment requires
organizations to hire individuals who think
critically and innovatively, while also
possessing essential business fundamental
skills.
Foundations of Business is a course designed for
liberal arts and science majors who are looking
to leverage their liberal arts education in
today's competitive job market. Students will be
exposed to business concepts in Principles of
Marketing, Fundamentals of Finance and
Accounting, and Professional Leadership.
SBS H100 engages first year SBS Honors
students
in a series of activities, discussions, and
programs to explore their interests and
strengths, and learn how courses and
co-curricular experiences help them to achieve
their goals. This honors section is designed to
assist in facilitating the building of the honors
community. Students also develop innovation,
team, and presentation skills, get involved on
campus, and learn about campus resources and
services that aid in a successful college
experience from an honors perspective. This is
the first in a four-year sequence of career
courses.
SBS H200 fosters active exploration of career
interests, jobs and fields. Students build
introductory career management, information
seeking, and self-presentation skills. Students
refine oral and written communication through
class presentations, networking, research, and
writing a resume and cover letter. This course is
required for students entering the honors
program
as rising sophomores or transfer students with
the objective of facilitating entry to the SBS
Honors community. This is the second in a
four-year sequence of career courses.
The world is constantly changing, and
businesses
as well as individual employees must adapt. In
order to effectively leverage future
communication technologies and media, you
must be
a critical reader and have strong foundational
writing and editing skills. In this course,
current business news will be read for its
content and to understand the interplay of
language and purpose. You will learn to write
effectively for business by focusing on your
audience, purpose, tone, and the design of
various business documents and by revising and
refining your writing.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SBS-H300

Honors careerBUILD

UG

1.00

SBS 200. SBS 220(concurrently or
previously) Prer
be waived with
45 or more transfer
credits from another institution. SBS students
onl
students by special permission. 3.3 GPA or
honors

SBS-HC155

Foot in the Door

UG

1.00

3.3 GPA; sophomore status required

SBS-HC160

Happiness: How to Get It, Retain It, and
Benefit From It

UG

3.00

CAS or SBS Honors
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SBS 300 deepens students' career information
and
skills with a focus on professionalism. Students
refine career documents based on personal
branding with a focus on articulating the
experiences, learning, and skills gained in
previous internships, volunteer and work
experiences, courses, and club or performance
roles. Students use technology, personal
networks and professional organizations to
develop job search skills. This is the third in
a four-year sequence of career courses.
Learn to effectively network and present yourself
in person to potential clients and mentors;
create a positive online presence and use social
media effectively for your professional
development; interact appropriately and use
proper etiquette in social and business
situations with individuals from anywhere in the
world; read and navigate the subtleties of
organizational culture so that you can advance
your career.
In an informal survey it has been found that
most of the people want to be happy(ier) than
what they are. The business world is also
realizing that happier people make better
choices. Coca-Cola's new slogan is "Open
Happiness" while Walgreen say "Meet at the
intersection of Happy and HEalthy." Happier
people are more successful, make more money,
get
more promotions, are inspiring and are sought
after by others (i.e. are more popular). This
course will cover the following: 1. Techniques
(including MOM*) to find happiness and retain it.
2. How to be happy under all circumstances. 3.
How to use happiness to improve focus, be more
productive, increase output and succeed in all
spheres of life. Reap happiness benefits by
being healthy - physically, mentally, emotionally
and intellectually. "MOM - Managing of Mind

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

SBS-HC205

More Than Just Profit: How Businesses
Solve Social Problems

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

1.00

GPA 3.3 or higher
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This service-learning course examines the role of
civic and community engagement in enhancing
your
personal and professional development.
Students
will assess their personal values around a
chosen
area of social justice and conduct 15 hours of
community service at a local Boston non-profit
organization. In addition, students will also
examine how businesses can create social
change.
How can we shift the thinking and look to
businesses to solve social problems? Students
will learn through this course how various
non-profits and for-profits enhance the
communities in which they exist, and explore the
responsibility that, as individuals and
professionals, educated citizens have to
contribute to the community in a personal and
professional manner. This course will satisfy the
Local Engagement requirement.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

SBS-HC206

Community Engagement- Big Brother/Big
Sister

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

1.00

GPA 3.3 or higher
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This is the first in a series of three
consecutive challenge courses (Fall, Spring,
Fall) will provide qualified honors students with
an opportunity to satisfy their entire minimum
challenge course requirement (3 credits; one
credit per semester), as well as the local
engagement and potentially the global
engagement
requirement too. Honors students (Bigs) will be
matched with one child (Little) to serve as their
companion and friend. The 'Littles' are students
who are currently enrolled at the McKay
Elementary School in East Boston.
During their time together, Bigs and Littles
talk, play games, and simply spend time
together.
Professionally trained staff will provide
ongoing support to each "match" through
telephone
contact and meeting with the Bigs and Littles as
well as a designated McKay school official.
This school based mentoring program will
provide
honors students with the opportunity to create
one-to-one friendships with students during the
school year on school (McKay) grounds. 'Bigs'
will spend 45 minutes to one hour per week with
their 'Little'. The Big and Little are matched
for a minimum of three semesters. This allows
Bigs to provide the level of consistency
necessary to create the statistically proven
impact for their Little.
This impact is significant. A 1999 national
study showed that children in Big Brother and Big
Sisters School Based Mentoring program were
comparatively:
. 64% more likely to develop positive attitudes
towards school
. 58% more likely to achieve higher grades in
social studies, languages and math
. 60% more likely to improve relationship with
adults and 56% more likely to improve
relationship with peers.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SBS-HC207

Big Brother, Big Sister - a Future of
Boston

UG

1.00

SBS Honors or 3.3 GPA, SBS HC206, or
permission of

SBS-HC208

Independent Study

UG

1.00

SBS-HC209

Community Engagement: A Personal and
Professional Journey

UG

2.00

Take SBS-HC206 and SBS-HC207; SBS
Honors students
SBS Honors required.
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As the Boston Foundation's Boston Indicator
Project states "Children mirror a community's
values, progress, and challenges. If a
community's children are thriving, it is likely
that the whole community is doing well." This
course will examine many of the social issues
impacting the life of youth in the City of
Boston. The course will explore topics ranging
from healthcare, education, poverty, housing,
crime and many more. As part of this
service-learning course, students enrolled will
be continuing their hours of service with Big
Brother, Big Sister of MA Bay, and reflect on how
their work is benefiting the community through
the lens of social justice and the topics
described above. This course will satisfy the
Local Engagement requirement.
Independent Study
This service-learning course examines the role of
civic and community engagement in enhancing
your
personal and professional development.
Students
will assess their personal values around a
chosen
area of social justice and conduct 20 hours of
community service at a local Boston non-profit
organization. In addition, students will examine
how businesses can create social change. How
can
we shift the thinking and look to businesses to
solve social problems? Students will learn
through this course how various non profits and
for profits enhance the local communities in
which they exist, and explore the responsibility
that, as individuals and professionals, educated
citizens have to contribute to the community in a
personal and professional manner. This course
will satisfy the Local Engagement Requirement.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

SBS-HC211

Peer Mentoring

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

2.00

SBS undergraduate with 3.30 GPA or higher;
This course satisfies the Local Engagement
require

SBS-HC215

Preparing for Your Internship With
Advanced Excel

UG

1.00

3.3 GPA and ISOM-130 or ISOM-H130

SBS-HC225

Nuts and Bolts of Starting a Business

UG

1.00

SBS Honors or 3.3 GPA
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Successful individuals often credit their mentors
for their early achievements. Mentorship
programs
are essential to the development of the
management skills and academic success of first
year students. It is also useful for the mentors.
For one thing, it allows you to enhance your
resume by cultivating your leadership and
communication skills while making a significant
impact on the experience of first year students.
This course is designed to challenge you to stay
up to date with your area of interest and allow
you to imspire fresh ideas by broadening your
network.
In addition to 15 hours in the
classroom, there is a 15 hour experiential
component where you will participate in the SBS
Peer Mentoring Program as a mentor to first year
students.
Businesses use Excel as a tool for a variety of
purposes such as list management, data
analysis,
budgeting, inventory management, data
aggregation
and cost analysis. In this course, students will
learn advanced skills in Microsoft Excel in
preparation for business internships. Students
will sort, filter and analyze data, design custom
charts, graphs, PivotTables and PivotCharts,
create three-dimensional workbooks, write
macros,
build links between files and endow worksheets
with decision-making capabilities.
What are the steps necessary for starting a new
business? What happens after you have an idea
that you think solves a problem in the
marketplace? Is starting a new business easy,
difficult, or both? In this course, you will
learn the step-by-step process of starting a new
business ranging from ownership, business
organization choices and process, filing for a
tax identification number, setting up payroll and
withholding, unemployment, and other related
taxes, understanding tax filing requirements and
collection of sales taxes, choosing an accounting
system and setting up a chart of accounts,
researching a bank and keeping track of
business
transactions, integrating automated best
practices such as linking bank accounts and
credit/debit card accounts to your accounting
system, selecting customer resource
management
and sales systems, and more.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SBS-HC226

Am I Creative?

UG

1.00

SBS Honors

SBS-HC230

Cultural Environment

UG

1.00

WRI 101; 3.3 GPA

SBS-HC231

Cultural Environment of Business: Role
of Gender

UG

1.00

SBS Honors

SBS-HC232

Analyze & Recommend: Case Analysis

UG

3.00

Honors student or 3.3 GPA

SBS-HC235

Business Development

UG

1.00

ENT-101 or ENT-H101 and GPA of at least
3.3 or Hon
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This course is designed to demystify the creative
process by introducing students to creative
practice as a disciplined approach to problem
solving and innovation. Students will be
encouraged to synthesize existing ideas, images,
concepts and sill sets in original ways, embrace
ambiguity and support divergent thinking and risk
taking.
Utilizing the text Women and World Religions by
Lucinda Peach, this one credit course will
explore
the role of women in Judaism, Christianity and
Islam from both an historical and a contemporary
perspective. Grading is based on participation,
oral presentations, and a Final Paper.
In this class we will be taking up the
comparative academic study of religion. We will
explore the history and structure of Hinduism,
Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam,
Confucianism, Taoism and Shintoism while
attempting to recognize the similarities and the
differences among them, as well as the role of
gender and sexual minorities within each
tradition.
An introduction to the case analysis. Students
will get hand on experience with case analysis
and presentations. Best practices and
techniques
for conveying information to clients or potential
clients will be covered. Students will gain
valuable insight into business terminology and
how best to present recommendations to a panel
of
prospective customers. Discussions, papers and
participation will proved what you have learned.
Do you want to identify and implement real
business development initiatives for the Center
for Entrepreneurship? Do you have interest in
entrepreneurship, marketing or strategy? If so,
this course challenges your ideas with strategies
that are executed, measured, and modified to
achieve the Center's goal of generating cash flow
necessary to fund program initiatives. You will
gain an understanding of project management,
social media and related analytics, event
planning and execution, and measuring the
success
of your strategies. This course is for students
who are highly motivated and can work both
individually and in a team environment. You will
work directly with your instructor and the
Center's support staff.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

SBS-HC270

Empathy and Leadership

UG

2.00

SBS Honors, Sophomore status or higher

SBS-HC275

Client Rules of Engagement

UG

1.00

GPA 3.3

SBS-HC280

Sports Data Analysis

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

1.00

Take STATS-240 or STATS-250; SBS
Honors or 3.3 GPA
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The purpose of this course is to introduce to
students the basic tenants of empathy as a
means
to develop and strength leadership capabilities
inside and outside of the classroom. This course
will explore empathy as bot action and paradigm,
and will focus on unpacking the manner in which
our society views and interacts with shame,
vulnerability and bravery. Students who take this
course can expect cognitive interpersonal and
intrapersonal development, especially as they
explore how they relate to the communities that
exist around tem. Study in this area will give
students a deeper understanding of using
empathy
as a tool for communication, relationship
building, navigating difficult conversations, and
identifying and cultivating passion for their
work.
Think about how many questions you ask each
day
to do your job. Whether you're in sales,
consulting or talent management, you ask A LOT
of
questions. What if you could learn how to ask
questions like the very best reports and enhance
your business career? What if the training
program was based on a new method of
interviewing
- one that emphasizes "professional listening"
and humility-pioneered by an award winning
investigative journalist who is now the head of
talent development at ESPN, the world's most
successful sports network?
This one-credit challenge course will deconstruct
and reconstruct the way you think about asking
questions. You will learn principles and
strategies by analyzing video clips of interviews
conducted by today's top TV journalists in the
United States and United Kingdom. In-class
group,
team and pairs exercises as well as case studies
will help reinforce what you learn and give you
an opportunity to practice your new skills. Get
ready to take a deep dive into the art and
science of asking questions
Do you ever wonder if a player is really "red
hot"? Why don't those sports ranking polls ever
agree? How can I pick a better fantasy football
team? This challenge course covers the
mathematical and statistical concepts and
techniques used to assess performance data to
provide support for decision making. Topics
include mathematical, statistical data analysis
and modeling.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SBS-HC305

Labor, Indentity and Resilience

UG

2.00

SBS-HC310

Understanding the Amazing Boston Economy
A Roadmap

UG

2.00

Honors or 3.30 GPA or higher

SBS-HC315

Ethical Leadership Beyond Compliance:
Projects Corp Values

UG

2.00

SBS Honors students only
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This course offers students a chance to examine
a
variety of political and philosophical
perspectives through which we can understand
the
relationship between identity and work. This
course is not intended as a deep dive into labor
history, economics; a sociological examination of
working conditions, or theories of labor in
general. Rather, the course will explore the
many facets of marginalized identity groups and
their relationship to labor from a political
theoretical perspective. What counts as work?
How do we talk about it? Whose labor matters
and
why? How do identities intersect when
discussing
labor? How do different identity groups
experience and exist within the workplace.
Most students are unaware of the vast range of
opportunities right under their noses as citizens
of the Boston area. This course explores the
fundamental drivers of the greater Boston
economy
and is designed to give students a full
appreciation of the dynamism and emerging
economic
potential in the Boston job market -- and will
guide students in crafting their own strategies
for pursuing local job opportunities. The course
is designed to be a roadmap for students looking
to get a start in the Boston economy. After
providing an in-depth exploration of the pillars
of the Boston economy, the course will track how
greater Boston evolved after World War II to
become a leader in technology and financial
services. The course will then drill down sector
by sector, exploring a range of local companies,
both large and small, that are helping shape the
economic future of the region. Drawing from an
assortment of sources, including Boston
Business
Journal research, students will learn about the
region's fastest-growing sectors and the
fastest-growing companies, and hear first-hand
from an assortment of business leaders about
their
businesses and Boston's relative strengths and
weaknesses.
This course is a project and presentation
centered course on ethical leadership beyond
compliance. It emphasizes values-based
management and resolution of corporate ethics
conflicts. Individual corporations are studied
and researched and critiqued according to the
latest thought on ethics statements, CSR and
global citizenship as explained in the business
ethics literature.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SBS-HC330

Leadership Decision Making

UG

2.00

SBS-HC340

Political Campaigns and Tax Promises:
Decoding the Message

UG

1.00

SBS-HC360

Scholars Circle

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
SBS Honors, 3.3 GPA, sophomore status

3.3 GPA or Honors student
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This course will introduce students, as future
business and government leaders, to crisis
leadership decision-making int he context of
resolving conflicts. Students will examine
different techniques to resolve disputes by
exploring major concepts of alternative dispute
resolution (ADR) including position and interest
bargaining and negotiation, mediation, and
arbitration. Through actual case examples in
business, government and labor, students will
observe the roles played by the different sides
of the disputes as well as the third party
intervener. Students will practice resolving
these conflicts by working together as teams to
apply the techniques of alternative dispute
resolution. Students will begin to appreciate and
acquire the essential rudimentary skills for
effective leadership in conflict resolution.
Political campaigns use tax promises as a key
way
to convince voters to support them. However,
the
average American is not well-informed about
what
these tax promises mean and how those
promises
would affect their bank accounts now and in the
future. in this discussion-focused course,
students will learn how to interpret current
major tax proposals. Students will learn the
basic application of the rules and then the
practical implication of each policy proposal.
By the end of the course, students will be able
to explain each policy proposal in plain
language. The course will heavily integrate
multimedia-using pictures, videos and graphs - to
illustrate both the rules and give historical
context for tax treatments. Policy topics will
include business income and deductions,
investment income and deductions, education,
healthcare family and home ownership.
Are you curious about the Volkswagen fallout,
the
future of Draft Kings or even how the
presidential race may impact the business
community? Stay on top of business and
regulatory trends through this 1 credit seminary.
Periodical review will shape a roundtable format
in which we will address the "news of the week"
with an emphasis on legal and regulatory
concerns. Join the Scholars Circle and allow the
news to truly shape your classroom experience

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SBS-HC410

Big 4 Auditing Foundations

UG

1.00

SBS Honors, Accounting majors only and
junior/seni

SBS-HC450

Starting and Growing Mission and Passion
Driven Businesses

UG

3.00

SBS Honors, Minimum GPA of 3.3 and
Minimum 54 cred

SBS-HC510

Honors Undergraduate Research Project

UG

1.00

Instructor Consent required
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Come learn what the life of an associate auditor
is all about in a course designed and taught by
Suffolk MSA Alumni and current Big 4 audit
Seniors. This course is intended to provide
Accounting majors with a realistic look at what
life is like working for a Big 4 public
accounting firm. As the first course of its
kind, students will gain knowledge of the
industry from current employees that will help
build a foundation for those interested in a
career in public accounting. Concepts learned
through this course are the same concepts
taught
to interns and associates.
From artists' cooperatives to B Corps to
mission-driven-for-profit firms, business
ownership today is often a means to achieve a
larger personal or social mission rather than an
end itself. Yet the marketplace has been slow to
respond to the preferences and needs of these
"accidental entrepreneurs" -entrepreneurswho
are
not driven by a love of business per se but who
understand business ownership as an important
tool to realize a greater passion (e.g. music) or
mission (e.g., improving educational outcomes in
low-income areas). In this class, we examine the
phenomenon of the accidental entrepreneur,
explore strategies to manage and grow mission
and
passion driven businesses, and assess the
potential to create new services and tools for
this large and under served group of
entrepreneurs. The class will be led by a former
editor of Inc. magazine and an author of the City
of Boston's recent small business strategy, who
will work with students to develop a plan to
start their own mission or passion drive business
(MPB) or create a product or service to meet the
needs of these entrepreneurs
This independent study is required for students
who are interested in presenting a research
project at the National Collegiate Honors Council
Annual Conference scheduled to be held in
Boston,
November 2018. Students must identify a
research
topic, develop a proposal based on NCHC
Proposal
Guidelines, submit the proposal by the due date,
and initiate the research. There will be periodic
meetings with the instructor to review and
discuss the status of the research.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SBS-HC520

Honors Internship

UG

3.00

SIB-101

Globalization

UG

3.00

SIB-321

Introduction to International Business

UG

3.00

SIB 101 or HST 149 or HST 150 and
sophomore standi

SIB-419

Global Business Theory & Practice

UG

3.00

FIN-200, ISOM-319, MGT-217, MKT-210,
SIB-321

Junior status or higher, GPA 3.5 or higher,
and In
Consent required.
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This course provides SBS Honors students and
opportunity to apply discipline specific and
business knowledge for problem solving in an
organizational workplace setting. Students obtain
and organize their own internship position and
particular project with assistance from
instructor, as needed. Project will vary in scope
and content depending upon discipline and
internship focus. Students are expected to be on
the job for approximately 8 hours per week
during
the course of the semester.
This course introduces the nature and
processes of globalization which define today's
international business environment. The course
employs a multidisciplinary perspective to
explore
the growing interdependence of nations in their
trade, investment, technology flows, and
business
operations. Topic include business, geographic,
economic, social, cultural, political, and other
issues related to globalization. The course is
experiential in its approach. Students will
undertake a team research project exploring
globalization issues with reference to a
particular country, region or industry.
To provide students with an understanding of
problems and opportunities associated with
doing
business across country and cultural boundaries
and to encourage global business thinking and
strategy formulation. Topics include the forms of
international business involvement, economic,
social, cultural and political conditions;
national and multinational regulations of
international transactions and investments; and
global strategies for business operations.
This course will integrate global business
theories and concepts with practice. Topics
include: Transnational strategy, foreign direct
investment, regional development clusters, role
and operation of the WTO, outsourcing and
supply
chain management, and international ethics.
Students integrate discipline-specific knowledge,
practice investigation and decision-making
around
global business issues, improve business
communication skills, and practice teamwork for
global business decision- making.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SIB-429

Strategic Management

UG

3.00

SIB-510

Direct Study in Strategy and
International Business

UG

1.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
FIN-200, ISOM-319, MGT-217, MKT-210;
Senior standi
students must register for SIB-H429.

6.00
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This course covers and integrates administrative
processes and decision making under
uncertainty in
business areas of marketing, accounting,
management, finance, personnel, and
production. It
also focuses on strategic and policy issues from
the viewpoint of senior management in both
domestic and international corporations. Case
discussions help develop the conceptual
framework
for analysis and implementation of strategy and
policy decisions.
Independent study allows students to expand
their
classroom experience by completing research in
an
area of interest not already covered by Suffolk
courses. The student designs a unique project
and
finds a full-time faculty member with expertise
in
that topic who agrees to sponsor it and provide
feedback as the proposal is refined. A well
designed and executed research project
broadens
and/or deepens learning in a major or minor area
of study and may also enhance a student's
marketability to potential future employers.
Students cannot register for an Independent
Study
until a full proposal is approved by the faculty
sponsor, department chair, and academic dean.
Many
Independent study proposals require revisions
before approval is granted; even with revisions
independent study approval is NOT guaranteed.
Students are strongly encouraged to submit a
proposal in enough time to register for a
different course if the proposal is not accepted.
For complete instructions, see the SBS
Independent/Directed Study Agreement and
Proposal
form available online.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SIB-520

Strategy and International Business
Internship

UG

3.00

SIB-321, Global Business Director approval
require
registration

SIB-550

Global Travel Seminar

UG

3.00

Please email Hillary Sabbagh at
hsabbagh@suffolk.e
for a travel seminar.
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A project-based course that entails a work
experience component for juniors and seniors,
and allows the student to apply international
business theory in a practical context, thereby
bridging the gap between education and practice.
The internship must involve at least 100 hours of
work. Students are responsible for identifying
and securing acceptance to an internship. Prior
to
registering for SIB 520, a student must submit to
the Global Business Director a Sponsor
Agreement
form signed by a representative of the internship
organization prior to starting the internship. A
maximum of one SIB 520 internship course may
also
be used as a Global Business major elective.
The
work time required for a Global Business
internship cannot also be used to fulfill the
requirement for an internship course in another
department. The company offering the internship
must agree to evaluate the student's
performance
by completing an Internship Evaluation Form.
Students must successfully complete both the
internship and all of the academic requirements
of SIB 520 in order to earn a passing grade. IF
SIB 520 is taken to also fulfill the global
travel requirement, the internship must take
place outside the student's country of residence.
Therefore international students who are not
permanent residents of the US can pursue their
internships in the US. If a student intends to
fulfill the global travel requirement with SIB
520, the student should simultaneously register
for SIB 560. SIB 520 can be taken for credit
without fulfilling the global travel requirement
if the internship's tasks involve business
activities targeted to countries outside the
student's country of residence. Note that it is
not sufficient for the company providing the
internship to be an international company, but
the student's job position must entail the
international business activities specified by
the student's manager in a letter to the Global
Business Director.
An in-depth analysis of timely special issues in
international business. Specific topics are
announced when the course is scheduled.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SIB-560

Strategy and International Business
Travel Requirement

UG

0.00

SIB-H101

Honors Globalization

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

GPA 3.2 or higher.
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All majors are required to participate in
overseas travel as part of their major. This
requirement may be satisfied by completing a
minimum of one travel seminar, a semester
abroad,
or an internship outside a student's country of
residence. Travel seminars used to fulfill this
requirement may also be used to fulfill major
electives or language as appropriate. Students
may
participate in more than one travel seminar
and/or study abroad opportunity. All study abroad
must be preapproved by the Undergraduate
Academic
Advising Center. If a student plans to substitute
a course taken at another university for a
Suffolk requirement, this course must be
approved
by the Program Director or Department Chair for
the department that offers the Suffolk required
course prior to the study abroad. If a student
wishes to fulfill SIB 560 by an internship, a
student must submit to the Global Business
Director a Sponsor Agreement form signed by a
representative of the internship organization
prior to starting the internship. The company
offering the internship must agree to evaluate
the student's performance by completing an
Internship Evaluation Form. Students must
successfully complete the internship and the
Global Business Director must receive the
Internship Evaluation Form from the sponsoring
organization in order for the student to earn a
passing grade.
This course introduces the nature and
processes of globalization which define today's
international business environment. The course
employs a multidisciplinary perspective to
explore
the growing interdependence of nations in their
trade, investment, technology flows, and
business
operations. Topic include business, geographic,
economic, social, cultural, political, and other
issues related to globalization. The course is
experiential in its approach. Students will
undertake a team research project exploring
globalization issues with reference to a
particular country, region or industry.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SIB-H429

Honors Strategic Management

UG

3.00

MKT 210; ISOM 319; MGT 217 (formerly
MGT 317); FIN
FIN 310); Senior standing; 3.3 GPA

ENG-P099
ADPR-177

ESL Reading/Writing II Portfolio
Professional Communication

UG
UG

0.00
4.00

To be taken concurrently with ENG-099

ARAB-102

Elementary Modern Arabic II

UG

4.00

ARAB 101 or Instructor's consent

ASL-101

Elementary American Sign Language I

UG

4.00

ASL-102

Elementary American Sign Language II

UG

4.00

ASL 101

BIO-105

Humans and the Evolutionary Perspective

UG

4.00

Non Science Majors Only

BIO-111

Introduction to the Cell

UG

3.00

Must take BIO L111 concurrently
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Covers and integrates administrative processes
and
decision-making under uncertainty in business
areas of marketing, accounting, management,
finance, personnel, and production. It also focuses on strategic and policy issues from the viewpoint of senior management in both domestic
and
international corporations. Case discussions help
develop the conceptual framework for analysis
and
implementation of strategy and policy decisions.
Portfolio course for ENG-099
An introduction to the processes of professional
communication, with emphasis on oral
presentations, report writing, effective
listening, and interpersonal communication in the
business environment.
Continues to master Arabic alphabet, learn
elementary formal grammar and develop
reading,
speaking, and writing skills.
Introductory course for nonnative signers.
Emphasis on receptive skills, vocabulary, and
grammar. Introduction to issues important to the
Deaf community. One language laboratory
session
per week.
Continues to develop receptive skills, vocabulary
and grammar. Explores patterns of lexical and
grammatical structure. Fosters awareness of
issues important to the Deaf community.
Major topics include the scientific basis of
evolution, the fossil history of vertebrates,
evidence of evolution in the human body, and
applying an evolutionary perspective to the
social interactions and possible futures of
humanity. Meets one of the non laboratory
science
requirements for the non-science major. This
reading and writing intensive course is a
non-laboratory science option for non-science
majors. This course will not fulfill requirement
for a major or a minor in Biology.
Explanation of key biological structures and
reactions of the cell. This is an introductory
course required of all biology majors and minors,
and some non-biology science majors. This
course
is not recommended for the
non-science student.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

BIO-204

Anatomy and Physiology II

UG

3.00

BIO 203, BIO L203; BIO L204 must be taken
concurre

BIO-254

Marine Biology

UG

3.00

BIO-111/L111 or BIO-114/L114 or Instructor's
conse
concurrently;

BIO-273

Biostatistics

UG

4.00

BIO 111/L111

BIO-274

Genetics

UG

3.00

BIO 111/L111 and BIO 114/L114; BIO L274
concurrent

BIO-285

Microbiology

UG

3.00

BIO-111 and BIO-L111; BIO-L285
concurrently;

BIO-304

Comparative Animal Physiology

UG

3.00

BIO-114 and BIO-L114. Must take BIO-L304
concurren

BIO-333

Ecology

UG

3.00

BIO-114/L114; BIO-L333 concurrently;
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Conclusion of a systematic survey of the
structural and functional interrelations of the
organ systems of the human body. This course
investigates the endocrine, circulatory,
respiratory, digestive, urinary, and reproductive
systems as well as the physiology of immune
responses, nutrition, and acid-base balance.
Medical terminology will be used.
Introduction to the marine environment, its
organisms and their specific adaptations.
Emphasis on marine and estuarine ecology,
intertidal habits, trophic relations, and
physiology. Human impacts on the sea: fisheries,
mariculture, pollution, introduced species,
climate change and seawater acidification, and
law of the sea. Taught yearly each fall.
Introduction to the statistical methods used to
evaluate biological problems. Sampling,
probability, confidence intervals, hypothesis
tests, experimental design, analysis of variance,
regression, and correlation are some of the
topics offered. Software for data handling,
graphics, and analysis will be used.
An examination of the basic principles of
genetics
in eukaryotes and prokaryotes at the level of
molecules, cells, and multicellular organisms,
including humans. Topics include Mendelian and
non-Mendelian inheritance, structure and
function
of chromosomes and genomes, biological
variation
resulting from recombination, mutation, and
selection, and population genetics.
Viruses and bacteria are surveyed in terms of
their ecology, biochemistry, taxonomy, molecular
biology and control.
Mechanisms of physiological adaptations to
environmental challenges are studied. Examples
of
gas exchange, osmoregulation, fluid transport,
temperature regulation, nervous control, and
movement are examined in various animal forms
through class lecture and discussion, required
readings, and external lectures.
Spring semester.
Areas of study include but are not limited to
basic principles of population biology, community
ecology, trophic dynamics, ecosystem structure
and function and evolutionary theory.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

BIO-343

Biodiversity & Conservation Biology

UG

4.00

BIO-114 and BIO-L114

BIO-377

Immunology

UG

4.00

Take BIO-274

BIO-385

Advanced Microbiology

UG

4.00

BIO-274 and BIO-L274 or BIO-285 and BIOL285;

BIO-403

Cell Biology

UG

3.00

BIO 111/L111; CHEM-211/L211; BIO-L403
concurrently

BIO-474

Molecular Genetics

UG

3.00

CHEM-311 or BIO-274 and BIO-L274 and
BIO-L474
concurrently

BIO-475

Developmental Biology

UG

4.00

BIO-114, L114
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This course covers a broad spectrum of aspects
of
biodiversity and conservation by examining key
elements ranging from global patterns in the
distribution of life on our planet to the effects
our human population is causing on those
patterns. Examples from marine and terrestrial
animals and plants are used to convey current
ideas with a focus on the importance of global
biodiversity, and the design of management
programs for the conservation of species and
ecosystems.
4-credit
The concept of immunity, response to infection,
structure of the immune system, biochemistry of
immunoglobins, antigen-antibody interactions,
allergy, immunological injury, lymphocyte
subpopulations and cellular immunity, tolerance
suppression and enhancement. Taught
alternate/even
years.
The molecular mechanisms of host-microbe
interactions and the epidemiology and public
health aspects of microorganisms are stressed.
Also covered are current topics in microbiology
including antimicrobial therapy and resistance,
emerging pathogens and novel applications of
microbiology. Experimental design and
troubleshooting skills are developed, using
contemporary microbiology and molecular
biology
laboratory techniques. Taught alternate/odd
years.
The study of cells, approached through
examinations of biochemical mechanisms, the
relation between the structure and function of
biological molecules and organelles, and the
regulation of normal and diseased cells.
An examination of concepts and techniques of
modern molecular biology. Topics include the
structure and function of DNA, RNA, and
proteins,
the regulation of gene expression in prokaryotes
and eukaryotes at transcriptional and
post-transcriptional levels, genetic modification
of organisms, and genome analysis. This course
will incorporate readings and discussions of
primary scientific literature. Spring semester.
This course focuses on embryonic development
in
vertebrates. The conceptual focus on
evolutionary developmental biology includes
comparative developmental mechanisms and
Epigenetic processes.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

BIO-H105

Honors Humans and the Evolutionary
Perspective

UG

4.00

CAS Honors students only.

BIO-H109

Plants and People

UG

4.00

Non Science Majors Only. Honors student or
3.3 GPA

BIO-H111

Honors Introduction to the Cell

UG

3.00

Must take BIO L111 concurrently. Restricted
to Hon
Majors.

BIO-H204

Honors Anatomy and Physiology II

UG

3.00

BIO 203, BIO L203; BIO L204 must be taken
concurre
Restricted to CAS Honors students only.

BIO-H273

Biostatistics

UG

4.00

BIO 111/L111; Restricted to CAS Honor
Students
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Major topics include the scientific basis of
evolution, the fossil history of vertebrates,
evidence of evolution in the human body, and
applying an evolutionary perspective to the
social interactions and possible futures of
humanity. Meets one of the non laboratory
science
requirements for the non-science major. This
reading and writing intensive course is a
non-laboratory science option for non-science
majors. This course will not fulfill requirement
for a major or a minor in Biology.
This course focuses on the ancient, intimate, and
mutually beneficial relationship between humans
and plants. We will discuss the basic anatomy,
physiology, and genetic characteristics of
flowering plants and how these characteristics
have facilitated their use by humans. We will
explore the impacts of a wide range of plants and
their products on human society while
considering
the evolutionary changes that these plants have
undergone through artificial selection. We will
also touch on the synergistic role of fungus and
plants in alcohol fermentation. This course
fulfills the non-lab natural sciences requirement
for BFA, BSJ, and BA degrees. Non-biology
majors
only.
Explanation of key biological structures and
reactions of the cell. This is an introductory
course required of all biology majors and minors,
and some non-biology science majors. This
course
is not recommended for the
non-science student.
Conclusion of a systematic survey of the
structural and functional interrelations of the
organ systems of the human body. This course
investigates the endocrine, circulatory,
respiratory, digestive, urinary, and reproductive
systems as well as the physiology of immune
responses, nutrition, and acid-base balance.
Medical terminology will be used.
Introduction to the statistical methods used to
evaluate biological problems. Sampling,
probability, confidence intervals, hypothesis
tests, experimental design, analysis of variance,
regression, and correlation are some of the
topics offered. Software for data handling,
graphics, and analysis will be used.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

BIO-H274

Honors Genetics

UG

3.00

BIO 111/L111 and BIO 114/L114; BIO L274
concurrent

BIO-H333

Honors Ecology

UG

3.00

BIO-114/L114; BIO-L333 concurrently;

BIO-L111

Introduction to the Cell Laboratory

UG

1.00

Concurrently with BIO 111

BIO-L204

Anatomy & Physiology Lab II

UG

1.00

BIO 203/L203 and BIO 204 must be taken
concurrentl

BIO-L254

Marine Biology Lab

UG

1.00

BIO-111/L111 or BIO-114/L114 or Instructor's
conse
concurrently;

BIO-L274

Genetics Lab

UG

1.00

BIO-111, BIO-L111, BIO-114, and BIO-L114.
Must be
concurrently with BIO 274.

BIO-L285

Microbiology Laboratory

UG

1.00

BIO 111/L111; BIO 285 concurrently;

BIO-L304

Comp Animal Physiology Lab

UG

1.00

BIO-114 and BIO-L114. Must take BIO-304
concurrent

BIO-L333

Ecology Lab

UG

1.00

BIO-114, BIO-L114, and BIO-333
concurrently
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An examination of the basic principles of
genetics
in eukaryotes and prokaryotes at the level of
molecules, cells, and multicellular organisms,
including humans. Topics include Mendelian and
non-Mendelian inheritance, structure and
function
of chromosomes and genomes, biological
variation
resulting from recombination, mutation, and
selection, and population genetics.
Areas of study include but are not limited to
basic principles of population biology, community
ecology, trophic dynamics, ecosystem structure
and function and evolutionary theory.
Sessions are designed to familiarize the student
with biological molecules, and the techniques
used in their study. The techniques covered
include basic solution preparation, separation
and quantification of molecules, enzyme
catalysis,and cell isolation.
A study of the human viscera using anatomical
models and dissection of mammalian specimens.
Also includes microscopy of tissues and
physiological experiments.
Field trips to local marine environments,
museums, and aquaria; field and laboratory
study
and observations of live, preserved, and models
of marine organisms.
Experiments designed to demonstrate principles
presented in lecture, using a range of genetic
model organisms that include E. coli, B. subtilis,
S. cerevisiae, D. melanogaster, S. fimicola, and
C. elegans.
Introduction to microbiological techniques and
their applications to health, research and
industry.
Selected physiological processes and
mechanisms
or adaptation in invertebrate and vertebrate
animals are examined by observation and
controlled
experiments.
Field and laboratory experiences in techniques
and concepts relevant to ecological theory, data
collection, statistical analysis, visual
representation and report preparation.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

BIO-L403

Cell Biology Lab

UG

1.00

BIO-111 and BIO-L11 and CHEM-211 and
CHEM-L211. Mu
BIO-403 concurrently.

BIO-L474

Molecular Genetics Lab

UG

1.00

Take CHEM-331 or BIO-274 and
BIO-L274. BIO-474 must be taken
concurrently.

CHEM-105

Chemical New Product Development

UG

4.00

ENT 101

CHEM-211

Organic Chemistry I

UG

3.00

CHEM 112 and CHEM-L112. CHEM-L211
must be taken co
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Examination of biological molecules and their
role
in cell function. Techniques used in these
examinations will include enzymatic analyses,
gel
electrophoresis, immunologic identification,
chromatography, and spectroscopy. Students
are
expected to develop their proficiency in the
laboratory techniques used, to analyze their
results in a quantitative manner, and to present
their findings.
This upper level laboratory course will consist
of
a semester-long project in the form of a series
of
consecutive experiments involving the generation
of a genetically modified organism and its
subsequent molecular analysis. Techniques
employed
will include genetic screens, DNA isolation,
restriction endonuclease analysis,
transformation
of bacteria,gel electrophoresis, gene reported
assays, RNA isolation, reverse
transcription, and quantitative PCR.
This course addresses the crucial intersection
between chemistry and business, and the impact
of
these fields on society. It provides an
introduction to important chemistry concepts and
practices of business management. Primary
focus
is on understanding the chemistry principles
behind some of the consumer products in our
everyday lives, and using this knowledge to
create
and evaluate ideas for new products. The
course
also introduces the business aspects involved in
the development and marketing of new products.
An
important component of the course is in making
effective presentations; this component
concludes
the course, culminating in team presentations of
a
new chemical product to panel of executives and
peers. This course satisfies the Sawyer Business
School Science requirement.
Introduces basic theories of structure, bonding,
and chemical reactivity as specifically applied
to modern organic chemistry. Includes functional
groups, acid/base chemistry, nomenclature,
resonance, spectroscopy, and stereochemistry.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CHEM-212

Organic Chemistry II

UG

3.00

CHEM 211 and CHEM L211. Must take
CHEM-L212 concur

CHEM-314

Instrumental Analysis

UG

3.00

CHEM 211; CHEM L314 must be taken
concurrently.

CHEM-331

Biochemistry I

UG

3.00

CHEM 212/L212 or permission of instructor.
CHEM L3
taken concurrently.

CHEM-332

Biochemistry II

UG

3.00

CHEM 331 and CHEM-L332 concurrently

CHEM-355

Environmental Chemistry

UG

3.00

CHEM 211, or permission of instructor

CHEM-411

Physical Chemistry I

UG

3.00

CHEM 112; MATH 166;

CHEM-412

Physical Chemistry II

UG

3.00

CHEM 411
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1793

Builds on the core competencies acquired in
Organic Chemistry I. Includes detailed
mechanistic discussions of substitution,
elimination, and addition reactions. Emphasizes
organic synthesis, structure determination, and
spectroscopy.
Explores the basic techniques of collecting and
analyzing data from different types of
instrumentation, including: ultraviolet, visible,
fluorescence, atomic and
emission spectroscopy; chromatographic
methods;
electrochemical measurements. Students will
apply
these techniques to problems in chemistry,
forensics, and environmental science.
Explores the foundations of
biochemistry, including the structure,
organization and behavior of proteins,
carbohydrates, lipids, and nucleic acids. Topics
include enzyme catalysis, kinetics, and
inhibition as well as protein regulation and
membrane structure. Introduces the use of
biochemical literature and bioinformatics
techniques.
Explores the principles of bioenergetics and
metabolism of biomolecules. Includes
intermediary
metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids,
and oxidative phosphorylation. Additional topics
include signal transduction and the regulation
and integration of metabolism.
A study of the chemical processes (including
biologically mediated ones) that affect the
cycling and ultimate fate of chemicals in the
environment. Topics include air, water, and soil
chemistry as well as energy and climate change.
The effects of pollutant loads on natural systems
and the remediation and treatment methods used
to
minimize pollutant loads are investigated. 3 hour
lecture. Normally offered spring, odd numbered
years.
Explores quantum chemistry through simple
model
systems such as particle in a box, harmonic
oscillator, rigid rotor, and hydrogen atom.
Applications to electronic, vibrational, and
rotational spectroscopy and elements of atomic
and molecular structure.
Explores the laws of thermodynamics and their
molecular basis through the kinetic theory of
gases and statistical mechanics. Includes
chemical kinetics and theories of reaction rates.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CHEM-L211

Organic Chemistry Laboratory I

UG

1.00

CHEM-112 and CHEM-L112. Must be taken
concurrently

CHEM-L212

Organic Chemistry Laboratory II

UG

1.00

CHEM-211 and CHEM-L211. Must be take
CHEM-212 conc

CHEM-L314

Instrumental Analysis Laboratory

UG

1.00

CHEM L211; CHEM 314 must be taken
concurrently

CHEM-L331

Biochemical Techniques Lab

UG

1.00

CHEM 212/L212 or permission of instructor.
CHEM 33
taken concurrently

CHEM-L332

Advanced Biochemical Techniques and
Research Lab

UG

1.00

CHEM 331/L331. CHEM 332 must be taken
concurrently

CHEM-L355

Environmental Chemistry Lab

UG

1.00

CHEM 355 must be taken concurrently. Take
CHEM-L21

CHEM-L411

Physical Chemistry Laboratory I

UG

1.00

CHEM 411 must be taken concurrently

CHEM-L412

Physical Chemistry Laboratory II

UG

1.00

CHEM L411; CHEM 412 must be taken
concurrently.
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Introduces synthetic organic chemistry
techniques. Includes melting point determination,
distillation, crystallization, extraction,
chromatographic separations, and infrared
spectroscopy. Discusses experimental design
within the context of green organic chemistry.
Builds on the core competencies acquired in
Organic Chemistry Laboratory I. Emphasizes the
characterization of organic molecules via nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Discusses
experimental design within the context of green
organic chemistry.
Laboratory experiments in chemical analysis
using
instrumental techniques, including spectroscopy
and chromatography. Data collection and
evaluation includes computer-based methods.
Reports are prepared in professional style.
Laboratory course introducing biochemical
techniques. Includes buffer preparation, PCR,
purification of DNA and
proteins, agarose and polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis, protein quantitation and
detection, and enzyme kinetic assays.
Advanced biochemistry laboratory course where
students learn experimental design and critical
analysis of the scientific literature while
conducting novel research. Projects vary from
year to year, but may include recombinant DNA
techniques, purification and quantitation of DNA
and proteins, protein detection, enzyme kinetics,
and bioinformatics. Research is presented as a
poster at the annual STEM banquet.
Laboratory exercises designed to illustrate
principles covered by topics in CHEM 355.
Prerequisites: CHEM L211, concurrent
enrollment in
CHEM 355 required. 4-hour laboratory. Normally
offered spring, odd numbered years.
Experiments in molecular spectroscopy, quantum
chemistry, nanomaterials, and introduction to
computational chemistry. Emphasis will be
placed
on experimental design and data analysis skills
in addition to technical writing skills as
demonstrated through reports prepared in the
professional style.
Experiments in thermodynamics, materials,
chemical kinetics, and computational chemistry.
Emphasis will be placed on experimental design
and data analysis skills in addition to technical
writing skills as demonstrated by laboratory
reports prepared in the professional style.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CHIN-101

Elementary Chinese I

UG

4.00

CHIN-102

Elementary Chinese II

UG

4.00

CHIN 101 or Instructor's consent.

CI-101

Process and Epiphany

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi

CI-109

Virtual Globe Trekking: an Alternate
View of the World

UG

3.00

Restricted to students with less than 54
credits.
more than 54 credits needing to fulfill their CI
r
should seek approval from the
Undergraduate Advisi
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Introduces Modern Standard Chinese (Mandarin)
with an emphasis on developing conversational
skills by using authentic materials such as
video, audio, and various print media that teach
fundamental grammatical patterns and
vocabulary
in functional contexts. Basic reading and
writing (in Simplified Characters) are also
taught.
Continues to develop proficiency in reading,
writing, and speaking Modern Standard Chinese
(Mandarin). Helps to develop listening
comprehension skills with the use of authentic
materials, such as print media, audio, and video
materials. Advanced beginning level of reading
and writing of Simplified Chinese characters is
taught.
Despite its mystical connotations, creative
epiphany is the result of a long engagement with
the creative process that results in a surprising
and unpredictable understanding of a concept or
the solution to a problem. In the way that the
discoveries of science are guided by the
scientific method, the path to creative
innovation is through a directed creative
process. All creative innovators follow such a
directed creative process, whether they are
industrial designers or fine artists, performers
or inventors, architects or entrepreneurs. This
course explores both historical examples of
individuals whose creative innovation changed
the
world, as well as hands-on collaborative,
practical problem solving employing the creative
process.
This course will examine creativity and
innovation through the lens of place. Modern
geography is an all-encompassing discipline that
seeks to understand the earth and all of its
human and natural complexities - not merely
where
objects are, but how they have changed and
come
to be. The world is filled with ideas and
perspectives. By changing your location, new
perspectives emerge. This course will focus on
the creative process to understand that each
person creates in their own way. The students
will test many methods to draw forth creative
thought and seek to identify their own best
method for calling on their own inner genius.
Often this will involve failure and mixed
results, yet this is where the students will
learn their strengths and weaknesses.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

CJN-177

Professional Communication

UG

4.00

ECE-105

Circuit Theory I

UG

3.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ECE L105 must be taken concurrently; MATH
165 or M

ECE-206

Solid State Devices and Circuits

UG

3.00

ECE L206 must be taken concurrently; ECE
205(must
grade of C in preqs.)

ECE-L105

Circuit Theory Lab I

UG

1.00

ECE 105 must be taken concurrently

ECE-L206

Solid State Devices & Circuits Lab

UG

1.00

ECE 206 must be taken concurrently
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An introduction to the processes of professional
communication, with emphasis on oral
presentations, report writing, effective
listening, and interpersonal communication in the
business environment.
Basic elements and analysis techniques of DC
circuits. Coverage includes resistors,
capacitors,
inductors, and sensors ; independent and
dependent
sources. Ohm's law, power, energy, and power
transfer. Kirchoff's voltage and current laws;
Nodal and Loop analyses; Thevenin and Norton
equivalents; step and transient responses of
first-order systems; time constants. Emphasis on
functional circuits.
Prerequisite: Must be taken concurrently with
ECE L105. Must take MATH 121(must have a
minimum
grade of C in preqs.)
1 term - 3 credits.
Review of Thevenin and Norton Equivalent
circuits.
Frequency Domain analysis and Bode Plots.
Representation of an active device by its Gain,
Input and Output Resistance. Thorough
coverage
of
op amps - circuits, applications, and inherent
limitations. Introduction to semiconductor
physics
and the PN junction. Diode circuits,
applications, and models. Zener diodes and
power
supplies. Ripple estimations. The Bipolar
Junction
Transistor - large and small signal analyses.
Active, cutoff, and saturation region
characterization. Hybrid Pi and T models. Basic
transistor configurations - common collector,
common base, and common emitter - along with
their
characteristics, applications, and tradeoffs.
Estimation of bandwidth using open circuit time
constants.
Prerequisite: ECE 205. Must have at least a C in
this. Co-requisite: ECE L206
The Circuit Theory Lab I is designed to
supplement
the Circuit Theory I course.
The Solid State Devices & Circuits Lab is
designed
to supplement the Solid State Devices & Circuits
course.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

ENG-095

Developmental English Skills I

UG

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

4.00

ENG-099

ESL Reading/Writing II

UG

4.00

ENVS-112

Majors' Environmental Science II

UG

3.00

DESCRIPTION

1797

This course is appropriate for native English
speakers as well as non-native English speakers
with a high level of oral fluency, but a need to
improve English reading and writing skills for an
academic setting. The course provides students
with opportunities for and guidance in the
development of Academic English writing. Class
activities focus on aiding students in improving
their academic English reading and writing skills
to the proficiency levels required by the
University. Particular emphasis is placed on the
importance of planning, organizing and revising
essays, as well as learning how to analyze,
summarize, and cite an author's ideas and
words.
Offered in the Fall, Spring, and Summer Session
I
semesters. Course is enrolled by placement or
instructor consent only.
A continuation of ENG 098, this course further
furnishes students with active reading strategies
and the conventions of academic writing that will
be applicable to their collegiate course work.
Students will develop the analytical skills
necessary for academic success by producing
in-class and take-home essays, participating in
debates, and giving oral presentations. Students
will be required to work with a course
management
program and to utilize technology effectively in
their writing. The skills obtained in these
courses will allow students to participate
comfortably in their mainstream college classes.

Topics introduced
in ENVS 111 are further developed to focus
on how environmental conditions affect human,
animal and ecological health. Areas may include
control of environmental
contaminants; public health and infectious
disease
control; antibiotic resistance; health issues
associated with food production; contained
animal
feeding operations; the effects of
industrialization on the environment; and the
impact of disasters on environmental health.
This
course is open to environmental science and
studies majors and minors or by permission from
the instructor.
3 credits. Normally offered spring evenings. Must
be taken
concurrently with ENVS L112
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ENVS-L112

Majors' Environmental Science II Lab

UG

1.00

FR-101

Elementary French I

UG

4.00

FR-102

Elementary French II

UG

4.00

Instructor's consent

FR-201

Intermediate French I

UG

4.00

Instructor's consent

FR-205

The Francophone World

UG

4.00

FR 202 or Instructor's consent

FR-220

French & Francophone Cinema

UG

4.00

GER-101

Elementary German I

UG

4.00

GER-102

Elementary German II

UG

4.00

Ger-101 or instructor's permission

GER-202

Intermediate German II

UG

4.00

GER 201 or Instructor's consent
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Laboratory exercises are used to illustrate
topics covered
ENVS 112. Exercises may include analysis of
environmental samples for heavy
metal contamination and evidence of sewage
contamination or air samples for
criteria pollutants. Field trips are required.
This course is required for Environmental studies
majors and minors.
1 credit Normally offered in spring semester
evenings. requisite: enrollment in ENVS 112
Develops reading, writing, speaking,
and listening skills. Explores audio-visual and
textual materials based on French and
Francophone
cultural themes.
Continues to develop reading, writing, speaking,
and listening skills. Explores audio-visual and
textual materials based on French and
Francophone
cultural themes.
Reviews grammar, practice speaking, and
continues
to explore authentic cultural and literary texts
in this writing-intensive course. Examines short
readings, films, and print media.
Explores the francophone world through the
study
of short stories, print media, and film, by
engaging with the rich textured and diverse
francophone literary canon. Teaches advance
notions of French grammar, write compositions,
and the art of conversation related to cultural
themes.
Discusses and deepens understanding of French
and
Francophone cinema from its origins in the late
nineteenth century to the early twenty-first
century. Explores early works from France, by
the
Lumiere Brothers and Georges Melies as well as
contemporary films from France, Algeria, Burkina
Faso, Canada, Haiti, and Senegal.
Practice in both oral and written language skills
using German culture as background for
language study. Emphasis on active use of
German to master structure, pronunciation and
vocabulary. One language laboratory session per
week.
Continuation of skills development from 101. One
language laboratory session per week.
Continuation of skills development from 201. One
language laboratory session per week.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

ITAL-101

Elementary Italian I

UG

4.00

ITAL-102

Elementary Italian II

UG

4.00

JPN-101

Elementary Japanese I

UG

4.00

JPN-102

Elementary Japanese II

UG

4.00

JPN-101 or Instructor's consent

PHYS-L303

Radiation Therapy Rotation III

UG

1.00

PHYS L302; Radiation Therapy Students
Only

RAD-L303

Radiation Therapy Rotation III

UG

3.00

RAD/PHYS L302; Radiation Therapy
Students Only

SCI-108

Introduction to Cancer Care

UG

4.00

ITAL-101 or instructor's permission
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Practices and develops oral and written language
skills. Explores the culture and language of
Italy through audio-visual and textual materials.
Continues to practice oral and written language
skills. Explores the culture and language of
Italy through audio-visual and textual materials.
For students with no previous knowledge. An
introduction to features of spoken and written
Japanese. Stresses grammar, oral performance
and
simple characters.
Continues to develop proficiency in reading,
writing, and speaking Japanese. Helps to further
develop listening skills with the use of
authentic materials, such as print media and
audio files.
Provides the necessary clinical experience to
become a radiation therapist. All labs
are conducted at our clinical affiliates. Under
the supervision of licensed radiation therapists,
the students will become increasingly proficient
in the manipulation of treatment equipment, will
gain a thorough understanding of radiation
treatment plans, will deliver a prescribed
radiation dose to cancer patients, and will
acquire knowledge of all relevant aspects of
patient care. These labs are available only to
students enrolled in the "clinical track".
Provides the necessary clinical experience to
become a radiation therapist. All labs are
conducted at our clinical affiliates. Under the
supervision of licensed radiation therapists, the
students will become increasingly proficient in
the manipulation of treatment equipment, will
gain a thorough understanding of radiation
treatment plans, will deliver a prescribed
radiation dose to cancer patients, and will
acquire knowledge of all relevant aspects of
patient care.
Introduces the top ten U.S. adult cancers, as
well as the most common pediatric cancers.
Topics
to be covered include cancer causes, detection,
and prevention. Psychosocial aspects of being
diagnosed with cancer and the role nutrition
plays for cancer patients will be integrated.
The course will also discuss the major treatment
modalities for each cancer including radiation
therapy, surgery, chemotherapy, and bone
marrow
transplants.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SCI-113

A Habitable Earth Within the Solar
System

UG

4.00

SCI-171

The Built World: How Humans Engineer
Environments

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

DESCRIPTION

1800

This course introduces non-science majors to
concepts that are central to making our
planet habitable. It presents Earth in context of
the solar system with a broad view of global
climate change and energy resources in a quest
to
better understand the workings our planet. This
course on Earth and Planetary Science is
suitable
for students who may have taken their last
science and math course several years ago, or
are
just curious about knowing facts on major issues
that pertain to the future of our planet.
Together with a reading component, this course
aims to give students a flavor of how researchers
think, investigate and develop conclusions that
directly affect our political and economic
future. Topics covered in this course range from
the solar system to the study of search for other
habitable Earth-like planets, search for
extraterrestrial life, and evolution of life on
Earth. Other characteristics of this course are
heavy use of audio-visual materials often
including computer animations and simulations,
in-class experiment demonstration, and intensive
use of INTERNET-based resources.
The most basic needs of humans have not
changed water, food, and shelter - but the means of
meeting these needs has. In this course, we will
examine how technology-driven societies
operate by
studying how cities are built and how they
function. Topics will include water supply and
distribution systems; transportation systems
(including road and bridge design and
construction); building design, construction, and
operation (including skyscraper and sustainable
building design), and waste removal systems
(municipal and industrial wastewater removal
and
treatment, solid waste removal and treatment).
This is not a course about little gadgets and
widgets; this is a course about big engineering
marvels; and it emphasizes applications of
science
- how things work - rather than scientific theory.
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COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

SCI-173

Mapping Our World
The Power of Digital Maps

UG

3.00

SCI-181

Science and Life in the 21st Century

UG

4.00

SCI-184

Contemporary Science and Innovation

UG

4.00

SCI-251

Intro to Coastal Geology

UG

4.00

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES
SCI-L173 must be taken concurrently.

Intro Math
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1801

Geographic Information Science (GIS) link
information (number of fire hydrants on a block)
to features on a map (e.g., a point representing
street address) that has a designated geographic
location (as designated by global coordinates).
Unlike paper maps, GIS software allows the
production of interactive maps that allows the
user to layer data, to indicate spatial patterns,
to analyze trends, and to combine different
features of the mapped area in novel ways. For
example, a business person may wish to use
GIS to
determine the optimum location of retail outlet
(based on the mapped demographics of a
neighborhood), while an environmental engineer
may
use GIS to describe the location of outfalls to
see how they correlate to areas of stream
pollution. In this course, students will be
introduced to maps, map vocabulary and
attributes,
and GIS mapping through a series of mapping
exercises. A knowledge of Windows-type
applications is presumed.
No longer offered on Boston campus
This is a four credit, non-lab, science course
that examines the central scientific problems
confronting the 21st century. The course studies
particular topics and teaches the necessary
science around these topics to provide a good
understanding of the issues. The topics currently
are: Energy, Science and Economic Decisions,
Sustainability of Life on Earth, Health and
Science.
This is a 4 credit, project based science course
that examines the central scientific problems
confronting the 21st century. The course consists
of lectures, class discussions, field trips, and
in-class hands-on activities designed to
familiarize the student with different concepts of
the lectures. The current focus is on sustainable
energy production. A final team project related
to the course topics will be given. This is the
version of SCI 183 without a separate lab
component. Students who have taken SCI 183,
L183
are not allowed to take this course.
Coastal environments will be analyzed with an
emphasis on the important environmental
characteristics of these areas. Management and
environmental problems within the coastal and
offshore areas such as beach erosion, beach
access, and oil spills will be considered. One
required field trip.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SCI-L173

Mapping Our World Lab

UG

1.00

SPAN-101

Elementary Spanish I

UG

4.00

SPAN-102

Elementary Spanish II

UG

4.00

SPAN 101 or Instructor's consent

SPAN-201

Intermediate Spanish I

UG

4.00

SPAN 102 or or Instructor's consent

SPAN-202

Intermediate Spanish II

UG

4.00

SPAN 201 or Instructor's consent.

UES-111

Environmental Science

UG

3.00

Take UES-L111 concurrently

UES-211

Environmental Science II

UG

3.00

UES-L211 must be taken concurrently.

UES-225

Geographical Information Science

UG

3.00

Take UES-L225 concurrently

UES-L111

Environmental Science Lab

UG

1.00

Take UES-111 concurrently

SCI-173 must be taken concurrently.
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1802

This laboratory illustrates concepts and methods
taught in SCI 173. In this lab students will be
introduced to maps, map vocabulary and
attributes,
and GIS mapping through a series of mapping
exercises. A knowledge of Windows-type
applications is presumed.
Practice in both oral and written language
skills.
Class activities are organized around cultural
themes that reflect the diversity of the Hispanic
world and its interconnectedness with the rest of
the world. Weekly laboratory sessions required.
Continues skills development from 101. Weekly
laboratory sessions required.
Reviews Spanish grammar and examines
Spanish
through authentic materials of cultural interest.
Students develop written and oral skills through
compositions and audio-visual materials. Weekly
laboratory sessions required.
Continues skills development from 201. Students
read a collection of short stories, write
compositions, develop cultural insights through
comparative and contrastive assignments, and
practice listening and speaking skills in weekly
conversation sessions.
Applies the fundamentals of science to
environmental issues. Topics include population
dynamics and resources, environmental
degradation, ecosystems, geologic processes,
deforestation, biodiversity, climate change, air,
soil, and water resource management, and
pollution and risks to health.
Focuses on how environmental conditions affect
human, animal and ecological health. Areas may
include control of environmental contaminants;
public health and infectious disease control;
sanitation systems; antibiotic resistance; health
issues associated with food production; the
effects of industrialization on the environment;
and the impact of disasters on environmental
health.
Provides the fundamentals of geographic
information science (GIS) including the history
of automated mapping. A review of the
necessary
hardware and software elements used in GIS is
presented. Hands-on exercises with
computerized
mapping software are required.
Laboratory exercises are used to illustrate
topics covered in UES 111. Field testing and
analysis of environmental samples. Field trips
may be required.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

UES-L211

Environmental Science II Lab

UG

1.00

UES-211 must be taken concurrently.

UES-L225

Geographic Information Science Lab

UG

1.00

Take UES-225 concurrently

BIO-114

Organismal Biology

UG

3.00

Must take BIO L114 concurrently.

BIO-203

Anatomy and Physiology I

UG

3.00

BIO L203 MUST BE TAKEN
CONCURRENTLY
BIO 111, BIO L111.

BIO-L114

Organismal Biology Laboratory

UG

1.00

Must take BIO 114 concurrently

BIO-L203

Anatomy & Physiology Lab I

UG

1.00

BIO 111/L111; Must take BIO-203
concurrently

CHEM-111

General Chemistry I

UG

3.00

Placement at MATH 104 or better. Students
who do
MATH 104 must take MATH 104
concurrently. Must be
concurrently with CHEM-L111.

CHEM-112

General Chemistry II

UG

3.00

CHEM 111/L111; CHEM-L112 must be taken
concurrentl
placement or higher.
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Illustrates topics covered UES 211 through
laboratory exercises. Exercises may include
analysis of environmental samples (soil, water,
and air). Field trips may be required.
Required companion computer laboratory to be
taken concurrently with UES 225.
Rigorous introduction to organismal biology
emphasizing evolution, phylogenetics, form, and
function. This is an introductory course required
of all biology majors and minors, and some
non-biology science majors. This course is not
recommended for the non-science student.
First part of a systematic survey of the
structural and functional interrelations of the
organ systems of the human body. This course
emphasizes histology and physiology in the
understanding of the integumentary, skeletal,
muscular, and nervous systems. Medical
terminology will be used.
A series of laboratory experiences in evolution,
diversity, anatomy and physiology.
A study of the human skeletal system and a
comparative look at other organ systems
involving
observation of anatomical models and dissection
of mammalian specimens. Also includes
microscopy
and computer simulations of physiological
processes.
Fundamental principles of chemistry are
discussed. Introduces atomic structure,
stoichiometry, the periodic
table, the nature of chemical bonds, and
chemical
reactions. This course is recommended for
science majors or those considering careers in
the health sciences.
This course is a continuation of General
Chemistry I. Fundamental principles of
chemistry
are discussed. Introduces
thermochemistry, gases, solution chemistry,
chemical kinetics, chemical equilibrium,
acid-base systems, and thermodynamics.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

CHEM-L111

General Chemistry Laboratory I

UG

1.00

MATH-104 MATH-108 MATH-121 MATH-128
MATH-130 MATHMATH-164 MATH-165 MATHT-MPEL1
MATHT-MPEL2 or MATHT
Must be taken concurrently with CHEM 111.

CHEM-L112

General Chemistry Laboratory II

UG

1.00

CHEM-111/L111; CHEM-112 must be take
concurrently.
placement or higher.

NEUR-101

Intro to Neuroscience

UG

4.00

PHYS-111

College Physics I

UG

3.00

Take MATH-121 or MATH-134 or MATH-165
or permissio
department chair; PHYS-L111 taken
concurrently

PHYS-112

College Physics II

UG

3.00

PHYS-111 and PHYS-L11. Must be taken
concurrently
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Introduces the basic principles of chemistry
through "discovery" laboratory experiments.
Learn safe laboratory practices and basic
techniques such as determining mass and
volume,
representing data in the form of tables and
graphs, and synthesizing and isolating a metal
complex. Participate in workshop
activities that include understanding modern
approaches to the scientific method, reading and
understanding the scientific literature, and
building molecular models. This laboratory is
designed around the foundational laboratory
skills practiced by science students in a wide
variety of majors.
This course is a continuation of General
Chemistry I Laboratory. Apply the basic
principles of chemistry through discovery
laboratory experiments with an emphasis on
quantitative analysis. Execute basic
analytical techniques such as the application of
Beer's Law and
acid-base titrations. This laboratory is
designed around the foundational laboratory
skills practiced by science students in a wide
variety of majors.
Introduces the field of neuroscience, the study
of the organization and function of the nervous
system of humans and other animals. Topics
include the neuron and neural transmission, the
overall function and organization of the nervous
system, the development of the brain, neural
plasticity, sleep, memory and other higher
cognitive functions.
Introduction to the fundamental principles of
physics. Study of kinematics, vectors, Newton's
laws, rotations, rigid body statics and dynamics,
energy and work, momentum,heat and
thermodynamics, kinetic theory. The laboratory
consists of experiments to illustrate the basic
concepts studied in the course.
Continuation of the fundamental principles of
physics. Study of simple harmonic motion,
waves,
fluids, electric forces and fields, electric
potential, DC circuits, electromagnetic
induction, magnetic fields, AC circuits,
introduction to optics, introduction to atomic,
nuclear and particle physics.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-151

University Physics I

UG

3.00

MATH-121 or higher (previously or
concurrently) an
concurrently

PHYS-152

University Physics II

UG

3.00

PHYS-151 and PHYS-L151. Must be taken
concurrently
PHYS-L152.

PHYS-L111

College Physics Lab I

UG

1.00

PHYS 111 concurrently
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PHYS 151 is the first of three courses (PHYS
151,
152, 153) that comprise the calculus based
introductory physics sequence at Suffolk
University intended for students majoring in the
physical sciences, engineering and mathematics.
This course aims to teach basic techniques in
physics that fall under the topic of classical
mechanics and their application in understanding
the natural world. Specific topics include the
study of vectors, Newton's laws, rotations, rigid
body statics and dynamics, fluid mechanics,
simple harmonic motion, mechanical waves,
sound
and hearing. The student will learn how to
analyze physical situations by using simple
models, and also how to solve those models and
derive useful conclusions from them. This course
will show students how experimental results and
mathematical representations are combined to
create testable scientific theories, and how the
complexities of most real-life physical
situations can be reduced to simple problems by
identifying the essential physical features and
ignoring the rest. The student will learn to
distinguish the scientific approach to physical
situations from other ways of looking at them,
for example, artistic, humanistic, and business.
This calculus based course begins with topics in
kinetic theory and the laws
of thermodynamics. It then covers electric charge
and field, Gauss' law, electrical potential and
capacitance, electric currents and DC circuits.
Next magnetism, electromagnetic induction,
Faraday's law and AC circuits are discussed.
This
is followed by Maxwell's equations,
electromagnetic waves, and properties of light.
Introduction to the fundamental principles of
physics. Study of kinematics, vectors, Newton's
laws, rotations, rigid body statics and dynamics,
energy and work, momentum,heat and
thermodynamics, kinetic theory. The laboratory
consists of experiments to illustrate the basic
concepts studied in the course. Error
propagation, use of Excel, laboratory notebooks
and formal reports required.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

PHYS-L112

College Physics Lab II

UG

1.00

PHYS 111 and PHYS L111; PHYS 112 must
be taken
concurrently

PHYS-L151

University Physics Lab I

UG

1.00

MATH 121 or higher (previously or
concurrently) PH
concurrently

PHYS-L152

University Physics Lab II

UG

1.00

PHYS 151 and L151 and PHYS 152 must be
taken concu

SCI-103

Environmental Science

UG

3.00

SCI-L103 must be taken concurrently

SCI-111

Introduction to Astronomy

UG

3.00

MATH-128 or higher and SCI-L111 must be
taken conc

SCI-112

Structure of the Universe

UG

3.00

MATH-128 or higher and SCI-L112
concurrently
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Continuation of the fundamental principles of
physics. Study of simple harmonic motion,
waves,
fluids, electric forces and fields, electric
potential, DC circuits, electromagnetic
induction, magnetic fields, AC circuits,
introduction to optics, introduction to atomic,
nuclear and particle physics. The laboratory
consists of experiments to illustrate the basic
concepts studied in the course. Error
propagation, use of Excel, laboratory notebooks,
and formal reports required.
The laboratory consists of experiments to
illustrate the basic concepts studied in the
course: measurements, propagation of errors,
vectors, Newton's laws, work and energy,
momentum, rotations, oscillations, simple
harmonic motion, fluid. Knowledge of algebra,
trigonometry, differentiation and integration
required.
The laboratory consists of experiments to
illustrate the basic concepts studied in the
course: heat, gas laws, electric forces, field,
and potential, DC and AC circuits, magnetic
field, electromagnetic induction, Faraday's law,
optics. Calculus, algebra, trigonometry are
required. Error propagation, use of Excel,
laboratory notebooks, and formal reports
required.
Case study approach to the fundamentals of
science
applied to environmental degradation,
ecosystems,
geological processes, population dynamics,
deforestation and biodiversity, climate change,
ozone depletion, air soil, and water resource
management, pollution and risks to health,
economics and the environment, politics and the
environment, and ethics and the environment.
History of Astronomy from the ancients to
Newton;
light; telescopes; sun, earth, moon planets,
comets, asteroids, meteors; space programs,
science and technology in society. Course
culminates with a visit to the Clay Center
Observatory, where students will be able to make
first hand observations. For non-science majors.
Astronomy of the cosmos; sun, stars, interstellar
materials, galaxies, pulsars, quasars, black
holes; nature of time relativity, cosmology.
Course culminates with a visit to the Clay Center
Observatory, where students will be able to make
first hand observations. For non-science majors.

COURSE

TITLE

LEVEL

MIN CREDITS

MAX CREDITS PREREQUISITES

SCI-H171

The Built World: How Humans Engineer
Environments- Honors

UG

4.00

Honors students or at least a 3.3 GPA only

SCI-L103

Environmental Science Lab

UG

1.00

Must take SCI-103 concurrently

SCI-L111

Introduction to Astronomy Lab

UG

1.00

Take SCI-111 concurrently

SCI-L112

Structure of the Universe Lab

UG

1.00

Take SCI-112 concurrently
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The most basic needs of humans have not
changed water, food, and shelter - but the means of
meeting these needs has. In this course, we will
examine how technology-driven societies
operate by
studying how cities are built and how they
function. Topics will include water supply and
distribution systems; transportation systems
(including road and bridge design and
construction); building design, construction, and
operation (including skyscraper and sustainable
building design), and waste removal systems
(municipal and industrial wastewater removal
and
treatment, solid waste removal and treatment).
This is not a course about little gadgets and
widgets; this is a course about big engineering
marvels; and it emphasizes applications of
science
- how things work - rather than scientific theory.
Laboratory exercises to illustrate the topics
covered in Science 103. Field-testing and
analysis of environmental samples. Field trip
required.
Laboratory experiments and exercises to
illustrate the principles discussed in Science
111. Observational exercises using the Celestron
telescope, astrophotography exercises, and
computer simulations. Course culminates with a
visit to the Clay Center Observatory, where
students will be able to make first hand
observations.
Laboratory experiments and exercises to
illustrate the principles discussed in Science
112. Observational exercises using the Celestron
telescope, astrophotography exercises, and
computer simulations. Course culminates with a
visit to the Clay Center Observatory, where
students will be able to make first hand
observations.

1808

Suffolk University Campus Locations

Suffolk University
8 Ashburton Place
Boston, MA 02108-2770
Suffolk University – Law School
120 Tremont ST
Boston, MA 02108-4977
Suffolk University –MGH
55 Fruit ST
Boston, MA 02114-4280
Suffolk University – Madrid Campus
Calle da la Vina, 3
Madrid, Spain 28003

